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INTRODUCTION. 

" God hath spoken once; two-fold is what I heard." 

T
HE following pages are devoted to a short account of the life and 

writings of the philosopher, Solomon ben Yehudah Ibn Gebirol 

or Avicebron ; proofs of the antiquity of the Zoharic writings 

and the Qabbalah, a condensed statement of some parts of the Qabba

listic philosophy,  quotations from the Zoharic books, and various articles 

pertaining to the same, in Appendixes.

The investigation of the antiquity and content ,  of the Qabbalah and 

Zoharic writings, has been neglected by the learned, and, with the excep

tion of a very few in England, Germany, Russia and France, has been 

almost wholly ignored by the writers of this century. To the student of 

the origin of religions or  their philosophy, especially of the origin of the 

formulations, dogmas and doctrines of early Christianity ; a study of the 

Hebrew Qabbalah and of the Zohar is of great value and importance, and 

has not received the attention i t  justly merits and demands. It  is appa

rent from the many similarities in this Qabbalistic philosophy, to the doc

trines in the New Testament and early Patristic literature ; that both of 

the latter, most probably, have had a common germ and origin in the 

esoteric teachings of the Israelites, as well as in the more open and exo

teric teachings of the Hebrew Holy writings. 

It was these striking similarities which struck my thought in the course 

of my reading, and caused an examination of the subject ; the more the 

investigation proceeded the more manifest to me appeared many of these 

similarities, and the more satisfied I became, that a common origin 

existed. Many learned theologians have endeavored, without much suc

cess, to find these origins in the Talmud, but the latter treats almost en

tirely of the Ha-la'khah or Common Law, Customs and Ritual , consid

ered essential to the outward life of the Israelite ; however it sometimes, 
Vil 
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gives in explanations, short Ha-gadic statements, which most probably, 

were taken from the Secret Learning, the ancient Sod, i. e., Mystery, of

the Hebrews ; but one might as well study the English Common Law 

Reports and the Digests of the same, in order to ascertain the content of 

English philosophy, as to expect to find the full content of the inward 

esoteric metaphysics and philosophy of the ancient Israelites, in the Tal

mudic writings. It was through the spirituality of the doctrines of the 

Secret Learning, that many of the ideas and dogmas, set forth by the 

Evangelists in the New Testament as those of Jesus and his Apostles, 

found so ready an entrance and acceptance, in the Jewish thought of their 

period. 

The New Testament taken in connection with cotemporary writ

ings, especially those of Philo Judreus, many of whose writings have 

reached our day ; shows that the Jewish mind at the epoch of its formula

tions, was prepared to accept , without much questioning, many of its 

doctrines and conclusions. At that period, many of the Jews were daily 

expecting the appearance of a Messiah, coming to them through the 

generations from David ; but all did not accept Jesus as that Anointed 

One, as that Messiah who was daily expected. It is in the study of the 

Jewish Disciplina Arcana, that we must hope to find the higher spiritual 

ideas of the cotemporaries of Jesus and the Apostles, and not in the out

ward law, ritual and forms, of the Pharisees ; whose religious convictions 

stuck too much in the bark, and did not penetrate very deeply, into the 

heart and core of the tree of spiritual religious truth. But outside of the 

importance of the Qabbalistic philosophy to the theologian, to the philo

sophic mind ; " Any form of speculation which has at any time powerfully 

influenced human thought, will repay the study which is spent in under

standing it, and, sooner or later claim fresh regard. The variations of 

human nature are too limited, to place any of its developments wholly 

beyond the pale of interest." *  

At the present time, the great foes t o  any rapid advance in the spiritu

ality of religion, are materialism and formalism. The first tends to merge 

itself into agnosticism, pantheism or atheism ; the latter, into the formu

ations in creeds and dogmas, and in ritualism. Like the formalism of 

•Canon Brooke F. Westcott, Contemporary Rev., Vol. v, May-Aug., 1 867.
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the Pharisees in the time of Jesus, the second would see in the mere per

fonnance of ritual, the repetition of creeds or fixed forms, the letter of 

the law ; and through mere attendance at the house of worship, a com

pliance with the true inner faith and requirements of real spiritual devo

tion. Against these phases of so-called religion, the free inward con

sciousness and liberty of the true spiritual and higher man, always rebels ; 

the inner man, drawn by the Deity, desires to see, a worship from the 

heart, sentiment and soul, and not a mere formal observance of creeds 

and books, a mere repetition of words and genuftexions of the body as a 

saving Grace and a true road to Salvation. To such, the spiritualistic 

philosophy of the higher phases of the Qabbalistic system, when truly 

searched for, contemplated, and understood ; opens her arms, and from 

its great height in the Unknown Essence of the Supreme Deity, the Eter

nal Boundless One, to its depth, in the lowest materialism of evil ; gives 

an opportunity for the reception, and acquisition of the grandest and 

noblest ideas, to the highest and most subtile order of religious spiritual 

thought. The greatest Mystics of the past, be they John Tauler, Thomas 

A'Kempis (Hamerken), Saint Theresa, or Dionysios, the Areopagite, have 

all been under the influence of ideas which are fully included in those of the 

Qabbalistic philosophy. As to the materialists : " What are they finding, 

more and more below facts, below all phenomena which the scalpel and 

the microscope can show ? A something nameless, invisible, imponder

able, yet seemingly omnipresent and omnipotent, retreating before them 

deeper and deeper, the deeper they delve, namely ; the life which shapes 

and makes. * * * More and more the noblest-minded of them, are 

engrossed by the mystery of that unknown and truly miraculous element 

in nature, which is always escaping them, though they cannot escape 
it. "* 

It is my desire to awaken a higher spiritual feeling towards the investi

gation of the Mysteries of Ancient Israel, in which, the Mysteries of the 

New Covenant lie hidden ; which shall help to awaken in Christian Mys

ticism its fundamental elements, faith and belief in the True ; to animate 

it to study the metaphysics of the great Fathers of the Church, especially 

the great Greek Fathers, the most erudite thinkers of the early Christian 

•Kingsley. Pref. to Welltminster Sermons, pp. xxvii-xxviii.
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church ; and establish the vast edifi ce of theolog y on deep philosophical 

principles and belief in the True, and not on man's alterable creeds and 

form ulations : and by so doing ; prepare a common centre for the re
union of all the, at present divided, religious sects. I also believe that such 

researches and investigations are calculated to pave the way to an under
stan ding of the true principles in the primitive history of mank ind, and 

be an assisting guide, in the dark labyrinth of myths, mysteries and 

archaic religions ; and that they will place much, which is nb w uncertain, 

on a fi rm foundation and in a stronger and clearer light, and so prepare 
the way, for that which the Deity never intended should be separated, 

the union of sound reason and correct philosophy with true religion. 

W e  cannot in this connection forbear quoting the words of a great 

Germ an think er :  " W henever in religion, or polity, or civilization, in 

art or science ; the inner element is developed most strenuously in its 
outward productions and th e spiritual earn estly sought after, be it with 

more or less modifi cations of existing institutions, t here is progress at 
hand ; fo r it is from within that l ife iss ues forth into the external, from 

the centre to the circumference. This therefore is the pathway which 
leads to life, that on which there are ever opening new outlets for the 

Spirit, and on which Genius, can unfurl its wings with god-lik e  self
assurance. · If this be true, the contrar y  result must also happen, wher

ever the external or material life is continual ly exalted,- wherever the 

symbol supersedes and stands more and more for the essence ; a form of 

words or an external work for the mental act or for conscience ; where 
the symmetrical superfices is accepted for the inner content, and the outer 

uniformity for vital unity, and appearances fo r truth. In every such hap

pening the luck less future must be impending whatever be the aspect of 

the present. * * * W hen such a path is once entered upon, the 
necessity very soon becomes apparent, of treating the dictates of the com

mon conscience as apostacy, of putting down conscientious objections as 

insubordination, and suppressing personal freedom as sedition. And then 
tyranny, either ecclesiastical or political, becomes a necessity, etc."* 
To-day around us this latter fee ling appears to be getting the upper hand, 

*Goll in tier Gtsd1i�Mt 1 857-8, by Christ. Karl Josias Baron von Bunsen, Vol. iii, 

Bk. vi, c. iii, thesis 6. 
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th ere is too much desire for wealth and the gratifi cation of the present 

and not enough of the Divine Affl at us. Too much of the spirit of Vol

tai re, Condillac and Descartes, and not enough thought of our future 
exis tence, nor of the feelings which animated the Qabbalists, true Theo

sophists and Mys tics, of the past. W e  want more men influenced with 

the same feelings as were Savonarola, Tauler and Jacob Bo hme. 

In the Hebrew Holy Scripture, the visible or creation, is regarded as 

t he manifestation of the Divine Glory or Sh e'k heen-ah .  The attributes 

of the Deity are t herefore seen through His work s, so St. Paul says : " For 
t he invisible things of Him from the creation of the world are clearly 

see n, bein g  understood by the things that are made, even His eternal 

po wer and glory." (Rom. i, 20.) 

But the human mind obtaining its ideas in this matter-world, can 
never whilst existing in it, raise the veil to its full height nor thoroughly 

understand in their full purport, the mysteries concealed behind it. 
Even the words used in the most abstract sciences and in religion 

and philosophy, to signify the most perfect abstractness, have only 
a par tially defi nite meaning, and in most minds, are vague and tinc

tured by the gras p of individual intellect, sur roundings, modes of 

thought , imagination. experience ; yes, even by the prejudices, dislik es  

and sentim ents o f  thought, i n  the minds o f  those who use them ; and 
so mar the tendency to the true, the abstract, and the real . There 

is an endeavor on t he part of enlightened abstract think ers t o  avoid

this as much as possible, and they frequently seize upon foreign words 

and the " mixed modes " of one tongue, to express through them the 
pure si mple i deas of another language, for in their new positi on these 
words are clear of the a lloy of experiences and t he mistak es caused by 

the senses of their old masters. The naturalism therefore of the Hebrew 

Old Testam ent has been largely m erged into the Greek language, as a
gre at er idealization and abstraction; fi rst we see this in the Septuagint 
or Greek tra nslat ion, and then, more thoroughly, in the New Testament, 

a fus ion of Hebrew and Hellenic thought. W e  can imagine a language

in its 6r.;t begi nnings, in which every act and operation of the min d,

every idea an d relation, was expressed by a matter-image or symbol, a 

langua ge at once base d purely on the senses and the material, its words 
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only mental pictures lik e  its written symbols, of which, the archaic Egyp

tian hieroglyphics may be considered as exa mple ; higher than this we can 
imagine a language with the world of mind and the world of matter dis

tinct, but such cannot in this matter-world, exist. All language exists 
between two extremes and is passing continually from one to the other, it 

is never, no more than are the stars and the universe at anytime standing 
s till . 

The language and words in the Holy Scripture are intermediaries be

tween the seen and the unseen, thoughts are the winged angels which par

tak e of both the visible and invisible as did the angels of the Bible. 

They are spirits which may be clothed in the ::e ther of man's breath and 
so become vi sible, but not always, fo r language cannot always define and 

formulate, those things which are within the veil ; t here are things we feel 

which we ca nnot formulate into words, the sigh of sorr ow, the cry of 

despair, the exclamation of anger, the ecstasy of heavenly bliss, of love 

and hope and earthly happiness, are a few of the thoughts we can never 

formulate into words. 

The nearest approach that man can mak e  to the unseen, is tha t inner 

communion which work s silently in his soul but which cannot be expressed 

in absolute language nor by any words, which is beyond all formulations 

into word symbolism yet is on the confi nes of it and the unknown spirit

ual world. This is conceptualism. W e  experience these feelings only in 
our hearts and inner thoughts, that which strik es our consciences as right 

or wrong comes unbidden to us and wi thout any logical sequence, is lik e  
a dream. The more intensely man feels the highest intellectuality, the 
more thoroughly does his spirit enter into this spiritual communion and 

the more difficult is it to express to others, these emotions and this unde

fined conscious ness, this converse with another world ; formulate them, 

express t hem, in words ; and we draw them down to a gr oss, dark and 

material plane. Silence, meditation, inth communion with self, this is 

the nearest approach to the invisible. They are sublimations. Many of 

our ideas are only negations, the Highest Deity is clothed, as to Its esse nce 

and appearance, in dark ness to the finite thought. Yet even these nega· 

tions are affirmations and we only leave the opposition to the negation, a 
condition to our thoughts, of vagueness and uncertainty. " There is a 
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spiritual bod y and there is a natural body," but this does not tak e us out 

of the ma terial-world, a spirit can only be conceived of as something 
vagu e, dim, in opposition to matter, yet the inner motor of us, is spirit. 

The De ity and Its attributes cannot be defi ned, they are to us an  abso· 

lute negation of all our so-called absolute k nowledge, for all our absolute 

kn owledge is based , raised upon, centred and carried on, through our 

ma tter-world k nowledge and symbolism, e.g., Eternity i s  not the past, 
prese nt, fu ture, th ese are in Time, Eternity can be conceived of, only as 

an abso lute negation of all thought of Time, so only can spiritual ity by
th e  absolute negation of all matter-world thought and matter-world exist

ence. The Non Ego is the nearest approach to the invisible, the Ego is 
a manifest ation. 

Fro m  a want of k nowledge of the Qabbalistic philosophy, the transla

ti ons o( many statements in both the Old and New Testaments are fre

q uentl y  err oneous, and this is especially evident in numerous of the 

ass erted improvements in the revised versions, e.g., Ephesians iii, 1 5 ,  the 
older versions of which evidence the fact, that it is in agreement, with both 

the Qabbalah and Talmud, in the use of the words " family in heaven : " 

to signify ,  the Upper angels and spirits who are near the Deity ; also Matt. 

vi , I 3, where the desire to be delivered from the Ye' lzer ha-rah, i. e., t he

evil inclination, which is asserted in the Qabbalah to accompany every

human being through life, is referred to the Devil. 
The reader may be sometimes startled by my statements, which may 

be at times c ontra ry to his conventional religious ideas, as to this I can

only say, that I have stated the subject as I have found i t, and, as thi s  is 
not a polemical work, do not criticize it. 

The student of Ass yriol ogy and ancient Babylonian thought, will fi nd 

man y  similarities between it and the ancient Hebrew Qabbalah. Both 
are Semitic but in germ derived, I think ,  from other sources. The stu 
dent of archaic Hindu Aryan thought will also notice many similarities, 

espe cially in the Upanishads of the Vedas, in old Hindu Mythology, 

also in the Bhagavad-Gita and the Vedant as. Much of the mystery of 

the Prac tical Qabbalah will be undoubtedly discovered in the Tantras, 
b ut I have not as yet had an oppor tunity of seeing any of the latter.

The study of the Qabbalah in the disfigured condition which the powers 
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of evil have succeeded in placing it, is one of extre me difficul ty, and

I have appreciated the full fo rce of the words of the Germa n  historian
I. M. Jost, when he says:

" W hoever desires to fa thom all this, must give up the entire prese nt 

and bring himself into a world of thought which stands absolutely alone. 

* * * As the work of an elevated observ ing understanding accom

panied by phantas y, she awakens admiration, and this, more on acc ount 

of the purpose, * * * for the purp ose declares, that the Kabbalah 
brings the soul of man into undoubted communion with God , which en

t irely sanct ifi es his thoughts and walk. " (History of the Jews. Leipsic, 

1 859, p. 1 46.) 

The Zohar is a very di fficult book to translate, as it is fu ll of st range 
words in Aramai c, Syriac, Hebrew and Chaldee ; also, many formed 
from Greek, Persian, Sanskrit and Syriac roots : besides it has manr dark 

and veiled suggestions and hint s, which require explanati ons, as one pro

ceeds with the setting forth of i ts system. 

I also ask the indulgence of the critic for any errors in t his new expo
sition of a difficult subject. Unable to fi nd a publisher, because of the 

timidity of t hose engaged in the bus iness o f  publishing result ing from 

their unfamiliarity with the subject, and fears for its fi nancial success ; I 
have been compelled at considerable expense and extra work, to take the 

risk of publishing upon myself and of getting a ret urn for my outlay in 

printing, etc . ,  and therefore became my own publisher . 

No. 929 CLINTON STREET,

PHILADELPHIA, PENNA. 
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A SHORT DESCRIPTION OF THE PLATES.

No. 1 .  p. 45 . This engraving is described on page 45 note.

No. 2. p. 45. This engraving is described on page 46 note.

No. 3. p. n6. This figure is a copy of one found in the ruins of an

Egyptian Temple at Luxor, and represents the oppositions and har

mony, under the form of two wings with a circle or globe between 

them. Similar symbols are frequently found on the walls and over 

the door-ways, of the ancient Temples of Egypt. 

No. 4. p. 1 :zo. Represents Arddha-nari, a Hindu androgenic deity and

is from a Hindu drawing. See Moor's Hindu Pantheon.

No. 5 .  p. 1 2 1 .  Is a representation said to be of the Vedic deity Indra

but, I think, it is undoubtedly a representation of the three Upper 

Sephiroth and the efflux. Notice the position of the hands as 
'Hokhmah and Binah. 

No. 6. p. 141 . Is a Qabbalistic portrayal of the universe, as if a species

of annillary sphere, sustained by three hands, and inscribed with 

three Hebrew letters. at Aleph, stands for note A'melh, (E'meth) 

i. e. , Truth, ., Daleth, for !''1 Din, i. e. , Judgment, and 111 Shin, 
for Cl,i,111 Shal"1n, i. e., Peace.

The saying in the Pirqe Aboth is : " Rabban Shim-on ben Gam
(a)liel (area 1 64 A. D.) said : • On three things the world stands ;

on Truth, on Judgment and on Peace . ' " (i, 19 . )  These are a system 

of internal energies through which the world exists. So the 
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heavenly bodies are kept in their places by mon 'Hem-tlan, i. t. ,

Desire, and rmoac Amun-ah, 1: t. , Faith, which draw them to n•rnt 
Eh'y th, i. t. , I Am. Peace is an important word in the New Testa

ment. (Eph. ii, 1 4 ;  Micah v, 4 ;  Rom. xvi, 20. ) It is a Talmudic 

Name for God. " Everything is perfected by Peace. " (Comp. 

Eph. iv, 3 ;  Col. iii, 1 4 ;  Col. iii, 1 5 ,  with Zech. viii, 16 . )  With the 

Qabbalists, Peace = 'Hts-td Love or Mercy ; Judgment =Pa' had 

Fear ; Truth= Gt' dool-ah Greatness. These are severally made equiv

alent to the Ineffable Name, and therefore one to the other. S eph er 

B'rilh Mmoo'hah, i. e. , Book of the Covenant of Rest. (Amsterdam 

Ed. , 1648, fol. 30. )  

No. 7 .  p .  1 42 .  A Hindu androgenic deity termed Arddha-nan". From

a Hindu drawing. See Moor's Hindu Pantheon. 

No. 8. p. 1 5  7. A Representation of the ancient Mexican Makrokosmos.

To be found in Lord Kingsborough's great work on Ancient Mexico, 

Vol. ii, plate 75 , which is copied from an Ancient Mexican MSS. in 

the Library of the Vatican. In Vol. vi, pp. 2 2 2-2 23 is a description 

of the plate. In a note is: " In a Missal entitled Hturts a l'usi'ag t 

ti t  Rome, I4<)8, is the figure of a man with his principal viscera ex

posed, and from the heart, liver, etc. , lines are drawn to the symbols 

of the ruling constellations. In the XV century astrology had the 

sanction of the Church. ' '  

The ancient Mexicans appear to have believed in 9 heavens, a 

Mexican king built a tower with 9 stories as emblems of the 9 

heavens, in which to worship the Creator of all things. Their sol

emn dance also represented the motion of the heavens. Ibid. pp. 

1 55 -1 56. They also had a symbolism of colors. Ibid. p. 1 5 7  note. 

Consult as to the Mexican signs of the Zodiac. Transact. of the 

American Ethnological Society, 1 845 , i, 5 7-305 ; ii, 3 1 6. See also 

the works of Captain Dupaix, John L. Stephens, Charles Rau, Ed. 

S. Holden, Cyrus Thomas, Leon de Rozny, Desire Charney, etc. , on 

Ancient Mexico and Central America. 

No. 9. p. 1 58. From an old Hindu drawing. This I think is intended 

to represent, the Sephirothic Tree rooted in the World-egg and 

floating on the Chaotic Sea. 
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No. 10. p. 164 Is a representation of the Egyptian Makrokosm and

Mikrokosm from an ancient Egyptian picture. 

No. 1 1 .  p. 1 65 .  This is an attempt to show the Ark of the Covenant in 

the Hebrew Tabernacle with the Cherubim and She'kheen-ah. We 

do not offer th� as the actual. Modem discoveries have given to us 
somewhat different ideas.  

No. 12. p .  1 87. A figure of  Buddha probably under the Bo  tree or  Tree

of the Sephiroth. The original of this is in possession of a friend 

in Philadelphia. 

No. 13 .  p. 1 88. The decadal division of man. 

No. 1 4  to 1 9. p. 2 1 8. Occult Qabbalistic representations of the Triad, 

No. 1 5  is also the Jewish priests method of holding the hands when 

giving the blessing. No. 1 6  is a Qabbalistic method of holding 

the hands. 

No. 20. p. 2 19 .  Sephirothic Tree from the ruins of Carthage. 

No. 21. p. 2 1 �. Sephirothic Tree from ruins in Scotland. As to both 

of these, see, The Early Races of Scotland, by Forbes Leslie, Edin

burgh, 1 866, Vol. i ,  pp. xvii, xix, 1 78,  1 8 1 , plates iii, iv and vi, p. 

46 ; also, Ancient Fai ths embodied in Ancient Names, etc. , by 

Thomas Inman, London, 1 868, Vol. i ,  p. 79. 

No. 2 2 .  pp. 228-229. The explanation accompanies the engraving.

Nos. 23 and 24. p. 236. Are representations of the method of holding 

th� hands used by the Jewish Kohanim or Priests, in giving the 

blessings. 

No. 25 .  p. 237. Copy of an intaglio signet of Babylonia. Talisman 

with the Triad, on sard. See p. 249 note. 

No. 26. p. 249. Copy of an intaglio signet cylinder of Assyria with the 

Triad, on amazon stone. See pp. 249-250 note. 

No. 27. p. 25 1 .  The Hindu Makrokosm from a Hindu drawing.

No. 28. p. 273. The Hindu Makrokosm as Krishna, with the Bull, Pea

cock and Crocodile. 

No. 29. p. 2 74. The Hebrew letter Shin, a symbol of the Triad. Comp.

Supra p. 366. 

No. 30. p. 3 2 1. The Four Worlds of the Hindus. The Head, is the

Upper Spiritual, Brahman neuter. The Breast, the creative or Soul

Principle, Brahma. The Heart. The Stomach, vitality, Vishnu as 
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Krishna. The Navel, etc. Power of Generation and Destruction. 

Siva. Comp. figure 2 7  Ante p. 25 1 .  

No. 3 1 .  p. 322 .  Prana, the Hindu Makrokosmos, description is on pp. 

321-323. 

No. 32. p. 325. Pan, the Greek Makrokosmos. Description pp. 

324-326. 

Nos. 33 and 34. pp. 326-327. The Medieval Makrokosmos. We have 

engravings similar to figure 33, in our almanacs. 

No. 35 .  p. 334. Hindu Qabbalistic symbol of the four worlds. The 

everlasting arms holding up the world. See my description in, The 

Path, Vol .  i, p. 370 sq. 
No. 36. p. 41 4. An occult representation of the Point, Ten Sephiroth, 

Four Worlds, Ineffable Name, etc. 

No. 37. p. 438. Man as the dwelling of Brahma, the Creating-deity, a 

form of the Hindu Makrokosm. The original of this drawing was 

made by a Bra�min after the ideas in the Vedas. In it man is rep

resented as in Brahma-loka, the city of the Creator-god, as the 

Mikrokosmos. A, is a water-fosse, extending around and between 

the walls of the fortress as if surrounding a citadel, this is to represent 

the outer man and the fluctuating passions of the soul, Bhut-atma. 

In this quarrel and surge, lashed by the storm-winds of evil, the 

waves of passion and the evil thoughts. There are 1 1  gates and 

draw-bridges ; these are the 1 1  openings of the senses, they lead over 

the fosse. 1 .  The gate of the mouth. 2 and 3. The gat"!S of the 

nose. 4 and 5 .  The gates of the eyes. 6 and 7. The gates of the 

ears. 8. The skin with its many openings. 9. The gate of the 

heart. 1 o. The rectum. 1 1 .  The lingam or yoni. B, is rejuvena

tion and immortality, in lake Behra near by is C, the phallic tree. 

Then comes the fortified city, Sabeh, to it belongs all within the 

wall line D. In Sabeh is Apradyat, the impregnable castle E. E, is 

inhabited, protected and illuminated, by the spirits of perception or 

Indra and Prajapati. It has a second story F. This is the Intellect

and Light out of atma, i.e., soul. Above this is G, which resting on

the wreath around the roof of the c itadel F, is the radiating light· 

throne of Hiranyagarbha, i.e., the golden embryo, which symbolizes

the Primary Form. Here is seated H, Mansi or Brahma-sakti, the 
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mistress of the Beauty of the Mind indeed Brahma himself, but con

sidered as Brahma-Maya, mistress of the Imaginative-world. I ,  above 

her crown, is the Brahma-sun, the sun of Truth, illuminating all ; but 

between her head and Truth, the veil of Maya or Deceptive Illusion 

intervenes and envelopes, everything Below. 

No. 38. To face p. 439.  This is an occult representation of the Makro

kosm as if in the Noa'hic Ark, which contained in itself and pre

served, according to the Hebrew Sacred Writings, the ancestors of all 
existing animal life, and therefore had a close resemblance to the Qab

balistic ideas as to the Upper Adam. In this engraving, the length 

centre would answer to the Ecliptic of the Zodiac with the Decans 

upon either side, together 30. The ten compartments of the Zodiac 

are given excluding Scorpio-Virgo, which is androgenic, and con

sidering, the first of the last five, as if the tail of Scorpio ; Scorpio 

taking up, as the ancient astronomers inform us, all that space from 

which the Balance was afterwards made. When the androgenic Scorpio

Virgo was separated and the Balance or Harmony made from Scor

pio, and placed between Scorp io, i. e. , male, and Virgo, i. e. , female, 

then appeared the 1 2  constellations or signs, as we now have them. 

The ark is three stories high (perhaps to symbolize Heaven, Man, 

Earth). In the figure of the Man, notice the parting of the hair in 

the middle of the forehead and the arrangement of the beard, whisk

ers, moustache and the hair, on the back of the neck and shoulders. 

See A 11/e p. 3 70. Compare this with the statements in the Siphrah 

D'Tznioothah, Idrah Rabbah and Idrah Zootah, as to Ze' ir An-peen, 

i. e . , Small Faces. Note also the stigmata, and that Ml 5 0  + 8 = 5 8

Noa'h and l" 'Hen 8 + 5 0  = 58 ,  i. e. , Grau(Salvation ?) , have the

same number. 

Compare, Antiquitatum Judaitarum Libri ix, etc. , auttore .Bene

ditto Aria Montano, Hispalensi. Lugduni .Batavorum, etc . ,  1593, pp. 

74-77. Plate L. The Rosicrucians their Rites and Mysteries, etc. , 

by Hargave Jennings, New York, 1 879, pp. 350-353, 368. 

No. 39. p. 447. A representation of Brahma-Maya, Mahat-Maya or 

Brahma Viraj, the Great Androgenic Illusion Deity of the Hindus.

See my Articles in, The Path, Vol. i ,  upon Hindu Symbolism.
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I. 

IBN GEBIROL'S LIFE AND WRITINGS. 

S
OLOMON ben Yehudah lbn Gebirol, of Cordova,* called by the

Jews, Solomon the Sephardi, i. e., Spaniard, the Hymnologist, and

by acrostic from the initials of his name, Ra S H  Ba G. ; by the 

Arabs, Abu Ayyub Suleiman ben-Ya'hya lbn Djebirol , and by the schol

astics, Avicebrol, Avicebron, Avicembron, etc . ,  was born at Malaga about 

1021, educated at Saragossa, and died at Valencia, 1070. It is said, in 

a legend, that he was killed by a Mohammedan who was jealous o f  his 

great talents, that the murderer buried him under a fig t ree, in the for

mer's garden ; the tree bore so much fruit, of such extraordinary sweet

ness, that the king, informed of the phenomena, made the proprietor of 

the garden come before him, and being pressed by questions, the mur

derer ended by avowing his crime, and expiated it w ith his life. lbn 

Gebirol may be considered as the greatest philosopher of his century. 

Towards the middle of the Xlth century, lbn Gebirol began to make 

himself known, as a philosopher and poet, notwithstanding the repugnance 

towards each other, which these two branches of human thought gener

ally evince ; so as rarely to be found united in the same individual. How

ever in lbn Gebirol' s  poetry are most profound philosophical meditations, 

and in his philosophical works are to be found traces of the rhetoric, 

lively imagination, and inspiration, of the poet. The philosophical works 

he wrote in Arabic, his poetry in Hebrew. In poetry, he occupied a 

first rank among the Jewish poets of the Middle Ages, and was, we think 

we are justified in saying, among all contemporary poets, the greatest 

poet of his time. 

The Jewish poetry of the Middle Ages was much more elevated than 

*NoTE.-A portion of this Paper was read by me, before the Numismatic and Anti·

quarian Society of Philadelphia, at its Hall, on March 4, 1 886. A synopsis bas been 

published in the Proceedings of the Society. 
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the Arabic;  it was founded upon the magnificent imagery of the ancient 

Hebrew prophets and poets, was based on the memories of their wonder

ful past, the sufferings of the present, and the hopes of a more glorious 

future. It was more universal. The elegies of the Jewish writers of this 

period were full of a sombre melancholy, their hymns and prayers full of a 

profound religious sentiment, and a touching resignation ; and their lessons 

of morality and wisdom, gathered in the midst of ruins and tombs, found 

a reverberation in the hearts of all men, at all times ; because in them 

were thoughts, sentiments,  and emotions, for men of all countries, and of 

all centuries. The vanity of terrestrial things is the ruling thought, which 

reproduces itself under a thousand forms, in the Jewish poetry of this 

period. lbn Gebirol especially, always directed his regards towards 

heaven, the earth had not offered him many charms, happiness had flown 

from him without cessation, and a settled sadness, proceeding out of all 

he saw, made him refuse the most legitimate and purest joys. This 

melancholy is apparent in writings by him, when only 1 6  years of age. 

The Kether Malkhuth or Crown of the Kingdom, was given by him the 

first place among his hymns, and he tells us in it, that it was written in 

his declining years. I t  i s  a hymn celebrating the only one and  true God, 

and the marvels of His creation. The veil, which covers the mysteries of 

Nature, the poet seeks to fathom and unravel, by means of the scientific 

knowledge of his time. The task is divided between the spirit and the 

heart, between intelligence and sentiment, between knowledge and the 

imagination. It is not only a religious poem, but a poetical resume of

the Peripatetic, Oriental, Alexandrine and Qabbalistic c osmology ; and 

in it he endeavors, in magnificent language, to unite religion and philos

ophy or the spiritual and physical, in a perfect harmony, so as to glorify 

and praise the only True Being. 

We here give a few lines from it : 

" Thou art God, and all creatures are Thy servants and adorers ; 

Thy Glory is not diminished in any way, should they adore others than 

Thee, because their aim is entirely, to come nearer unto Thee ; but they 

are as the blind, it is towards the Royal route that they direct themselves, 

but they have strayed from the right road ; one has fallen into an abyss of

destruction, the other fallen into a pit. They believed that they had 
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wholly reached the desired aim, but they have labored in vain. But Thy 

true servants are as those travelers who, marching in the right road, turn 

neither to the right nor to the left, until they enter into the court of the 

palace of the King. 

"Thou art God, who supports, by Thy Divinity, all the Things formed, 

and sustains all the existences by Thy unity. Thou art God, and there 

is not any distinction established ,  between Thy Divinity, Thy Unity, Thy

Eternity, and Thy Existence ; because all is only one mystery, and, al

though the names m:iy be d istinct, all have only one meaning. Thou art 

Wise, Wisdom which is the fountain of life, ftoweth out from Thee, and 

compared with Thy Wisdom, all the knowledge of mankind is foolishness. 

Thou art Wise, being from all eternity, and Wisdom was always nour· 

isbed by Thee. Thou art Wise, and Thou hast not acquired Thy Wis

dom from another than Thyself. Thou art Wise, and from Thy Wisdom 

Thou hast made a determining Will, as the workman or artist does, to 

draw the Existence from the No-Thing, as the l ight which goes out of 

the eye extends itself. Thou didst draw from the Source of Light with

out the impression of any seal, i. e. , form, and Thou madest all without 

any instrument. " This theory of the Divine Will limiting the faculty of 

the Highest Deity, which, unlimited, produces only the Infinite, is largely 

set forth in his Me'qor 'Hayyim, i. e. , The Source of Life. This Upper 

Will is, we think, in the Ideal Man, the Adam Qadmon of the Qabbal

ists, and is in the Kether of the Sephiroth, i. e. , the highest point of the 

brain or head, of the Ideal Man. In the Kether Malkhuth, Ibn Gebirol 

also says : " Thine is the Might, in the mystery of which our contempla

tions are too feeble to stay. " " Thine is the hidden Name, from the 

habitations of Wisdom. " " Thine is the Existence, from the shadow of 

the light of which all existence came. " " Thou art One, and the mys

tery of Thy Unity confounds the wise in heart, for they do not know 

what it is. " " Thou art the Living One, and he who reaches to Thy 

mystery, findeth eternal delight, he eats and liveth forever. " He illus

trates the work of creation by the simile of " the extension of light which 

proceeds from the eye ; "  and he says : " The exalted Name which is girded 

with Might, is one in all Its forces, like a flame of fire in Its various ap

pearances, like the light of the eye, proceeding from the blackness of the 
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eye, one emanating from the other, like smell from smell, light from 

light. " 

Ibn Gebirol wrote poems and hymns as early as the age of 1 6  years, 

and a Hebrew grammar in verse at the age of 1 9 .  A writing called 

Choice Pearls, composed of moral maxims, is attributed to him. It is in 

64 paragraphs. A Latin edition was published in Frankfurt on the Oder, 

in 1 630, by Ebert, and it has been printed several times since in various 

languages. Another writing attributed to him, is, On the Soul, a Latin 

translation was made of it, by Archdeacon Dominic Gundissalimus, or 

Gundisalvi.* Gebirol says he wrote, a special treatise, " On the Will ;"  

this i s  lost. In 1 045 A .  D. ,  he wrote the ethical-philosophic work, called 

Tiqqun Middoth han-Nephesh, i. e. , The Correction of the Manners (Fac

ulties, Qualities) , of the Soul (or Vital Spirit, the Nephesh) .  In the latter 

work man is contemplated as the Mikrokosm, and viewed in his relation 

to the Makrokosm, the entire Universe, considered as the Great Un iversal 

Ideal Man or Adam Qadmon of the Qabbalah. In it ,  he quotes 

the Old Testament, the Talmud, Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, the 

Arabian philosophers, and especially the maxims of a Jewish phi 

losopher called Chefez Al-Kuti. t In consequence of some personal 

allusions in this work, the author was obliged to leave Saragossa in 1046, 

and wandered about Spain, until he obtained recognition and encourage

ment, from Samuel ha-Levi ben Josef Ibn Nagrela, also called Nagdilah , 

and by the Jews, han-Nagid, i. e. , the Prince ; the celebrated Prime Minister 

of Moorish Spain . t  

Before the voice of the Jewish prophets had ceased to  guide that people, 

the Interpreters of the Thorah ; i. e. , the Law, or Pentateuch, the Sages, 

Wise-Men, and Doctors of the Mishnah and the Talmud, had began their 

labors, and before the great Oriental Jewish universities and schools of 

Mesopotamia and Babylonia were closed, centres of Jewish thought were 

flourishing in the West, in Italy, France, and especially, in Spain. 

* Munk, Me/angu, Plzilos. juivut arabe, pp. 1 70-173.

t Steinscbneider. Jewish Literature. Longm:ms. London, 1 857, p .  101 . 

t See Lindo's History of the Jews in Spain, p. 50;  a'so Publications of the Society of 

Hebrew Literature, London, vol. 1, pp. 1-12 .  
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Rabbi Abraham ben David Ha-Levi, or Hallevy, of Toledo, SJ:>c1.in (d. 

1 18o) , in his Sepher haq-Qabbalah, written in 1 1 60,* says : 

"After the death of the last rector, ' Hiz'qee-yah,t Head of the Academy 

and Prince of the Exile, called the Rosh Hag-golah or Resh-�alutha, the 

Academies were closed and no new Ge'onim appointed. But long before 

that t ime,t a ship sailing from Bari was captured by lbn Romahis, com

mander of the naval forces of Abd-er-rahman al-Nasr (A. D. 9 1 2-961) .  

In  this ship, were four distinguished rabbins of the celebrated Babylon

ian Jewish school of Sura, these were R. ' Hushiel, father of � ' Hana

nel ; R. Moses, father of R. ' Ha'
.
noch ; R. Shemaryahu, son of R. 

El'hanan, and a fourth whose name is not given. They were sold as 

slaves ; R. ' Hushiel was carried to Kairuan, (in Africa) ; R. Shemaryahu 

was left in Alexandria ;  R. Moses was brought to Cordova ;  he was 

there ransomed as a supposed uneducated man. In that city was a syna

gogue known by the name of Keneseth ham-Midrash, i. e. , assembly 

for study, and a certain R. Nathan, �cnowned for his great piety, was 

the head (or judge) of the congregation. The members held meetings 

at which the Talmud was read and discussed. One day when R. Nathan 

was expounding a Talmudic passage, he was not able to give a satis

factory explanation of it. R. Moses spoke, and at once removed the 

difficulty, and answered several other questions which were submitted 

to h im. Whereupon R. Nathan thus addressed the assembly : .  ' I am no 

longer your leader ; that stranger in sackcloth shall henceforth be my 

teacher, and you shall appoint him your chief. ' The admiral upon 

bearing of the high attainments of his late prisoner, desired to revoke 

the sale, but the Khalif would not permit this, being pleased to learn, 

that his Jewish subjects were no longer dependent for their religious in

struction on the schools of the East . ' '  

The knowledge of lbn Gebirol , was undoubtedly fostered by the 

patronage and erudition, of the before-mentioned Samuel ha-Levi ben 

Joseph lbn Nagrela, or han-Nagid, who was born about 993 A. D., died 

about 1 055 ,  aged 6z years. This great scholar, usually called Samuel ban-

* Edition of Basel, 158o, p. 69a.

t Killed by orders of the Khalir. 

t In the X century. 
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Nagid, i. e. , the Prince, supported lbn Gebirol after his banishment from 

Saragossa in 1046. And our author has dedicated to Samuel many of his 

verses. Samuel han-Nagid was educated at Cordova, in Spain, in the Jew

ish school of that place, by R. ' Ha'noch, son of R. Moses of Babylonia, 

whom we h�ve just mentioned, in the Talmud and the history of his peo

ple, and was taught Hebrew by R. Yehuda 'Hayyug, one the most erudite 

founders of Hebrew grammar. At the age of :zo, owing to a revolution , he 

was obliged to quit his studies, for a fearful conflict between the Berbers, 

Arabs and Sclavonians, who composed the bodyguard of the Khalif, 

brought desolation on Cordova in 10 13 .  Samuel escaped to  the seaport

town, Malaga. Here he continued his former studies, and entered into 

others, applying himself especially to philology. He knew six languages ; 

besides Hebrew, Chaldee or Aramaic, and Arabic, he understood 

Berber, Latin and Castilian. This evidences great application, mental 

power, and perseverance, for there wa� not at that time any method 

to facilitate the study of language�. The educated Arabs seldom knew 

Latin, and the Christians of Spain seldom acquired much knowledge of 

Arabic. In 1027  Samuel was appointed Grand Vizier and Minister of 

State to the Khalif Habus, the monarch of l\foorish Grenada. For nearly 

30 years he occupied this position in that kingdom. During this period he 

found time, to write several books on the Talmud, a Jewish history, and 

books on proverbs, maxims, prayers, poetry, a grammar, etc. He shared 

his riches with every disciple of Jewish erudition, not only in Spain, but 

in Babylonia, Judrea, Sicily, and Africa. He kept up a thorough corre

spondence with all the distinguished Jews of Syria, Egypt, Irak, and 

Africa, took the greatest interest in their studies, and was in close 

relations with the African authorities on Judaism. He also employed 

transcribers to make many copies of the Talmuds and Holy Scriptures, 

which he presented to poor students. 

Can we wonder if we find, that lbn Gebirol living under the influences 

and learning of so great a scholar, had at the basis of his philosophical 

knowledge, an acquaintance with the ancient Midrashim treating on 

the Sod or Mysteries, the Secret Learn ing, afterwards termed the Tra

dition or Qabbalah, and which we believe, were afterwards redacted into 

the Zohar and the Zoharic books ? Is it surprising that we find him in his 
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Me'qor 'Hayyim, i. e. , Source of Life, and in the Kether Malkhuth, antici

pating many of the statements subsequently to be found in the Zohar and 

Zoharic writings, if he receh·ed a knowledge of these ancient writings in 

their early, disconnected, Midrashic form, before they were collected and 

redacted in Spain ? The Zohar and the books bound up with it, were 

accepted by the Jewish learned men, almost immediately upon their 

publication in MSS. , as a verity, if not by the Qabbalist, R. Shim-on 

ben Yo'hai, at least, as containing an accepted ancient secret tradition, 

part l ikely coming through him. Everything points to this, and denies 

the authorship and forgery imputed by many critics, to R. Moses ben 
Shem-Tob de Leon of Spain , who only claimed in his writings, to be a 

copyist and redactor of older Qabbalistic works, and not their author. 

These strange, wonderful, weird writings, required more than one intel

lect t o  produce them, and contain a mine of ancient Oriental philosophi

cal thought. 

lbn Gebirol's process of treating his philosophical system, however, 

differs from that pursued in the Zohar and the Zoharic books. The 

Zohar proper, is a running commentary on the Five Books or Pentateuc�,

touching at the same time, upon numerous problems of philosophical 

speculation of the deepest and most sacred import, and propounding 

many ideas and doctrines, with an acumen, worthy to proceed from the 

greatest intellects. It, and the Zoharic books, support their statements 

by continual references and quotations, from the Old Testament. lbn 

Gebirol in his, " Source of Life " does not follow this course, and differs 

from almost all other Jewish philosophical authors of the Middle Ages, 

in not quoting Scripture ; nevertheless, from their similarity, his writings,

and the Zohar and Zoharic books, are most probably, offshoots from the

same ancient roots.* The Zohar, and the fragments contained in it, 

were not made public in MSS. ; for over :225 years after Gebirol' s  death,

but it does not follow that its secret traditional sources, were not open 

to the friend of that great Jewish scholar and patron of learning, upon 

whose shoulders fell  the traditions, learning and mantle ; of the Rectors of

the Babylonian schools ; the erudite and celebrated, Samuel ha-Levi 

ben Joseph lbn Nagrela, also called Nagdilah, and han·Nagid, the Prince 

• Mank, Mtlang'1 tit Pllilos. j11ivt ti ara6t, pp. 275, 276.
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of the Jews, and Grand Vizier, under two Mohammedan Khalifs, of 

Moorish Spain. 

It was after his recognition by Samuel han-Nagid, and about 1 050, 

that lbn Gebirol wrote, in Arabic, h is great philosophical work, Me'qor 

' Hayyim, i. e. , Fountain of Life, called in Latin, .De Malena Universali 

and Fons Vil<Z, which is really a philosophical Qabbalistic work. He is, 

however, mostly known by his coreligionists, from his Kosmic Qabbalistic 

hymn, founded on Aristotle's De Mundo, and based on the Ptolemaic 

astronomical system : the Kether Malkhuth, the Royal Crown, perhaps not 

incorrectly, from its referring to the highest and lowest Sephiroth, Crowned 

Kingdom, which we have above mentioned. We shall refer hereafter in 

this essay, more especially to his Me'qor ' Hayyim and its connect ion with 

the wonderful Sepher haz-Zohar, or Book of Splendour, the text-book of 

the Hebrew Qabbalists. The Me'qor is one of the earliest exposures of 

the secrets of the Speculative Qabbalah. It was first t ranslated into He

brew by Shem-Tob ben Joseph lbn Falaquera.* A MSS. of this transla

tion was discovered by the learned Arabic and Hebrew, German scholar, 

Salomon Munk (b. 1 8oz ), one of the Librarians of the French Imperial

Library, at Paris, in the " Bibliollzeque I111periale " whilst redacting 

its Hebrew MSS. This, he found, was almost in the words of the Latin 

Fons Vil<Z, attributed by the scholastics to Avicebron. After this he 

found in the same Library a MSS. in Latin of the Fons Vif<Z. After

wards in the " Bibliollzeque Mazarine," a second Latin MSS. of the same 

work . •  was discovered by Dr. Seyerlen, of Germany. M. Munk, in 1859,

in his Melanges de Plzilosoplu°t juive el arabe,t published the Me'qor

'Hayyim, in French, from the Hebrew MSS. translation by Falaquera, 

supplementing omissions by statements from the Latin MSS. We 

acknowledge obligations to M. Munk's work, for assisting us in this 

essay, as to the contents of lbn Gebirol's  philosophical writings. 

Sometime between 1 1 6 7  and 1 1 86 R. Yehudah lbn Tibbon, called 

" Father of the Translators, " in conjunction with R. Joseph lbn Qimchi, 

translated, from the Arabic into Hebrew, the writings of lbn Gebirol 

,. B. dr'a 1 224-1228. Was translating in 1 2641 and subsequently. He di� after 
r:zSo. 

t Paris. 'n" A. Frand. 
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for the Qabbalist Asher, son of Meshullam ben Yacob, of Lunel (d. r 1 70

A. D.) .  The name of Asher has been confounded with that of the great 

Qabbalist Azriel, and the translation may have been for the latter, who 

has given us, in his :-" Questions and Answers as to the Ten Sephiroth"

one of the most scientifically philosophical exposi t ions of these Qabbalistic 

intermediaries, between God and all the existences, ever published. 

Meshullam was teacher of the celebrated Qabbalist, R. Abraham ben David, 

junior, of Posquieres, France (d. 1 1 98),  cal led acrostically R A  Ba D. 

In the XII century, Joannes H ispalensis, or, of Seville, also called 

Abendehut, perhaps the same as Ibn David and Andreas, whom Roger 

Bacon says, was the real Author of that, which Michael Scot, called the 

\Vizard ( d. drca 1 290 ), published as his own writing ; made a transla

tion from the Arabic of some of Albenzubrun ' s  (Ibn Gebirol's) works. 

Abraham ben David (called lbn Daud by the Arabs, also called Ben 

Dior) ha-Levi, or Hallevy, the Elder ; of Toledo, Spain, who died a.martyr 

in 1 1 80 ; in 1 1 60 A. D. , in Spain, attempted with bitterness, a refutation

of lbn Gebirol' s  philosophy in his writing called The Sublime Faith, in

which Abraham b. David tries to put the Jewish religion in accord with 

Aristotelianism. He wrote the Sepher haq-Qabbalah above mentioned. 

In 1 209 the Fons Vila, of our author, and the celebrated book, De 

Causis, were interdicted by the University of Paris, as Aristotelian .*

In 1 502 the Neo-Platonic Jewish Qabbalist, of  the School o f  Count Gio

vanni Pico de Ila Mirandola, R. Yehudah Abravanel, also known as Messer 

Leone Hebreo, and Leo Hebrreus, is acquainted with our author, but 

only from Christian authorities, and calls him, Albenzubrun . Ibn 

Gebirol ' s  writings are of great importance to Oriental scholars, from 

t he assistance they render to the settlement of questions as to the authen

ticity, authorship, and authority of the Zoharic writings, the antiquity of 

the Qabbalistic philosophy, its earliest formulated ideas, and its origin. 

• Haureau, Plti/os. sd"'lastipt. I, p. i i ,  p. 46, ed., Paris.
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THE SEPHER HAZ·ZOHAR, WRITINGS AS TO, ITS BIBLIOGRAPHY, AUTHORS, 

AND ANTIQUITY. 

A S we have already stated, the Zoharic writings were not published 

.1"1.. as MSS. to the uninitiated, until some :z:z5 years after the death of

lbn Gebirol ; his writings, however, when compared with them, tend 

to confirm the opinion, that they have an older common source, and the 

learned German] ewishorientalist, Salomon Munk, is compelled to acknowl

edge, that after investigation, the Zohar, and the fragments bound up with 

it, entire, are neither the work of a simple cheat, nor a pure invent ion, but 

the editor or compiler used very ancient documents, among others, cer

tain Midrashim, which we do not possess to-day,* and Falaquera says, 

that lbn Gebirol 's Me'qor 'Hayyim, contains an antiquated or ancient 

system, going back to philosophers of the highest antiquity.t R. Moses 

Shem-Toh de Leon, who has been termed, by most of those opposed to 

these writings, their forger, expressly tells us, that he only edited and 

compiled them from the works of older writers, among others, from 

those attributed to the School of the Tannaite, R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai. 

A large room could be filled with the books written upon the validity or 

forgery of the Zoharic writings. In our t ime, Dr. Adolph Jellinek, Dr:' 

Hirsch Graetz, Dr. A. Tholuck, Dr. Abraham Geiger, Dr. Leopold Zunz, 

S. D. Luzzatto, Dr. Christian D. Ginsburg, and earlier, the French ec

clesiastic Jean Morin, Lewis Cappelus, Jacques Basnage de Beiuval, 

Frederick Strunz, Gabriel Groddeck, Buxtorf, the Elder, Scaliger and 

Winder, among others, think they were written by R. Moses de Leon. 

The learned M. H. Landauer was just as positive, that they were written 

by R. Abraham ben Samuel Abulafia. The erudite Samuel Cahen, in his 

Great French Bible, is sure that they were composed by a convocation 

• Mdangn tk plzilos. juiw ti ara6t, etc . ,  par Munk. Paris, 1 859, pp. 275-6. 

t Ibid., p. 274. 
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of Christianized Rabbins, sitting together for the purpose, in  a monas

tery in Spain, and employing R. Moses de Leon, to publish their work. 

In favor of their antiquity, and that they were not writ ten by Moses de 

Leon, in modem times, are, Franz Joseph Molitor, Dr. Adolphe Franck, 

Dr. D. H. Joel, Salomon Munk, Dr. J. W. Etheridge, David Luria, Dr. 

J. M. Jost, Dr. John Gill, M. H. Landauer, Ignatz Stern, Leopold Low, 

J ohn Allen, Jacob Frank, Joh. Ant. Bemh. Lutterbeck, Eliphas Levi 

(Abbe Louis Constant\ Moses ben R Me'na-a'hem Mendel Konitz, etc. 

Earlier, Raymond Lully, John Reuchlin, Pico dell'! Mirandola, the 

learned Jesui t  Athanasius Kircher, Dr. John Lightfoot, Giulio Bartolocci 

(de Celano), Augustus Pfeiffer, Valentine Ernest Loescher, Christian 

Knorr von Rosenroth, Henry Cornelius Agrippa, of Nettesheim, John 

Baptist van Helmont,  FranzMercurius van Helmont, Dr. Robert Fludd, Dr. 

Henry More, Buxtorff, the Younge� Rev. John Francis Buddreus, Dr. 

Johann Friedrich von Meyer, the Cardinal A:gidius of Viterbo, Christian 

Schrettgen, Rev. John Christopher Wolff, Jacques Matter, and many 

others. 

Uncertain as to the author, but opposing the books, are many of the 

orthodox Jewish Talmudists, also the learned bibliographer M. Stein

schneider, although he acknowledges a deficiency of thorough study upon 

the subject. R. Jacob Emden, named acrostically Ya Be T Z, started out 

to oppose them, using Morin's arguments. From the very excellent intro

duction of Dr. Adolph Jellinek (or Gellinek), to his German translation 

of Prof. Adolphe Franck's  La Kabbale,* we condense the following : 

There are three names under which more especially the wonderful monu

ment of the Qabbalah appears. I. Midrash of the Rab bi Shim-on ben Yo' hai. 

" This  name, " Jellinek says ; " speaks for the genuineness of the work. "

II. Midrash va-Ye'hee Or, i. e. , " Midrash ; let there be light ! "  So

called because in some of the MSS. the explanation to the verse in Gen

esis i, 3, Yehee or, forms the beginning of the work, or which is more 

probable, because it leads the reader to the light imparted to him 

through this book. III. Zohar, i. e. , Splendour or " Light, called so after

Daniel xii, 3. This last name has become the governing one since the

• DU  Ko66a/a odn- tli'e Reliciunspllilost!pltie tin- Rebran- vM Frr:nck. Aus tlem Fran

.Osistlim iikruhl, vn-hssn-1 untl vermelirl. A/it nner Ab6i/tlunc : Lnp:ifJ, 1844, Svo.
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compilation called Yu'hazin, which was published in Constantinople 1 502  

A.  D .  I t  i s  so called, either because i t  begins with the theme as to  the light, 
or because the word Zohar frequently occurs on the first page. In the work 

itself it is al so sometimes called by this name. (Comp. Rayah Me'hemnah 

III, 1 5 3  b.) Mena'hem di Recanati of Italy, drea 1 290-1320, com
mented upon it as undoubtedly genuine and calls it : The Book of Zohar, 

The Wonderful Book of the Zohar, Book of the Great Zohar. R. Isaac Ibn 
Minir ( 1330) terms it, the Midrash Haz-Zohar, also Midrash of R. Shim

on ben Yo'hai. Other early.Qabbalists call it, Book of the Holy Zohar by 

R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai. The Zohar is also quoted by R. Moses de Leon, 
the alleged forger, in his other writings ; it is referred to by name by Yo

seph ben Abraham lbn Wakkar of Toledo (flour. A. D. 1 290-1340), refer
ring as a Qabbalist to the Ten Sephiroth, he recommends as reliable guides : 

the Talmudim, Midrash Rabboth, Siphra, Siphree, Bahir, Peraqim of R. 

Eliezer, the opinions of Nachmanides and Todros Ha -Levi Abulafia, also 

the Zohar, but says the latter has some errors.* The reason cf this re

mark was, lbn Wakkar desired to introduce Aristotelian ism into the Jewish 

philosophy and found the Zohar in hi-; way. t The Zohar is mentioned,

with favor, by Todros (fheodorus) Ha-Levi Abulafia (b. drea 1 204, died 
1 283 A. D. ,  at Seville) . We have not space in this writing to go fu lly into 

the subject, but it is certain that the Zohar was accepted as a correct expo
sition of orthodox Hebrew Qabbalism, immediately upon its publication, 

which universal reception is strong proof for the antiquity of its doctrines. 

Its opponents were almost universally Jewish Aristotelians, who therefore 
opposed the ancient Secret Learning of the Israelites, because it was more 

in accord with the Philosophy of Plato and Pythagoras, and indeed most 

likely originated from the same sources, the Aryan and Chaldean esoteric 

doctrine. 

The book Zohar proper, is a Qabbalistic commentary on the Penta
teuch, wherein the entire system of the Hebrew Qabbalah is compiled. 

It is written partly in Hebrew and partly in Chaldee or Aramaic, and is 

a mine cf occultism: •giving the mystical foundation of the Mosaic ordi

nances, poetical and philosophical views on the Kosmogony and Kosmol-

* Comp. The Kabbalah, etc . , by Chriatian D. Ginsburg, London, 1865, p. I 19 '' "'I· 
tCompare Steinschneider's Hist. of Liter., Eng. eJ., p. 1 14. 
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ogy of the Universe, soul, redemption, triad, sin , evil, etc. ; mystical ex

positions of many of the laws and appearances in nature, e. g . , light,

elements, astronomy, magnet, etc. ; explanations of the symbolism of 

the Song of Solomon, of the construction of the Tabernacle, etc. ; form

ing a complete Qabbalistic Theosophy. In its present form in the edi

tions as hereinafter set forth, there are imbedded in the Zohar proper, 

the following independent works. 

The books bound together and generically termed the Zohar are :-

1 .  The Zohar properly so-called. That i sa  running Commentary on 

the first Five books of the Old Testament, or the Peptateuch. 

2. Siphrah D'Tznioothah, t Book of Mystery, Concealment or Modesty.

3. Idrah Rabbah, The Great Assembly (of the Threshing-floor).
4. Idrah Zootah, The Small Assembly (held in the house of R. Shim

on ben Yo'hai). 

* 5. Sabah D'Mispatim, The (discourse of the) Aged One in Mish

patim. (Exodus xxi-xxiv inclusive. ) 

* 6. Midrash Ruth, (Fragments) . 

* 7. Sepher Hab•bahir, Book of Brightness. 

8. Tosephth:ih, Addendum or Additions.

9. Rayah Me'hemnah, The Faithful Shepherd.

* 10.  Haikhaloth, Mansions or Abodes.

1 1 .  Sithrai Thorah, Mysteries (Secrets) of the Thorah.

1 2. Midrash Hanne-e' lam, The Hidden Midrash.

* 13 .  Raze D'Raz in, Secret of Secrets or Original Secrets.

* 1 4. Midrash 'Hazeeth, A Midrash to the Song of Solomon.

* 1 5 .  Ma-a' mar To-'hazee. Discourse (beginning with) Come and See !

* 16. Ye'nooqah, The Discourse of the Youth. 

* 1 7 . Pe'qoodah, Explanation of the Thorah or Law, (the Pentateuch).

* 18. 'Hibboorah Qadma'a, The Primary Assembly or Society. 

19. Mathanithan, We have learned, or Trad i t ionally received, (the

Doctrines) . t  

According t o  John Christopher Wolf, there are apparently two edilio
jn'nups of the Zohar-that of Cremona and that of Mantua. The 

t Pronounced, Seeph'rah Detz'neeoothah. 

t All or these are in the Sulzbach edition. The Mantua edition contains only those 

not marked with an asterisk. 
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Cremona edition is in tolio, and is called the Great Zohar (Zohar hag

gadol) and is used by the more modern and Occidental Jews. It was 

published 1 5 58-60 and is the one of the greatest authority among the 

Qabbalists. It contains all of the books above mentioned and was cor

rected by ' Hayim (b. Samuel) Gatino, and Vittoris Eliano. Vincensio 

Conti . ,  pp. 400. The entire introduction, which is in Hebrew, is only a 

page and a quarter. There is not any introduction by Isaac de Lattes or 

others, as stated by many European bibliographers. The editions of 

Cremona and Mantua sometimes difft!r in the reading. 

The other edi'tio pn'nceps is in quarto, in three volumes, and is called 

the Little Zohar. It is used more by the Oriental and ancient Italian 

Jews. It was published at Mantua by R. Meir b. Ephraim Da Padova* 

and Jacob b. Napthal i .  I vol . ,  pp. 25 1 ; ,  II, 269 ; III, 300. It has an

important introduction by Isaac de Lattes, dated 1 5 58. 

A Hebrew MSS. edition of the Zohar of as early as 1 506, has been men

tioned as now in existence. t Bartolocci also mentions a Venetian edition 

of about 1 5 58, but it has not been found.t Likely several volumes of the 

Zohar appeared about 1 558. § The publisher of the Cremona edition, whom 

it would appear from an acrostic poem attached to it, may have been one 
Joseph Onkel (or Winkel) from Germesheim, in Germany, therefore most 

likely a German or of German descent, says in his preface, that he : " Exe

cuted this work under the most invaluable help and supervision of a highly 

learned Jew, unsurpassable in all the branches of knowledge required * * * 

so that this present edition should be the absolutely correct one, free trom 

all errors and corrupt readings, which abound in the van'ous other editions 

heretofore offered to the public. And besides, there are some on whom the 

spirit of men rests, who continually soar towards heaven ; these are the 

very wise men of Egypt, and others again who are pervaded with the heavenly 

light which gives wisdom ; both are equally competent in their sublime 

• Jellinek, in bis German edition of Prof. Franck's la Ka66ak, p. 293, says it
was by Asrayisn. 

t M. Steinschncido:r's Jewish Literature. London, 1857, p. 228. Jellinek's Franck,

p. 294. 

t .Bibliotl1ua Magna Ra66infra Pars. IV, p. 446. 
� Cump. Steinschneider, Jewish Liter., p. 227. 



sphere, and with the learning of both we have associated ourselves * * * 

We must also make mention of some others thoroughly conversant with 

the spirit of the Zohar, who assisted us and thus were co-instrumental in 

issuing this work * * • In interesting these great lights in our enter

prise and by making their unanimous judgment the sovereign rule, we 

have succeeded in the establishment of the only correct version, while 

other particular versions emanating from single sources, are not omitted, 

they are printed with Spanish Rabbinical types, whereas the usual square 

Hebrew type (commonly called Ashoorith) is adopted in general. And all 

the books, joined to the principal book, follow in proper order along with 

the text, so that they may easily be found in thi3 succession :  Tosephthah 

(Addition), Sabah (Senior), Siphrah D'Tznioothah (Book of Hidden 

or Secret Th ings), Ye' nooqah (the Youth) , Pe' qoodah (Commandant or 

Statute), Midrash Hanne-e'lam (Midrash of the Hidden Thing), Midrash 

'Hazeeth (Midrash on Canticles), Midrash Ruth, Bahir (Brightness), 

Ma-a'mar To'hazee (Treatise beginning with " Come and See I ") ,  Rayah

Me'hemnah (Faithful Shepherd), Haikhaloth (Halls) . * * We de

termined upon a folio, and saved neither money, time or trouble, not 

even space, for the accomplishment of the work to perfeftion : not a word

is missing of the various texts in existence, but it is properly marked, 

etc. " Therefore we " need not fear the adverse opinions of our competi

tors, who would fain belittle our work and find fault with the execution 

thereof, and thus prevent the public from buying it, forgetting at the 

same time, that the purchaser of such a book will be able to judge for him

self by examining it, and has certainly not the intention to place it into 

his library for self.adulation . Still we admit that all of us, as children of 

one Father, are liable to make mistakes in thousands and ten thousands ; 

but theirs are the ten thousands and the thousands are ours. etc. " 

In 1 623 the edition of Lublin was published i n  fol io after the Cremona 

edition, by Levi b. Kalonymos, with a few notes by R. Nathan Spira. It  

follows the paging of the Cremona. I vol. , pp.  1 32 ; II, 122 ; III,  1 46. 

Baron Rosenroth considers it most defective and inaccurate.* In 1684 

the Sulzbach edition was published, edited by Baron Christian Knorr von 

Rosenroth, assisted by Dr. Franz Mercurius van Helmont, with types set 

• Comp. his Tlualro. Anon Pltudano, p. 691 .
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by Moses Bloch, wherein with the boo.k Zohar were intermingled, the 

Midrash Ruth, Extracts from the book Hab-bahir, Tosephthah or an Ad

dition to some legal sections, Ray ah Me'hemnah, Hibboorah Qadma'a, Hai

khal9th, Sithrai Thorah, Midrash Hanne-e' lam, Raze D' Razin, Sabah, 

Ye' nooqah, Midrash ' Hazeeth, Ma-a'mar To 'hazee, Mathanithan, Piqqoo

din. Here and there are seen extracts from the books of Adam, 'Ha'noch 

(Enoch), Abraham, Solomon, R. Cruspedia, and R. Akibah, together 

with three treatises by R. Shimon ben Yo'hai, viz : Siphrah D'Tznioothah, 

Idrah Rabbah and Idrah Zootah. The text i tself is in the square letters, · 

but the various readings are from the writings of R. Isaac Loriah, R. Moses 

Cordovero, MSS. of the Wise- Men of the Earth, and from printed edi

tions, together with corrections from the book Derekh E'meth, i. e. , Way 

of Truth, and are in round (Rabbinical) characters. Under the text are 

scattered explanations of the more difficult words, from the Commentary of 

Issachar Bar (b. Petachja) under the title of Imrai Beenah, i. e. , Words of 

Understanding. Within the open spaces of the columns, the pages of the 

prior Mantua and Cremona editions are carefully noted down : at the end 

there is subjoined an index of the Biblical expressions in the Zohar, ex

plained here and there, which was published once in Cracow separately, 

1 647, 4to, under the title of Petha'h Ainayim, i. e. , Opening of the Eyes. 

The dissertations which in the former editions .had been placed in a less 

suitable place, have herein been restored to one suitable, as also others 

which were omitted have been added. In the opening, after the new 

preface of R. Moses ben Uri Sheraga Bloch, the old introduction by 

Isaac de Lattes is to be found. The Amsterdam edition is first of 1 7 1 4, 

4to, of a small form, in three volumes and is after, and paged as, the 

Mantua edition. In the margin are the corrections from R. Isaac 

Loriah's book, Way of Truth, also passages from the Old Testament and 

an Index of places by Meir Cordovero, also explanation of difficult words 

from the Imrai Beenah, i. e. , Words of Understanding, by l5sachar Bar 
(b. Petachja), which appear evidently to have been done after the exam· 

pie of the Sulzbach edition. Finally at the end of each volume are added 

those things which are wanting in the original Mantua edition, but are 

found in those of Cremona and Lublin. At the end of the third volume 

appears a good index to the Zohar, arranged according to the names of 



the letters of the alphabet (I, 25 1 pp. ; II, 2 70 ;  III, 299 + 10) .  Other 

editions have been published at Amsterdam, 1 7  28, 8vo, with notes by Schal 

Bosoglio, 3 vols. , 1 740 ; 1 7 72 ,  8vo ; 1 805 , 8vo. This edition has been 

reprinted at Constantinople, 1 7  36, Yonah b. Yakhob ; Krotoschin, 1844-5, 

8vo, edited by Bar Monash; ibid. ,  1 858, 8vo; Brody, Galicia, 1 8 73, III vol. 

8vo ; Przemysl, Galicia, 1 880-1 , 4to ; Wilna, Russia, 1 882 .  An edition, 

with points, is now going through the press of Signor Elia Benamozegh, 

the great Qabbalist, of Livorno (Leghorn), Italy. A folio edition, with 

points, on vellum paper, in three volumes, with comments by Massud Alfassi 

and Moses Salum, also Livorno, 1872 .  Other editions of the Zohar 

have been published at Salonica, Koenigsberg, Zolkiew and other places. 

Rabbi Shim-on ben Yo'hai lived in the period of the destruction of the 

second Temple, at Jerusalem, from about 95 to about 1 90 A.D. His whole 

life was spent in the study of the Hebrew Secret Science, since called Qab

balah, of which he has ever been regarded as one of the most eminent 

masters. A thorough ascetic, he lived in a world of his own, beyond the 

regions of ordinary life, in the full flood of a religious metaphysic, peopled 

with the creation of his imagination, and that which had been handed 

down to him by the preceding masters in the science. Feared by his co

religionists from his asserted connection with the spiritual world, contem

plative and secluded in his disposition, evidently of strong will and relig

ious feelings, and not understood by those around him, he was not an 

affable companion, but an uncompromising and strong opponent in 
carrying out that which he thought was right. In the reign of the Roman 

Emperor Antoninus, when the School at Jamnia or Jabneh was watched 

with the greatest suspicjon by i ts Roman rulers, so much so, that its stu

dents were prohibited by . the Jewish Patriarch from even taking notes 

of the lectures, R. Shim-on was rash enough to speak against the op

pressors in public. It happened one day while he, Yehudah b. Illay, and 

Yo-seh b. Haleftah were holding a rabbinical exercise in the congregation, 

the comparative characteristics of the Jews and the Romans arose ; aware 

of the danger of the subject, Yehudah commenced with an eulogium of 

the Romans. But we will quote from the Talmud, (Treatise, Shabbalh,  

fol. 33, col. 2 . )  

" Once upon a time R.  Yehudah, R.  Yo-seh, and R.  Shim-on b .  Yo'hai 

2 
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were re-united and sitting together discoursing, and near by was found a 

certain R. Yehudah ben Gerim. (This name signifies, says Rashi, de

scendant of the proselytes . )  During the discourse R. Yehudah, speaking 

of the Romans, said : ' This nation is great in all that which it builds. 

See how it has constructed everywhere bridges, and markets, and erected 

public baths ! '  At these words R. Yo-seh kept silent ; bot R. Shim-on 

responded ' Yea, indeed ; but it has not made anything which has not for 

an aim its own advantage, it has constructed the markets so as to draw 

thereto the lost women, the baths so as to refresh themselves, and the 

bridges in order to gather from them the imposts. ' R. Yehudah ben 

Gerim went directly (to the authorities) and informed against them that 

which he had heard, and it reached the ears of Cresar. The latter at once 

rendered an edict, that, ' R. Yehudah, who has exalted me, be raised 

in dignity, R. Yo-seh, who kept silent, be exiled to Sepphoris ; R. 

Shim-on, who has held me in contemptuousness, must be seized and 

put to death. '  Immediately upon hearing of this decree, the latter, 

accompanied by his son (El'azar) , managed to conceal himself in the 

House of Study, to which his wife (some say a guardian) brought to them 

each day, a loaf (of bread) and a porringer of water. But the proscription 

which weighed upon him being very severe, R. Shim-on said to his son, 

' Women are of a feeble character ; it is then for us to fear that, pressed 

by questions (probably, the question, a mode of punishment, ) our guar

dian may finish by denouncing us ! '  Upon these reflections they quitted 

that asylum and secretly stole away to another place, and concealed them

selves in the bottom of a cave. There a miracle operated in their favour, 

God created a carob bean tree (St. John 's bread tree) bearing fruit through 

all the year for their support, and a perpetual spring of water for their 

refreshment. To save their clothes they stripped themselves and laid 

them aside, except when at prayer, and at other times, to protect their 

naked bodies from exposure, sat up to their necks in the sand wholly ab

sorbed in study. After they had passed twelve years thus in the cave, 

Eliyah was sent to inform them that the Emperor was dead, and his de

cree powerless to touch them.* 

* R. Shim·on b. Yo'bat was sentenced about 1 6 1 A. D. by Lucius Aurelius Verus,

co-regent of the Emperor Marc Aurelius Antoninus, and dwelt in the cave about thir-
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On leaving the cave, they noticed some people ploughing and sowing, 

when one of them exclaimed ' these people neglect eternal things and 

trouble themselves with those which are only temporal. ' As they fixed 

their eyes upon the place, fire came and burnt it up. Then a Bath Qol was 

heard , saying : ' What ! are ye come forth to destroy the world that I have 

made ? Get back to your cave and hide yourselves. ' They returned to 

it, and after remaining in it for twelve months longer, they remonstrated, 

pleading that even the judgment upon the wicked in Gehenna, lasted no 

longer than twelve months ; upon which a Bath Qol was again heard from 

heaven , which said : ' Come ye forth from your cave. ' Then they arose 

and obeyed it . " * 

Owing to those indiscreet remarks of R. Shim-on, the Jewish school at 

Jamnia was put under interdict, l icense was granted however to R. Yehu

dah, to exercise the office of preacher to the synagogue. After the death of 

the Emperor Antoninus, R. Shim-on re-appears as the founder of a school 

at Teqo'a, now called TekCl'a, a city of the tribe of Judah almost south of 

Jerusalem and Bethlehem ; the prophet Amos was of this place, and Isaiah 

is said to be buried there. t About 300 magisterial sentences by R. Shim-on

b. Yo'hai are recorded in the Talmud. The Idrah Zootah of the Zohar

gives an account of his death and burial. He is said to have been buried 

at Meiron to the north-west of the Lake of Tiberias, and his monument 

still exists. At Ain-etam, a few miles north-west of TekCl'a, are the ruins 

of an ancient synagogue attributed to R. Shim-on, who is said to have built 

teen years, until after the death of Lucius Verus in 1 69 A. D. During this t ime he and 

bis son devoted themselves to the study of the oral Talmud, Asceticism, the Secret 

Leaming and My�ticism. Before this, R. Shim-on had been sent as a delegate to Rome 

and founJ favour with the Roman government. Talmudic Miscel. by P. I. Hershon,

London, 1 88o, p. 64 n se9. 

* Comp. Talmud, Yerush. Treatise Slie'/Ju.itli ix, I ;  Mmadwlli. fol. 72 ; Mru·lali 7 

and 1 7 ;  B'rcshith Rabbab c. lxxix ; Midrash Koheletb, x, 8 ;  Midrasb Esther, i, 9. 

t The cave in which R. Shimon bid himself, may have been in the neighborhood of

Tektl'a, where be was so appreciated and known that he founded bis school. In its 

vicinity are numerous caverns and deep ravines ; some of the former will bold hundreds 

of men, anJ can be defended by a few against any number. One bas numerous intri· 

cate passages, and Tobler found in it  a number of sarcophagi and inscriptions in the 

Phcenician character. Diet. of the Bible by lJr. Wm. Smith, New York, p. 3 1 89�0. 
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24 on the Lake of Tiberias ; a t  Tebarieh i s  another. Carmoly gives a 

drawing of his tomb.* When the disturbance which caused the suppres

sion of the school at Jamnia had subsided, a new school, which became cel

ebrated, was founded at Tiberias by Shim-on b. Gamaliel about A.D.  1 65 .  

Among the published books favoring the antiquity of  the Zohar, we 

call the reader' s especial attention to the two following books on the subject, 

although many others have been written to the same effect, one is by Konitz, 

the other by Luriah. t The first is " The Book, Ben Yo'hai, explaining the 

Hidden Things, in the sayings of the divine Than-nab Rabbi Shim-on 

ben Yo'hai, his memory be a blessing, which are written in the en tire 

Babylonian and Yerushalemitic 
·
Talmud, and in (the books) Siphra, 

Siphree, and Thosephthah, in the laws, rules and narratives, in which oc

cur the words of this sainted man, whether spoken of as R. Shim-on ben 

Yo'hai, or only as Rabbi Shim-on ; and the distinguished position occu

pied by him, before he sojourned in the cave and after his leaving it ; fur

thermore unassailable proofs, that the books : the Holy Zohar, Rayah 

Me'hemnah, Midrash Hanne-e' lam, and the Tiqqoonim, are the literary 

works (of the school) of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai ; also refutations of the 

objections raised against that authorship, etc. ; finally the decisions in 

matters of casuistry given in  the Zohar, either independently of  or in ac

cordance with, the Talmud ; by Moses ben R. Me'na'him Mendel Konitz 

of Ofen (i. e. , Buda-Pesth, Hungary), Vienna, 1 8 1 5 . " This book is a 

large folio of 1 49 pages of two columns each, and is divided into seven 

Gates (Slit'anin), spread over the first 62 pages. As the book is in Rab

binical text and not easily obtained, we will give a short analy!'is of its 

contents. Gate 1 .  Whenever the name R. Shim-on simply, occurs in 

the Talmud, R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai is meant .  Gate 2. R. Shim-on 

• ltinlrairts dt la Ttrrt Sainte des xiii, xiv, xvi et xvii sitdt, etc. Bruxelles, 1 847,

p. 45 1 .

t Articles showing the antiquity of  the Zohar have al£O appeared in many other writ

ings, books and periodicals, too numerous to mention now, but we cite Ktrtm Clitmtd, 

Vienna edition, 1 836, T. ii, ep. 25 ; also a criticism on Dr. H. Graetz's positions in his 

History of the Jews, which might be made much stronger, written by Dr. Leopold Low, 

late chief Rabbi of Szegedin, on the Danube, and published in the periodical Bm 

Cliana11ja, Monatsclirift for jiidisclit Tlitologit, vol. vi, pp. 725-733 ;  741-747 ; 785-795 ; 

8o5-809 ; 821-828 ; 933-g42. Szegedin, 1 863. 
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was his name prior to going into the cave, after leaving i t  he was called, 

in addition, Ben Yo'hai. Gate 3.  The reverence and sublime distinc

tion shown and assigned to him throughout his life, substantiated by quo

tations from the Talmud. Gate 4 .  After leaving the cave, (i. e. , his ascetic 

life), his decisions were accepted by the Wise-men of the Talmud as final. 

Gate 5. Even the great Rabbenu Haq-qadosh bases his own decisions

upon those of R. Shim-on, speaking in the latter' s name. So also does 

R. Yo-' ha'nan (ben Zakkai), and more than 50 quotations are given from 

the Talmud, that " R. Yo-'ha'nan said, in the name of R. Shim-on b .  

Yo' hai. " Gate 6.  In  which it i s  shown, that where R. Shim-on b.  Yo' hal 

differs from the other Rabbins, the latter always submit to his opi nion 

as final. This gate has 145 doors, in which 14 5 Talmudic passages are 

cited in supp::>rt of this assertion. Gate 7. In this Konitz speaks of " the 

Holy Zohar " as the spiritual fruit of R. Shim-on ben Yo' hai, and refers 

to R. Yakob ben Z'vee (or Tze'vee, the initials of YaBeTZ) of Emden, as 
the assai lant of the antiquity of the Zohar, and as author of the book 

MiljJa'lialh u'pharbn, i. e . •  Wrapper of books,* out of w!1ich Dr. Graetz

gets most of his objections to the Zohar. t Yabetz has borrowed largely

from the objections made by Jean Morin, a French ecclesiastic, b. 1 5 9 1 ,  d. 

1 659  A. D. , i n  a book published by the latter, first in 1 63 1 ,  and after his

death with his Exerdtalionu Bib/i((z, in 1 669 .t  Yabetz gives 1 32 objections

to the antiquity of the Zohar, in  the above-cited book, which Konitz says 

he will refute, in the second part of his book which is called Ma-a' no/It 
u-Mitpa'hoth, i. e. , Replies and Precious Wrappers. Gate 7th closes at 

page 149 and bears on its back§ the " Keys of the Gates," i. e ., an Index 

of the books quoted from, and matters treated of as above mentioned. 

In Gate 1 many passages from the Talmud are quoted, evidencing that 

R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai before his entrance into the cave, the latter without 

doubt referring to his ascetic life, was called Rabbi Shim-on, and that after 

* Written 1 758-1 763 ; published at Altona, 1 768, 4to, 2 vols.

t Gtsclliditt tltr Jldtn, vol. vii, pp. 73-n ; 185, 1 86 ;  193, 194 ; 2 1 7-256 ; 326-328 ; 

442-459 ; 487-507 . 
t Morin's anti·Massoretic zeal, " was not according to knowledge, as later investiga

tions in the same field have abundantly proved." Kitto's Cyclop. Bib. Liter., ed. 1876, 

Vol iii, p. 2 1 7 .  

f pp. 1 5<>--2. 
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his re-appearance he is spoken of as " Ben Yo'hai, " o r  " Rabbi Shim-on 

ben Yo'hai. ' '  In Gate 2, Full reasons are given for this change of names. 

Gate 3 Explains the difference between the ordinary Rabbi Shim-on prior 

to the time he passed in the cave, and the completed man, Rabbi Shim-on 

ben Yo'hai after leaving it. The interval, some twelve years, had served 

to endow him with a heavenly superiority and sublimity, of which the 

two Talmuds and the Midrash Rabbah give us striking instances. In the 

Talmud (Treat. Shabbalh 33 0. ) we are told, the prophet Eliyah sent him 

word of the death of his persecutor, the Roman Emperor Antoninus. He 

is also said to have annihilated wicked men by his breath (Ibid. 34 tf) . 

In the Talmud Ye' rushalmi it i s  stated, a man was bitten by a serpent, 

through the mere prediction of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai (Treat. She' bu-ilh, 

ch. 9). Upon leaving the cave he had an apparition in the shape of a

bird, and a Bath-Qol as to it (1 bid. ) .  Ji. prophecy and miracle i n  connec

tion with the cemetery in Tiberias, is given (I6id. ) . Konitz cites numer

ous other instances which we have not now space to. give. Kon itz says : 
" The wise men of the A'mora-im testify to his standing as exceeding 

that of the Men of the Great Assembly, and say : ' What distinction in 

the ages of the world is there between the age of R. ' Hiz'qee-yah and the 

ages of the Great Assembly ? ' The age of R ' Hiz'qee-yah closes that of 

the Great Assembly and opens that of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai. " (Be' -
reshilh Rabbah, ch. 35 .  See also Miz-ra-'hu 58,  c. 9 and 1 2. )  Lastly,

" The sages of the Talmud distinguished the rank of R. Shim-on ben 

Yo'hai above all the heads of the entire congregation of Israel, and said : 

' All Israel is bound to interrupt the study of the Thorah, so as to read the 

She'mah and the Prayer of Eighteen Benedictions at the prescribed time, 

except R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai, the only one excellent from world to 

world, and from his learning (or study) he shall not pause for the reading 

of the Shemah, and the Prayer of Eighteen, for his whole life is exclusively 

devoted to heavenly interests, etc. " * 

• See Midrasb She'moth Rabbab, middle of Chap. 52. Talm. Yerusbalmi, Treat.

Bt'ralt!tot!t, chap. 1. S!ta66at!t 1 1  a. M. Schwab's French ed., vol. 1 ,  pp. I 5-16, 
5 1-52. I6id. vol. iv,  p.  13 .  This shows the divinely sublime study and teaching, in 

which be was engaged, which was, the oral tradition as to the Secret Learning, the Sod 

or Mystery, afterwards called Qabbalab, i. e. , that received (by oral tradition) .
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It is also said of him in the Talmud " He saw the future by means of 

the Holy Spiri t ." (Talm. Ye'rushalmi : Shabbalh 89 ; Babli : Me'ulali 
1 7b. ) Konitz also gives many passages from the Talmudim and Mid

rash Rabbah, containing R. Shim-on ben Yo' hai's sayings about himself, 

his visions, supernatural powers, etc . ,  and the statements of others to the 

same effect, and as to the sternness, integrity, and severity of his charac

ter, so that he even deemed himself competent to pass an adverse criticism 

on King Solomon, and to rebuke his own mother for conversing too 

much on the Sabbath day. This is continued in many quotations to show 

how, living on earth, he was yet a citizen of heaven, unconcerned about 

earthly things, wholly ingrossed with the study of the Thorah, his thoroJJgh 

penetration with the spiritual life, and his identification with the minister

ing angels of God, who see His glory and carry out His will. In Gate

4, Konitz shows how the opinions of this great man , no matter how con

trary to or against whom pronounced, always prevail, and that his decisions 

on all casuistic discussions and questions are considered as final, whenever 

his name is mentioned in full, which was only after his return from his

ascetic life in the cave. He overwhelmed the celebrated R. Eli-ezer b. R. 

Y ose, with cutting reproache'> for contradicting him, and is reported to have 

contradicted his Rabbi (Master) the celebrated Qabbalist R. Akeebah, 

and insisted he was right. He is quoted as explaining four things con

trary to his teacher Akeebah. Gate 5, gives many instances to show, that 

even the great redactor of the Mishna, Rabbenu Haq-qadosh, gave his 

decisions in the name of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai, and that the great 

scholar R. Yo-hanan b. Zakkai gives 62 decisions in Ben Yo' hai's name. 

Gate 6 has 1 45 doors, through each of which a Talmudic quotation is

given, in corroboration of, that wherever a decision of R. Shim·on b. 

Yo'hai occurs, the sages of the Talmud lay down a binding law according 

to it. In Gate 71 Konitz introduces 1st. The book Zohar, a production of 

R. Shim-on ben Yo' hai, and his school ; and 2d. A venerable man named 

R. YAkob BEn Tz'vee, the anagram of which is (YABETZ), who raises 

his voice 1 3 2  times in denunciation of this book, alleging it to be spuriously 

shouldered on R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai. In answer to which, Konitz replies 

with 132  very profound, learned, and convincing explanations and eluci

dations ; among them are the following : The disciples say :-" All thy 
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males shall appear before the face o f  Adonai Elohim. " *-Zohar ii 38a, 

refers to R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai before whom all men must appear. The 

Gaon Yabetz is indignant at the words in the Zohar ii 38a : " What is 

the meaning of pe'nai ha-a-don YHVH, i. e. , ' the face of Adonai YHVH't

This i s  Rabbi Shim-on ben Yo-hai ," and Yabetz called this "Blasphemy on 

the part of a later writer, and R. Shim-on could not have been the author, 

God forbid that he should have thought to put himself as God ! "  Konitz 

says :-" It seems to us that the proper meaning of the words quoted is: ' the

face of the lord of YHVH, ' that is, of the man whom YHVH haschosen, and 

so made him adon, i. e., a lord of YHVH, as: ' the mountain of YHVH;' ' the 

Messiah of YHVH, '  etc. Although not thoroughly grammatical accord

ing to the more modern grammar, in its position in the Zohar it is in ac

cord with :-' R. Akeebah said to R. Shim-on : It may suffice thee to know 

that I and thy Creator recognize thy power, ' (Talmud Ye' rushalmi : Treat. 

Sanhedn'n, c. 1 ) ; so R. Shim-on himself says, ' I  have seen the sons of the

Upper-room, they are few, and if  they are two, it  is I and my son. ' (Tal

mud Babli : Suuah 45b, Ye' rushalmi : Birakhoth c. 9 . )  Midrash B' resh

eeth Rabbah (c. 35,)  completes this with the words ' And if it is One, i t  

i s  I ,  myself. ' See also Rashi ' s  Commentary on the Talmud, Treatise 

Sanhedn'n 98a-from which it appears that Rashi had, through Qabba

lah from his teachers, many sayings and sentences of the Zohar, orally 

delivered from Rabbi to disciple, from and after the existence of the 

school of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai. (Comp. Konitz. Reply 24, which is 

on page 73, col. 1 . ) 

As to the Gaon's  objection to Zohar i i ,  1 3 26, Idrah Rabbah ; viz . :  "R. 

Shim-on said : ' I  call the ':1pper heavens and the upper earth as witness, that 

I see at present, what no son of man ever saw since Mosheh went upon the 

mount of Sinai the second time, for I see my face shining as brilliantly as 

the l ight of the sun when it descends as a healing for the world ; as it is 

written :-' To you who fear My Name shall shine the Sun of Righteous

ness with healing in his wings ' (Mal. iii 20, iv. 2) .  Yea more, I know 

that my face is shining, but Moses did not know it or understand it ; for 

* Exo<l. xxiii, 17 .

t Exod, xxiii, 17 .  " The Master, the Eternal," Onkelos says " The Master of the

world." Cahen's French Bible, Vol. ii, p. 105, note . 



it is written ' Moses wist not that the skin of his face shone. ' " *  (Exod.

uxiv, 29.) and .13id. I<f.4a, " That is revealed to and by us ,  which was 

never revealed since Mosheh stood upon the mount of Sinai. ' 't For the

* The idea of the face shining is a metaphor to express the celestial and spiritual
expression of the countenance. Comp., however, as to " face " Kitto'a Cyclop. Bib. 

Liter., Ed. 1876, v. ii, p. 2.  

t We will here give, from the Zohar, the whole passage :-" Thus far go the words 

which are hidden (abstruse), and the clear and choice meaning in them (which is set 

forth in many particulazs) ; blessed is his lot who knows and attends to those things and 

errs not therein I Because th�e words are only given to the Masters of the Ma&ters, and 

Reapers of the fields, who have entered in and gone out again (i. t., ascended steadily). 

As it is written (Hos. xiv, 10) : • For the ways of YHVH are right, and the just walk 

in them, but the transgressors shall stumble therein.' We have learned, R. Shim-on 

wept and raised his voice, and said : If with these our words, which are here disclosed, 

our companions were gathered up, to be within the assembly.room of the world to come, 

and are raised up Crum this world, i t  is all right and well ; for they (the words) 

were not revealed to any one of the children of the world. Again be said : I 

come back to myselr, for truly I have revealed in the presence of Atikah D' Atikin, 

i. t., the Ancient of the Ancients, Hidden through all Concealment ; but I naiit not

ti MU so /or my own glorification, nor that of /At ltoust of my /a/Atr, ntw /or yours, 

my companions, but solely, that men might not stray in His paths, nor yearn to 

enter shame-faced into the gates of His Palace, nor be destroy�d by their own 

errors. Blessed is my lot w ith them in the world to come ! We have learned, before 

our comP'Uions went fonh from this place, i. t., the Great Assembly of the Threshing·

Boor, R. Yo-seh bar Yakob,, R. 'Hiz'qee-yab ani R. Yez.zah died ; and the companions 

saw that the holy angels took them away hy that expanded vei l. R. Shim-on spoke and 

was finally prostrated. He cried out and said : Perhaps, which the Holy One forbid I 
a decree has been pronounced upon us to punish us, 6uarut of somtlhi� wmclt ltas 

6un disdostd 6y us, wnicli ltad not 6un disdostd sinct I/it day on wmcli Moshtlt stood 

"f>on Minmt Siu, as it is written (Exod. xxxiv, 28) : 'And be was there with the Lord 

(YHVH) 40 days and 40 nights, etc.' Why then do I tarry here ; if on thl?-t account 

they were punished ? He heard a voice saying : Blessed art thou, R. Shim.on, and 

blessed is thy lot and that of those companions who are with thee ; for that bas been 

revealed to ( all of ) you which is not revealed to the whole upper army, i. t. , the angels.

Come and see I It is written Uosb. vi, 26) •And be shall lay the foundation thereof in 

bia first born, and with his youngest son shall he set up the gates of it,' much more so 

here, because with vehement and too much study they (the three dead companions) 

applied their souh at this time and they were accepted. Blessed is their portion, truly 

they hne been taken up (when) in perfection ; which was not the case with those who 



argument that i t  was not possible that R .  Shim-on would speak thus of 

himself, Konitz refers the reader to that which he has already said in 

Gate 3d, and concludes, " Our Rabbi ' s  of both Talmudim, have placed 

R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai, above all the learned men, praised him and his 

character, and wonderful deeds in unbounded terms, revered him as they 

did the patriarchs Mosheh and Ahron, put him on a level with the prophets, 

and exalted him above the men of the Great Assembly, speaking of him 

in even more extended terms of veneration, than the Zohar represents 

him as having spoken of himself; does not this certify to the veracity ot 

the above words in the Zohar ? "  (Comp. 66th Reply, p. 87 ,  col. 2, p. 

88, col. 1 . )  
I n  the Tiqqooneh Zohar 7 a  we read : " The masters (teachers) o f  gram

mar (diqduq, properly, subtilty, or accurate distinction) have established 

the Qamets, which is a long vowel. " Which according to Yabetz is proofof 

the comparatively recent period of the production of the Zohar, the phrase 

" masters of grammar,"  belonging to a much later period than that in 

which R. Shim-on flourished, even to that of the Ge' onim, " the originator 

of this science having been a certain R. Yehudah ' Hiyug of Pas. " In 

refutation of this, Konitz refers to what he has before said in Gate 3, add

ing : " Nearly in the above quoted language of the Zohar you will find it 

dist inctly stated in the Talmud, that the vowels, far from being the in

vention of R. ' Hiyug and those who lived after him, are a Ha' lakha (i. e. , 

rule), given to Mosheh on Sinai. '  Thus we read in. the Talmud-Treatise 

were before them. Why did they die ? We have learned : When as yet the words 

were being revealed, the upper and lower of those of the chariot fmerkabah ), were in 

movement, and a voice sounded through 250 world3 because ancient words (matters of 

antiquity), were being revealed below. And before they could again gather their 

breaths (souls) by these wor�s, their life went forth in a kiss, and they were wrapped up

in that expanded veil, and the angels above carried them away. * • R. Shim.on 

said, bow blessed is the lot of those three, and blessed is our lot on their account. A 

voice went out a second time and said : • But ye who cleave unto the Lord (YHV H ) ,  

your Elohim (God), are all alive to-day.' (Deut. iv ,  4 .) They arose and from every 

side a sweet odour proceeded. R. Shim.on said : Henceforth, I perceive, that the 

world will receive blessings because of us. And all their faces shone so that men 

could not look on them. We have learned : Ten went in and seven came out, etc.'' 

ldrah Rabbah. Zohar iii, 1 44  a ti uq. Mantua Ed. Cremona Ed., col. 27 1-2. 
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Ne' darum 37b-R. Yits'haq said : ' The reading of the scribes (Miqrah 

So-plu'n"m, i. e. , the manner in which words and sentences are to be

pronounced), and the omitting by the Scribes (Iltur So-phlrim, i. e. , 

the omission of certain letters in writing and speaking) , what is to 

be read ( Qe'ru) though not thus written (/o Ke'tlu'b) , and what i s  

written (K ltlu'b) and not  thus read (ve-loh Qlru) i s  a Ha'lakha to

Mosheh on Sinai. ' 1 1  * Instances of the Miqrah So-phe'rim are : Where 

to read, ah-rels, instead of eh-rels, sha-mo-yim, instead of sha-ma-yim ,

namely, where there is the accent (called) Eth -na'htah ; as R. Nathan, 

author of the book A-rookh states ; or where to read Mitsrum, Egyptians, 

or Mits-rajim, Egypt, etc . ,  which early distinctions must certain ly have 

been pointed out at the time by s igns or marks. The Ittur So-phe' rim, chiefly 

refers to the use or omission of the letter 1 (vav) as a vowel 1 ,  oo ; �r i, o, 

or as a consonant with the meaning of a conjunctive " and 1 1 ; e.g . ,  Genesis 

xxiv, 5 5 : " Let the maiden stay with you a year or ten months, a'har, 

i. e. , then (not ' and then ; '  a-' har, and not ve' a-liar, properly : and after

wards) she may go ! "  Another instance (previous to this) ,  Genesis xvii i, 5 ,

" tlun or  afterwards (a-' har, not ve a-' har, and afterwards o r  and then) 

ye may pass by. ' '  Again, Numb. xii, 1 4, " then (a-'har) she shall be gath

ered in (as it is quoted in the Talmud, though our version has ve a-' har) .  

Further a- '  har i n  Ps. )xvii i ,  26 ,  and the omission of 1 and, before mish-pate

kha, thy· judgments. Ps. xxxvi, 7 .  t Note especially Sanhedrin 99a, where it 

is plainly said :-" And though one say, the whole Thorah is from heaven, 

e:uept this grammar (diqduq) , "  the laws and rules of which are referred to 

in the Talmud as well as in the Zohar, as above quoted , as also other early

books .t  From the examination of which writings the difference may be 

seen between the Diqduqe/1 Thoran and the Diq-duqeh So-phe' n'm, as it is 

stated in the Talmud, Treat. B' kltorolh ;1,ob. See also Rash i on Treat. Succah 

• Scribes means here, the authorities on the correct reading and writing of the Holy
Scriptures. As  to the Scribes or So-phe'rim, see Kitto's Cyclop. Bib. Liter. , Ed. 1876 , 
vol. iii, pp. 783-792. Massorah. Ibid . ,  pp. 103-105.

t Comp. Rashi on Zl6a-'him 1 1 56, 'Ha'ge�gat. 6/,. 
t Comp. the book Bet/, Yos�f!/, ; Toor Ora'/, ' Hnjyim f 142 ; Response of R Sh B 

A. (Adereth) � 43 ; Response of R. Yitz'haq b. Shaisheth, disciple of R. Nathan (author 
of A-rookh) � 284 ; Response of R. David b. Simrah of Saragossa, part iii, f 594 and 
f 643. 
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28a, viz : " This is what they (the Rabbins) say in  the Talmud, Treat. 
Sltabbalh 3 7b, R. Nathan was a mas/tr of the work,* which means, he 

was accurate, i. t. , mt'daqdtq = diqduq, in his work. " This is to show 

the application of the word diqduq to other things, in the sense in which 

it is originally used with regard to grammar. In favour of the antiquity

of the accents is :-" The words in Nehemiah viii, 8, viz : 'And they were 

intelligent in flit rtadin% (bam- Miqrah) ' " t are to be understood as refer

ring to the distinction of the sentences indicated by flzt accents, which

Rashi on Talmud, Treatise Ne' darum 3 7a, properly explains, 
'
as " the 

pointing and accents. " And we learn in Masukhtth, Treat. So-phi rim, 

c. iii , rule 7 :  " A  Sepher (Thorah)t which is pointed and accented,

must not be used for reading ; "  for, says the book Beth Yoseph§ in the 

name of R. Moses ben Na'hman (Nachmanides), a Sepher Thorah must 

be written in the same way that it  was given on Sinai ; and R. Ye' ru 'ham 

writes : " For we have it by tradition that there is an aim It' miqrah, a 

mother to the reading, and an aim lt'massortlh, i. t. , a mother to the 

tradition, and pointing would do away with the latter. " In this connec

tion the points over the letters of ten words in the Pentateuch are to be

noted, the antiquity of these cannot be disputed. These points served to 

direct the attention of the reader to the respective word as requiring a 

definition, t. g. , Numb. ix, 10 ,  where the i1 of the word iipni rt'hoqah,

i. e. , distant, is so pointed as to indicate that the distance need not be 

large, etc. Konitz says : (Reply 1 1 9 ,  p. 103,  col. :z, Zohar ' Hadash 69a) 

" It is necessary to know that the Talmud was already in existence in the

times of the The' na-im, and Rabbenu Haq-qadosh-Yehudah the Holy, 

redactor of the Mishnah-was himself a disciple of R. Shim-on ben 

Yo'hai, he, his companions and teachers, studied the Ge'marah, which 

w as not completed, however, until a long time after it, i. e. , the Mishnah. " 

Yabetz asserts that the phrase " to become like an ass of burden carry

ing books, " occurs in Zohar ' Hadash 7 7b, and is not to be found in any 

• See quotation before given from Tiqqoonim 7a.

t Talmud, Treat. Mrgliillalt 3a. 

t A synagogue roll of the Law or Pentateuch, which is always written by hand with

out points, except as hereafter mentioned, on skin. 

I Comp. T4� Toor .J4 r�4 Dai·a4, � :z74, 
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other book except the Sepher 'Hobo/Ii Halle ' baboth, i. e . ,  The Book

of the Duties of the Heart, in the section " Gate of the Service of 

God, " the author of which was the R. Be'hai b. Yosef lbn Bakoda, or

Pakoodah, of Saragossa-flour. circa A. D. 1050-who was almost a con

temporary of R A B  a D,* from whence, Yabetz asserts, R. Moses de Leon 

has copied the original and given it a Zoharic dress. Yabetz does not see 
its connection with one of the Fables of ./Esop. Konitz (p. 1 04, col. 1 ,  

Reply 1 20) says :-" Rabbenu Be' hai, the author o f  the book 'Hoboth 

Halle ' baboth, was nearly a cotemporary of R A B a D, the author of a 

commentary on the Sepher Ye' tzirah, and borrowed many things from the 

Zohar under the name of the Midrash of Rabbi Shim-on bm Yo'hai. The 

author of " the Duties of the Heart " undoubtedly borrowed his expres

sion from the Zohar. There lived not much later also Rabbenu Be'hai 

b. Asher, ftou�ished circa 1 2 9 1  A. D. ,  author of the book Be' hai on the

Pentateuch, he wrote frequently in the name of his teacher, who had seen 

the book Zohar, and he also quoted from the Zohar, for instance on Exod. 

xxi, xxii, etc. , calling it, the Zohar, the Midrash of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai.t 

This also is the name by which it was called by the first Qabbalists, the 

authors of the A'bodath Haq-qodesh and of Be' rith Me' noo-'hah. 

In Reply 87 ,  and in 1 25 ,  p. 106, col. 1 ,  Kouitz gives examples which 

show the existence of the vowel points now termed Pat ha 'Ii-and Qamets 

-and .Dagesh, in the Talmud. t  In Reply 1 26, p. 1 06, col . 2 ,  he supports

the use of the Hebrew tongue among the Aramaic writings of the Midrash 

Hanne-e' lam by giving analogous instances in the Talmud. In Reply 1 28, 

p. 107 ,  col .  1, Konitz distinctly says : " All these books of the Zohar (i. e. ,

• R .  Abraham b. David of Beaucaire, i n  France, l i ved cina A .  D .  1 1 25, died 1 199.

t He was pupil of the erudite R. Salomo b. Abraham b. Adereth, rina 1 234-1 3 10 A.D.,

acrostically called Ra Sh BA.  Be'hai's commentary is of 1 29 1  A.D. He quotes also Levit. 

xxi-xxii ; comp. Zohar ii, p. 1 14, Ray'ah Me'hemnah, Zohar i, p. 466. Salomon b. 

Adereth did not oppose the Theoretical or Speculative Qabbalah, like Maimonides he 

held it in great veneration. They both opposed talisman, amulets, and the Practical 

Qabbalah. See Joel, Dfr R�ligi1ms-pltil1mpltfr dts Soliar, Leipzig, 1 849, p. 6 1 ,  n. 4.

t See on this subject : -Genesis with a Talmudical Commentary by Paul Isaac Her

shon. London. 1 883. p. 92, v. 4, ii ; p. 1 6, n. 4 ;  p. 17 ,  n. 8 ;  p. 99, n. 1 3 ;  p. 1 85 ,  

n . 6 ; p. 200, n.  28 ; p. 207, v .  8 ;  p . 242, n .  3 ;  p. 31 1 ,  n .  2 ; p. 374, n.  1 33 ;  p . 452,

n. 7. These are only a few which may be given from the Talmud. 
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the Zohar proper, and the Rayah Mehemnah, Midrash Hanne-e' lam, also 

the Tiqqoonim and the Zohar ' Hadash) are the composition by either the 

Thannah R. Shim-on ben Yo' hai, or his son R. El'azar and their colleagues 

and disciples, and the disciples of their disciples, U"le bearers of the sheaves 

of their traditions. He, ben Yo'hai, is the celebrated Than-nah of the 

Mishnah, two Talmuds, the books Saphra, Siphree, and Tosephthah , under 

the name of R. Shim-on, d isciple of R. Akeeb'ah, and colleague of R. 

Yehudah b. Illay, and R. Yo-seh b.  ' Ha'leftah . He is the author from 

their beginning and no one else, he the exalted and wonderfully endowed 

teacher of occult science, the distinguished Qabbalist and possessor of 

supernatural and miraculous powers, in which sublime capacities he ap

pears in hundreds of instances in the Rabbinical literature, as is shown in  

the first Six Gates o f  this book. "  We would here say, R .
. 

Shim-on was 

never claimed in the Zohar to be an author of any part of it, but only 

taught the oral tradition as he received it, and it was written down after

wards. Then follow over a hundred parallel passages from the Talmud 

compared with those in the Zohar, from the sayings of R. Shim-on b. 

Yo'hai (pp. 10 7-1 14). 

In the Zohar ' Hadash 776, occurs a reference to two kinds of Phylacter

ies which Yabetz thinks, proves the late period of the entire book, al though 

it may have been interpolated in that place only, as it was consequent 

upon a controversy, between the different opinions of Rashi (R. Solomon 

b. Yitz' haqi, b. 1 040, d. 1 105  A. D. ),* and R. Tam (b. circa 1 100, d.

1 1 7 1  A. D. )t ,  concerning the arrangement of  the  Scriptural quotations 

in the Te' phillin or Phylacteries, from which dispute two kinds came 

into use, called, those of Rashi and those of Tam. Konitz says, 

as early as the Talmudic period (perhaps before), differences of opinion 

existed as regards the Scriptural passages to be used in the Phylac

teries, which resulted in the Talmudic times in the use of two kinds. 

In the Talmud, Treat. A' bodah Zarah 44a, it is said : " R. She-moo-el 

b. R. Yitz'haq says : There is a spot on the head fit to have two

kinds of Te'phillin to be placed on it . " Which implies two kinds of 

Te' phillin then existed, based on differences between the religious 

• As  to this author, see Kitto's Biblical Cycl ., Ed. 1876, iii, p. 643.

t /6id., p. 945.
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leaders of Israel. It is also said in the Talmud, Treatise Erubin 

95b, and later in the book Toor Ora' Ii 'Hajyim § 34, that there is

also such a place on the arm. These prove that two kinds were in use 

among the adheren ts of either one or the other opinion, whereupon R; 

She'moo-el b. Yitz-haq, in order to reconcile both opinions, pointed out 

that second " spot on the head ,"  beside that already described by the 

Rabbins, to place the Phylacteries on, certainly including a second place 

on the arm, as is plainly stated in the before quoted book Toor. Konitz 

in this place (Reply 1 2 1 ,  p. 1 04, col. 1 ) also quotes various other passages 

from the Talmud, and other authorities, even from Hay Gaon, who lived 

about 1 o o  years before Rashi and Tam, in support of his confutation of 

Yabetz. 

If the book Zohar, the Rayah Me'hemnah, the Tiqqoonim and the Mid

rash Hanne-e' lam, were really the work of R. Moses de Leon, and he the 

originator of the words put into the mouth of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai, his 

son , and the companions, he would have been careful not to have men

t ioned the names of A'mora-im who lived at a later period ; and if he was 

an eminent scholar and familiar with the words of all the The' na-im and 

A'mora-im occurring in the Babylorian and Ye' rushalemitic Talmud, in the 

books Saphra, Siphree, and the Midrashim, so as to be able to quote 

them fluently and correctly, how would the folly of quoting posterior 

authorities agree with his great learning ? This naming of the later Rab

bins testifies to the originality of these books, as being the original works 

of those very remote times, whicfi embraced the period of all the authori

ties quoted therein, at the expiration of which they were completed. 

All the Hebrew Sacred Writings, it is asserted by the sages of that peo

ple, were not completely penned and their canon fixed, until the lapse of 

a considerable time after the deaths of their authors. and the heroes men

tioned therein, as is set forth in the Talmud* . They assert, the Penta

teuch was completed by Joshua, Joshua was partly by him, but was finished 

by El'azar and Pin' has, after his death. Samuel was partly written by 

him, but finished by Gad and Nathan, the prophets. Isaiah was written by 

Hezekiah (' Hiz'qee-yah) and his assistants. Jeremiah, Kings and Lamenta

tions, in part by Jeremiah and then by Barukh, his secretary. Ezekiel was 

* We will give the names, with the usual spelling of the King James' Version.
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written by the Men of the Great Assembly, who also wrote the Twelve minor 

prophets, Daniel and Esther. The Psalms were some by David and 

others by the Ten Elders, who lived before and with him, and also by 

others. Proverbs, Canticles and Ecclesiastes, were written by Hezekiah's  

Society ; Job by  Moses ; Nehemiah by  Ezra, and Ezra by Nehemiah. 

Chronicles partly by Ezra, was finished by Nehemiah, Ruth by Samuel, 

Esther by the Men .of the Great Assembly. So also, the Mishnah, the 

Be' ray-tha, Talmud Ye' rushalmi, Talmud Babli, Masse'kheth Sophe' rim, 

Me'sekhtoth qe' tannoth (i. e. , Small Treatises), Saphra and Siphree , 

Tosephthah, Midrash Rabbah, Pirqe d' Rabbi Eli-ezer, Targum Jonathan, 

in much of their content, date far back of the time they appeared in com

pleteness. It  took centuries after the death of their authors or starters, 

before they were finished, and in them all were embodied many oral tra

ditions of a far more remote time. So the Zohar was not completely 

written until about 80 years after the death of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai, 

and its books, called Rayah Me' hemnah, i. e., The Faithful Shepherd,

Midrash Hanne-e' lam, i. e. , Hidden or Secre t Midrash, and the Tiqqoo

n im, i. e. , Rules or Reguliltions, were the work of succeeding A'mora-im, 

and were not finished for :z o o  years l�ter, about the time of the comple

tion of the Talmud Ye'rushalmi. The Zohar ' Hadash appeared 1 00 years 

later, i. e. , 300 years after the Zohar Haq-qadosh, at the time of the com

pletion of the Babylonian Talmud. Besides these supplementary works, 

there are even some additions in the body of the book from later disci

ples, who in the fullness of the wisdom they received by tradition, did not 

hesitate to transmit their knowledge to successive generations, by giving 

it uherance and noting it, on the margins of the pages. As to the " In

troduction (Haqdamali) to the Zohar ;" the Hebrew term of which being 

a production of later times, it is necessary to know, that the Zohar has, 

as do even the Midrashim and other contemporaneous writings, the word 

" Opening " (Pe'tliee'liali) instead of Raqdamali, e. g. , " R. 'Hiz'qee-yah 

pal ha' Ii, ' '  i. e. , opened or began, and later writers substituted the word

liaqdamali, i. e. , preface or in troduction.  

The reader must not  forget that R. Sh im -on b. Yo'hai did not write 

anything himself, his oral traditions were written down by his school, first 

by R. Abbah and then by others who came after him. Referring to the 
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book Shalslu/elh Haqqabbalah, i. e . ,  Chain o f  the Tradition, Konitz says, 

" We read : Some say of the book Zohar, that R. Moses de Leon was a 

very learned man, and made these expositions for mercenary purposes, sus

�nding them on the great tree, R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai ; which the book 

Yu' hazin gives at greater length in the Edition of Constantinople, ( 1 5 66, 

A. D.)* How utterly unfounded these surmises are, shall be proved by

draughts from the wine of the sainted rabbins, who lived before the pub

lication of the Zohar in the Xlllth Century. " To this he devotes : 

Reply 1 30, p. 1 20, col. 2 ,  and shows that the Zohar was known long 

before R. Moses de Leon . That R. Sa-adyah Gaon-892-942 A. D.
was a great Qabbalist, knowing by tradition from his  father and his 

teacher, the mysteries of the Pentateuch, which were in the Midrash of 

R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai, as they are now found in the Zohar, and the latter 

transmitted them to his disciples. The Zohar was made public about 300 

years after this Gaon, not as a new production, but as a work of earlier 

days. Rab Tsema' h Gaon of Pumbeditha, son of R. Paltvi Gaon, was 

Gaon of Pumbeditha, 8 7 1-876 A. D. , over 400 years before the publica

tion of the Zohar, he laid down a rule in the Codex of the Jewish Cere

monial Law, the -Toor Ora' Ii 'Hayim, in connection with the morning 

prayers, of which no trace can be found in the Talmud, and the Masse

kheth Sophe'rim has the very opposite, but we find the Zohar § Te' rummah, 

is quoted in the book Beth Joseph § 59 ,  as his authority. R. Sar Shalom 

Gaon, an eminent Qabbalist according to ' Hayim Vital, decided that the 

custom of not studying the Law at the Min'hah, i. e. , Vesper time, was 

because the Talmudt says :-" All the schools are to be closed at the 

death of a ' Ha-kham, i. e. , Wise-man, in the city, " and that in that hour 

Moses died. This usage is not mentioned in any of the text books, and

to the contrary the death of Moses is said to have occurred on the roening 
of the Sabbath, but in the Zohar § Te'rummah 1 5 6a, we find a statement

• This refers to the account said to have come from Isaac of Acco, which bas been
left out all the editions since, until replaced by the Edition of London, England, by 

Filipowski. 1857, pp. 88 ti ug. This account Dr. Graetz admits, Isaac of Acco evi

dently either did not write or did not believe, for the lattt'r copied Zobar1c passages in 

bis subsequent writings.-GtJchicMt der :Judt11, vol. vii, p. 492.

t Treatise Moed Qat<m, 226.

3 
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of the custom, and the death of Moses on the a/ltrn()()n of the Sabbath. 

So in the Targum Ye'rushalmi, usually called the Targum of Yonathan 

ben Uziel, which is said to have been written by a disciple of Hillel I . ,  

therefore about 50  B .  C. to  1 0  A. D. , are many statements evidently taken 

from the Zohar, or coming from the same mystical School, of which our 

author gives the quotations. So in the book Arookh by R. Nathan

b. 1 030, d. about 1 106 A. D.-which was finished 1 1 01  A. D. , about 200 

years before the publication of the Zohar, are statements to be found only 

in the Midrash of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai, which was one of the names of 

the Zohar before its redaction. Rashi ( 1 040-1 105 A. D.) ,  a giant among 

the learned of his race, quotes and uses statements, the same as are in the 

Zohar, of which Konitz quotes numerous examples. The authors of the 

Thosaphoth also received from the Midrash R. Shim-on b. Yo' hai, as we 

find it now redacted in the Zohar. Maimonides even quoted from the 

Zohar in his Yi sod th Ha/.lhorah, i. t. , Cardinal principles of the Law. 

Nachmanides or R. Moses b. Na'hman-1 200-1 2 7 2  A. D.-was certainly 

acquain ted with the Midrash of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai. In this way Konitz 

proceeds, quoting from these authors and showing, that all the prominent 

learned men among the Jews of this period, were familiar with this Midrash 

of Shim-on b. Yo'hai, which has been since redacted into the book called 

the Zohar, giving among others the names of the celebrated R. Salomo b.  

Adereth (Ra SH B A), a disciple of Nachmanides ; R. Abraham b. David 

(R A Ba D) d. 1 198 ;  Rabbenu Ye' ru'ham and many others ; he brings 

numerous quotations from the two Talmuds, to show that the Midrash of 

R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai was known by the Rabbins of the Talmuds, and 

that the Zohar, containing the identical words and sentiments of those 

quotations, is only a later name for this Midrash. Rabbenu Hag-gadol, 

i. t . ,  the Great Rabbin, shows in his writings that he and his teachers must

have reuivtd-qibbtl-all the words of the The' na-im and A'mora-im, 

contained in the Zohar, in their purity, and all of his disciples were great 

Qabbalists. The book Toor Ora' h 'Hajim is the statute book of orthodox

Israel, and it decides according to the teachings of the Zohar. Konitz 

then quotes numerous laws and rules from this, and twenty-five other, 

thoroughly orthodox Jewish books, as in accord with the teachings in the 

Zohar, and enumerates the disciples of the authors of these books who 
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were all great Qabbalists. On page 1 30, col . 1 ,  line 5 1 ,  after a quotation 

from Yabetz ' s  book Mit-pa'hath Se'pharim, Part 1 ,  fol. 4b, confirming 

the antiquity and sanctity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, he shows that in  

this very book, Part i ,  fol .  5 a ,  Yabetz says :-" The Zohar is truly the 

adorning crown of the Qabbalists, as R. Yitz'haq Luriah has testified 

concerning it, who himself was a holy and divine man with t he holy 

spirit resting upon him, and upon i t-the Zohar-was his sublime and 

tremendous wisdom built and founded. God forbid that any one should 

doubt his words. " Konitz then shows the distinctions between the 

Zohar and Talmud very fully, and among other things says : " Legislation 

on the .Mosaic law and its traditions, pure and simple, is one thing ; phil

osophical and metaphysical contemplation and discussion with regard to 

this written and traditional law, is another. The latter, entering into the 

spirit and hidden meaning, is for the initiated few, the former for the 

general masses. This explains the language and dress of each, circum

scribed, nay merely fragmentary in the one ; distinct, clear, elaborate, i n  

the  other ; allegorical and speaking in parables here, plain and intelligi

ble there. The Qabbalah and the Zohar allow a great margin to 

s peculative thought, the Talmud deals with every-day life, and humanity 

under the Law ; the former-the Qabbalah-starts from a spiritual point 

of view, contemplating a spiritual finality as regards the Law and its ex

planation, while the latter- the Talmud-is eminently practical in  both its 

starting point and end, and having, in the face of the ignorance, want of 

perception and natural waywardness of the masses, nothing but the strict 

observance of the Law in all its details in view. This explains the hesi

tancy of the Qabbalistic Rabbins, to impart the mysteries of the Ma-a'seh 

Be' resheeth and Ma-a'seh Merkabah, to even the ordinary learned and 

certainly to the many, who were obviously unfitted for such knowledge ; 

and tbus we must understand and appreciate their advice to their disci

ples in general, not to give themselves up to these studies. " In ancient 

times when education was much less diffused, the original Qabbalistic 

companions led an ascetic and holy l ife, separated from the unlearned 

and unwise, such a life being required, and lest this mysterious and occult 

science might prove injurious to all concerned ; admission and initiation 

were required to be granted, but even these were only to a few wise, elect, 



discreet and worthy disciples, who had arrived at full years of discretion 

and were of known formed character. This period of ascertained wisdom 

and discretion was fixed at 40 years of age and over. At a very early date 

it was called by the The'na·im and A'mora-im, a "Science, " as may be 

seen in the Talmuds Babli (Be'rakltoth 33a) and Ye' rushalmi (Bt' rakhotlt

85) and in other earlier books. The secrecy c:i this oral traditional

" Science, " is evidenced in the Talmud Ye'rushalmi : * " R. Shim-on b. 

Laqish said : On the Jordan the children of Israel received and accepted the 

' hidden things ' or the m"starolh, i. e. , mysteries.t Joshua said unto them, 

unless ye accept the m"sfaroth, the waters shall drown you. R. Levi said : 

In Yabneh this obligation was rescinded by a Bath-Qol exclaiming : Ye 

have nothing to do with the m"sfarolh ." Yabetz again contradicting his 

own theories, says : " The words of the Zohar are the words of the living 

God, very profound, who can find them ? It took even, as we know, R. 

Yitz'haq Luriah a long time of due and steady preparation until he reached 

his glory in this science, a small portion of which, he said in his dying 

hour, his disciple, R. 'Hayim Vital only possessed. " t This chapter of

Konitz closes with a quotation from the Midrash Mishleh (Proverbs) ac

cording to which, one of the questions asked of every Israelite when his 

soul is before the judgment seat on high will be : " Hast thou confem

plattd (tsa-phulha, i. e. , glanced at) the Merkabah ? Hast thou looked 

al (tsa.phutha) my Shee-oor Qo-mah-i.e. , Measure or Proportion of Stat

ure ? "  Not : Hast thou learned or occupied thyself with this Science I 

Because this Science-the Qabbalah-requires open eyes and open intel

lects, and not merely mechanical learning, as does the Law and its execu

tion. In Reply 1 3 2  he shows that the teachings of the Zohar are in per

fect conformity with passages in the four Toorim or four law books, by 

which the entire life of the Israelite is regulated in all its relations, citing 

from the Zohar, 90 quotations which are in the Ora'h ' Hayim ; 31 in the 

Yoreh Daiah ; 6 in  the ' Hoshen Ham-mishpat ; and 8 in the Eben Ha

ezer, in all 1 35 .  This followed b y  a n  index closes his book. 

• Treatise Ailo. n�·e'marim, from whence it is quoted in Tbose'photh Sotali. 34a.

t Comp. Deut. xxix, 29. The idea of the Secret Leaming belonging to the Socer.

dotal Class, and the legal precepts which are revealed, appear in this verse. See next

page. 

t Book Mit-pa'hath Se'pharim, end of chap. 86.
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Dr. Hirsch Graetz, although bitterly opposing Konitz and Luriah 

and everything showing the antiquity of the Qabbalah or the Zohar, is 

obliged to acknowledge,* that when Mohammedanism spread in the days 

of the Ge'onim-65 7-1 038 A. D.-a book became known , the author of 

which, he says, was unknown, called : " Nislarotht a' Rabbi Shim-on /Jen

Yo'hai, i. t. , the Mysteries of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai, in which among 

other things, R. Shim-on is stated to have complained : " Jn addition to 

our sufferings from the government of Edom (Rome, i. e . , at that period 

Byzantium), we shall also have to suffer from the Yishmaelites (Arabi

ans) ? To which Metatron, prince of the countenance, i. e. , the Angel 

of the Presence, answered : Fear not, son of man, for the Holy One, blessed 

be He ! establishes the government of Yishmael to save you from this 

wicked one (Rome) , and He will place over them a prophet after His 

own Will, who shall conquer the land, and afterwards return it to Israel, 

etc. " This book was most probably in existence some 600 years before 

the birth of R. Moses de Leon, but we do not admit the entire correct

ness of the quotation given by Dr. Graetz without seeing the original. 

We shall hereafter refer more fully to Dr. Graetz and his opposing school. 

The learned Doctor disposes of Konitz with a stroke of the pen,t yet 

he is compelled to admit, that Yabetz's arguments are of little force,§ for 

the latter says, that the germ of the Zohar is very ancient, can be carried

back to Moses, yea ! even to a divine revelation. Dr. Graetz, although 

a man of great erudition, like many other theorists, bends his authorities 

to suit his hypothesis, but a thorough examination of the authorities cited 

by him, will frequently reveal to the student, an entire disproval of his 

formulations. He is apparently prejudiced, by a thorough antagonistic 

feeling toward the scientific and most elevated metaphysical philosophy 

of the Israelites, and has ignored many of the great writers upon the sub

ject, notably Dr. Peter Beer, Dr. J . M. Jost, Dr. Leopold Zunz, Dr. August 

Tholuck, Salomon Munk, Ignatz Stem, D. H. Joel, N. Krochmal, and in

deed, all those in any way favorable to the Qabbalah and Zohar. He dis-

* G11tlti<lttt tin-Jutim, V. p. 490, n. 1 6. Comp. Jellinek's Btt lia-Mitlrasd1, Drilltr 

Tlzril, pp. xix, 7�:z, and the Zohar, ii, 3:za. 
t See anti, p .  36.
t See his Gts<lifrlitt tin- 7ut1111, Vol. vii, p. 495. 

� /6itl, pp. 495-6. 



poses of the antiquity and authorship of the Zohar with the pen of an auto

crat, basing many of his ideas on those of Dr. Adolph Jellinek, of Vienna,* 

who is disposed to assert that it was entirely written, out of his own head, 

by R. Moses b. Schem-Tob de Leon of Spain, as before him did the Roman 

Catholic Jean Morin,t and as Yabetz started out to do, but changed his 

views as they became more enlightened by an examination of the subject. 

Dr. Graetz cuts away the bridge of historical continuity a� separates by a 

vast abyss, all the Qabbalists of the Xlllth century, from all preceding 

Israelitish Secret Learning, Theosophy, and Mysticism. Dr. Jellinek 

does not go so far, but acknowledges a Qabbalistic knowledge in the Xth 

and Xlth centuries, by R. She' reerah Gaon, Eliyah ha-Zaken, R. Hay 

Gaon, R. Yekhutiel of the Babylonian School at Pumbeditha. One of 

the first Qabbalists in Spain, was R. Chasdai (or Chisdai) lbn Shaprut ben 

Yitz'haq ben Ezra ha-Nazi or Nag id, i. t . , Prince or temporal head of the 

Jews in Spain. His Arabic name was Chasdai Abu Jusuf lbn Shafruth . 

His father was Yi tz'haq lbn Shafruth, of Jaen. Chasdai lived in Cordova, 

Spain, in the time of the Khalif Abderrahman III who reigned 9 1 2--961  

A. D. ,  and his successor Hakem-961-976 A. D.-and was Grand 

Vizier of Moorish Spain-961--976  A. D. t We have not space in this 

writing, to give his doctrines, but will say they are in agreement with 

those we know of other early Qabbalists, e. g. ,  Hay Gaon and lbn Gebirol. 

Then came lbn Gebirol, Spain, Jacob Nazir, of Lunel, Abraham Ab-Beth

Din, Abraham ben David, of Posquieres, (Isaac) Yitz-haq, the Blind, of 

Beaucaire, Azriel and Ezra, Yehudah b. Yakar, Jacob b. Shesheth, which 

brings the Qabbalah, in Spain, down to 1 2 70 A. D., and the period of 

T6dros b. Joseph Hallevy Abulafia, Abraham ben Samuel Abulafia, the 

• See, Mosts B m Sd1tm· To6 de Leon und uin VN"lui/tniss sum Solzar, el<. Von Adolph

Jellinek. Leipzig. 1 85 1 .  And Supra, p. 39, note. 

t J. Morin's object was to prove that the Jews had falsified the Hebrew Old Testa· 

ment, and that the only correct version was the Greek Septuagint. Modem scholarship 

has not adopted his views. See Kitto's Cyclop. Biblical Lit., Ed. 1 876, Vol. � p. 582. 

el u9. 

t See, Pub. of the Soc. of Hebrew Liter. London. 1872. Vol. � pp. 63-1 1 2. Also 

Carmoly's lti1tlraves de la TN"re Sainte des xiii, xiv, xvi , et xvii siede etc. pp. 1-1 1 1 .  

Jellinek's AUTWalzl Ka66alistiS<lzN' Mystik, second part, pp. iii-v. Also the book Khu. 

sari or Cosri, of R. Yehudab Hallevy. David Cassel's ed. , Leipzig. 1 869. Also the 

ed. by H. Hirschfeld, Leipzig, 1 886, 2 Thie. 
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learned Nachmanides, and other Qabbalists about the time of the appear

ance in public of the Zoharic MSS. Into Germany Dr. Jellinek traces it  

from the Jewish Universities of Babylonia. Hay and Ibn Gebirol also, 

he says, used the expression Hoklunatlt /taq·Qa/J/Jalalt, i. e. , Wisdom of

the Qabbalah. Dr. Jellinek also asserts the great influence of R. Azriel 

b. Mena' hem of Valladolid, b. drca 1 1 60, d. 1 238 A. D. The book

Ye' tzeer'ah, Dr: Jellinek admits, was known in the Xth century, we 

note here, that St. Agobard, b. circa Boo, d 840 A. D. , notices this

and other mystical Jewish books ; *  which takes it before and into the 

beginning of the IX century. Jellinek also gives a short account of 

mystical Jewish sects before Saadyah Gaon-892-942 A. D.-taken 

from Shahrestani,t who flourished drea 1 090.-1 1 25 A. D. According 

to Dr. Graetz's  hypothesis, the Qabbalah sprung up as a new thing, from 

the school of R. Abraham b. David, of Nismes, and Beaucaire, called 

Rabad ; whose teacher was a certain Jacob Nazir, of the Xllth century. ! 

And that this school sprung up in opposition to the newly asserted 

phi losophy of Maimonides, which was considered as Aristotelian. Mai

monides, · however , was very favorable to the Speculative Qabbalah, 

as will appear from his book Moreh Ne'boo-kheem, and especially from 

his writing " Introduction to the Talmud," where " in the fourth place " 

speaking of Rab Ashi and his great undertaking, the drawing up of the 

Babylonian Talmud, he also speaks in the highest terms of the Hebrew 

Secret Learning and Science, afterwards generally called in Europe, the 

Qabbalah. In another writing his words 
·
are :-" If I had acquired this 

species of knowledge (the Qabbalah) sooner, I would have given the 

world so many a production more. " § 

* See Basnage's Hist. of the Jews, Taylor's English trans. of 1 708, pp. 598-99.

t See Brilriigt sur Gtultichlt dtr Ka66ala ,  von Adolph jtllintk. First and Second 

Parts. Leipzig, 1852. Adolph jcllintk und dit Ka66ala, tin Liltralur-Btrickl von 

Dr. J. M. Jost, Leipzig, 1852. Tkomas von Aquino in dtr judisdsm Liltralur, von 

Ado/pk jtllintk, Leipzig, 1 853, and Aurwakl Ka66a/istisclttr Myslik, by Adolph Jel linek, 

Leipzig, 1 853, Enlts Htfl, p. r] ti uq. and notes. 

t Comp. A1UWalll Ka66alislisclter Mystil, by Adolph Jellinek, Leipzig, 1 853, Part 

i ,  pp. 1-6 and notes ; Karpeles, Gtscltichlt dtr jiidisckm Lileralur, Berlin, 1 886, Vol. 

ii, p. 669 ti seq. ; Graetz, Gcscltichlt dtr judm, Vol. vii, p. 73 ti stfJ. 

� See Jerusalem, A treatise on Ecclesiastical Authority and Judaism, by Moses Men

delssohn. Samuel's English Ed., London, 1 838, Vol. ii, p. 3o6. 
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The Qabbalist Shem-Toh b. Abraham lbn Gaon-b. 1 283, d. 1 33 2-

in his Migdal Oz, i. e. , Towers of Strength, to Maimonides' " Yad,"  at 

the beginning, says : " I testify I have seen in the book * * * 
written on old and yellow parchment, this expression : • I Moses bar 

Maim on, when I dived into the hidden recesses of the chariot, conceived 

that it referred to the end, i. e. , redemption of Israel. ' And his words 

coincide with those of the true Qabbalists. ' '* Maimonides opposed 

only the Practical Qabbalah. t The law of historical continuity is dis

posed of Dr. Graetz, in a way much more astonishing, than any of the 

alleged miracles asserted to have been performed by the Practical Qab

balists. Dr. Graetz has an axiom in this connection, which it would 

be well to keep in mind whilst considering his critical views :-" Criti

cism needs not to be more scrupulous, than the adherents of the Kab

balah to vindicate for it an old age. " t 

The book Kadmooth haz-Zohar, by David Luriah, of Buchau, in favor 

of the Antiquity of the Zohar, is a small 8vo of 44 double pages. It is 

partly in Rabbinical and partly in square Hebrew letters, and is excess

ively rare and valuable in Europe. The title is " A  Treatise speaking 

Righteousness and Rectitude. Antiquity of the Sepher Haz-Zohar, the 

origin of which is from very ancient times. Its faithful source from R. 

Shim-on ben Yo'hai and his disciples, his holy words and accumulation 

of lights, sparks of majesty to those who fear God and think of His Name. 

The basis (of it) in the Talmudim and the controversies of the Ge'onim. 

Divided into Five branches, planted in a row, to send forth beautiful 

• Cited by Dr. Graetz, Gesdt.id1te der Jlllim, Vol. vii, p. 234, note  3.

t Jerusalem, by Mendelssohn, above cited, p. 297, and the Moreb Ne'boo-kbeem,

i. e. , The Guide of the Perplexed, English edition by Dr. M. Friedl.ender. London.

1885. · On the Ma-a'seb B'resheeth (Gen.  i et seq.) Vol . i, 7, xvii, xxx ; ii, 141 ; iii, I .

Ma-a'seb Merkabab, Vol. i ,  7 ,  1 16, 1 24, 271 ; ii, 141 ; iii , 1 II uq. Mysteries of  the 

Tborah, Vol. i, 3 , 1 1 1-129, 274 ; ii, 1 69-1 70, 2 19-222 ; iii, 1. Compare with these 

citations, the learned notes by Salomon Munk in bis magnificent Arabic and French 

edition of the Moreb. There are many other places extending throughout the Moreb, 

showing the favorable tendency of its wri�er towards the Speculative Qabbalah and bis 

opposition to the Practical Qabbalah. 

t Gmliic/111 der Judm, Vol. vii, pp. 446--.147.



twigs. Written by David Luriah (of Buchau). " Jul ius Fiirst* says, it was 

published at Johannisburg in 1 85 7 .  

The Branches are, I. Proof that R. Moses d e  Leon did not compile the 

Zohar. II. The Ge'onim in Babylonia cite from the Zohar and Midrash 

Hanne'elam, under the name of, Midrash Ye'rushalmi .  III. The Zohar 

must have been compiled before the completion of the Talmud. IV. 

Proof that a great part of the Zohar, was written in the period of R. 

Shim-on b. Yo'hai and his pupils. V. As to the Aramaic language of 

the Zohar. Branch I .  This he divides into three arguments. 1 .  From 

that which appears in Moses de Leon's  book, Sepher Has-shem, i. e. , 

Book of the Name, and from the book Pardes and other writings of R. 

Moses Cordovero, it is evident that R. Moses de Leon did not write after 

the style of the Zohar, and in many places contradicts it. 2. It is evi

dent from his book Nepheslt Halt-'hokltmah, i. e. , Vital Soul of Wisdom, 

called also Seplter-Ham-misltkal, i. e. , Book of the Balance, in which he 

quotes from the Zohar, that de Leon either mistook the sense of the Zohar 

or had an incorrect edition of it . In but few places does he follow the 

drift of the Zohar, and in his style and manner, he follows the words of the 

antecedent and contemporary Qabbalists. He has, however, mixed some 

words of the Zohar with his own, without crediting the source, but he 

often contradicts the Zohar. Luriah gives quotations proving this. 

3. From the contents of the books written before the time of R. Moses

de Leon, or by his contemporaries of greater age and standing, who quote 

passages from the Zohar, the greater antiqui ty of the latter cannot be 

questioned. The earlier Ge'onim quote from the Zohar, as the Midrash 

Ye�·rushalmi .  David Luriah cites many proofs from early books to sup· 

port this, his third proposition . He shows that there are in the book 
O'tzar hak-Kabod, i. e . ,  Treasure of Glory, by R. Todros (Theodorus) ha

Levi or Hallevy (died 1 283, nephew of R. Me-ir Hallevy), quotations from 

books in the name of Midrash, which quotations are to be met with only 

in the Zohar. In the time of R. Moses de Leon, Todros was an old man, 

and his standing was such, that he certainly would not have quoted as an 

ancient Midrash, a book newly written by R. Moses de Leon, his contem-

* Bi6/iotlt : Jflllaica, Vol. iii, p. 332.
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porary. * The Zohar was also cited under the name Nislar ve' ne- e' /a,,1,

i. e., The Mysterious and Hidden Midrash, by the author of the book,

Migdal Oz, i. e. , Towers of Strength. Its author was a contemporary of 

R. Moses de Leon. The celebrated Italian Rabbi Recanati, living in Italy, 

cites in his Commentaries on the Pentateuch and in his other writ ings, many 

passages from the Zohar. He was a contemporary of R. M. de Leon. The 

last named frequently quotes passages which are now to be found in the 

Zohar, as from " the earlier sages," also as from the Silhrai hal- Tlwrah, 

i. e. , Secrets of the Thorah. Recanati writing il(l Italy, cites other and 

frequently the same passages, as from " the earlier sages, ' '  and from the 
Silhrai ha/- Tlwrah. These facts tend to prove the existence of a book on 

the Mysteries of the Thorah, prior to Recanati, Moses de Leon, R. 
Shalomo ben Adereth, or Ra SH B A, and other contemporaries, from

which they quote. 

Branch II. In this Luriah asserts and shows by proof through quota· 

tions, that the earlier Ge'onim-65 7- 1038 A. D.-discussed Qabbalistic 

matters under the name of " Midrash Ye'rushalmi, ' ' which were in the 

language and content of  the Zohar, that these were simply quoted as from 

the A'mora-im-220-540 A.D.--or from ancient sources without any 

especial reference, which were the words of the Midrash Hanne-e' lam of 

the Zohar, which though now in the Zohar only in some sections, was 

undoubtedly written, at first, on the whole Pentateuch. It can be satis

factorily shown, that the Ge'onim had a Midrash Ne-e' lam, by tradition

in the Aramaic tongue, in the form and character of the present Zohar 

and Midrash Hanne-e'lam. This Branch is divided into, 1 .  What exists 

of the explanations of the Ge'onim in other ancient works, under the 

name of " Midrash Ye'rushalmi ."  2. What is published of the same by

Luriah. 3. What is discussed in other ancient writings under the name 

of Ye'rushalmi, without mention of the Ge'onim, but which justify the 

supposition of transposition from the Ge'onim, and that they have quoted 

as Ye'rushalmi, the contents of the Midrash Hanne-e' lam in the Zohar. 

4. What in the writings of the Ge'onim-65 7-1 038 A.  D.-is simply

quoted from the A' mora-im-220-540 A. D. -or from very ancient  

* We shall find Todros again referred to  when we come to  the account by  Isaac of

Acco (Acre, Palestine). 
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sources, etc . ,  withou� any special reference ; which also may be unhesitat

ingly ascribed to the Midrash Hanne-e' lam. The early Ge'onim dis

cussed Qabbalistic matters, under the name of a secret book apparently 

called " Ye'rushalmi," referring to, as named therein, many of the com

panions, whose names are now to be found in the Zoharic wri tings, as au

thority for what is therein decided. The language, content and sages 

referred to, are mostly those to be found in the Midrash Hanne-e' lam in 

the Zoharic writings, and are not to be found in the Talmudim and other 

Midrashim outside of the Zohar. This secret book was from the earlier 

Ge'onim, or other even earlier sources. Hay Gaon, b. 969-d. 1 038 A. D. ,

and other Ge'onim often quote from the Midrash Ye' rushalmi, Hay 

also quotes from the Noosa'h Yt'rushalmi, /. t. , copy or transcription of

the Ye'rushalmi, and this quotation is not to be found in the Talmud 

Ye' rushalmi nor in any of the Midrashim, but we find it in the Zohar, 

Para'shath Tt'rummah (Exod. xxv-xxviii), in the Aramaic language, and 

the Gaon Hay translated it into Hebrew ; this may explain why he says : 

" Noosa' h Ye' rushalmi, " i. t. , a copy or version, Ye'rushalmi ; which he 

uses to signify, that it was translated into his own language. Luriah cites 

other Ge' onim, who quote from the " Ye'rushalm i," matters which are now 

to be found only in the Midrash Ne-e' lam of the Zohar. He then shows by 

quotations from ancient books, that much was taken in early times from 

the Midrash Hanne-e' lam or Secret Midrash, which is now among the Zo

haric books. There is good reason to believe that the book Zohar, the 

contents of which were considered more profound and sublime than those 

of the Hanne-e' Jam, was not even mentioned by name, it being quoted 

from, in phrases only understood by.the initiates ; e.g. , " thus we learned, "

or, " in the name o f  the ancient ones they said,"  without mentioning it 

as  a book, so that the uninitiated should remain in ignorance of i ts  exist

ence, and only that, which they deemed proper to be known, should be 

made known. The very meaning of the name, Siphrah D'Tzn ioothah, of 

the Zoharic writings, is : that it is the book kept modestly or secretly from 

the gaze of the public. It was doubtless known at this period , not in writing 

but only orally. The Babylonian initiated Jews were very strict in keeping 

secret from the uninitiated, the theosophical traditions or Secret Learn

ing, which they had inherited from their ancient masters and the sue-
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cessors of those masters. We will give an instance : Rab She'reerah 

Gaon* having been asked a question regarding the book Shee·oor Qo·mah, 

i. e. , Proportion of the Height, a very mystical book, as it  is found 

in the Bo-rai' toth of the Pirkqeh Haikhaloth, i. e., Halls, of R. Yish

ma-c!l, said : " This matter cannot possibly be explained in its particu

lars, but merely (by hints) in an abstract way ; for R. Yishma-el has 
not originated this matter, nor does it come from any human mind. 

Besides, God forbid ! that man should speak of the Creator, as i f  He had 

bodily members and dimensions. The ' Proportion of the Height ' are 

matters of a Qabbalah, superior to the conception of mankind, of which 

not anything more mystical can be said, for not any likeness can give a 

description of Him, only the $ages, familiar with this profound and sub

lime science, can occupy themselves therewith. But they are strictly pro

hibited from delivering these secrets and mysteries to any man, except he 

possess the characteristics and qualifications imparted to us. Even not a 

summary, how much less any particulars, shall be revealed to any one ; 

for with regard to this matter, and to what is bt/QW ii of the Ma-a'seh

Merkabah, i. e. , Chariot Throne, t our sages have said : t R. ' Heeyah 

said : It is not permitted to impart the summaries, Ra-she/1 P'raqim, i. e. , 

Headings of the Chapters, except to an Ab Beth Din, i. e. , the head of a 

court of justice, whose heart is solicitous (careful) within him, as regards 

matters inferior to all these. R. Immi said :§  It is not permitted to impart 

the Mysteries of the Thorah, except to a ' counsellor, cunning artificer, 

and skillful orator ' (Is. iii, 3), (properly " skillful orator " nabon la-' hash 

means to one who understands in la-' hash, i. e. , silence or secret), to him it 

is permitted to impart generalities, he will understand them, and will be 

enlightened from heaven in the hidden recesses of his heart. As is said in 

the Midrash : I I  Nabon la-' hash, i. e. ,  a skillful orator, is he who draws his

• B. 930, d. rooo A. D., was one of the last Ge'onim of the University of Pumbe

ditha, in Babylonia. He was Gaon from 967 to 997. His father was ' Hanina Gaon 

and his son was Hay Gaon, Co-gaon with him from 987. Hay was full Gaon from 997 

to 1037 A. D. 

t Comp. Ezekiel i, 10.

t Talmud, Treatise ' Ha'geecan 13 . � I6id. 
II Also in the Talmud Treatise, ' Ha'ceecan, which is here called Midrash in the

sense of dt 'rashan, i . e., exposition. 
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inferences and conclusions from teachings received, in silence, i. e. , secret, 

such a one is worthy of receiving Mysteries of the Thorah, given him in 

siknu, i. e. , in s ure/. Therefore the sages imparted one to the other, the 

knowledge of physiognomy and the l ineaments of the features,* which 

* The Zohar treats on physiognomy quite fully. Human countenances are divided

into four primordial types of faces such as appeared at the Chariot Throne or Ma·a'ulz 

M".ta6an of Ezekiel's vision, chap. i, l<Hhe face or a man, liori, ox and eagle, and 

it says : our faces resemble these according to the rank which the soul occupies in the 

intellectual or moral worlds. " Physiognomy," it says, " does not consist in the external 

lineaments, but in the features which are mysteriously drawn within us. The features 

of the face vary, following the form which is impressed on the inward face ( or presence) 

of the spirit. The �pirit only produces all those physiognomical peculiaritie5, which 

the Wise know : and it is through the spirit that they (the reatures) have any meanini:. 

When the spirits and souls go out of Eden, i . e.,  the Place of the Supreme Wisdom , 

they have entirely a certain form which later reflects itself in the face." It then treats 

of the different forms of forehead, face, etc., and their indications. Comp. on this 

Zohar ii, 7 1 6, 75a, 736. In the Neurological System of Anthropology, etc., by Dr. Jos. 

R. Buchanan, Cincinnati, 1 854, Part iv, on Sarcognomy, a curious theory is advanced, 

in regard to the sympathy existing between the different parts of the human body and 

the inner spiritual man, and that one may judge of the inner man from the outward 

shape. We give two Hindu symbolic pictures, which are of interest in this connexion, 

from Niklas Muller's Glau6m, Wrssm untl Kuns/ "" a/Im Hindus, Ersl!!r Band, 

Mai,,., 1 8:z:z. Tab. I, figures 1 1 2  and 1 1 3 ; and 

refer the reader to figures 1 2  and 1 10 on the same 

plate, and Tab. I I ,  figure 59. Compare also Dan 

vii, and La Clef des Grana 11/ysltres suivanl, He· 

no<lz, A6ralza111, H"mh Trisme!fUtus, el Salomon, 

par Elipllas Lhti (f A6M Alplionse Louis Cons/an/) . 

Paris, 1 86 1 ,  p. 443 el uq. 

No. 1 .  Is a Brahma image, with its four princi. 

pies, and four wings encircled three times by Ananta 

or Shesha, the Serpent of Eternity. In this we find 

the prototype of the symbols of the Divine perfec- No. 2 .

tion as in the symbols of the Merkabah, i. e . ,  Chariot Throne, and of the four E\-angel· 

ists. The four figures represent the four Vedas. Here we have the Eagle of St. John, 

the all-piercing eye, also the sublimated ether, the spirit ; the Bull of St. Luke, the all· 

generating, also the sublimated water or humidity ; the Lion of St. Mark, the symliol of 
unrestrained strength and potentiality, the sublimated fire ; and the Human Face, the 

symbol of St. Matthew, the fruition of the Intellect of the Supreme Brahman, -'"· 



are partly communicated in : ' this is the book of the ' generations of 

man , '  (Gen. v, 1) and partly in the next verse : ' male-female created he 

them. ' • •  This i s  the answer o f  Rab She'reerah Gaon, Head-master o f  this 

great Babylonian Jewish school, which Nachmanides quotes in his Com

mentary on the Thorah, adding these words : " We have not been able to 

reach that far. • • * So the Babylonian Rabbenu Hag-gaon Abraham, t 
No 2. Is similar to the former, only that the five potentialities of Brahman, nn41tr, 

are given in animal types. Man is the symbol of wisdom, the Lion of strength, the 

Eagle of ubiquity, the Bull of the generative potentiality in its highest idea, and the 

Goat as sensual affection. The animals have wings to signify their divine character, the 

human figure as the symbol or Brahman, is surrounded by a halo. We also refer the 

student to the valuable article in Kitto's Cyclop. Biblical Liter., Ed. 1 876, i, pp. 484-

493 ; Handbook of Christian Symbolism, by W. & G. Audsley, London, pp. 97-1 10 ; 

Hisloire ti Thlorit du Sym6olismt Rtligina avant ti dtpuis It Cllrislianis1nt, etc., par 

Jl/. f A/JM Au6tr1 Paris, 1 870-72, 4 vol ., 8vo ; Symbols and Emblems of Early and Me.

direval Christian Art, by  Louisa Twining, London, 1852, 4to ; Christian Art and Sym 

bolism, by R. St. J. Tyrwhitt, London, 1872 ; <Euvrts tit Saini .Dmys I' Arlopog'ile 

tmduilts du Gru m Frant;ais, etc., par f A/lie J. Dulae, Paris, 1865 , 8vo, p. 39°""1 ,  

385, 328. St. Dionysius does not appear t o  know o f  the creatures w e  have named as 

symbolical of the four evangelists. St. Dionysius bas done much, through his writings, 

to bring into early orthodox Christianity the doctrines of the Hebrew and Jewish Qab· 

balab. St. Synesius-flour. circa 37°""4 13 A. D.-surnamed the Philosopher, in his 

writing, On Dreams-404 A. D.-also shows considerable knowledge of the Qabbalab. 

Jerome Cardan bas written a long commentary upon the " Dreams." The doctrine of 

sympathy between the spiritual man, his body, etc. , and all parts of the universe, as 

the affinity between the Makrokosm and Mikrokosm, was taught by the learned among 

the archaic Hindus, Chinese, Egyptians, Cbaldeans, Hebrews, Greeks, etc., and by 

Moses, Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, the Qabbalists, Neo-platonists, etc. It appears in a 

number of places in the New Testament. It is the doctrine of the Paradigmatic Celes· 

tial Ideation, or the Perfect Upper Heavenly Man and the visible Terrestrial realization . 

The Perfect Kingdom or Place, of the Deity, the Celestial and Heavenly Government, 

and its imperfect shadow, the visible universe in its entirety. The Ideal Kingdom of 

God and the Kingdom of the visible matter-world. Compare also the Moreb Ne'boo· 

kbeem, Vol. iii, p. I ti u9., i, c. lxxii. 

* These matters are further enlarged upon in the Zobar � Yitbrob. i. t., Exod. uiii to

xx, and in the Zobar 'Hadasb in the same place, and in the Tiqqoonim, i. t., Rules 

(or Regulations) of the Zohar, Tiqqoon. 70. The Tiqqooneh Zohar was edited and 

printed as early as Novem. 9, 1 557, 4to, Mantua, by Jacob b. Naphtali, and compiled 

by Imm. di Benevento after an MSS. 
t Quoted by Luriah, p. I 2, note 1 .
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says : " And as they imparted these secrets, only to persons considered

worthy by virlue of the signs mentioned, we will tell you that we deem you 

worthy in our heart, but we cannot impart them to you before you have 

lived the Ille of a recluse for fully three years ,· in the meanwhile we pray 

that heaven may enlighten your eyes, etc. " The initiated only imparted 

Qabbalistic matters to men personally known to them as discreet, intelli

gent and worthy of such a distinction, and then only under promise of 

secrecy. The same idea is in the Zohar § Yithroh. ,* that every feature, 

of the (man' s) face, shows whether he may be initiated or not, into 

these sublime divine secrets, and into matters of magic,t concerning 

which the Gaon Rab She'reerah, writes : " Under penalty of excom

munication, it is forbidden to reveal these matters except to re

liable persons, and only to such whose physiognomy speaks in their 

favour. ' '  So as to the pronunciation of the Ineffable Name YHVH, the 

Shem Hamme'phorash or Tetragrammaton , pronounced only by the High 

Priest on the Day of Atonement, She' reerah says : " It was delivered by 

Qabbalah only to the Heads of the College," not to all, but only to the 

Heads of the Ye'shu6ah. It  appears, from his " Responses," that Hay 

Gaon imparted some of this Secret Science to a trusted few of his contem

poraries, who l ived at a great distance from Babylonia, and most proba

bly this included parts of the Zohar and the Hidden (Hanne-e'lam) Mid

rash. As i t  is stated in the beginning of the Tiqqooneh haz-Zohart that the 

book Zohar has existed from immemorial time at Fez in Africa, § we 

may assume that it most l ikely came there from the men who imbibed a 

knowledge of it from Rab Hay, the Gaon of the sages of Chirvan, on the 

Caspian sea, and from Rab Nissim and the other great theosophists of the 

Babylonian schools, who obtained their knowledge from very old sources, 

either Semitic or the archaic Aryan Wisdom religion of Central Asia. 

This secrecy accounts for any differences in the first published versions 

• Comp. Zohar ii, 7 11>, 731>, 7 50.

t Magic bad a very different meaning in early times, from that which it bas acquired

since the Middle Ages, in the minds of most modem readers. Comp. Franz von Hart· 

man's, Black and White Magic, 2 nd Ed., London, 1886. 

l Amsterdam Ed., 1 7 1 8, by Propbos. 

f Some writen state, that originally the complete Zohar was more than a camel's load. 

Mo1t of it bas been lost or destroyed. 



of the Zoharic writings, and also for the late period at which the learned 

world had any knowledge of these secret and revered writings. Fur

ther, as regards the name " Ye' rushalmi ," by which the Zoharic writings 

are called, though several of the earlier sages used to call the Midrashim 

thus, the Ge'onim did not, but called them by their respective names ; 

they also did not call the actual Talmud Ye' rushalmi, by that name, 

but " Talmud of the B'nai Ma-arbah, i. t. , Talmud of the Sons of the 

West " or " Talmud thrtlz (land of) Yisra-el, "  with but few exceptions. 

The Talmud Ye' rushalmi was edited, by the pupils of R. Yo'ha'nan ben 

Eliezer (d. 2 79) , in the school of Tiberias, on Lake Gennezareth, 45 miles 

north of Jerusalem, and not in the latter city. It was not compiled 

into its present written form until the latter half of the IV cen tury 

A. D. The Babylonian Talmud, or the Babli, was composed principally 

in the V century, from old oral sources, by Rab Ashi bar Simai (d. 427 

A. D.), Head Master o f  the Academy a t  Sora. He did no t  complete it .  
Its final redaction was by R. Yosseh, the last of the A'mora-im, and really 

belongs to the VI century A. D. The Talmuds are compends of the 

Halakha, and written legal digests of the oral common law or customs and 

ritual, of the Israelites ; they were not compiled as exponents of their re

ligious metaphysical or natural philosophy. The Babylonian is four-fold 

larger than the Ye' rushalmi, and is called ShaS* by the Jews, who prefer 

it to the Palestinian. The latter, which is shorter, also more difficult to 

understand, has been preferred by Christian Orientalists, but the Babli i s  

the  most important. 

The The'na-im were altogether from Palestine. In the time of R. Yo' 

ha'nan, Jerusalem was not a seat of learning for the Palestinian Jews, but 

Tiberias was. R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai ' s  school was near Jerusalem,t this 

would account for the productions from that school having the name, 

" Midrash Ye'rushalmi ."  Luriah asserts through quotation, that the 

Zohar was known to R. Ne' hunyah, the pious, of Jerusalem, who deliv

ered a great many Qabbalistic discussions, which were arranged for him 

since the days of the The'na-im, and these were the Zohar, and when he 

brought the Zohar and Qabbalistic Midrashim along with him from Jerus

alem, they obtained the name, " Ye'rushalmi. " The book Bahir, is also 

* The initials of S.iisbab Se'darim, i. �., Six arranged books.

t Anu, p. 1 9. 
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called " Yerushalmi, " in a commentary written by the great Qabbalist 

R. Azriel (or Ezrah), pupil of R. Yehudah, son of R A  Ba D, on Canti

cles.* Recanati quotes sentences as from " Ye'rushalmi " and at first

thought they were in the Talmud Ye'rushalmi, but they were in the book 

Bahir, which he afterwards discovered. The Bahir was called thus be

cause it came from Palestine and Jerusalem. 

Branch III. Luriah in this, shows by quotations from older writings, 

that the ideas in the Zoharic writings were in existence long prior to the 

redaction and publication of the Talmudim. He gives these statements 

with great care and exactness, quotation after quotation, but they are too 

extensive to give in this writing. 

In Branch IV, Luriah gives logical inferences so as to show, that the 

origins of many portions of  the Zohar were contemporaneous with the 

period of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai. He cites the prediction as to the sov

ereignty which is to arise for the " Sons of Yishmael, ' '  the Arabs, after 400 

years, and that they should then have possession of the holy land. Omar, 

Khalif of the Arabs, conquered Jerusalem and the holy land about 637 

A. D.-397 of  the fifth thousand. This was 569 years after the destruction 

of the second Temple, which took place 1 7  3 before the close of the fourth 

thousand of years, and Luriah shows this statement is a proof of the an

tiquity of the Zohar. He also says : in the Zohar § Shemolh (Exod : 1 

sqq) 6e, we read : " R. Eliezer b. R. Shim-on, said : A Roman king will 

conduct to and lead over the land of Egypt a government of severity, and 

appoint armed princes over it . " This actually occurred in  the days of R. 

Eliezer b. R. Shim-on, who was contemporary with Rabbi ; viz : when An

toninus, the Roman Emperor waged war against Egypt. The Talmud 

says,t that one of Joseph' s  treasuries was shown to Antoninus hen Asverus t 

after the conquest of Egypt, in the days of Rabbi and R. Eliezer b. R. 

Shim-on. §  

Luriah says, those who object t o  the antiquity o f  the Zohar, say, 

* P. 20.J, Altona Ed. It has been incorrectly ascribed to Nachmanides.

t Treatise Pe'sa'liim, c. x, p. 1 19. 

t L. Aurelius Verus, b. 130 A.D., Emperor with M. Aurelius, of the Roman Empire, 

161 to 1 69 A. D. 

� Comp. the book Me'k/11'/tlza, in the Para'shah of the Song on the Red Sea, 87 .  

4 
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that the modem author went cunningly to work in shaping matters of the 

past, and described them as if going to happen in the future, the authors 

of the Zohar had not any such deceptions in view, if such attempts had 

been in their minds, then, if  modern, they or he, would surely have been 

more careful in wording and quoting that which subsequently appears 

in the Talmud. " And the great men, says Luriah, who at and after 

Moses de Leon ' s  time, read and understood the Zohar with rever

ence, did not discover the forgery, not even that in his endeavors 

to strengthen his own inventions, he (M. d. L.) overdid it to his own 

injury ; but it was reserved to the modern quarrelers to discover the 

fraud and expose it, but no fair-minded man or impartial thinker, will 

agree with them ."  He asserts, that the period of the The'na-im (:zoo 
B. C. to :zoo A. D.)  prior to the close of the Talmud, was the age of the

birth of the Zohar, that it is highly probable that the very essence of the 

Zoharic writings was prepared during their time, and during and after 

that of R. Shim·on b. Yo' hai, by his disciple, the Babylonian writer R. 

Abbah, as will be shown hereafter. But there are also discussions in the 

book Zohar, which took place in the school of R. Shim·on b. Yo'hai* by 

his pupils and the pupils of his pupils, at the time of the A'mora-im ; 

which are quoted by the scholars as the " Learnings in the Beth-Hammid

rash of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai, " and these received in some parts sl ight 

addit ions by subsequently initiated Wise-men. Luriah says " This occurs 

in all the books of the The'na-im, which we now possess, and is espe

cially evident in the Zoharic book, Midrash Hanne-e' lam ; the majority 

of the authorities therein cited being of  the A'mora-im, it  surely dates 

from those times, (which were prior to the closing of the Talmud . )" The 

Gaon R. Abraham, called by the Jews, our great Rabbi, says, " this was 

his opinion . "  Luriah then gives numerous authorities proving his asser

tions. 

Branch V. Concerning the Aramaic language in the Zohar. As to 

this, he sa;:s, the modern quarrelers argue, that in the t imes of the The' 

na-im, matters relating to the Thorah were written in the Hebrew, like the 

Mishnah, Thosephthah and al l the Midrashim of the Thorah ; the Ara

maic having been in those days the vernacular, which was not used in re-

* Likely that at Tekn'a ; ante, p. 1 9 .
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ligious writings, and especially not, in writing the Mysteries of the Thorah. 

This branch also treats of the style, diction and tenor, of the Zohar and 

Zoharic books. He says, it is evident from the Zohar, that the writer 

who took down R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai's oral teachings, was Rabbi Abbah. 

The Master R. Shim-on says in the Idrah Zootah * " R. Abbah shall 

write ; " and at the close of the Idrah Zootah is : " R. Abbah said : I 

wrote, believing to have to wnte much, etc. , "  and also in the Zohar,t " I 

wrote from the sacred lamp (i. e. , R. S. b. Y.), etc. " t This R. Abbah

was a Babylonian, and as such, thoroughly conversant with the Chaldee 

or Aramaic language, as all the Babylonians were ; consequently he wrote

the Zohar in his own language, which was also that used by the Wise

men of Babylonia, who occupied themselves in these matters, and who 

much more than those of Palestine gave attention to mysticism. The 

Babylonian Jews also gave considerable attention to the Practical Qabba

lah . § He was the same R. Abbah, who is mentioned in the Zohar as a 

* Zohar � Ha-a'zemu, i. e., Deut. xxxii, p. 2876.

t Para'shath, Mislipatim, i. e., Exod. xxi-xxv, p.  1 23b. 

t The ldrah Zootah, says : (Zohar, Mantua Ed., � Ha-a'zemu, Vol. iii, 287b ;

Cremona Ed., part iii, fol. 140, col. 557 el u9.) ; when the companions were gathered

together in the house ot R. Shim-on, and he arranged his words of departure, he, R.  

Shim-on, said :-" Now this is my arrangement concerning you, R. Abbali sMJl be  the 

scribe, anti my son Ef a•ar shall ul fortlr my views, but the others shall meditate in their

hearts. R. Abbah arose from the place behind him, and R. El'azar his son sat down in 

front of  him.  He said to him : Arise, m y  son, for some one else shall sit  in that place, 

and R. El'azar arose. R. Shim·on having veiled his head, sat down, began and said." 

Further, " R. Abbah, said : Scarcely had the sacred lamp finished the word •life,' when 

his words ceased. But I was writing, and thinking I was to write more, heard noth

ing. I did not however raise my head, because the light was too much, and up to this 

time I had not been able to look in that direction. I trembled therefore, when I heard 

a voice," etc. (Ibid. , Mantua Ed., fol. 296. Cremona Ed., col. 599.) 

� Comp. Layard's Discoveries in the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon, etc. New 

York. 1 853, pp. 509-526. Bowls similar to those mentioned, may be seen in the 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City. Essai sur la fropagation tie f Alphabet 

P/Unidm dam fanrim monde, par Fram:;ois Lenormant. Paris. 1875, Vol. i, pp. 2 7 1  

el seq., and Wessely in  The Expositor, No. X X I ,  Sept., 1 886, 3 d  series, pp. 1 94-204. 

On the Spread of Jewish-Christian Ideas among the Egyptians, which shows the early 

Ebionites gave attention to the Practical Qabbalah. 



Babylonian, and as superior to R. ' Heeyah, but he is of course not the 

R. Abbah of the Babylonian Talmud. R. Abbah was especially selected 

by R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai to write down his words, because qf his attain

ments as a student and a master, both in the Qabbalah and the Chaldaic  

language, a language spoken and understood by al l  the students of  the 

occult science, the Divine Qabbalah. Abbah' s  father-in-law appears to 

have been a resident of the Babylonian city called Tarsha, which was 

also called Sora, in which was a celebrated Jewish Academy of Science 

and seat of Theosophical Secret Leaming. It  was the residence of many 

of the friends and companions of R. Shim-on and his colleagues. The 

colleagues or companions in Babylonia, were, as is stated in the Zohar, 

very careful to conceal the mysteries of the Secret Knowledge, the Qab

balah, under a peculiarity of language, terms and phraseology, and by 

symbols, so that they could study and converse on the mysteries in even 

a public assembly, in a language and by methods understood by the 

initiates, and adapted to conceal the precious mystical doctrines, from 

the mental grasp of the uninitiated, the ignorant and foolish masses 

around them, and so keep their pearls from the swine, who would have 

trampled them under their feet, and then perhaps, have turned and 

destroyed the masters in the Secret Science.* This is frequently set forth 

in the Zohar, and its justice and wisdom must be appreciated even to this 

day, by the learned. The open revelation of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai's 

wisdom was too sublime for the/general public, to be given in an open 

language intelligible to everybody ; this appears in the Talmud .t R. 

A'keebah, the master of R. Shim-on, said to the latter : " It may suffice 

that I and thy creator know thy power," which means, it  is not advisable 

to reveal thy doctrine and great wisdom to the public. Hence R. 

Shim-on chose R. Abbah to do the writing, and as to whom in another 

place in the Zohar he says ; t " Abbah ! Abbah ! loosen the knot and con

sign this to thy bag. " Loosen the knot wherewith thou hast already tied 

fast the my�teries received, and receive also this additional mystery, to 

* Comp. Matt. vii, 6; Acts xiii, 45-5 2 ;  John xvi, 1 2, 25, 29 ; Mark iv, 2, 1 1 , 1 2, 33,

34 ; Luke viii, 1 0 ;  Matt. xiii, 34, 35. 

t Treatise Sanndrin, .c.  i. 
t Comp. J>ara'shath Pe'quden, Exod. xxxviii sqq.
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hide it among the rest, in thy collection. This systematic secrecy be

came a line of guidance to the companions in Babylonia, and they trans

mitted it to the generations of Ge' onim who came after them, binding 

them to strictly observe it in all the times to come. The Zohar is writ

ten in the Aramaic, the Targumatic language, and the Targums them

selves are mystical ; to intimate that it  is not delivered for a revelation 

of its contents to mankind in general, but is covered in its appearance, 

as it really is, and is in the dress of the lower degrees, that of the " a' lwra

yi'm, i. e. , the hinder or back part, as distinguished from the face or front, 

the Sacred or Hebrew tongue ; in other words, the doctrine contained in 

the Zohar is the manifestation of God by the exterior or visible word, but 

the divinely mystical and concealed, is to be ascertained and read between 

the lines of the same. * As t he Gaon R. Abraham, called the Great 

Rabhi, states in his Commentary on the Siphrah D'Tznioothah, at 

the end, " Even in our age we have only been able to reach to the heel of 

the World of 'A'see-yah, i. e. , the World of Action or Making, the 

lowest ; hence the great number of skeptical adversaries, etc. , and what

ever we speak in regard. to Adam Qadmon, i. e. , the Primordial Ideation 

Adam, and of A' tzeelah, i. e. , World of Emanation, of Bree-ah, i. e. , 

World of Creation, of Ye' tzee-rah, i. e. , World of Formation, and of 

A'see-yah, continually takes place in all the Worlds of the universe ; and 

so all the investigations are in conformity therewith and merely investi

gations of the extreme a'hora:Yim, i. e. , back, and not clearly defined ; 

hence the parabolical and allegorical language, which the opponents 

(the uninitiated) do not in any way understand. " The same is in 

Daniel . Its beginning is in Hebrew, like all the writings of the 

Prophets, till chapter ii, 4, where " the Chaldeans spoke to the king in 

Aramaic, ' '  for that which follows are the words spoken in the presence 

of the king, the words of the kings and the dreams are written in Ara

maic, in the tongue in which they were spoken . So in Ezra iv, v and 

vi, the words of the kings being there l iterally quoted, all matters con

nected therewith are in Aramaic. In Daniel, the words of the Prophet 

are in Hebrew, as was usual with the words of all the Prophets, except 

• Comp. Exod. xxxiii, 23. A similar word in Latin, is Tergun1, the back, that

opposite to the face or front. 
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in the vii chapter, where Daniel ' s  dream is related in Aramaic, 

the recital of the dream over, the language again is in Hebrew. This 

Luriah explains, as in full accord with that which he has before stated. 

Another reason for the Aramaic may be, the Siphrah D'Tznioothah and 

the Idroth Rabbah and Zootah, contain the fundamental principles of the 

entire Qabbalah, being, as i t  were, the Mishnah of the Zohar, and their 

very starting point is in Daniel, and in the verse " The Ancient of Days 

did sit, and his garment was like white snow, and the whiteness of the 

hair of his head like pure wool. " These words being the basis of these 

three books are, so to speak, the text of the whole, and as they are in 

Aramaic, the whole structure, in conformity with this basis, is in Aramaic 

also, hence the Aramaic language of the Zohar. The Qabbalistic matters 

are disci.1ssed in other books in Aramaic, as in the Sepher Ham-maggid i.e. , 

the Reporter to the Beth Yoseph, and in the book B' n"th Me' nu-' ltah, i. e. , 

Covenant of Rest, so in many other books. Much more is said by David 

Luriah which space prevents our giving, but until the writings of Luriah 

and Konitz are fully disproved, most of the contents of the Zohar and 

Zoharic books may be considered, as indeed is evident from a comparison 

of their style and content, with the Sacred Books of other Oriental peo

ples, to be very ancient. 

The l\J.nguage of the Zoharic writings sometimes elevates i tself to much 

grandeur of thought, but in other places i t  descends to sentiments and 

ideas ·which reveal puerility, and alongside of ideas which by their simpli

city and enthusiasm, take rank with the highest period of Hebrew intel

lectuality as we find it in the Old Testament, is a knowledge which ap

proaches the ignorance of its lowest period. In its contents we will how

ever, discover much in accord with the Archaic Oriental thought-world, 

especially that of Mesopotamia, Persia, India, Egypt and China, as we 

now have their ancient l iterature in fragments. The two Talmuds do not 

mention the Zoharic writings by name, but frequently refer to the Secret 

Learning and to ideas, which we find in them ; so also many of the 

formulations to be found in the Talmudim are to be found in the Zoharic 

wri tings. 



III. 

ANTIQUITY OF THE ZOHARIC WRITINGS, CONTINUED. OBJECTIONS TO 

THEIR ANTIQUITY BY DR. HIRSCH GRAETZ, DR.  CHRISTIAN D .  GINS· 

BURG AND OTHERS, CONSIDERED. SOME QUOTATIONS FROM THE 
ZOHARIC WRITINGS, ELUCIDATING PASSAGES IN THE NEW AND OLD 

TESTAMENTS. 

W
E will now cite from some additional authors upon the subject :

" The Zohar of which the rays enlighten the world, which con

tains the most profound mysteries of the Thorah and Qabbalah, 

is not the work of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai, although it has been published 

under his name ; but it is from his words that it has been redacted by 

his disciples, who themselves intrusted to other (subsequent) disciples the 

care of continuing their task. The words of the Zohar, from them, are 

most conformable to the truth, written as they are by men who have lived 

sufficiently late to know the Mishnah, and all the decisions, and precepts 

of the Oral Law. This book was not divulged until after the death of R. 

Moses ben Na' hman, or Nachmanides,* and R. Asher, who have not 

known it . " t 
A dispute has arisen as to the versions of the Yu'hasin. Franck t used

the version of Cracow. A version was printed in 1 5 66 at Constantinople. 

• Flourished circa 1 200-drca 1 272.

t Sepher Yu'hasin, i. e. , Book of the Genealogies, pp. 42-43, translated from the

French, as given by Franck, La Ka/Jbale, p. 92. The author of this book was R. Moses 

Abraham b. Samuel Zakut or Sacuto. H e  was l iving at Saragossa in 1492. Compare 

Jerusalem and Tiberias, by J. W. Etheridge. London. 1 856. pp. 45 1-2. Ldr

Jucll der jiidisclltn Gesd1iclzle J111d Liltralur von David Cassel. Leipzig. 1 879. pp. 

330, 397, 449· Geulzicllle d er judiscllm Lileralur von Gus/av Karpe/es. Berlin. 1 886. 

p. 863, sqq. John Christ. Wolf, fiibliollltca Hebro:a, Vol. i, p. 104 el uq.
l La Ka66ale, p. 92, etc. 



E. Carmoly * takes Franck to ta'ik for not using the edition of 1 5 66, 

and gives an alleged version of that edition in French. t Dr. Hirsch

Graetz t gives a version in Hebrew, from the reprint of the Constantino

ple edition, by Filipowski, London, 1 85 7, of this Dr. Christian D. Gins

burg,§ gives a very one·sided and mutilated translation. Dr. Graetz' s 

quotation i n  Hebrew, i smuch more extensive and favorable to the antiquity 

of the Zohar, than Carmoly's French translation. Since then, Heinrich 

Ellenberger has taken Dr. Graetz to task for his unfair arguments against 

the Qabbalah and the Zohar, 1 1  and among other things, says : " The appeal 

by Dr. Graetz to the Sepher Yu'hasin, where it says : p. 42 : ' He (Shim-on 

b. Yo' hai) has not made the Zohar, '  is not tenable, for in the following

sentence �t, the Sepher Yu'hasin , says : ' But  his disciples, his son, and

the disciples of his disciples, were the authors according to the tradition 

descended to them ! ' " The whole passage quoted by Dr. Graetz from 

the book Yu'hasin, ed. 1 85 7, London, is one of the main points 

against the antiquity of the Zohar, yet Dr. Graetz is compelled in his 

history to say :4'f " How the credibility of Isaac of Acco has contented 

itself with these evidences, cannot be decided, as the end is missing. 

Apparently Ju was in tlu end convinced of tlu genuinmess of the Zohar, 

as he wove into his (book) Me'-irath Enajim, i. e. , Enlightenment of tlu 

Eyes, many Zohanstic ideas. " In the statement above cited Isaac of 

Acco is alleged to have said : that R. Moses de Leon told him at Val

ladolid in Spain, under oath, that he, de Leon, had the book Zohar 

in MSS. at his home in Avila, and would show it to him there. R. Moses 

de Leon started for his home, but on the way, died at Arevolo. Then 

Isaac goes to Avila, where he meets a relative of de Leon, but evidently 

an enemy, named R. David Rafon of Corfu, who says : " R. M. de Leon 

is a spendthrift, who earns a great deal of money from his writings, but 

* Ilinlraires tie la Terre Sainle des xiii, .riv, etc., siede. Bruxelles. 1 847. p. 272 
et uq. 

t /hid. 
t Gesc'1id11e der Judm, vii, p. 490 el uq. 
� The Kabbalab, etc. London. 1 865. pp. 90-9 1 .

I Ojfm6arung-, Ka66a/ali, Ma�lismus und Spirilismus, etc. Buda-Pesth, 1 88o, 

P· 1 9. 

� Work cited, v i i, p. 492.
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makes up the Zohar out of his head, and he treats his wife and daughter

badly. " Finding de Leon had died , Isaac, with the assistance of a

wealthy man, R. Joseph di Avila and his wife, tries to surreptitiously get 

the MSS. of the Zohar, from the widow and daughter of de Leon, but is not

successful .  He then leaves Avila and goes to Talavera, and at that place 

meets " R. Joseph Hallevy, son of Todros, the Qabbalist, ' '  and asks 

him about the Zohar. The latter says : " Know thou and believe, that 

the Zohar by R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai was in the hands of R. Moses, who

c opied from it for whomsoever he liked, ' '  and tells Isaac, how he, Joseph, 

had conclusively proved this fact. Isaac then goes to Toletola (Toledo) 

where he " learned from some of the scholars, that they had seen an old 

man and prominent disciple of R. Moses de Leon, of the name of R. Jacob, 

who testified by heaven and earth , that the book Zohar, of which R. 

Shim-on b. Yo' hai is the author-" This ends the statement. It must be 

noted that i t  commences " R. Isaac of (the city of ) Acco (in which the 

Jews were massacred 1 29 1  A.D.) was in Novara, in Italy, after the capture 

of Acco, from which he escaped, where he heard that there was in Spain

a Rabbin in possession of the book Zohar ; and having written a Qab

balistic book himself, he was anxious to see the Zohar wn"llm by R. 
Slum-on b. Yo'hai, and R. El'azar, ht"s son, {n a cavern.*

" .If ii is wn"llm in the Yi rushalmelic idiom, he says, ii is genuine, but 

if in Hebrew not. " Then he, Isaac, went to Spain. " At last I learned 

that Moses Nachmanides had sen t the book (Zohar) from Palestine to 

Catalonia to his son, but the wind carried i t  (the ship) to Aragonia (some 

say to Alicante) where the book fell into the hands of R. Moses de 

Leon . "  We must not forget, Moses de Leon, born 1 250, died 1 305 .  

Carmoly says : " Here i s  what we find in the edition of Constantinople, 

year 5053 A. M. ,  1 293 A. D. I do not cite the page because the first 

edition is not paged, the spoken of R. Moses de Leon was living at the 

time ( 1 293). " t The statement in Yu'hasin also refers to a period after de

• This statement of itself is curious, there is nothing in the Zobar to show that it was

written in a cavern. The cavern was only the place in which they studied and bid 

themselves during the Roman proscription. The next statement is equally strange ;. 

indeed, the whole passage in Yu'basin bears the appearance of untruth. 

f Carmoly says M. d. Leon died 1 293. Itin!rains, etc., p. 278.
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Leon ' s  death, 1 305-1 293 = 1 2  years. How does this accord with the 

account ? 

Isaac of Acco was a disciple of Nachmanides, and wrote l ittle treatises 

on the miracles he performed as a Practical Qabbalist, by means of the 

transposition and combination of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, 

which system he alleged he had learned from angels, who came to him 

with revelations of mysteries. He has had much to do with that part of 

the Practical Qabbalah , which asserts that wondrous results will follow 

from the use, by the adepts, of the Hebrew holy Names of the Deity.* 

Of the book " Yu'hasin," edition of Constantinople, 1 566, Jost says :t  

" It is more complete than the Cracow and Amsterdam editions, but in

&orrul, and to be used only with tlu greatest cir(umspution. ' '  Concerning 

the reproduction of Acco's story in the Mitpa' hath Se' pharim, by Yabetz, 

which we have before mentioned , R. Azulai in his Ma-a'rekluth Slpha

rim, 2nd part of the book, of which the 1st  is called Ma-a'reklulh 

gt' dolim, and above cited ; p. 2oa, heading Zoh�r, says : " In looking

over the contents of the Mitpa-hath Se'pharim, which I recently 

received, I was astonished to find, that the Than-nah (R. S .  b. Yo'hai) 

should be asserted as not the author of any part of the Zohar, whereas 

our ' lions of the Thorah, '  R. Moses d. Cordovero and R. Yitz'haq Luriah,

most strenuously contradict this, and are followed by many exalted 

saints. Therefore it seems to me, that also the Rabbi (Yabetz) himself 

was aware of the contents of the Zohar to be truth and perfection, but in 

his zeal against that accursed set of transgressors of tlu slalults of tlu Beth 

Din, which ' dings lo llu various expressions of tlu Zohar in a false and 

lying way, ' he chose lo oppose ii, in order lo crush them, for God's  sake ! "  

which view seems indeed very plausible. As regards the re-publication of 

Isaac of Acco's  story by a R. Elikom of Se'mila, in his book Rabiyah, at 

Ofen (Buda Pesth), 1 83 7, we may remark that it  contains alterations 

which suffice to show little dependence can be placed upon it. If we 

take the accoun t from Yu'hasin, we have the following results : 

1 .  R. Isaac of Acco, believes in the antiquity and authenticity of that 

part of the Zohar written in Aramaic, and that it comes from R. S. b.  

Yo'hai, and his school. 

* See /lfa-a'reklutlt ge' dolim, by Azulat, 476.

t All.rem. Gneltidlle d. 'Jtidiultm Voiles, Vol. ii ,  p. 420. 
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2 .  He was familiar with the existence of the book whilst in Novara, 

about 1 29 1  A. D . ,  during the life-time of M. d. Leon, and from the 

statement just formulated, appears to have had knowledge of the Zohar 

in Syria. 

3. He goes to Spain,  to inquire how this book by R. S. b. Yo'hai has

become known in his time. 

4. Among the conflicting statements was also that of the alleged spu

riousness of the book. 

5 . He meets R. M. d. Leon in Valadolid, who, on his oath, assures 

him that he, M. de L. , possesses the original book of the Zohar, and was 

perfectly willing lo show it lo him, when he would visit Avila. This was

shortly before M. d Leon's death ( 1 305 A. D. ) , al which time the Zohar

was so well known, and so thoroughly studied in countries foreign to 

Spain, that the belief in M. d. Leon' s  authorship stands on a par with the 

statement in Yu'hasin, that he wrote it under the guidance of the Shem 

ko-theb, i. e. , the Writing Name, or the angel superintending writing. 

6. The old man, R. David Raphon Ke'robo or Daphon Korpo, or

Rafon of Corfu, who knew so much as to be able to say, " that the book 

Zohar does not anywhere exist, "  is an imaginary figure in the story. 

7. The trick that Isaac endeavored to play on the widow and orphan,

with the aid of R. Joseph the rich man of Avila and his wife, is weak, 

and seems to have too many women mixed up with it .  

8 . Is i t  possible that the very M. d.  Leon, who, according to this

account, neglected his wife and daughter, should have taken them into 

the secret of the fraud he was daily committing, to get money to spend 

and throw away upon himself wi thout giving them any support ? 

9. If the wife and daughter did disclose this secret, why did they not

show the MSS. wrillm 6y M. d. Leon himse(/1 Why did the astute rich 

man and the deceitful Rabbi not ask for it, so that they might be sure of 

the forgeries and expose them ? 

1 0. Who has ever seen this large MSS. ? Where is it ? 

1 1 .  The ending of the account in Yu'hasin is very strange, very sus

picious. The whole story is only hearsay, weak, and crumbles into 

nothing, l ike the other futile objections made against the antiquity of the 

Zohar. 
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It is alleged by those who say that Moses de Leon forged the Zohar, 

that the five books undoubtedly written by M. d. L. ,  do not show any 

li terary merit, that he does not in any of them enter into the depth or 

spirit of the Qabbalah, that he was even deficient in a knowledge of the 

Talmudim. That M. d. L. traveled very much in his life, having lived 

in Guadalah, Vevira, Valladolid and lastly in Avila ; that he was a great 

spendthrift, and very fond of worldly enjoyments, and he was so poor 

that he was continually compelled to write for his daily bread. M. d. L. 

first wrote the Shushan Ha-ed()(}//z, i. e. ; Lily of the Testimony, 1 285 ; 

then the Sepher Ha-n'mmon, i. e. , The Book of the Pomegranate, 1 287 ; 

three years later, 1 290, the Nephesh Hah-'hokhmah, i. e. , The Soul of 

Wisdom, also called, Stpher Ham-mishqal, i. e. , The Book of the Balance, 

which has been published in Basie, 1 608. Stplur Sheqd Haq-qodesll, 

i. e. , Book of the Sacred Shekel, 1 292 .  Sepher Has-sodolh, i. e. , Book of 

the Secrets, Mi'shkan Ha-tdoolh, i. e. , Tabernacle of the Testimony, 

1 293. He appears to have also written a Sephtr has-Slum.* These were 

written in Hebrew, but the Zohar and Zoharic books are mostly in 

the Aramaic. Here we have numerous books written by this alleged 

superficially learned man, and this ignoramus has also, it is said, the 

ability to write the immense and very learned book on the Secret 

Leaming, the Zohar, and the other books bound up with i t .  The books . . 
we have quoted as by M. d. L. were written by him, between 1 285 and 

1 293, the period when the opponents of the antiquity of the Zohar say, 

the author was living a reckless life, traveling from place to place. Let us 

admit he was one year preparing the first book, it then took nine years 

for him to write these works in Hebrew, the language in which the 

Jewish learned men of this period usually wrote, the exception being 

the Arabic. They never wrote books at this time in Aramaic, but 

understood i t  as the language of the Talmudim. The Zohar is a volumi

nous work, larger than all the books admitted to be by M. de Leon put 

together, and they took nine years for their composition, and it would 

have taken, had he the ability to have written it, twelve to fifteen years 

• Comp. Pardes Rimmonun by R. Moses Cordovero, fol I Joa, col r ,  in Slio·or lios

Slumolli, i. t., Gate of the Names, and Slio-or liol· Tsinnorolli, i. t., Gate of the Chan

nels or canals. 
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to have written the Zohar. M. d. L. died 1 305 , and he would have to

have begun it about 1 290. Then he did not only write i t  in this time, 

but according to Drs. Graetz, Jellinek, and Ginsburg, he " copied and 

sold it, to rich and learned men at a high price ."  Now the art of print

ing was not yet invented, yet a book written in Avila, in Spain, and 

then secretly copied only by the author, for sale, occupies a prominent 

place in the libraries of the rich and learned of other cities of Spain, 

Italy and even Germany, at almost the same time. The rich were all 

ready to pay M. d. L. money for his uncertain forged wares, the learned 

were too credulous and too ignorant to discover his fraud, and expose 

the forger. What a slur upon the learning of the Rabbins of the Xlllth 

and XIVth centuries, who were led astray by this prodigal, this unlearned 

and inferior writer, who was of such bad reputation and of such an 

equivocal standing in the learned world around him ! The opposers also 

strangely assert, that all passages where the name of " Moses" is 

expressed or mysteriously indicated, are evidence that M. d. L. wanted 

Jiu intdli'gml reader lo understand, lhal he, M. d. L . ,  was the author of 

Zohar, and yet wanted to pass it off as the genuine work of R. Shim-on 

b. Yo'hai. The learned historian, Dr. J. M. Jost says :*  " The passion

for systems aroused by the school of Aristotle, and the production of 

many works on the philosophy of ethics and theosophy by the Rabbis in 

general, seized the minds of the adherents of Occult Science very vividly, 

especially during the Crusades. The Kabbalah began to be written down, 

and the book Zohar, in its pre uni fonn, a production of the XII century, 

represented the Kabbalah more extensively in the usual way. The diffi

culty in the understanding of the symbols and the terms therein, excited 

the activity of many Rab bins, especially of Spain and France. ' '  He also 

says :t " Whether the books, referred to in the Zohar, be merely ficti

tious is not decided ; the work contains the most sublime symbolism and 

develops in a very inferior language, and through an excessive amount of 

symbolization of the Jewish Laws, as well as of visible nature, an uncom

monly profound religious docln'ne, which ii was the intention lo prolecl by 

that I hick veil. ' '  

Another writer, Gedalyah ibn Yachia ben Don Yosef, o f  Imola (circa 

• Gescllfrhle d. Jiidisd1m Volkes, i i ,  p. 293.
t l/Jid. p. 1 23.
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1 5 23-1 588), in his Shalshdeth haq- Qabba/ah, i. e. , Chain of Tradition, 

begun at Ravenna, 1 5 49, says :* " Towards the end of the year 5050 of 

the Creation ( 1 290 A.D.),  several persons existed, who asserted that all 

the parts of the Zohar, written in the dialect of Yerusalem (the Talmudi

cal dialect), were the composition of R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai, but that all 

which are in the sacred language (pure Hebrew) ought not to be attrib· 

uted to him. Others affirmed that R. Moses ben Na'h-man (Nachman. 

ides), having made the discovery of this book (the Zohar) in the holy 

land, sent i t  to Catalonia (in Spain), from which i t  passed into Arragon 

and fel l  into the hands of R. Moses de Leon. Finally several others have 

thought that this Moses de Leon was a learned man, who found all these 

commentaries in his own imagination, and that in order to draw by it 

great sums from the learned, he published it under the name of R. 

Shim-on ben Yo'hai and his  companions. They add that he acted thus, 

because he was poor and weighed down with expenses. ' '  t 
" As for me," says the author, Gedalyah, " I  think that all these opin

ions have not any foundation , but R. Shim-on hen Yo'hai and his  sacred

society have really said all these things and besides many others ; only 

they were not able to have the same conveniently written down at that 

time, but after having been disseminated a long time in several copies, 

they were finally collected and put in order (redacted) . "  

" This i s  not a matter t o  be surprised at ; because it was i n  this man

ner that our master, Ye'hudah, the Holy, has redacted the Mishnah, from 

different manuscripts which had been before this, scattered to the four 

quarters of the earth. It was also in this manner that R. Ashi has com

posed the Gemarah. ' '  

* Ed. of Amsterdam, fol. 23 a and 6.

t This may have been partly taken from the account said to have been given by 

Isaac of Acco and published in Yu'hasin,  originally to be found only in  the ancient edi

tion of Constantinople, which is exceedingly rare. It bad been left out of all subsequent 

editions, until Filipowski reintroduced it in 1857, in bis London edition, pp. 85-95· 

Comp. Landauer's objection to this record. Lileralur6l at/ des Orimls, 1 845, Vol. vi, col. 

7 1 1  el uq. Dr. Graetz is compelled to acknowledge that Isaac of Acco : " Was in the

end convinced of the genuineness of the Zobar as be wove into bis Me'-iratb Enafjm, i.e., 
Enlightenment of the Eyes, manifold Zoharist ideas. His writings in which the above 

record was originally imparted, appear to have been lost." The whole aqcount by 



The learned Dr. S. M. Schiller-Szinessy, Reader in Rabbinic and Tal

mudic, in the University of Cambridge , in his late able essay on the 

Midrashim,* which we have only at this moment seen, says : " The nu

cleus of the book (Zohar) is of Mishnic times, R. Shim' eon b. Yohai was 

the author of the Zohar in the same sense that R. Y ohanan was the author 

of the Palestinian Talmud, i. e . ,  he gave the first impulse to the composi

tion of the book. But R. Mosheh of Leon, on the other hand, was the 

first not only to copy and disseminate the Zohar in Europe, but also to 

disfigure it by sundry explanatory interpolations. " " The Zohar was 

begun in Palestine late in the Ild or early in the IIId century A. D. and 

finished at the latest in the VIth or the Vllth century. II is impossible 

Iha/ ii sh011/d have bun composed after Iha/ lime and before the Renais

sance, as both language and contents clearly show. " This view is also 

indorsed in The Speaker's Commentary. It says,t among other things, 

the language shows that the Zoharic writings were composed in Palestine, 

but in the Jerusalem Talmud § S1·nhtdn"m iii, 9, Ed. pn"nceps iii, 10, it

is forbidden to carry books belonging to Palestine unto places " without 

the land. " The Zoharic writings were without doubt sent by Nachman

ides--ftour. 1 267-to his son and to his disciples in Spain.  On one of 

Moses de Leon 's  MSS. now in the Cambridge University Library, he, M. 

de L. , endorses " And I adjure every one who should deeply study this 

book, or who should copy it, or read it, that he do not blot out my name 

from my property (inheritance), for I have composed it. " Is it likely, 

says Dr. Szinessy, after such vanity he would have written the Zohar and 

ascribed it to any one else ? The Doctor also terms him, an " inferior 

cabbalist . "  

I n  the Zoharic writings i t  is rarely R. Shim-on who speaks, the Qabba

listic doctrines come from the mouth of the companions, who after his 

baac of Acco bas the appearance of a forgery, but Dr. Graetz slaps at the Qabhalists 
·
by 

saying : " Possibly the Kabbalists destroyed them." (Dr. Graetz, Gtsdudtlt dtr Judm. 

Vol. vii, p. 492 .)  

• Encyclop. Britannica, 9 Ed. Edinburgh, 1 883, Vol. xvi, p. 286 ti  m;. 
t The Holy Bible according to the authorized version (A. D. 1 6 1 1 ) ,  with an Explan· 

atory and Critical Commentary, and a Rnision or the Translation by Bishops and other 

clergy of the Anglican Church. Edited by F. C. Cook, M.A., Canon of Exeter, Chap

lain in ordinary to the Queen, etc. New Testament, Vol. iv, p. 388. 



death, again reunite themselves, to communicate to each other their recol

lections, and to instruct themselves reciprocally in the Qabbalistic Secret 

Science. To themselves they apply the Scripture vet'se " How beautiful 

it is to see the brothers remain united ."* 

The companions always have before them the Holy Wri tings o f  the 

Thorah, when either rising up or lying down. t 
The great critic R. Azzaryah Min Ha-adomim dei.Rossi or Rubtis, " of 

the red ones," of Ferrara-flourished 1 5 1 3-15 7 7  A. D.-author of Mt'or 

Ainajim, i. e. , The Light of the Eyes,t followed the teachings of the Zohar 

as regards the antiquity of the vowel points. He knew the book Yu'hasin, 

for in his book Mt'lsareph I' keseph, i. e. , The Refiner of Silver, § i, ch. 

2, he says : " The book Shalshe/eth Haq- Qaba/ah, i. e. , Chain of the Tra

dition, i. e. , Qabbalah, was published at the time of the Sepher Yu' hasin,

which came from the great city Constan tina. " Dei Rossi saw the un

truthfulness apparent in the statement in the book Yu'hasin, as to the 

modern composition of the Zohar, and therefore did not follow it . 

The erudite Rev. Dr. Peter Allix,§ and the Rev. Thomas Maurice, 1 1  

also favour the Zohar as an early book. We refer the reader to 

the writings cited or which will be hereafter cited, also to the 

work of Joel, .Die Rdigionsphi/osophie des Sohar, Leipzig, 1 849 ; the 

* Ps. cxxxiii, 1. Zohar iii, 596.

t Zohar, Part I ,  fol. 1 1 56. The following additional writers favour the antiq· 

uity of the Zohar : J. Satanow, in bis, Kontros Stj>lur haz-Zohar, i. t., Folio of the 

Book Zohar. Berlin. 1 783. J. Hamburger. Rtal-Enrydopadit for Bi/Jtl und Talmud, 

etc. Part i. 1 870 Strelitz in Mecklenburg. i i .  1 883 in same, Supplement, Leipzig, 

1 886. Be'hai ben Asher, pupil of R. Solomon b. Abraham ben Adereth ( 1 234-13 10  

A. D.), acrostically RaShBA, who in  bis Pentateuch Commentary of  1 291  A. D .  quotes 

many passages under the name of Midrasb of Rabbi Shim-on b. Yo'hai, which may 

be found in the Zohar. Comp. Lev. xxi, 22, and Zohar i i i ,  p. 1 14. Rafab Me'hem

nab. In the beginning of bis Commentary, be says : " And in the Midrasb of R. 

Shim-on ben Y o-bal I have seen • And a bird ' this is Michael, • upon the earth ' this 

is Raphael. Compare Zobar i, p. 466, and many other places. 

f Mantua, 1 574-75 .  See Kitto's Cyclop. Biblical Liter., Ed. 1 876, iii, pp. 702-3. 

� The Judgment of the Ancient Jewish Church against the Unitarians in the contro

versy, etc. :znd ed. Oxford, 1 8 2 1 .  

I I  Indian Antiquities, etc. London, 18oo, Vol. iv. 



learned Jesuit Athanasius Kircher's (Edipi �gyptiad,. fiQ111<Z, 1653 ; 

Tomus Suundus, Partis Pn·ma, pp. 209-400 ; Dr. I. M. Jost 's Gesd1idlle

des /udmlltums und seiner Sectm, Leipzig, 1 859, Vol . i i i ; and especially 

to the greatest work on the Qabbalah of this cen(ury, the Pltilosopltie dcr 

Gcsclti'cltte oder uber die Tradition, in four volumes, Vol. i ,  1st ed. 1 827 ,  

2nd ed .  1 85 7 ; Vol . i i ,  1 834 ; Vol. i i i ,  1 839 ; Vol. iv, Part i, 1 853, 8vo. 

Miinster, by the learned Roman Catholic Franz Joseph Molitor. The 

fault of Molitor is, that he follows too closely the school of the Modern 

Qabbalah, that of Yitz'haq Luriah, Cordovero, etc . ,  and not that of the 

school of the early Qabbalah and the Zohar, which is that in the greatest 

accord with the New Testament, and writings of the Fathers of the 

Christian Church. Baron Christian Knorr von Rosenroth' s  great work, 

the Kabba/a Dmudala, 1 6 7 7-1 684, is of value to the student, who has 

mastered the rudiments of this philosophy. He also follows too cl0sely 

the Modem Qabbalah. There are a great many other works we can 

refer to, but will. not weary the reader by a list. 

Dr. Christian D. Ginsburg* has attacked the age and authenticity of 

the Zohar, in thirteen objections, in  which are condensed those of 

Graetz, Beer, Jellinek, Steinschneider, Geiger, M. Sachs, Yabetz, Morin, 

etc . ,  etc. We will take up his objections sen'alim. 

I. The first has been partly answered by Konitz and our note to page 

25 anle. t Shim-on b. Yo'hai did not write the Zohar, it was the produc

. tion of his school, and because the disciples termed him in one or two 

places Boo·lsunalt Ke' dosltalt, i. e. , the sacred light, that is not evidence 

against the general authenticity of the Zoharic writings. Similar phrases 

are very usual in Oriental imagery and are frequent in both the 0. T. and

N. T. Compare Works of Rev. John G regorie. 4th ed. London, 1684, 

p. 109 el seq. , and Kitto's Cyclop. Biblical Liter. , ii, 832 el seq. 

II. That the Zoharic writings mention the Hebrew vowel points.

If the Zohar was not completely finished until about the Vlth or the 

Vllth century, by the school of R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai, ample t ime 

* The Kabbalah, its Doctrines, Development and Literature. An Essay, by Christian

D. Ginsburg, LL.D. Read October 1 9th, 1 863 ; reprinted, London, 1 865. Also Kitto's 

Cyclop. Biblical Liter. II, pp. 699-703. Encyclop. Britannica and other works. 

t See our synopsis, ante pp. 23-26.

5 
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existed to put into it the results of the centuries previous. The subject of 

the origin of the symbolism of the Hebrew vowel points, in the form we 

now have them, is one of much difficulty, has caused great disputes among 

the learned for centuries� and is not yet settled. The result we think may 

be summed up : 1 .  All Hebrew writing must have been in some way 

vowelized from its commencement in the very earliest period. It is, as 

are all the Semitic languages, written in consonantal form, and the vowels, 

which are the life and soul of it, are necessary to every language. The 

difficulty has been, that so far very ancient examples of pointed Hebrew 

have not been found in any old MSS. dating before 9 1 6  A. D. nor any 

monuments of it  before the VIth century. It is asserted by Dr. Ginsburg, 

that the Rabbins of the school of Tiberias invented the vowel points, and 

that they were introduced for the first time by the Karaite R. Mocha, of 

Palestine, whom, he says, flourished circa /{. D. 5 70, * to facilitate the 

reading of the Scriptures for the use of his students. We think that 

they only applied and propagated, but did not invent the points. t The 

subject is one of so much difficulty and of such a length, that we will put 

it in an Appendix. See however, ante pp. 26-30. 

III. The Zohar in the Rayah Me'hemnah, i. e. , Faithful Shepherd ;

§ Qe' dosltim, Part iii, 82b, has nearly the same words, as are in the Kether

Malkhuth of Ibn Gebirol, which forms part of the Polish Jewish 

Service for the evening preceding the day of Atonement,t as follows : 

" And moon and sun remained like a body without a soul, the master 

over them having darkened their lights. " Zohar. The Kether Malkhuth

merely says, " But  there is a master over them darkening their lights. " §  

Dr. Ginsburg quotes Michael Sachs I I  t o  show this, but h e  might also have

stated that the context of the Zohar is complete without these words, indeed 

they appear as an addition out of place. If appropriate here, and Moses 

• Others say, 7� A. D.

t Comp. Des poinls-vqyelles dans /es /angras Sbnitiques par Moise Sdiwa/J, in Aetes de 

la SociNe pJiilo/ogiq1u, tom. viii, fasieu/e 4t annle r877. Paris, 1879, � v, p. 201-2. 
Also Pinsker in Liqqute Kadmoniyoth. Vienna, 1 86o, pp. 42-43 and Appendix. 

t See ante p. 2 et seq. 

� See Dr. D. H. Joel. Die Religions.pliilosop!Ue des Soliar, tie. Leipzig, 1 849 .  p. 63.

I I  Die Re/1°.(iose PoelU der Judm ;,, Spatiim, Berlin. 1 845 , p. 229, Note 2.



de Leon was the author of the Zoharic writings, with intent to deceive, 

would he not have turned these words into the Aramaic and made them 

part of the original ? 

The Rayah Me'hemnah, only a fragment bound up with the Zohar 

proper, has been considered as one of the later books, and to have been 

originally written in Hebrew and then translated into the Aramaic. We 

have shown lbn Gebirol lived 1020-1070 A. D. , and had means of access 

to the original Qabbalistic authorities, and we shall hereafter show, that 

much in his philosophical writings is in accord with that set forth in the 

Zoharic books. Admitting however, that the redactor of the Zoharic 

manuscripts published with the Rayah a marginal note, it is evident that 

it was not intended to deceive, for it· was given in the Hebrew and the 

rest of the Rayah is in Chaldaic, nor is a mere interpolation, ad

mitting that this is one, any evidence of modern authorship. Gebirol 

lived over 225  years before the giving out to the uninitiated of the 

Zoharic writings. lbn Gebirol even alludes to the Qabbalah E' eyoondh, 

i. e . ,  the Speculative or Theoretical Qabbalah in his Tiqqoon Middoth

han-Nephesh, A. D. 1 045, and Hay Gaon487-1038 A. D.-alludes to 

the Qabbalah Ma-a' seeth, i. e. , the Practical Qabbalah. * 

IV. The Zohart quotes and explains the in terchange, on the outside

of the Me' zuzzah,t of the letters m=i ro;i1o:::i m=i KhVZV Be' MVKhSZ

Kh VZV instead of n1n• u•n!.itt nin• YHVH ELoHENU YHVH

introduced into Spain from France, at the end of the fifth Thousand 

drca 1 240. This is an instance of the permutation or transmutation of 

letters according to the old system of Hebrew exegesis called Ab-bag-gad,§ 

which was known even in the time of the Old Testament, and hence was 

• Landauer in the Liltt"a/u,.6/atl dn o,.;m11. 1 84s. No. 13 .

t r an  i, 186 ;  23a. 

i The Me'zuzzah is a piece of parchment upon which is written ; Deut. vi, 4-9 ; xi, 

1 3-2 1 ,  it is then put into a hollow cylinder or reed, which is affixed to the right hand 

door-post of every door, in the dwelling-houses of the Jews. Comp. Kitto's Cyclop. 

Biblical Liter. Ed. 1 876. s. v. Mezuza, pp. I S2-3. 

� Comp. Ginsburgrwork cited, p. so note, and p. S4-SS · Kitto's Cyclop. Biblical Liter., 

Ed. 1 8761 Vol. i, p. 2s8. Bi61iotlma �fagna .Ra66infra, Pars. iv, p. 2JO t/ stq. Historical 

and Critical Comment. on Ecclesiastes by C. D. Ginsburg, 1861 ,  p. 30 ti St</· Molitor. 

Pllilos. citt" Gmliiclitt odtt" u6t,. dit T,.adilion, M ilnster, Ed. 1 857. Vol. i, p. SS 11 uq. 
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not any innovation by !he French Rabbins, who were in the XIIIth cen

tury, antagonized by the Spanish Rabbins, and not likely to influence the 

latter's religious teachings. In the cited places in the Zohar* where these 

letters occur, the Me'zuzzah is not spoken of at al l ; and where the 

Me'zuzzah as a Biblical commandment is spoken of in the Zohar,t there 

is not any allusion to these letters. How the above statement came into 

the learned Doctor's mind we do not see, however he has cited an author

ity which we have not at hand. 

V. Another objection is that the Zohart says : " The She' kheen-ah is 

light and light belongs to fire, whence i t  is that the house of meeting is �ailed 

Esh Nogah, i. e. , a shining fire, or, brilliant light. " In the original there is a 

transposition of letters, and without hn understanding of this, the logical 

" whence " cannot be underst�od, it may be explained as follows : She' 

kheen-ah, in Hebrew nJ'::>fU reads in the Zohar ttl"IJ'::>fU Siu' khintah, and

the " house of meeting " is in Hebrew J"\CJ::>l"I n·::i Beth hak k'neuth, and 

reads in the Zohar ttl"lfU'J::> •::i Bai k' nishlah ; hence the t ransmutation of 

She'kintah and K'nishtah, i. e. , ttl"IJ'::>fU and ttJ"\fU'J::>, from which Esh 

nogah, i. e. ,  shining light, as a name for the latter in consequence of its 

being of the nature of the former. So it says in the Tiqqooneh haz-Zohar 6a : 

" The ' house of prayer ' of above is ' Esh .nogah ' and ' My house ' below,

is, a meeting house. • '  Compare Isaiah lvi, 7, ' '  Mine house, ' '  'J"\'::I Baithu 

shall be called a " house of prayer, " in Hebrew n1DJ"I J"\'::I Beth Te' 

phillah, and in the Zohar ttJ"\fU'J::> •::i Bai k'ni'shtah. We must take note 

of the former explanation here. Compare also Jerem. xxiii, 29. Dr. 

Ginsburg has not followed this out. The objection is based on the idea 

that the word Esh nogah (Esnoga) is a Portuguese word, a corruption of 

the word Synagogue, and therefore a mistake in the Zohar, coming 

from Moses de Leon, as a Spaniard and the author of the Zohar ; but 

the Portuguese word for synagogue is not Esnoga but Synagoga, and in 

Italian Sinagoga. The word Esnoga, however, is a Portuguese Jewish 

term for the Jewish " house of prayer, " and as such, it passed over to and 

is used also by the Portuguese Christians. In the same manner the 

• Part i, p. 1 86 and 23a.

t Part iii, 2636 and 2696. Deut. vi, 9 ;  xi, 20. 

t Part iii, 2820. The RaYab Me'bemnah 



German Jewish Schule, and the Italian scuola, i. e. , school for syna

gogue (the synagogue being really a school for the adult, the Betit, 

ltammi'draslt, i. e. , House of Leaming or School for Leaming, 

anciently, so Schu/e and scuo/a) passed over to and is used by, the Chris

tians of Germany and Italy, to designate a synagogue. But in correct 

German, synagogue is SJ•nagoge, in Portugal and Spain synagoga, and in 

Italy we have sinagoga. 

VL " The Zohar, Part i i ,  32a, mentions the Crusades, the momentary 

taking of Jerusalem by the Crusaders from the Infidels, and the retaking 

of it by the Saracens. "* 

In" the IVth Branch of  Luriah's book cited,t he  shows from statements 

in the Zohar ,t " after four hundred years shall exist (or rise) a sovereign 

of the sons of Yishmael (the Arabs), etc . ,  and it shall be given to him as 

his portion (or, he shall have possession of) the holy land ."  Omar, king 

of the Arabs, conquered Jerusalem and the holy land in 397 of the fifth 

thousand (4397  A. M. equals 637  A D.), this happened 569 years after 

the destruction of the second Temple, which occurred 1 73 years before 

the close of the fourth thousand of years, hence there is 5 69 years be

tween the destruction and that conquest, why did the Zohar say 400 

* The Crusades were :-1 . 1096 : Jerusalem laken by assault, July I S · 1099 :  God

frey de Bouillon, King of Jerusalem. 

2. St. Bernard's, 1 146, headed by Conrad II and Louis VII. Jerusalem lost to the

Crusaders, 1 18 7. 

3. Frederick Barbarossa. Philip II ,  France ; Richard I, England, 1 188-- 1 190. 

F,ruitless. 

4. Henry VI. Successful 1 195 to 1 197.

S· That of Pope Innocent III, 1 198. Baldwin of Flanders, attacks the Greeks and 

takei: Constantinople (Byzantium),  1 207. 

6. 1 2 1 6 :  Frederick II obtains Jerusalem on a truce of 10  years.

7. St. Louis (the IX of France), 1 248, defeated and taken prisoner at Mansourah;

April 8th ; I 250, ransomed ; truce 10 years. 

8. 1 270, by the same, who died at Carthage, Aug. 2, 1270. Pnnce Edward (after 

Edward I ) ,  of England, at Acre, 1 27 1 .  In 1 29 1  the Sultan takes Acre and the Christ
ians are driven out of Syria. 

t Comp. ante p. 49.

t Pan ii, end of � Vayera, 32a, and compare what we have said an/1 p. 49. 



years ? Moses de Leon, if he wrote the Zohar, could have placed a 

correct prediction in it, as the time of conquest, 637  A. D. , was well 

known in his day. Luriah says : The fact is, the passage in the Zohar 

dates from the time of R. Shim-on hen Yo'hai and his companions. At 

that time about 1 00 years had elapsed since the destruction of the second 

Temple, hence there remained up to the Arab conquest 469 years, which 

was taken at the round number 400 years. Those who endeavor to prove 

the late writing of the Zohar from these facts, Luriah calls upon to explain 

the other prediction in the same passage, " the holy land shall not be 

delivered (or, remain) to the ·children of Edom," i. t. , the Christians.* 

Would it have been difficult during the last centuries for the Christian 

powers to have combined and conquered the holy land from the Turks, 

had it not been intended by God that they should not have it ? We can 

also say, would it not have been in accord with a writing by De Leon, to 

have, from the evident to him growing power of the Christian sovereigns, 

predicted such in the future ? Luriah says, it is evidently providential 

that the sons of Yishmael (the son of Abraham) reign over Palestine, and 

that the Christian powers of Europe should fail in reconquering and hold

ing the holy land. Luriah says, the rest of the Yishmaelitic empire, and 

the conquest from them by the branch of the Son of David, is mentioned 

in the Pirqtli d' Rabbi Elitur, which was written before the compilation 

of either of the Talmudim. 

The same idea is in the Mysteries of R. Shim-on b.  Yo' hai.t In 

La Kabbale, t Prof. Franck, alluding to the adverse criticisms as to 

the antiquity of the Zohar and its authorship, says : §  " Several 

critics have thought that they observed, under the name Ishmaelites, 

• Edom at one time meant pagan Rome, then Byzantium, the capital taken for the

whole of the Eastern Roman Empire, then the Christians and modern Catholic Rome. 

To this day, the people of Central Asia call the Sultan at Constantinople, the Sultan of 

Rome. 

t See Jellinek's Bet ha-Midrasdi. Dritter Theil, p. xix et uq. 
t La Kabbale ou la pliilosophu nligieuu des htbreux, par Ad. Franck, proftsseur. 

aptge a lafaeult� des lellres de Paris,profesuur de pliilosop!iie au eollege royal de Char· 
lemagN. Paris, Libraire de f Haclielle. Rue Pierre-sarra1in, r.a, r8f.J· 

i P. 98 el m/. 



a reference to the Mohammedan Arabs, whom all the wr1tmgs pub

lished by modern Jews designate under the same name * * * ·  

Here is that which a disciple of  R Shim-on b. Yo'hai claims to 

have heard from the mouth of his Master : ' Woe upon the moment in 

which Yishmael saw the world, and received the sign of circumcision ! 

For what did the Holy One, whose Name he blessed ! do ? He excluded 

the children of Yishmael (Bt'nai Yishmael), from the heavenly union, 

and gave them a portion below in the holy land on account of their cir· 

cumcision ; thus the children of Yishmael are destined (or appointed, 

u' mu·nin) to rule over the holy land, when it is vacated (or empty, 

raiqna-jah) by all Israel, a long time, inasmuch (or, in proportion) as 

their circumcision is also empty (raiqna-jah, i. t. , empty, imperfect) ; 

and they will prevent the children of Israel ( Bt' nai Yisrael) from

returning to their place, until the merit of the children of Yishmael 

(v. s.) shall be exhausted. And the children of Yishmael are destined

(zt' mu-nin v. s. ) to arouse terrible wars in the world, and to have the 

children of Edom (Bt'nai Edom) gathered together against them, waging 

war against them, one part at sea, another on land, and another near 

Yerusalem ; and they will prevail one over the other, and the holy land 

shall not be delivered to the children of Edom " (Zohar i i ,  3w).  

In order to  understand the meaning of these 1 ines, continues Franck, 

it suffices to know, that the Jewish authors, i. t. , those who wrote in 

Hebrew, originally indicated by the name of Edom, pagan Rome, after

wards Christian Rome and all Christian nations. As this passage cannot 

refer to heathen Rome, the idea was to speak of the war of the Saracens 

against the Christians, and even of the Crusades prior to the capture of 

Yerusalem. " So far Franck. * Franck is evidently inclined to ascribe 

this to the interpolation of a later writer, for he finds R. Shim-on ben 

Yo'hai 's teachings to be in the Zohar. 

In the commentary by Abravanel, on Isaiah lxiii, 6, is : " Rabbi Yish

maelt says : The children of Yishmael will wage three awful wars in lht 

/al/tr days, as is said in Isaiah xxi, 1 5 ,  ' They flee from the sword. ' 

• /Mtl. 99-100.

t Who was a contemporary of R. Akeebah, the master of R. Shim-on hen Yo'haI.
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The first war will be on land, as is said* ' from the drawn sword ' ;  the 

second will be at sea, according tot ' And from the bent bow ; '  and the 

third will be in the Ke' rakh gadol Slzebba-.Romi, i. e. , in the great city of

the Roman Empire, as it is said! ' and from the grievousness of war. ' " 

That the Zoharic version, substituting Jerusalem for Rome, is very similar 

to this early prediction of R. Yishmael is quite apparent to the mind, but 

in the latter, the reference also is apparently to Catholic Rome, or at 

least Byzantium, for it is " in the latter days ; "  i. e. , it is at the time of 

the redemption of Israel and her restoration to the holy land, that these 

three wars are to occur. The Zohar may refer to pagan Rome or to 

Byzantium, the Holy City of the Greek Church, but not necessarily to 

the Mohammedans, for in the days of R. Yishmael the Mohammedans 

did not exist. The " children of Yishmael " were the asserted descend

ants of Abraham through the son of Hagar ; the " children of Israel " the 

descendants of Abraham through Isaac. The Mohammedans as " children 

of Yishmael " do not appear in history until centuries, some 500 years, 

after R. Yishmael's prediction, why apply the Zoharic prediction neces

sarily to the Crusades ? The empire of Yishmael is mentioned in the 

Talmud, which was redacted long before Mohammedanism ; it says : " It 

is good to live under the government of Yishmael. "§ The name has 

been applied to the Turks in Europe since 742 A. D. , but long before 

Mohammed, the Yishmaelite, the name " children of Yishmael " desig

nated all the asserted descendants of Yishmael, son of Abraham. This 

fact must be kept in view by the student, for a proper understanding of 

the Zoharic passage. Dr .  Ginsburg makes this error, he quotes the 

Zohar as saying, " descendants of Ishmael, i. e. , the Mohammedans, " 

assuming the Zoharic reference to be to the followers of that religion , call

ing them by the latter name no less than three times ; I I  also always saying :

" the descendants of Ishmael " instead of " children of Yishmael " as i t  

i s  written in  the Zohar, h is  object apparently being, to convey the idea of 

a more recent period in the h istory of this branch of Abraham's chi ldren . 

* .!hid. t ./lJiti. t 16iti. 

� Treatise Slia66atli, I la. 

I I The Kabbalab, its Doctrine�, etc., p. 87 ti StlJ.
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He also translates " the children of Edom " as " the Christians. " But 

this does not necessarily follow, " Be' nai Edom " now means Christians,

it was originally a Jewish designation of the Pagan Romans, for we may 

read in Abravanel ' s  book, Ma-yt'naiyt'shvo·ah, i. e. , Fountains of Salva

tion, and R. Liva' s Ne-lza'h Yisrail, i. t. , Victory of Israel, that the 

words of Rab in the Talmud* refer to the kingdom of Edom, i. e. , Rome. 

In the Midrash Vaj-yiqrah Rabbah,t " Edom " is mentioned in connec

tion with the vision of Daniel (vii, 7 ), on which the commentary Math

nolh Klhunnah, i. t. , Gifts of Priesthood, says : " He ( Daniel) saw the

dominion of Edom exceeding the other three. "t lbn Ezra, says : 

" There were few people believing in that man (Jesus) who was taken for 

a deity ; but when Rome, at the time of Constantine,§ who renewed the 

whole religion and put the image of that man on his banner, bel ieved in 

him, there was nobody in the world keeping the new law except a few 

Edomites, therefore Rome is called, the kingdom of Edom. " These 

quotations show the antiquity of the names " children of Yishmael " 

and " children of Edom, " and that the first was applied to the Arabs 

long before their becoming followers of Mohammed, and the latter was 

first applied to the pagan Romans. Further, the passage quoted by Dr. 

Ginsburg, is only a fragment selected to attack the antiquity of the Zohar. 

The following is a translation of the whole passage : I I 
" Rabbi Y oseh and Rabbi ' Heeyah were walking together, said R. 

Yoseh to R. ' Heeyah : Why art thou silent ? a road can only appear 

straight by (a conversation on or an explanation of) matters of the 

Thorah. R. ' Heeyah aroused himself and wept. He began and said : 

We read in Genesis (xi, 30) , ' And Sarah was barren, she had no child. ' 

* Treatise Sanhedrin, 986.

t Ch. 1 3, p. 2, col. 2 .  

t Comp. Exposition o f  the Thorah b y R .  Be'hai, Gen., 366 ; Bt'raishulh Ra66ali, 1 56, 

and � 1 6 ; fol. 4od, 41a, � 43• fol 59a, and � 65. Sht'mot/i Ra66ah ( Exodus) fol. 1 24c, 

� 35· 

i This is evidently a reference to Byzantium, as Rome, it was then iii the Eastern 

Empire, and is to the Greek Church. 

I I Zohar ii, 32a. Brody and Amsterdam editions, which follow the Constantinople

and Mantua editions. 
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Woe on account of  this ; woe upon the t ime when Hagar gave birth to 

Yishmael I Whereupon R. Yoseh said to him : Wherefore, did not she

(Sarah), herself afterwards bear a son , a holy branch ? Said R. ' Hee

yah to him : Thou shalt see it as I see it, and so I have heard it from 

the mouth of Rabbi Shim-on (b. Yo'hai) , and I cried-Woe upon that 

time ! For since Sarah was childless, ' she said to Abraham : Go in, I 

pray thee, unto my maid, ' (Gen.  xvi, 2 ), in consequence of which, Hagar 

succeeded in replacing Sarah, her mistress, and having a son from 

Abraham. And Abraham said (to God) : ' 0  that Yishmael may l ive

before thee I '  (Gen. xvii , 1 8 . ) And though the Holy One, blessed be

He ! had given him assurance about Yitz'haq, Abraham clung to Yish

mael, until the Holy One, blessed be He I answered him,* ' As for Yish

mael, I have heard thee I ' Afterwards he (Yishmael) was circumcised and

admitted into the holy covenant, until Yitz'haq went forth into the world. 

Now, Come and see ! 400 years had the guardian-angel of the ' children of 

Yishmael ' thus existed, when he (the angel of Yishmael) asked the Holy 

One, blessed be He ! saying : Has he, who is circumcised, a share in thy 

Name ? He answered him : Yes. He then said to Him : Yishmael is 

circumcised (and at his thirteenth year), why has he no part in Thee l ike 

Yitz'haq ? Said He to him : Because the latter has been given the sign 

of the covenant according to the rules, and the other one is not so. And 

not only this, but the sons of Yitz'haq are joined to Me at the proper age 

of eight days, while the sons of Yishmael remain distant from Me a long 

time ( 1 3  years). Said he to Him : Though this be so, should he, be

cause of his having been circumcised, remain without a good reward � 
Woe upon the time, when Yishmael was born in  the world and was cir

cumcised ! "  With this " Woe " begins the portion we have before quoted ; 

read in  this connection, the " Woe " has quite a different meaning and 

bearing, from that of a first sentence of an exclamation and peroration, 

uttered by the writer of the Zoharic passage, as those opposed to the 

antiquity of the Zohar desire it to appear. Further the paragraph does 

not end where the fragment quoted by Dr.. Ginsburg apparently ends 

" and the holy land shall not be delivered to the children of Edom, " it 

goes on : " At. that time, a people from /ht extremes of Ike world ska/I 

* 16id., 20. 
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an"se against the guilty Rome, and prosecute a war against her for three 

months, and many peoples shall be gathered together there and fall into 

its hands, until al/ the du1drm of Edom shall be gathered against it from 

all the ends of the world,ll' and then the Holy One, blessed be He ! will 

arise over them, according to, and in fulfillment of, Isaiah (xxxiv, 6) 

' For YHVH has a slaughter in Bots-rah . '  " 

What has such a war to do with the crusades ? Bots-rah means Rome. t 

" The great city in the Roman Empire 1 1  is to be visited by To/z()() vab-Bo· 

luJo, in the Messianic time. This " great city" is Bots-rah , so says 

Abravanel in his Mash-mu-ah ye' shoo-ah, i. e. , Herald of Salvation, fol. 

1 7 c. All the best Hebrew commentators agree upon this, that Bots-rah 

means Rome, and it is against Rome that the Zohar says, a destructive 

war is to be waged simultaneously with that predicted war " in the holy 

land, both on land and at sea, and near Yerusalem, as a great slaughter 

(or Ze-bah, i.e . ,  sacrifice), to YHVH, etc. , to seize the corners of the earth, 

etc. " The Zohar terminates this prophecy with " And He will destroy 

the children of Yishmael from it (the holy land), and break every 

superior army (or strength), and there shall not remain a superior 

army (or strength) over a people in the world, except the army (or 

strength) of Israel alone. This is the meaning of the Psalm (cxxi, 5 )  

YHVH i s  thy keeper, YHVH i s  thy shade upon thy right hand . '  " 

This ends the quotation of which the adverse critics G insburg, Graetz, 

etc . ,  have only used a small portion, applying the mutilated fragment to 

an event in history with which, when the whole passage is read in full, the 

paragraph quoted by them has not any connection, or is it a fact, that 

after the Crusades, the armies of the contending nations were annihilated 

and those of Israel alone preserved ? How about the great slaughter at 

Rome at the time of the war of the Crusades in the holy land, previous lo 

the vidtnious preservation of Israel 7 But our critics have apparently not 

seen and have not  given any attention, to these questions which may be 

founded on the final portion of the prediction. Further, the Zohar has 

• Evidently not the Crusades.

t O>mp. lbn Ezra on Is : xxxiv, 6, and Amos i, 1 2 ;  R. D. Qim'qee on Is : lxiii, I .  

Abravanel on th e  same, and on Is : xxxiv, 6 ,  and Jer. xlix, 13 .  Targum Jonathan on 

the latter verse. I n  the Talmud, Treatise, Pe'sa·'him, 1 186. 



not exhausted this subject in the place before quoted ; if we consult the 
III Part* we will find the relative position of  Israel and Yii.hmael, in  the 
symbolical Sarah and Hagar, as mistress and maid. is there discussed, 
and the conclusion reached, that though the position of the mistress 
(Israel) may, under the temporary prominence of the maid (Yishmael), 
be pitiable, in the future the mistress will be restored to her former emi
nence. The essential parts of this last reference are : " We have learned 
elsewhere : Once, during a walk with his disciples, R. Shim-on said to the 
latter : I see all the nations above, and Israel beneath all of them, what 
is the reason ? It is because the King has dismissed the Matronitha, and 
given her place to her maid. Therefore i t  is said : " For these things 
the earth is disquieted, etc. ,t ' for * * an handmaid that is heir to her 
mistress. ' What does ' handmaid ' mean ? It is the alien crown, the first
born of which the Holy One, blessed be He, killed in Egypt, as it is 
written : ' Even unto the first-born of the maid-servant that is behind the 
mill. ' (Exod. xi, 5 . )  Formerly she sat behind the mill, and now that 
maid-servant is heir to her mistress. R. Shim-on wept and said ': The 
King without the Matronitha cannot be called ' King ; '  the king who 
joins the hand-maid of the Matronitha-where is his dignity ? There is, 
however; a mystery in  the matter, explained by the fact, that a voice is 
appointed to announce to the Matronitha and to tell her ; ' Rejoice 
greatly, 0 daughter of Zion ! Shout 0 daughter of Yerusalem, behold, 
thy king cometh unto thee, he is just and having salvation, lowly and 
riding upon an ass. '  "t (Zechar. ix, 9 .) * * " And again, we have
learned elsewhere : That maid-servant is appointed to rule over the holy 
land below, as the Matronitha used to do formerly, and now it is the 
maid-servant who has become heir to her mistress over all ; but the 
Holy One, blessed be He ! has resolved to return the Matronitha 
to her place as heretofore. The king rejoices on account of his return to 
her and his separation from the maid-servant, and the Matronitha is 

* p. 69a of the Brody or the Amsterdam Ed.· Parashath A·na'rai Jfotli, fol. J 1 ,  col. 

J-4 of the Cremona Ed. 

t Comp. Prov. xxx, 2 1 -23. 

t Interpreted by most Hebrew commentators as referring to the Messiah, who, from 

a Hebrew, and consequently Zoharic, point of view, still is to come. 
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overjoyed a t  her reunion with the king ; hence : Rejoice greatly, 0

daughter of Zion, etc. , "  as above. This portion, from the Zohar iii , 69a, 
explains and completes the other portion from i i ,  3 2a. The M)'Sten·en

des R. Simon ben /oduzi* undoubtedly written long before the Crusades, 
appears to refer to the same subject.t We think these remarks d ispose 
of the adverse criticism. 

VII. Dr. Ginsburg has made use of writings by Drs. Adolph Jel
l inek, B. Beer, and Zuckerman, formulated by them in their futile en
deavors to show the modern time of the authorship and content of the 
Zoharic books. We will hereafter give these, and it will be seen that 
they all differ among themselves, and that history does not support their 
statements as applied to their theme. Dr. Ginsburg says : t  

" 7 .  The Sonar records events which transpired A.D. 1 264. Thus on 
Numb. xxiv, 1 7 , which the Sonar explains as referring to the time pre
ceding the advent of Messiah, it remarks, ' the Holy One, blessed be 
He, is prepared to rebuild Jerusalem. Previous to the rebuilding thereof 
He will cause to appear, a wonderful and splendid star, which will shine 
seventy days. It  will first be seen on Friday, Elul = July 25th, and 
disappear on Saturday or Friday evening at the end of seventy days. 
On the day preceding [its disappearance, i. e. , October 2nd] when 
it will still be seen in the city of Rome, on that self-same day three 
high walls of that city of Rome and the great palace will fall, and the 
pontiff ruler of the city will die. ' (Sonar iii, 2 1 2b .) Now the comet
here spoken of appeared in Rome, July 2 5 th, 1 264, and was visible till • 
October 2nd, which are literally the seventy days mentioned in the Sonar.

Moreover, July 2 5 th, when the comet first appeared, actually happened 
on a Friday ; on the day of its disappearance, October 2nd, the sovereign 
pontiff of Rome, Urban IV, d ied at Perugia, when it was believed that 
the appearance of the comet was the omen of his· death, and the great 
and strong palace (ac1i::ii ac'?:rri) Vincimento, fell on the self-same day,
October 2nd, into the hands of the insurrectionists. " 

* Jellinek's Bet na-Midrascn, etc. , .Dritm- Theil. Leipzig. 1 855.

t See anlt', p. 37 .  

t The Kabbalab, etc., before cited ,  p. 88. 



The portion referred to is Numbers xxiv, 1 7, and reads in full as fol· 
lows :*  

" I  see him, but no t  now. These words were partly fulfilled i n  that 
time, and partly afterwards, and partly (they will be fulfilled) in the time 
of King Messiah. We have learned, the Holy One, blessed be He ! 
resolved upon rebuilding Yerusalem, and will cause to appear a fixed star 
scintillating in 70 flaming channels, and 70 shining beams, in the centre 
of the firmament ; and 70 other stars will borrow their l ight from i t .  
And it i s  t o  shine and flame seventy days ; o n  the sixth day it  wi l l  be 
seen on the 2 5 th day of the 6th month, and on the 7th day, it will dis · 
appear at the expiration of 70 days. On the first day it will be seen in 
the (or, one) city (of the Empire) of Rome ; t and on that day the three 
principal walls of Rome and the great temple (or, hall), will fall, and 
the ruler of that city will die, thus that star will be extended to be seen 
in the world. And at that time, mighty wars will be waged in all the 
four sides of the world, and no fai th (faithfulness) will be found among 
them, and in the middle of the world. When that star shines in the 
middle of the firmament, a great king will arise and rule in the world, 
and proudly look down upon all the kings, and make war in  two direc
tions and be victorious over them. But on the day of the disappearance 
of the star, the entire holy land will quake in 45 miles circumference 
round about the spot where the Temple stood. And a cave from beneath

llze earth will be opened, and a fire will burst forth from it, with a bright 
conflagration (or general burning) . And from that cave a large and 
powerful bird t will grow supreme and rule over the world, and to 
him the government shall be given, and the exalted saints will disappear 
as naught before him. And thus King Messiah will be revealed in all 
the world, and to him the government will be given ; and on his appear
ance, the children of the world will meet with trouble after trouble, and 
Israel's adversaries will grow strong ; thus the spirit of the Messiah will 

• In the Brody and Amsterdam editions, iii, f. Balak, p. 2 1 26 ;  in the Cremona ed.

f Balak, fol . 98, col. J· 
t In the Cremona Edition, " Rome " is omitted.

t One version says �1jl opli, i. e . ,  bird, doubtless meaning a gnat angel, another

says r\Jjl anafo, i. e., branch.
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be aroused against them, and he wil l  make an end of the guilty Edom, 
and all the land of Edom he will burn in fire. Thus it is .written : ' And 
Israel shall do valiantly. ' ." (Numb. xxiv, 1 8 . )  Or as this passage says 
in full, ' And Edom shall be a possession and Seir also a possession as his 
enemies (the enemies of Israel) ,  and thus Israel will do valiantly. ' And 
at that time the Holy One, blessed be He ! will resurrect the dead of his 
people, and make death forgotten among them, and thus ' the right hand 
of YHVH does valiantly ; I shall not die but I shall live ' (Ps. cxviii, 15 ) .  
'And Saviours shall come upon Mount Zion , '  etc. (Obadiah i ,  2 1 .) 
' And YHVH shall be king over all the earth, etc. ' " (Zechar. xiv, 9 . ) 

Now from this quotation in full from the Zohar, i t  is evident that the 
prophesying writer had in view a very distant future, in which all these 
particulars were to be fulfilled, and that all of them had to come to pass for

the venjication of I he prediction " so that the occurrence of one or two of 
the events indicated, could not be looked upon as satisfying the require
ments of the whole. The number 70 is prominent therein, and is in the 
manner of Daniel (ix, 24) and other places in the Old Testament, in 
which 70 is a prominent figure ; the 6th and 7th day, i. e . , the Sabbath 
eve and Sabbath day, terminate the Hebrew week and complete in them
selves the end, content, and object, of all the days of the week ; and so 
they do as regards the ten weeks = 70 days ; the 6th month ends the
civil  year, and the 25 th of that month is not a more definite number 
than 70 is, but as all these events are to happen in thefature, the date as 
to month and day, may be considered as gratuitously admitted and 
made use of, in the same sense, as if the 25 th of the 6th month, 
i. e. , Elul, of the year. The Zohar does not }ix it. But some of the 
critics adverse to the antiquity of the Zohar assume to find in the above 
quoted Zoharic passage, or a garbled statement of part of it, a reference 
to incidents which have occurred in past history, if not in one century, 
then in another, from one or two minor items therein, admitting of a 
forced interpretation , on the ground of similarity. They point to three 
or four different events, in as many different periods, in which these 
things are said to have happened ; and although each differs from the 
other in his surmises, their followers accept their various distorted and 
differing statements instead of rejecting them, and indeed the entire 
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criticism founded thereon ; on the ground of its uncertainty, apparent
bias and forced construction. Instead of th is, among others Dr. Gins
burg, seizes on the various statements and endeavors to formulate from 
them a most plausible one against the Zoharic writings, and exclaims, 
Here is the unassailable evidence, " that this Thesaurus of the Kabbalah 
is the production of the thirteenth century. "* He states as if an uncon
troverted fact, that " the Sohar (Zohar sic) records events which tran
spired in 1 2 64 A. D. , "  and then endeavors to support this by a mutilated 
fragment of the above quotation, intermixed within the  quotation marks, 
with statements not in the original . This writer in this and in other 
places in his work on the Qabbalah, seems to speculate upon the credu
lity and want of expert knowledge of the subject, in the reader, us ing 

. garbled and detached fragments from the Zohar, to evidence its being a 
modern book of the XIIIth century, and everywhere showing an evident 
bias against it. We call attention, among others, to the mistranslation of 
yomah qadma-ah, i .  e., " on the first day " by " On the day preceding [its 
disappearance, i. e. , October 2nd], " the verse concluding " thus that star 
will be extended to be seen in the world " for 70 consecutive days. 

Dr. Adolph Jellinek's statement is : " As many scholars still ascribe to 
this book (the Zohar), a great antiquity, I will show there is mentioned 
in it the date of August 2 2nd, 1 280. We read Zohar i i i ,  2 1 2b as follows : 
' God is prepared to rebuild Jerusalem, and shall let a wondrously bright 
star be visible-which shall be seen for seventy days. It shall be visi
ble on Friday, the 25 of Elul, and disappear on Saturday, at the end of 
seventy days. On the first day (i. e. , 25 th of Elul), it shall be visible in 
Romet-and on that day three h igh walls and a great temple shall fall  and 
the Regent shall die. ' This passage is made plain from the following 
calculation : In the year 1 280, Rosh ' Hodesh Elul (the new moon of 
Elul) happened on Sunday and Monday-on the 29th of July-conse
quently the 25th of Elul = 2 2nd day of August fell on Thursday, on the
evening of which the star became visible-the seventy days of which 

* Dr. GinsLurg, work cited, p. 85.

t In  the Crt:mona Edition of the Zobar, Rome is omitted, probably from regard to 

the Censorship. This reference in the MSS. was probably to Pagan Rome, the Zohar 

bas however, been printed in the time of Catholic Rome. 
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ended Friday evening-which evening is counted in the day following, 
i. e. , Saturday, and on Thursday, the 25 th of Elul, 1 040 (?5040) A.M. , 
or the 2 2nd August, 1 280, Pope Nicholas , III, died in Rome. His 
successor was Martin IV, whom Abraham Abulafia endeavored to con
vert the following year. "* 

In January, 1 85 6, Dr. B. Zuckermann,t referring to this statement by 
Dr. Jellinek, says : " On the one side are those who ascribe great age to 
the Zohar, on the o�her those who claim for it a late origin. The proofs 
are taken by the respective sides, either from external marks or the dates 
alluded to in the Zohar itself, as to the latter, they are not anywhere 
given in such an unequivocal manner as not to admit of various construc
t ions. They have therefore to be confirmed by other well-known histori
cal facts, and without a full confirmation of them, the door is open to 
hypothesis, and even the latter is subject to limitation. From such 
·statements we must be able to deduce the facts under investigation in a
plain manner, if not .with mathematical certainty, at least with some 
probability. If an historical mark is given, at the very least. the most 
important india"a must find an explanation, if  they are to lead to a result. 
If we only take one solitary instance out of it ,  without considering the 
rest, then the hypothetical construction is founded on a very feeble basis 
and soon crumbles. " Dr. Zuckermann then cites the Zoharic passage 
given by Dr. Jellinek, and continues : " Several facts are asserted : 1st .  
The rebuilding of Jerusalem. 2nd. The appearance and disappearance 
of certain natural phenomena. 3rd. The falling of three high walls and 
a great temple. 4th. The death of a ruler. The explanation of Dr. 
Jellinek does not mention in what relation the year 1 280 stands to the re
building of Jerusalem ; and it further omits the phenomena of Nature. " 
Dr. Zuckermann then advances a new hypothesis, and says : " In the 
year 4 1 2 7  A.M.,  367 A. D. ,  the 25th Elul, fell on Thursday. In this 
year mention is made by three authors, Hevel, Lubinczki and Casius, of 
the appearance of a comet (in splendour) like the light of the planet 

* Bel lra-llfidraslr. Leipzig. 1 855.  Vol . iii. Introduction pp. xxxvii-xxxviii .

t Frankel's Monatuhrift fti r  Gtschiclrtt und Wissmulrafl dts .J11dt11tlrums. Vol. · v .
Leipzig. 1 85 6. p .  27 .  

6 



Venus, which was visible in the daylight.* About this time the Roman 
Emperor Julian, the Apostate, issued a commandment for the rebuilding 
of the Temple in  Jerusalem, and as history tells us, many labourers went 
there, and when the construction was commenced, i t  was prevented by 
the sudden falling of several walls. Further commands of the Emperor 
were now looked for, but he fell in battle against the Persians. Here 
upon comparison the date corresponds, as the 2 5 th Elul fell on Thursday, 
and the most important event, the natural phenomena, is without doubt 
that in relation to Jerusalem, it and the death of the Roman emperor 
about this time are ascertained, the objection is, h istorians give the date 
of the death of Julian as in the year 363 A. D. This could be met, in 
that in the (book) Zemach David by David Gans, it gives 367 as the year, 
and the author of the Zohar, whoever he may be, might have taken the 
same date, therefore with greater justice the year 4 1 2 7  A.M.  or 367 A.D. 
could be used for the explanation of this passage. "  

I n  the same year Dr. B .  Beer, noticed theset statements of Dr. Jellinek 
and Dr. Zuckermann, and says of the latter, that he admits Julian was 
dead when the comet mentioned appeared-Julian died far from Rome, 
June 26, 363 A .D. ,  the comet appeared 367 A. D.-so that we have to go 
to the very uncertain source of David Gans, to suppose that both events 
occurred at the same time, and that such an exact designation of the 
days, as i t  has been assumed we find in the Zo�ar, is not likely to refer 
to the time of Julian. Either the Zohar is older than the IVth century 
or it is, as some · critics suppose, a great deal later, and therefore this 
allusion to an occurrence a long time past is not to be thought of. 
The walls of the Temple of Jerusalem did not, according to the ac
counts, fall, but flames broke out of the ground and prevented the 
prosecution of rebuilding. The passage in the Zohar must be taken in 
its true spirit, i t  is not expressed that ' just at that time ' Jerusalem 
shall be rebuilt, in the introduction it is said, that some (of that which 
is narrated) will occur in this time, some later and some, only in 
the days of the Messiah. Dr.  Beer, seeing that the old are without 

* As Venus sometimes is. Myer.

t Comp. Frankel's Monatschrift for Gestlliclile und Wissensdzaft des /wmth•1111s. 

Vol. v .  Leipzig, 1 856, pp. 1 5 8-16o. 



support, now advances a new theory, saying : " According to my view 
the passage refers neither to 1 280 or 367 ,  but to 1 264. In the last men
tioned year, the great comet became visible from the end of July to the 
2nd of October, especially in Rome, which comet is again expected in 
our days. It showed itself magnificently with a sabre-like tail 1 00° long, 
and appeared on the same day on which Pope Urban IV died-Compare 
scientific appendix to the Official Leipzig Gazette, of 1 7th January, 1856 ,  
p. 1 9 .-lt  was believed that this large comet was a precursor of h is death.
At the time, there occurred several insurrections and fights in  and about 
Rome, the insurgents looked for the flying Pope in Orvieto, and the 
large and firm castle of Vincemento fell finally into their hands, the Pope 
had to be carried away in a sedan chair to save his l ife, became sick on 
the road and died on the 2 nd day of October.* After his (the Pope's} 
death, a relaxation in the Roman Catholic belief took place, even the 
festival of Corpus Christi, introduced by him, fell into oblivion. The 
cardinals were a long time choosing a successor, the Ghibellines seriously 
thought of wresting from the Papacy the temporal power. The Latin 
Empire a short time before had fallen into the hands of the Greeks, in 
Germany no Emperor existed, and great confusion reigned ; not long 
aftenvards Jerusalem was wrested from the Christian crusaders. The 
comet disappeared October 2nd, if we count back seventy days, then it 
first became visible the 2 5 th of July. This day in 1 264 fell on Friday. 
The 2nd of October, 1 264, when the comet was seen for the last time, fell 
on Thursday, therefore i t  had disappeared on Friday evening. On the 
2nd of October, when it was yet visible, the strong castle fell into 
the hands of the insurgents, whereby possibly some walls might have 
fal len yet this is not mentioned, and Pope Urban IV died ."  So Dr. 
Beer. 

Now we say, against this statement, the great comet of 1 264 was dis
covered July 1 4th, some say July 1 st, 1 264.t The duration of visibility 

* Muratori, Hist. of Italy. Part viii, p. 72. Hist. of the Popes. i i i ,  235. De la

Gournerie,  Rome chretimne tome i, p. 425, and other authentic sources, especially 

Raumer. Hist. of the Hohenstauffen's. Part iv, p. 49 1 . Ed. 1 824. 

t See Comelographu, 4to, Paris. 



was three months. Some say four months. Its tail was 1 00° long.* It 
was seen in China on the 26th July, and was visible four months. t 
Watson says the comet of 1 264 was first seen about July 1st, and attained 
its greatest brilliancy, in the latter part of August and beginning of Sep
tember, and that it was last seen the evening of the 3rd (2nd ?) of Octo
ber, the date of the death of Urban IV. 

Urban IV had declared a holy war against Manfred, king of Sicily. 
The papal army at first was successful, but finally Manfred was victorious 
and laid siege to Rome. His ·army was composed almost entirely of 
Saracens. The Pope retired to Orvieto, fifty miles from Rome. This 
was in 1 26 1 .  He was afterwards driven from that city by the citizens, 
and although sick, was transported in a l itter as far as Perugia, where he 
died October 2nd, 1 264. t 

We have now seen that three attempts, all differing, made by Drs. 
Jellinek, Zuckermann,  and Beer, to prove a modern date for the Zohar, 
from the passage cited, are not warranted by historical data. The comet 
appears to have been visible according to some astronomers as early as 
July 1st, the latest say July 1 7 . Chinese and European observers noted 
it .  The duration was either ninety or one hundred and twenty days. 
Pingre says the latter. The day of the death of Urban IV appears to 
be fixed, but not the exact day of the appearance and disappearance of 
the comet, all astronomers agree it was visible not only during the seventy 
days mentioned in the Zohar, but for a longer time. If the Zohar was 
written after these facts, why did it not state the facts as they had actually 
occurred ? Does anything given, support an hypothesis as to any of the 
dates given by the three writers mentioned ? What as to the rebuilding of 

* Chamber's Astronomy. Bk. iv. c. 6. p. 338. c. 3.  p. 308. Cometic Orbits, etc.,

by Edward J. Cooper. Dublin. 1 852. pp. 1 4-1 5,  37, 68, 1 73. Mtmoirts dt f Aeadtmit, 

by Pingre. Paris. 1 76o. pp. 1 79-203. Delambre. VoL 3, p. 4 18. 

t Cooper, work cited, 68. Zach's Correspondence, Vol. 5, p. 342. Philos. Trans.

Vol. 10, p. 209-210. Also Treatise on Comets, by James C. Watson, Philadelphia. 

1 86 1 .  pp. 86-88, 9'>-94. 95, 96. 

t Life and Times of the Roman Pontiffs by Artaud de l\fontor. Eng. Trans. New 

York. 1 867. pp. 435-438. Bower's Hist. of the Popes. Dublin. 1 768. pp. 353-

361 . Complete Hist. of the Popes of Rome, &c., by Louis Marie de Cormenin. Eng. 

trans. Philadelphia. 1 85 1 .  Vol. ii. p. 6-8. 
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Jerusalem, the advent of the Messiah, the appearance of the star for 
seventy days, the disappearance on Thursday, October 2nd, 1 264, not 
Friday or Saturday, at the end of seventy days, the falling of the three 
high walls of Rome, and of the great palace, (of Rome) ? Is it not l ikely 
that the prophecy is a false one or is yet to be fulfilled ? 

. It may be interesting to the reader to know that the idea of a new star 
to appear in the heavens, to precede the coming of the Messiah is very 
ancient ; the Aggad ot h Meshia c It, i. t. , Messiah Haggadot h, commences : 

" 'A  star shall come out of  Jacob. ' There i s  a Ba'rai-thah in the name 
of the Rabbis : As to the heptad (seven) in which the Son of David 
cometh :-in the first year, there will not be sufficient nourishment ; and 
in the second year the arrows of famine will be launched ; in the third 
great famine ; in the fourth, neither famine nor plenty ; in the fifth, great 
abundance, and the star shall shine forth from the East, and this is the 
Star of the Messiah. And it will shine from the East for fifteen days, 
and if it be prolonged, it will be for the good of Israel ; in the sixth, will 
be sayings (voices) and announcements (hearings) ; in the seventh, wars, 
and at the close of the seventh, the Messiah is to be expected. "* A simi
lar statement is in the Apocalypse of Elijah. t Also the Chapters about 
the Messiah ; t and, The Mysteries of Shim-on ben Yochai, § where we 
read of a Star in the East, to appear two years before the birth of the 
Messiah . 

So also the Zohar says, concerning lht appearance of lht Messiah. R. 
Shim-on (b. Yo'hai) l ifted up his hands, wept, and said : " Woe to him 
who shall live to see the time (of the Messiah) ! salvation to him who 
shall live to see it ! For when the Holy Blessed One shall come, to con
sider the Unfruitful One, He will see, who has remained true to her, who 
is still found by her, and what have been the individual deeds of each 
one : but He will not find any just one, as it says :-' And I looked, 
and no helper was there . '  (Is. lxii i ,  5 .) And then affliction upon 

• From the Acgadotli Mtsliiaclz, i. t., Messiah Haggadoth ; cited in Dr. Adolph

Jellinek's Bd lza-/lfidraslz. Leipzig. 1 855. Part i ii, p. xxviii, 141-143.

t .lbid., p p . 65-68. 

l Ibid., pp. 68-78. 
� !hid., pp. 78-82� 
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affliction will come upon Israel. ' Happy lot to him who shall l ive to 
see that time ! '  Because he who is persistent in the faith shall attain to 
the joy of the King. Of that time it says : ' I  will refine them as silver 
is refined, and try them as gold is tried. ' (Zech. xiii, 9 . )  After those 
tribulations have been poured out over Israel, and after the nations, 
together with their kings, shall have taken common counsel over the same, 
and have devised many pernicious precepts, in which all will coincide, so 
that such distress shall follow, that the last (distress, on account of its 
severity), shall cause the first to be forgotten ; then a pillar of fire shall 
appear, which shall, for forty days, reach from heaven to earth, and be 
visible to all the nations of the earth. On this day will the King, the 
Messiah, come forth from the Garden of Eden, from the place called 
i1i1Y IP• qan tzippor, i. e. , the Bird's  Nest, and will appear in Galilee.
And on the day of his arrival there, the whole world shall tremble, and 
all the children of the world shall hide themselves in the holes and caves, 
because they cannot any more think of salvation. As to this it says : 
' And they shall go into the holes of the rocks, and into the caves of the 
earth, for fear of YHVH, and before the Glory * of His Majesty, when 
He arriveth to terrify the earth ' (Is. ii, 19). ' For the fear of YHVH, '

that is the trembling of the whole world, ' Before the Glory of His 

Majesty, ' that is, the Messiah ; ' 1¥/un He an'seth, lo terrify the earth, '

that is, when he (the Messiah) shall arise and appear i n  Galilee. For the 
reason, that Gali lee was the first destroyed of the provinces of the holy 
land, he will therefore first reveal himself in it. From thence he will 
stir up war against the whole world. After the expiration of the forty 
days, in which will be visible before the eyes of  the world the pillar of 
fire, reaching from earth to heaven, and the Messiah shall have revealed 
h imself, there shall become visible a star from the East, shining in all 
colours t beside seven other stars surrounding it. From all sides they 
will carry on war with it, three times a day for seventy days, which all 
the inhabitants of the world will see. But the Star (in the East) will 

* The She'kheen-ah.

t The Old Testament, Bileam, son of Beor, says : " I  shall see him, but not now ; I 

shall look upon him, but not nigh. There will come a Star out of Jacob, And a Scep

tre will rise out of Israel, etc. " 



fight against the others, with beaming sparks of fire, flaming and spark
ling, and will force itself against them so violently upon all sides, that it 
will swallow them every night, but eject them again every morning, so as 
to renew the war before the eyes of the entire world. This shall continue 
for seventy days. After these sevency days shall expire, the star with the 
Messiah shall become invisible for twelve months. Then shall the pillar 
return as before, and the Messiah will hide himself in it. but (the pillar) 
itself shall be invisible. After twelve months the Messiah, hidden in the 
pillar of fire, shall be taken into heaven, where he will receive power and 
the Crown (Kether) of the Kingdom (Malkhuth) . But when he again 
descends, then that pillar of fire will again become visible before the eyes 
of the world. Then the Messiah will reveal h imself, and many nations 
will gather themselves to him, and he will cause war on the whole world. 
About this time that the Holy Blessed One shall stir up His power against 
the nations of the world ; the King, the Messias, will become known in 
the world, and all the kings of the world will mutually band together, to 
fight against him. But also many nations, descended from the rejected 
Jews, shall come up united with them (the nations) to carry on war 
against the Messiah, the King. Then for fifteen days the world shall be 
in darkness, in which a great many of israel shall die. "* 

This refers to " the latter days. " The reference has therefore been 
applied to the coming of the Messiah. The celebrated astronomer Kepler 
formed a theory, that Jupiter and Saturn were in conjunction in the 
Zodiacal Constellation of Pisces, the Fishes, and the fish is the astrologi
cal symbol of Judea, in the latter half of the year of Rome 747, and were 
joined to Mars in 748. This would be about six years before the com
menc:ement of our common era. Wieselert has applied the theory of 
Kepler, in conjunction with a discovery that he has made from Chinese 
astronomical tables, which show that in the year of Rome 750, a comet 
appeared in heavens, and was visible for seventy days. t 

* Zohar ii, fol. 7, col. 2, Amsterdam Ed. ; ibid. ii, fol. 53, Sulzbach Ed.

t Cltronolog. Synopse der 4 Evangtlun. Hamburg. 1 843. 
t Compare Kitto's Biblical Cyclop., Ed. 1 876. Vol. iii, pp. 89o--891.  Rev. Wm. 

H ale's Chronology. Lond., 1 830. Vols. i, 74 ; ii, 1 99-209. Cahen's Great French 

Bible. Vol. 4, p. 1 22, Note 17 .  Our Christian era was introduced by Dionysius 
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" The King, the -Messiah, shall appear in the land of Galilee. A star 

in the eastern heaven, shall swallow (or absorb) seven stars in the north, 
and a flame of black fire* shall hang in the heavens for sixty days, and 
there shall be wars towards the north carried on in the world, two kings 
perishing in the north in these wars. Then all the nations shall combine 
together against the dominion (pal�ces) of Jacob, in order to expel it 
from the world. ' '  t 

VIII. In this objection Dr. Ginsburg says : " The Sonar, in assigning
a reason why its contents were not revealed before, says that the ' time in 
which R. Simon ben Jochai l ived was peculiarly worthy and glorious, and 
that it is near the advent of the Messiah, '  for which cause this revelation 
was reserved till the days of R. Simon , to be communicated through him. 
Yet, speaking elsewhere of the advent of the Messiah, the Sohar, instead 
of placing it in the second century when this Rabbi l ived ,/orge/s itself. 
and says-' When the 6oth or the 66th year shall have passed over the 
threshold of the sixth millennium (A. M. 5060-66 = A . D. 1 300-1 306) the 
Me5;5iah will appear ' (Sohar i, n 6a, 1 1 7b ;  comp. also iii, 2 5 2a) ; thus 
showing that the author l ived in the XIII century of the Christian era." 

The numbers 6 and 7 were favored by the ancient Rabbis as alluding 
to the sacredness of the Sabbath eve and the Sabbath day. If Dr. Gins
burg had looked a little further in the paragraph, from which he takes 
the quotation just given, he would have found : " In every sixt of the sixth 
Exiguus, a Roman abbot in the Vltb century (525 A.D.) ,  and came into general use 

two centuries later, during the reign of Cb:ulemagne. This put the nativity of Jesus as 
happening upon December 25, 754 Anno Ur/Ji1, i. '· • after the founding the City of

Rome. The early patristic writings distinguish between the Conception or Annuncia

tion, with which they identify the Incarnation, and the Nativity (Matt. i ,  18). Since 

the time of Charlemagne, the two appear to bavt- been used synonymously. Comp. 

ldeler. Chronology, ii, JS I  a uq. Gieseler. Church History. New York. 1857. 

Vol. 1 1  59 '' uq. This date is wrong by at least four years. Jesus can. therefore be 

considered as having been born A. U. 750 or B. C . 41 and likely earlier. See Hist. 

of the Christian Church by Philip Schaff. New York. 1 88:z. pp. I 1 1- 1 27, and 

Gieseler. Church History fast above cited. 

• Black fire is visible light, as distinct from " white fire," diaphanous l ight.

t Zobar i, fol. 1 191 Amsterdam Ed. ; ibid. i, fol 74 , Sulzbach Ed.

t l Yau (V) = 6, separated from the l"'I Heb (H) of nm• i. '� YHVH during Israel's
dispersion. 



thousand (year) the n increases in strength until it recovers its former
degrees, and then in the six hundredth year of the sixth (thousand) the
gates of Supreme Wisdom will be opened, and so shall the fountains of 
the lower wisdom (i. e . ,  Malkhuth, i. e. , the Kingdom) , and the world
will be suitably fitted to enter into . the seventh (thousand), like a man
who prepares himself on the sixth day at sunset, to enter into the Sab
bath. So also here, and thy token* is to be found in Genesis vii, 1 1 ,  viz : 
' In the six hundredth year of Noah's  life, etc. , were all the fountains of 
the great deep broken up, and the flood-gates of heaven were opened. ' " 

A little further on R. Yo-seh approving of the interpretation above 
given by R. Yehudah, " as a very ingenious observation on the two let· 
ters n (H = 5) and 1 (V = 6 of m n• iL. , YHVH), " reminds his hearers
of the well-known fact, "that tlulime of Israd 's redemption is kntnun only

to God, and is mlirdy depend ml on Him and also depend ml on tNir good 

or bad conduce, according to Isaiah Ix, 2 2 .  ' I  YHVH will hasten i t  in its 
time. ' If they are worthy ' I will hasten it ! ' If they are not worthy, ' In 
its time. ' " 

This conclusively shows, that the Rabbins of the Zoharic writings did not 
attempt to determine the time of the advent of the Messiah, and that the 
remarks upon the letter 1 ·= 6, in connection with the t ime of the re
demption of Israel, are to be considered only as complete at the close of 
the six thousand of the years fixed, but not at a definite period . This 
shows that the remark that " the Sohar, instead of placing it in the second 
century when this Rabbi '(S. b. Y.) lived, forgets itself, etc. " is incorrect.
The Talmud, Treatise Sankdnn 9 7a, supports our view : " The disciples 

of lk house (or school) of Elijah leach, the world is to exist six thousand
years, two thousand years of which are to be desolate, t two thousand years 
blessed with the Thorah, and two llwusand years of the time of the Mes
siah ; but on account of the multitude of our sins, there have passed away 
from them that many that have passed :-" on which Rashi comments : 
" 1 72  years before the completion of the 4000 years the Temple was 
destroyed, and at the termination of these 1 72 years, the 2000 years ot 
the Thorah (i. e. , 4000 years of the world) were completed, etc. But as

* Which may be used by thee to rely on, because of its being a Biblical verse.

t To-,,oo, i. t. , without the Tborab, says Rasbi, in bis Commentary.



regards the 2000 years of the Messiah, these last ought to have_ come im
mediately after the expiration of the 2000 years of the Thorah, and the 
Kingdom of Wickedness ought to have ceased, and with it, also the servi
tude of Israel. Our manifold sins, however, have caused the Messiah not 
to appear at the end of 4000 years, and of the third 2000 years there 
have already passed away those which belong to the past, and he is still 
prevented from coming. ' '  The same passage is in the Talmud, Treatise 
Abodah Zarah 9a. Rashi on it, says : " The world is destined to stand 
si:c thousand years according to the number of the days of the week, but 
the seventh day is the Sabbath, and in the 7oooth year, the world shall 
rest. The first 2000, etc ; "  as above. The Zohar says the period of R. 
Shim-on was " near the advent of the Messiah,"  * and the Talmud 
describes the 2000 years following the period of the Thorah, as the Mes
sianic pedod,- consequently " the Zohar does--no/-forget itself, "  when 
speaking of the emancipation of Israel as to happen at a favourable 
moment, prior lo Int expiration of the 2000 years of the Messianic period,
which period is still in existence, nor is the Zohar mistaken in mention. 
ing the Messianic period as that near which R. Shim-on lived .  The 
Temple was destroyed A. D. 70 + 1 72 = 242 A.D. as the completion of 
the 4000 years according to Rashi . R. Shim-dn lived circa 1 90 A. D. , 
therefore near 242 A.D. ,  the beginning of the Messianic period of 2000

years, the last third of the 6000 years of the world's standing at any 
period of six, or sixty or si:X hundred days or years, which the Zohar 
terms an " outpouring of heavenly wisdom upon the world, " and which 
the Talmud calls : " the emancipation of Israel. " St. Paul and the early 
Christians were also daily expecting such a second advent, and the whole 
orthodox Christian and Jewish world are still expecting every day an 
advent, the last of a Messiah, the first of a second coming of Christ. 
How this Zoharic statement shows that the Zohar was written in the 
XIIIth century we do not comprehend. 

IX. This includes several objections which will be answered more fully
in the body of this writing. The doctrine of transmigration of souls is 
undoubtedly very old among the Jews, we note especially the Levirate 

* We adopt the reading " of the Messiah " although this word does not occur in the

passage quoted. 



Marriage, and it is mentioned, either posit ively or inferentially, in a 

number of places in the New Testament as if an undoubted tenet. We 
also refer the reader to Dr. Ginsburg's o wn note, on his work cited, 
page 43. The Midrashim and Talmud are not altogether silent about it .  
St. Jerome says : " HO!c impia and sulerala doeln·na olim in ..£gyplo ana

On"tnlis parlibus versabatur, and nunc abseondile, quasi in /ova·s viper

arum apud plerosque versalur, illarumq parlium polluil purilalem, ana 

quasi haredi1an·o malo, urpil in paucis, ul perumial ad plun·mos, tic. "* 

Showing us that it was an esoteric docln·ne among llu early Christians, bu/

u•as considered as traditional and intrusled only lo /ht sdecl few. Origen 
believed in it. See his writings which are full of it. It existed for cen
turies before the time of Jesus among many of the Oriental peoples, and 
is notably to-day to be found among the followers of the Buddhistic and 
Brahminical religions. 

X. Objection is answered in the general statements in this book. 

XI and XII. These objections have been and will be further answered, 
in this book. t 

XIII. .{( the Zohar contains passages which are similar to those which
M. d. Leon has in his own writings, it is only evidence that he copied 
them from the original Zoharic MSS . ,  which he then had in his posses
sion. The passage quoted from Ps. xlvi, 8, by M. d. Leon, is correctly 
quoted, and is also to be found in the MSS. cited in Dr. Kennicott's 
large work : Vt/. Test. Hebr. , Cum. variis Lulionibus. Oxford, 1 7 76-
80 .  2 vols . ,  folio, in a number of  MSS. cited by  h im,  and in Rossi's Van·a 

Luliones to the Hebrew Bible,t also in the edition of the Psalms, in 
Hebrew, published by Elia Benamozegh in Livomo, in these Elohim is in 
both Ps. xlvi, 8 ,  and Ps. xlxvi, 5 .

In  the Commentaries o n  the Pentateuch, b y  the great Qabbalist Elia 

* Epislol. Hieronymous n d  Dtmttriadem, dt uruanda virginitalt. Hitronymi Slri

donmsis, Opera omnia 'l'"E tzla111, tic. Pans. r546. Tom. i, p. 22, E. 

t Anlt, pp. s6 et stt/. and in other places. 

t See Bi6/ia Ht6raita a Bmj. Kmnuotto ; and J. B. de-Rossi, by Christopher Doeder

lein. Halle. 1 8 18 .  



Benamozegh of Leghorn,* are statements favorable to the antiquity of 
the Zohar, we here give some of them in a condensed form, adding some 
comments of our own. 

Genesis xxxvii, 36, is : Joseph was sold by the Yishmael ites to Potiphar 
u•n·s Par-oh, i. e. , a sin·s of Pharao,"  i. e . , a prominent officer of the 
household, who by the ancient custom of archaic Oriental countries, was 
a sa-ras, i. e. , eunuch ;t in the Syriac, sa-ri-so. So the Talmudists use 
the verb o.,oo mt' sa-res, to geld, emasculate, eradicate, in the meaning 
of the kindred verb to!tef sha,.raish, to pull up by the roots, to extirpate. 

Onkelos-flourished drca 50 B . C. - 1 0 A. D.-says, in his Targum as 
to this : rabba d' Phar·oh, a prince of Pharaoh, leaving undecided the 
question, whether he was an eunuch or not. However, in the East, a 
sense of importance, dignity and eminence, was connected with being an 

eunuch, and the Zohar looking upon celibacy as a merilOTious 11u·ng, if ils 

motive be a spiritual one, calls the Talmidai 'Hakhameem, i. e. , Disciples 
of the Wise, those who occupy themselves with the study of the Word of 
God, sd-n'-sim, i. e. , eunuchs. This designation is never found in the 
Talmud, but we find it in the New Testament, Matt. xix, 1 1-1 2,  spoken 
of as if an esoteric thing. This passage in the New Testament, can only 
be thoroughly understood from a Zoharic point of view .t  It is quite evi
dent, that the Zoharic passage which uses the term under discussion, in 
the same secret sense which underlies it in the words of Jesus, must have 
been in existence in his time if not before, and the Zohar cannot be 
assumed to have copied it from Matthew. Most likely Jesus of Nazareth 
and Shim-on b. Yo'hai received many of their teachings from the same 
school, that of the Secret Learning, which accounts for the fact that the 
Zoharic writings have so many points in common with the New Testa
ment, Philo and the early Patristic literature. 

• Le Penta/� avu t:omm�nl. aim le'miqralz, i. e., mother to the reading, el aim 

lt'massoretlz, i. e. , mother to the tradition ; illustr. et rulzerclus j>lzilol., t:ritiquu, 

art:lzeo/. el st:imtif. par Elia Bmamozeglz. S v ol Livorno. 1 862. 

f Comp. Is. lvi, 3, 4, S ; Dan. i, 3, 4, 7, 1 1 , 1 8 ; II Kings xx, 1 8 ; I Kings xxi i ,  9 ;

II  Kings viii, 6 ;  Ibid. xxv, 19, etc. Kitto's Cyclop. Bib. Liter., Ed. 1 876, iii, 358 ; 

i, 84B-9. 

t Comp. Josephus. Antiq. iv, c. 8, � 40. 
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The Church Father Origen followed this text literally. *  Indeed this 
Father adopted many of the opinions of the older Qabbalists. 

Exodus ii, 6, 10. The Hebrew periodical Bikku-reh Ha-illim, i. e. ,

The First Fruits of the Times, Ed. Vienna. 1 8 29 .  p. 1 8, says : " As 
to the opinion that Moses occurs in the ancient history of Egypt under 
the name of Typhon, we are unable for the present to examine into the 
correctness of; we will however say, that Typhon was said to be red 

haired (Artapanus, Eusebius Prep. Ev. Ed. Paris, Vol. i i ,  p. 35),  but 
we do not know from what source it has been taken, that Moses was red. " 
I f  the writer had consulted the Zohar, he would have found, Vol. i ,  p .  28,

B' sar d' Mosheh soomaq, i. e . ,  the flesh of Moses was deep red, and to i t  
refers the saying : The face of Moses was 1 ike the  face of the  sun . No
where else in Hebrew l iterature does this or a similar statement occur. 
The statement 1s a proof in favour of the asserted fact, that the Egyptians 
embodied the l ife of Moses in the history of their Typhon, and also 
shows the remote age from which the Zohar obtained i ts ideas. 

Leviticus xxiv, 1 5 .  " Whosoever curseth his God, shall bear his sin . " 
Josephus,t Philo Judreus and the Essenians, who were all under the in
fluence of the Secret Learning, agree in  this, that this law also prohibits 
men reviling the gods of the heathens. Strange to say, the Zohar, and 
no other Hebrew writing, explains this passage in the same way,t it dis
tinctly states that whosoever curses strange gods, which " God has im
parted to all nations, " §  shall bear his sin. The same idea is in  Ecclesi
asticus xxi, 30, not to curse Satan " lest one would forfeit his own life. " 
So in Jude, verses 8-1 0 .  Michael dared " not bring against him (Satan) 
a railing accusation, but said : the Lord rebuke thee. " I I  �ere is an 
instance of similar interpretations by these authori ties and the Zohar, 

* Mosheim Institutes of Eccles. History, etc ., by James Murdock, D. D., 1 1 th Ed.

London. 1 880. Hid century, ch. ii ,  p. 931 N. 3 .  Smith's Diet. Greek and koman 

Biog. iii, pp. 46-55. Kitto, work cited, i, 849. 

t Antiq. Bk. iv, c. viii, � 1 0, and contra. Apion Bk. ii ,  � 34.

t Zohar iii, p. 1066. 

� Deut. iv, 19 .

I I  Comp. Zech. iii, 2. II Peter ii, 1 �12.  Comp. The Speaker's Commentary, before

cited, N. T. iv, pp. 25 1-2 and notes ; also Jude. 9-
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from which we conclude, that the Zoharic ideas were in existence at the 
time of these authorities, most likely all being part of the Secret Tradi
tion. Even the Talmud has been influenced, for we read : *  " Satan 
appeared one day to a man who used to curse him daily, and said to him : 
Why dost thou this ? Consider that God himself would not curse me, 
but merely said : ' The Lord rebuke thee, Satan ! ' " 

We know that many parts of the Qur'an, especially that regarding the 
Pentateuch and its interpretations, were delivered by the Jews to Moham
med, who likewise prohibits the cursing of strange gods in the Qur'an . 
Is it reasonable to suppose, that the Zohar borrowed from the New Testa
ment and the Qur'an, for the benefit of the most secret and philosophical, 
and in some cases, the most pious and bigoted, of the Church of Israel, 
which is distinguished in the Zohar as, the very beloved daughter of

YHVH, His only btlovtd one ? The New Testament borrowed from the 
Traditional Secret Learning, the Metaphysical side of Judaism, and the 
Qur'an borrowed from the Jewish Secret Tradition and the Old and New 
Testaments. 

Numbers xii, 1 .  " He (Moses) had married an  Ethiopian woman . " 
The very rare and ancient book Dibreh hajyamim r Moshth, i. e. , The 
Chronicles of Moses, and Josephus in his Antiquities, t from whom Irenreus
cites in h is Fragments, relate in the History of Moses, that he was a gene
ral of the Egyptians against the Ethiopians,f whom he conquered, and 
that he married the king's daughter, none of which is in  the Old Testa
ment. Nor does the latter make mention of the father of Moses, called 
Amram, as having been a judge in Israel, a prophet, and a seer of visions ; 
as Josephus does in his first chapter of the Antiquities. Neither do we 
find this in the Talmud or the Midrashim, but it is in Maimonides, who 
l ived in Egypt, and it is in the Zohar. The Zohar never copied it from 
Maimonides, and it is doubtful from Josephus, whose writings were not 
known among the Jews for many centuries after, and when known, in 
comparatively recent times, were not considered as an authority of much 
w�ight. We must look for the Zoharic statement as belonging to the age, 

* Treat. Ki<ldwliem1, p. 8 1 .

f B k . i i , c . x .  

i Comp. Acts vii, 22. 
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when such traditions were i n  the custody of the initiated in the Sacred 
Secret Learning, the source of which was undoubtedly ancient. They 
were among : " The secret things belonging unto YHVH our Elohim. " 
(Dcut. xxix, 29 .  Numb. xi, 1 6-1 7 ,  24-30. Exod. xxxv, 3 1 ,  3 2 . )

Deuteronomy v i ,  8. " And thou shalt bind tlum for a st"pt upon tltiN

hand, and they shall be as front/els between t/u"ne eyes. " This law was 
considered by the ancient Israelites as l iterally to be followed, hence was 
the custom of wearing of the phylacteries or tephillin. Choirilos of Samos, 
(lived about 468-405 B. C .) ,  in his Epos " Persica," in which he immortal
izes the victory of the Athenians over Xerxes, writes of the Jews in the 
Persian army " And behind them came a numerous host of people, dis
tinct from all other people in their bearing and wearing apparel. Their 
language is like that of the Phcenicians, and they inhabit the mountains 
of Jerusalem. ' '  This ' ' wearing apparel ' '  by which they were distinguished, 
undoubtedly refers to the phylacteries, " the sign upon the hand " and 
the " front lets between the eyes, " and " the fringes on the borders of 
the garments. " * These were constantly worn by the males of the 
Israelites prior to the destruction of their '.f emple by the Romans. Sub
sequently the Rabbins limited the wearing of these external symbols of 
distinction, to the t ime and service of the morning prayer, and the former 
literal application of the Law was soon entirely forgotten. The Zohar, 
however, corroborates the statement by Choirilos, mentioning, t that 
" R  ' Heeyah and R. Yo-seh met a man in the garments prescribed by 
the Thorah, and carry ing arms (weapons) below them ."  This is also a 
proof of the antiquity of the book ; for unless this R ' Heeyah and R. 
Yo-seh lived in the very remote times, they hardly would have mentioned 
this incident which was lost and unknown, shortly after the destruction of 
the Temple, and is not mentioned in the Talmud. 

II Timothy iii, 8. " Now as Jannu and Jambres withstood Mous,

so do these, etc. " Comp. Exod. vii, I I ,  1 2. The Talmud speaks of 
two Egyptian magicians : ' '  Y o-haneh and Mareh ; ' '  and in the Zohar we 
have them as : " Yonos and Yombros. " Champollion-Figeac in Egypte 

Ancienne, p. 1 00 el uq. , mentions two magicians by the name of : Neupw 

* Numb. xv, 381 39.

t Zohar i, 2046. 



and Petosin"s, who lived in the t ime of Sesostris (i. e. ,  Rhameses II), from 
which two names the above two Talmudic names are perhaps a transla
tion : " Pel- Osin" ' '  means sacred to Osiris, as " Poti-pkera or Pete

phe' re " means, sacred to Phe'ri ; so Yo-haneh means, the favorite of God
('ln1• Yohaneh = pm• Yo-hannan or Joannes, Greek), and Necepso has
been considered the same name as Ne'kho* (Pharao Necho) which occurs 
in Jeremiah. 

We see the Zohar differs from the Talmud in the names. The two 
magicians who rose against Moses existed , and what the Talmudt says of 
them is also true. t The Zohar mentions them twice ; first as two magi
cians § and then as Bala-am' s  sons. I I  A marginal note to the first quota
tion, suggests them to be the same as the Yo-haneh and Mamreh of the 
Midrash Slte'molh Rabbah, ch. ix, 73c-and so they are. From all which 
we deduce. 

1 .  That the authorities of the Midrash, Talmud and Zohar, gathered 
from ancient t rustworthy sources, that which was also gathered from such 
sources and not rejected, by such men as Paul, Pliny and Eusebius. The 
latter two of whom had not any dP.alings with the Rabbins. 

2. Placing the two names according to the Midrash and Talmud, i. e. ,

Yo·haneh and Mamreh, on one side, and the other two of the Zohar, 
Yonos and Yombros, with the readings of Paul, Pliny and Eusebius, on 
the other, the comparison will result in showing the correctness of the 
Zoharic version in opposition to that of the Midrash and Talmud. 

3. The Zohar not agreeing with the Midrash and Talmud regarding
thest- two names, had either not seen or known them from these as its 
sources, or i t  would not have deviated from such great authorities in Juda
ism (first, because the matter docs not involve any question of such 
moment as to add any importance to it as a difference of opin ion ; and 
second, because in agreeing with the Talmud, the Zohar would have had 

* Ibid. , 102.

f Treat. Sanhedn"n. 

t Comp. Eusebius Prep. roangel, /ivre viii, ch. ix, /iv. ix ,  ch. xx vii ; Pastore!, llisto1rt 

de /a legislation Egypte, ch. xix ; Pliny, the elder, in lfistori<I nalura/is, li6. xxx, c. i .

He calls them , Jamne and Jotape. 

e Zohar ii, 1 9 1 .  

II Zohar iii, 1 94, also fol . 90, col. 2.
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the benefit of  the undisputed authority of  the  former). Consequently the 
Zoharic statement is of greater antiquity than the Talmud and Midrash. 
The Zohar in the main, agrees with the other statements, but it is not 
probable that the writers of  i t  knew of  them, or even i f  they did, they 
would not have copied from them as their sources. It, the Zohar, re
ceived the tradition from the more ancient sources, at the time when the 
names had not yet been corrupted, and were as yet even without the 
Talmudic adjustment of Yo-hatUh and Mamreh. The Zohar does not 
endeavor to give them a Hebrew or Aramaic appearance, it leaves them

in the on"gina/ Egyptian garb and shape, because ii had them from an orig

inal source, pn"or lo the Talmud. So says Benamozegh. This appa
rently insignificant item, is a strong piece of evidence for the antiquity 
of the Zohar. 

These names occur in other ancient Rabbinical l iterature as Yo-hanna 
and Mamreh, and as Yanes and Yambres, even as Yoannes (i. e . ,  Yohn = 
John) and Ambrosius. The latter in the Sha/shtleth Haq-qabba/ah, fol . 
1 3b. The Targum known as that of Yonathan ben Uzziel from a pre-Tal
mudic time,* invariably has, Yannes and Yambres,t the Zohar, also pre
Talmudic, always, Yonos and Yombros ; the Midrash Vaj-yosah, like the 
Talmud, Yohaneh and Mamreh. The latter are evidently Hebraiud, from 
the original Egyptian Yanes and Yambres or Jannes and Jambres, as 
Yonathan and St. Paul have it ,  whereas the Zoharic version may be 
ascribed to the predilection of the Syriac language for the vowel o instead 
of a. As to Champollion-Figeac' s  Neupso and Pttosiris, they designate 
the position of the two magicians rather than signify the names of the 
bearers. Pliny's Jamne and Jotape are undoubtedly a Latinized corrup
tion ; compare Jamnes of the Vulgate. As to their having been Bala-am's 
two sons, see the Targum of Yonathan in  Numbers xxii, 2 2, where " his 
two boys," (ne'arav) is taken in the sense of " his two sons. " This also 
accounts for the statement in Ambrosius : '.' Jamnu ti Jambru fralres

eranl Magi. ' '

The names of the magicians who opposed Moses, are also ment ioned in 

* Mo�t probably of the time of Je�us. Kitto's Cyclop. Biblical Liter., i i ,  304. See

however, ibid. , iii, 954 d uq. 
t Comp. Exod. vii ,  1 1 , � I 5, and Talmud, treatise, Sanludn"n, c. 9.

7 



the Gospel of Nicodemus, formerly called, the Acts of Pontius Pilate, 
(c. v, 5) as Jannes and Jambres. 

Apulius makes mention of Joannes, a great magician m istaken by Pius 
for St. John. In the book Dibreh lraj-yamim I' Mosheh, Chronicles of 
Moses, fol. 56 ,  they are called Yanne and Mamre, and are said to have 
been the two sons of Bala-am. 

Numenius Apamensis, a Greek philosopher of the Platonic-Pythagorean 
school, lived in the Ilnd century of our era. He preceded Ammonius 
Saccas, and belonged probably to the age of the Antonines. He is men
tioned by Clement of  Alexandria, Origen, Theoderet and Eusebius. In 
his book on the Good, Numenius relates the history of Moses and men
tions by name, Jannes and Jambres as the magicians, which is also stated 
by Aristobulus in his book dedicated to Ptolemy Philometer.* 

Gen . v, 24. " And Enoch walked with God, and he was not, for God 

look him. ' '  The ancient Rabbins of the Talmud and Midrashim disagree 
in their descriptions of 'Ha-nokh (Enoch) the son of Ye-red ; some even 
place him among the wicked, whilst others rank him with the pious, and 
a third class place him as intermediate between both. The Pe' siqlhah pro
nounces h im a " Sain t who entered Paradise alive, " so does Ben Sirach, 
and in the Tar gum Onkelos are two versions of the passage we have above 
quoted, apparently contradicting each other and yet both confirmatory of 
the opinion of Enoch's transportation into eternal l i fe. One reads : 
" And he was, for the Lord did not let him die, " and the other " And he 
was not, for the Lord did not let him die. " Josephus says : " And 
indeed as to Eliyah ,  and as to Enoch, who was before the Deluge, it is 
written i n  the Sacred Books that they disappeared, but so that nobody 
knew that they d ied. " t 

In the Midrash Pirqeh .R. Elieur, ch. 8, it says : " ' Ha-nokh trans-

* See Talmud, Treatise Mmad1oth, fol. 850, Origen (On/ra. Celsus. Bk. iv, c. x i. 

Eng. Ed., vol. i i ,  p. 2 1 8. Eusebius Pamph ilus Frap. Evang. , Book ix, 8 ;  especially 

upon this subject. Kitto's Biblical Cyclop. Ed. 1 876, ii, p. 464, and the authorities there 

cited. Apocryphal New Testament. Rev. Dr. Peter Allix, in his : Judgment of the 

Jewish Church against the Unitarians, also the valuable article by the Rev. John Greg· 

orie, in his works before cited. London. 1 684. pp. 6 1 -63. 

t Antiq. ix, 2.
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mitted the knowledge of computing the seasons to Noah," and the Book 
of ' Ha-nokh is referred to, as that of which it is said , Gen. v, 1 ;  " This is 
the book of the generation of Adam. " The Zohar (Part I, 366) says : 
" ' Ha-nokh had a book which was identical with the ' book of the gene
ration of Adam ; '  this is  the mystery of wisdom. " It is frequently and 
elaborately quoted in the Zohar. In the 1 4th and 1 5 th verses of Jude, is 
a reference which is  in  the Book of Enoch we n ow have. Enoch was 
quoted by the Fathers of the Christian Church, but from the Vlllth to 
the XV Ith century i t  was lost sight of. Jellinek * gives several 'Ha-nokn

pieces. The book was in existence at the time of Jude and up to 300 
A.D. ; it disappeared about the VIIIth century and re-appeared about the 
XVIth. These facts tend to show, as the Zohar frequently quotes, 'Ha
nokh, that it, the Zohar, most probably was not written between the 
Vlll th and XVIth centuries, i t  is  therefore, from this evidence highly 
probable, that the Zohar was written before the VIIIth century A. D. t 

Exodus i i i ,  1 .  " The mountain of God, Horeb," Moses and Eliyah 
alone, says the Zohar, came down together to learn and teach the Mys
teries of the Thorah. This Qabbalistic sentiment, says Benamozegh, 
found its application in Mark ix, 4, 5 ;  Matt .  xvii , 3, 4. 

Exodus xiv, 30. " And Israel saw tlu Egyptians dead upon the sea
shore ." In that hour, says the Zohar, the patron-prince (sar) of Egypt 
was reduced from his prominence and made prince of Int Gai-ninMm

(sar slul gai-ninnom) . Not stated anywhere else in Hebrew literature, 
but verified by modem Egyptologists, who tell us that Egypt gradually 
lost her pre-eminence after the downfall of the XVIIIth dynasty, under 
which the Exodus took place. It is known that Osiris was the patron
prince of Egypt, and became flu prince of Int Gai-luitnom, i. e. , the 
abode of the dead, by the name of Serapis. It would appear that the 
Zohar had knowledge of this part of ancient Egyptian mythology, by tra
dition. 

Exodus xx, 1 8. " And all tlu people saw flu voices (or sounds, qo

lotn). " In the Zohar ii, 8 1 b, " voices " are interpreted as the " Sephi-

* In his Bet lia·Mitirascll.

t As to the Book of Enoch see : The Book of Enoch translated from the Ethiopic 

with Introd. and notes, by Rev. Dr. Geo. H. gchodde. Andover. 1 882. 
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roth," hence they " saw " them, and did 11Q/ " hear " them. Note
R. El-azar's words there. Philo says : " Likewise when the Thorah was 
promulgated on the Mount Sinai, it is not said, that the voice had been 
' heard, ' but according to the text, it had been ' sun ' by all the assem
bled people," in a spiritual way. * 

Diagram I .  
The above diagram will give the reader, some idea o f  the arrangement 

and names, of the intermediaries between the Upper and Lower worlds, 
termed by the Qabbalists, Sephiroth. We shall explain them more fully 
hereafter. 

* Comp. Philo. Of the Migration of Abraham, Bohn's Ed., VoL ii, p. 53 ti sef. : 
Franck, La Ka66a/,, p. 3 14 ,  3 1 5 .  



IV. 

FURTHER EXCERPTS FROM THE ZOHAR. PARABLES. EXPLANATION OF 

NEW TESTAMENT PASSAGES. THE BASIC ELEMENT IN RELIGIONS. 

HERBERT SPENCER CITED. ANCIENT CHINESE TAOISM. MEANING OF 

IDEA, ANCIENTLY. NEW TESTAMENT AND PAGAN WRITERS ON THE 

INVISIBLE AND VISIBLE. THE IDEAL AND REAL, ETC. 

,,\ S an introduction to the Siphrah D'Tznioothah is the following
..f"1. · parable : " What is the Book of Mysteries ? It consists, said R.

Shim-on ben Yo'hai, of Five Chapters, contained in a grand pal
ace and filling the whole universe. If, replied Rabbi Yehudah, they con
tain the fundamental ideas, they would be the most excellent of all 
things ! And so they are, replied R. Shim-on, for the init iated ; but he 
who is unacquainted with that book, is in this respect like a mountaineer 
who has always dwelt in the wilds of the mountains, and who is a 
stranger to the usages of civilized life. He sows wheat, but is accu� 
tomed to partake of the same, only in its natural condition. One day 
this barbarian came into a city, and whilst there, good bread, a food 
until then unknown to him, was placed before him. He asked : What 
does one do with this ? He was told that it was bread to eat. He took 
it and ta<;ted it with pleasure. He then inquired, of what material is it 
made ? It was answered that it was made of wheat. Afterwards a per
son offered to him a fine cake kneaded in oil .  He partook of it, and 
again asked : And this, of what is it made ? He was told of wheat. 
Finally one placed before him, the royal pastry, kneaded with oil and 
honey. He again addressed the same question as at first and obtained 
the same reply. Then he said : At my home I am in possession of all 
these things, I partake daily of them in their root, and cultivate the 
wheat from .which they are made. In this crudeness he remained a 
stranger to the delights which one draws from the wheat, and the 
(derived) pleasures are lost to him. It is the same with those who stop 
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at the general principles of knowledge, because they are ignorant of the 
delights which one may draw from the further investigation and applica· 
tion of those principles. "*  

The Qabbalah holds, that there i s  a hidden, secret meaning, concealed 
under the words of the Hebrew Holy Writings, and the Zohar supports 
this idea :t " Woe, it says : to the man who sees in the Thorah, i. e . ,

Law, only simple recitals and ordinary words I Because, i f  i n  truth i t
only contained these, we would even to-day be able to compose a Thorah 
much more worthy of admiration. For if we find only the simple words, 
and we would only have to address ourselves to the legislators of the 
earth, to those in whom we most frequently meet with the most grandeur. 
It would be sufficient to imitate them, and make a Thorah after their 
words and example. But it is not so ; each word of the Thorah contains 
an elevated meaning and a sublime mystery. * * The recitals of the 
Thorah are the vestments of the Thorah. Woe to him who takes this 
garment for the Thorah i tsel f !  It is with this meaning that David has 
said : ' 0  YHVH ! open my eyes, to the end that I may contemplate the 
marvels of Thy Thorah ' (Ps. cxix, 1 8). David wished to speak of that 
which is concealed under the vestment of the Thorah. There are some 
foolish people, who seeing a man covered with a beautiful garment, 
carry their regard no further, and take the garment for the body, whilst 
there exists a still more precious thing, which is the soul. The Thorah 
also has its body. There are some of the commandments that one can 
call the body of the Thorah. The ordinary recitals therein mingled, are 
the vestments by which the body is covered. The simple take notice 
only of the garments or recitals of the Thorah, they know no other 
thing, they see not that which is concealed under the vestment. The 
more instructed men do not pay attention to the vestment, but to the 
body which it envelops. Finally, the Wise, the servitors of the Su· 
preme King, those who i11habit the heights of Sinai ,! are occupied 
only with the soul, which is the basis of all the rest, which is the 
Thorah itself;  and in the future time they will be prepared to con· 

* Zobar ii, 1 7 6a, Mantua Ed.

t III, fol. 1 5 26, � .Btl1a-alotlu'lia. 

i Num. xi, 24 ti UIJ. ; Exod. xxiii, 9- 1 1 .  
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template the Soul of that Soul (i. e. , the Deity,) which breathes in the 
Thorah. "  It also says : " If the Thorah was composed only of ordinary 
words and recitals, as the words of Esau, Hagar, and Laban, as those which 
were pronounced by the ass of Bala-am, and by Bala-am himself, where
fore would it be called, the Thorah of Truth, the Perfect Thorah, the Faith
ful Witness of God ? Wherefore would the Wise esteem it more precious 
than gold or pearls ? But no ; in each word (of the Thorah) is concealed 
a more elevated meaning ; each recites to our understanding, other things 
than the events which it appears to contain. And that superior and most 
holy Thorah is the True Thor ah. ' '* Origen uses almost the same language, 
saying : " If we take our stand on the l iterature (according to that which 
seems good to the Jews or to the crowd generally), let us receive what has 
been written in the Law, and if we do this, I blush to say and confess that 
God has given us such laws ; for the laws of man will appear to be more 
elegant and reasonable. Compare for example the laws of the Romans, 
Athenians or Lacedemonians. "t  

He  also says : " What man who has any understanding will suppose 
that the first, second and third day (of Creation), and the evening and 
the morning, had been able to exist without a sun, and moon, and stars ? 
And that the first day was as it were, also without a sky ? Where can we 
find a mind so foolish as to suppose that God acted like a common hus
bandman, and planted a paradise in (the Garden of) Eden, towards the 
East ; and placed in it a Tree of Life visible and palpable, so that one 
tasting of the frui t by the bodily teeth obtained life ?  And again that one 
was a partaker of good and evil by masticating what was taken from the 
tree ? And if God is said to walk in the paradise in the evening, and 
Adam to hide himself under a tree ; I do not suppose that any one doubts 
that these things figuratively indicate certain mysteries, the history having 
taken place in appearance, and not literally. Cain also, when going 
forth from the presence of God, certainly appears to thoughtful men as 

* Zohar iii, fol. 1496.

t Homil. vii, in Levit. See also to the same effect : The Writings of Origen. Clark's 

Edinburgh Ed., 1869, Vol. 1 ,  pp. 3 1 5, 3 1 6. Huet. Origmiana, p. 167. Philo, Bohn'.; 

Ed., i ,  p. 422. Davidson, Sacred Hermeneutics, Edinburgh, 1843, p. 99. 
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likely to lead the reader to inquire, what is the presence of God, and 
what is the meaning of going out from Him," etc . ,  etc.* 

A charming allegory in the Zohar also sets forth the same ideas. " Like 
unto a beautiful woman hidden in the interior of a palace, who when her 
friend and beloved passes by, opens for a moment, a secret window, and 
is only seen by him ; then again retires a1_1d disappears for a long time : 
so the doctrine shows herself only to the elect (that is, to those devoted 
to her with soul and body), but also not even to these always in the 
same manner. In the beginning, deeply veiled, she only beckons t.o the 
one passing, with her hand ; it simply depends (on himself) if in his un
derstanding he perceives this gentle hint. t Later she approaches him 
somewhat nearer, and whispers to him a few words, but her countenance is 
still hidden in  the thick veil, which his glances can hardly penetrate .t  
Still later she converses with him, her  countenance covered with a thinner 
veil . §  After he has accustomed himself to her society, she finally shows 
herself to him, face to face, and in trusts him with the innermost secrets 
of her heart. I I  He who i s  thus far initiated into the Mysteries o f  the 
Thorah, easily comprehends, that all those profound secrets, are already 
based upon the simple sense of the word and are in harmony with it, from 
which (the literal sense of the word) not a single yod is to be taken 
or added. "  � 

Origen in his writings, also admits of the three meanings, an historical, 
* Origen's works, Clark's Ed. cited, i, 3 1 5  '' s,q., Bk. iv, c. 2. Huet Ori'gmiana, p.

1 67. The Talmud al o bolds to a spiritual or hidden meaning in the Hebrew Holy 

writings, under their letter. Treatise Sanhedrin 996. In the Christian Church at pres· 

ent this idea is carried to a great length. See, among others, the curious statements in 

the writings of Dr. Christopher Wordsworth, Canon of Westminster, especially his 

Comment. on Genesis and Exodus. London, 1 864, p. 52. 

f This is the species of interpretation of the Holy Scriptures called : Remez, i .  '·• in 

dication, hint, known meaning. 

t The species called : n·rash, i. '·• allegorical exposition. 

� This is the Haggadab, which is written in enigmatical language. 

II This is the species called, Sod or Mystery, i. '·• the Secret of the Tborah or Law ; 

the ' Hokbmab, i. '·• Wisdom par 'xctllmct, the Secret Learning or Qabbalab. The 

ordinary and usual intelligence of the words, etc . ,  was called Pasbut. The whole to

gether forms the word PaRDeS, i. '·• Paradise, the Intellect. 

1l' Zohar ii, fol. 99, f Mishpatim. Comp. Matt. v,  1 8 ; Luke xvi, 14. 
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a legislative or ethical, and the mystical sense. The first he compares to  
somatikos, i. e. , the  body, the  second to psydu"kos, i. e., the  soul, the 
third to pneumalikos, i. e. , the spirit. These corresponding to the Pla
tonic notion of the component parts of the man, soma, body ; psyche,

soul ; pneuma, air or spirit. Origen* speaks of these in almost the very 
words of the Qabbalah. t The learned Franciscan, Nicolas de Lyra, b.  
drca I � 10,  d. 1 340 A. D. , forerunner of the Reformation, and an erudite 
commentator on the Bible,t adopts the four Jewish modes of interpreta
t ion D,.,il PaRDeS =- ,,o Sod, secret, mystical ; D'rasli, allegorical, .Re
mez, spiritual or moral, and t31Uil Pashu/ literal. In his first prologue, he 
says : " The letter teaches the things which are done, the allegory those 
which you believe, the moral the things which you are to do, the anagog
ical (the mystical interpretation), that to which you tend. " § The word 
PaRDeS, i. e. , Paradise or the Intellect, covered the same ground in the 
mind of the Jewish exegetists. 1 1  

Matt. v, 22 ,  " Whosoever shall say, Thou fool, shall be i n  danger of 
hell fire. " 

The Zohar says :� " R. ' Hiz'qee-yah, said : He who calls his fellow
man wicked, him they will bring down to the Gai-hinnom, i.e. , hell fi re, 
and they bring him down 'lJ1'7J1'7 lt' z1-oy, literally ' to his ribs, ' i. e. , by
scourging him on his bare skin, or by i."Ubjecting him to want and starva
tion, until he is nothing but a skeleton. The above quoted verse from 
St. :Matthew, comprises the Talmudical meanings. The Talmud says :** 
" He who calls h i s  fellow-man wicked yored immo le'najjav," i. e. , he 
goes with h im to h i s  l ife, or,  he may, or will, punish him to h i s  very 
life, even injuring him in his means of earning a living. On these words 
Rashi commenting, says : " It seems hard to me, that the ' Hakhameem, 

* Clark's Ed. cited, Vol. i, p. 294-3 1 5. Homil. v, in Levit.

t Compare Davidson, Sacred. Hermeneutics, p. 97. 

t Posti//a pupetua in universa Bi/Jlia : first printed at Rome 1 47 1-s in S vols. 
• 

� Compare Kitto's Cyclop. Bib. Lit . ,  Ed. 1 876, iii, pp. 869-70. 

II Comp. Talmud Ye'rushalmi, French Edition, by M.  Schwab, Paris, Vol. i, Introd.

Talmudic Miscel. by Hershon, p. 15 ,  � 33. 

f pruJzpatim, Part ii, p. 1 22a. 

** Treatises, Ba/Ja Mt'tzuali 7 1a, Ku/dusliin 28a, Kt'lu66otli 900, Yo•ali 75a.
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i. e. , Wise-men, should have permitted Israel to take revenge and retali
ate. " The termination •1 oY of '1J1'7.rh le' il·o'j, i. e. , lolus ribs, answers to
the Hebrew 1• av of 1"M'7 le' hay-yav, i. e. , lo his life, both meaning his with
the noun in the plural ; the first '7 in both words means lo,· hence there
remains in the word of the Zohar J1'7J1 ill·a, which is the same a5 the He
brew J1'7t tzelah, i. e. , n·b. This has been asserted as an error of Moses de 
Leon, who did not understand the Talmudic sentence and the word le' haj

yav, but thought i t  was derived from •n'? llhu, i. e. , the cheek or jaw-bon�.

The Zoharic critic, however, did not himself apparently know that le' il-o'j,

i. e. , lo lus ribs, is not derived from J11'7 lo-ah, i . e. , jaw or cheek.
II Peter ii, 4. " For if God spared nol lhe angels that sinned, but cast

them down lo hell, and delivered them into chains of darkness, to be re

served unto judgment. " It has been generally held that this statement 
applies to Genesis vi, 4, and that the angels referred to are those called 
c•n'?atn 'J� B'nai ha-Eloluin, i. e. , Sons of Elohim, but no account is to 
be found in Genesis of any punishment of the offenders, and i t  is the 
punishment that is especially dwelt on in the Epistle of Peter. Reference 
is made to them in the Book of Enoch.* The parallel passage is Jude vi. 
" And (the) angels which kept n�t their own dignity (principality, do
minion), but forsook their proper habitation, he hath kept in everlasting 
bonds under darkness, unto the judgment of the great day. "t From such 
passages as Ephesians i, 2 1 ,  we can see, that the celestial world was con
ceived and spoken of by the Apostles, as arranged according to the dig
nity of its inhabitants. t 

The Zohar states : " R. Yitz'haq began and said : ' What is man that 
thou rememberest him ' (Ps. viii, 4). This was said at the t ime when it 
came into the Will of the Holy One to create man. He called before Him
self many hosts of the upper angels and said unto them : ' I wish to create 
man. ' Then they replied : ' Man will not continue one night in his glory ' 
(Ps. xlix, 1 2) . Then the Holy One stretched forth his finger and burned
them. After that he called other hosts before him, and said unto them : 
' I  wish to create man . '  And they said before H im ' What is man, that 

* vii, 1, 2 ;  x, 6, r s ;  xxi, 6 ; cc. 1-36.

t Comp. Gen. vi, 2 ;  I Pet. i i i ,  1 9 ; Tobit vi, 14. 

t Comp. Col. ii, 18. 
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Thou rememberest him ? '  ' What i s  the good o f  this son o f  man ? '  And 
He said unto them : ' This man shall be in our image so that his wisdom 
shall he superior to your wisdom. ' When Elohim had created man , and 
man had committed a sin, and gone forth as a culprit, there came Uzza 
and Azael and said to the Holy One, ' We have cause of complaint ( liter
ally an opening of the mouth, accusation) against Thee. Here is the 
son of man whom thou hast made ; he has sinned before Thee. '  And 
He said unto them : ' If you had been among them, you would have done 
worse than they. ' What then did the Holy One ? He threw them down 
from the holy position t hat was theirs, even from heaven . * * * 
After YHVH had thrown them down from their holy place, even from 
heaven, they erred after the women of the world, and caused the world 
to err. Here is a subject worthy of our meditation. Surely it is written 
' He maketh His angels spirits, '  (Ps.,civ, 4) and surely these were not the 
angels ? How could they exist upon the earth ? Come and see I AU
these angels above do not exist and cannot exist, except in the Upper 
Light that shines unto them and preserves them, and if this Upper Light 
is cut off from them they cannot exist. How much less can those whom the 
Holy One has thrown down, and from whom that Light of Above has 
ceased ? For their glory was altered, and when they came down and the 
air of this world obtained rule over them, they were changed into another 
(lower) degree. Here is an explanation. The manna that came down to 
Israel in the wilderness sprang originally from the dew above,* which 
comes down from the Ancient One, the Hidden of all the Hidden Ones. 
And when it comes down i ts Light shines through all the (created) uni
verse, and from it  is fed the field of the apples, and the upper angels. 
But when it came down here below and the air of this world had rule 
over it, it became congealed and its splendor was changed, becoming only 
like coriander seedtand nothing more. How much more so with the angels. 
When they came down the air had power over them, they were changed from 
their former degree in which they had been. What did the Holy One then 
do? He saw that they were misleading the world, so He bound them, in 
iron chains in the mountain of darkness. In what place do they sit ? In 

• Song of Songs v, 2.
t Nam. xi, 7. 
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the depths of the mountains He placed Uzza, and cast darkness into his 
face, because at that time when the Holy One bound them, Uzza har
dened himself and rebelled against the Highest. So the Holy One threw 
him down into the abyss up to his very neck and cast darkness into his 
face. Now Azael, who did not harden himself, the Holy One placed 
near his fellow, but let the darkness be l ight to him. "* Again, the Zohar 
says : " They, the spirits of Light and Darkness, d ive into the great sea, and 
when they have arrived at the chain of Uzza and Azael, they rouse them, 
and these spring into the mountains of darkness and think that the Holy 
One is going to cite them to judgment. " t 

In Luke viii, 3 1 ,  we have the devils saying : " They besought Him 
that He would not command them to go out into the deep," (the 
abyss). 

The basic element of most of the ancient, and to this day, of many of 
the modern religions of the world is, the idea of a perfect invisible uni
verse above, which is the real and true paradigm or ideal model, of the 
visible universe below, the latter being, the reflection, simulacrum or 
shadow, of the invisible perfect ideal above. This idea was fully under
stood by the Ancient Egyptians, as was shown in their deities Nut or 
Neith, the Upper World, Shu or Ma, the Intermediary, and Seb, the 
Earth. In India, the same idea is fully set forth in the esoteric books of 
the Vedas, called the Upanishads. It is The Supreme Ideal Brahm which 
is the only True. It manifests Itself first in Brama, Vishnu and Siva, 
past, present and future, time, and through these in the visible, the last 
being Maya or Illusion. The temples of most of the archaic peoples 
of Asia and of Egypt, were . intended to be visible copies of the heavenly 
Temple, the starry firmament called Tonplum, and the same idea is 
visible in those of the Hebrews. Philo and Josephus, represent the 
Temples of the Israeli tes, as typical of the visible universe, and this 
was based on an i nvisible universe. The archaic heathen free-masons 
had for their special deity, Jupiter Megalistor, or, the Jupiter of the 
Universe. 

*Zohar, Ed. of Zolkiew, iii, 2o8a. The Spihrah D'Tznioothah and the Idroth have
much upon the angels called B'nai ha·Elohim. 

t Zohar, i, 96. 
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" And the temple of God was opened in heaven, and there was seen in 
his temple the ark of his testament. ' '  * 

The idea of the Upper ideal but real and true, and the Lower appa

rently real, but in truth changeable and untrue, goes through the entire 
Apocalypse of St. John, is  i n  St. Paul, and in the Epistle to the He
brews. 

The Zohar also says : " All that which is found (or exists) upon the 
Earth, has its spiritual counterpart also to be found on High, and there 
does not exist the smallest thing in this world, which is not itself attached 
to something on High, and is not .found in dependence upon it. When 
the inferior part is influenced, that which is  set over it in the Superior 
world is  equally (influenced), because all are perfectly united together. "t 
We can compare this wi th  the doctrine to  be  found in the New Testa
ment. t And an old Jewish Commentator has said : " Know that we 
have to make a separation between those that are hidden from us, and 
those (things) that are manifest to us. " § The Talmudic maxim is : " If 
thou wilt know the i nvisible have an open eye for the visible. " 

" All that which is contained i n  the Lower World is also found i n  the 
Upper (in prototype) . The Lower and Upper reciprocally act upon each 
other. " I I  

" All that which i s  o n  the earth, i s  also found above (in perfect proto
type), and there is not any thing so insignificant in the world, that does 
not depend upon another above : in such a manner, that if the lower 
moves itself the higher corresponding to it  moves towards it. As to the 
number therefore of the different species of creatures, which are enumer
ated below, the same number is to be found in the upper roots. � 

* Rev. xi, 19.  Comp. ibid. 1-2. Exod. xxv, 8, 9, 40 ; especially Heb. viii, 5, ix, 1 .

Acts vii, 44 ;  I Chron. xxviii, 12,  1 3 ; Ezek. xi. Compare The Speaker's Commen. 

tary, on these verses. 

t Zohar, i ,  f Vaya'4u, fol. 1 56, col. 6, 1 586, 2056. 

t Matt. x, 2�3 1 ; Luke xii, 6-7. 

a Recanati in his Taamey 4af11·Mitz'vol4, i. e., Meaning of the Commandments ad 

init. 

II Zohar, f Vaya'4u, fol 1 56, col. 2.

if Sepher Slup4at4al, fol 1 1 , col. 2. Comp. Matt. x,  2 9 ,  JO, 3 1 ; Luke xi i ,  6, 7 ;

Matt. xviii, 10. 
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This is also the view of R. Yitz'haq Luria. " All the creatures in the 
world have each a superior above. This superior, whose inner pleasure it 
is to emanate into them, cannot impart efflux until they have adored ." * 

According to the Qabbalah, the emanated in its inner being, does not 
in  reality proceed from the emanating one ; that which is produced is 
only an appearance,t and the real (or true) nature remains in the inner 
upper one. 

" From the Great Light of the being of Ain Soph and its A' tzeeluth, 
after It  had emanated the A' tzeeluth from Itself, nothing was withdrawn : 
Its powers which expand and reveal themselves, are affixed and inter
woven in It, and in Its being. ' 't 

A curious idea of the Qabbalists is, that as to emanation stated in the 
book, Nobeleth 'Hokhmah : 

" The Qabbalists say, that the entering into existence of the worlds, 
happened through delight, in that Ain Soph, rejoiced in Itself, and flashed 
and beamed from Itself to Itself; and from these intell igent movements, 
and spiritual and divine scintillations, from the parts of Its being to Its 
being, which are called delight, Its sources have spread themselves toward 
the outside, as seeds for the world, etc. ' '  These movements are called 
the Upper Ziwug. § 

The soul has its origin in the Supreme Intelligence, in which it is as
serted, the forms of the coming existences already can be distinguished 
from each other, and this Supreme Intelligence can be termed the Uni
versal Soul. From thence, if it is a masculine soul, it passes through the 
principle of Grace, the Expansion (Right side) ; if a female, it impreg
nates itself from the principle of Justice, the Concentration (Left side), 
finally i t  is born into this world in which we live, through tht union of 
the King and Queen who are, as regards the generation of the soul, like 
the human species in the generation of the body. I I  So the soul is as-

* Sepher M'6o Sha-arim, near the end.

t Similu to the idea of Maya or Illusion of the Hindu philosophy. 

t Sepher Sluphathal, fol. 25. 
� Comp. The Eme'h ha-Mele'h, i . e., Valley of the King, fol. i ,  in Shaar Sho1shuah 

{the Delight) .  She6er Joseph, fol. 61 .

II Zohar iii, fol. 7.
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serted to descend here below, .and so, i t  i s  asserted, i t  is restored to the 
bosom of the Deity when it has fulfilled i ts mission, and adorned by its 
virtues, is  prepared for heaven ; and raising itself by i ts own action and 
the assistance of the Divine Love, which it incites by that which it feels, 
to the highest degree of emanation, to the real existence, thus places 
itsel f in harmony and affinity with the ideal form. This is what the 
Qabualah undertakes to support, with what basis we do not know.* " In 
that manner, says the Zohar,t life is drawn at the same time from on 
High and from Below, the source renews i tself, and the sea always full, 
distributes its waters in all places. " 

This idea of the perfect invisible and the reflection or imperfect visi
ble, Herbert Spencer places among the primitive ideas of mankind.t 
We find these ideas in the archaic l iterature of China. Dr. De Groot 
says : 

" The Tao-teh-King; i. e . ,  The Book of the Perfection of Nature, at
tributed to Laou Tsz' , contains the following principles : There was a 

time when Heaven and Earth d id not exist, but only an unlimited Space 
in which reigned absolute immobility. All the visible things and all that 
which possesses existence, were born in that Space from a powerful prin
ciple, which existed by Itself, and from Itself developed Itself,§ and which 
made the heavens revolve and preserved the universal l ife ;  a principle as 
to which philosophy declares we know not the name, and which for that 
reason, it designates by the simple appellation Tao, which we may nearly 
describe as the universal soul of nature, the universal energy of nature, 
or simply, as nature. Tao manifested itself in Heaven and Earth, 
with which it is, so to say, One. If man reaches to puri ty and rest, he 

* See the Pardes Rimonim, fol. 6o-64.

t I, fol 6o-70. 

t Tbe Principles of Sociology, 3d Ed. New \'ork. 1 886. Vol. i, c. viii, f 53, p. 

10; et seq. 

� Compare : " The Holy One, Blessed be He ! created and destroyed several worlds 

before the present one was made, and when this His last work was nigh completed, all 

tlu tltings of tltis world, all IM creatures oj IM universe, in wltatever age tltty were to 

exist, kf ore evm tk)' mtend into tltis world, wert present before IM Deil)' in tlteir true 

form . Thus are the words of Ecclesiastes to be understood • \\'bat was, shall be, and 

what bas been done, shall be done.' "-Zobar iii, 6 16. Comp. the Sayings of the Jew

ish Fathers, by Charles Taylor, p. 70, note 36, end. 
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will be not only one with the Heaven and Earth, the former being the 
ideal of purity and the latter of passivity or rest, but his entire existence 
even, may be absorbed into the great principle Tao. Purity and rest 
or peace, imply the return into the maternal breast, into that principle 
which is the source and foundation of all felicity. We have to attain pu
rity, through the exercise of virtue, and repose, by freeing ourselves 
from the anxieties of the world and the inquietude of the human spirit. 
These principles will be able to conduct, fol lowing the manner of their 
application, perhaps to a moral epicurianism or a moral asceticism, and 
at the same time to the belief in  the possibility of acquiring immortality. 
This is  the superior part upon which has been constructed the entire sys
tem of Taoism. "  * Of the writings of Laou Tsz' the celebrated French 
Sinalogue Pauthier, has said : " Human wisdom cannot ever use language 
more holy and profound. " t 

The Asiatic Journal says : " By the Chinese, man is considered as a mi
krokosm ; the universe is man, on a large scale : this is all we find posi
t ively stated upon the subject. Human reason is the reason of the uni
verse. The holy-man, or sage by eminence, is like the great pinnacle, 
and spirit. He is  the first of all beings. His spirit is one with the 
hea.vens, the master work of the Supreme Reason , being perfectly unique. " 
(Asiatic Journal, No. xxxvi, New Series, Dec. , 1 832 ,  p. 306 . )

Dr. Medhurst quotes from one of  the disciples of  Laou Tsz' : " What 
is  there superior to Heaven and Earth, and from which Earth and Heaven 
sprung ?  Nay, what is there superior to Space and which moves in Space ? 
The great Tao is the parent of Space, and Space is the parent of Heaven 
and Earth, and Heaven and Earth produced men and things * * * 
The venerable Prince (Reason) arose prior to the Great Original, standing 
at the commencement of the Mighty Wonderful, and floating in the ocean 
of Deep Obscurity. He is spontaneous and self-existing, produced before 
the beginning of the void, commencing prior to uncaused existences, per-

* Anna/es du llfuste Guimet. Tome Onzieme el Douzieme. Les Ries anmullemml

ctl/6rtes a Emoui (Amoy) Elude conc�rnanl la reli�ion populaire ties Cltinois, par J. J. 

M. De Groot, etc. Traduile du Hollandais, etc., Paris. Ernest Leroux, Mileur 1886, 
:1 vol. ; Vol. ii, p. 692 el set/. 

t Ibid., p. 695 . 
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vading all Heaven and Earth, whose beginning and end no year can cir
cumscribe. " * 

Laou Tsz' (b. circa 6o4 B. C . )  in his Tao-teh-King, by Dr. Williams 
translated, Canons of Reason and Virtue, ch. xiii, says : " Tao produced 
one, one produced two, two produced three, and three produced all 
things. " t An examination of the writings of this ancient Chinese phi
losopher and their comparison with the Qabbalah, will show many points 
of similarity. t 

The Chinese believe, as do many other peoples, that each created being 
or thing has a double. § 

The " ideas " of these early thinkers, especially Plato, were not intel
lectual " ideas " or conceptions, as we, in our day, usually understand the 
word, idea, they were more properly specific essences or the absolute reali
ties of things ; this the Pythagoreans meant by their Real-forms, of which 
the material forms are only the illusions, and are nothing but fleeting, 
changeable images. This was the view taken by Aristotle and Plato. The 
latter sought to consider them as entities, noumena, of which all individu
alities were only the phenomena. Philo also says : " God, intending to 
make a visible world, first formed an intelligible one ; that so having an 

incorporeal and most god-like pattern before him, he might make the 
corporeal world agreeable to it . " 

Still Plato has some thoughts which evince that they are like our ordi
nary ideas, as, t. g. , goodness, justice, beauty. 

The idea of the visible declaring the invisible, is very old, and in the 
Psalms we find it beautifully described : " Tkt heavens du/art tkt glory of 
Elo/u·m ,· and the firmament showeth His handiwork. " I I  

* Cited in The Middle Kingdom, etc., by Prof. S .  Wells Williams, LL.D. New

York. 1 883. Vol. ii, p. 2 14. 

t /lJid., 2 1  o.

t Comp. Dr. Williams' work cited, pp. 206-2 17 ,  246.

� Herbert Spencer, The Principles of Sociology, Vol. i, c. viii, H 53, 57, 58 ; c. xiii, 

e 96. ,,fuset Guimtl. Tomt Douzientt, p. 621 ti uq., pp. 648-49. 

I Ps. xix, I ; see also ioui. , viii, I ; c. xiii, 4 ;  xxxiii, 6 ;  !xviii, 4 ;  Ix xx ix, 1 1  ; Prov. 

iii , 19. 

8 



Xenophon says, " The Supreme God bolds himself invisi'ble, and it is 
only in bis works that we are capable of admiriog him. " * 

Pbto tells us, God the eternal, the Chief Ruler of the universe and its 
creator, the mind alone beholds ; but that which is produced we behold 
by sight. t So Cicero, " Though you see not the Deity, yet by the 

contemplation of bis works, you are led to acknowledge a God. " t 
And St. Paol, speaking of Christ, says : " For Ille itroisi61e things of

him from tnn:realzim of llu wqrk/ are dearly sun, being understood 6y 

the things Iha/ are made, even his eternal power and Godhead." § " For
in him we live, and m<lVe, and have Qllr 6eing ; as 'erlain of J'""r QWn 
poets have said, For we are also his offspn"ng. " (Acts xvii, 28.)

The tn:e and anti-type of the first and second Adam is to be found in  the 
Rabbinical writings. In reading the first and second chapters of Genesis, 
a distinction was made by the learned of the Israelites, between the higher 
Adam, i. e. , the Adam Qadmon, or first Paradigmic Ideal Man,-who 
was the Light of the World, and had 'realed and had 'onlrol <lVer, al/ the

things, spiritual or material, and who was mystically referred to where i t  
is  said ,  they two shall b� one flesh ; and  the inferior (the terrestrial) 
Adam, who was lord only of the visible 'real1im, who had only " the 
breath of life " but not " the living soul. " I I  

The Zohar says : " Man, i. e. ,  the Spiritual Man, i s  both the import 
and the highest degree of creation, for which reason he was formed on the 
sixth day. As soon as the Man was created, everything was complete, in
cluding the Upper and Lower worlds, for everything is comprised in the 

Man. He unites in Himu(f all Ille forms. " 4'T This is a reference to the
Primordial Celestial Ideation Man, the Adam Illa-ah or Adam Qadmon, 

* Memorabilia, Bk. iv, c .  3.

t Timreus. 

t Disp. Tus<., Bk. i, c. 28. 

� Rom. i, 20. Comp. Origen's works, English Ed., Vol. i i ,  1 29. 

I I Christian Scbrettgen, Hora Ht6rai<tr ti Talmudi<tr in U11iv"sum Novum Tula· 
mmtum, etc. Dresd�n and Leipzig. 1 733. Vol i, 5 1 2-5 14, 67M73. Schrettgen 

gives this in explanation of I Cor. xv, 45, and Rom. v, 12 .

if Zohar iii, 48a.
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not to the terrestrial Adam made of dust. The first is called the Bolt or 
that which unites Heaven and Earth, the Invisible and Visible. It is He : 

" Who is the Image of the Invisible God (Elohim), the first-born of

tVtry creature. For by ltim were all things created, /Ital art in heaven, 

and /Ital art in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or do

minions, or pn'ndpalitiu, or powers, (i. t . ,  the Sephiroth) : all tlu'ngs 

were ertaftd 6y ltim, and for him. * And ht is before all things, and by 

lu'm all tlu'ngs consist (exist) . And ht i's flit head of flit body, /ht Church :

who is the beginning, the first-born from the dead ; that in all (things) ht

might ltavt flu pre-tminma. For it pleased lht Father /Ital in lu'm should

all fullness (flit pleroma) dWtll. " t " Are not five sparrows sold for two
farthings, and not one of them is forgotten before God . But even the 
very hairs •of your head are numbered. Fear not therefore : ye are of 
more value than many sparrows. " t 

" Now unto the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the only Wise God 
(Elohim) , bt honor and glory for ever and ever. Amen. " §  

The Mohammedans say, the first thing God created was a pen. " In
deed the whole Creation is but a Transcript, and God when He made the. 
World, did but write it out of that Copy which He had of it in His Divine 
understanding from all Eternity. The Lesser Worlds (Mikrokosmos) or 
Men, are but transcripts of the Greater (the Makrokosmos), as Ch ildren 
and Books are the copies of themselves. " I I  

* Comp. Schcettgen, work cited, i ,  pp. 662, 807-8 ; also Plato's Timreus.

t I Col. 1 5-19. Comp. Schcettgen , work cited , i ,  807 ti stq., 812 .  

t Luke xi i ,  6-7. Matt. x, 29-3 1 .  Comp. Schcettgen, work cited, i, p .  103  d stq.

� I  Tim. i, 1 7. See also Heb. i, 3, xi, 27. I Cor. xii, 1 2 .  To the student who may

wish to be /tarnedly injl'rnud on the origin of Christianity, we especially recommend, 

in connection with a study of the Qabbalah, the learned work of Christian Schcettgen, 

Hora Ht6raica tl Ta/111udi<a in Uni11ttsu111 Ntwum Ttslammlum, tic. 

II The works of the Rev. Mr. John Gregorie, etc., 4th Ed. London. 1684. To the

Reader. Compare for further knowledge upon the content of chapters iv, v, The Jewish 

and Christian Messiah. A study, etc., by Prof. Vincent Henry Stanton, Edinburgh 

1886, and the writings cited by him, pp. xi-xi i ; also, A Hist. of the Jewish People in 

the time of Christ, hy Dr. Emil Schilrer, Edinburgh, 1 885, and the works cited by him ; 

also, St. Synesius, on Dreams. 
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v. 

PASTOR OF H ERMAS, ETC. , ON THE NATURE OF CHRIST. THE TEACHING 

OF THE TWELVE APOSTLES ON THE KOSMIC MYSTERY. THE OPPOSI-

TIONS AND HARMONY. THREE CONCEPTIONS OF JESUS. 

IN the Pastor of Hermas (eirea 1 38 A. D.) the Holy Spirit, the Jewish
She' kheen-ah, which came to live in Christ, that is, the Divine Nature

of the Christ, is at once the Holy Spin/ above all and the /rue Son of

God before the Creation of the Universe, and the author of the Un iverse. 
He is identified in Hermas with the arch-angel Michael, who is the Great 
Angel of Israel, and is Metatron, the Presence Angel of the Covenant. 
Above all and infinitely superior to all  other angels. The writers of the 
New Testament call Christ the ftril·born of Creation. * Justin Martyr, 
says, the Son of God is an angel ; t as also do Clement of Alexandria, 
(Pedag. Bk. i ,  c. 7) and Origen eonlra Celsus, (Bk. v, 53 ,  ibid. viii , 2 7) .

Lactantius (Ins/. div. Bk.  i i ,  c .  viii) makes tltt Word, thejirsl-born brollttr 

of Satan, and lltt firs/ of all erea/ures. According to Hermas, the Son of 
God is the Thorah. t 

The Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, chap. xi, has this curious expres
sion. " And every approved /rue prophtl doing (what he dotlh) with ref
erence to lltt Kosmie mystery of lltt Churd1. " What is the meaning of 
" the Kosmic mystery of  the Church ? "  Clement of Alexandria uses the 
same expression of Christ, " being not Kosmic, he came to men as Kos
mic. " (Strom. vi, 1 5 ) .  There is an arehetypal Chureh and its " Kosmic " 

* Colos. i, 1 5 ;  Heb. � 6 ;  Apocal. iii , 14.

t I Apol. 6 and 63 ; Tryph. 93, 34, 56, 6o-61 .  

t L e Pasteur a 'Hermas. Paris, 1 880, pp. 88-93. 
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manifestation ; (Heb. ix, 1 )  so the Qabbalists say, to every " Upper Mys
tery " corresponds a mystery in our, the " Lower " world, which is the 
Kosmos. 

By the Hebrews the Church of Israe.l was called the mystic Bride, but 
among the early Christians the Church of Christ being considered as the 
true Israel ; the ancient prophets may be said to have acted and spoken with 
reference to the " Kosmic Mystery ," which in  our " Lower " world, is the 
counterpart of the celestial mystery of Christ and the Christian Church in 
the " Upper. " As the Kosmic sanctuary or temple, was a pattern of the 
Heavenly or Upper, so a " Kosmic Mystery " is, a spiritual idea symbol
ized in the matter-world. The Zohar says nte1JI .eo1J1, .eri rd-za de' alma 

ilia-ah, i. e. , a Mystery of the Upper World (Exod. ,  fol. 906, end). So 
a few lines further it says, " On this '-'JK a-no -khu, i. e . ,  I, depend mys· 
teries of Above and Below f'Knn1 J'K1JI J'T" razin ilia-in u-te'tha-in.*

The pseudo-Clement of Rome, writes : " God made man male and fe
male. The male is Christ : the female, the Church. " The Qabbalists 
called the Holy Spirit, the mother ; and the Church of Israel, the 
Daughter. Solomon engraved on the walls of his Temple, likenesses of 
the male and female principles, to adumbrate this mystery ; such, it 
is said, were the figures of the cherubim.t This was, hcwever, not 
in obedience· to the 'Yords of the Thorah. They were symbolical of 
the Upper, the spiritual, the former or maker, positive or male, and 
the Lower, the passive, the negative or female, formed or made by 
the first. t The oppositions, the positive and negative, conditioned by 
the harmony, govern, as far as man can ascertain, throughout the entire 
universe. In it everything is in motion, in opposition, yet held in combi
nation. This applies to the mental as well as the physical world, and from 

* The Teaching of the Twelve Apoi.tles, with illustrations from the Talmud. T�o

lectures .t * given at the Royal Institution of Great Britain, by C. Taylor, D.D., 

Master of St.  John's College, Cambridge. Cambridge, 1 886. See pp. 82-91 , 104, 133 

and notes. This book is  also termed, the Didacbe or Teaching. See also The Oldest 

Church Manual called, the Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, etc. , by Philip Schaff. 

New York. 1 885. 201-202 and notes. 

t I Kings, vi. See Talmud Babli. Yomah, 5¥ ; Exod. xxxvii ,  9. 

t Comp. Taylor's Didacbe, cited, 84 ti uq.
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these oppositions, controlled by the peace or harmony, proceeds the new 
productions. The ancients knew this and placed it among the zodiacal 
signs. Scorpio, the male or positive, is in opposition, to Virgo, the virgin, 
the negative, but between is Libra, the scales or balance, the harmony. 
The idea is set forth throughout the ancient Qabbalistic book Ye' tzeer'ah. 
It is especially noticeable in our own earth, through the difference of sex 
and the tendency to unification, by which the existence itself is preserved. 
Among the Qabbalists, this necessity to continued creation and existence, 
is called the Balance, and the oldest book of the Zoharic writings, the 
Siphrah D'Tznioothah, treats especially upon this subject, but its explan
ation is continued in the Idroth. The D'Tznioothah begins : " We have 
learned (by oral tradition) : that the Book of Mystery, is the book which 
describes the equilibrium of the Balance. Before the Balance existed, 
Face could not view Face,* and the primordial kings died, (comp. Gen. 
xxxvi, 3 1  ti seq. ) and their sustenance was not found, and the earth was 
desolate until the Head, the Delight of all Delights, prepared, perfected 
and imparted the garments of costliness. This Balance hangs in the 
Place (Maqom) which is No-Thing (Ayin) . In the same were brought 
into equilibrium those who did not yet exist. The Balance exists through 
the At-tee'qah, i. e. , Ancient One. Is not held anywhere and is in
visible. In it, ascended, and in  it , do ascend, things which were not, 
which are, and which will be. In the Concealed of the Concealed, there 
is formed and prepared, the representation of a cranium t full of crystal -
line dew, a membrane of air. Transparent and h idden filaments of pure 
wool are hanging in the Balance. t And they manifest the Good Will 
of Good Wills through the prayers of the lower ones, by a look of the 
open eye which never sleeps and is always watching. The Providence 
below by the light (or eye) of the Providence above, ' '  etc. 

* The Parzupbim, Intellectual, Moral and Material Worlds, of which more hereafter.

t The immense cranium is the representation of the Makrokosm, the arched firmament

above and surrounding us, called Heaven. The Ma.krokosm is usually represented as 
an immense man, but sometimes as an immense bead, the bead of man containing the 

intellectual part of man. 

t H anging threads of pure wool, are a symbol among some of the Orientab for the 

efflux of wisdom and vitality. 
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There seem to be three conceptions of Jesus in the N. T. 
I. As a prophet favoured with a full flow of  the Holy Spirit. This we

find in  the Synoptics and Acts of the Apostles. We must, however, dis
tinguish passages, where the name Son of God, is given metaphysically, 
they are Mark xiii, 3 2 ; Matt. xi, 2 7 ,  with Luke x, 2 2 ; and Matt. xxviii, 
19. The recitals of the miraculous conception also tend to put the son of
Mary outside of humanity. 

II. As a Great angel, the instrument of the Creation of all the Things,*
abased momentarily in the position taken by him as Redeemer, then 
raised to the Throne of God in  recompense for this sacrifice. t 

III. The Johannic theology, the most metaphysical and mystical of all,
which makes Jesus a being positively participating in the Divine Nalure,t

who descends upon our earth without any loss of glory,§ but  ful l  of grief, 
and this glory is again found in him after his death, which is for his glori
fication, I I as that which it was before, his death.� St. John makes no allu
sion to the eternity of the Son ,  but solely to his pre-existence through af
finity with the world, and he affirms frequently the inferiority and subordin
ation of the Son to the Father. The first Christians believed in their time, 
in an impending return of Jesus in  a second advent, as the Christ, and 
the hope of a reign of 1 000 years for the elect. This has not a little con
tributed to the success of early Christianity and the enthusiasm of the 
then faithful. It is to be found in the N. T. in many places.** The idea of 
the immediate second advent of Jesus as the Christ and as the Messiah 
coming in the glory of Malkhuth, i. e. , his Kingdom, is therein fully set 
forth. tt The same idea runs through all the Apocalypse, which was 

* I Cor. viii, 6 ; Col. i, 1 6 ;  Heb. i, 2, xi, 3 .

t II  Cor. viii, 9 ;  Phil. ii, 5-1 1 ; Heb. ii ,  6-1 1 , 17 , i i i ,  3 ;  Apocal. v ,  9.

l Gospel i, I .  
� ma. i ,  14.

1 1  llliti. xii, :13-21:1 ; xiii, 3 1 ,  32.

� Ibiti. xvii, 4, S· 
** Comp. Matt. xvi, 27-28 ; Mark viii, 38, ix, I ;  Luke ix, 26-27. 

tt �e Matt. xxv, 64 ; Mark xiv, 62 ; Matt. xxiv, 3-36 ; compare Mark xiii, 1-32 ; 

Luke xxi, 5-33 ; I Cor. xv, 5 1-53 ; I Thess. iii, 1 3, iv, 1 3-1 8 ;  II Thess. ii, 6 ;  Acts ii,

1 5 et Stf. ; Rom. xvi, 20 ; I Cor. vii, 26, 29, x, 1 1 ; Philip. iv, 5 ; Heb. i, 2, ix, 26, 1:, 
25,  27 ; James v, 4, 8, 9 ;  I Pet. i, 5, 20, iv, 7, 17 ; I Epist. John ii, 18, 28, especially

Apocal. xi, 1 5. 
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written about 68 or the beginning of 69 A. D. In it are references as to 
the 1000 years*, and the vanquishing of Anti-Christ. t 

* Apoc. xx, 4-5.

t I!Jid. xix, 1 1 , 2 1 .  See in this connection I Cor. xv, 23-28 ; and The Hidden Wis· 

dom of Christ and the Key of Knowledge or the History of the Apocrypha, by Ernest 

De Bunsen. London. 1 865. 2 vols. The Angel-Messiah of the Buddhists, Essenes, 

and Christians, by Ernest De Bunsen. London. 188o. Compare also the Keys of St. 

Peter, by the same author ; Harnack on , The Pastor of Hermas, Vis. ii, 4, I ;  Exod. 

:uv, 9, 40 ; xxvi, 30 ; xxvii, 8; Numb. viii, 4. 

Figure 4. Arddha N1ri, the Hindu Androgcne. 
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VI. 

THE SECRET OF THE ACCOUNT OF CREATION IN GENESIS. EX NIHILO NIHIL 

FIT. DOCTRINE OF THE NON-ANNI HILATION OF MATTER. SOME 

QABBALISTIC ACCOUNTS OF THE CREATION. THE HEAVENLY ADAM. 

CREATION BY THE WORD. THE ZOHAR SETS FORTH THE CIRCULAR 

MOVEMENT OF THE EARTH MANY CENTURIES BEFORE COPERNICUS. 

OPINIONS OF THE ANCIENTS ON THE CIRCULAR MOVEMENT OF THE 

EARTH. 

W
E have referred to the ancient Asiatic idea, that above the earth, 

in the heavens, existed a true and perfect ideation of everything 
created in the universe, visible or invisible. That this perfect 

ideal, true and real paradigm, was in opposition to yet in harmony with, 
its imperfect shadow, the changeable-by man considered , real-universe, 
but the really, untrue and unreal. The unseen universe was a Makro
kosm, to the visible, and the latter was, in comparison with the former, a 
Mikrokosm, the latter was also as to the inferior copies of it in the de
scending scale, a Makrokosm, and yet when compared with the higher 
beings of which it was a copy, it was a Mikrokosm, and this was so in 
the ascending or descending scale depending on position. This view 
is shown in both the New and Old Testaments, which are Semitic and 
Oriental books. The Qabbalah holds fully to this idea. It also claims, 
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that the first account of the Creation in Genesis, referred exclusively to 
this ideal world and to an ideal man. The ten " saids "* or desires, under 
the Will of the Deity, made this perfect ideal paradigm of the universe. 
In the first account in Genesis, there is not any Garden of Eden, not any 
Eve, and the Ideal Man is created as an Androgene but in the similitude 
of Elohim. The ten " saids " are divided, seven are given to the lower 
creation, three to the upper, the male-female. The account begins with 
the lowest and goes up to the highest, the invariable procedure of the 
Qabbalists. The vitality of this Man is to be supported on strictly vege
tarian principles, animal death is not contemplated . We have not space 
at this time, to go into an extended analysis of this first account, we have 
many new views of it in writing, and an analytical examination of it which 
is very curious. 

We now advance for the consideration of the reader some thoughts we 
have worked out, as to the accoun t in Genesis, in connection with modern 
scientific physics. It will be noticed in reading the first account  of the 
Creation, that in the first place it is Elohim, which creates the duality, 
i. e. , heaven and earth, the active and passive, positive and negative.
The action of the positive or active, upon the negative or plastic, pro
duced, by the Deity's  wish, Light ; but this was not fire or even daylight, it 
was the white, hidden fire, which permeates all things and becomes visi
ble through friction, the result being black fire or visible light. We may 
call this white fire the energy of attraction, electricity, etc. Its compre
hensive name we d.o not know. It exists as the affinity, vitalization 
and bond, of all the atoms. The key of this chapter of Genesis is the 
number four. This is the number of the letters of the Tetragrammaton 
or Ineffable Name. Arranging the numbers of the days in this form : 

I •::············ · · ··-.:: 4 
..
..
. . .. .. 

2 ..... :·:>/·:::-: . . . .
. 
5 

3 /::<··:·:.-.· .... :>� 6 

*As to the ten " saids " see : The Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, eh:., by Charles

Taylor. London, 1877. p. 92, and notes. 
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and reading the account of the Creation m the first and second chapters 
of Genesis, we have the following result : 

I. 1 .  The creation of Light, the h idden principle of attraction.  Force 
or vital energy, the bond of all the atoms. 

II. 4. The creation of the sun, moon, planets and stars, in the firma
ment of heaven. 

III. 2 .  The division of the firmament in  the midst of the waters, the
crystalline sea of the sky. The crystalline sea under the firmament, was 
divided from the waters, the crystalline sea above the firmament. 

IV. 5.  The waters still cover the earth .  The lower have their crystal
line sea and its fish, the birds which float in i t ; the fish are also created 
to inhabit the lower waters. 

V. 3. The dry land now appears and vegetation sprouts forth. 
VI. 6. The animals appear and finally, the androgenic Man, created in 

the similitude, image and likeness of Elohim, which is to reproduce, 
through a copy of itself, its own species.* On the seventh day appears 
the rest point in the centre. " Elohim ended His work. " Then comes 
the account of " the generations, " by YHVH Elohim to be created 
materially. The earth was covered with a mist or nebulous matter. 
In the second account of the Creation, the terrestrial man is " formed of 
the dust of the ground, and has breathed into his nostrils the Nephesh, 
i. e. , breath of life, and becomes a living soul. " The Garden of Eden, 
the Neshamah or intellect is then planted, and the man is put into it ; man 
has however, as yet no knowledge of good or evil, the Rua' h or ethical 
spirit was not yet in the man, and the power of judgment of the good and 
evil did not yet exist in Adam. The terrestrial Adam, like its predeces
sor, the perfect paradigm or Celestial Man, was yet an androgene, and 
whilst in this condition all the creatures are brought before man and 
named, but " for Adam there was not found an help-meet. "  Then 
YHVH Elohim creates, from Adam's side, woman . The latter however 
existed in Adam, in potentiality, from the first. The serpent, which " was 
more subtile than any beast of the field which YHVH Elohim had made," 
now appears and a dialogue ensues, i t  will be noticed that neither the woman 

* The Androgenic b.:ing, as the first human existence, appears in nearly all the ancient

religions. 
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or the serpent use the Ineffable Name YHVH. After eating of the fruit of 

the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, having made conscience and 

the ethical, part of themselves, the still small voice of YHVH Elohim 

appears to them in the intellect, to accuse them. We cannot for want of 

space continue this subject, but it will be noticed, that the cceation fol

lows a philosophical sequence.* 

Not only does the Qabbalah repudiate the adage ex nihilo nilu'lfit. , i. t. , 
" From nothing nothing is madet " that is, nothing can come from 

nothing, but it does not believe in the absolute annihilation of anything 

which has ever existed. " There is not any thing new under the sun . "t 
" Not any Thing," says the Zohar : " is lost in  the universe, not  even 

the vapour which goes out our mouths, as all things, it has its place and 

its destination, and the Holy One, blessed be It ! makes it concur to

Its works ; not anything falls into the void·, not even the words and the 

voice of man, but all has its place and i ts destination. " §  This is one of 

the most mysterious of the doctrines of the Qabbalah, and the Zohar 

makes it proceed, from the lips of an unknown aged man , who is imme

diately interrupted, by several of the companions exclaiming : " Old man ! 
what hast thou done ? Would it not have been of greater value to have 

kept silence ? Because now thou art carried away, without any sail and 

without any mast, upon an immense sea. If thou desirest to mount thou 

wouldst not be able, and in descending, thou wilt meet an abyss without 

* As  lo the Celestial Adam compare : The Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, by Charles

Taylor. London, 1 877. pp. 70, n. 36 ; 72, n. 37. 

t See Lucretius Dt Rtrum Natura, Bk. i, 1 5 1-265. The ancient H indu philosophi

ca l  system, termed St»Ulaya, holds to  the same idea ; Indian Wisdom, etc., by Prof. 

Monier Williams. London, 1 87 5. p. 89 ti Stf. 

t Comp. Eccles. i. 9, 10. 

4 Zohar, Part ii, fol. 1oo6, 4 Mis/ifali111. Comp. As to the ancient Hindu idea of 

non·anuihilation ; Indian Wisdom, before cited, pp. 62-63. As to the Eternity of 

Sound ; Ria., pp. 1 10, 1 1 1 . For the curious theory in regard to the latter, see ; 

Christianity contrasted with Hindu Philosophy, etc., by Prof. James R. Ballantyne. 

London. 1 859. pp. 1 77-195. The statement of  this author as to America, on page 

1 93 ,  exhibits so much prejudice and ignorance, that we have great doubts as to his 

truthfulness, in many of his statements. 
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any bottom. " *  The companions then cite to him, the example of their 

Master-R. Shim-on ben Yo'hai-who, reserved in his expressions, would 

not venture upon that sea, without being careful to have a means to 

return, that is, R. Shim-on would conceal his thoughts under the veil of

parable or allegory. Shortly after, however, the same principle is set 

forth plainly : " All things of which this world is composed, spiri t as well 

as body, will again enter into the Principle, and into the root from which 

they went out. "t " The Holy One, blessed be It I is the commence·

ment and end of all the degrees (Sephiroth ?) of creation ; all these 

degrees (Sephiroth ?) are marked with Its seal, and we cannot denomi

nate It except through the unity ; It i s  the sole Being in spite of the 

innumerable forms with which It  is clothed. "  t 

The Qabbalist Abram ben Dior, says : " When they (the Qabbalists) 

affirm, that All Things have been drawn from No-Thing, they do not wish 

to speak of nothing properly to say, for never can being come from Non

being, but they understand by Non-being, that, which one can conceive 

�f, neither by i ts cause or its essence ; it (the No-Thing) is in a word, the 

Cause of Causes ; it is It  whom we call the Primordial Non-being, 

because It is anterior to the entire universe ; and we understand (by 

the Adam Qadmon or Celestial Man or Adam) not only the material 

objects, but also Wisdom, (i. e. , the Word) by which the Universe has 

been founded. If now it is demanded : What is the essence of Wisdom, 

.and pursuant lo what mode is ii contained in the Non-being, or in the

Supreme Kether (Crown), nobody will be able to respond to that question, 

for, in the Non-being, there is no/ any distinction, 1UJI any mode of existence. § 

They also will not be able to comprehend how Wisdom is found united to 

Vitality (or Life) . "  1 1 
* Zohar, I6id. 

t Zohar, I' art ii, fol. 2 1 86.

! Zohar i, fol. 2 1a. 

� We shall frequently apply in our translations, the neuter, It, to the Supreme Deity, 

instea<l of using He, which indicates the masOlliru gender. The Deity not having any 

sex. If we depart from this in any place, it is in deference to usual and familiar Bible 

quotations, which use the masculine gender, or where such a distinction is  important 

for the more complete understanding of the subject matter, 

I I Comment on Sepher Ye'tzeer'ah, see Rittangel's Edition, p. 65 el uq.
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Notwithstanding the idea of the non-annihilation (and absolute non

destruction of matter) except by the decree of the Deity, who is the 

Principle of the oppositions and of the harmony, the tendency in nature, 

to dissolution, death and change, as well as to vitality, l ife, and the 

building up into new forms, is apparent throughout the Qabbalah. This 

is shown in the ideas of the angels and of the demons or shells. 

If we look at the principles of this metaphysical religious philosophy 

in one of its simplest forms, we shall see that in each of all the objects 

of nature, the Qabbalists recognize two distinct elements ; one is the 

interior, incorruptible and life-giving principle, which reveals i tself in 

the spiritual , e. g. , in  vital energy or the Form ; the other, is the purely 

exterior, plastic and material, which is considered as inert and without 

life or vitality, always tending to dissolution and a return to its original 

atoms. These two are considered as existing, in all the created, in a 

greater or less degree. The first as a symbol of Blessing and l ife, the 

latter as a symbol of Curse and death. The first, is the Qabbalistic 

hierarc'hy of the angelic host and good spirits, the latter, that of the 

demons or K' lippoth, i. e. , shells and evil spirits. The Deity has created 

both the good and the evil, and one is absolutely necessary to the exist

ence of the other (Isa. xiv, 7) .  It considers that each human being is 

accompanied throughout i ts  life on earth and is influenced spiritually, by 

two spirits, the good and the evil. * These are the  oppositions, but the 

Free Will of the individual is the harmony, by which he exerdsu the 
Divine PQWtr of Judgment, and accepts the one or the other as his 

master. This idea is in the Talmud and especially in the Zohar, also in 

the celebrated Qabbalistic book, called the Sepher Ye' tzeer'ah or Book 

of Creation. The latter says (Mishnah, ii, § 1 ) : " Twenty-two letters :

three mothers, seven double and twelve simple ones. The three moth

ers, 111oac (i. e. , at Aleph, air, o Mem, water, 111 Shin, fire) their basis, the 

vessel (i. e. , the scale-pan or receptacle of a balance or scales for weigh

ing) of purity, and the vessel (scale-pan) of guilt, and vibrating between 

each, is the tongue of the Law. " That is, the index hand of the Balance. 

* See ; The Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, by Charles Taylor, pp. 1 42-145 ; 5 1 ; 

76-78 ; 96, n. I I ; 99, n. 2 1 ; 1 1 1 , 1 1 2. Comp. Ephes . iv, 22, 23 ; Luke xi, 2 1-26 ; Ps. 
xxxvii ; Deut. iv, 9. 
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The Zohar also says : " Until Elohim created the universe, It was 

alone, and then it went forth from Its Will to create the universe ." * " At 

the time that the Holy One : Praised be Its Name ! desired to create the 

universe, it (the universe) was present before It in the Idea. "t " Before

the At-tee'kah D' At-tee' keen, i. e. , the Ancient of all the Ancients, had 

prepared the Royal Form, the Crown of Crowns, there could be neither 

beginning nor ending. Then It first spread out a carpet (veil, or tapestry) 

before Itself, and in this inscribed the Crowns (i. e. , the Worlds) . "!  

" When the Unknown of  the Unknown wished to  manifest Itself, I t  

began by producing a point ; as long as that luminous point had not 

gone out of Its bosom, the Infinite was still completely unknown and 

diffused no light. "§  

This emanated point i s  the Kether o r  Crown, the first Sephirah , which 

crowns the Ego or I, abstract thought, simple thought, the innate conscious

ness of being or existence. " It is the Principle of all the Principles, the 

Mysterious Wisdom, the Crown of all that which there is of the Most High, 

the Diadem of the Diadems. ' '  1 1 The point represents the Infinite distin

guished from the finite, and its name in the Scripture signifies, "I am, " 

i.e. , rrnK, Eh'yeh, because it is the existence in Itself, the existence con

sidered in the point of view, that analysis cannot penetrate it, and to 

which not any qualification is permitted and which absolutely does not 

admit of any. Above Kether is the Ayin or Ens (j'K ) i. e. ,  Ain, the No

Thing. " It is so named because we do not know, and it is impossible to 

know, that which there is in this Principle, because it  never descends as 

far as our ignorance and because it is above Wisdom i tself . ' ·� This view 

was held by many of the early Church Fathers .** It is fully set forth in 

the writings of the pseudo-Dionysius, the Areopagite, especially in his 

• Zohar, i Part, 29a.

f Zohar, ii, fol . 966. 

t Zohar, iii Part, 1 28a. For a representation of this veil in Hindu symbolism, see 

my essays upon that subject in Tiu Path, New York, 1 886. 

� Zohar, i, foL 2a. 

I I Zohar, iii, fol. 2886.

if Zohar, iii, fol. 2886. 

** History of Christian Doctrine, by Prof. Henry C. Sheldon. New York, 1 886, Vol . 

i, pp. 53-63 ; 187- 1 94. 
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Mystic Theology, and i n  his Divine Names. This writer i s  an  acknowl

edged authority in the Roman Church, and is in many of his statements, 

fully in accord with many of the doctrines of the Qabbalah. With this 

description of the Deity, among the great metaphysicians, the philosopher 

Hegel coincides. The Zohar alluding to the Ego, also says : " This was 

the Light which Elohim created before everything. " * 

The Deity may be considered from four points of view, following each 

other : 1 .  As the Ain Soph, the Without End, the Eternal which is 

neuter, is above man's comprehension and to man's  thought is as the No

Thing. 2. Eh'yeh, the I or, I Am, abstract thought. 3. YHVH, It, 

who was, and is, and will be, therefore in Time. 4. Elohim, the Deity 

in Nature, therefore used in connection with the Qabbalistic ideas as to 

the She' kheen-ah, the Matroneetha, Metatron, Adonai, Malkhuth, etc. 

" Before Elohim manifested Itself (in the Universe), when all Things 

were yet concealed in It, It was the least known among all the Unknown . 

In that condition the Supreme Deity has not any other Name than that 

which expresses interrogation (i. e . , Who ?). It began (the Creation) by 

forming an imperceptible point ; t this was Its own Thought ; then It  

turned Itself to construct with Its own thought, a mysterious and holy 

Form ;t finally It covered this (Ideal) Form, with a rich and shining 

(visible) garment ; that is, the entire universe, of which, the name neces

sarily enters into the Name of Elohim. "§ The Divine Name in Kether 

is Eh'yeh, i. e. , I Am. The grandest and most elevated designation of 

the manifestation of the Supreme Unknown to man's  mind, Deity ; the 

* Zohar i, 3 1 a, 326.

t The first Sephirah Kether or the Crown, represented by the letter Yod • = 10. 

This Sephirah represents the entire content of abstract simple thought or idea, i. e. , 

Ma'lisna6ak, i. t., imagination or idea, which being in It, is called, the crowned 

Thought. Kether is the Ego or I, that is consciousness of existc:nce, and contains in 

germ, all things. 

t The totality of all the Sephiroth, the Mikrokosm to the Deity, the Makrokosm to 

mankind and creation, the Adam I lla-ah or Heavenly Adam, the Celestial Adam or 

Upper Man, also called Adam Qadmon, the Archetypal Primordial Ideation Man in  

whom were t h e  perfect models o f  a l l  forms. 

e Zohar i, fol. I and 2 ;  ii, fol. 1 05a. Comp. Franck, La Kn6bale, p. 1 77, note I ; 
Ginsburg's Kabbalah, p. 1 2 ; also Joel, Rtlig. P/Ulos. Sohnr. 
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ego coming from the Non-ego, from the No-Thing because it is impossible

for man's intellect to know the Supreme God in Its essence. Above all

manifestations of the Supreme Deity, man can only express himself as to
the unknown, by, Who ? To which question no clear, formulated reply 

ever comes. 

As this subject is quite difficult, and is also tersely stated in the philos

ophy of lbn Gebirol, we will endeavor to explain it to the reader. In the 

introduction to the Brody edition of the Zohar, at the beginning, is an 

explanation of this Qabbalistic theory of the formation of the word Elo

him, which word is translated in the English version of the Bible, God, 

although in the Hebrew Sacred Writings, our Old Testament, the word 

holds an inferior position to illi1', YHVH, which is translated into English 

from Adonai, i. e. , Lord, its Hebrew equivalent. This introduction 

says : R. El'azar quotes from Isaiah xi, 26, " Lift up your eyes on high,

and behold, who has created these things. " If you " lift up your eyes on 

high," R. El'azar continues, " you will behold (that it is) who * (that) 

has created all these things," (that) it is our pronoun Who ? which is an

interrogative, and thus alludes to something hidden and unknown, which 

thus symbolizes and represents, the original Creator of aU things in the 

upper world, as 1¥/zo 1 But as to the tlu"ngs be/Qw, from which a superior

and higher knowledge cannot be derived, the exclamation " What, ilO 
Maah, doest thou know l "t  is to be applied to them. " 1¥/zat doest thou

know, 0 son of man ? Whal canst thou see ? 1¥/zat hast thou been 

able to search ? Everything is hidden from thee, as it was before !" 

And with reference to this mystery it is said : " 1¥/zat is my witness for 

thee, what shall I liken unto thee ?" t Which means when the (first) Tem

ple was destroyed, a voice (or, Bath Qol) exclaimed : " 1¥/zat, ilO Maah 

-is my witness for thee ?" it (What) testifies with reference to thee daily 

from the earliest days (when heaven and earth were created) ; as it is 

said : " I call heaven and earth lo witness against you this day. " §  

" 1¥/zat, il O  Maah, I shall liken unto thee ?" says the Holy One, blessed 

* According to the original 'C Mi, pronounced Mee, i. '· • Who.
t Job xv, 9. 

t Lament. i i ,  13 .

f Deut. i v ,  26. 
9 
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be It I By all that is comprised in " W'hal," I have crowned thee, 0

daughter of Jerusalem, with sacred diadems and made thee ruler over the 

world, as i t  is said : " This is the city, of which they say ; i t  is the crown

of beauty. "* They called thee " Jerusalem built as  a city to be asso�i

ated with. "t " What I shall equal unto thee,"t i n  the way thou art sit

uated, not visited by multitudes as formerly, when the holy people came 

in sacred sections, hence " thy breach is great like the sea. "§  And if 

thou wilt say that thou art without help and health, I assure thee, that, 

" WluJ  I (•o Mee) can heal thee ; " I I  surely, the Supreme Degree, hidden 

from thee, whereby everything exists, shall heal thee and lift thee up. 

" W'ho I" (•o Mee) points " to the end of heavens, " Above, and 

W'hal I (l'lO Maah) " to the end of heavens, ' '  Below ; and this is the in

heritance of Jacob, which represents the axis around which the entire

spheres of the universe revolve from end to end ;� from the first, upper, 

or original end •o Mee, i. e. , WluJ I to the lower or latter end no Maah,

i. e. , W'hatl because it is in the midst .** 

" And with regard to •o Mee, i. e. , WluJ I created these," said R. 

Shim-on : " El'azar, my son, stop thy words, and the hidden mysteries 

unknown to men shall be revealed. ' '  Whereupon El' azar was silent. Then 

R. Shim-on, with tears in his eyes, said : " El'azar, what is the mean

ing of • these I' If thou shalt say, the stars and planets, truly, they are 

constantly visible, and they were created by no Maah, Whal I (not by 

Mee, WluJ I see ante) : As it is said : ' By the Word, (i. e. , the Targumic 

Mmzrah,) of YHVH were the heavens made. ' tt But as regards hidden 

things, the reference ' these ' is not applicable, for • these, ' i. e. , the stars 

and planets, are open to the sight of man, and consequently are not in-

* Lament. ii , 1 5 .

t Ps. cxxii, 3 .

l Lament. i i ,  1 3.

I l3id. 
II 16id. 
f This is taken from Exod. xxvi, 28, where the "6ar" n•i:i (Bar.ia' Ii) is spoken of 

as " reaching from end to end,'' and it is applied here as just stated, Bar-ia'li, meaning 

in the rabbinical language axis. 
** Comp. Exod. xxvi, 28, beginning. 

tt Ps. xxxiii, 6.
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duded in the luiltien things A/JQVe. This mystery was however not revealed 

until on a certain day, when I was at the shore of the sea, and the prophet 

Eliyah came to me and said : ' Rabbi, doest thou know the (hidden) 

meaning of, Who ('D Mu)-created these I' I replied to him : ' These are

the heavens and their hosts, '  i. e. , the angels, the work of the Holy One, 

blessed be It ! for it becomes the son of  man to behold them, and bles

It, according to ' For if I see thy heavens the work of thy fingers, moon, 

stars, etc . '*  ' 0  YHVH our YHVH I how excellent i s  thy Name in  all

the earth. 't Said he to me : ' It was a mystery with the Holy One and 

revealed in the supreme place of learning, and here it is : At the time 

when the ' Mystery of all Mysteries, '  willed to reveal Itself, It made in 
Its head a little point which became a /hough/ (idea), wherewith It de

signed all the Forms, carved out all the Engravings, and in that wa�
shaped a mysterious and sacred Lamp (Light) of every Form, which mys

terious Light among the holy ones, is a profound construction going forth 

from the (abstract) thought, and is called, 'D Mu, i. e. , Who t:t The 
very beginning of the construction whether visible or invisible, is pro

found and mysterious, by  its name ('D Mu,) Who ?

Now intending to reveal Itself and assume a Name, It encompassed 

Itself with dazzling Light. and ' created these '§ which is Elt'h, the begin-

n ing of the word c·n?N ELOHim, i. e. , God, and thus was created the

Name, Elohim, by the previous creation of n'?M Ele'h, i. e. , these. And

those who trespassed by the worship pf the Golden Calf, exclaimed on 

the ground of this mystery, n'?M Ele'h, i. e. , These thy Elohim ! 0 farael ! I I

(Exod. xxxii, 4.) And as '0 Mu, i. e. , WM, i s  here combined with n'?tt

Ele'h, i. e. , these, we have thus the Name c�n�N Elohim (made of the

letters of these two words) resulting and established forever, and on the 

basis of this mystery the world exists ! '  Whereupon Eli yah disappeared, and 

* Ps. viii, 3 ti uq. 
t nu., 9-

0 0 • t The two consonants " ' " and " D  " are the initials of i1' n:11onO, 1 .t., the thought

of God. 

f Which is in Hebrew i1'?M Elin.

II By this play of words .the sin of that idolatry is to be looked upon as merely a mis
taken view of Elohim, God. 



I did not see him any more ; from him, however, I have communicated to

you the revelation of the great mystery. " When R. Shim-on finished, R. 
El'azar and his friends bowed down before him visibly affected and said :

" If we had come into the world merely to hear this, it would have been 
sufficient I "  Said R. Shim-on : " The heavens and their hosts were created

by no Maah," i. e. , Whal I which is evident, from " For if I see thy

heavens, etc . ,  how (;i:;i) excellent is thy Name, etc . ,  who givest thy glory

upon (or, above) the heavens• which are above the earth by that Name, 

since It created Light to Its Light, enveloped one in the other, and made 

it ascend by the Supreme Name. And as,
.
' In the Beginning created 

Elohim, ' that is the Supreme Elohim, for Mo Maalz, i. e. , 1¥/zal 1 was not

yet in existence, nor was it until the letters of ;it,ac Ell /z were changed from

a/Jove to /Je/Qw ,· I now ask : When did It adorn her thus ? At the time 
when all the males appeared before It,t then the ;i (lz) of MO Maalz, 1¥/zal I

disappeared, and the • yod, came into the place of ;i (lz) and was (•o Mu} 
1¥/zq 1 and i t  adorned itself with garments of the males fer the reception

of every male in Israel. 

' These ;it,ac, i.e. ,  Ell lz, I remember I ' t ! remember or mention with

my mouth and ' shed ' my tears. ' As my soul wills i t , '  in order to 

move those letters and ' guide them ' from above to the house of 

Elohim, to be like Elohim himself, ' by the voice of joy and praise, a 

feasting multitude I '  " R. El'azar said, referring to the foregoing :

" Without any sound or voice, i. e. , in silence, It built the celestial and 

terrestrial temple, hence the truth of the adage (Talmud Babli, Me'glzilla/z 

1 8) : ' If a word costs one Sela, silence is worth lwo (Selas) . '  ' A  word costs

one Sela, ' when we have aroused ourselves and have said it : ' Silence is 

worth two, ' in that which we do quietly ; thus the two worlds (the Upper 

and Lower), were created at the same time." In accordance with which 

0 � 0 0 
* In Hebrew 0'0IOT'I /]) � ilm, the final letters of which four words, to wit :

1575fi reversed constitute the word ;i�t,o, Queen, an allusion to the Supreme Wis

dom, as :  Queen of the heavens. 
t " Before the face of the Lord," i. t., J11Ml'1 lia·aaon, YH'VH, who is called piat. 

Adon, i. t. , Lord, according to Joshua iii : " Behold the Ark of the Covenant of the 
Lord f11M Adon, i. t., Lord, of all the earth.

t Ps. xiii, 4. 
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R. Shim-on said : " This completes the meaning of Isaiah xi, :z6 ; ' U'ho 1 
bringethforth in numbers their hosts. ' The two divisions of the Above 

and the Below, one of which (the Upper) arises under •o Mu, i. e. , 

U'ho I and the other (the Lower) under no Maalz, i. e. , U'hat I And

they needed corresponding designations ; the first is designated by 

' U'ho I bringtlh forth (in numbers their hosts), '  being known as such and

none other like, It, and the latter, the lower degree or created universe, 

is indicated by ' U'ho 1 lm"ngtlh forth, bread from the earth ,-' both (of the

' U'ho I bringeth forth, etc .) '  are however only, One. ' In numbers ' 

of two myriads, which exist together and support the innumerable multi
tudes.* • All of them, '  whether numbered or not, • He (It) calls by 

name ' not by their names, but by Hi's (Its) IJWn Name,- ' through the full

ness of Power ' (potentiality or potency), i. e. , the Highest Degree, 

from which, all powers and mysteries emanate the • greatness of might • 
peculiar to the Upper world. • Not one man faileth ' of all the number 

(neither Above or Below), they all proceed from one source and exist after 

one image. " So R. Shim-on interpreted " Lift up your eyes on high, and 

behold U'ho created these things, U'ho bringeth forth their host in num

ber I he called them all by their name, through the greatness of his might

and fullness of power, not one (man) faileth. " 

The Zohar says : " It has been handed down : When Resha hivrah, 

i. e. , the White Head, proposed to Itself to superadd an ornament to Its 

ornament (or, willed to, manifest Its excellency) ; It appointed, prepared 

and produced, a spark (scintillation) from the splendour of intense Light 

(or, the Cardinal Lamp) . It breathed on it and it cooled down (or, was 

reduced to form) ; and Resha hivrah's, i. e. , the White Head's, Will went 

on, and the spark (scintilla) was extended into 3 70 currents (or, sides). 

And the spark existed and remained (intact), and a pure air (azoth) came 

forth rolling forward on every side, and there was extended and going 

forth, a firm (or hard) cranium (the firmament) on four sides (the four car

dinal points of the compass) .  And in that pure air (of the appearance as 

it were of a skull) the spark (of vitality) was absorbed and taken up and 

included " in u " t (or " by it ") . " By it " d o  you think ? No, but it

* Ps. xiii, 4.

t l'l'� /Jaill, which in Ei)"pt meant, soul or spirit.
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was hidden " in it " (the cranium, the luminiferous rether, the hard 

skull). And therefore that cranium was expanded on its sides, and that 

air (azoth) is the most hidden thing of the At-tee'kah Yo-men, i. e. 1 

Ancient of Days. In the Spirit, which is laid up in that cranium, are ex

panded fire on one part (or, side), and air (rether) on the other (part or 

side) . And the subtile air (azoth) exists above it on this, and the subtile 

fire (the white hidden fire) on that, side.* What is the fire in this place ? 

But indeed it is not fire, but that splendour which is included in the sub

tile air, it (the Luminiferous A:ther ?) shines into 2 70 worlds * *· In 

that cranium distills dew from Resha hivrah, i. e., the White Head, 

from which it is always full, and by that dew the dead will be brought to 

life. And that dew has in itself two colours from the side of the Resha 

hivrah ; there is whiteness (absolute transparency) within it, i . e. , the dew. 

which comprises every whiteness and it is entirely white. But when they, 

the two colours, abide in the head of Ze' ir Anpen (i. e. , the short Face, 

the Mikrokosm) redness appears in it, just as in a crystal (Ode/bum), which

is white (or transparent), a red colour flashes in the white colour, etc. ' 't 
The Zohar says : It is handed down ; Before At-tee'kah D' At-tee'keen, 

i. e. , the Ancient of all the Ancients, the Concealed of all the Concealed, 

had p�epared the institutions (or, royal forms) of the King, i. e. , the Ze'ir 

Anpen (or, Short Face) t under certain members, limbs and degrees, (or, 

Sephiroth); and the Diadem of Diadems (i. e. , the various wrappers-or, 

folds-by which the redundance of Light might be enveloped), there was 

not as yet any Beginning nor Ending, i. e., there was no imparting and 
reception. Time had not yet begun to exist. It, the At-tee'kah, therefore 

engraved, i. e., made empty a space (void or vacuum), into which It 

might impart Its efflux, and institute proportions in Itself (in as 

many modes as the Light of Its wisdom could be received, whence 

arose the gradation of the worlds), and It expanded over Itself a 

certain veil, i. e. , produced a certain nature, through which Its Infinite 

Light might be modified and imparted, which was the first Adam, i. e. , 

* This bidden or white fire, shines night and day and yet is not ever seen, answering
to vital force, energy, electricity, etc., of which we have as yet but little knowledge. 

t Id.rah Rabbab, Zobar, Cremona Ed., col. 256 ; Mantua Ed., col. 135. 

t The Heavenly Adam, Adam Illa-ab or Adam Qadmon. 
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the Celestial Adam, Adam Illa-ah or Qadmon ; and It, the At-tee'kah 

D' At-tee' keen engraved in it, and by a certain proportion distributed 

Kings and their forms, i. e. , all creatures under the condition of their

own especial activity ; by which they might be known and loved, but 

they did not remain.* This is that which is said : "And those were the 

Kings such as reigned in the land of Edom, before a King reigned over

the sons of Israel. t 
The primary Kings preceding the primary children of Israel. (By 

the children of Israel are here meant, the Sephiroth of the restored 

world.) And all those which were engraved and did not stand firm, are 

called by their names, i. e. , were divided into fixed classes. " Nor yet 

did they remain fixed, until It modified them (so that the Lights from 

the vessels, i. e. , the Sephiroth, went upward and the vases were left

empty and became shells, and It set them down in rest from before them) 

with a diminished Lighq All those loose formations were certainly 

called by certain names, but they were not able to exist (keep themselves 

up), hence It put them out of sight, and caused them to completely dis

appear. 

After some time It, At-tee'kah, looked contemplatively upon that 

minute sketch (or veil) and formed on it according to Its own Forms. 

And thus it is handed down : It proposed to Itself (or, it was Its Will) to 

create a Thorah (Law) (i. e. , the letters of the alphabet, from the trans

positions of which thenceforth, the Thorah was written, perhaps meaning 

a plan or sketch) ; a Thorah hidden for 2000 years, and when It had pro

duced it, the Thorah immediately addressed it (saying) : " It who wishes 

* Here is hinted at the Fall of the creatures, partly in a condition of quietude as 
(inert) matter is, partly into a state of inordinate motion, such as that of the evil spirits, 
etc. Matter is now considered by physicists as always in motion. 

t Gen. xxxvi, 29. A strange statement in Genesis, Saul was first king of the Israelites.

t Another translation is : " It caused sketches and outlines to appear in Its imagina
tion (own substance ?) and then spread a veil (tapestry, carpet or cloth) before Itsdf, in 
which It engraved (hewed or incised) and marked, the kings and their limits and 
(royal) forms, but they did not have any duration ; "  to this alludes the mention of, " the 

kings who ruled prior to the kings of Israel," Gen. xxxvi, JI '' s,q. (i. '·• the primitive
kings and the primitive Isra!l). 



to arrange and appoint other things should be first arranged Itself in Its

proper Forms." 

It is handed down in  the Siphrah D'Tznioothah, that At-tee'kah 

D' At-tee'keen, the Ancient of all the Ancients, the Concealed of all the 

Concealed, arranged Itself into members and prepared Itself (for future 

recognition). And it might as it were, be said, It is to be found (i. e. , 

as far as It could be known), and yet is not found, for It could not be 

clearly known, but It was arranged nor yet was It known to any one, since 

It is the At-tee'kah D'At-tee'keen, i. e. , the Ancient of all the Ancients. 

But It  became known through Its conformations (or, revealed) as a cer

tain Old Man of Old Men, the Ancient of the Ancient, a Concealed One 

of the Concealed, and by Its symbols (manifestations) It became known 

and yet It did not become known.* 

The Zohar also says : " The indivisible point (i. e. , the Absolute) not 

having any limits and not being able to be known, on account of Its energy 

and Its purity, spread Itself outwardly, and hasfo,med a canopy (or, val) 

which serves to veil this indivisible point. This canopy, although of a 

Light less pure than the point, was still too bright to be regarded ; and it in  

its tum spread outwardly, and that extension served It for Its  vestment ;  

it is thus that all is made through a movement which always descends, it

was thus, in a word, the universe was formed. "t  

Another passage teaches, of the voice which goes out  of the Spirit and 

identifies itself with it in the Supreme Thought, that this Voice is, at the 

* We have not any knowledge of Its Absolute Essence, and as far as this Essence is
concerned, the Supreme Deity does not exist in Its Essence for man's thoughts because 
beyond them. To human intellect It is as if Ayin, i. t., No-Thing, and It can be de

scribed only negatively. To manifest Itself to us to a certain extent, the Supreme Deity 
made the alphabet, numbers and other forms, it is only through these that the materially 
and fleshy enveloped, spiritual man, can have any knowledge of God. Man can only 
conceive of the invisible, through the openings in his flesh called senses, by means of 
the visible. The Zobar says : It is the Lord whose dress is white (transparent), and so 
also is the appearance of the veil of Its face. It sits upon a Throne of sparks (scintilla
tions of Light or Flames) that it may subdue them, etc. Zohar, Cremona Ed., fol. 61 ,  

col. 243. Mantua Ed. ,  fol .  1 28, tt st9. The reader will especially note the distinction 
between " the Ancient of all the Ancients " and " the Ancient of the Ancient." 

t Zohar. Part I, fol. 200.
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foundation, no other thing than the water, air and fire, the North, South, 

East and West, and all the Energies of nature,* but that all these ele

ments and forces are blended in one sole thing, that is, in the Voice 

which goes out of the Spirit. By this the Qabbalists intended to inforce 

the idea that the universe was created by the Will, Memrali, Logos or 
Word, Wisdom, of the Invisible Absolute Unknown Supreme Being. 

The Zohar also says : " We have learned : Before the Forms of the 

Holy King, the At-teek, were prepared, It built worlds and made 

Forms for their preservation, but the female principle was not joined yet 

with the male principle, called ' Grace, '  therefore they could not exist 

until that was doqe." This is the hidden meaning of (Gen. xxxvi, 31 et 

seq.) "And these are the kings which ruled in the land of Edom," the 

place, where all Judgment is found, and which was fit for existence only 

upon the appearance of " Grace. " Up to that time we read repeatedly 

in that chapter " and he died, ' ' until we read : " And in his place ruled 

Saul from Rt' lioboth lian-nahar, ' '  i. e. , Understanding with its fifty gates, 

which .shine and illumine the six sides (pillars) of the world.t We have 

learned : Judgment was on all except one, who continued after them to 

exist ; and this " Saul from .Re'lioboth lian-nahar, ' '  is one side (pillar) 

which extends and came forth from .Re'lioboth han.nahar. Proper dura

tion only came with the last, " Hadad, ' ' i. e. , Supreme Grace, which 

resides in the excellency of productive man, who is worthy of the Holy 

Ghost. We read further. t " And the name of his wife was Meheta

bel,"  the mentioning of the name of the wife points to the degree of per

fection above explained,§ the daughter of Matred, i . . e. , the assiduous 

worker under the influence of " Strength,"  the daughter of Mezahab, 

i. e. , the female principle together with the male, Mercy or Grace, and 

Judgment or Strength. I I  

* Zohar, Part I ,  fol 2466 .

t That is, the positive and negative poles of the three dimensions, Length, Breadth 

and Depth. t Rid. 

4 The positive and negative principles, Grace and Punishment, good and evil, male 

and female. The productive Man. The Balance. Compare in the Zodiac, Scorpio and 

Virgo, and between them Libra, the Harmony. 

II Zobar iii, 1420. The Idrah Rabbah.
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We also read in it : Because of the constitution of Man in Its Elohim's 

likeness, the Man, i. e. , the Perfect Primordial Ideation Man or  Adam, 

comprises (in itself as the similitude of Elohim) All Things and admits 

All Things to settle (be contained or arranged) in it. And because that 

constitution of (the Perfect Man) Adam was not at that early time found, 

they (the Primitive Kings of Edom. Gen. xxxvi, 31 et seq. ), could

not exist nor settle down : and they were made an end of. What were 

they made an end of, notwithstanding that they were included in the 

Man ? They were made an end of so far as they were taken away from 

that previous formation, until the complete formation of Adam came 

forward. * But when that likeness (of the Perfect Adam) came, All 

Things were reduced to shape (were combined) and turned in another 

condition, etc. "t  

Man gives, i n  his own spiritual action, an example of the existence of  

the potentiality and energy of the Deity throughout the universe. A 

painter, say Raphael, makes a picture, or a sculptor, say Michael Angelo, 

carves a figure, these artistic creations or works, contain a part of the 

potential spiritual energy or force of the spiritual man, the real man, who 

within the .matter body, does the work. We call this genius or artistic 

power. That is, by the vital, energetic arrangement of the particular atoms 

which produce the shape, colour or effect, a part of the spirit of the artist 

goes into his work, and is, so to say, crystallized or embodied with the 

atoms which he combines or arranges in the picture or figure produced by 

him. This work is not the result of the matter-man but of the spiritual 

man, acting by means of the material man's hands, eyes, etc., as his tools 

or instruments. It is entirely by the action of the spirit that man origi

nates and stamps his work, and enables other men, who have knowledge, at 

sight, of this spiritual stamp of the artist, upon looking at the latter's result-

* This refers to the Ideal Adam, the Adam Illa.ah or Qadmon, who is also Ze'ir

Anpen, i. e., the Small Countenance, the Celestial Man as the producing male and 

female, no longer an androgene. These kings of Edom were the pre·Adamite andro

genic kings. 

t The primitive kings were now carved out anew, from the likeness of the Perfect 

Ideation Adam, who was at first an Androgene, but who had Leen separated into the 

two sexes, and returned to a new existence. Zohar, Cremona Ed., col. 256. Mantua 

Ed., fol. 135. 
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ing work, to say, thousands of years after the dissolution of the artist's 

material form, that such a picture, figure, etc . ,  was by this or that, man. 

This applies to all the works of man, even to his handwriting, so with the 

Creator, It has stamped into the entire universe a part of Its spiritual 

potentiality and energy, and as to that much exists in it, but the universe 

is not the Deity, any more than the picture, statue or handwriting, are 
the man himself. 

'!he Zohar, iii, gb, refers to the different races of men, which, it says,

do not all descend from Adam, and we especially call attention to the 

fact, that many centuries .before Copernicus wrote his work on the 

" Revolution of the Heavenly Bodies, ' '  which was about 1 542 A. D. ,

the Zohar stated, as to the cosmography of the Universe, that : " In the 

book of Hammannunah, the Old (or, the Ancient), we learn through 

some extended explanations, that the earth turns upon itself in the form 
of a circle ; that some are on top, the others below ; that all creatures

change in aspect, following the manner of each place, keeping however 

in the same position, but there are some countries of the earth which are

lightened, whilst others are in d�rkness ; these have the day when for the 

former it is night ; and there are countries in which it is constantly day, 

or in which at least the n ight continues only some instants. "* It also 

says, race differences are to be ascribed to climate. Very singular is the 

close : " These secrets were made known to the men of the secret science 

but not to the geographers. ' 't Where the first · knowledge of this came 

from it is difficult to say. The Church Father Lactantius--drca 290-325 
A. D.-writes : " It is an absurdity to believe, that there are men 

who have their feet above their heads, and countries, in which all 

is inverted, in which the trees and plants grow from the top to the

bottom. We find the germ of that error among the philosophers, who 

have claimed that the earth is round. "t St. Augustine holds to the same 

view.§ Aristotle says that : " Almost all those, who affirm that they 

have studied heaven in its uniformity, claim that the earth is in the cen-

* Zobar iii, fol JOO. 

t nuJ. 
t Works, Bk. iii, c. 2-t. 
f De Civilal Dn, Bk. xvi, c. 9-



tre, but the philosophers of the Italian School, otherwise called the Pyth

agoreans, teach entirely the contrary. In their opinion, the centre is 

occupied by the fire, and the earth is only a star, which by a circular 

movement around this same centre, produces night and day. "* Aristotle 

opposed the Pythagorean idea and the Greeks, Romans, and Arabs fol
lowed him. The Italic sect founded by Pythagoras, and the Ionic by 

Thales, brought from either India or Egypt, the idea of the movement 

of the earth about 600 B. C. 

The following Greek philosophers believed in the rotundity of the 

earth : Pythagoras of Samos, Anaximander, Nicetas of Syracuse, Hera

clides of Pontus, Aristarchus of Samos, Seleneus and Ecphantus. Hera

clides and Ecphantus only admitted the movement of the earth upon 

its own axis, or the diurnal movement. The Pythagoreans held, that 

each star was a world having its own atmosphere with an immense extent 

surrounding it, of iether. t 

Their ideas were considered visionary and not accepted as correct, 

by the learned of their time. In India at a very early period the astrono

mer, Arya-bhata (said to have lived, A. D. 476), held to the opinion 

that the earth revolved upon its own axis, but all the later Hindu astron

<>mers opposed his views. It is not yet known whether any Hindu held 

to the theory of the earth's revolution around the sun . The Egyptians 

and Chinese ma)'. have arrived at that truth, and we know at a very an

cient period, the Chaldeans calculated with certainty eclipses of the 

moon, and very closely approximated the time of eclipses of the sun. 

Maimonidest-1 190 A. D.-holds that the earth has the form of a globe,

that it is inhabited at both extremities of a certain diameter, that the in

habitants have their heads towards heaven, and their legs toward each 

other, yet they do not fal l  off. § 
*lJt Cado, Bk. ii, c. 13 .

t Comp. Aristotle tit Calo, Bk. ii ,  c. 13. Seneca, Quast. #atur., lib. viii. Frtrtl, 

A'adtm. dts Insmpt., tom. xviii, p. 108. 

t Moreb Ne'boo-kheem. Eng. Trans. Vol. i ,  p. 336. 

� Dr. Schlegel, Uranograpliit 'liinou, pp. SS. 196, 494 ti stfJ., gives the great 

antiquity of 1 8,000 years, to the Chinese astronomical sphere. Comp. Amialts du 

Muslt Guimtl. 701111 Dou:umt, by J. ]. M. De Groot. Paris, 1 886. p. 436 ti stfJ. 
I/Jid., Tomt OIUUmt, p. 368 ti stfJ.



Pythagoras held, everything in the universe has been made, not through

the virtue of numbers, but following the proportions of numbers. The 
Book of Wisdom holds to the same as regards our Universe.* 

In the theory of the Mystic numbers, the unity is called the monad. 

It is the first ring in the chain of existences, and one of the qualifications 

which the ancient philosophers have given the Divinity. Its symbol is 

the mathematical point. From this simple being emanates the duad, 

represented by 2 and also by the line of geometry. This is  the emblem of 

matter or the passive principle and is the image of the contrasts, because 

the line, which is its type, extends itself indifferently towards the right or · 

left. 3 is the mysterious number figured as the triad, by the equilateral 

triangle. It is the emblem of the attributes of God, and reunites the 

properties of the first two numbers.t 

* Wirdom, :D, 20. " Thou h8$t ordered all thing1 in tMasure and m1m6er and
'Weig/it ; "  and " made the world, of matter with form." J6U/. 17 .  " For in the great· 

ness and beauty of the creatures proportionately, the maker of tlu111 is sun." Jllid. 
xiii , S· 

t Comp. Mart. Capella in de Nup/Us Pliolologia et Mtrnlrii, also the 30th chapter of 

Anacharsis. 

Figure 6. 



Flcure 7. Arddha NU!, the Hindu Androgene. 

VII. 

AN ANALYSIS OF THE ME'QoR HAY-YiM, OF IBN GEBIROL.

THE system set forth by lbn Gebirol, in the Me'q6r 'Hay-ytm or 

Fountain of Life, although Aristotelian in its form, is yet con

trary to the doctrines of the Stagirite. The object of the writing 

is, to set forth ideas of form and matter, in connection with the Deity ; 

and singular to say, in many of its propositions it is in accord with the 

writings of the early Christian Theosopher, the pseudo-Dionysius, the 

Areopagite, (who is not later, and most probably much earlier, than 532  

A .  D.) ,  as well as with the Zohar and Zoharic books. Four influences are 

shown in the Me'qor : 1 .  Gebirol's theological belief. 2 .  Arabian peri

pateticism. 3. Oriental philosophy, more especially that of the so-called 

school of Alexandria. 4. The Hebrew Qabbalistic philosophy, which 

had been brought into Spain from the Jewish Babylonian schools, being, 
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however, not thoroughly Semitic in origin, but having an Aryan germ. 
The following is a resuml of the Me'qor. 

It conducts us to the ideas of a Universal Form and a Universal 
Matter, embracing all things, except the Supreme Deity. Soul and 
other created things are equally only one matter. The work is divided 
into five books. In Book I, he says : Man's  desire is towards knowledge, 
its final attainment should be, to obtain wisdom as to the final cause 
of all that which is, viz : God. Doing this to the end, that man obtain the 
Supreme Good, and that everything be in subjection to the Will of the Sole 
Supreme Being. Psychology ought to be taken for the point of departure 
from all philosophical studies. From the Supreme Will movement has 
emanated, through movement all things are generated, and the work 
of the human soul ought to be, to lead itself to affinity with the superior 
world, from which it draws its origin. That knowledge man attains 
through meditation and contemplation, and by practising pious exercises. 
The proof of this is, that all in potentiality is destined to pass into action. 
Man, however, as the finite, cannot know the Infinite, in Its essence. 

Metaphysical science should have for its aim : 1. Abstract knowledge of
matter and form. 2. Abstract knowledge of the Divine Will or Creative 
Word. J. Abstract information of the first substance, or God. The last, 
man can only know imperfectly. He cannot reach to it by philosophical 
speculation. The Will of the Deity is the highest knowledge to which man 
can reach, it is the First Efficient Cause, it has in its essence, the Form 
of All Things, and is the harmony between God and the universe. The 
latter emanates from it. Creation is not a necessity, but a free act of 
the Supreme. He gave to it the perfection He desired to give it. Matter 
manifests itself in different hypostases proceeding from the simple to the 
composite. We can begin with the Will, Desire, Wisdom or Word, 
(Logos), of the Unknown. 

The essence of the universe, in general, is passive, but it conducts us to 
some knowledge of that Will, which emanates, embraces and sustains, all 
the existing. This passivity embraces an Universal Form and an Univer
sal Matter. These are, however, to be considered as purely ideal. They 
are that which carries and that which is carried ; from these, we proceed 



upward to the third, the Will, and downward to the material universe. 
The destruction of form results in chaos. 

He then defines matter and form, and endeavors to prove the existence 
of an Universal Matter and an Universal Form. The former has but one 
existence, that through itself ; has only one essence, in that it bears (sup
ports or carries) the diversity, and gives to all its essence and name. 
The knowledge of this we obtain through reflection, and by sublimating the 
forms, one after the other, and in passing from the visible to the invisible, 
until we reach one last form, in which we are not able to recognize any 
other, and it is by this means we shall find the absolute idea of the Uni
versal Matter, e. g. , beginning with the celestial sphere, we can sublimate 
the ideas until we come to the last, which is one that exists by itself 
and carries all these forms. That is the Universal Matter ; above this we 
find only the First Efficient Cause, the Will which is intermediary and 
from the Supreme Deity. The diversity in the beings, whether spiritual 
or corporeal, resides only in the form. The Universal Matter embraces 
all the spiritual and corporeal worlds. The potentiality or faculty, to 

6ecome, exists in all that which is, outside of the Highest Deity, who is 
the Absolute Being, always in action. That Matter receives from the 
Will, that existence, unity, and substantiality, which constitute the Uni
versal Form. The Universal Intellect is a direct emanation from the 
Will, and contains all form and universality. The second hypostate is 
the Universal Soul. It manifests itself in the Makrokosm (i. e. ,  the whole 
Universe), also in the Mikrokosm (i. e. ,  Mankind), under different forms. 

The Universal Form is founded in the Universal Intellect. It has 
properties by which we recognize it in all th?l.t which exists : 1 .  That of 
the quality of to 6e, reached through its action on other things, and sub
sisting in them, because if the form were not carried by them, they would 
be chaotic matter. 2. That of perfecting the essence of the thing which 
bears it, and giving to that thing its existence, because it is only through 
its form that the thing is. Matter is only to 6e, in potentiality, the Form 
of All Things is, to 6e, in action. Having in a general way established the 
Universal Matter and Form, he seeks to base it on analysis. He calls this 
the particular method, it consists in the consideration of things evident 
to our senses, and individual things ; going up, through them, to the spir-
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itual and general. Animal existence and that of plants and minerals, are 
composed of matter and form, the same as the artificial things, e. g. , a 
statue. The last are composed of a particular matter and an artificial 
form. The four elements have each a particular fonn, but also have a com
mon form, that of element in general, for the particular forms of the ele
ments do not exist of themselves, they are only accidents ; they are to !he
elements, that which the particular form is to the substance. All nature 
resolves into the four elements, and these resolve themselves into some
thing, which is the substratum of their general form. They are qualities, 
and a substratum is necessary to unite th�e qualities, e. g. , generation, is 
the result of the mixture of positive and negative or opposing elements ; 
if a subtile substratum did not precede substance, the latter would pro
ceed from non-substance. Beyond all usually called matter is the most 
sublimated general substratum, this is the Universal Matter. Above the 
elements are the heavens, but they also possess quantity and corporeality, 
and from thence we may conclude, that they have form and matter. They 
have not the qualities of the elements, and have not generation or de
struction. The fonn of the heavens is, therefore, different from the ele
mental form. There are four species of matter : 1. Particular or artifi
cial, e. g. , bronze. 2. Particular or natural matter, e. g. , that coming from 
the mixture of the elements. 3. General natural mattt:r, e. g. , that which 
is the element of the elements. 4. Matter of the heavenly spheres or or
bits.* 

The II Book treats of the place in the universe, of the Universal Mat
ter which is the substratum of its corporeality. We reach this by subli
mating from ordinary corporeality, color, etc. In sensible bodies that 
which is visible and gross, serves to c�ry that which is more subtile ; sub
limating this, we arrive at the sole substratum, the Universal Matter. 
Above all the forms of the existences is that of the Intellect, which em
braces everything by its knowledge, because i ts substance is the most 
subtile and penetrating of all things. In the bond of the forms we pass 
insensibly from the visible to the invisible, from the matter-world to the 
spiritual world. The forms evident to the senses can be considered as the 
images of the intelligible intellectual forms, the spiritual existences, and 

* This may mean of the Sephiroth.

I O  



through the visible world one can form some judgment of the spiritual and 
invisible world. The sensible forms are the symbols, which retrace in the 
soul the · intelligible forms ; as the letters in a book bring back to the 
reader the thoughts of the writer, which they carry and conceal. It is

through the substance which bears the nine categories, which he afterwards 
more fully describes, that we ought to begin our researches for that which is
not evident to the senses. Our author then endeavors to establish a perfect 
parallel between the superior and inferior world. The Will (ra-non) of 
the Supreme Deity emanates all forms, and makes them penetrate to the 
lowest extremity of matter, and it draws together all the existences 
dl\J>Cndent upon it, and puts them in harmony and equilibrium, by a 
wise distribution of the forms. The substance upon which this Will 
acts, is Space thought of in  its most sublimated abstractness. The other 
simple substances are solely and only, in their causes, and are not in any 
corporeal place ; together, they reside successively one in the other, and 
together, in the Divine knowledge. The lower the existences descend 
from the abstract or simple to the composite, the less sublimated and 
grosser they become, and the higher they are, the more clear and su btile. 
There are two Spaces, a corporeal and a spiritual ; the first is a shadow 
or image of the latter, as the inferior world is only an image of the supe
rior world. He says much as to the divine Will, and that everything 
comes from, lives and moves, in it. After having spoken of the Abso
lute Unity above all number, and its passage into the lower Unity, that 
of number, and thence into multiplicity, our author gives examples of 
his views, by approximation. In his system he formulates four uni
versal matters, placed in, yet above, each other, sublimating the more, 
the higher they ascend. 1 .  The absolute Universal Matter, or that em
bracing at the same time, the spiritual and corporeal worlds, in the 
most abstract sublimation. It is the substratum of all existing outside 
of the Un ity's. 2. The corporeal Universal Matter, the sublimated 
element of all the elements, or that which serves as the substratum 
to the forms of corporeity and quantity, and which permeates at the 
same time the celestial spheres and the sublunary world. 3. The Uni
versal Matter common to all the corporeal celestial spheres. 4. The 
Universal Matter of the sublunary world, that of the elements, and seat 
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of the contingencies, and which he calls the general natural matter. To 
each of these corresponds an Universal Form, and the Forms as the Mat
ters, particularize and corporify themselves, in the measure that they 
descend in the scale of existences. Forms in general, are of two kinds
one, constituting the essence of all things, is ·common to all which has 
directly issued from the Divine Will, the other, l imited more and more, 
varies in each degree in the ladder of the existences. 

In the III Book, he undertakes to prove the existence of intelligible sim
ple substances, which are intermediaries between the First Efficient Cause, 
the Will, and the substance of the corporeal. The system of Gebirol is based 
on the unity of form and substance, and the latter, is matter qualified to 
receive all forms, qualities and accidents. He asserts two species of 
proof to demonstrate the existence of such substances. The first i s  
founded on the absolute contrast or opposition, existing between the 
abstract Deity and the corporeal universe. One is the First Efficient 
Cause, most subtile and most noble, the other gross and vile ; one is 
eternal, nay, above eternity, the other falls within the limits of time. 
The Supreme Deity is Absolute Unity, the physical world, absolute 
plurality. The universe, however, draws its existence from Absolute 
Unity in spite of the abyss which separates it. It is necessary that 
this abyss be bridged by something intermediary, which resembles 
on the one side, the one existence, the Supreme Deity, and on the 
other, the two existences, Matter and Form, and which shall serve to 
bind all together. Man as the Mikrokosm (lta-olam ltaq·qalan), is 
an image of the Universe, and the whole Universe forms one sole indi
vidual (the Makrokosm), which is the prototype of the inferior ; as in  man, 
the Mikrokosm, i. e. , the little world, the Intellect, Spirit or Nesltamalt,

which is the most simple, subtile, and sublime, of all the substances, is 
not attached to the corporeal body, but the animal soul, Nepluslt, and the 
ethical spirit, Ru-a'lt, are intermediaries between them, through the 
inferior faculties of the animal soul : so in the Makrokosmos, the 
Great World, i. e. , the whole Universe ; the Great Paradigmatic Perfect 
Man ; there are the divine Will, and nine intermediaries or categories,* 

* This  i s  evidently a reference to  the Ten Sephiroth which form in their totality, •.he

Adam Qadmon. Comp. the Me'qllr, Bk. III ,  H 5, 8, 30, 44.



through which the Absolutely Existing who is above number, is 
attached to Its corporeal universe. The activity of the First Efficient 
Cause is to make proceed, or create, out of the No-Thing, Some-Thing ; 
but the substance which contains the categories being composed of the 
most simple, abstract, sublimated, elements, has not gone out or sepa
rated, from the No-Thing, but its energies or rays extend. The latter are 
under a dependence which comes through the divine Will. It  is 
then necessary, that there be an intermediary creation going out of 
the Absolute No-Thing. Our author, however, admits, that i t  is an 
absolute impossibility to demonstrate by metaphysics, the connexion of
the matter-world, with the Absolute Being of the Supreme Deity. The 
simple substances communicate their essence, without any kind ot 
diminution, and the Absolute Unity emanates through yet is immanent 
in them. Their action consists in the gradual and successive commu
n ication of form, which has its primitive source in the Will. This is 
by the Will's rays and faculties, but not by any diminution of its es
sence. As evidences of such an emanation without diminution ,  he 
refers, to sight, through the eye, and to the rays which proceed from 
the sun . Its first cause can be sought for, only in the Superior Faculty 
and First Agent, who made All Things, put all in movement, and acts 
upon all that, which is susceptible of receiving Its action. All the simple 
substances obey Its action, and act by and through It, whenever they find 
matter which has been deposited to receive Its action . All the impressions 
come from the simple substances. The First Efficient Cause, however, is 
the first emanation, which renders necessary the effusion of all the sub
stances one into the other. The more the substance is simple, subtile, and 
abstract, the more it possesses the power of penetrating. The rays of the 
sun become perceptible to our vision, only when they touch a corporeal 
substance, and the thickening of the same causes the shadow. The im
pressions which the composite substance receives, become evident only, 
because the matter which receives them, is essentially in contact with the 
corporeal. The emanations of the simple substances only become evi
den t, when in contact with the corporeal substance. We can recognize 
that all the forms exist in  the Will, in germ, in a more simple sublimated 
manner than in the Universal Matter. The simple substances on the one 
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side are receptive and passive, on the other side active ; they receive the 
forms from the h igher and communicate them to the lower. The sub
stance which carries the categorios is purely corporeal and receptive and 
not any action emanates from it. The forms, evident in themselves, 
such as quantity, shape, color, etc . ,  are in the essence of the simple sub
stances, and lbn Gebirol tries to show, that all the categories, which are 
solely applicable to the corporeal, have their analogues in the world of 
the spiritual substances. In it, he asserts, are the prototypes of all the 
categories, which come to corporify �hemselves in the corporeal universe. 
From this allian.ce between the spiritual and corporeal substance is born a 
form, which in i ts entirety, is neither one nor the other, because in gen
eral, when two opposites are united, a third is born, which is neither of 
the two opposites, thus results a triad. Gebirol says : " If thou comparest 
the spiritual form to the light which exists in the substance of the sun ; 
the form, spread upon matter, to the l ight which exists upon the surface 
of a body ; and the color to the corporeal form, which is found, in  
potentiality, i n  the  corporeal matter (because color is found in  a body, 
in potentiality) , thou wilt find, by the comparison of these different 
forms, that the corporeal form, which exists in potentiality in the body, 
manifests itself to our senses, when the form, emanating from the 
spiritual form, comes to join i tself to it, the same as color, which exists 
in potentiality in a body, manifests itself for the senses, when the light 
emanating from the l ight of the sun , comes to join itself to it. So then, 
thou wilt find, that the form which emanates from the spiritual form, com
ing to spread itself over matter, manifests itself to the senses, when it 
joins itself to the corporeal form, which exists in  potentiality in  matter, 
because the two (forms) become one, the same as the l ight spread upon 
the surface of a body, manifests itself in the senses, when i t  joins itself to 
the surface of the body and which i tself identifies with the color. " Besides 
the Will and the nine categories, he makes the simple substances or inter
mediaries, three. 1 .  The Universal In tellect. 2 .  The Universal Soul. 
3 .  Nature or energy, which is more directly in  affinity with the cor
poreal world, which it more immediately produces and governs. This 
is based on the idea of the triadic incorporeal in man. The intellec
tual or rational, the vital, and the vegetative spirits, in the human being, 



the rational being the highest, the vegetative, the lowest. The inferior 
substances cloth the light of the superior to them, and all cloth the Light 
of the First Agent .  

The Universal Soul being considered as like the particular soul, is 
v iewed as vegetative, vital, and intellectual or rational. The impression 
of the superior is  shown in the inferior, e.g. , nature, the lowest of all sub
stances, produces by the movement of attraction, transformation, reten
tion, and expulsion. In the vegetative soul originates generation and 
growth, the vital produces sensibility and locomotion of body, and in the 
intellectual soul (nepltult !tam-me' da/Jberellt) thought is produced. The 
Intellect above it, produces the perception of intelligible things (Form), 
without time, space, or proof of anything, because being in  perfect com
pletion, i t  perceives all in  the true essence. A substance both moving 
and being moved, like the Kosroic mind, souls, and nature, must be
physico-spiritual (rucltni gaJltmu). The substance of the n ine catego
ries, is rather physico-passive, and not at the same time intirely active
passive. As they descend they thicken, are enfeebled and in shadow, 
and the density hinders them from rapid motion and penetrating into 
other things. Whether the categories (sugltum) can be inferred as from 
the spiritual, is answered by the axiom,-" You can conclude from the 
visible as to the invisible, from the compound as to the simple. " 
The body of man, as the Mikrokosm, resembles that of the Malcro
kosm, or Great World, the Universe, both in its course and construc
tion. The forms of the purely spiritual substances become visible, 
through the resistance of matter against the intrusion of that which is 
more subtile, the latter therefore, is retained on the exterior and assumes 
a kind of density. By the union of the spiritual and physical substances a 
new form, neither totally spiritual or totally physical arises. The Divine 
faculty is  an extreme perfectipn , that cannot be enfeebled ; but the grad
ual enfeeblement of the forms in the substances results from the fact, that 
the light of the Divine faculty, when concentrated in itself leaves these 
substances more or. less in shadow (or image). Like sunlight penetrating 
different media, the change is not to be attributed to its essence, but to that 
of the thing which receives its action , and which cannot be manifested ex
cept by partaking of its qualities ; but it partakes of these in different gra-



dations ; because the further that the thing is from the source of the Di
vine faculty, the less it receives the former's  action. The higher existences 
yearn after the Divine potentiality (b'ltt"slttokek hak·kokholh ailav), the 
lower are in the shadow (v'hayah hash-shafal lzail) .  The Divine power 
never decreases. The mediative substances also never decrease in 
power. They impart without any loss, l ike the sun, etc. The 
inferi.or world is an image of the superior, and an analogy exists be
tween the different parts of the two worlds. To arrive at a true kno�l
edge of the simple substances, man must throw off the bond of matter, 
and by meditation t ransport himself into the intelligible world, and so 
seek to identify his essence with that of the h igher substances ; when in 
that condition,  man does not recognize anything of the world of the 
senses. In that condition, man will find the evident bodies in  
comparison with the intelligible substances, extremely insignificant, 
and see, that the corporeal world i s  borne by the intelligible world, 
as if  it were a ship on the sea, or a bird in the air. lbn Gebirol thought 
he resolved the conne�tion between the Infinite and the finite, by estab
lishing, that the simple substances and the Will ,  are neither wholly 
the one or the other, that the Will or Desire of the Supreme Deity, 
i s  infinite in its essence, but through i ts action, is in affinity with the finite, 
and that this action began at the instant of the creation, or rather emana
tion, of the Universe. The intellect has had a commencement ,  has been 
emanated or created, whilst its action, falls not in time but is eternal and 
infinite. He then, to show the bonds existing between them, sets forth 
the meaning we can infer, in his saying, that the simple substances, are 
from and in the orbits or spheres which environ each other, and which 
themselves wholly surround the composite substances, and these are evi
dently those which the Qabbalists term the Sephiroth, and which, he calls, 
spheres or circles. "froperly they should be called, orbits. The essence 
of the Will, he admits, is however impenetrable to man's  intelligence, 
and we arrive at a knowledge of it only through ecstasy, which puts us 
into the world of the Divinity. We know the essence of the Wil l , only 
through the actions which emanate through the intermediary of the Wil l .  

The IV Book.-This book t reats of a subject of much importance, that 
is, that all the simple substances are composed of form and matter. St. 



Thomas Aquinas, Albert the Great, and other celebrated scholastics, con
sider Avicebron, as the first, who has attributed matter to the soul and all 
other simple substances, and that doctrine has been regarded by them as 

the principal point of Gebirol 's system. Gebirol goes back to the idea of 
the bonds, existing between the superior and inferior worlds, the superior 
being a prototype of the latter. The simple substances have an affinity and 
all form one sole unity ; they are distinguished only through the matter 
they carry, which is more or less subtile ; as it approaches or recedes from 
the first source of all perfection. Simple when i n  affinity with the corpo
reity which is underneath them, composite relatively to that which is 
above them, i. e. , the Will or first agent, which is Absolute Simplicity. 
An effect is weaker than a cause, and junction is possible only through a 
similarity. The simple substances, as between themselves, are different ; 
this is the result of form, form is the realization of their existence, to 
the latter, matter is indispensable. Matter has not any real existence 
and is without form.*  Most of this book is composed of demonstra
tions, too numerous to be given in this writing, but he asserts that all the 
Universe, which is outside of the Supreme Deity, from i ts superior ex
tremity to its inferior, is yet in one continued unity, in  which the Deity 
is immanent yet transcendental. The Highest above All Things is an 
Absolute Unknown Unity, the emanator of the created is a different Cre
ator getting all potentiality from the former. The latter is the One in 
number. There is therefore a two.fold Ens. Matter, in its greatest ab
straction, is only being in potentiality, or, the simple power, lo be. The 
word designates at once that simple faculty in all its abstractness, that 
ideal potentiality, which has not yet passed into act ion, and which is not 
yet clothed with any form, either spiritual or corporeal . Matter is also 
the composite matter, which may be spiri tual or corporeal, and lastly, 
it is that which holds the medium between them, t�at is, the elementary 
matter and that of the spheres. This is the abstract matter of the corpo-

* " The powers (potentialities) of matter we know and recognize in every phenomenon

of creation ; the absolute matter in none." Prof. Faraday, London and Edinburgh, 

Philos. Joum., 1 844. See also, " Curious Things of the Outside World," etc., by Har· 

grave Jennings, London, 1861 ,  Vol. ii, 32, 33. " Solar Light and Heat," by Z. Allen. 

New York, 1 879, p. 1 66. 
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reity, that of the latter in potentiality. In the higher world there is a 
two-fold Ens, quality and that which bears i t .  Substratum is matter, 
quality is  form. Our author has some remarks as to the affinity which 
exists between the lo be, and numbers, and shows the number 3 is the 
root of all things, because Form represents the Unity, and Matter the 
Duad, and together with the Will, the bond, results a Triad ; and 
his reasoning recalls that of the Pythagoreans, especially the state
ments of the Arabian authors, upon the numbers of Pythagoras. 
In the idea of lo bt, are the necessary, possible, and impossible, 
or, Creator, created, and non-being. Intellect, Ntshamali, represents 
the monad, the ethical soul, .Ru·a'li, the duad, the vital soul, Ntphuli,

the triad, and Nature, the tetrad. All the existing are constituted after 
the nature of numbers, which are considered as entities, and all are 
dominated by the intellect, the same as all the numbers are comprised in 
the unity. The Highest Abstract God is the indivisible, metaphysical 
unity. The Will is a production , a secondary and divisible unity, the One, 
the unity of number, which is  in direct affinity with multiplicity. This 
secondary unity, the One of number, is an immediate emanation of the 
unity above all number, the Absolute Divinity. The Universal Form in 
itself is a Perfect Light, which weakens in the measure i t  penetrates into 
matter, just as physical light terminates after passing through several, 
more or less, transparent bodies. The first Light is the creative Will ,  
the efficient faculty, which passes into the Universal Form, the poten
tiality to act. Matter is the principle of unity, Form, of multiplicity. 
There is Universal Matter and Form ; the former corresponds with unity, 
the latter with two-Coldness, hence not unity, but the Triad is at the root 
of All . The Light in the Universal Matter, or in the Universal Form, is 
insignificant when compared with the Light in the Will. There are three 
forms. 1 . That which exists in the essence of the Will ; this however 
in reality is not form. 2. Form which is in act ion or reality and is at
tached to matter, i. t. , the Form of the Universal Intellect. 3. The 
Ideal Form, the abstract of all matter and which is virtually attached to 
matter. The other forms are contained in the Universal Form. If the 
Will is an efficient cause, it has in i ts essence, the form of all the things, 
because it is certain that the form of every effect exists in its cause, or 
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better, the effect (itself) exists in i t s  cause through the form which i t  has. 
Things therefore exist in the essence of the Will only for so much as they 
are its effects. The effects of all of these may be included under the 
term movement. The principle of this, not. even the most subtile bodies
bears within itself. All motion comes therefore from above and is beyond 
all composite things. 

Creation with Gebirol is only the impression of Form in Matter, an im_ 
pression emanating from the Will .  Creation keeps within bounds the 
U:niversal Matter and Universal Form. All the rest emanate from these. 
Creation does not happen in time, but precedes it and is in eternity. 

The V Book.-In this the theme is, t he Universal Matter and Universal 
Form considered in themselves. These are the culminating points of the 
whole work, and should serve as the ladder to rise to a knowledge of the 
Will. Of the Will our author says, he would treat in another writing ; 
but this is now lost. In this Book, Gebirol sets forth the Will or Divine 
Word, as the intermediary and bond of the Universal Matter and 
Form. Yet they also are bound together and exist in  the Divine, for 
they were born simultaneously. The Will is one, the Matter and Form 
two, together the triad, but they have never been separated, and different  
from the knowledge in man, knowledge in God passes from potentiality 
to action, without the intervention of any time, all in the action of the 
Deity is i nstantaneous. The know.ledge of these things,  he says, is the 
most elevated, man as a finite being, can attain. The Form and Matter are 
as an open book, they are the pages upon which are traced the lines of 
letters. Those who know how to read that book, acquire the highest 
knowledge. The highest Intellect is without form, and therefore is en
abled to conceive all the other forms, which are contained in the Uni
versal Form. The Matter peculiar to the Form of the Intellect (Se-klul), 
receives its form from the Will. Matter is a spiritual power, existing 
without 'Form by i tself, and the Fonn is a light which gives everything its 
characteristics and stamp. The Form, is in the knowledge of the Supreme, 
yet separate, from whence it gets united with Matter. The Will (Memrah or 
Logos), is a Divine faculty which emanates from the Deity and penetrates 
the whole universe ; it has been called , the Creating Speech or the Divine 
Word ; i t  is the first source of the movement which has created and vivi-
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tied all, and communicates i tself successively to all parts of the spiritual 
and corporeal world as a vitalizing energy. From it, the Universal Form 
emanates. The moYement through the Will is not the movement of 
physics, that is, the movement in inferior substances. The movement 
through the Will is an energy and faculty which determines itself, freely 
in itself, and communicates itself to the spiritual world, tq which it gives 
knowledge and life. From this Will the Universal Form emanates. We 
call to the attention of the reader, that this Will or Word was most likely 
in the mind of our author, the speech (" said ")  of the creation , repeated 
ten times in Genesis, Chapter I ,  which indicates the Will and Desire of 
God, the Divine Potentiality, and manifests i tself freely in the work of 
our Creation. 

We say God is in everytl1 ing, because through and by Its Will, Desire, 
or Word, Creation came into being and still exists. God's  Will is always 
in everything in potentiali1 y and action. This Will or Word is the action 
of the Absolute manifested. Creation is l ike the word spoken by man, 
as far as it enters the ear of the hearer ; it creates spiritual forms in the 
latter. So the Creator ha:1 spoken the Word, the intent and meaning, cf 
which became manifest in matter. Saadya Gaon (92 7-942 A. D.) had 
already written, that the "He said" ,of Genesis, meant " He Willed" or 
"Desired . "  To know, and to will, are the two sides of the Deity, one latent, 
the other active. The Absolute Supre'!le is the thinker, thought, and object 
of thought ; with the Deity all of these are instantaneous. The Will acts be
yond time, produces motion without being i tself moved ; Universal Matter 
is like non-existence, Form is existence. Every existence tends towards the 
higher, the first Unity, to obtain perfection. Reward is for the pious soul 
in after l ife, punishment for the wicked ; this refers only to the thinking, 
intellectual soul, Neslta'ltalt, but not to the Neplteslt, or animal soul. 
In the Kether Malkhulh the pfe-existence of the soul is referred to. 
The whole universe is  one complex, the lower emanates from the higher, 
and is its image, but the Divine potentiality is active in each. Love 
and yearning for the original source of being, and the desire of Divine 
perfection, are the principles of motion, common to all the created . 
The extent of attainment is various and depends on their capacities. 
The emanations take place dynamically ; forces, si:intillations and rays 



issue from the categories, but the essence of the Supreme Unity, which is 
transcendental to yet immanent in them, never decreases. These are the 
intermediaries which are neither absolutely limited, nor absolutely end
less, but l ike the Will they partake of each, yet are still, in their kind, 
different. They are evidently the Sephiroth of the Qabbalah. The same 
view is in Philo, ii i , p. 1 85 el uq. The Will is infinite in its essence, but 
in its action, beginning with Time, it is finite. The spin"lus mundi is, on 
its created side, finite, but i ts actions also being beyond Time, it is in
finite. 

That Will, Memrah or Logos, has been considered by the Jewish theo
logians, as a first hypostasis of the divinity, putting in direct affinity and 
bond, the first and absolute substance, the Supreme Unity, with the uni
verse ; but real ly, at the foundation, the Will, Desire or Word, as a Divine 
attribute, is inseparable from the Divinity, and is, as far as we can in  this 
world know, the Divine Essence.* lbn Gebirol's distinction is purely 
ideal. This book may be summed up in three propositions : 1 .  All 
emanated or created things, that is, all beings outside of the Supreme, 
have matter and form. 2. All movement and vital energy in the uni
verse emanates from the Divine Will .  3 .  This Will  is a Divine faculty, 
which as the Divine Word or Speech, emanated, or immanently created, 
and since has always penetrated and kept in existence, the whole universe. 
Gebirol holds that the simple, abstract, highest unknown Being, corres
ponds to Who ? What ? to 2, How ? to 3, Why ? to 4. The Universal Perfect 
Soul is the Makrokosm, Humanity is the Mikrokosm. The energy of the 
universe begins at the highest celestial sphere, called by Gebirol, the envi
roning sphere, but does not begin, as with Giordani Bruno and Spinoza, 
in the Absolute Deity as a first substance. Our author's idea of the Su
preme Deity is similar to that of Ain Soph in the Hebrew Qabbalah, and 
he takes refuge in the idea of the Will as the first expression, of the un
numbered, unknown, primal Supreme Deity above al l  number ; the Wil l  
being the unit of number, and the simple abstract idea ; and the Supreme 

* NOTE.-See John i, 1- 15, Prov. viii, Ps. xxxiii, and the writings of Philo Judreus.

The Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan ben Uzz.iel, etc., by J. W. Etheridge, London, 

1 865, as to the Memrah or Word, the Logos. Also writings of Rev. Peter Allix before 

cited, and Jacob Bryant on Philo. Cambridge, 1 797. 
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Deity being unknowable and above all finite number and idea. He holds 
that one can only reach to the unknown Supreme Deity through the 
ecstatic condition. Such is a short resume of the Me'qor Hay·yim. 

= :fft.7'w.. = ::1i:.N. •eFZ.CSN. - GlfCGl/. : � l'VlfPtt:. - Rt:D. 
Figure 8.-The ancient Mexican androgene or makrokosmos, with the ancient Mexican siiJIS of the 

Zodiac, from an archaic, aboriginal, Mexican l\ISS. in the Vatican Library. 



Fiiurc 9.-Hindu Tree of the Scpblroth. 

VIII. 

THE THEORY AS TO ECSTASY. THE WRITERS WHO MENTION I B N  GEBIROL, OR 

MAKE USE OF HIS PHILOSOPHY. THE SO· CALLED ARABIC PHILOSOPHERS. 

THE doctrine of ecstasy as understood by the ancients was : The soul 
was regarded as an emanation from the Divine Intelligence, but 
being in a finite body, as if in a prison, it could only have 

a knowledge of finite things ; for instance Plotinus held knowledge and 
existence are identical, therefore human intelligence to comprehend 
and know the Divine Intelligence, must become as if the Divine 
Intelligence, arriving at that, the same plane, i t  is no longer an emana
tion from it, but is an identification with it .  In a word, the human 
soul must lose its personality, and this is reached only through ecstasy. 
When in this condition, the human soul is assumed to be separated from in
dividual consciousness, freed from its fleshly prison, and absorbed into the 
Divine Intelligence from which i t  emanated. The captive soul goes back' 
to its parent, the Supreme Deity. Among the Mohammedans this is the 
elf ort of the Sufi ; the Hindus, the Yogin ; the Buddhists, tlie S�raman. It  
was the doctrine of the Neo-platonists, and probably of many of the He
brew prophets. The early Qabbalists held this view, as also did Philo 
Judreus, also the Apostle Paul, who was frequently in trances. The same 
idea is apparently in the Didache or Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, 
and is fully set forth in the pseudo-Dionysius, the Areopagite. Many of 
the Early Fathers of the Christian Church, bel ieved in it, and a thorough 
examination by the student, of the real mean ing of the " Gift of tongues " 
of the New Testament, may reveal to him that i t  contemplat$!d a similar 
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idea. * Gebirol was obliged to admit an emanating or creating Deity, a
manifestation of the Unknowable Supreme Unity, but, with him, this is 
the impression of the Universal Form on Universal Matter, both of 
which emanate from the Will. This preceded Time, is Eternal. With 
the Qabbalah, he also insists upon a superior ideal paradigm, after which 
the universe has been formed, and which is in  affinity with the latter, 
through the orbits or spheres. This is the Qabbalistic doctrine of the 
Adam Qadmon or Adam Illa-ah, the Makrokosm, and the totality of 
the ten Sephiroth. The doctrine of numbers and letters as entities, 
enters into h is system, and considered as sounds, we must admit, they 
stand on the border land of the spiritual and physical worlds ; from the 
spirit they resolve into a physical element, the breath, and are the symbols 
indispensable to the communication of thought, and, indeed, are to us, 

the best possible outward and also receptive, form of the spirit .  
Gebirol must have know� the celebrated Qabbalistic Sepher Ye' tzeerah, 

i. e. , Book of Creation, rather Formation, as he evidently quotes from. it  
(Bk. II, § 2 7) : " It is wherefore i t  has been said that the construction 
of the world was made through the inscription of numbers and letters in 
the air. " The Ye'  tzeerah reads : Edition of Mantua, c. i, § 1 o ; c. 
i i ,  §§ 2 and 3-" Two, it is the breath (air or azoth) which comes from 
the spirit , in which It has engraved and sculptured the 2 2  letters. * * 
The 2 2  letters It has graved, sculptured, weighed, transposed and com
bined them, and It created through them, the soul of all that which is cre
ated and all that which has been created. * :i: * The 2 2  letters, which 
are the foundation, are engraved in the voice, sculptured in the air, and 
fixed in the mouth, in five places (organs of speech), etc. " R. Saadyah 
Gaon in his writing-Bodleian Library, MSS. cod. Poe. No. 2 56-upon 
this Qabbalistic book, essays to make this its fundamental doctrine. Itn

Gebirol's quotation is important for the completion of his system. Comp. 
ante, p. 1 4 1 ,  note. The method of the Ye'tzeerah is analytical, that of the 
Zohar is based on the analytical-synthetical proces&': The former uses the 
letters and numbers as the principles of all the things, the latter uses the 
inner forms of thinking, the ideas. The Ye' tzeerah is very old. See 

* Comp. Dr. Sch:iars Hist. of the Christian Church. New York, 1882, pp. 224 to

245. 
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ante, page 39. It  was doubtless the book mentioned in the Tal
mud. * 

Among the Jewish writers, whose writings we now have, the first who 
mentions Ibn Gebirol, is Moses Ibn Jacob ben Ezra, of Granada, who 
l ived in  the first half of the twelfth century ( d. u 38) ; he eulogizes our 
author.t In his Arugath hab-Bosem, · ;. e. , Garden of Aromatics, he 
borrows much, either from Ibn Gebirol, or from the same sources. " The 
Active Intellect, ': he says, " is the first among the creatures of the Most 
High ; it is a faculty emanating from the Will, a simple, pure and scin
tillating substance, which bears in itself the forms of all the existences. 
The human intellect is a composite faculty, in affinity with it (the Active 
Intellect). * * * Man is called the Little World (Mikrokosm), and the 
universe, the Great World (Makrokosm), because the Mikrokosm greatly 
resembles by its composition, derivation, and creation, the Makrokosm." 
Also, " The rational soul only subsists in the body, through the inter
mediary of the spirits, which are placed between the two ; because the 
one being subtile and the other gross, the soul can exist in the body only 
through an intermediary bond. It is the same with the universe, I desire 
to �ay, that the simple and sublime substance, cannot (directly) unite 
with the body of the world ; this last is the substance which carries the 
ten categories. "  These ten categories may refer to those ment ioned by 
Aristotle, but most probably, to the ten .orbits or spheres of the un iverse, 
as the ten Sephiroth. Hay. Gaon (died 1 038 A. D.) knows the Sephiroth ,
an.d Gebirol wrote an elegy upon Hay. Gebirol in his writings eviden tly
intends the Sephiroth, although he speaks of them, as the First Agent and 
the nine categories, but he also refers to the circles, orbits, or spheres as 
Intermediaries. t The celebrated Abraham Ibn Ezra, in his Bible Com-

* Comp. Hershon's Talmudic Miscellany, before cited, pp. 57, 234, 329. Treasures

of the Talmud, p. 42. Genesis with Talmudic Comment., p. 287, before cited. Ad. 

Franck, la Kabbale, p. 74 el m;. The Talmud Babl i ,  treat. Berakliolll, folio SS· 

Schawb's French Ed., i, p. 4s3-4, says of Be'tzaleel (Ex. xxxi, 2, etc;) ,  " R. Yudab 

said in the name of Rab. That man knew the mysterious combination of the letters, by 

which heaven and earth were created, etc." 

t See c,sd1iclitc tier Jiidiuhen lileral11r von Gustav Karpel es. Berlin, 1 886, p. S04

el uq. Munk, A-ldanges des Pllilos. juive el ara6e, p. 263, etc. 

t Book I I, �  1, � 2, ·� 1 2, � 23, � 27. Ill �� 1-2, 4, 7, 8, 9, el uq., a 4 1 .  IV, � 1 ,

a 8 .  Saadyah Gaon, i n  h i s  Comment o n  the Sepber Yetzirah-MSS. o f  the Bodleian
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mentaries on Isaiah, also eulogizes Gebirol, cites some of his allegorical 
explanations, and apparently knew the Me'q6r ' Hay-yim. He speaks of 
the creating Will and identifies it with the Divine Wisdom, and the Divine 
Word.* I t  also appears, from some passages of the book Khouri of 
Yehudah ha-Levi, that  he knew of similar ideas to those in the Me'q6r, 
and most l ikely obtained them from the Qabbalistic philosophy. He 
does not however, mention Gebirol ar his writings.t 

In 1 1 60 A. D. Abraham ben David ha-Levi , attacked Gebirol bitterly 
in his book, called :-The Sublime Faith, which is Aristotelian in its ten
dency. This . writing apparently discredited our author with his co-relig
ionists, and the popularity of peripateticism, through the writings of Ibn 
Sina (Avicenna), and perhaps, the revelations in, and the mysticism of, 
the Me'q6r ' Haf.yim, may have contributed to their forgetfulness of his 
philosophy. The Me'q6r did not suit, the positiveness of Maimonides 
( 1 1 35-1 204 A. D.) and his school, and the rapid advance of the Maimonic 
tendency and Aristotelianism, soon caused the philosophical writings of 
this great Jewish philosopher to be forgotten by his race. Only one Jewish 
philosopher of the thirteenth century, the erudite Shem Tob Ibn-Falaquera 
(cir(a 1 264 A. D.),  in his Commentary upon the Moreh Ne-boo'kheem of 
Maimonides, cites from Gebirol frequently,· and has appreciated his phi
losophical work, which Falaquera says : " Contains an antiquated system, 
going back to philosophers of the highest antiquity. " We find however, 
although not mentioned by the Qabbalists, from the similarity of their 
statements, that either they drew from him, or that both drew, which we 
think our writing shows to be more probable, from a common ancient 
source, the Secret Learning. The Speculative Hebrew Qabbalah is an 
abstract science, based undoubtedly upon the Secret Learning, as we 
shall hereafter mention. It assumes the unveiling of the secrets of crea-
Library, Cod. Poe, No. 256, refers to the ten Sepbirotb. He lived drca 927-942 
A. D. Philo appears to have bad an idea of them. See bis treatise, On Monarchy ; 

especially pp. 1 85-6. 

* For Commentaries in English, see Transactions of the Sociel� of Hebrew Litera

ture. London. See, same series, Essays on Writings of lbn Ezra. 

t For the Kbozari, comp. D. Cassel's Ed. Leipzig. 1 853. Also, Warsau Ed. of 

188o, with two commentaries ; and H. Hirscbfeld's, Breslau, 1 885 . 

I I  



tion and physics termed by it, Ma-a'seh Be'resheeth, and of the essence 
of the Deity and God's  connection with the universe, or religious meta
physics, which it calls Ma-a'seh Merkabah, i. e. , the Chariot-Throne. 

Under the name of Avicebron, Avicembron , Avicebrol, and Albenzu
brun, lbn Gebirol held, in Christian Europe, a position as one of the 
greatest philosophers of the Middle Ages ; and his philosophical writings 
were largely used by the scholastics. He was thought by many, to be an 
Arab or Saracene. The learned orientalist, Jourdain, in his Critical Re
searches as to the age and origin of the Latin Translations of Aristotle ;* 
tells us, one can surely know the philosophy of the thirteenth century, 
if he will analyze the Fons Vil<Z of Avicebron, and the book De Causis,

which does not appear to have been known to Gebirol. The ideas in the 
Fons Vil<Z caused great disputes in the Christian schools. As early as 
the middle of the twelfth century, Archdeacon Dominic Gunsalvi, with 
the aid of a converted Jew, named Jean Avendoth, translated into Latin, 
the Me'q6r ' Hay-yim. It has been asserted, that from this, and the book 
De Causis ,· Amaury de Chartres and David de Dimant, drew doc
trines, afterwards condemned by the Roman Church as heretical. The 
De Causis, was probably a production of the twelfth century. Its con
tents are aphorisms borrowed from Proclus, but i t  was incorrectly 
ascribed to Aristotle. t Adelard of Bath, Bernard of Chartres, Alain of 
Lille and others, professed doctrines very similar to those of Gebirol, and 
in both church and synagogue, learned men of this period, became theo
sophists and mystics . t  Gebirol's philosophical work, was used by Guil- . 
laume de Auvergne, Bishop of Paris in 1 2 28 ( d. 1 249 ), Albert, the Great 
(b. 1 200, d. 1 280), St. Thomas Aquinas (b. 1 2 2 5 ,  d. 1 2 74), Duns Scotus 
(b. 1 265, d. 1 308). Later, the unfortunate philosopher Giordano Bruno 
(b. 1 5 50, burned 1 600 on account of his philosophy) , and the Neo
platonicians of Italy as late as the sixteenth century, cited from Avice. 
bron' s  philosophical writings. The schoolmen, no more than the Jews 

* Pari�, 2d ed., p. 1 97.

t See B .  Haureau's De la Plii/o:opliu Sdwlastique, Paris, 1 88o, Bk. I ,  part 2, p. 46. 

The doctrine attributed to Amaury, may be condensed in the formula : Omnia unum, 
qui a, quiequid est, at Deus, Ibid. Vol I, p. 403 et stq. 

t Vacherot, Histuin Critique de Neo/nl' Alexandn"e, Bk. III ,  p. 1 1 7  et uq.



of the thirteenth century, appear to have had much knowledge of the 
author whose works they used . Most of the scholastics thought him to 
be an Arabian Mussulman, Guil laume de Auvergne believed him to be an 
Arab, but as he had written a book De Verbo DtiAgenle Omnia, believed 
that he professed Christianity.* Without doubt his Qabbalistic ideas largely 
influenced the Medireval mystics. The Dominican St. Thomas Aquinas, 
as a Nominalist, opposed our author's philosophy. The fiery Franciscan 
Duns Scotus, the Realist, who recommended the most revolting violence, 
so as to force the Jews into the bosom of the Roman Church, without 
knowing our author was a Jew, embraced his doctrines.t 

A few words as to the philosophers, who wrote in Arabic, that which 
has been incorrectly called, the Arabian philosophy, and who preceded 
lbn Gebirol. These men lived in the Orient, some in Central Asia, their 
systems were based on Greek thought, expressed in Semitic language, mod
ified and influenced by the so-called Oriental philosophy. With the excep
tion of Al Kendi, its originators were not Arabs, nor did they come from 
the seat of the khalifate in the East. They were Persians or Turks, but 
they were fostered however, under Saracenic or Arabian dynasties. They 
were influenced by Aristotelianism viewed through an orientalized Pla
tonism, and by Hindu, Persian, and Chaldean philosophy, and their off
shoot Neo-platonism and Neo-pythagorian ism. Al Kendi (b. circa 8 1 2 ,

d. after 8 6 1  A. D . )  was surnamed by  the Arabs, the philosopher par ex

cel/mu. His place of birth is unknown, his father was Governor of 
Koufa, under the Khalifs, Al-Mahdi, Al-Hadi, and Haroun al-Rashid. 
He studied at Bassora and Baghdad, and became celebrated under the 
Khalifs Al-Mamoun (8 1 3-833 A. D.) and Al-Mo' tacem (833-842 A. D.) 
by h i s  writings on philosophy, medicine, mathematics, astronomy, politics, 
music, etc. In 861  he was yet living. 

Abu-Nac;r al-Farabi, called in Latin, Alpharabius (d . 950 A. D.) , was
a Persian. Guillaume de Auvergne, Albert, the Great, and Vincent de 
Beauvois, made much use of his commentary upon the Logic of Aristotle. 
Abu-Ali al-Hosein ben-'Abd-Allah lbn Sina, called by the scholastics 

* Jourdain, work above cited, 2d ed., p. 299, Note 2.
t Comp. Haureau, work above cited, Bk. II, p. 327 i!I uq. Duns Scotus, OjJtra, tit I 

rn-um prindpio, qure�t VIII, No. I and art. 4, No. 24t 30, 3 1 ,  32, art. S. 38. 



Avicenna, was of Persian origin, and born 980, d ied A. D. 1037 .  The 
Me'qor Hay·yim, appeared shortly after the publication of his Al-Shefa, 
i. e. , Cure or Healing, a vast Encyclopedia of the Philosophic sciences, 
in 1 8  volumes ; composed about 1000 A. D. There is not anything to 
show that lbn Gebirol had knowledge of it. Al Ghazali ,  was a native of 
Khorasan (b. 10 58 ,  d. 1 1 1 1  A. D. ). The first so-called Arabian philos
opher in Europe was lbn Gebirol ( 1 02 1-1070 A. D.) .  The first Moham
medan Arabic philosopher, was Abn Beer Mo'hammed ben Ya'hya, sur
named lbn-al-<;ayeg, commonly called lbn Badja, known to the scholas
t ics as Aven-Pace or Avempace (b. u oo at Saragossa, d at Fez 1 1 38 
A. D.).  He was Aristotelian , and followed the writings of lbn Sina. 
After him were the Spanish Moors, lbn Tofail, (b. circa u oo, d. u 85 
A. D.)  and lbn Roschd, called by the scholastics Averroes (b. u 26, 
d . 1 198 A. D.) .  These were a s  ignorant o f  the writings of Gebirol, as
the Jews appear to have been. Gebirol i s  not even mentioned by the 
learned Moses Maimonides, (from the acrostics of his name frequen tly 
called Rambam- 1 1 35-1 204,) but Maimonides from his own writings, 
appears to have been in agreement with much of the tone of Gebirol ' s  
philosophy. The Mohammedans of  this period d id not  read works written 
by Jews. 

Figure ro.-The Egyptian androgenic intermediary, Shu or MA, with 
the Makrokosm, and Seb the Earth. 



i''igurc 1 1 .-Thc Ark of the Covena n t ,  Cherubi m, and the !:i h t: ' kccll· a h .  

IX. 
THE ANTIQUITY OF THE QABBALAH. BOOKS AND WRITERS IN WHICH THE 

QABBALAH JS REFERRED TO. LETTER OF ST. JEROME ON THE DIVINE 

NAMES. CONNEXION WITH EARLY CHRISTIANITY. ANCIENT THOUGHT, 

LANGUAGE, SYMBOLISM AND TRADITION. HIGH POSITION CLAIMED 

FOR THE QABBALAH . THE IDEAL MAN AND THE GREAT BROTHER· 

HOOD OF HUMANITY. FREE-WILL, THE GOOD AND THE EVIL. THE 

OPPOSITIONS AND HARMONY. 

THE origin and antiquity of the Qabbalah have been enigmas to the
most erudite orientalists, for centuries. The Qabbalists claim, that 

their most important doctrines are of most remote antiquity, in which we 
think they are right ; but we do not go as far as some, who say, they were 
first taught by the Deity to a select company of angels, and that after the 
Fall, by the direction of the Deity, they were taught by these angels to 
Adam and Eve, to give the protoplasts the means of exercising their Free 
Will , and by it to return to their first nobility and felicity. 

These say, from Adam, the Secret Oral Doctrine passed to Seth, and 
from Seth to Noah. Josephus perhaps refers to this learn ing in his book 
on the Antiquities of the Jews.* From Noah it passed to Abraham, the 

• C. ii, f 31 Wbiston's Edition.
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friend of God ; he emigrated, after having a knowledge of it, to Egypt, 
there he taught part of it to the learned of the Egyptians. And thus 
the Egyptians obtained some knowledge of it, and the Eastern nations 
were enabled to introduce it into their philosophical systems. Moses, 
who was learned in all the wisdom of the Egyptians (Exod. ii, l o ,  Acts 
vii, 22 ), obtained knowledge of it in the land of his birth, he studied
the Qabbalah and devoted all his leisure hours to it, during the forty 
years' wanderings in the Desert, and during that time received further 
instructions as to it, from the angels. By the aid of this mysterious 
science he was enabled to solve the difficul ties, which arose during his 
management of the Israelites. In the first four books of the Pentateuch, 
he has esoterically laid down the principles of the Secret Doctrine, from 
the fifth, Deuteronomy, they were withheld, therefore the Qabbalists call 
the first four, the �n�Jhe fifth, the woman. He init iated the Seventy 
Elders into the mysteries, (Numb. xi, 24 el seq. ; Exod . xxi i i ,  1-1 1) ,  and 
they transmitted them from mouth to ear, by the Thorah Shebbe' al Pelz,

i. e. , " the law which is by the mouth . "  The reader will note, seventy 
is the number of the Hebrew word, Sod, i. e. , Mystery, also of Wine, and 
the expression, wine of the Thorah, means secrets of the Thorah. It 
is also to be noted that seventy-two, six for each of the twelve tribes, 
were not initiated. In the chain of the initiated were David and Solo
mon, who had an extensive knowledge of the Qabbalah , and many of its 
doctrines may be discovered by the initiates, in their writings. Isaiah, 
circa 763-7 1 3  B. C . ,  Daniel, 1 6 7- 165 B.C. , and Ezekiel, circa 594 B. C. , 
also had considerable knowledge of the Qabbalah. Until the time of R. 
Shim-on ben Yo'hai, not any one had dared to impart the Secret Teach
ing by writing. He l ived about 95-190 A. D. , near the time of the 
destruction of the Second Temple, and fearing from the dispersion of 
the initiates, that the Secrets of the Qabbalah might be lost, he in
structed certain of his  disciples to write part of it .  This has been done, 
largely through hints, symbols and aphorisms. Many of the doctrines 
of the Qabbalah, more or less veiled, may be found in  the Hebrew Old 
Testament,  and especially i ts Greek version called, the Septuagint, in 
the writings of Aristobulus, 1 70-1 50  B. C. , the Apocrypha, especial ly in  
Jesus, the son of Sirakh, circa 290-280 B. C. ,  some say ; 1 90-1 70 B. C . ,  



the New Testament, the Targums, the oldest of the Sibylline Oracles 
which are Jewish, these appeared drca 1 40 B. C. ; The Psalter of Solo
mon , drca 63-48 B. C. ; the Assumption of Moses, drca A. D. ; the 
Ascension and Vision of Isaiah ; the Book of Jubilees, drca 1 00 B. C.

to 70 A. D. ; Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs, drca 70 A.D. ; Apoca
lypses of Barukh and IV Esdras, drca 81-96 A.D.  (Ezra, the II. Esdras 
of the English Apocrypha. The Vulgate differs. ) And in the books at
tributed to Hermes Trismegistus and ' Hanoch (Enoch) ; and especially 
in the writings of Philo Judreus, and Josephus, and in the most archaic of 
the Midrashim, that have survived their general destruction ; also in the 
Apocryphal New Testament, especially the Epistle attributed to St. 
Barnabas, the scholar of St. Paul, which if not by him is very old, and 
is quoted by Clement of Alexandria, Origen, St. Jerome and Eusebius .* 
They are in the Pastor of Hermas,t which was highly esteemed 
by Clement of Alexandria, Origen; Irenreus, Tertullian and Eusebius, 
and was at one time ranked as canonical ; and also in the early Patristic 
l iterature, especially in the writings of Just in Martyr, Clement o f  
Alexandria, Origen, St. Synesius, and the pseudo-St . Dionysius, whose 
hierarchy of angels is triadic, and in accord with the Ten Sephiroth .t 

* Comp. Kitto's Cyclop. o f  Bib. Liter., Ed. 1 876, Vol. I, p .  J OO  ti  seq. and Apoc

ryphal New Testament. Phi ladelphia, p. 145, tt uq. 

t Kitto, I6id. , I I ,  p. 283 tt seq. A poc. New Test. I6id., p. 1 97 ti seq. ; also Lt Pas

teur d' Htrtlfas. Paris, 1 88o. 

t The arrangement according to Dionys ius is-

l .  Seraphim. 4. Dominations.

2. Cherubim. 5. Virtues.

J. Thrones. 6. Powers.

7 . Principalities. 

8. Archangels.

9. Angels.

In a writing of the Syriac Church, cal lt!d ; the Testament of Ad:tm, which is not later 

than JOO A. D. and probably much ear: ier, and which lies outside of Greek and Latin 

Chri·u ianity and is " an interesting monument of an almost unknown world of ancient 

creeds." Diet. of Christian IJiog. , by Smith and Wace, i, p. J8. Which has a con

nection with the bo;>k, the Conflict of Adam, which may be much older than the N. 

T. I/lid. J4 ti stq. ;-we have a celestial hierarchy like that of Dionysius, beginning 

with the 9. Angel,;, 8. Archangels, 7 .  Principalities, 6. Sovereignties, 5. Virtues, 4. Dom. 

inations, 3. Thrones, 2. Cherubim, 1. Seraphim. See Fragments du Livrt G11ostiqut 
inliluU Apoeal. d' Ada111 011 Ptnitmu ou Ttstammt d' Adam, puWie d'afrts dnu i•tr. 
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The works of• Dionysius have had great influence in the Roman 
Church, especially with the Mystics. St. Jerome-circa 33 1-420 A. D.
mentions the ten Divine Names, in almost the same order given in the 
Qabbalistic writings,* and follows many Qabbalistic explanations. 

siom Syriaque par Mons. Ernest Renan, Joum. Asiatiqut, Paris, 1 853. 5th Sb. tom. ii, 

pp. 427-47 1 ; also his L'�liu ch rltim , 1 879, p. 529 sq. Also Built/in tit l 'Athlnle 

Oriental <le Paris, 1 88 1 ,  p. 1 9 1 ,  and note. I/Jitl. 1 882, p. 50 ti uq. 

In the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church we have three division&, the Princes 

of the Church, the Bishops and Priests, arranged into nine orders, viz : 

1 .  Cardinal Bishops. + Archbishop�. 7. Rector Priests.

2. Cardinal Priests. 

3. Cardinal Deacons.

5. Bishops. 8. Ordinary Priests.

6. Co-adjutor Bishops. 9. Deacons.

We find nearly all the divisions mentioned in Dionysius in St. Paul ; see Col. i, 1 6 ; 

Rom. i, 38, 39 ; Epbes. i, 2 1 ,  iii, 10, 1 5 ; I Peter iii, 22, and other places, the balance 

in the Old Testament. The angelus bell in the Roman Church rings every day 3 times, 

and each time 3 times 3 = 9, for the celestial hierarchies, and then a number of times 

for the spirits on earth. 

• His epistle to Mtrcella, is as to the ten Mystic Names (tleum nomina mystua) by

which the Hebrews designate God. We here note that this fragment resembles the ten 

Names of the Deity-applied to the Ten Sepbirotb by the Qabbalists. The following 

is. a translation : 

"St. Jerome to Marcella :-Thou mayest read in the xc (xci) Psalm, •Wbo abidetb in the 

help of the Highest, shall dwell under the shelter of the God of Heaven,' I would say

that (in this quotation ) with the Hebrews, fort he •God of Heaven' is placed (substituted) 

•iru, i. e., Shatltlai (the Almighty); this (word ) Aquila interprets as ikanon (i. e., the

warlike, brave, powerful or strong) , and \\e may accept its meaning for our purposes as 

robust or all-&ufficient, and that this (Name) is one of the ten Names by which God is known

(or called) among the Hebrews. Therefore as thou bast asked most earnestly that I should

demonstrate to thee, these many Names with their interpretation, I will do what thou

askest. The 1 st Name of God is itt El, which is in the Septuaginta (translated) Theon, 

i. e., God. Aquila explaining the etymology of it, ischuron (i. e., interprets it), as the 

•strong. ' Then (2d) is D'ilitt Elohim, and (the 3rd) •nitc Elohai, which be translates

as meaning the word, God. 4th, nlMJlC Tzn/laoth which the Septuaginta (translates) •Of

the Forces (or Power.i, virlulum) ,' but Aquila, would translate it, of Hosts (the Energies

or Forces were considered by the Hebrews, as the Hosts of heaven, the angels, doing the

Deity's Will. ) 5th. p•i.v Efyon, which we call, the High. 6th . il'ilM "llUM Eur Eh'yth 

(i. e.,  'I shall be who I shall be' ) , of which we read in Exodus (iii) thus :-• Who

is, sent me.' 7th. 'l'1M Adonai (or Adanoi) which we always term, Lord. 8th. il' 
( YaH) which is placed only as to God (in the expression of the tetragrammaton 
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Diagram I I .  The DiYine Names and lhe SephiN>lh. 



Many similar ideas were borrowed by the School of Alexandria and 

the Neo-platonicians ; probably coming through the Aryan branch, the 

Hindus, at least the profound Norwegian scholar, Christian Lassen, pre

sents a strong argument for the Neo-platonic doctrine having originated in 

India. * 

The Gnostics, Manichreans and other, so-called heretical, sects of their 

time, have also borrowed from the Qabbalah. Earlier we find many of 

the Hebrew Qabbalistic ideas in the Aryan writings, in the Vedas, espe

cially their Upanishads, in the Bhagavadgi ta, the Tantras, etc. Among 

the Chinese, in the Yih-King, the writings attributed to Laou Tze' , and 

other secret philosophical books. We may also find many of them 

in the Zend and other early Persian writings,t in the cuneiform texts 

of the early inhabitants of Mesopotamia, Chaldea, Babylonia, and Assy

ria ; on the monuments and papyrus of Egypt, and among the remains of 

the archaic Buddhists and Dravidian races, of India, among others in the 

cave temples of Ellora, Elephanta, and the Sanchi and Amravati topes. 

Name of the Deity usually illil' YHVH), and which in (the word) a/lelu- YaH is

sounded as the final syllable. 9thly. The Tetragrammaton, which they thought 

anekplionlitlon, i. e., the Ineffable (Name, not to !Je spoken,) and it is written with 

these letters illil' Yod, Heli, Vav, Heh, as to which inde�d those not learned

upon this (subject) on account of the similitude of the elements ( letters), are accus· 

tomed when they find them in Greek books, to read (as if Greek letters and pro· 

nounce them) PIPI. 10th. That which above is called •itu Shaddai (Almighty) and is 

not in terpreted in Ezekiel. But we ought to know that Elohin1 is of the common number, 

(i.e., singular and plural) and that one God may be thus called, and many ; by a similar 

way • heaven ' is also designated, and also • the heavens,' i. e., C'OIU Sha'mayeem. 

From whence and often interpreters vary, for an example of which, we have in our 

language Athenas, Thebas, and Salonica." Epislo/. Huronymous, cxxxvi, ad Mar

a/lam. Opera 011mia, etc. Paris, 1s1.6. Tom. iii, p. 31,  A. ant/ B. Benedictine 

Edition, xxv, Ton1. i, p. 131. Comp. Hist. of the Jews, by Basnage, trans. by Taylor 

London, 1 708, p. 1 98 and diagram. Kircber's <Edipus £gyptiacus, Tom. ii, p. 2 1 3  

sq. Jerome i n  several o f  bis writings speaks o C certain H ehrew traditions upon Genesis, 

which make Paradise or, as the Jews call it, Eden, more ancient than the world. 

Compare the little work Qutrslionts sive lraditiones nt6ral"r, in Gmesim. Edition 

of Paris, Tom. iii, p. 65, A. B. C., tic. That in parenthesis is not in the original, but 

inserted by me for the more correct understanding of St. Jerome. 

* See bis, lndische Alttrlnumskunde. Leipzig. 1 858. \'ol. iii, pp. 353-441 . 

t La Ka66alt, p. 353 sq. 



It is extremely probable that many reminiscences of them are in Thibet, 

in the possession of the Buddhists. 

Among the Medieval Christian scholars who have agreed with the 

Hebrew Qabbalists, that their doctrines came from the Patriarchs, and 

especially from Moses, are, Raymond Lully, Archangelus Burgonovensis, 

the Prince Giovanna Pico della Mirandola, William of Postel, John 

Reuchlin, John Stephen Rittangel, Paul Ricci, Julius Conrad Otto, 

Henry Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim, Rev. John Francis Buddreus, 

Dr. Henry More, Rev. John Lightfoot, the learned Jesuit, Athanasius 

Kircher, Claudius Duretus, Christian Knorr, the Baron von Rosenroth, 

Franz Mercurius van Helmont, Peter Galatinus, Johann Rhenferdius, 

Augustus Pfeiffer, etc. , etc. It largely influenced the Medieval Mystics, 

especially Paracelsus, Jacob Bohmen, Henry Kuhnrath, Oswald Crollius, 

Dr. Robert Fludd and the Rosicrucian Society, also the two Van Helmonts, 

Henry Cornelius Agrippa, the Abbot Johannes Tritheim, Valentine Wei

gel, Dr. Jerome Cardan , and Franc Giorgio Zorzi (Franciscus Georgius, 

surnamed Venetus) ; and it has also influenced, Cardinal Nicolas Cusanus 

(Cusani), Cardinal .tEgid ius of Viterbo, Pope Sixtus IV, Marsilius Fici

nus, Theophilus Gale, Ralph Cudworth, Sir Isaac Newton, Baron Leib

nitz and Barukh (Benedict) Spinosa , later, Schopenhauer, Hegel, Shel

ling and other German philosophers. Sir Francis Bacon studied the 

writings of Dr. Fludd the Qabbalist, and Sir Isaac Newton those of Jacob 

Bohmen ; and the great Leibnitz became much interested in i ts study, 

through Baron von Rosenroth. Upon the Practical Qabbalah, Abbe de 

Villars (nephew of De Montfaucon) in 1 6 70, published his celebrated 

satirical novel , The Count de Gabalis, upon which Pope based his Rape 

of the Lock .* Qabbalism runs through the Medieval poem, the Ro

mance of the Rose, and permeates the writings of Dante. 

Among those who ascribe it to the Egyptian metaphysics and philosophy, 

are, Jacques Basnage de Beauval, who has written upon it, in his History 

of the Jews, chiefly basing his assertions on the learned, but frequently 

erroneous, writings as to the Qabbalah, of the erudite Jesuit, the Rev. 

Athanasius Kircher in his, <Edipi .£gypliad, Tom. Secund. RomtZ, 1 653 .  

Of those who say it came from Chaldean sources, from which they 

• The Count de Gabalis, in  English, was reprinted in England in 1 886, at Bath.



claimed Plato and Pythagoras obtained their systems, are Richard Simon 
and Paul Berger. Among those who claim it came from Gentile philosophy, 
are John George Wachter, Joachim Lange, and the Rev. John Christo
pher Wolff, who also claims a great antiquity for it. The Rev. Jean 
Morin, as we have before shown, and Lewis Cappellus opposed it, especi
al ly the antiquity and doctrines of the Zohar. The learned German his
torian of philosophy, Johann Jakob Brucker, has written much to prove 
that it was brought from Egypt to Palestine, by R. Simeon ben Shetach, 
about 100 years before the Christian era, but really appears to know very 
little about i t:  

John Frederick Kleuker, in his prize essay on the Qabbalistic philosophy, . 
says it is akin to the Secret Teaching of Orpheus and Thales, and cer
tainly came from Pythagoras. He also, with Reuchlin, thought that the 
Secret Science was derived from the Patriarchs, and much cultivated in 
ancient times in Chaldea, in which latter idea he is probably correct. 
Osiander agrees with Kleuker; C. G. Bretschneider, Adolphe Franck,*  and 
some others, think i t  is to be fot1nd in  tne ancient doctrines of the Per
sians, and Jacques Matter, seems to agree with them. Wilhelm G. Tenne
manri, the German historian of philosophy, sides with Brucker. Steiger 
confesses in his works its great importance, but does not investigate 
it. Roth, in his writing on the Epistle to the Hebrews, says he will write 
a special treatise upon it, but has not done so. Augustus Tholuck favors 
the ideas of Jean Morin. Among the modern Jews, Munk, Jost, Stern , 
Leopold Low, David Luriah, Dr. Schiller-Szinessy, and Konitz, among 
many others, favor its antiquity, Dr. Hirsch Graetz, Dr. Leopold Zunz, 
Dr. Michael Sachs, Dr. Abraham Geiger, we think as Talmudists and for 
sectarian reasons, oppose it .  The great German Hebrew bibliographer, 
Dr. Moritz Steinschneider, says, its history has not yet been written by 
any one. Dr. Adolph Jellinek started out in opposition, but a thorough 
examination of his quolaf1"ons, tends to show its antiquity. Dr. Jellinek 
deserves much praise for his labour upon the subject. Elia Bena
mozegh of Livorno [Leghorn] , Italy, whom we have previously men-

• Franck in his La Ka66ale, shows a similarity to the Qabbalistic philosophy in the

writings of Philo. The latter certainly bas in bis writings much of the Qabbalistic 

philosophy, and in many places is in accord with the Zoh�ric writings. 
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t ioned, one of the greatest Qabbalists now living, also a learned Talmud

ist, favors its antiquity. The above are only a very few of those who 

have given the subject attention . 

The subject has much importance both from its content, and in the his

tory of human thought ; in the words of a learned writer on the Hebrew 

Qabbalah, " A  doctrine, which has more than one point of resemblance 

to the doctrines of Plato arid Spinoza ; which, by its form, elevates itself 

sometimes, as far as the majestic tone of religious poetry ; which has taken 

birth upon the same land * * as Christianity ; which, during a period 

of more than a dozen centuries, without other proof than the hypothesis 

of an antique tradition, without other apparent motive than the desire, to 

penetrate more intimately into the meaning of the Holy Books, has been 

developed and propagated in the shadow of a most profound mystery, "* 

certainly has some claims upon our attention . 

In the words of the distinguished German philosopher, Frederich Wil

helm Joseph von Schelling,t the Qabbalah " contains ruins and frag

ments, if you will much distorted, but nevertheless remnants, of that 

primitive system which is the key lo all religious systems, and those do not 

speak falsely, who say : that the Kabbala is the t ransmission of a do<::trine 

which existed alongside, but outside, of the original (Holy) Writings, and 

which was revealed, and therefore was also revealing, as a more compre

hensive, but secret and not universally communicated, system. Very 

gratifying to the scholar, must be the announcement just made ( 1 8 1 5) in 

Vienna, of a Jewish-Rabbinical work that is to appear, which promises to

collect the didactic opinions of Ben Yo'hai, the author of the Zohar, a 

work as important as it is famed, from the original sources. Would that 

a Jewish, or some other scholar, find enough support, to be able to edite 

the whole Zohar and open up other sources ! It is almost sad to see 

how scholars have turned wholly in their .essays from the real sources. In

Egypt' s  very dark and insoluble hieroglyphics, the keys to the archaic 

religions have been sought, now nothing is spoken of save India' s lan

guage and wisdom, but the Hebrew language and writings, especially 

those of the Old Testament, in which the roots of the doctrines and even 

* Preface by Prof. Franck in La Ka66aJe. Paris, 1 843. 

t (.,ehw dk Gottlieilm von Sanwtlzrace, etc. Stuttgart und Tilbing!ln, 1 8 1 51 p. 108.
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of the languages, of all the ancient religious systems, even to details, are 

clearly recognizable, lie uninvestigated . Very much is it to be wished 

that these most reverend of monuments, should soon pass from the hands 

of the mere Theologians into those of the purely historical investigator, 

when we may dare hope, that they will obtain the same unstinted rev

erence, and also be considered as sources of at least as much importance, 

as the Homeric poems and the accounts by Herodotus. " 

With the appearance of Jesus, the Jewish thought-world became di

vided. The Secret Doctrines were mostly under the guidance of a spirit

ual faith of a high intellectual order ; the Pharisees, had made the Jewish 

religious life, one of form and ritual, and had destroyed most of the in

ward spiritual life of the Hebrew religion. Many of the higher spiritual 

teachings of the Secret Doctrine were at this time, absorbed into the 

formulations which resulted in the firm establishment of Christianity. In 

the words of an erudite scholar of the Anglican Church : 

" The germ indeed of the Cabbalistic doctrine regarding Shechinah, 

and so forth (i. e. , Metatron) , may probably have existed in the time of 

St. Paul and St. John, and the inspired wnrers may ·nave been aided by 

these forms of thought, in setting forth the Christian .Revelation, just as 

St. John was by the Jewish-Alexandrian doctrine of the Logos. "* Which 

latter is also found in the Qabbalah, and Philo is one of the early expo

nents of both. 

The connection and relat ion of the invisible to the visible, must in the 

most archaic times, have attracted the attention of human beings. To 

the advanced thinkers, it must have appeared that in the treatment of 

the Primal Cause, two things must be considered, the Primal Cause per 

u, and the relation and connection of the Primal Cause, with the visible

and unseen universe. Both are still to us, as creatures sure to die, of 

more profound importance than anything else, and both are to our in

tellectual comprehension in this matter-body, of the most intricate and 

difficult nature. The Arabian peripateticians, in order to give an explan

ation of this most abstruse subject, were obliged to step into the mazes 

of the Chaldean, Persian, Hindu, and the generally called, Oriental 

* The Jewish and the Christian Messiah, etc., by Vincent Henry Stanton. Edin

burgh , 1 886, p. 1 30. 
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philosophy. The ;Hebrews, at an  early day did the same, and most proba

bly designated the Primal Cause, at first by the triadic ,,Ill Shaddai, the 

Almighty, subsequently by the Tetragrammaton, mil' YHVH, symbol of

the Past, Present and Future, and also the equivalent for the really high

est name of the Deity il'ilM Eh' yeh, i. e. , I Am. Against the unnecessary

pronunciation of illil' the Third Commandment was made, and an Israelite

always uses 'J,M A Do Na Y, (Adonai) Lord, in place of it, hence the

rendering " Lord " in the English version, whilst the lowest designation, 

or the Deity in Nature, the more general term Elohim, is translated, 

God. In the Qabbalah the Name inil' YHVH, expresses a He and a

She, two persons in one Deity, i. e. , the Unity of the Holy One, blessed 

be HQ, i. e. , He, and His She'keen-ah. See also the Jewish Liturgy; for 

Pentecost, also the daily " In the Name of Unity, of the Holy and Blessed

HQ and His She'keen-ah, the Hidden and Concealed HQ, blessed be 

YHVH forever. " HQ is said to be masculine and YaH feminine, together 

they make the VlM inil' i. e. , One YHVH. One but of a male-female

nature. The She'keen-ah is always considered in the Qabbalah as femi

nine. 

In what men now term the ancient ,  but which in reality was the 

younger world, man stood in a far simpler position and one more conso

nant to nature, than he does at present in civilized life. Then the natural 

accord and affinity of the written to the oral, of theory to practice, was 

more correctly observed . Then the intent of the written or symbolical 

compilation was, to present to the mind of the reader only the most fun

damental points of the object in hints. Sentences were simple, terse and 

didactic. Some of the early languages as written, commencing in ideo

grams, never went beyond the syllabic ; e. g. , the Akkadian, Assyrian, 

Babylonian , Egyptian, Chinese. Others advanced to the consonantal 

but never have reached the vowel or true alphabet. These were the Phce

nician, Hebrew, Syriac and Arabic. No Semitic tongue has been written 

with alphabetic vowels. The Aryan race have always introduced vowels 

into their written language and are a true alphabetic race. The early 

writing comprised more especially the essence, and fundamental indida 

of knowledge, and its symbols were incomprehensible to the uninitiated. 

Tradition preceded the use of symbolic writing, and was after its introduc-



tion necessary to explam it . And tradition, both before and after the intro

duction of ideograms and other symbols, e. g. , letters of the alphabet, was 

made part of all subsequent writing. Written tradition gives us a lasting 

effiuxand influx within comprehended time, and presents totheeye, in fixed, 

understood symbols, the imperishable tints of the transiently passing and 

everflowing word and language, as a constant, fixed presence ; it is there

fore the most certain means for preserving in a permanent form, the ever 

tending to be lost, oral tradition, through a more fixed symbolism than the 

sound of the spoken word, by also giving the sense of the eye, an oppor

tunity to fix the hieroglyphic symbol, in the sensorium of the human 

brain .  Yet even the written compilation is, like everything in the matter

world, constantly changing in its spiri tual content, in its inner and spir

itual shades of meaning, and even in its method of spelling, etc. , with 

the progress of human thought. It is at its best but a deduced picture, 

made by the writer of a reality, as human life gives it to him in his mind, 

and it is wholly deficient in all absolute concrete precision and individual 

specification. Human thought, therefore, when written, even in i ts most 

perfect form, is always to a great extent ambiguous , and subject to every 

species of explanation, misrepresentation and change, from the original 

spiritual meaning and in tent of the writer and his time, and besides, is seen 

in the mirror of different receptive minds, under different meanings, appre

hensions and reflections. It is therefore an absolute necessity of writing 

and of human life and intelligence, that a vitalizing oral or spoken word, 

be the constant companion and interpreter of the otherwise dead written 

symbols, the original meanings of which, are ever subject to be changed 

by the slightest inflections and emphasis of the human voice and by pro

gressive thought. The written symbol itself, is absolutely dead, and without 

such a constant living oral tradition, to infuse into it, energy, vitality and 

life, and give it concrete value, would not be of any use to mankind. 

This energetic vitality exists not only in the pronunciation but also in the 

emphasis, intonation, inflection, etc. , which thought naturally takes in 

our minds even when mentally reading to ourselves. In the archaic pe

riods of the world' s  history, knowledge was more attached to practical life, 

and abstract theoretical knowledge did not exist, then it was the ability 

to do, and that educated the whole character and individuality of the 
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man. Teacher and pupil, stood more in the relation of father and son, 

and master and servant, as is the case in India to-day between the Guru 

or Brahminical master and his scholar. The pupil remained long in his 

position of pupil, and was obliged to tame the natural, uncultivated ani· 

mal man, before he could be advanced to and before he could mentally 

grasp, the true sublime earnestness for intellectual contemplation, the 

pure inner love for study for. its own sake, the thorough impregnation of 

the whole spirit of the disciple with the genius of the subject, without 

which permanent success, intellectual or otherwise, is not ever possible 

or assured. The earnest apprentice, became gradually assistant, and 

finally master, and only then had the right to instruct others. If 

of sound discretion, good j udgment, and intellectually receptive, as a 

reward, the disciple was at last made an initiate, one of the innermost, 

a companion or mysla!, and then was taught something of the esoteric 

as well as the exoteric teachings and traditions of his predecessors, 

and continued them to those who followed him who were deemed 

worthy. Thus the orally traditional in religion, philosophy, science and 

art, the real, inner, intelligible to the intellect, spirituality of the whole ; 

was taught and faithfully handed down and preserved, among the initi

ates and intellectual workers ; and to all the ignorant and uncult ivated, 

that higher spirituality remained inaccessible and closed. Each religion, 

philosophy, science, art, had its disciplina arcana, which in fact largely 

exists to-day, in the technical methods and language of the religious, 

scientific and art worlds.*  This was the real meaning of mystery : the mys· 

tery, the inner spirit, was not an unrevealed knowledge ; it  was revealed, 

but only unto the man, who showed sufficient intellect and discretion to en ti-

* The learned of the ancients, especially the Orientals, concealed their philosophy

and religious metaphysics, to an extreme scarcely comprehended by the learned of our 

day. A similar method of secrecy has been used by some scientists to a very late pe· 

riod, �. g., Leibnitz: published in the A(/a Eruditorum of Leipzig, his scheme of Differ· 

ential Calculus, in such a way as to hide both the method and object from the unin· 

itiated, but was subsequently detected by the great mathematicians James and John Ber· 

nouilli ; Newton hid his invention of Infinite Series, by a transposition of the letters 

which make up the two fundamental propositions into an alphabetical order. Algebra, as 

far as it was understood by the Arahian school, extending to quadratic equations, was 
known to and hidden by some Italians for 300 yeara as a secret. 
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tie him to it, and who consecrated himself to it, with his whole soul, heart, 

and undivided love. The more intelligent men of antiquity drew a veil 

of secresy over its more profound metaphysical ideas, granting �ccess only 

to those found worthy and capable of appreciating and comprehending, 

the boon granted them by such consecration and initiation. This is fully 

exemplified in the remarks of Jesus : " Give not that which is holy unto 

the dogs, neither cast ye your pearls before swine, lest haply they trample 

them under their feet, and turn and rend you " (Matt. vii ,  6) . Jesus 

spoke to the people (the uninitiated) in parables, which he explained in 

private to his disciples (Comp. Matt. xii i) .  For this cause, and the inter

ruptions from wars, revolutions, and persecutions, most of the ancient 

thought has perished. In our time, reflection threatens to absorb amongst the 

learned, the actual life and vitality of intellection, and to lead everything 

back to a dead, dry, abstract knowledge of idea only, and believes it can 

educate man by theory alone. The practical is merged in the theoreti

cal, the connection between the writing and the oral word has been de

ranged, and but little is left to the vitality of oral repetition and instruc· 

tion. In ancient t imes the written word was only the symbol, the oral 

practical instruction, transmitted by word of mouth through the master 

to his pupil, was the true secret treasure. If human intellectual culture as 
an entirety rested more upon oral tradition, we would find, that that 

which is of the highest and greatest import to mankind, namely : 

religion, beside the plain symbolism of the written letter, has and must 

have, to be of any value, a living, vitalizing oral teaching, which is ex

planatory and makes it a living thing ; and must have an esoteric 

higher disclosure, of which the written word, is only the bark or rind. 

The sacred oral primitive teaching, oral long before i t  was placed in sym

bolic writing, has left its traces among all the races of the Orient. It has 

come more especially to us, through the Oriental books, which we have 

adopted as our religious mentors, termed by us the Old and New Testa

ments. The first, the Sacred Writings of the Hebrews ; the second, writ· 

ten by Jews, but based on a fusion of Israelitish and Hellenic thought. It 

is therefore of the greatest importance for those interested in Christian ity, 

which was largely formulated and kept alive by the writings of St. Paul, those 

by the writer of the Epistle to the Hebrews, those usually attributed to 
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St. John, and some of those by St. Peter ; to investigate the Secret Doc

trine of the Hebrews, termed at first Sod or Mystery, subsequently Secret 

Learning, and afterwards the Qahbalah, especially the speculative branch, 

as in i t  will be found, that an intimate connection exists between the 

New Testament ideas and the Israelitish secret philosophy. The system 

of the Speculative Qabbalah, appears to Occidental thought, which 

has been largely formulated and built up, on Greek philosophical modes 

and methods of thinking, and is unused to the Oriental systems ; which 

are frequently based on parables, allegories and other figurative lan

guage ; and which is also written , in a veiled form and given in ·  hints,

to preserve it from the uninitiates ; frequently Pizarre, strange, perhaps 

at times, absurd. It is therefore quite difficult to reach the Aristotelian 

formulations, and those in accord with Western methods of expression, 

in setting forth the Oriental Secret Philosophy. It also requires an 

unbiased mind in the student, which can proceed without bigotry and 

with discrimination, delicacy, and especially impartiality, both analytically 

and synthetically, and see similarities, make comparisons, and give a per

fectly fair opinion as to the merit or demerit, of the content of the Orien

tal secret traditions : which are not only of great abstruseness, but have 

been most frequently misrepresented, misunderstood, or misjudged, by 

even their most ardent votaries. We claim, that a thorough study of the 

Hebrew Speculative Qabbalah in its connection with the Oriental books 

of our own religions, and the systems of other Oriental peoples ; will give 

it a much more elevated position, show that a much greater value is in it 

and a much greater antiquity, than has been heretofore accorded it, 

and consider all investigations made by unprejudiced, acute, and un

biased minds, of a sound logical tendency ; as a great advance towards 

a more thorough and correct knowledge of the origin and germs of 

many ideas now existing in religion and philosophy. To deny this 

fact, without a more thorough and unprejudiced examination than 

the Qabbalah has heretofore received, would be to display an igno

rance of the past intellectual nature and progress of mankind, and 

of ideas, upon which, we have based some of the most advanced knowl

edge in modern thought and religion ; and indeed of the whole history of 

the antique intellectual world and its subsequent development. The ele-
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ments of this Secret Tradition in religion and philosophy, are only to be 

found in a fragmentary form, in all the writings, which we now have of 

the ancient Eastern thought-world . The Qabbalah asserts, that intellect

ual culture, as the educational institution of the fallen protoplasts, began 

with a Divine Revelation, and consists of a continued from this, series 

of traditions. These have been, through the influence of the Kingdom 

of Obscuration and Evil, acting on the Free Will of mankind, more or l.ess 

shattered and disfigured. The traditions passing through the prior gen

erations, have been the educators of the succeeding, and largely depend

ent on the organic development etc. of the preceding, the subsequent 

have advanced or retarded, the transmitted results of the past ; the total

ity being, great thought waves passing through the spirituality of all 

humanity from its beginning. From time to time, the great love and 

mercy of God has exerted a more immediate influence, upon this great 

energetic vital ized organic process, this great st ream of life coming down 

from the first living beings ; giving it a new and fresh advancement, a 

new flight, through a new revelation, by which, the totality of the inspired 

knowledge upon our earth has been increased and extended. More fre

quently individual minds, influenced from the Above, announce and 

make plain,  the till then only obscurely recognized truths, or invent 

some useful and beneficent contrivance, whereby humanity is advanced, 

benefitted and its general condition ameliorated ; on the other side, for 

the fulfillment of the unknown, but wise, purposes of God, the opposi

tion, the spirits of Darkness and Evil, are permitted to try and to retard, 

the l iberty of advance in the stream of human ity, to attempt the destruc

tion of the Divine Tradition, disfigure the Truth, shatter Goodness, 

Peace and Harmony, and have a scope given them to exercise deception 

and evil, and to destroy or retard the beneficial inventions, arts and 

sciences, useful and salutary to mankind, and so keep back progress · and 

advancement .  

Man, although considered by it to be of divine origin , is not looked upon 

by  the Qabbalah, as an absolutely independent being, who from his own ab

solute innate volition and autonomy of being and intellect, can indepen

dently originate by and through himself. All his knowledge, it  holds, he 

receives only by the permission and through the efflux from the spiritual, 
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outside of himself. Uncond itioned, objective, within produced, and au

tonomatic existence and knowledge ; exist solely in the Supreme Deity, 

\\·ho is the only Real, True and Absolute, and the originator, and preserver 

of All Things ; who through the Absolute Idea or Perfect Paradigmatic 

Form, produces the same, and who is immanent in, yet transcendental to, 

All the created Things, spiritual or material. The entire universe is not the 

Place or Abode of the Supreme Deity, nor Its Glory or Content. The 

Qabbalah looks upon mankind as one great totality of human existence, 

whose beginning was the celestial androgenic protoplast called the Heav

enly Adam. Humanity is considered by it ,  as one great universal broth

erhood, as a great spiritual energetic vitality, called the Mikrokosm, and 

in this slumbers the idea of the higher Makrokosm, the Heavenly or 

Celestial Man or Adam, the Primordial Perfect Paradigm, or Adam Qad

mon, the Perfect Model of all Form and of the first terrestrial Adam, 

who was as to it, the Mikrokosm. In this Great Paradigm the Qabbalah 

asserts, are all the forms, the perfect ideals of the emanated or created 

existences, it might therefore be termed the Idealized Form, or, the 

Form which contains all the perfect ideas in their origination. Yet the 

Makrokosm no more than the Mikrokosm, could have come into exist

ence, nor its existence be preserved, without having been made by and 

receiving without cessation, the continued efflux of the Eternal Absolute, 

the Unknown Ain Soph or Endless, the Ayin or No-Thing. It holds 

that the bond and limit of a necessary material symbolism, developed in  

letters, numbers and  proportions, binds and keeps man ' s  thoughts, within 

the limits of the matter-world expression of them, and prevents his ever 

absolutely raising, whilst in that matter-world, the veil, or obtaining a per

fect knowledge of the created spiritual. world. This is set forth in

Oriental Metaphor, with great precision in Exodus (xxxiii, 1 2-23). Man 

in his matter-form cannot elevate himself to a full comprehension of the 

Eternal Absolute and see the Supreme Deity, face to face. To man in this 

world the back of the Deity, the visible universe is shown . The Deity is 

always enshrouded in Its Glory, Its She'keen-ah, and man cannot penetrate 

unaided, the obscurity and thick darkness in which God dwells (Ex. xix, 

9 ;  II Sam. xxii, 1 0- 1 2 ;  I Kings viii, 1 2 ; II Chr. vi, 1 ;  Ps. xviii, 1 4), nor find 

the true method of reconciliation with God and re-attain his lost felicity, 



through his own unaided efforts and powers. Man has not a perfect 

autonomy ; and the oppositions in his spiritual nature are too strongly 

opposed, to permit the balance or harmony between them, to become 

eviden t to his senses without Divine assistance. A Divine Mediator 

therefore becomes, according to the Qabbalah, a necessity ; a some

thing must exist which shall continually draw man from his animal nature 

toward his spiritual, and enable him to comprehend within himself, an 

intellectual and spiritual consciousness of himself, without which, he 

would not be able to raise his ideas above the mere animal or matter

world existence in which he l ives, and would be l ike an ordinary animal 

(Ee. iii, 1 ?-2 2). 

This Divine Mediator is symbolized in the Qabbalah by the Sephirah 

' Hokhmah, Wisdom, the Son of Ab bah, the Father, who is symbolized by 

the Sephirah, Kether, Absolute Idea', the Crown of all. ' Hokhmah is the. 

Word, Memrah, or Logos, the third hypostasis of the Triad, yet the Qab

balah considers it, in a mysterious way, in the Sephirah Binah, the Holy 

Spirit or Immah, the Mother ; and in Kether, the Father, and they in it. 

The Triad is One. This i s  also expressed in the Qabbalah in another 

way ; Kether, the Crown or Father, the harmony of the first three Sephi

roth ; Tiphereth, Beauty, the harmony of the second three ; and Malk

huth, the harmony of the remainder and indeed of all the Sephirothic 
·
decade, are considered, as forming a triad which represents the whole 

decade, and in this triad is the full content of all the Sephiroth and the 

Heavenly Adam. Sometimes the Qabbalah expresses this, in the idea of 

Ayin, No-Thing, the A'reekh An'peen , i. e. , the Long in Visage or 

Countenance, and the Ze' ir An'peen, i. e. , the Short in Countenance, 

the latter two also respectively termed, the Makroprosopos and the 

Mikroprosop0s. The reader will observe on the II Diagram, the Holy Name 

of Kether is, AiH'YeH (Eh' yeh), i. e. , I Am ; of Binah, YaH ; of ' Hokh

mah,  the Tetragrammaton YHVH, called Adonai, i. e. , the Lord. In the 

Zohar, where the quest ion is the meaning of the verse : " Let us make Man 

in our image, after our likeness (similitude) . "  Gen. i ,  26, it says : " There 

are two persons of the Deity, one in heaven, and one which descended 

upon earth in the form of Man (i. e. , the Adam Qadmon), and the Holy 

One, praised be It ! unites them. There are three Lights in the Upper 



Holy Divine united in One, and this is the foundation of the doctrine of 

Every-Thing, this is the beginning of the Faith, and Every-Thing is con· 

centrated therein. " (Zohar iii, Beginning of § Size' mmuh, fol. 36a) .  

I n  another place the Zohar says : " Two persons are i n  the Divinity, and 

a third, emanating mutually from them, is associated with them, and so 

now there are three, but if three, yet It is only One ; this is the mystery of 

the Scriptures, where it says : Hear 0 Israel YHVH, our Elohim, is one 

YHVH " (Deut. vi, 4).* In this verse YHVH stands twice and Elohenu 

(Elohim) once. Twice YHVH are the two persons in the Divinity, and 

Elohenu, is the third person which mutually ftows from them.t The Man 

after the Fall, was not any longer the same being as when fiPSt created in 

the spiritual similitude of Elohim, the fault of the terrestrial Adam, had 

even affected the Celestial. His copy, the terrestrial Adam, was con • 

. trolled by the Deity, yet was P.ermitted a certain liberty, or Free 

Will, through which he yet had sufficient power to conduct himself so ac; 

work out his future redemption, or continue in his degradation. To 

help him, he was granted divine assistance if he would call for it, 

to prevent the absolute dominion of the evil powers. Man to-day, 

as an individual, is only a concatenation of the being-hood of all prece

dent human life, his thought is the result of internal, as well as ex· 

ternal agencies, acting upon his spirit, and his so-called wisdom, is 

the result of example, inherent qual ities and revelation . His capacity is 

doubtless influenced, to an extent, by the precedent spirituality of his 

race ; and its power of receptivity, retention, merger and expres

sion ; he is tinctured by the precedent chain of existences, and is sub

ject to laws not yet comprehended by humanity. Empty and helpless, 

he is yet endowed with a feeling ful l  of presentiment, and with a long

ing for a more perfect realization. Endowed by the Deity with the 

power to reproduce a copying ideality, man can follow actively, that 

* " And Jesus answered him, The.firs/ of all the commandments is, Hear 0 Israel ; 

The Lord (YHVH) ; our God (Elohim) is One Lord (YHVl l ) ." Mark xii, 29. This 

is the famous Jewish Declaration of Faith, still used every day, called the Shemah . 

t Zohar iii, f Slu'/al:/i u.Ua, fol. 1 620. We have numerous extracts in MSS. from 
the Zohar to the same effccr ,  but have not space for them in this writing. The same 

idea is in lbn Gebirol. See supra, and in Philo., Vol. i, pp. 61 StJ., 2 19 Si• 



which the Deity produces originally, creatively, and by an effiux, 

from and out of Its own autonomy, from Its fullness of mercy, grace and 

love for Its creatures. The real man, the inner spiritual man, is simply 

a receptacle for the impregnation and birth of ideas, an activity only 

acting through a conditioned receptivity, yet with certain amount of 

liberty, but not a perfect autonomy. His spirituality contains the sus

ceptibility, content and living ability, to produce spiritual and material 

births, but to be able to produce, requires an outside spiritual im

pregnation and permission from the Deity. Each human being for its 

formation and development, presumes others preceding it, who have 

been to a certain extent developed and educated, so the first human pair 

had a spiritual, developed educator, the Deity, and from this educator, 

has proceeded in the chain of existences, all subsequent education. The 

Qabbalah does not recognize in the Good and Evil, two independent, 

autonomatic, opposing powers, but both are, according to it ,  under the 

power of the Supreme Absolute Deity. It asserts that the Evil springs 

out of the Good, and only originated from a diversion of the latter. Evil 

exists, for God's own wise purposes, by the sufferance of the Absolute 

One, who gives us the blighting cold, frost, and night, and also, the 

beneficent and blessed day-light, warmth, and sunshine. Man therefore 

partakes of two regions, that of the external, visible, matter world, that 

of Evil and Darkness, and that of the internal spiritual higher world, that 

of Goodness and Light (Comp. Is. xiv, 6, 7) .  

The German philosopher Hegel, holds that a thing can only exist 

through its opposite, Iha/ the tlu"ng and its opposite must an"se together, and 

that eternally, as the complements of a unity; white is not without black, 

nor black without white, good is not without evil, nor is evil without 

good. This is the doctrine of the Siphrah D'Tzn ioothah and the 

Sepher Ye' tzeer-ah. At the very beginning of the l ife germ, dissolu

tion and death oppose its vi tal ity and endeavor to destroy it, and the 

whole existence of man in this world, is a continual struggle to pre

serve his vitality. Isaiah says, in his magnificent language : " I  am 

YHVH, and there is none else, there is not any Eloh im beside Me. I 

girded thee, though thou hast not known Me ; that they may know from 

the rising of the sun, and from the west, that there is none beside Me. I 



am YHVH, and there is none else. I form light and create darkness ; I 

make safety and I create misfortune ; I YHVH do all these things " (xiv, 

5-8) . The widow' s son, Hiram Abiff of Tyre, cast for the Qabbalistic 

Temple of King Solomon, two high pillars or pylons of bronze, their 

capitals were of pomegranites and lily work. The l ily, most likely the 

lotus, an emblem of life, white or male, on the right side, the pomegran

ite, emblem of fecundity and plasticity, red or female, on the left side. 

The first was called Ya-kheen, the latter Bo-az. These columns repre

sented, Understanding, Binah, ii, and Wisdom, ' Hokhmah, i, and between 

them was the Temple of Kether, •, the Father. Here we see symbols of 

the Former, the Harmony, and the to be Formed. All energy must have 

resistance, all light must have darkness, all projecture or emanation, a hol

low or excavation to receive efflux, affirmation supposes a negation ; if the 

first androgene had not been separated into male and female, the result 

would have been entire sterility, as was the result as to the Seven Kings of 

Edom described in Genesis and the Qabbalah ; and the Balance not exist

ing, the forms did not and could not, exist, and the emanation of the ex

istences could not proceed and be man ifest. The dogma of the Balance 

being recognized and the application of its consequences having been made 

universal ; by the law of analogies, there becom eevident to �s the great

secrets of affinity and aversion, of natural sympathy and antipathy, as 
discoverable in animal magnetism, homeopathy, love, moral or political 

influence, etc. This law of analogy, carried out to its utmost extent in 

the harmony of the equilibrium which springs out of the opposites, is that 

which governs under the Deity, the entire physical, spiritual and moral 

universe. This agent, is the universal alkahest, the universal law of vitality 

and life, by which the animated beings, and the atoms of which the uni

verse is composed, become magnetized, polarized and held together, and 

is the foundation of Free Will. It is the Temple standing between Ya

kheen and Bo-az which together with them, forms the Sacred Triad and 

the Sacred Triangle. In the Hebrew alphabet K Aleph = 1, the leader 

of the letters, is the male, it is the letter of the Sephirah Kether, it is the 

Alpha of the Greek alphabet. .:i Beth = :z, and is that of the Sephirah 

Binah, the female ; and from these result , Vau = 3, the Sephirah ' Hokh

mah or Wisdom, the Word or Son, yet the three are an unit. They form 
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YHV of the Ineffable Name. In the Cubical Holy of Holies were the right 

and left Cherubim and above them the She'keen-ah, a Holy Triad. The 

female is lalun/rom Adam but not produced by him, she existed in the 

androgenic man from the beginning, so all the human organs are disposed 

of in twos, and the anatomy of the female life organs shows, that they 

are those of the male, reversed. The Zodiachas Scorpio, the male, and 

Virgo, the female, but between these oppositions, is Libra, the Balance 

or Harmony. The Divinity has two essential bases for Its existence, 

Necessity and Liberty, but above all is Its independent autonomy, Its 

Harmony. To manifest truth we must have doubt, destruction is regen

eration, Evil is essential for the ascertainment of and existence of, the 

Good. Error is necessary for the manifestation of Truth, the decay of 

death gives us immortality. We prop ourselves on that which resists. 

The shield of Satan stopped the progress of the spear of Michael and 

prevented his destru�tion, Satan is necessary to bring out in the contrasts, 

the goodness of the former, and is as necessary, as a base is essential 

to the standing of a column. The Satan of Genesis and Job is not a 

fallacy. The entire universe is balanced upon two opposing forces which 

produce the equilibrium and harmony of All and so maintain it. The 

opposing centripetal and centrifugal forces make that harmonious move

ment, which is the path of all the stars and the l ife of all the universe. 

These opposing energies are in all physics, all religion, all philosophy, all 

intellect and are everywhere, except in the Deity, who is entire and per

fect harmony. The ancient Greek represented these forces, by Eros, 

Desire or Love, and its opposition by Anteros or Aversion. In science 

we have the phenomena of polarity, in the heart, arterial and veinous 

motion, and also the spiritual law of sympathies and antipathies. Even 

the disciples of Zara-thrustra, although supposed to have only the Light 

or Good and the Darkness or Evil for their deities, had yet a higher, a 

harmony in which both merged and rested, known as Zervane Akerane 

or Endless Time. The harmony is represented by the circle, by the ser

pent, an emblem of both Satan and Wisdom, with its tail in its mouth. 

In the physical universe it is the luminiferous rether, the vital caloric, the

electro-magnetic azoth. It is the ambient fluid which penetrates, per

meates, vitalizes all Things, the ray detached from the glory of the sun, 



fixed by the weight of the atmosphere and crystallized by the centrat 

attraction, to our earth. In the words of the erudite Yehudah ha-Levi 

(A. D. 1 1 40) : " There is not any life without motion, nor motion with

out inspiration, no inspiration without struggle, no struggle without oppo

sition, oppositions are everywhere essential, but the Divine power con

ciliates every opposition " (Sepher Khozari, Part iv, § 25). 

Fiprc 12.-Copy or a sacred bronze statuette plated with cold,  or Buddha and the Tree or the Sephi
roth, from Burmah. 
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Figure •3--A com:ctly proportioned man divided Into the decade, 
each tenth, being the length of hi1 bead . 

x. 

SIMILARITIES IN THE WRITINGS OF IBN GEBIROL, THE ZOHARIC WRITINGS 

AND THE QABBALAH. 

WE will now give some quotations and references, to prove simi

larities exist between the Zohar, the Qabbalah and those 

writings of lbn Gebirol, which have come to our day, similarities, we 

think, more frequent, close and precise ; than any heretofore given from

the writings of Moses de Leon, by those who assert the Zoharic books 

were forged by him, and we claim these are strong evidence of a knowl

edge in Gebirol, as early as 1 050 A. D. , of much that is in the Zoharic 

writings. This would be about 2 50  years before the time, it has been 

alleged, De Leon forged the Zoharic books. The student is also referred 

to our resume of the Me'qor 'Hay-yim. 

lbn Gebirol teaches that all the Forms, reunited in the Will, compose 

an Unity of number, the One ; above which, is the Supreme Unknown 

Absolute Unity, without number. The Will, the One, subsequently 

emanated, multiplied and particularized Itself, gradually however, and 

thus emanated and produced the Intell igible World, and ult imately, the 

World of Action, that of the Senses. The Zoharic writings contain this 

idea and also, as we have shown, that an analogy exists, between the 



Ideal prototypic and the Sensible, Worlds. This is archaic Qabbalistic 

doctrine as we have already shown . The Superior World in several 

places in the Zoharic writings, is asserted to be, the positive or male, the 

higher spiritual, the former ; and the Inferior World, to be, the negative,  

plastic, matter or formed. (Comp. Zohar i i ,  144b, i, 1 5 90. The same 

idea is in the Book of Enoch. ) 

The different manifestations of existence from the Ayin or No-Thing, 

follow each other without interruption, surrounding themselves and 

mutually using, form and matter, for their development. The Zohar 

says : " When Elohim wished to make the world, It made go out a con

cealed Light, from which afterwards, went out and rayed all the mani

fested Lights, from that first Light, formed and spread themselves, the 

other Lights which formed the Superior World (A' tzeel-ah). Afterwards, 

the Superior Light in it , spread itself, and gave birth to light without 

brightness, and thus formed the Inferior World. * * * That light 

without brightness, by its bonds with the Superior (World) produced all 

the celestial armies (Hosts of Angels), according to their numerous spe

cies, as it is written : ' How numerous are thy works 0 YHVH ! ' (Ps. 

civ, 24). All that which is found on earth can also be found (has its 

spiritual counterpart) on high, and there does not exist the smallest thing 

in this world which is not also itself attached to something on high, and 

does not find itself under its (the higher) dependence. When the infe

rior is influenced, that which is set over it in the superior world is equally 

(influenced), for all are perfectly united together. "* Everywhere lbn 

Gebirol insists upon this doctrine, and that such a connection, exists be

tween the Intelligible world and the Sensible world, or, Idea and Matter. 

(Comp. the Me'qor iii, § 2 1 , et uq. , and many other places .)  A doc

trine of the Old and New Testaments is, that there is  a heavenly ideal or 

prototype of all existing in the visible universe. This is also in Philo 

and the Talmud (see ante, p. 1 08 ti uq. ), and from it results the idea, 

that we must arrive at our knowledge of the invisible through a contem

plation of the visible. These doctrines are also in Gebirol (Me'qor 

*Zobar, i ,  � Vaya'hu, 1 56a. Comp. i , 1 586, 1594, 1 626, 2056 ; ii, 1446. Comp.

Matt. x, 29 ; Luke xii, 7, 6 ;  Acts xvii, 28 ; I Cor. xii, 1 2 ;  Matt. xviii, 10 ; ant�, p. 109, 

Hf· 



' Hay-ytm, i, § 1 el seq. ,· i i , § 10 ,  § 25 , § 30 ; i i i , § 2 1  ; iv, § 8, § 23) . 

The Zohar ( i ,  fol . 1 586) says : " The words YHVH ! YHVH (Exod . 

xxxiv, 6) indicate (by repetition) two worlds, the one manifest, the other 

occult, it is wherefore there is between the two words the disjunctive sign. 

These two worlds however are together and . form one unity " (Comp. 

Zohar, i, 1 5 90, 1 626 ;  ii, 1 44J). The intermediary between the two 

Worlds, the bolt which unites them is the decade, which is always looked 

upon, as in one totality and unity, and as forming in that unity, the 

Great Ideal ot Heavenly Adam, also termed, the Adam Qadmon, the 

· Man from the East ; in whom is contained the Tetragrammaton rnn•
YHVH, the Ineffable Name.

Gebirol, the Qabbalah and the Zohar, assert, that " the lower world is 

made after the higher world (its prototype), and that of everything in the 

former there is, as it were, an image in the latter, still all are one ' '

(Zohar, i i ,  fol. 2oa). 

Gebirol also says : the higher soul is the prototype from which all 

human souls emanate, they having thus been in their real form already in 

the divine idea. The Zohar (ii, fol. 96) says : " Also all human souls, 

before coming down on earth, were present in the divine idea in the same 

form, which they afterwards had in the world. "* 

The Zohar ( i ,  fol . 1 96-200) comparing the universe to a nut, the ker

nel or almond of which is enveloped in several rinds or shells, says : " It 

is even thus with the entire universe, superior and inferior ; from the mys

terious superior point, as far as the extremity of all the Degrees (Sephi

roth), all form one whole ; of which the parts are formed, one in the 

other, insomuch that they serve as shells, the one to the other. The first 

point (the Sephirah Kether, the Ego or Will) was an interior and incom

mensurable Light, so that we are not able to know its splendour, subtility 

and purity, until (we reach) that which has developed itself by expansion.  

* Comp. Franck, L a  Ka66alt, p. 228 sq. ; Zohar, i, 9 1 6, 966 ; ii, 96 ; i, 2456 ; iii, 61 6 , 

1 040 and 6 ;  i i ,  736. The doctrine of the pre-existence of souls is in the Book of Wisdom, 

viii, 20. Josephus tells us the Essenes believed in it ; Wars, Bk. i i , c. vii i , � 1 1 , Whis

ton'& ed. Philo holds to the same idea ; On the G iants, � pp. 330-331 : On Dreams, ii, 

pp. 32 1-322. So does the Talmud, t reat. 'Ha'gugan 1 26 ; Yroamotn, 62 ; Avodan 

Zaralz, S ;  Niddah, 1 3 ; and the B'resheeth R abbah, § viii . 



That expansion of the point, becomes a temP.le or palace,* enveloping 

t h is  same point, that is, the Light which we cannot know because of its

great splendour. But that palace (Sephirah) which serves as the envelope 

of that occult point, is itself an incommensurable Light, without con

taining equally the same subtility and splendour, as the first concealed 

and occult point. That sphere is again extended through a new expan

sion (forming) a first Light, an expansion which serves as an envelope of 

that subtile sphere (which is) clear and altogether interior. The portions 

of existence cont inued thus to develope, the one from the ·other, and to 

envelope themselves the one in the other. So that they each and in 

totality, served as mutual envelopes, and that they (relatively the one to 

each and to all the others), are as the kernel and the shell, but yet all are 

one in totality, because that which is one envelope, is at the same time, a 

kernel for another degree. All absolutely occurs the same in these infe-

. rior regions ; and man in. this world is made after that resemblance, 

being (composed) of a kernel and a shell, which are the spirit and the 

body. Such is in general the order of the universe ." lbn Gebirol has 

the same idea (see, the Me'qor Hay-yim, Bk. ii, § 1 ;  iii, § 41 ,  etc. ) .  

With the Zohar the " superior point, " as the germ emanating from the 

Supreme Unknown Deity, contains, as does the Universal Form and Mat

ter of Gebirol, both the spiritual and the corporeal worlds intact. Gebi
rol attributed a species of matter to everything beside the Supreme Deity, 

so many of the Qabbalists consider the Supreme Deity as alone the pure, 

simple, and absolute spirit, without any tincture of even spiritual matter ; 

and that all other existing, even the highest spiritual existences, which were 

the Supreme Deity' s  energies, forces or angels, doing Its Will, had a sub

stance of some species. Philo Judreus holds the same view. Gebirol 

thus defines the Will or Desire : " The Desire is the executor (worker) of 

everything and mover of everything, and the simile is the creation by the 

creator, blessed be He ! of the Things (i. e. , the formation of form) for 

the Primal Source, is the Desire. And the Desire is the Divine force (or 

• The word Palace is us ed to indicate the different Degrees of Existence or the Ex·

pansion of the Sephiroth, from the highest world A'tzeel-ah , to the lowest, A'seey-ah, 

which have•been presented as the spheres or orbits continued and contained, one in the 

other, as it  assert s the Sephiroth are. Comp. the Me'qOr, ii i , � 4 1 .  



energy) working in the elements and formations, and lying together, in 

them. " The great Qabbalist Azriel has the same view, he says : " The 

Thought, which comes from Ain Soph, is both the essence and the reality, 

within the limitation which includes everything connected with thought 

or contemplation on earth ; which can come into existence by speech, 

and be known through any creation ; whatever comes within limits has 

dimension and is physical, for whatever can be taken hold of (compre

hended) by the thought of the heart, is called, a body. The metaphy

sicians say, every man has a limit, and we daily see, that everything, 

even the air, has limit, space and measure. " 

The Kether Malkhuth says of the angels : " Some of them sheets of 

flames, and some of them breathing winds, some of them composed of 

fire and water, some Seraphim and some Cherubim. "  So the Zohar 

(§ Va-yuk'rth, p. 9), of the angels, says : " Some of them flaming fire,

some of them water, some of them wind." The B' resheeth Rabbah 

(300 A. D . )  says : " The flame of the turning sword, according to which 

He makes His messengers, i. t . , angels, of winds, His servants of flaming

fire turning, since they turn sometimes into men , sometimes into women,  

sometimes into winds, sometimes into angels. " 

The Zohar also says : " Come and see I Thought is the principle (or

beginning) of all that which is, but it is at first unknown and contained 

in itself. When thought begins to spread itself, it arrives at that degree 

in which it becomes spirit (or, where the spirit rests or lives), reaching to 

this point, it takes the name of intell igence (Binah, understanding) , and 

is no more, as before, contained in itself. The spirit in its turn devel

opes itself, in the bosom of the mysteries by which it is yet surrounded, 

and from it goes out a voice, which is the reunion of all the celestial 

choirs ; a voice (word) which spreads itself in distinct speech and articu

late words, because it comes from the spirit. (This refers to ' Hokhmah, 

Wisdom, or, the Word. ) But in reflecting on all these degrees, we see 

that the thought, intellect, that voice and that word, are only one thing, 

that thought is the beginning (principle) of all that which is, and that not 

any interruption can exist in it . The thought i tself is bound to the Non

Being and it is not ever separated from It. Such is the meaning of these 

words : YHVH is One and His Name is One. " (Zohar i, :z46b). This is 

a most important passage of the Zohar. 
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From the bosom of this Unity, the  Thought, Consciousness, or Ego ; 

two parallel principles proceed in apparent opposition , but which in 

reality are inseparable ; one is female, passive, negative, called Binah, 

Understanding ; the other male, active, positive, called 'Hokhmah, i. e. , 

Wisdom. " All that which exists, all that which has been formed by the 

Ancient, whose Name is holy, can only exist through a male and female 

(principle). "  ( Zohar iii, 29oa . ) That is the subjective and objective, 

coming into the matter world and comprehensible in it. 

The Zohar (ii, 1 79) says : " Upon the one side, the sublimity of the 

Divine Existence, the contrast between Creator and creature, does not 

seem to admit of the idea of a special supervision on the part of the 

Supreme Holy One, May It be blessed I especially as the possessor of

infinite knowledge and felicity, cannot stand in any relation to unclean

matter ; but on the other side, the admirable order and regularity 

throughout nature, presume a reasonable intention ; which manifestly 

purposes, through every single member, to advance the plan of the whole, 

and points to an uninterrupted Providence and Governmen t of the Uni

verse. " This idea runs through the Me'qor Hay-ytm. The Zoharic idea 

is ;  that the Deity has given definite laws to nature, and the immediate 

a11d direct causes, are effective according to these laws ; but this efficacy 

is not ever independent of the Divine Will, which extends to the smallest 

change and action in the realm of nature ; and each natural effect, coin

cides with just so much of the Divine intention, as flows from the Omnipo

tence and Will of the Deity. The Qabbalah calls this, the coalescing of the 

Deity with the Universe, or the spiritual elements of the worlds (Ru'ha 

;•e' sod ha- O/amah ), by means of the Ten Sephiroth ; the Deity acting upon

the whole content of the Universe, as it were, by an efflux through channels 

or canals, and thus remitting Its Will to all natural energies and forces. 

The Zohar teaches, an unceasing, in the Will of the Deity, conditioned, 

and through Its co-operation never dispensed with ; potential activity in 

nature, by means of and through the Sephiroth ; 
.
in which, though on the 

one side distinct from the Primitive Supreme Being, the Deity is always 

present ; this is also in the Modern Qabbalah as taught by Luriah and 

Cordovero. A miracle or change in the regulated course of nature, takes 

place, only when the Deity undertakes a change in these high organs, the 
1 3
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Sephiroth, the Kai/um, i. e. , Vessels ; by decreasing their number, weak

ing their potentiality or, vice versa, increasing it. It is understood how

ever at the same time, that this Divine co-operation , as it is only a norm 

of the activity of nature, is as it were, a natural law, which we do not 

understand. It also holds, that the Divine Will does not in any way 

abolish human Freedom of Will .  The Zohar says that the Deity is com

pletely separated from Every-Thing, and is transcendental ; yet is not sepa

rated, for the Deity is also immanent in Every-Thing. The Deity ema

nates the Universe, has a form, and yet has not any form ; by Its form It 

i s  manifest and potential, yet It has none as It does not in any way 

inhere in the Universe . ·  " The Holy One, praised be It ! gave heaven 

and earth, definite laws, as is writ ten : • He hath made a decree, which 

they shall not pass away ' (Ps. cxlviii, 6) , but still It has not given them 

real freedom ; as a master who has fully liberated his servant, and left him, 
' to his own free will ; but It gave them laws, which always depend upon Its

concealed Will. And the Holy One, praised be It ! rules them according 

to the might of Its own Sacred Will , which makes itself known through 

the Holy One's sacred Vessels. " 

In the Qabbalah, the original principle, symbolized by Kether, is 

called, Abbah or Father, and that which flowed out, the Son.* 'Phis 

original principle, is also cal led, Ra-tzon, ,·. e. , Absolute Will, or Ra-tr.on 

al (Of R'tzonum, i. e. , the Will above All Wills.t The Father is also 

called, Baal ha-Ra-tzonim, i. e. , Master of the Will, when considered as the 

originator, and ao; on the side towards the Ain Soph . But in so far as by 

Baal , can be understood, the possessor who is held by a matter, e. g . ,
Baal (hay, a l iving being, possessor of  l i fe : the Son, i s  called Baal ha

Ra-f'zonim. In the Tiqqooneh Zohar (V. Beginning, p. 1 5 a ;  xviii, 36b) 

we find : " In the beginning was the Will of the King, in the light of the 

Quadran t (probably meaning ; the four points of the compass, as the 

four quarters of the universe) . When the Messiah measured therein, 

there wen t forth a my�terious l ine, which is referred to by the nebulous 

spark of matter, etc. " 

Further the Zohar says : " In the beginning, was the Will of the King, 

* Seplur Shtphathal, fol. 9. Comp. Mark xiv, 36. Rom. viii, 1 5 .  Gal. iv, 6.
t Stpher Shtphathal, fol .  S I .  Comp. Exod. iii, 14.  
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prior to any existence which came into being, through emanation from 

this Will. It sketched and engraved the forms of all Things, that were 

to be manifested from concealment into view ; in the supreme and 

dazzling light o( the Quadrant. And there went forth, as a sealed secret, 

from the head of Ain Soph ; a nebulous spark of matter without shape or 

form, a centre of a circle, neither white nor black, neither red nor green, 

in fact without any colour ; but when It took the measure of the struc

ture to be erected, It made the colours to give light therein (Above), and 

one beam of the Supreme Light went forth for the production of colors 

Below-and thus the sealed secrets of the Ain Soph, It partly opened,etc. ' ' * 

The Zohar holds ; that no Thing can exist in which the Deity is not 

immanent to a certain extent, yet all together (all-Things) do not in any 

way, inc lude the Deity ; who is transcendental to and above all, of the 

spiritually and materially emanated or created. t Gebirol has the same

idea. He also says : " The emanation which produced the creation of 

the universe, is like water gushing out from its source and spreading over 

everything near. " (Me'qor ii, § 2 7 ; v, §§ 64, 7 1 . )  The Zohar often

uses this simile, e. g. , " Thus life is drawn from Below and from Above,

thus the source renews itself, and the sea always full, spreads its water 

everywhere. "  (Zohar iii , 29ob, Idrah Zootah, and in many other places . )  

The first source with Gebirol i s  the Will or Wisdom, which the Zohar 

calls, " the Source of Life. " Gebirol, says : " Thou art wise, Thy Wis

dom is the Source of Life which springs from Thee, etc . "  (Kether Mal

khuth. Comp. Zohar ii, 2 6 1a.) 

The Zohar often uses this simile (Comp. Zohar iii, fol. 7). In the 

Kether Malkhuth is : " Wisdom, is the fountain of l ife ."  The Zohar 

says : " The seventh palace, the fountain of life, is the first in the order 

from above, etc. " (ii, 26 1a.) 

• Zohar, Cremona ed. ,  i ,  fol. 56. Comp . Joel, Rdig. Philos. Sohar, p. 3 1 2, e tc .
t The doctrine of emanation has been asserted to be in the Old Testament, and it i s

daimed by some writers lo be se t  forth among other places, in  the  following verse ; 

" And he said. The Lord is come from Sinai, nnd ha> appeared from Seir to us, and 

bas h asted out of the mount of Pharan, with the ten thousands or Kades ( i n  the He·

brew, saints) ; on his right hand were his angels with him." Deut. xxx i i i ,  2. See the

Septungint. Brenton's English Trans.,  London, 1 844. Comp. Cahen's Gre:it French

Bib le, Vol. 5, p. 1 53 and note.



The Kether also says : " It (the Will) draws from the source of Light 

without a pail (bucket) and effects everything without a vessel . "  (Comp. 

Me'qor iii, § 1 5 ) .  The Will or Divine Word, holds a high position in 

the Zohar : (see ante and Zohar iii, 1 7b ;  i, 65a ,· i i , 26�) .  

Both have the doctrine of the pre-existence and reminiscence of the 

soul, which we also find in Plato. The Zohar says (iii, 6 1 b) : " The souls 

knew everything they learned on earth prior to their coming into this 

world. " Franck's  La Kabbale, p. 242 .  Gebirol says : " Thou askest, 

Wherefore the soul becomes deprived of the impressions of knowledge, 

so that she has need to be instructed in order to remember ? Know then, 

the soul was created with the True knowledge, from which it follows, that 

she possessed in herself the knowledge which is proper to her. But when 

the soul unites with substance (matter) and confuses herself with it, by 

the mixture and union, she is removed from the perception of these im

pressions ; they remain concealed in her, because the darkness of the sub

stance covers her in such a way, as to obscure its light, and the substance 

dulls her : she then becomes as if  a transparent mirror to which has been 

applied, a muddy and thick substance, etc. " (Meqor, v, § 65 . )  

The " higher soul ,"  according to  Gebirol, i s  the  prototype, from the 

treasury of which all human souls proceed ; they all having previously 

been there in their Real and True Form in the Divine Idea. (Comp. the 

Kether Malkhuth and the Me'qor in many places . )  The same idea is set 

forth with great distinctness in the Zohar (ii, fol . 96b) : " All human 

souls before coming down on earth, were present in the Divine Idea in 

the same form, that they were to have in this world : " (comp. Franck, 

La Kabbale, p. 2 28 sq. ) .  So the human soul was divided, by the Zohar 

and Gebirol, into three divisions, as we have above mentioned, these 

were the Neshamah, In tellect ; Rua'h, Mind or Reason ; and the 

Nephesh, Animal life. (See Meqor Hay-yim iii, §§ 2 7-30 ; Comp. 

Franck's La Kabbale, p. 2 3 2 . )  Gebirol holds that the temporal union 

of the two superior principles of spirit, Neshama/1, and soul, Rua' h, with 

the senses ; that is, l i fe itsel f, the Nephesh ; must not be considered an 

evil, he did not see in life a lowering down , but a means adopted by the 

Deity for the education of the soul, a salutary trial. The task of the 

soul is to elevate matter, " to teach the body, the right path for the pre-
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vent ion of evil ."  (Kether Malkhuth) . He sees in life, an opportunity 
for the exercise of the man's Free Will to work out his salvation . " Who 
can repay, " he says, " Thy love, in giving the body a soul to vivify it ; 
that her light might guide and instruct it ,  and deliver man from evil. 
* * * Thou hast tried me in the pit of captivity ; Thou hast purified 
me from my abundant wickedness ; but hast not consumed me. I am 
also conscious that it is for my benefit that Thou hast tried me, and in 
faithfulness Thou hast afflicted me ; and in order that it may be well 
with me in my latter days, hast Thou brought me into this trial of 
troubles : " (see, the �ether Malkhuth) . The Qabbal ists have the same 
idea, they " consider it a necessity for the soul, a necessity inherent in 
its finite nature, to play a role in the universe ; to contemplate the specta
cle which the creation presents to it, so as to have the consciousness of it
self and its origin ; in order to re-enter, without absolutely confusing itself 
with it, into that inexhaustible source of Light and Life, which they term 
the Divine Thought. " (Franck, La K abbale, p. 236 .)  The Zohar says 
(i, fol. 62a) : " The breath, Nephesh, and the spirit Neshamah, are 
united together ; whilst the soul, Rua'h, depends upon the conduct -of the
man . * � * If the man purifies himself, he will receive the assistance
of the holy soul which purifies and sanctifies it ; if he does not purify 
himself, he possesses the breath and the spirit, but not the holy soul. " 
This union is to be  obtained, it says, on the man's  side b y  his piety and 
study of the Holy Scriptures ; on the other side, by assistance from on 
high. The three souls united, it frequen tly terms ; the three faculties. 
( Zohar i i i ,  2 4b ;  46b ; 7ob) . The Qabbalists do not see in life a lower
ing down from a higher degree to an exile, as did the Gnostics, and as the 
Talmudists do in the Pirkey Avoth (Comp. Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, 
before cited, pp. 5 6-5 7), but consider its abode on earth as a means of 
trial and education . If the soul remains pure during this trial , " She 
obtains, " says Gebirol, " God' s pleasure, and may anticipate the joys of 
the last day ; for then endless happiness will be her portion, then she 
will en ter into the palace of the King, etc . "  The same idea i s  i n  the 
Zohar, and is (i, fol. 2 45b. Franck, La Kabbale, p. 236 seq. ) given in 
a most beautiful parable _which we have not space to repeat. The doc
trine of metempsychosis or transmigration of souls, is in both. The 



Kether Malkhuth reads : " If she (the soul) be pure, then shall she 

obtain favour, and rejoice in the latter day ; but if  she hath been defiled, 

then shall she wander for a time in pain and despair (lanood b' she-tzeph 

lu-lzeph) , and in all the days of her uncleanliness she shal l dwell alone, an 

exile, banished ; she shall not touch any hallowed thing, nor come into 

the sanctuary, until the days of her purification have expired . "  The 

Zohar (ii, 1 99b) says : " All souls are subject to revolution (metempsy

chosis a' fun b'gilgoolah) but men do not know the ways of the Holy

One ; blessed be It ! they are ignorant of the way they have been j udged 

in all time, and before they came into 

quitted it, etc. " (Zohar ii, fol. 99b sq. 

seq. See ante pp. 90-9 1 . )  

this world .and when they have 
Franck, La Kabbale, p. 245 et 

The Kether Malkhuth, speaking o f  the ecl ipse o f  the sun, says : "And 

when in conjunction with the sun at the end of the month ; if the dragon 

be between them, and they are both in one line ; the moon appeareth 

before the sun as a black cloud, and in tercepteth its light from every 

eye. That those who view her may know, that the Kingdom doth not 

belong to the host o f  heaven and their armies (i. e. , the angels), but that 

there is a Lord above them, who darkeneth their I ight. " The Zohar 

says : " And the moon an d sun remained like a body without a soul ; the 

master over them having darkened their lights. " (Zohar, Rayah Me' hem

nah, iii, 82b, § Qado-shum.) 

The Qabbalah i n  presenting the earthly man , as the Mikrokosm or  in

ferior copy of the prototypic Heavenly Adam, asserts the existence of 

four divisions or worlds ; which are to be found in a greater or less degree 

in each ; basing this assertion on Isaiah (xl iii, 7) .  " For I b'ru-ah, i. e. , 

created him for .J1j Glory, I ye' tzar, i. e. , formed him, yea I a' seq-ah, 

i. e . ,  made him. " On these words of Isaiah, Ibn Ezra (b. 1 088-89, d. 1 1 76)

in h is Commentary on this passage, tells us, with disapproval, that Ibn 

Gebirol saw the Mystery of the Universe, that with him ; " My 

Glory " stood for the Kosmic dynamos, which dwelt with God, and in 

the verse were intended the three Worlds called : B' ree-atic, Ye' tzeer-atic 

and A'seey-atic, which follow the A' tzeel-atic world ; (see Trans. of the 

Soc. of Hebrew Literature. Comment of Ibn Ezra on Is. xliii, 7. Comp. 

Philo, On Dreams, ii, pp. 29 2-343, especially §§ iii and vi i i . )  We hope 
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to have space further on, to give further information on the Four Condi

tions or Worlds. 

Gebirol 's  Supreme Unity above a l l  number, who is unknowable to the 

mind of mankind, is evidently the Ain Sopn of the Qabbalah and the 

Zoharic writings, termed also in them A;•in or No-Thing. Its first ema

nation is called, Abban or the Father, and is the Will of the Zohar and 

Gebirol. It is the Unity of number, and among the Sephiroth it is the 

first, and as we said before, is called , Kether or the Crown. It is consid

ered as the One or the Harmony, Consciousness or Abstract Thought, the 

Ego, the Content of all the subsequent Sephiroth. The first emanation 

from Kttner, the Will or Father, is the Sephirah Binah (Bee' nah) , the 

Universal Intellect or Understanding, which is Gebirol ' s  first emanation, 

Universal Matter. It is also termed by the Qabbalah Imman, the 

Mother, and is considered as receptive, negative, feminine, plastic, and 

to receive form. The Universal Matter is with him the feminine or re

ceptive principle. " Everything existing, " says the Zohar (i ii, 29oa) , 

" can only be the work of the male and female (principles). " The Zo

har and Gebirol both hold, that everything must be of  Form (male) and 

Matter (female). 

The second emanation from Ketner, is the Sephirah (this word is pro

nounced Seph' ee-rah) 'Hoknman, Wisdom, the Word, also called, the Son ; 

the un ited complex of all forms. lt is the male principle and that which

gives existence to Every-Thing, by giving Form to the Universal Spiritual 

or other Matter. (Me'qor, v, §§ 1 1- 1 2 . )  The Zohar says : " For it

(' Hoknman) generates all Things ; "  also ; " By means of the Thirty- two 

paths by which 'Hoknman is spread throughout the universe, it ( ' Hokn

man) gives Every-Thing existing, shape (i. e. , form) and size. " (Zohar,

iii, 29oa. ) It is the U niversal Form of Gebi rol, " giving existence to . 
Every-Thing by emanating and producing (the Form of) Every-Thing. " 

(Me'qor, v, § 1 2 . )  For " Everything existing can only be the work of the 

male and female (principles) : "  (Zohar, Siphrah D'Tznioothah. Begin

ning) . Form corresponds to the male or posith·e, Matter to the negative 

or female. Ketner being called in the Qabbalah, Father, and Binan, 

Mother , 'Hokhman is termed, the Son, sometimes, " the Son of Elohim 

(God) . "  This Sephirah i s  the spin/us mundi. From ' Hokhmah, Wis-
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dom, proceed all the balance of the Sephiroth, the first six of which are 

called, the Sephiroth of Construction or Building, and refer to dimension, 

i. e. , to Length, Breadth and Depth, and their positive and negative poles, 

and so to the six days of Genesis i. The last Sephirah Malkhuth, i. e. , 

Kingdom, the 7th and 1 0th, is the Harmony of all, the seventh day, the 

Sabbath or day of rest. 

These first three Sephiroth are called by the Qabbal ists, O/am ha· 

Moos'kal; the fntelligible or Intellectual World. Gebirol p laces the Will, 

Universal Matter and Universal Form together, as a triad above all other 

emanations and this would be their abode. He tells us " the Triad is the 

root of Every-Thing . "  

" Descended two Ancient ones ; the Supreme Ancient One came be

tween them , saying : \Ve were three, now in our connection we are One ;" 

(Tiqqooneh haz-Zohar, Tiqqoon, No.  xxi ,  beg. ) 

" And they make known, that in the vision of the closed eye, three are 

one ; so also : YH VH, our Elohim, YHVH, are one ; three variations 

of forms which are one. " (Comp. Zohar, ii, 430 .)  

" And since the Holy Ancient i s  expressed and impressed by three, so 

also all the lamps that receive their l ight from the Holy Ancient are tri

adic . " (Zohar, i i i ,  1 8 8b.) 

The second triad of  the Sephiroth, is called, Olam lza-Moorgaslz, the 

Moral or Sensuous World. It is represented by Gebirol's, Soul of the 

World or Universal Soul, emanatiqg from the spiritus mwrdi, and which 

he divides into the Intellectual or Rational, the Vital and the Vegetative. 

(Me'qor, iii , § 24 sq.) They are the male or posit ive principle, 'He-ud, 

i. e. , Grace or Mercy, also called Ge'doolah, Magn ificence, and the nega

t ive or female principle ; Pa' had, i. e. , Punishment, also called .Din 

(Dem), i. e. , Judgment, and Ge'b(lorah, i. e. , Rigour or Severity. These 

two, unite in ·Tiph ' e-reth, i. e. , Beauty. According to our Gebirol, all

human souls proceed from this Qabbal istic World, and each human being 

has, spiritually, the same Triadic division , as we have mentioned, termed 

Neshamah, Rua'h and Nephesh . *  

• The word Neplzesli i s  t o be found i n  Genesis i i ,  7 ,  lia-adam fne'phesh haj.yah, i. e.,

to man the breath of life .  Neschamak and Neplusch are not the correct Engli§h spell

ing . 
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Tiph'r-relh, says the Idrah Zootah, is, " the highest manifestation of 

ethical life and perfections, the sum of al l  goodness, in short, the Ideal ."  

This Triad i s  Gebirol 's Universal Soul, from which the human souls pro

ceed. (Comp. Franck, La Kabbale, p. 2 2 8  el seq. ) 

The next, third, Triad of the Sephiroth i s  called Olam ha·Mootd bo, or 

the Material World, it apparently accords with Gebirol's, Spirit of Na

ture ; with him it occupies the last degree of the simple substances, and 

is the intermediary of the Material World ; through the energies or forces 

of the Deity, and the contraction and expansion everywhere evident. It 

i s  the Qabbalistic Tzim'tz11m, and the mul tiplication. These Sephiroth 

are called, Ne-lza'h, i. e. , Triumph, the male or positive, sometimes 

termed Victory ; and the female or negative, called, Hod, i. e., Glory or 

Splendour ; by which two, sometimes termed by the Qabbalists, the arms 

of God ; the Zohar intends the centripetal and centrifugal energies and 

potential ities, in the entire universe. 

The Zohar says : " Al l  the energies, forces and increase in the uni

verse, proceed through them ."  (Zohar, i i i , 2 96a. ) These two opposite 

Sephiroth unite in one harmonious principle, symbol of the principle of 

all generation, Ye' sod, i. e. , Foundation or Basis. Together they represent 

the Deity as the universal power, creator and generator of all the exist

ences. Ibn Gebirol calls it le-bang, i. e . , nature, the Qabbalists, Olam 

Ha·mool·ba11g, i. e. , the Natural World. It is the nalura nafura11s in 

contrast to the nalura naturala, the Material World. (Comp. as to Geb

irol 's  views on the above, the Me'qor, v, §§ 38-40 ; iii, §§ 32 ,  33 ; iv, 

§ 3 I ; V, § I 8. )

The last Sephirah, Malkhuth (Mal ·khooth) or Kingdom, the Abode of

the She'keen-ah, does not in the Zohar and Qabbalah, represent a:ny new 

attribute, but symbolizes the harmony of all the others, and the kingdom 

of that harmony, over the entire universe. Its name is also, She' kheen·ah, 

the Divine Presence or Glory of the Deity, which sometimes visibly 

manifests itself in the universe. " It is the sum total of the permanent 

emanating yet immanent activity, of the totality of the en tire Sephiroth, 

and is Elohim's (God's) presence in Its creation . "  As. such it i s  appa

rently the same as Gebirol ' s  Divine potentiality, which he says : " Is 

dominant in all the exist ing, " p enetrating all by virtue of the Deity's 
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everywhere-acting Will-power, and not leaving any vacuum within, but 

establishing harmony everywhere and in all the existences. Here is the 

idea of an Ideal Perfect Kingdom, which is in  perfect prototype in the 

highest world and which is to come on earth in the future, in perfection ; 

and in which, the Messiah or Christ, is to govern over all the j ust or 

pious ; which idea is to be found runn ing through the entire Old and 

New Testaments. 

This Sephirah symbolizes the feet of the Heavenly Adam which rest 

upon the world (comp. Ezek. xliii , 7) .  The head of this Adam reaches 

up to heaven . The Name of the Deity in this Sephirah is Adonai, i. e. , 

Lord, the equivalent for the ineffable Name YHVH. It may be, to the 

ideas clustering around this Seph irah, that St. John alludes, when he says 

in the Apocalypse ; that when the 7th angel sounded his trumpet, there 

followed great voices in heaven, and they said : " 'Tiu Kingdom (frfal· 

khuth) of this worltl is become the Kingdom (Malkhuth) of our Lord

(Adona:") and lu"s Christ (anointed One) : and He shall reign forever and 

ever. *  And the four and twenty elders which sit before God , on their 

thrones, fell upon their faces, etc. " (Apoc. xi, 1 5-1 6 .  Comp. Ibid. i ,  

1-8 ; x ,  7 . ) This  grand, sacred and most mysterious, text, which we 

have italicized, the foundation of  Bible teachings, is said to have been ; 

on account of its mystery and holiness ; omitted from some of the, printed, 

Douay editions of the N. T. We here note that the Ineffable Name 

YHVH, is frequently written by the Qabbal ists crowned with 24 taggin, 
i. e. , crowns, each crown having three indentations equaling together 

72, the number of the Elders of Israel, and of the Name of 7 2 .  t 

* I\ote here, the Qabbalistic verse of the p,z/�r Nosier, " For thine i s  the Kingdom

(Malklmth) and the Power ( Ge'boorah ) and the Glory ( Slu'lum·alz) for ever. Amen.' ' 

Matt. vi, 1 3 . Which is left out  of the new authorized ve rsion of the English Church. 

In the Teaching of the XII  Apostles (90--100 A. D.) i t· is : " For thine is the Power 

and the Glory for eyer." C. vi i i ,  2. See The Oldest Church Manual called the Teach. 

ing of the Twelve Apostles, etc., by Dr. Philip Schaff. New York, 1 885,  pp. 84, 1 89 .  

The Teaching the  Twelve Apostles w i th  i l lustrations from the Talmud, etc., by  Dr. C .  

Taylor. London, 1 886, p. 64 sq. The Mysteries of Magic, etc., by Arthur Edward 

Waite. London, 1886, pp. 283-4. 

t See, K ircher's CEdipi A!g-yptitZd, Tom. Suundus, p.  267 el seq. One of the Qab· 

balistic formula of the Name of 72, is the Ineffable Name i1li1' ar1anged in the form
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Malkhuth is also called the Queen, the Matroneethah and the Matron. 

It represents the World of Matter. Its symbolic sphere is that of the 

moon, its symbolic color, blue, its ancient metal, silver. It was also called, 

the Church or Congregation of Israel, the Daughter, the Bride of the 

Spouse, the She'keen-ah, i. e. , the Glory or Real Presence of the Deity,

the Sabbath or Rest day, the Harmony. It is considered by the Qabba

lah, as the executive energy or power of the Sephirah Binah, the Holy 

Spirit or Upper Mother. Its color is also, blue. Blue is a symbolic 

colour of the Virgin in the Roman Church, who is usually covered 

with a blue robe, as a red or yellowish-red robe is usually portrayed 

around Christ. The Sephirah Tiph 'e-reth is called, the King, and all 

the existences proceed from the Union of the King and Queen . The 

potencies of the Sephiroth are represented by the harmon ies, i. e. ,

Ketlur, the Crown, Tiph' e-rdh, the King, and Malkhulh, the Queen. 

The first affects the Neshamah, i. e. , the Spiri t, the head, the second, the

Rua'h ,  the Soul, the heart, the Nephesh, the animal l ife or materiality, 

is in the third triad . *  

We  have shown , ante, p .  1 59 ,  that Gebirol evidently knew the ancient 

Qabbalistic, Sepher Ye' tzeerah, and the Zoharic writings have much the 

same thoughts as those contained therein, although set forth in a 

of the Tetrad of Pythagoras, which latter is very ancient and s ignifies the decade. It 
is arranged thus : 

- 10 

2 The lneff able i1 '  - 1 5  

3 Name, thus , i1 '  - 2 1  

4 ;i i i1 '  - 26 

10 72  

The sacred Tetrad o f  the Pythagoreans appears to  h ave been known t o  the ancient 

Chinese. (Comp. Emltitung in das Btrstandnik dtr Wdtgeulzid1te, von, Aug. Gla

dis<lz, etc. Die allm S<hinesm und die Pythngorees, Posen,  1 841 , p. 82, tf stq. See 

also upon the Tetrad, the valuable writing, Pytlzagon ti la Plzilosoplzie Pytlzagoridmnt, 

etc., by A. Ed. Cha ignet, Paris, 1 873, Vol. ii, pp. 96- 1 28 and other places.) 

* Comp. in this connection, the writings of Candlish, Davidson, Stanton, Drummond,

Schurer, Edersheim, Hausrath and others, who have written on the Messiah and the 

coming Kingdom of Heaven upon our Earth, with the teachings of  the Zohar and 

Qabbalah upon this Sephirah. 
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different manner. With the Qabbalists, the Deity is above but not 

completely outside of the numerals and letters ; as entities, they con

stitute the 32 paths of that Wisdom, which is almost synonymous with 

the Will, Word and Holy Spirit, which are with them a Triad yet a Unit. 

With them, the vitalizing efflux of Elohim is in Every-Thing (see ante, 

p. 1 4 1 ,  note) .

We do not know that lbn Gebirol wrote any Commentaries upon the 

Old Testament, at least not any have come to our day ; but his explana

tions of certain texts, as cited by other authors, prove that he was fond 

of allegorical interpretat ions. Ibn Ezra (b. circa 1088, d.  1 1 76 A. D . )  

cites him, in  h i s  Commentary upon Genesis (xxvi ii, 1 2) .  He states, that 

following Ibn Gebirol ; the ladder which Jacob saw in his dream, signified 

the Superior (or rational) soul ; " the angels of Elohim " which mount 

and descend thereon, are " the abstract thoughts of Wisdom, " which 

attach themselves at the same time, both to a spiritual or superior subject, 

and also to the corporeal and inferior. Gebirol defended the opinion of 

Saadyah Gaon, that it was not intended in Genesis, to attribute in reality 

the faculty of speech to the serpent ;  and lbn Ezra, in the Commentary 

above cited, also quotes the following mystical and allegorical meaning 

of the facts set forth in  Genesis i i  and iii, as by Gebirol : " ' Paradise ' is 

the superior world, the word ' Garden ' designates the inferior world, it is . 
full of a crowd of creatures (men) , who are the plants ; the River of Para-

dise, is the first matter, mother of all the corporeal ; ' the four heads ' or 

branches, of the River, designate the four roots, or elements ; ' the man ' 

(i. e . ,  Adam) who names all the animals, is Wisdom. Havvah or Eve, is 

the spirit of the l iving (the power of  vitalization ) ,  which gives move

ment, and all that follows from it. ' The Serpen t , '  in the meaning of 

divination, is desire (comp. Gen. xliv, 5, to tempt, to incite) . ' The 

Tree of Knowledge, ' is carnal gratification, the power of which comes 

from ' the Garden ' (desire or lust, comes from vegetation, or the products 

of the dust in the Garden,  therefore the serpent of desire is to eat dust " all 

the days of (its) life ") .  The growth in the dust, is the seed of the 

woman, which causes the end (destruction) of that which comes from 

• the dust ; '  and the end of the living (creature) , is where the vegetation

begins (i. e. , the final end of the earthly man, is his return to the ground or 
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dust ; from which vegetation, the life of the an imal , proceeds) . ' The 

clothes of skin , '  is the body,* driven away from ' the  Garden , '  to culti

vate the soil, from whence the terrestrial man was taken .  ' The Tree of 

Life, ' is the h igher knowledge, which is : ' A  Tree of Life, to them that 

lay hold upon it. ' (Prov. iii, 1 8. ) ' The Cherubim ' are the angels. ' The 

flame of the sword, '  refers to the sun. From this mystery it appears, 

that the higher in tellectual soul, has its place at the Throne of Glory 

(She' keen-ah) , where it delights in the glorious and tremendous Name of 

Elohim. ' '  (Comp. Kether Malkhuth.) This passage evidently considers 

Wisdom, doubtless the Higher Wisdom, as a separate potency ; and the 

human body is a later condensation of the original body, which was first 

composed of Light. Gebirol therefore places the corporeal body as a 

minimum when comparing it with the spiritual body. 

The Zohar calls Wisdom, the Divine Word, which announced and fin

ished creation, and says ; that it  is the foundation of all spiritual and 

physical life. It calls Wisdom, the  Upper Paradise or Edm ii/a-ah.  t 

This Superior Eden, the Wisdom or the Ancient, is in the Zohar " a 

Form comprising all forms. " (Zohar, Ibid. , 288a. )  The idea of Wisdom 

as the creating power, is in  Proverbs, Psalms, St. Paul, St. John, Sirakh, 

Wisdom, and other places in the Old and New Testaments. The Qab

balists and many of the Talmudists make B'raisheeth, i. e. , of Gen . i, 1 ,  

Be' Raishulh, i. e. , through Wisdom, Elohim barah, i. e. , God created. 

The Sephirah ' Hokhmah or Wisdom, as the Word ; the Logos of Philo 

and St. John, and the Chaldaic, .Memrah ,· has similar ideas clustering 

around it, as do the Vach, i. e . ,  Word, of the Hindu, Rig Veda ; Honover, 

i. e. , Word, of the Persian, Zend Avesta ; TVisdom, of the Proverbs of  

Solomon and of the later Book of Wisdom ; and  the Ava!Okites'vara, or  

* " The flesh o f  m : m  i s  a garment," etc. (Zohar i ,  206.) " When man i s  taken away,

he rids himself of those garments in  which he was dressed ; the (garments of ) skin in 

the which the Son of Man was dressed." (Ibid. 76a.) The learned Qabbalist Yehudah 

b. Salomo Charisi, or, al-Ch:uisi ( 1 1 70-1230), of Toledo, Spain ; also compares the body

of man to a garment, which the soul takes off at d eath ; and to a prison , from which, at 

that time, the soul is liberated . He says : " On the day it takes off the body, it puts off 

its ornaments, and rids itself of the garmenls of its captivity." 

t Comp. Zohar, iii, Idrah Zootah, " The higher Wisdom is also called, the higher 

Eden." 
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Kwan- Yin, the Saldi of Amildbha, i. t . ,  boundless light, of the later 

Buddhists. 

Ne'bo, the god of Wisdom of ancient Mesopotamia and Babylonia, 

was originally the deity of the visible universe, who was the boll or binder, 

of it:> several parts together. (See ante, pp. 1 1 5 ;  190 . )  He was " the bond of 

the universe, " the " overseer of the angel-hosts of heaven and earth. "  

The ziggurral or planet tower of his Temple at Borsippa, was called ; 

" the house of the seven bonds (planets) of heaven and earth. "  The 

tower of the seven planets, or stations, attached to his house ; was in 

seven stages, each of the astrological colour of the planet to  which it was 

devoted. Ne'bo was therefore at one time evidently a god of all the 

heavenly bodies. His special planet in Babylonia was Mercury ; that of 

Merodach, his father, who anciently was the Sun-god, was Jupiter ; his 

mother was Zarpanitu, the Moon-god. Ne'bo is the Semitic Nabiu or 

.Na' boo, a prophet or proclaimer, the ac•:Jl of Exod. iv, 1-1 7 .  Ne'bo was 

in Borsippa, considered the supreme god, the creator of the universe. 

Moses, the Great Prophet, died and was buried, on mount Ne'bo. 

Ne'bo was also adored as the god of wisdom and prophecy, by the Canaan

i tes, Moabites, and Assyrians, and in Palestine in general. Bo, Bod, 

Boden, or Buddha, in China, , Fo ; is the ancient Buddhistic god of En

lighten
.
ment and Wisdom ; his early worshippers, the aboriginal or Dra

vidian races of India, erected the Great Topes of Amravati and Sanchi, 

in Hindustan, to him. His especial day among the Buddhists and Brah

mins was our Wednesday, which among the ancient Akkadians was, the 

day of Ne'bo, and it is to this day, in India, the day of Buddha. His 

name is in Wo, Wod, \Vo'den, of the Scandinavians, from whom our 

name Wednesday comes. He is the Thoth of the Egyptians, the Hermes 

of the Greeks, and the Mercury of the Romans, who named our W ednes

day, after him ; and it is on the fourth day, Wednesday, that Genesis 

tells us ; the planets, etc. , were created as signs, for the wise. The Word

or Wisdom, represents, the Creator of the Universe and the Mediator be

tween the Holy One and Its creation. In the Qabbalah it is called, the 

Upper Wisdom ; to distinguish it from the Sephirah Malkhuth, Kingdom, 

the Lower Wisdom, the manifested She' keen-ah or Glory of the Deity. 

It is the Son of the Seph irah Kether, the Abstract Thought, the Ego or 
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Consciousness of existence ; and is the representative of the Association 

of the Abstract Ideas which constitute Wisdom, and is looked upon as 

the Former and Maker, of the existing content of the Universe. With

out such Association of Ideas, the human mind could not compre

hend. It is used almost synonymously, in many places, by Philo 

and St. John ; by the first of the Messiah, by the latter of Christ ; 

and by the Targum of Onkelos, as Wisdom, the Creator of all .  In 

the Targum Ye' rushalmi on Genesis i, 1, i t  is said : " In (By) be- 'Hohk.

mah, Wisdom, the Lord created. "  This view also supported by Mai

monides in his Moreh Ne' boo-kheem (circa 1 1 90 A. D. Comp. S.

Munk's French trans. , ii, pp. :z3:z ,  236 ; English Ed. ,  i i ,  p. 1 43 sq. )  The 

Targum above cited, also says : " And the Memrah (Word) of the Lord 

created man in Its l ikeness, etc. " The first word of Genesis B'raishuth, 

usually translated " In the beginning ; " has had various meanings as

signed to it . Maimonides, says ; it should be read as :  Be-Raishuth, i. e . ,  

by the Principle, and that the verse should be translated : " In (or, By) the 

Principle, Elohim ( God) created tht hti'ght and tht depth of tht universe. " 

Principle meaning the Upper Wisdom, " a  beginning not temporal. " 

The learned Beausobre says : * " There is yet a reflection to be made 

upon that matter. It resolves i tself upon the explanation of the word 

Raishuth, which is at the commencement of Genesis, and which ; if we 

believe the ancient Jewish interpreters ; dots not signify, the Beginning, 

but the active and immediate Pn"nciple of all Things. Thus instead of 

translating : • At the beginning, God created the heaven and the earth : '  

they translate : ' God made the heaven and earth by the Principle, ' 

that is ; according to the Targum of Jonathan, •By iVisdom. '  l\faimon

ides supports the view ; that only this explanation, is the l iteral and true 

one. It at first passed among the Christians. We find it not only in 

Chalcidius ; who remarks that it came from the Hebrews ; but also i n  

Methodius, Origen, a n d  in  Clement o f  Alexandria ; who i s  more ancient 

than either. * * * The latter says, there is only one God, who has 

made the Principle of all things ; sign ifying i n  that way, his first-born 

Son . St. Peter (II Pet. iii, 5-6), who has very well understood, that word 

* Hisloire cn'liqtte ,{e Af11nid1te el tlu Alanicheisme par Al. De Beausobre, A. Amster
dam, 1734. Vol . i i ,  Bk. vi, ch. i, p. 290-1. Comp.  Bk. iv, c. vi, p. 89. 
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(i. e. , Wisdom), says : ' God has made the heaven and earth by the Prin

ciple. ' That principle is that which is called, Wisdom, by all the prophets. 

The Christian philosophers adopted this explanation for two reasons. 

I. They found the Trinity of the divine persons at the head of the

(Hebrew) scriptures. God, the Father, created the universe, but he cre

ated by the Principle (Logos, Wisdom), which is His Son, and the Holy 

Spirit inflamed and animated nature. It (the Holy Spirit) was borne 

upon the waters, says Moses : ' That explanation , '  St. Augustine says : 

' gives me so much the more pleasure, as in that way, I find the Trinity 

established at the head of the Holy Book of Genesis. ' II .  The aforesaid 

explanation favored the sentiment of the Christian philosophers, who be

l ieved in the pre-existence of the Intelligible world, because, if by Rai

slueth is understood the Active Pn'nciple of Creation, and not, the Begin

ning ; then it has no more than said ; the Heaven and Earth were the 

first works of God. And Moses has only said, that ' God created the 

Heaven and Earth by the Pn"nci'ple, '  which is His Son . I t  is not the 

epoch, i t  is the immediate Author of Creation, which it teaches. St. 

Augustine has also said : ' The angels have been made before the Firma

ment, and even before that which is reported by Moses ; God made the 

Heaven and the Earth by the Pn°ndple ,· because by this word Principle 

is desired ; not to express that the Heaven and Earth, were made before

all things, since God had already made the angels precedently ; it means 

to say : that God has made all things by Wisdom, which is His Word, and 

which the scripture has called , the Pn"nciplt. ' " St. Paul (I Cor. ii, 7, 8) 

says : " But we speak the Wisdom of God, in a mystery, even the Hidden 

wisdom, which God ordained before the worlds unto our glory. Which 

none of the rulers of this world knew : for had they known it, they would 

not have crucified the Lord of glory. " This Hidden TVisdom is Christ 

(I Cor. i ,  2 1-24 ; Col. ii, 3), " who  of God, is made ttnlo ttS Wisdom, 

and Righteousness, and Sanctification (Holiness) an? Redempt ion . "

(Ibid. 30-3 1 . ) " Wherein He hath abounded towards us i n  all Wisdom 

and Prudence. " (One of the names of Binah, Understanding, the R11a 'h 

ha· Qadosh, i. e. , the Holy Spirit .)  (Eph . i, 8). " I  Wisdom dwell with 

Prudence ,· and the Knowledge of discreet Thoughts do I discover. " 

(Prov. v i i i ,  1 2 . ) " Christ in whom are hid all the treasures of 1¥isdom 



and KflOW/ellge." (Col. ii, 3 . ) " Now ye are the body of Christ, and

members in particular. " (I Cor. xii, 2 7 ; compare the whole chapter with 

I Cor. xv.) St. Paul referring to Christ as the Son , says : " Who is the 

image of the invisible God, the first born of all creation ; for in him were 

all tlu'ngs created, in tk heavens and upon earth, things visible and things

invisible, whether thrones, or dominions, or pn'ndpalities, or powers ,· all 
things have been created through him and unto him, and he is before all 
tlu'ngs, and in lu'm all things consist. (exist ?) And he is the head of the body, 

the Church, * * that in all things he might have pre-eminence. For 

i t  was the good pleasure of the Father that in him should all the fullness 

. dwell, etc. " (Col. i, 1 5-20. ) Compare with this, there is a Heavenly 

Adam and an Earthly Adam. (I Cor. xv, 45-49, 2 2-28 and I Cor. xii . )  

" His Son * * by  whom also he  made the worlds. " (Heb . i, 2 .) 

" We understand that the worlds were formed by the Word of God, so 
that things which are seen, were not made of things which do appear. " 

(Ibid. xi, 3 .)  " For thy Almighty hand, that made the world of matter, 

without form." (Wisdom, xi, 1 7 . )  " And b y  his Memrah was the world 

created. " Targum of Onkelos to Deut. xxxiii, 2 7 .  " The world was 

made by him," i. e. , the Word. (St. John i ,  10. )  * 

lbn Gebirol, says, in h is Kether Malkhuth : " Wisdom is the fountain 

of life. ' '  The Zohar says : " The seventh palace, the fountain of life, is 

the first in the order from above, etc. " (Zohar, ii, 261a. ) 

To account for the construction of the world, Gebirol in troduced simple 

* Compare with these : Eph. i, 1 8, 21 ; iii, 9, 10 ;  Col. ii, 3 ; Rom. xvi, 2 5-27 ; Jude

25 ; James iii ,  1 7 ; Prov. vi i i ,  ix ; Hebrews, St. John and, Philo : iii, 95 , iv, 391-2 ; 
Book of Wisdom, xviii, 14-1 5 ; i, 4, 5 ;  and Sirakh xxiv, 3-9 ; Targum of Onkelos to

Deuter. xxxiii, 27 ; Book of Enoch, Scbodde's English trans., p. 208, c. 84 ;  p. 137 ; c. 

48, 50 ; c. 49 and other places ; Apocryphal New Test., p. 1 74 ; Epist. of Barnabas 

(13id.) iv, 7 ;  v, 1 2 .  The Conciliator of R. Menasseh hen Israel, etc., London, 1 842, p. 

6. Basnage, Hist. of the Jews, Bk. iv, c. v, � vii, English trans., p. 288, col 2. Kircher's

au. /Egypli, Vol. ii, c .  ix, � iv, p. 309. Anacalypsis of Godfrey Higgins, Vol . i, pp. 

73, 75-8 1 , 1 22, 235,  250, 264-5 , 308, 338, 348, 469, 5 1 1 , 564, 769, 8o3, 800--7 , etc., as

cited in index Vol. i ,  p. 862. Hidden Wisdom of Christ, by De Bunsen, i, p. 430. Tar

gums by J. W. Etheridge, London, 1 862, i ,  pp. 1 57, 16o, 162. Bertholdt's Christology, 

p. 1 3 1 . As to the Talmud, Hershon's Genesis, etc., p. 79 ; Hershon's Talmudic Mis.,

p. 104. Heb. Mis. Society, Hebrew Liter., London, i, p. 40, note.
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substances between the Godhead and the physical world, he does not 

actually use the term Sephi roth, but his idea of the highest and simple 

substances, evidently refers to them ; he also speaks of the spheres in the 

same way as Philo (Philo, iii, 1 85 -6) and the Qabbalists. The spheres, 

or properly the orbits, of the planetary and astronomical universe, were 

doubtless those which entered into the idea of the Sephiroth. This was 

an ancient idea. And we think we may assert ; that the simple sub

stances of Gebirol refer to tt.e orbits, called in his time, the spheres of 

the planets, and to other ancient astronomical divisions of the heavens. 

He speaks of the sensible spheres which emanate from the intelligible 

spheres. (Me'qor, iv, § 8.) Of the corporeal spheres emanating from the 

spiritual spheres. (Ibid. , § 1 . )  That the simple substances are called 

spheres or circles. (Ibid. , i i i , § 41 ; ii, § 1, §§ 3, 4 . )  His nine categories 

evidently refer to these spheres. (Ibid. , §§ 1 1 1  1 21 23 ; iii , §§ 1 1 2, 8, 1 7 , 

361 4 1 ; iv, §§ 1 1  8 ;  v, 67 ,  and other places .)  The potent ial energy of 

the Deity ; penetrates all, surrounds all , and acts in all, through all eternity. 

(Ibid. , i i i , § 1 4 ; iv, § 23 ,  § 29. ) With Gebirol, the body of man as 

the Mikrokosm, corresponds to the concrete body of the perfect ideal 

vitality of the universe, the Great Ideal or Forming Man, the Makro

kosm (Ibid. , i i i , § 44, § 6). 

The connection between the Highest and the Lowest ; through the sur

rounding orbits, spheres or coatings, supposed to surround our earth ; was 

a very ancient idea, and is a reminiscence of the archaic astronomical 

religious philosophy ; of the Akkadians, Chaldeans, Assyrians, Babylo

nians, Hebrews and Hindus, with some of these peoples, going back 

thousands of years before the Christian era. Phi lo evidently has this 

in his mind. (See his works, iii, pp. 1 7 7 ,  1 84-186, 1 90, 1 96 ; ii, 138, 

208. Comp. his treat. On Fugitives, ii, 320-326, 1 36-1 391 and other 

places.) 

The Qabbalah frequently uses instead of the word Sephiroth, the word 

kailum, i. e. , vessels, for the intermediaries, and thus indicates the 

indirectness of their activity. Gebirol in his Kether Malkhuth says of 

the Will, the emanation proceeding immediately from the Absolute : 

" He (It) draws from the Source of Light without a pail (or bucket) and 

effects everything without a vessel. " (Comp. the Me'qor, iii, § 1 5 . ) In-
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stead of Sephi roth, he often uses, orbits or spheres, but generally, " cate

gories. " He tells us, the potentiality of the Holy One, is more visible 

in some of the simple substances than in others. (Ibid. , iii, - §§ 32, 33 .)  

The same idea is  in the Zohar and other Qabbalistic books, where this 

greater or less potentiality ; is sometimes called, Parzupheem, i. t. , Faces 

(Visages or Aspects). 

Referring to the idea of the divine power being weaker in some of the 

simple substances than in other.;, depending on the distance from the 

source. " How is it possible, " he asks, " that the divine power should 

weaken,  alter, or materialize itself ;  and that the act ion of the First 

Agent show itself, more in certain substances than in others, seeing that 

it is the perfect completeness of all power, perfection and faculty ?" and 

he evades this by answering : " It does not depend on the giver but on 

the recipient ; for at a great distance from the source, the receiving mat

ter, is less apt to receive the abundance, from the Forms of Light stream

ing into it. " (Comp. Me'qor, iii, §§ 1 3, 3 2 . ) 

In the Kether Malkhuth, he says : " Thyself, thou art the Being, who 

from the shad ow of thy Light hast made the generation of all that which 

is. " We may sum up Gebirol's propositions to be ; that the Infinite 

Light, which at first filled all, retired itself into itself, that is, the Infinite 

rays retired into a centre or point, and left Space, the Abyss, which is a 

species of shadow or vacuum ; afterward, the Divine Light gradually com

municated it�elf with more or less energy, into the Space or Abyss ; ac

cording to the receptibility of matter, and to the proportion of vitalizing 

energy, which the Divine Will wished to impart to it. This is also a con

densed statement of the Zoharic cosmogony, and the Qabbal istic theory 

of Tzim-lzum, i. t. , expansion and contraction , or the symbolism used by 

it, to set forth philosophically, the centrifugal and centripetal motion or 

energy ; which, under the direction of God, made and maintains, the 

umverse. According to the Qabbalah the Light of the Infinite Being, 

the Ain Soph, i. t., the Endless One, the nevertheless to man's finite 

thought No-Thing or Non-Ego, originally filled All ; and in order to 

manifest Itself, this Unknowable in its Essence Deity, made Space, and 

in  Space It developed or created gradually, through an emanat ion in 

which I t  was immanent yet transcendental. At first It concentrated Its€'lf 
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in Its own Essence, and that caused Space or a place for 1 he universe to be 
constructed in, this was the Abyss ; It afterwards filled this Space success

ively and in different gradations or degrees, with Its vitalizing Light.* 

The Great Qabbalist� Moses Cordovera ( 1 5 2 2-15 70 A. D.)  in his 

Pardes Rim-monim, i. e. , Paradise, or Garden, of Pomegranites, fol. 55a, 

says : " Elohim (God) is the prototype of all being, and all things are in 

Him, in their purest and most complete Form ; so that the perfection of 

the created, consists exactly in the existence, in which they find them

selves (in affinity) with the original source of their being ; and in propor

tion to the distance of their departing from the Deity, they will sink 

down from that perfect and sublime condition." The Qabbalists 

hold, like Gebirol, the Supreme Deity alone, is absolutely simple ; and that 

all the other simple, intelligible substances are composed of Form 

and Matter. Joseph Chiquitilla, an erudite Qabbalist, says : " Know 

that in all created things, superior and inferior, there is not anything 

absolutely simple. The Supreme Deity alone is pure simplicity, and a 

Unit without any multiplication ; but, among all the other beings, com

prising therein even the separate and superior intelligences which we call 

angels, there is not one who is simple and without multiplicity. * * * 

They bear an occult matter, simple and superior, which does not resem

ble our matter, etc. " (see h is Stplur l1t1·Nik-kood, fol . 3c. ) 

In the system of Gebirol, as in that of the Zohar, and of almost all the 

most archaic Eastern religious philosophy, the Triad holds a most important 

position as the principle of the universe. Our author says : " The Triad 

is the root of everything " (Me'qor, v, § 56,  § 30 ; iv, § 32 ,  §§ 1 7-20,

8). The Qabbalah and Zohar develope the Sephiroth in the Triadic 

form, and the antient Akkadians, Chaldeans, Babylonians, Hindus,

Chinese, and Persians, arranged their heavens and deities in Triads. In 

the Qabbalah each of the opposites, together a dualty, are united by a 

harmony and make a triad, and together, they constitute but one unity. 

The Idrah Zootah (Zohar, iii, fol. :z886) says : " The Ancient, whose 

Name be Blessed ! has Three Heads which are yet One Head. And as 

the Ancient is designated by the nu�ber three, so also, all the other 

* Franck , La Ka66ale, p.  1 86. Zohar, Idrah Rabbah. See Joel, Relig. PlrilDs. 
Stinar. 
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lights (Sephiroth) with their scintillations, are comprised in the number 

three. ' '  

The idea that the Triad is the root of everything, is in a great number 

of places in the Zohar, we have the quotations but not space to now

insert them. The Triadic idea of the Deity is also in Philo, but he says. 

it is a great mystery not to be given to the uninitiated. 

As to the creation out of nothing (creali'o ex nihilo) Gebirol appears to 

agree with the Qabbalists. He compares creation to the water going out 

of its source (Maqor, v ,  § 64) and to the impression of a form in a mir

ror (Ibid. , § 7 1 ; ii, § 2 7) God " has produced existence out of the No

Thing. " " Thou drawest forth ," he says, " the Light from its source, 

but not by any human means ; and hast produced all, without the means 

used by man. Thou hast arranged and fixed, and purified and cleansed ; 

and called unto the nonentity (? No-Thing) and it was dis-placed, etc. " 

(Kether Malkhuth). The Qabbalists admit the objection to ex nihilo 
nihiljil, and declare the universe emanated from No-Thing, by the poten

tiality of the Divine Will, and the Desire or Word. They however say : 

" If the world came into existence, the nothing is �eant as the No

Thing, i. e. , it came from a spiritual source, which was not a Thing in 

any sense which we can apply to a Thing." This No-Thing is the ' Cause 

of Causes, ' the Ain Soph, the Endless, or the Ayin, i. �. , the No-Thing. 

The optical metaphor of the light, visible or invisible to the eye ; plays 

a most important part in the Zohar and in lbn Gebirol 's philosophy. 

The former says : " Come and see. There are four lights ! Three of 

them are concealed and one is revealed, etc. In the eye there are three 

colors, which are revealed and marked therein, and none of them are 

guarded ; for they exist (stand), in the light that does not shine, etc. 

And regarding this secret, close thine eyes and tum thine eye-balls ; and 

those colors that are in that light and that are not guarded, will be re

vealed, etc. " (Zohar, ii, 23a. Comp. Talmud, treatise Yevamolh, 496). 

lbn Gebirol says : " Thou art wise ; and being the architect of unboundeq 

might, hast from Thy own Wisdom imparted an immediate Desire 

( Cluphetz) to draw the emanation of existence from non-existence ; * * 
* as the ray of light which comes forth from the fountain of vision (the

eye), illumines obscurity, etc. * * * Thou drawest forth the light, 
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which comes forth from the eye, and attracts from the source of light but 
not by human means. 

And Thou hast hewn out and engraved, 
And spoken to the non-entity (the No-Thing) and it unfolded (was 

opened or displaced) ; 
And to the existence, and it was fixed ; 
To the universe, and it was expanded. " (Kether Malkhuth.) Ibn 

Gebirol says : " How wonderful are the wordc; of the philosophers about 
sense of the eye-sight when they say ; that the soul (nepluslz) has spiritual 
colours which appear in the motions of the eye-lids. " (Comp. his Tiq

qoonelz Middollz lzan-neplzeslz, 4a.) " The Deity made formations in the 
light of above, etc. ; When he measured out the Messiah, It made colors 
to shine inside, etc. It opened and did not burst (or split) its air (the 
azoth). It  did not m�ke Itself in anyway known, until by emana
tion from this opening, a point was lighted, etc ."  (Zohar, i, 1 5a.) 
" Thou art the Light which is hidden in this world, but which shall 
be revealed in the Celestial World ; for on the mount of the Lord, shall 
it be seen. " (Kether Malkhuth. ) Human vision is also mentioned a 
number of t imes with l ike purpose in the Me' qor. (Comp. v, § 6:z and 
other places .)  Moses Cordovero uses the same simile : " The Holy 
One may he be Praised ! Who is the girdle of energy, who is One, 
and in whom all the faculties form only One Unity : similar to the flame 
of the fire, which contains different colors, and of the light of the eye, 
which goes out of the pupil ; these faculties emanate one from the other, 
as the odor emanates from odor, and light from light, " (Pardes Rim

monim, § 4) .  Hay Gaon (969-1 038 A. D.) and Ibn Ezra (b. dr(a 

1 088, d 1 1 76 A. D.), use the same imagery from the human power of 
sight. In the Hindu mythology the eye of a deity never winks. (Indian 
Wisdom, by Monier Williams, p. 1 6, n. :z . ) The Zohar in the Idrah
Rabbah says ; the eye of Providence, like those of a fish, has not any lids, 
but is always open : (see in this connection, The Path, New York, March, 
1887 ) . The Zohar uses the Light as an illustration of the Mediator be
tween the Ideal and the Real. " Let Light Be ! all that came forth, is 
so by this mystery, etc. " (Zohar i, 1 6b.) The eye is also used in the 
Zohar to explain the Divine illumination of man. (Ibid. ii, :z3a and b.) 
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In the Tiqqooneh haz-Zohar (Tiqqoon, 70 ), is this beautiful allegory of 
the soul as it manifests itself through the light of the eyes : " ' In the 
beginning Elohim (God) created : ' This is the soul when it emerges 
from the bosom of its mother, and it is taught of it ; ' And the earth was 
void and in confusion and darkness was upon the surface of the abyss ; ' 
for its eyes were closed. Has it opened its eyes ? ' And Elohim said : 
Let light �e ! '  After this man is gathered in from this world, and what is
written about the soul ; ' And Elohim said : Let  the water be gathered 
from beneath the heaven to one place, and let the dry land appear I '  
When the soul i s  taken from the man, the body remains ' dry land. ' " 

Ibn Ezra in his short Commentary to Genesis, says : " I  will now 
explain to you the mystery of the venerated and awful Name, and the 
mystery of the angels ; and I will make a simile for you, from the light of 
the soul which comes forth from the eye. Know then that the eye con
sists of seven degrees, and that the inside one, is the white point. And 
behold the light is not a body (substance), and the light of the soul, 
requires another light from the outside, etc. ' '  It was held by the ancient 
anatomists and philosophers, that in seeing ; an intellectual force streamed 
out of the eye, which came in contact with the objects observed, and 
returned them to the eye. This was " the light of the soul which 
comes forth from the eye. ' '  In Gerson ben Salomo's writing, Sha-artk 

has-shamayum, i. t. , Gates of Heaven : the coatings of the eye are 
called dwtanqth, i. �. , shirts or epidermis (in optics, tunica) or mt' lu'tzotk,

i. t. , separations. Gerson and Samuel <;an;a, quote the component parts 
under different names. Three are fluid, seven, sol id, together ten : viz : 

I .  The crystal, i. t. , the vitreous humor. This includes the lens. 
2 .  The sapphire, i. t. , the aqueous humor. <;ari;a calls it, " the icy " 

from lurd h, ice. 
3. The tasteless fluid, i. t. , the albugineous humor. <;ari;a calls i ts ,

" egg white " from bt'tzah, an egg. 
The seven solid parts (separations, shirts or degrees) are : 
1 .  The net, i. t. , the rtlina. <;ari;a calls it, the " cobweb. ' '
2. The epidermis, i. t. ,  the tunica vasculosa. <;ari;a says, " epi

dermic . ' '  
3 .  The hard one, i. t. , the tunica sdtrolica.
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4. The dish-like separated web, ,·. e. , the iris. <;ar�a says, " the
bread-like. 1 1

5 .  The grape.like, i. e. , the tunka uvea.

6. The homey, 1: e. , tunica cornea.

7 .  The conjoining, i. e. , the ligamentum a1iare. <;ar�a says, " the
net-like. " 

The arrangement of the points of the compass, elements and metals, in 
the Zohar (ii, :z4a and b), are : 

North East South 
Fire 
Gold 

Air Water 
Bronze (or Copper) Silver 

West 
Earth 
Iron 

After this the internal connection between the twelve is shown. It 
then says, " Come and see ! Fire, air, water, and earth, are all united 
with each other, and conjoined, one with the other, and there is not any 
void (vacuum) between them, etc. ; as it is taught in the Holy Writings ; 
• And from thence it separates and becomes four heads. 1 1 1  That is the
four principal streams of Eden. Gebirol has a similar idea in the Kether 
Malkhuth, and says : " Thou didst form the globe of the earth, divided 
into two parts, one half dry land, and one half, water. Thou didst 
encompass the water with the elementary sphere of air. * * * Thou 
didst also encompass the air with the element of fire. * These four 
elements have but one foundation (element,) and their source is one, from 
which they emanate and are ever renewed ; and from which they are 
separated and become four branches or heads. "t The Great Man seen by
Nebuchadnezzar in his dream (Daniel i i )  was composed of these metals, 
but h is feet were part iron, and part pottery (clay or ea�th). It was most 
likely intended as a symbol of the Makrokosm, the Great Universal 
Heavenly Man, composed of the Four Worlds of the Qabbalah, ·through 
which it, as the intermediary, extends. 

* This refers to the hidden, elementary fire or vitalizing energy, which �rmeates

everything and holds the universes together. The elementary air, is the azoth, perhaps 

the same as the akasi of the Hindu philosophy, or, the luminiferous rether, of modem 

physics. 

t Comp. Dr. Jellinek, Bdtrlige :iur Gm:hidzle der Kab6ala1 :z Vol ., Leipzig, 1852, 

p. 38. 
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In his Commentary on Daniel (xi, 20) Ibn Ezra, says : Ibn Gebirol 
was among those who had calculated the epoch of the coming of the 
Messiah, and founded it upon astrological theories. Ibn Ezra is himself, 
at this place, referring to a great conjunction of the superior planets Ju
piter and Saturn. Ideas upon the time of the coming of the Messiah, are 
in the Zohar. (Comp. ante, 77  sq. ) 

Our author also makes use of the poetical figure : " He suppt;>rts the 
world like a bunch of grapes ," which is in the Siphrah D'Tznioothah of 
the Zohar (ii, 1 79a) : " They hang on It like grapes in a bunch ." He re
fers to the elementary, h idden invisible fire, so does the Zohar. In his 
poem called " Forget thy Sadness," he says : 

" That day He wills thy Oight 

Like a bird to her nest." 

Bird is a Hebrew term for angel, the Bird ' s  nest, is heaven . This idea 
of bird and angel, is in the book of Ecclesiastes (x, 20) and the Talmud. 
In the Zohar the Bosom of God is called, " the Bird ' s  Nest. "  " When 
the Messiah shall be made perfect, through the i nstrumentality of the 
righteous ; he will enter the Garden of Eden, into that place which is 
called the Bird ' s  N!!st. " (Zohar, i i ,  8b, comp. ante, p. 86.) " And that 
is what the (biblical) passage says : ' Like a bird that is flying from its 
nest , '  and that is the soul from which the She'kheen-ah does not move 
away. " (Rayah Me'hemnah, Zohar, i i i ,  2 78a. )  " About the Holy One, 
Blessed be It ! And his She' kheen-ah, the verse says : ' Like a bird that 
is flying from its nest, etc. ' This is also that which is written, ' Also the 
bird found a house, and the sparrow a nest for herself. ' " (Tiqqooneem 
to Zohar Chadash, 7 2d, Amsterdam edition . )  Gebirol also says, in the 
Kether Malkhuth : " Thine is the Might, in the Mystery of which our con
templatiorts are too feeble to stay. " Only if " Might " is used as a tech
n ical term for Mysticism does the mentioning of " Mystery " get a proper
sense. R. Yekhutiel says : " All thoughts rise in vain to reach it , " i. e. , 
this Mysticism. " Thine is the hidden Name from the habitations of 
Wisdom. " (Kether Malkhuth. )  Knowledge or Wisdom, the Gnosis, is used 
in the same way by Hay Gaon. " Thine is the existence, from the 
shad QUI of the Light of which, all existence came. " (Ibid. ) The sym
bolism of Light in the theory of the Creation is also in Hay. 
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lbn Gebirol's poem on "The Thirty-two Paths; " shows the extent to 

which he occupied himself with the Qabbalistic Sepher Ye'tzeer-ah. Hay 

also took the Ye'tzeer-ah as the basis of his Gnosis. Comp. as to these 

wt statements, Dr. Jellinek's, Beitrage sur Gesdudlle tier Ka66ala, Vol. 

ii, p. 26 et seq. 

In looking at the writings of Philo, lbn Shaprut, R Hay Gaon, R. 

Yekhutiel, lbn Gebirol, Azriel and the Zoharic books, and many state

ments in Maimonides ; we can see such an affinity between their writings, 

that it evidences the antiquity of the Qabbalistic philosophy; and that they 

all drew from a common and much more remote source. Our essay is 

only an attempt, to show the similarity of the philosophy of lbn Gebirol 

with that of the Qabbalists preceding and succeeding him ; and with that 

in the Zohar and Zoharic books ; all drawing their ideas from the ancient 

Sod, Mysteries or Secret Learning, which was delivered orally in its full

ness; and as to which, only hints were noted in the old secret manuscripts 

as aids to the memory. These are a few of the points of resemblance 

between the ideas of lbn Gebirol and the Zohar and Qabbalah, many 

others exist, which we have not had the time and place, to insert in this 

writing; the student can follow up our ideas. 

Numerous similarities exist between the content of the Zoharic and 

other early Qabbalistic writings; and the translations from the cuneiform 

terra cotta tablets found in the ruins of Assyria and Babylonia. Showing 

that the ancient Babylonian religion influenced the Qabbalistic philoso

phy, and that much of the Zoharic writings came through the Babylonian 

Jews. 
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XI. 

THE HEBREW QABBALAH A N D  ITS ORIGIN. ITS CONTENT AND THE PROB

LEl\IS IT SEEKS TO SOLVE. FROM THE VISIBLE ASCERTAIN THE I NVISI

BLE. T HE SEVERAL DIVISIONS OF THE QABBALAH. THE FOUR ANIMALS 

OF THE ANCIENT CHALDEAN AND HINDU RELIGIONS AND THOSE OF THE 

MERKABAH, THEIR COLOURS, ETC. THE SPECULATIVE QABBALAH. THE 

QABBALAH OF THE ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH AND OF THE LAW. 

CURIOUS PARALLELS REGARDING THE SERPENT, THE WORLD-TREE, 

AND THE SEVEN KINGS OF EDOM j JN  THE ZOHARIC BOOKS AND THE 

CUNEIFORM TABLETS. 

The predominating influence shown in the writings of lbn Gebirol, is  
that of the ancient Qabbalistic philosophy ; as far as it had been received, 
developed and not lost, up to his t ime, in Judaism. Long before his 
time, indeed we believe many centuries before the Christian era, there 
was in Central Asia, a " Wisdom Religion ; " fragments of which subse
quently existed among the learned men of the archaic Egyptians, the an 
cient Chinese, Hindus, Israelites and other Asiatic nations ; as a secret 
metaphysical philosophy, and also as a secret physical philosophy. These 
together, were ultimately formulated among the Hebrews and Jews, under 
the designation ; Secret Learning or Sithrai Thorah, i. t. , Secrets of the 
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Thorah, also, Rase Thorah ; Sodoth Thorah, and simply, Sod, i.t. , Mys
tery. Sometimes this was called ; 'Hokhmah, i.e. , Theosophy or Wisdom, 
par txctllenu, also, PaRDeS, i. t. , Paradise, Gan Eden, the Garden of
Eden, or Bliss, the Place of departed souls, the Place in which was the 
pure intellectual perception of the Deity. Therefore we have its derived 
fom1 as a term for, intuitive intellectual and metaphysical speculation, 
and an inner true perception of God. The idea is in Philo Judreus. * It 
was divided, as we have mentioned, into two main branches. I. Physics, 
or the philosophy as to Creation, termed Ma-a'seh Be' resheeth ; the prin
-cipal occult book of which, is Genesis. II. Religious metaphysical 
philosophy, termed, Ma-a'seh Merkabah (or the work of the chariot
throne ). t Its theophan y is to be found running through the Hebrew 
Sacred Writings, especially those of the prophets Isaiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, 
and in Proverbs and Psalms, and is older than Chronicles. (The begin
ning of Chronicles i s  circa 535 B. C.) It is mentioned as secret, in
Sirakh, which was written about 290-280 B. C . t  

' Hokhmah as Theosophy, was distinguished from ' Hokhmath Yavonith, 
i. t. , Grecian Wisdom, and Lashon ' Hokhmah, Secret Technical lan
guage. Based upon the content of the above-mentioned Secret Leaming, 
we have, Qabbalah, i. t. , an esoteric doctrine received by oral tradition, 
which is also called mnol i1£1JM ' Hokhmah Nistharah, i. e. , Secret Wisdom, 
because it was only handed down, through esoteric oral tradition : by 

* Bohn's English Edition of Philo, iv, p. 286, et uq. We shall always cite this edi

tion unless we specify Mangey's Greek Edition, or some other ; as it is more accessible 

to most readers. The Zohar speaks of a heavenly Paradise, of Light ; and an earthly 

Paradise, of Darkness. (Schoettgen, Hor. Heb . , i, p. 1096.) Both refer to the Intellect.

t The pattern of the chariot-throne to be put in the Temple of Solomon, is given by 

YHVH to David ( 1  Chron . xxviii, 1 8-19) ; and earl ier to Moses (Exod. xxv, 18-22). 

Philo refers to this as existing in heaven. Comp. also I Sam. iv, 4 ;  I Kings vi, 23 

el seq. : Rev. xi, 1 9. 

t See Sirakh xxxix, 8, and other places ; M. Steinschneider's Hist. of Jewish Lit., 

I.ondon, 1 857, p. S 1. Philo, ii, p. 324 et seq. : iii, p .  1 7 7  et uq. : ii, 2 IS et uq. He 

also refers to the spiritual world as the chariot, the driver of which was the Logos, 

Word or Will, of the Deity. Ibid., i, 1 67, 393. Compare Maimonide's Moreb Ne'boo

kheem, Arabic and French Ed. by S. Munk, English Ed. by Dr. Friedlander, on these 

subjects. 
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the initiated to new initiates, and is indicated to them, in the Holy Writ
ings ; by signs', hints, and symbols,· hidden and uni�telligible to the unin
structed in the mysteries. From the Hebrew initial letters of the latter 
name f'M, it was also designated as, Grace. Qabbalah expresses recep
tion , or receiving per u, differing from Massorah, in that the latter, 
implies receiving and transmitting, without esotery. The School of 
Alexandria, had much knowledge of the archaic Qabbalah in its fullness, 
that intellectual centre of the ancient learned world ; having adepts in its 
population, who still had knowledge of the archaic " Wisdom Religion , "  
o f  the Orient. This great Greco-Egyptian city received influences from
learned Chaldeans, Jews, Hindus, Chinese, and Egyptians, as well as 
Greeks and Persians. We therefore find the writings of Philo Judreus of 
Alexandria, full of the same philosophy which is in the Zohar and the 
other early writings that. have come to us ; which set forth the archaic 
metaphysical doctrines of the Qabbalah especially as to ideas : (see e. g. , 
Phil"· • i i i ,  1 84 et uq. ) .

The Qabbalah most likely, originally came from Aryan sources, through 
Central Asia, Persia, India and Mesopotamia, for from Ur and Haran 
came Abraham and many others, into Palestine. We know that the He
brew Genesis and many parts of the Old Testament, are tinctured with 
Aryan, Akkadian, Chaldean and Babylonian thought, and that Isaiah, 
Dan iel, Ezra, Jeremiah, Ezekiel and other learned israelites ; were under 
the influence of Persian and Chaldean learning. We find several ref
erences to the wisdom of " the Sons of the East, " in the Hebrew Sacred 
Writings. (Comp. Kitto's  Bib. Cyclop. ,  Ed. 1876, Vol. i, p. 336 sq.)

Communication between the ancient nations of Asia, was much more 
general than has been usually thought by the learned of our day. 

Before the time of Moses, the priests or prophets of the Hebrews, were 
not a distinct and exclusive class of men. The patriarchs occupied both 
positions and offered their own prayers and sacrifices. Moses changed 
this, confining the gift of prophecy to an initiated chosen few, the Seventy 
Elders (Num. xi, 16 el uq. ;  xii, 1-16) ; as he also did the priesthood to 
the Sons of Levi, but with Moses himself, YHVH spoke " mouth to 
mouth * * * and not in dark speeches. " The prophets come 
prominently forward in the time of Samuel, but up to Boo B. C. they do 
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not appear to have left any written prophecies. About 1 00 years after the 
return from the last Babylonian Exile, the prophets as a profession, appear 
to have entirely ceased in Judaism. Tradition is, that Haggai, Zekha
riah and Malakhi were the last. The later prophets read and studied the 
writings of those who preceded them, and also undoubtedly obtained 
oral traditional knowledge from their predecessors. 

In the ancient Secret Learning were teachings as to the Deity, Its 
essence and Nature, Names, attributes, revelation, and the spiritual world ; 
also teachings as to magi.cal arts, the exorcism of evil spirits, healing by 
the use of the Names of the Deity, by laying on of hands, talisman , etc . ,  
such perhaps as existed among the  Chaldean priests ;* black magic or 
necromancy and the Practical Qabbalah. I t  also contained secret doc
trines, as to the creation and governance of the world by the Deity and 
the spiritual energies, the angels ; and their relation to it, to man and to 
nations ; the interpretation of the Hebrew Sacred Writings, original sin, 
sacrifice, atonement, forgiveness, redemption , retribution, the M&iah 
and his Kingdom on our earth ; accounts of the Heavenly Jerusalem and 
its Temple ; doctrines as to the soul, hell, death, heaven, the resurrection 
from the dead, the judgment day, the kingdom of heaven, the future 
world, etc., etc. These doctrines were kept secret to prevent any miscon
ception and misuse of them, by the unlearned and unmetaphysical minds ; 
who would, perhaps, have been led away by them from the truth ; and in 
uneducated minds, they certainly would have tended to produce heterodoxy 
from the formal Hebrew religion. From such incapacity and heterodoxy, 
and from the Jewish mind becoming influenced by Persian and Hellenis
tic thought ; after the conquests by Alexander the Great and his succes
sors ; and the arising of the School of Alexandria, orthodox Judaism had 
much to fear. 

This apprehension finally became formulated into : " Do not discuss 
the Ma-a'seh Merkabah even in the presence of one pupil, except he be 
a wise and intelli_gent lllan, and then, only the headings of the chapters 

• Comp. F. Lenormant's Chaldean Magic, London. Lectures on the Origin and

Growth of Religion, etc. , of the Ancient Babylonians, by Dr. A. II. Sayce, London, 

1887.  T�e Hibbert Lectures. 
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are t o  b e  given him. ' ' *  Such a student also had to be not under forty 
years of age. Also " Do not discuss the Ma-a'seh Be' resheeth in the 
presence of two. "t 

The problems which the Qabbalah seeks to solve are those which pre
sent themselves to all thinkers. How are we to grasp and represent to 
oursel ves, the transition and connection of the Infinite with the finite, 
the Invisible with the visible, and spirit with matter ? How proceeded 
from Unity, the multiplicity. From a pure Intelligence a so different, 
varied and material many ? In what position does the Creator stand to 
the created, so that we can rightly speak of the ·Providence and world
government by the Deity, notwithstanding the infinite abyss between 
them;> How, correctly, can any name be imputed, any attribute ascribed 
to, or any imagination portray any idea of, the Deity ? How is the idea, 
that man has been made in the similitude of Elohim (God), consistent 
with man ' s  weaknesses and faults ? How, with the conception of a per
fect, just and metciful Deity, can be reconciled the existence of the im
perfect and the evil ? What was the Divine intention through the 
manifestation of the creation ? It asks : Is the universe made of nothing, 
or out of an eternally original existing subtile matter, which may be 
thought of as the no-thing ? Was the Deity before the universe, and 
eternal ? Has the Deity, as a complete Being, through an incl ination of 
Its Will, created the universe ? I f  so, can the Deity be considered per
fect, for has not something new arisen out of It ? If the Will of the 
Deity did not emanate or create the universe, then we come to chance, 
which is contradictory to the wisdom shown in and throughout, all the 
works of nature ? Is the Deity All-Knowing ? Does the Holy One 
know before the birth of men who are to be virtuous, and who will sin ? 
Why does the Deity permit sin and evil ? If the Holy One is the All
good, why is there evil ? Why the sufferings of the innocent and the 
escape of the guilty ? Is the universe eternal ? These are some of the 
questions which arise in &the thoughts of man and which the Holy Scrip
tures do not answer. 

* Talmud Babli, treatise 'Ba'g«gali, 1 16. Comp. Maimonide's Moreb Ne'boo

kheem, English Ed., i, 7, and note pp. 8, 68, 1 1 6, 1 24 ti Ui· See anlt, p. 40, note. 

t Talmud Babli, 'Hd gttgah 1 1 6, Maimonide's Moreb, i, p. 68, and in other places. 
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The Hebrew Qabbalah bases itself upon the Hebrew Holy Writings as the 

foundation of all the revealed Will of God, as the source of all wisdom 
and knowledge, and asserts, that the Deity's Will is above all philosophy. 
The Qabbalah offers, to explain the Holy Writings so as to clear away all 
obscurity and difficulties in the way of understanding them, and endeavors 
to do this, by trying to ascertain the hidden and subtile meanings contained 
under the visible symbolic letter and word. In the Hebrew Practical Qab
balah, she endeavors to find this in the order of the chapters, the manifold 
Names and attributes of the Deity, in the composition of the Holy Writ, 
its letters, words, their numerical value, larger and smaller size, uneven 
forms, sound signs, signs of accentuation , etc. This brings into play, 
deep investigations in regard to the doctrines delivered therein as to the 
creation , of the relation of the unseen Deity to the visible manifestations 
of Its potency, as also to the invisible, and as to the government of the 
universe and this earth ; also, regarding the revelations by the prophets 
and their workings upon man's  thoughts, as a means for his sanctification 
and higher destiny. So in the reading of the Hebrew Holy Writings ; in 
every letter, word, and form of the same, in every period and stroke thereof, 
in the practice of every observance, in every view therein of the Deity and 
of nature, etc. ; the Hebrew Qabbalah teaches the whole is as a symbolic 
picture, and from this arises in the mind an infinitely extended view, pro
ducing and extending, a greater and more exalted ideality. She acknowl
edges the obligation of a moral law ; the doctrine that through the sin of 
Adam, entire humanity descending from him, has degenerated ; and that 
man must continually, through his individual work, and in himself, with 
Divine assistance ;  atone for his transgressions and sins, and endeavor to 
better himself. Must repent and humiliate himself by continual penances 
and chastisements ; but she also teaches the dignity of human nature and 
admits Free Will. Out of the retirement of the Highest, in the mani
fested central point, the monad ; she developes the Will, and from the 
Highest emanates the Holy Spirit and also Wisdom, or the Word ; the 
first-born Son, the Hea.venly Primordial Man, the Celestial Adam, the 
executor of the creation, the totality of the ten celestial spheres (orbits) ; 
in which, the Highest is immanent, yet as to 'which, the Highest is also
transcendental. The whole of the created from its very beginning, is 
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formed by the Qabbalistic philosophy ; into one Great Ideal Man , a 
M\krokosmos, a Great World, of which the terrestrial Adam was a copy ; 
and who, with his descendants, are as a Mikrokosmos or Little World. 
Man she teaches, is in continual danger from unclean spirits which 
surround him, and who are ever seeking to seduce him to sin and fasten 
themselves to his soul ; but by a perpetual struggle and conflict, he can, 
with the Deity' s assistance, banish them or render them harmless ; oppos
ing them through an incessant remembrance of the behests of the Holy 
One ; and she asserts, that by God's assistance, the regenerated man will 
appear before the Deity at last, clean and spotless. 

Among the cardinal doctrines of this theosophy are, those intended to 
solve the grand problems, relating to : 1 .  The Nature of the Supreme 
Being, as the unity or trinity. 2 . The Cosmogony of the universe and 
i ts connection with the Deity. 3. The creation of angels and man. 4. 

The destiny of man and the universe. 5. The investigation of the 
meaning and import of the Revealed. 6. The unity of the Holy One. 
(Ex. xx, 3 ;  Deut. iv, 35, 39 ; vi, 4 ;  xxxii, 39. ) 7. The incorporeality
of the Deity. (Ex. xx, 4 ;  Deut. iv, 1 5 ; Ps. xiv, 1 8. )  8. The eternity of 
God. (Ex. iii, 1 4 ; Deut. xxxii, 40 ; Is. xi i, 4 ;  xliii, 10, 1 1 ; xliv, 6 ;

xlviii, 1 2 .) 9 .  The immutability of the Highest. (Mal . i i i ,  6 . )  10 . The
perfection of the Deity. (Deut. xxxi i ,  4 ;  2 Sam. xxii, 3 1 ; Job xxxvii ; 
xxxviii ; Ps. xviii, 3 1 . ) 1 1 . The infinite goodness of the Holy One. (Ex.
xxxiv, 6 ; Ps. xxv, Io ; xxxiii, 5 ; c, 5 ; cxlv, 9.) 1 2. The creation of the
universe and this earth, in time, according to God's  free will. (Gen. i, 
1 . )  1 3. God's  moral government of the universe, special providence, 
and creation of man in God's similitude (Gen . i ,  2 7) ,  and the doctrine of 
Rewards and Punishments ; as set forth in  all parts of the Holy Writings. 
1 4. The emanation and nature of the soul. 1 5 . The nature of angels, 
demons and the elementary spirits. 1 6. The transcendental meaning 
and symbolism of numbers, colours,  letters, etc. 1 7 .  The balancing or 
equilibrium of the oppositions, etc. , etc. 

The theories of the Qabbalah usually proceed from the lowest to tht> 
highest and i t  reasons largely by analogy. Its fundamental principle is, 
to go from the visible to the invisible. Its maxim is :-" If thou wil t  
know the invisible, have an  open eye for the  visible, " or  in  the words of  

1 5  
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Mena' hem Reccanati, i n  his Taamey lzam-Milzvolh, i. e . ,  Meaning of the 
Commandments ad inil. , " Know that we have to divide, between those 
that are hidden from us, and those things that are manifest to us. " In the 
words of the same writer :-" The perfection of the work points to the per

fection of the master. " (Ibid. ) All things of which we have knowledge 
appear to make a gradual transition from the lower to the higher, and vice 

ursa. The idea is set forth in the Hebrew Holy Writings, and in Exodus, 
(xxxiii, 1 8  to end . )  Moses said to the Deity :-" Let me see, I beseech 
thee, thy Glory. " To which the Deity is said to have replied :-' I will 
make all My Goodness pass before thy face, and I will proclaim My 
Name, YHVH, before thee ; and I will be gracious to whom I will be 
gracious, and I will show mercy on whom I will show mercy. ' But also, 
said :-" ' Thou canst not see My face ; for no man can see me, and l ive. ' 
J\nd YHVH said : ' Behold, there is a place by Me, and thou shalt stand 
upon a rock. And it shall come to pass, while My Glory passeth by, that 
I will put thee in a cleft of the rock and I will cover thee with My hand 
while I pass by. And then I will take away Mine hand, and thou shalt 
see My a' hoor, i. e. , My back ; but My face shall not be seen. ' "  That 
is, I will show you " My back, " i. e. , My visible universe, My lower 
manifestations, but as a man still in the flesh, thou canst not see My in
visible nature. So proceeds the Qabbalah. 

The Qabbalists divide their system into two main divisions, included in 
the Work of the Creation and that of the Chariot Throne. The first is 
the Theoretic (Iy-yoontllz) ; the second, the Practical (Ma' aullz). The 
first named may also be divided into three branches. I .  Symbolical . 
II. Dogmatic or Positive. III. Speculative or Metaphysical . The first
has a peculiar and very ancient system of exegesis coming under the heads 
of Temoorah, Gematria, Notarikon, Atbash, Albam, etc . ,  which in this 
writing we have not space to explain. The second comprises all those 
beliefs and mystic dogmas engrafted on Judaism during and after its con
nection with Babylonia, Chaldea, Assyria, India and Persia. It was 
adopted in substance by the Pharisees, Essenes, Nazarite:;, etc. , and ex
isted probably before the formulations of the Speculative. It treats of 
angels and demons and their h ierarchies and d ivisions, of the depart
ments in Paradise and Hell, the transmigration of souls, etc. Many of i ts 
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ideas have come from Aryan and Chaldean sources. Exodus (xxiv, 10)

gives a partial description of, and the visions of Isaiah, Daniel and Ezekiel, 
further portray, the Deity as seated on a throne surrounded by angelic 
creatures and winged animals ; and those given by the latter, have a close 
analogy with those shown in the art of Mesopotamia, Persia and India. 
Ezekiel ' s  vision ; which is also further carried out in the Apocalypse, and 
of which traces may be found in the vii chapter of Daniel and earlier in  
Isaiah ; is more ·  especially called by the Qabbalists the Merkabah or  
vision of the Chariot-Throne, and is considered by them, as a representa
tion of the Court of the Deity, in which, God is surrounded by the angel ic 
ministering hosts. The statements in the cited Hebrew Bible authorities, 
areat the foundation of the rei igious metaphysics of the Ma-a' seh Merkabah. 

The ancient followers of the Ma-a'seh Merkabah, may have been the 
Rekhabites, Rekhab means a chariot, and this Israelitish sect was held in 
high estimation by YHVH. (See Jerem. xxxv ; II Kings, x, 1 5 ,  2 3 ; I 
Chron. i i , 55 ; II Sam. iv, 2 ;  v, 6 ; Neh. ii i , 1 4. )  They were of the fam
ily of the father of Moses, and adopted the latter's rel igion. * There 
were undoubtedly certain saintly sects at a very early period among the 
Hebrews, at the time of if not before Moses, and later they came more es
pecially into notice in the times of Judas Maccabreus. They were asserted 
to have power to perform miracles, exorcise evil spirits, etc . ,  and it was 
through these most likely, that the fragments of the Sod and the Secret 
Leaming have, as Qabbalah, come to our day. (Comp. Kitto's Bib. 
Cyclop. i ,  p. 475 d seq. )

In  archaic Chaldea we  find the protecting genii, which were those ap
parently in the mind of Isaiah, and the same symbolical animals support 
the Merkabah or Chariot-Throne of YHVH in Ezekiel : we also find a 

somewhat similar statement in Daniel vii . Among the Chaldeans, were 
the Kirub (Cherub ?), the Std or A !aph, which was sacred to Nebo, a 
bull with a man's  face ; Nugal or Lamas, a lion with a man's face ; Ustur,

after the human likeness, and the Nallig, with the head of an eagle. 
Above these were the heavenly angels, the Igi'gi, and the earthly good 

* Judges i, 1 6 ;  Exod. xviii, 9 ti st� . .  · Numb. x, 29-32 ; Judges iv, 1 1, 1 7 ; .//,;d. i,

I 6 ;  I Sam. xv, 6. Comp. The Angel Messiah, by Ernest de Bun�en, London, 188o, pp. 

1 1 ,  1 z, 86-87, 300-3 ; also Smith's Diet. of the Bible, Title, Rechabites. 
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spirits, the Aminaki. The Hebrews were frequently in captivity in 
Chaldea. Among these were those circa 7 32,  599, 588 B. C. Returns. 
were made in 536 and 458 B. C. The Assyrian, the language of Baby
lonia, is more closely related to the Hebrew than to any other Semitic 
Tongue. The Jews derived much of their knowledge from the librariesr 
learned men, and literature of ancient Chaldea ; and they pointed to the 
valley of the Euphrates as the primreval cradle of their race and of hu
manity. . Like the Phrenicians; they held, that their ancestors came from 
the great alluvial plain of Babylonia. (Hibbert Lectures 1 887,  40 sq. ) 
There were two periods when the Jews came under the influence of the 
Akkadian and Chaldean thought ; one before the conquests and the 
other, during and after. (See also the erudite essay on the Cherubimr 
in Kitto's Cyclop. of Biblical Lit . ,  Ed. 1 8 76, i ,  p. 484 sq.)

In the Zodiacal signs, we have Taurus, the Bull ; Leo, the Lion ; Scorpio 
which as a good emblem was symbolized by the Eagle, and as an evil 
emblem, by the Scorpion or by the Goat, or as a winged snake partaking of 
the nature of each. There is also portrayed Aquarius, the water-man. In 
the Qabbalah we have the four worlds of Ezekiel's v ision ; A' tzeel-ah, the 
Deific form, the abode of Adam Qadmon, the World Spirit ; B' ree-ahr 
the Throne, the abode of the great angel Metatron ; Y e'tzeer-ah, the 
Firmament, the abode of the Spiritual Hosts ; A'seey-ah, the place of the 
Ker-u'beem and the abode of the spirits united with the corporeity. 

Figure 22. 
The accompanying engraving is from Niklas Mi111er's work on the 
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Old Hindus, cited ante, p. 45, note ; and represents Yotma or Yotna 
nephew of Maya, Illusion, father of Prakita ( feminine) the Passive Prin
<:iple, Primary Creation or Nature. This figure typifies, the metaphysi
cal ideas of the Veda' s and the philosophic systems of  the Hindus. It 
portrays a lion ' s  head with the horns of a bull, as the head of the Serpent 
Ananda. In its mouth is Ananda' s tail. The latter is represented as the 
Time-serpent who is eagle-winged. From the open mouth proceeds vadi,

the cow, image of Prakita the great motherly preserver through the 
Deity, she is also speech and the mother of the Vedas. Bees, the car
riers of the honey of the goodness of the Deity, rapidly detach them
selves from the breast of the cow. Here we also have, as in the symbols 
mentioned ante, p. 45 , note ; the lion, for fire ; the bull, for water ; and the 
-eagle, for air ; united as the usual Oriental symbol of the divine potential
ity. To be noted is the emanation of the sweetness from the moutb of 
the lion or strength, which calls to mind Samson's riddle,_ and �lso causes 
us to think of the mystic bees and honey of the ancients ; of their Me
lissa' s, Aristreus' s, etc. Bees appear to have been considered by the 
Greeks as emblems of purity, and as the symbol of nymphs, who are 
sometimes called Mellissre, as were also priestesses in general, especially 
those of Demeter, Persephone and she of the Delphic Apollo. 

We may gather from Josephus, that four of the mystical colours of the 
Jewish Church, were typical of the four elements. These colors were 
Blue, Purple, Scarlet and White, the fifth mystical color Gold, he says ; 
was typical of " the splendor by which all things are enlightened. " 
Jerome (Epistola ad Fabio/am, wri tten at Bethlehem 396 or 397  A. D.) ,  
also speaks of this ancient Jewish Tradition. They can be  arranged, we 
think, according to the following table : 
1 .  Gold, 
2.  Blue, 
3. Purple,

Splendor, Sun, 
h:ther, Air, 
The Great Crystalline Sea 

surrounding the Earth . Humidity, 

The Man . 
The Eagle. 

The Bull. 
4. Scarlet, The Hidden Fire, Warmth, The Lion . 

Atomic Matter, The Goat. 5 . White (Linen), The Earth, 
Cotnp. ante, p. 45 , note. The Bull is a symbol of the Sephirah ' Hesed, 
i. e. , Grace or Mercy ; the spiritual Water or humidity. Hence Baptism. 
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The Lion symbol of force, energy, justice, wrath, fire ; is a symbol o f  
the  Sephirah G'bur-ah, the spiritual fire. Hence lights, coals o f  fire 
and incense. The Eagle is a symbol of the Sephirah Tiph 'e- reth, the 
spiritual ./Ether or Air. Hence the use of the voice and sound in hymns 
and prayer. The Angelic Man is a symbol of the Sephirah Malkhuth, 
the Kingdom, Government and Harmony ; the spiri tual Earth. Hence 
the products of the earth, the wine and bread, of both the Israelites and

Christians. 
The four animals are also in the Apocalypse, c. iv, and the five colors 

appear to be referred to therein. " God doeth all things in number, and 
measure and weight : "  says the Book of Wisdom, xi, :zo. (Comp. II 
Chron. iii, 1 c:r- 1 4, and Josephus, Whiston 's Edition, v, p. 387 . )  " The
Religion of Jesus is the flower, of which the Jewish Church is the bud, 
and the Patriarchal the stem."* With the first Christians the celebration 
of the Mysteries of the Faith was accompanied by the burning of 7 lights, 
(symbols of the Sephiroth ?) with incense, the Trisagion, and the reading 
of the book of the Gospels ; upon which was wrought, both on covers and 
pages, the winged man , lion, bull and eagle. The animals of the Merka
bah of Ezekiel. 

The third ,  the Speculative or Metaphysical Qabbalah is the one to 
which we will now give attention. It is a system of oriental philosophy ex
plain ing the connection between the Deity and the created, and tending 
to harmonize monotheism and the Hebrew account of the creation of all 
things, spiritual or material ; with the fundamental principle of ancient 
philosophy ex m"hilo m"hi/ fit, i. e . ,  From nothing, nothing can come. It 
explains the existence of moral and physical evil by ascribing it to the 
grossness of matter, asserting that in the assertion of only one absolutely 
perfect principle the existence of evil would be incomprehensible. The 
doctrine of emanation , which existed in the archaic Aryan religious phi
losophy, was based upon the idea that all the created were effluxes from 
the Divine Light, and that the further away they were from the source, 
the nearer they approached the evil, matter and darkness, in that the latter 
two were the abode of evil. This is a doctrine not only of the Persians, 
the Hindus, the Qabbalah, and the School of Alexandria, but of lbn 
Gebirol. Commencing with the indivisible, perfect, infinite unity, the 

* Hutching's Leet. On the Person and Work of t�e Holy Ghost, p. 53.
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Absolute Unknown Cause of All Causes, the Ain Soph, the Eternal All 
above All, a manifestation thereof comes freely through Its Will, which 
thus becomes the First Cause, the Cause of Causes. In this the Unknown 
Absolute, above all number, manifested Itself through an emanation in 
which it was immanent yet as to which it was transcendental. It first 
withdrew Itself into Itself, to form an infinite Space, the Abyss ; which It 
then filled with a modified and gradually dimin ishing Light or Vitaliza
tion, first appearing in the Abyss, as the centre of a mathematical point 
which gradually spread Its Life-giving energy or force throughout all 
Space. This concentration or contraction and its expansion , being the 
centripetal and centrifugal energies of creation and existence, the Qabbal
ists call Tzimlzum. The Will of Ain Soph then manifests Itself through 
the Ideal Perfect Model or Vitalizing · Form, first principle and perfect 
prototype in idea, of all the to be created, whether spiri tual or material. 
This is the Mikrokosm to the Ain Soph, the Makrokosm as to  all the cre
ated. It is called the Son of Elohim, i. e. , God, and the Adam Illa·ah 
or Adam Qadmon, the Man of the East or Heavenly Adam. A similar 
figure is in Daniel (vii ,  1 3, 1 4) , but there it is a total ity of " the people 
of the saints of the Most High. " * Such a figure is also in the first chap
ter of Genesis and is in Ezekiel, and most likely is referred to in the 
vision in Daniel, of the Great Man (Dan. ii, 31 ti uq. ) made of metals,
etc. , symbolical of the Four worlds of the Qabbalists, of which more 
hereafter. The Adam Qadmon or Heavenly Adam is composed of a 
decade of potentialities or energies, termed the Ten Sephiroth, always 
considered as together they are a unit and the entire content of the Adam 
Qadmon, whose head is in the h ighest created heaven and whose feet rest 
on the lowest created matter, and who is the content of the Ineffable 
Name YHVH. From these came most likely the In termediaries and 
Powers of Philo which are like the Sephiroth, t and the JEons of the Gnos
tics. t The earthly man, a spirit covered with matter, l ives in the lowest 

* 16iJ. 27. Comp. The Jewish and the Christian Messiah, etc., by Vincent H. Stanton , 

Edinburgh, 1 88.;, pp. 109, etc., 240.

t See Philo iii, 184, etc. 

t Comp. on this the works of Matter, King, Mansel, Burton, etc., on the Gnostics,

also Beausobre on the Manicheans an<l the writings of Rev. John Francis Buddeus. 
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of the Four worlds, and is the Olam Qatan or Mikrokosm, for whatever 
the Heavenly Adam contains, is also in the earthly man, but in an imper
fect degree. The earthly man has the Nephesh, the living soul or vital 
principle, the animo,· also the Rua' h, his conscience, the power of judg
ment or mind, the spin'fus,. and an intellectual spiri t ,  the Neshamah or 
animus. The last is considered a part of the Deity and as pre-existent and 
immortal. According to the Qa:bbalah, man is also composed of a good 
and an evil principle, and a harmony, his l iberty or Free Will, and it de
pends on the latter, as to which shall b� his master. After death comes 
judgment and retribution on h is spirit according to man's works, the 
Neshamah being immortal. 

The Roman Cathol ic Church claims to be the possessor of a Secret 
Tradition or Qabbalah, w.hich is asserted as coming down orally through 
the Church, from Christ and the Apostles ; and from this it formulates 
many of the dogmas and mysteries of its faith. The science of the Law 
as administ.ered in our Courts of Justice is divided into two branches ; the 
Written and the Oral. The first is termed Statute Law, the latter, the 
Common Law. The Common Law is deposited in the breasts of the 
Judges and by a legal fiction , is assumed to be of great antiquity, and is 
delivered orally, or, only for convenience, is put in writing in the opin
ions ; it also is based on precedent traditions presumably oral , which are 
however generally to be found in the written or printed books of Law 
Reports : when a new subject arises, e. g. , telephones, telegraphs, steam 
engines, etc . ,  which are not provided for in the written Statutes or prece
dents in the Reports : the Judges apply the Oral Law to them out of their 
ski lled legal reason,  based on an approach to precedents. This is a spe
cies of Qabbalah. The Common Law, as administered to-day, is paral 
leled in Judaism, by the Talmudic Law in contrast to the written Penta · 
teuch usually termed, the Thorah or Law. 

We call the attention of the reader in this place to a coincidence of 
agreement in the Zoharic writings, with the most ancient terra cotta tab
lets of Babylonia. In the Siphrah D'Tnioothah, (c. i, § 1 Ci  sq. )  referring 
to the creation and primeval chaos, we read : 

" B' raishteth barah dohzi11 afh hashsltama'yem v' afh haa' ret:;, i. e . ,

' In the beginning the God(s) created the heavens and the earth ' ;.  (the 
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meaning of which is ;) the six (Sephiroth o f  Construction,)  over which 
B'raishulh stands, al l belong Below. It created six, (and) on these 
stand (exist) all Things. And those depend upon the seven forms of the 
Cranium up to the Dignity of all Dignities. And the second " Earth " 
does not come into calculation, therefore it has been said : ' And from it ,  
(that Earth) which underwent the curse ; came i t  forth, '  as i s  written 
(Gen . v, 29) :  ' From the Earth which YHVH cursed. '  ' It (the Earth) 
was without form and void ; and darkness was over the face of the Abyss, 
and the spirit of elohim (or, spirit of the God(s) ) was breathing, (me' 
racha'phelh, i. e. , hovering, brooding over, moving. Comp. Deut. xxxi i,
2) over the waters. ' Thirteen depend on  thirteen (forms) of the most
worthy Dignity. Six thousand years hang (are referred to) in the first 
six words. The seventh (thousand, the millennium, )  above it (the cursed 
Earth), is that which is strong by Itself. And it was rendered entirely 
desolate during twelve hours (one entire day, one whole period of va
rious periods, of time : )  as is written ; ' It was without form and void, 
etc. ' In the Thirteenth, It (the Deity) shall restore them (as from the 
' beginning ' ;) through ' Mercy ' (or, Grace) , and everything shall be 
renewed as before ; and all those six shall continue, because it is written : 

barah, i. e. , created, and. then it is written : hay'elhah, i. e . ,  ii was, for
truly, ' It was ' ; at the end of the ' shapelessness and void and dark
ness. ' And YHVH alone wil l  be exalted in that day.* 

" The engravings o f t  he engravings,t under the form of a long serpent, 
extended hither and thithP.r, the tai l  (of the serpent) is in i ts  head, the 
head, backwards of the shoulders, i t  twists, i t  i s  wrathful (or, trespassing) 
and it is angry (mutters, hisses) . It watches and hides itself. Once, i n  
a thousand short days, (? years or  periods o f  time) ; i t  i s  manifested. I t  
has a protuberance on i t s  scales. A sapphire in * * * * * i t  has. 
Its head (however) is broken in the waters of the Great Sea, as it is wri t-

* For terseness and want of space we are obliged to  leave out  our many explanations

and long notes to these passages, so that as they appear in print, they are somewhat un

intelligible. 

t The engraved or excavated, which always leaves a hollow place, are the inferior

or plastic, in contradistinction to the superior things which fill the emptiness of the ex
cavated;.with the form. 
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ten : ' Thou hast broken into pieces the heads of the .Dragons in the 
Waters. ' (Ps. Ix.xiv, 1 3. ) There were two (male and female, posi tive and 
negative, whence the text of the Psalm says " Dragons ") .  They were 
reduced to one, for the word lhannum·m (in the Psalm) is defectively 
written : (nim sing. , not neem plural). It is also said (in the Psalm) 
lztads, as it is written ; (Ezekiel i, 2 2) : ' And a similitude over the heads

of the animal, the firmament. ' " (Where " animal " is in the singular, and 
the heads, in the plural . The first to denote the race of the angels ; the 
latter, to signify the species or numerous individuals. ) Another read
ing is : " He made sketches and outlines of His creation in the shape of
a serpent, long and darting in all directions ; and the tail was in its 
head, and the head was seizing i ts hinder parts. It is twined backwards, 
and is full of fury and anger. Once in a thousand years, a revolution in 
�ts joints takes place, a violent commotion by the exertion of its fins, and
its head is broken in the waters of the ocean . As it is said : (Ps. lxxiv, 
1 3) ' Thou breakest the heads of the dragons in the waters. ' There were 
two dragons (serpents, ) lhannunim D'J'Jn, spelled in full with two ' •  )'O
den, they were turned into one, in Ibid. 1 4, where there is spoken of : 
' the heads of Lroi'athan, i. e. , one. ' " " And elohim said : Ye' hu or i. e. ,

Be  Light ! and Light was. This i s  the meaning pf that which i s  written : 
' For Hoo (or, Hu), i. e. , Ht, said, and va,V-ye-hu, i. e. , ii was. ' (Ps . xxxiii, 
9 . )  Ht (Hoo or Hu) is by himself (alone) . ' '  The Siphrah D'Tznioothah 
(c. v, § 33 sq. )  also says : " The Serpent which runs with 370 leaps. It 
' leaps over mountains and hastily runs up over hills ' as it is written. (Song 
of Songs, ii, 8 . )  The serpent holds its tail in i ts mouth with its teeth. It 
is perforated on both sides. When the Perfect One (or, the Arch-Angel 
Metatron ?) is raised up, the serpent is changed into three spirits, etc. " 

These passages are important i n  the Qabbalistic hieroglyphics, we have 
(Zohar ii, 34/J) also : " R. Shim-on (b. Yo'hai) said : The (account of 
the) work of the beginning, the companions study and understand it ; 
but the little ones (the perfect initiates) are those who understand the 
allusion to the work of the beginning, by the mystery ef tlu urpml of the

Great Sta. ' '  (i. t. , Thannun, Lroialhan. ) As to this Leviathan as the 
symbol of the visible creation, comp. Zohar i, 35b, Talmud, treatise, 
Bava Batlzra. .In India, Vishnu as Krishna, steps upon and crushes the 
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head of the Kolinaglia, i. t. , the serpent o f  the Kali age, and thus illus
trate the victory of Eternity over perishable Time. Perhaps Gen. i i i ,  1 5 ,  
has some reference t o  this. This reference t o  the " serpent o f  the Great 
Sea " is also explained by the ancient cuneiform tablets. Ea or Oannes, 
was the ancient Akkadian god of the abyss or deep ; the Great Crystalline 
Sea of chaos, of Bohu, i. t. , emptiness or primeval Space. He was also 
the deity of Wisdom, the culture god of primitive Babylonia. His sym
bols were the fish, the serpent of the G reat Sea, the antelope and the ga
zelle. This gives us some insight into the passage quoted, and also into 
Gen . iii, 1, which gives to the serpent, the possession of greater subti'/i'ty 
than any wild beast created by YHVH Elohim. (See especially in this con
nection : The Hibbert Lectures, 1 88 7 ,  by Dr. A. H. Sayce, London, 1887 ,  
pp. :z 79-:z83 ; 1 1 6- 1 1 8 ; 1 33-1 39 ; :z62 ; 200 ; 374  sq. ,- 391  sq .)  The 
Akkadians and Chaldeans, believed the world to be encircled, by this 
great serpent of the sapphire crystalline heaven sea, with seven heads, 
perhaps the seven stars of the Great Bear, perhaps the seven planets. 
(Ibid., pp. :z82-3. ) It was the " bond " or " rope of the universe "
which held together the heavens and the earth, the " golden cord " of 
Homer. (Iliad viii , 1 9  sq.)  It  was also called the bar or bolt holding 
heaven and earth, t og�ther. (Comp. ante, p. 1 1 5 ) .  Note i n  this con
nection, the Great Azure Dragon of the Chinese. 

Another similarity to statements in the same Zoharic book is the sacred 
tree of the Akkadians and Chaldeans, which suggests to our thoughts, the 
Tree of the Sephiroth ; which was frequently portrayed by the Qabbalists, 
as an ordinarily formed tree. It also suggests the Y gg-drasil of Norse 
mythology, the world-tree, whose roots were in the death-world and 
whose branches rise into Asgard, the heaven of the gods. With the 
Babylonians, the sacred-tree was the " tree of life ,"  the world-tree ; the 
roots were in the abyssmal deep, its seat was the earth, which stood mid
way between the deep and Zikum, i. t. , the primordial heavens above. 
Zikum rested upon its overspreading branches. Within it was the holy 
house of Davkina, i. t . ,  the Great Mother, and of Tammuz, the Sun
god, her son. The fragment of a very old bilingual hymn reads :-

1 .  " (In) Eridu (the garden of Eden ?) a stalk grew over-shadowing ;
i n  a holy place did it become green ; 



2. its root was of white crystal which stretched towards the deep ;
3. before Ea (the deity of Wisdom) was its course in Eridu, teeming

with fertility ; 
4. i ts seat was the (central) place of the earth ;
5 .  its foliage (?) was the couch of Zikum (the primeval) mother. 
6. Into the heart of its holy house which spread its shade like a forest,

hath no man entered . 
7. (There is the home) of the mighty mother who passes across the sky.
8. In the midst of it was Tammuz, i. e . ,  the Sun-god.

10. (There is the shrine ?) of the two. "
{Hibbert Lectures, 1 88 7 ; Hy Dr. A. H. Sayce, p. 238, etc .)  The Siphrah 
D'Tznioothah ( c. v, § 3 I sq. ) also says : " The Tree which has been ren
dered mild, remains in  the interior. In its branches dwell birds, i. e. ,

angels, and therein they make their nests. Under it, animals having power 
{men ?) seek shelter. This is the tree which has two narrow paths for go
ing upon. And it has seven columns around it, and four splendors are 
rolled (revolve) around it on the four sides. " 

Important explanations of the curious passage, (Gen. xxxvi, 31-39 : )  
as to the seven Kings of  Edom ; to  which i s  attached, as early as Genesis, 
the statement of kings having reigned over the children of Israel ; are in 
both the Zoharic writings and the cuneiform. (Comp. The Hibbert 
Leet. , 1 887 ,  by Dr. A. H. Sayce, pp. 53 sq. , 1 8 1 sq. , 373 sq. , 54 sq. , 209,

203 sq. : with the Siphrah D'Tznioothah and the Idroth.) 

Fiillrc 23. Figure 24. 

* Ktllur lt'kunnatk ma/kludk, i. t., Crown of Priesthood and Royalty. 

t Mt'romam, i. t. , Exalted. 
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XII. 

FURTHER PARALLELS BETWEEN THE CUNEIFORM AND THE QA BBALAH. 

ACCOUNT OF THE AKKADIAN AND SEMITIC BABYLONIAN RELIGION 

AND TEMPLES AND THOSE OF THE ISRAELITES. OF THE AKKADIAN 

AND BABYLONIAN COSMOGONY. OF THE DEMIURGE. THE DUST BODY 

OF MAN. OF LILLITH. THE ANCIENT ZODIAC. 

W
E gather from the various writings upon the religions of the 
ancient peoples of Mesopotamia, especially from the Hibbert 
Lectures for 1 887 ,  by Dr. A. H. Sayce the well-known reader 

of the cuneiform, the following facts. The priests of ancient Babylonia 
delivered the philosophy of their religion esoterically. (Hibbert Leet. , 
pp. 4, 16 ,  1 4 1 ,  1 42 . )  The true pronunciation of  the Divine Names was 
kept carefully c<;>ncealed from the uninitiated .* Names and their true 
pronunciation were considered of great value. (Hibbert Leet. , pp. u 3
note, 305-6,  385 . See further as to the value o f  the Ineffable Names 
among these nations, also the Egyptians, Journ . of the Royal Society of 
Literature, 1 865 ,  p. 2 74 sq. ) As in the Practical Qabbalah, numbers pos
sessed great value with the ancient people of Babylonia. t The angels 

* I6id. , pp. 4, 141-2, 1 1 3 , 302 Sf/· • 353-4, 405. Comp. Chaldean Magic, by F. Le:

nonnant, Eng. Ed., pp. 1 9, 29, 41-44, 104-5, 108. 

t Chaldean Magic, F. Lenonnant, Eng. Ed . ,  pp. 41-42, 25-6, 1 1 3, 1 1 7. The ancient

civilization of Mesopotamia was likely I, Kushite ; II, Turanian ; III ,  Semitic. Essai 

"" un tn<mumml matlrlmatique clra/dem, etc., by F. Lenormant. Paris, 1 868, p. r6o Sf/. 
See also as to the wonderful discoveries at Tel .Joh, the beautiful work : Dt<�erles m 



were termed lgigi, i. e. , " spirits of heaven ."  This name was expressed 
ideographically by the determinative of divinity followed by "twice five " 
= Jo.  Jensen in Zeitsdirift fur Assyn'ologie I, J ,  has endeavored to 
show the Animaki " spirits of earth " or gnomes, were denoted by the 
numeral 8, the lgigi by the numeral 9. He would connect them with the 
ribu or " the great divine princes. " It is said in an old hymn, that Ea, 
the demiurge, the reflection of the Upper Ea, Wisdom ; gave the names 
to the angels. (Hibbert Leet. , p. J 4 J . ) The number appropriate to each
of the gods is on a tablet (K. J 7o) in the British Museum, viz : I. Assur 
" Kings of the gods 1 1  is without number. In Babylonia this deity was Ilu 
(El) .  II. Oannes (Ea or Hea) the wisdom deity was 60 = J .  III. Bel 
= 50. IV. Bel Dagon = 40. V. Sin (moon-god) = 30. VI. Samas
(sun-god) = 20. Vil Bin or Ao = 6. VIII. Merodach (effaced). IX. 
Istar (deity of Venus) = J5 .  X. Samdan = 50. XI. Nergal = J 2 .  XII. 
Nebo (Wisdom) = Jo .  (Essai sur un d(J(umenl malhtmalique ckaldlm et a

celle occasion sur le system des poids ti mesures de Baby/one, by Franc;ois 
Lenorrnant, etc. , Paris, J 868, pp. 6, 1 1 8, notes p. 2 sq. ,  1 1 5 .  As to Ilu, 
Text, p. J o, and note J 6, notes pp. 90 sq. ,  98-99·  Trans. Soc. Biblical 
Archreol. J 880-82, p. 3 70 sq. )  The beginnings of Semitic Chaldean 
culture arose with prior Turanian, probably black skinned, races ; termed 
by Assyriologists for convenience, Akkadian and Sumerian. Monu
ments, terra-cotta tablets and engraved signets of these peoples, con
taining symbols and statements, some said to be from before 4000 

Clialdtt, par Ernest d t Sar:u1 etc. Ouvragt aaompagne dt plandus) tic. , 2 Vol. Paris, 

1 8& p q. Glyptiqut Orienlalt, par J. Menan!, Paris, 1 883, Vol. i ,  2 1 1  sq . La Siik tks 

Vaulours, Uude d'archeologit c/ialdeennt, by Leon Heuzey, Paris, 1 884. us rois tk 

TeUo el laperiodt arc"aique de l 'a,.I cnaldhn, Paris, 1 882. Un nouveau roi de Tello, 

Paris, 1 884. us fouillts de Clialdet, etc., Paris, 1 882. All by M Heuzey, to be found 

in Rnnu ArcMolo,riqut, Paris, for 1 882, p. 2 7 1  sq. , 1 884, p. 109 sq., 1 88 1 ,  p. 257 sq. 

The Kushite population inhabited the lowlands and alluvial plains in the Southern part. 
They came from Bactriana, the country of Kush. Ancient Hist. of the East, by F. 

Lenormant, etc. ,  1 8 7 1 ,  Vol. � p. 57 sq. They have been termed Sumerians. The Ak

kadians occupied the Northern and mountainous part. We can only rank them among 

the Turanian raus. The Semites subsequently overrun the whole country, which they 

appear to have obtained by conquest. These different people effected diff�rent phases 

in the rel igion of t1'e entire region. 
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B. C . ,  have reached our day. The earliest yet found were excavated at 
Tel-Joh in 18 76  to 1 88 1 ,  by M. de Sarzec, and are in the Louvre 
at . Paris. At Tel-Joh has been found the cubit of 20 .63 which is 
that of the Egyptian pyramid builders of the IV and following two 
dynasties.* The writing of the early Turanian inhabitants of Tel-Joh 
the ancient Zirgula, as found by M. Sarzec, had scarcely emerged 
from the ideographic into the cuneiform and has a vertical direction 
like · the Chinese method. There is not anything to show that the 
Semite had come into the land. Magnificent figures have been found at 
Tel-Joh, sculptured in green diorite, one of the hardest stones, which they 
brought from the quarries of Sinai. Upon these are most beautifully en
graved inscriptions. Some of the figures are in a seated position in 
the archaic Egyptian style. They have the neck, right shoulder, s ide and 
arm bare, like the archaic representations of Buddha, i. e. , the enlightened 
or wise (one). (Compare the Hindu Pantheon by Edward Moor, Lon
don, 1 8 1 0, PL 70 .) Buddha is frequently represented i n  these with 
wooly hai r  and thick Ethiopian l ips (ibid. , pp. 231-2 ,  243,  249-255) ,  
and i s  so  sculptured in  the archaic cave temples of Elephanta, Ellora, 
etc . ;  (ibid. , pp. 242-246,) supporting our view that the early people of  
Southern Mesopotamia were the race now called Dravidian in  India ; the 
race which bui lt the great Buddhist topes of Sanchi, Amravati, etc. ; mil
lenniums before the appearance of Sakhya MOni. One of the most won
derful ancient statues now in existence, is  that of King Khepr�n of the IV 
Egyptian dynasty, who bui lt the second great pyramid of Gizeh : it is 
now in the Museum of Bulaq. This statue is carved out of green diorite 
and represents the monarch seated in almost the same position as those 
found at Tel-Joh. This shows that the Egyptians worked the quarries of 
diorite at Sinai , and sculptured in it, as early as 4000 B. C. It is to be 
noted that the bronzes found at Tel-lob do not contain tin, wh ich is to 
be found in those of the Chaldeans. The early Chaldeans carried on 
commerce with many places, notably with India. Dr. Sayce shows 
that the name of Mosheh (Moses) has a connection with the name 
of the Babylonian sun-god, as the " hero " or " leader. " (Comp. that 
said by us ante, p. 93. ) The name was especially, that of the Assyrian

* The As�yro·Rabylonian cubit wa� 2 1 .6 .  Hibbert Leet. , p. 33 sq. , p .  137 .



god Adar, the deity of the scorching sun of mid-day (Hibbert Leet . ,  p. 
46 sq. ) . The Akkadians, as we have stated as to other ancient peoples,
considered the heaven or sky as the counterpart of the land upon which 
they lived. Their first astronomical observations were about the time 
that the vernal equinox first came into the Zodiacal sign of Taurus, the 
Bull. This would be drca 43 1 2  B. C.  The eagle symbolized the meri
dian sun. The orders of priests were divided into high priests, those at
tached or bound to certain deities l ike the Hebrew Levites ; anointets or 
cleaners ; the kali " illustrious " or " elders ; "  the soothsayers, and the 
maklzklzu or " great one," in which Prof. Delitzsch sees the Rab-mag of 
the Old Testament. The temples were provided with " abysses " or 
" deeps, " large basins filled with water, like " the sea " made by Jedidiah 
or Solomon, for his great temple at Jerusalem. The temples had a great 
court and an inner court, which was walled as a square ; in the latter was 
built the ziggurral or high sacred tower.* The temples were mostly con
structed with the points of the angles facing the four points of the com
pass, but the Great Temple of Bel-Merodach at Babylon, differed from 
the others, its sides facing the four cardinal points. In the extreme end 
of the temple was the " holy of holies, " concealed by a veil or curtaio 
from the eyes of the profane ; here at the beginning of the year, " the di
vine King of heaven and earth, the lord of the heavens, seats himself, 
etc. " ; here Herodotus says, was the golden image of the god, with a 
golden table in front, l ike the Hebrew table for the shew bread, and upon 
this food appears to have been placed. There also appears to have been 
in some of the temples, a little coff c:r or ark with two engraved stone tab 
lets in it .  The Akkadians and Chaldeans kept a Sabbath day of rest every 
seven days, they also had thanksgiving days and days for humiliation and 
prayer. There were sacrifices of vegetables and animals, of meal and 
wine, there were even vicarious sacrifices of human beings for sin, by the 
Akkadians (pp. 78, 365-6). The number seven was especially sacred (p. 
82). There were sacred trees with seven branches and some of ten, like
the decadic tree of the Sephiroth. t They had clean and unclean animals 

* As  to these, see Proc. Soc. Bib. Arch.eol . ,  Feb'y 2, 1 886, Vol. viii, p. 83.
t The Cuneiform .Inscrip. and the Old Testament, by Dr. Eberhard Schrader, Lon

don, 1 885, p. 18 SIJ. See engraving at the end of this chaplcr. 



and pigs and reptiles were unclean. . In the temple of Baal, the Babylo
nians had two altars, Solomon also had two in  his  temple, one for larger 
the other for smaller offerings. (I Kings, viii , 64. ) The great temple 
of Babylon had a great tower in eight stages, called ; " the house of the 
seven spheres of heaven and earth," and also ; " the house of the founda· 
tion stone of heaven and earth. " The temple of Solomon also appears 
to have had such a tower. Arias Montanus, writing before A. D. 1593 ,

portrays such a tower as  part of  Solomon' s  temple .* 
The great temple of Babylon existed from, probably long before, 2250

B. C.  t Its " holy of holies " was within the  shrine of Nebo, the prophet 
god of wisdom. The ancient Babylonians had an intercessor between 
men and the gods, this was the benevolent deity called, originally by the 
Akkadians, Silik·mulu-Oug or Silik-mulu-khi, the " God amongst the 
gods," the one who watches over mankind. 

" The merciful one amongst the gods 
Generator who bringest back the dead 
to life, 
Silik-mulu-khi, king of heaven and earth. " t 

Subsequently known in Assyria as Marduk, and in Babylonia as 
the god Merodach " the merciful. " He was the only son and inter
preter of the will of Ea ( Hea), the Akkadian great deity of wisdom . 
" Thou art Merodach, the merciful lord who loves to raise the dead to 
l ife ," says an old hymn on one of the tablets : the same idea is applied 
to Samas, the sun-god. § Nebo, in the Semitic Babylonian Nabi11 

or Nabu, was the " proclaimer " or " prophet, " he made known the 
* Antiquilatum Judaiearum, etc., by B�dicto Aria Afonlano, Hispaltmi, Lu�duni

Batavorum, 1 593, p. 93 and plate P, see also Kitto's Cycl. of Bibi. Liter., Ed. 1 876, iii , 

p. 975. For depicted restorations of the ancient Temples and Palaces of Mesopotamia,

see the magnificent folios of M. Victor Place and Sir Austen Henry La yard. The fh·e 
great folios of Paolo Emilio Botta should also be consulted. 

t For a description of it and its tower, by George Smith, see Hibbert Leet., 1 887, p. 

437 S'i· Prof. Rawlinson bas written a description of the Tower of Borsippa.

t Chaldean Magic, by F. Lenormant, p. 190 S'i·• and other places. 

f Hibbert Leet., pp. 98-<)9, 1�1,  1 06-7. For the idea of the immortality of the

soul among the archaic Turanian and Semitic peoples, see : Rn111t Ardtlolobi'l"'• 

Paris, 1 882, p. 45 S'i· 
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desire of Merodach. Nebo was the deity of literature and science, his 
especial day was our Wednesday, and he was the god of the planet Mer
cury, the Wisdom-planet.* He was probably original ly the deity of the 
entire universe, a creator-god. (Ibid. , pp. 1 1 6-1 1 9  note, 1 20, 209 notes.) 
The ancient divine powers of Babylonia were at the same time beneficent 
and malevolent. Good and evil, as in the Qabbalah, were not in abso
lute opposition, the latter was the complement and minister of the good 
(Ibid. , p. 205-6), and where the Semitic faith existed in all its purity, 
Satan was the accuser or adversary but yet an angel of the Deity, who 
was creator of both the good and evil, light and darkness.t Dr. Sayce 
also gives an account of the winged bulls, lions, eagle-headed cherubs, 
scorpion men, etc. , t and thinks th_ey were totem survivals from an 
immense antiquity. § The Akkadians considered the heavens and earth 
as primordial powers or Zi, maintaining an eternal struggle with chaos. 
All things were made and their highest divinity was a creator ; but 
with the Semite, the heavens and earth were carved out of a pre
existent chaos, and were begotten. The Semitic Baal was a father. 
With the first, the Zi spirit of the earth and the Zi spirit of the heavens 
were the first creators, the first gods. The spirit of the moon for instance 
was a deity separated from the visible moon, it was identified with the 
creative energy of the moon which manifested itself in the motion of the 
moon and even the motion was spiritualized still higher. The creative 
dei ties together, represented the order and law of the universe embodied 
in sabba fate� to which all submit. This may have been represented by 
Ilu or El the supreme deity. I I  

The Chaldean historian Berossos, whom we only have through Greek 
* See anlt, p. 206. Hibbert Leet., 1887, pp. 1 1 3-1 15 .

t l!Jitl., pp. 346, 347. As to Satan and Ahriman (Angra-Mainyus of  Ancient Persia)

see Proc. Soc. Biblical Archlieol., Vol. ix, p. J65 s9.) 

t Hibbert Leet, pp. 279, 289--291 .  

� /!Jiti., pp. 278-9, 290-1 ,  393, 401 . 

II The Cuneiform lnscrip. and the Old Testament, By Dr. Eberhard Schrader, I, p.

J J  s9., 23-5. Chaldean Magic, by F. Lenormant, Eng. Ed., pp. 1 13-1 14. RtdurtMs 
sur la Cly� Orimlak, par M. 7o<zclli"' Mmanl, Paris, r886, ucontlt partu,p. J"/ 
s9. Menant gives numerous representations of this deity. See also M. F�lix Lajard's 

Cu/It tit Mi/lira. Also nnlt p. 238.
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sources, says : that he obtained his knowledge from a document said to 
have been written by the deity Ea or W isdom ; that there was a t ime when 
all was darkness and an abyss of waters, in this lived hideous strange be
ings, which were the product of an androgenous principle and which were 
androgenic. There were men with two heads, one that of a man, the 
other that of a woman. They were androgenic in their organs, etc. A 
woman named Omoroka, Chald. Thalatth (read, Thavatth) in Greek, 
Thalassa (the sea) but equivalent to the Moon ; presided over them, etc. * 
This account of the ancient universe being peopled with strange creatures 
can be carried back to terra-cotta tablets of at least 600 B. C. (Hibbert 
Leet. , p. 3 7 2) and such creatures are portrayed on the very ancient sig
nets. (See the works of Lajard, Smith, Sayce, Menant, etc.) 

In the Babylonian cosmogony as in the Hebrew, the watery abyss, 
termed by the former the Great Sea-serpent or dragon Tiamat, is the first 
source of all things. The latter is also named Tiavat, and is the Thavatth 
-0f Berossos, and the I' hom or tolioo " deep," of Genesis. In Assyrian its 
contracted form is tamtu, i. t. , the deep sea. The word is Semitic but of 
Akkadian descent. The old Akkadian deity of Wisdom, Ea or Hea, 
was a sea or water-god who l ived in the Great Crystalline Sea of which 
he was the lord, and who was called : " mighty bond of heaven and 
earth. " The Great deep or abyss, with the Sumerians was the mother of 
Ea or wisdom, and of all the gods. This " deep " rolled not only around 
the world, but above the firmament of heaven, consequently the mother 
of Ea was not only known as Apzu, the deep, but also as Zikum or 
Zigarum, the upper heaven, which is described in one tablet, as :  " the 
mother that has begotten heaven and earth ." But i t  was not the existing 
heaven that is referred to ; Zikum was the primordial prototypic abyss 
out of which both the heaven and earth were produced. Possibly an 
old myth may have related that she was tom asunder when the present 
world was made, the upper half of her becoming the sky, the lower 
half the earth. This at least is what we may gather from the story 
of Berossos. t It is said that among the priest-kings of Tel-loh, from 

• See Cory's Ancient Fragments, Ed. 1 876, p. 4. Hibbert Leet. 1887, pp. 3�70.

For an account and engravings of the ancient androgene of the Akkadians, Chaldeans 

and Babylonians, see Mmant's Gly� Orimlak before cited, Vol. i, p. 1 1 1  s<J. 

t See Dr. Sayee, Hibbert Leet., p. 375 sq. 



which place the earliest cuneiform tablets w e  now have come to  us ,  she 
was honored as Bahu. The Hebrew Genesis says that before " Elohim 
carved out the heavens and the earth * * * * darkness was upon 
the faee of tire deep," also " the earth had been Tolwo (waste) and Bolw<>

(emptiness, void). " This was Bau or Bahu of the Babylonians, and the 
Baau of the Phcenician historian Sankhuniathon (Cory's  Ancient Frag
ments, etc. , London, 1 876, p. 4). The Phcenician cosmology also began 
in an abyss of waters in which the germs of all Things were begotten 
and the ancient Hindu does the same. With the ancient i nhabitants of 
Babylonia, Davkina, the earth, lay upon the watery abyss as the wife of Ea,
the Wisdom or the Word .* In the Hebrew Genesis we have a reference to 
the watery abyss above the visible sky, to the " Waters above the firma
ment. " The sky was thought of as a crc::ated thing which floated on the 
surface of the Great Ocean stream, as did the earth. The visible sky was 
but another form of Davkina, " the lady of heaven, whence the oracular 
voice (the thunder) is created ;"  she was " the queen of the oracular 
voice of the deep," who was in Assyria, symbolized by the falcon, per
haps the eagle, and from this may have been derived the symbolism of 
the eagle as the upper air. (Comp. ante, p. :z :z9 sq. )  Zi-kum was the pri
mordial abyss " the spirit of the lower firmament ," then we have the 
visible heaven and after this the earth. Zi-kum parallels l ikely, Bahu the 
Great Mother, the Void of the Old Testament. Tohu, or t 'hom being 
chaos. It may perhaps be admissible to assert, Zi or Zi-kum was the 
spirit of the Deep, Tohu active energy, Bohu resisting energy, Khosee 
inertia or rest, the result of the last preceding two when combined. 

In the later or Semitic period, a new idea appears, Merodach the sun
god of light, has a struggle with Tiamat considered as the evil dragon of 
darkness, which ends in the defeat of the latter ; but with the early 
Akkadian philosophers of Eridu, there was not anything unholy in the 
watery abyss, the home and mother of Ea or Wisdom, the primal source of 
this deity's wisdom and of his goodness to mankind ; for them from the 
Great Sea, Oannes or Ea brought knowledge and art to man . But in the 
Semitic account, the abyss is the chaotic opposition to the present order 

* See Chaldean Magic, by F. Lenormant, pp. 1 14, 4t. 104. Comp. Hibbert Leet. 
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of nature and is evil. One of the tablets graphically describes the fight 
between Bel and the Dragon.* 

Of the Assyrian idea, we have a cosmological poem, but only the frag-
ments, part of these say : 

" (Bel) prepared the (seven) mansions of the great gods ; 
he fixed the stars, even the twin-stars to correspond to them ; 
lu ordaitud tlu year, appointing the signs o.f llu Zodiac over ii ; t 

for each of the twelve months he fixed three stars,t 
from the day when the year issues forth to the close. 
He founded the mansion of the god of the ferry-boat (the sun -god) ; 
that they might know their bonds, 
that they might not err, that they might not go astray in any way. 
He established the mansion of Mul-lil and Ea along with himself. 
He opened also the great gates on either side, 
the bolts he strengthened on the left hand and on the right, 
and in lluir mids/ he made a staircase. §

* For a translation o f  it, see Hibbert Leet., 1 887, p .  379 sq. The figures on a cylin

der seal, which most probably portrays this fight, may be found in Sabaean Researches, 

etc. ; by John Landseer, London, 1 823, p. 87. This book has engravings of a number 

of important signet seals, some showing the sacred tree and balance, pp. 263, 26o, 288, 

361 ,  41. For other representations : see, Les pierres pavits tit la lraute-Asi�. Rulr

ert:!ies sur la Glypliqw Orimlale, par M. 'Joat:lrim Mmanl. Paris, 2 vols., 1 883, 1 886 . 

Also Collution M. de Clercq. Catalogue mltlrodiqw ti raisonni. Anliquills Assyriennu. 

Cvlindre1 Orimlaux, tit:., Paris. Ernest Leroux, Uiltuf', 1 885 sq. The Chaldean 

Account of Genesis, etc. : by George Smith, new edition, by Dr. A. H. S.'\yce, New 

York, 1 88 1 .  Inlrod1«lion a I'Nudt du cu/It pull/it: tides myslb-ts dt Mi/lira en wi�nl el m 

ocridmt, par M .  Felix Lajard, etc. Paris, 1 847. Text and Plates : especially Plates 

xxxii, fig. 2, xxxiii, fig. 4, xxv, 5. Rtt:MrtNI 1ur It cultt, ks sym!Jolu, Its attri!Juls ti la 

monumentrfigurls de Venus en orient ti m occident, /ar M. Felix Lajard, etc. Paris, 

1 849. Text and Plates. Also the folio works of Botta, Victor Place and Layard, and 

the Photographs of Assyrian Antiquities in the British Museum, by Stephen Thompson, 

London, 1 872. 

t Schrader and Oppert translate : " He ordained the year, esla!Jlislred d«adts fw du 
samt." Cuneiform Inscrip. and the Old Test. by Dr. Eberhard Schrader, before cited, 

p. 15-16.

t Comp. Gen. i ,  14-19. 

f Gen.  xxviii, 1 2. 



He illuminated the Moon-god tl.at he might watch over the night, 

and he ordained for him the ending of the night that the day may be 
known, etc. " * 

In the Qabbalah reference is made to the seven androgenic kings who 

were first made, who were imperfect and were destroyed.t  

In  the ancient Library of  Nineveh a tablet was found, which gives an 

account of the chaotic universe which in the main agrees with the state

ments of B�r6ssos, as we now have them, as to the then existing chaotic 

creatures, it also says : " In the midst of the mountains they grew up and 

became heroes and increased in number. Seven kings, brethren, appeared 

and begat children . 6000 in number were their peoples, etc. " (Hibbert 

Leet. , pp. 3 7 2-373.) The god Ner or Nergal, the deity of death, was 

deputed to destroy these (Ibid. , also p. 3 1 3). This tablet may date from 

about 2250 B. C. (Ibid. , pp. 3 74, 23 and note, 390 .)  

The cosmological tablets also state that the present creation was pre

ceded by another. (Ibid. , p. 390.) The Zohar also says the same.t  

Among the earliest of the highest triadic deities of  the Akkadians are 

Ana, Mui-Iii, and Hea or Ea, these became later Anu, Bel and Hea or 

Ea, under them Samas, the sun-god ; Sin, the moon-god ; and !star, the 

god of the planet Venus. These were followed by the spirits or deities 

of the other, then known, planets. With the Akkadians each object and 

power of nature had its Zi or spirit .  The Akkadians formed their deities 

into triads, usually of males, the Semites also had triadic deities but intro

duced sex. At the head of the Semitic Babylon ian deities was Bel, the Father 

of all. With them, all the upper deities together composed a heavenly 

family, outside of this were the hosts of heaven, ministering spirits and 

servants of the heavenly family. All the rest of the universe belonged to 

the adversary and his legions, to evil. The primitive Semitic Chaldeans 

appear also to have believed in a resurrection and an existence after 

death. See ante, p. 241 note. Compare writings on the lzdub:u legend. 

Dr. Sayce has shown that the general tendency of the Semitic Babylo-

* Hibbert Leet., p. 38g. 

t Zohar : Siphrah D'Tznioothah, beg. ldrah Rabbah, 1 28a, 1356. ldrah Zootah, 2926. 

La Ka66ale, p. 205 sq. 
l Franck's La Ka66ale, p. 205 sq-. 
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nian mind was towards attaching a weaker or feminine reflection, panum, 

i. e. , face, to a masculine deity, the two however being thought of together 

as one in content. The Israelites do not appear to have been an excep

tion to this early Semitic tendency* and the Qabbalists trace this femin

ine reflection in Elohim or the She'keen-ah, the visible glory of the 

Supreme Deity upon the earth. The Akkadians appear to have made 

their triads of deities, of both males and females, but the Semites appear 

to have always made their feminine deities mere reflections of the male. 

(Hibbert Leet. , 1887 ,  pp. 1 10-1 1 1 , 1 76-1 77,  1 1 2 , 1 94, 346.) 
Dr. Sayce gives (Hibbert Leet. , 1 887,  pp. 104 sq. ,  304-5), a transla

tion of a cuneiform terra-cotta tablet which shows that the ancient 

Akkadians believed in an upper Ea, deity of wisdom, and a lower Ea, .a 

creating demiurge, which was a reflection of the upper Ea or Wisdom,

this idea has 
·
a similarity to the accounts in the Qabbalah of Ze' i r  Anpeen 

and of the Adam Qadmon or Adam Illa-ah. In the great work of M. 

Felix Lajardt are copies from signets, etc. , showing Ea, the upper wisdom 

and Ea, the demiurge. The tablet we have just before mentioned also 

refers to the fi�y sacred names of Ea. The Qabbalah also refers to " the 

fifty gates of understanding," as to which it says, even Moses, the highest 

prophet only reached to the forty-ninth. 

Indeed the conception of a creating deity is a distinguishing feature of 

the very early Akkadian religion of Babylonia. (Ibid. , pp. 142-1 44.) 
In a hymn of the time of Sargon of Akkad, likely 3750 B. C. : we read ;

" The divine man on behalf of his son attends thee : "  (p. 1 7 2) .  " The

man, the son of his god, has committed sin, etc. " St. Luke iii, 38, 
says, Adam was " the son of God ."  (Comp. the Zend Avesta as to the 

first divine man, Yima-Kshaeta. ) 

The Akkadian Mui-Iii means " the lord of the ghost-world, "  and has a 

connection with a " dust-storm " or a " cloud of dust, " which was 

applied to ghosts, whose appearance was thought of as similar to a dust

cloud, and whose food was supposed to be dust. The Qabbalists hold 

* See that said by us, ante, pp. 1 28, 175 .  Note what is said by S. F. Dunlap in ; 

Sod, the Son of Man. I..ondon, 1 861 ,  ii, p. xix. 

tintroJwtitm a Ntude du culte puhlic et Jes mysth'es de Mitnra m mmt el m ocddmt 
par M. F�lix Lajard, etc. Paris, 1 847. Atlas of Plates. Pl. xxxi. Pl. xxxii. 



that Adam was first created with a spiritual body, which is described in 

the 0. T. as " of dust," and that our present body was the coats of skin 

given after the Fall. We read in ii Genesis : " YHVH Eloheem," vay

ye' tsar ,¥'�� (with two yods) elk lta-adam APHAR mun, etc . ,  "formed tlu 
man (of) dust from the ground. "  Which may be explained by the dust 

meaning the spirit body. 

We also have in the archaic cuneiform tablets, the Lilatu or Lilith, the 

female night demon of the Practical Qabbalah (Zohar ii, 25 5-9, i, 35b) 

ori
_
ginally " the handmaid of the ghost ; Lil was in Akkadian " a cloud of 

dust, " and the form of the incubus or Vampire ghost was like " a  dusl

dtJUd. " It was thought of as male-female. The Semites made from this, 

/ilium male and lilalu female. As li'latu represented kel-lilla, " the hand

maid of the ghost," it subsequently became confounded with lildlu " the 

night " and became the fe�le night-demon, the vampire who sucked the 

blood of her sleeping victims. It is in the Old Testament. (Is. xxxiv, 1 4. 

See Hibbert Leet., 1 887 ,  pp. 103,  1 45-1 46. Chaldean Magic, by F. Le

normant, Eng. ed. ,' pp. 3 1 ,  38. ) 

Lillith in the demonology o f  the Israelites was called Agratk balk 

Macltlatlt, i. e. , female leader of demons. Myth makes her the wife of 

Adam by whom she had Ka-yin and Hurmin (Ahriman ?). She was consid

ered the mother of many demons and the Practical Qabbalah has much 

to say about her. She is described in the Talmud as a beautiful and se

ductive woman, having long wavy hair. Balk Macltlatk is said to mean, 

" a  dancing " woman, a dancing movement being ascribed to· demons. 

See Proc. Soc. Bib. Archreol. 1 887 ,  p. 2 26. 

We think that the Zodiacal constellations were at first ten and repre

sented an immense androgenic man or deity, subsequen tly this was 

changed, resulting in Scorpio and Virgo and making eleven, after this 

from Scorpio, Libra, the Balance was taken, making the present twelve.* 

The old boundary stones of Babylonia circa 1 c 20 B. C. have symbols of 

Virgo and Scorpio but none of Libra. They also have the Bull, a large 

* Comp. Seyffarth, Trana. Acad. Science of St. Louis, Vol . i, No. 3, p. ix. Sod, by 

S. F. Dunlap, i, p. 1 53 sq. ;  ii, xvii sq. The Rosicrucians, their Rites and Mysteries, 
etc. : by Hargrave Jennings, Ed. 1 879, pp. 47, 50, 62, 1 7 1 ,  297-309, 350 sq. 
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dog for the Lion, a dipper for Aquarius, etc. ; also the houses of the 

planets, with their symbols. 

The early inhabitants of Babylonia appear to have had three degrees of 

religious initiation,* the Qabbalists apparently had the same number as 
did also the early Christian church in i ts esoterism. The foregoing par

allels are but a few of those which exist and are open, to the student who 

especially devotes himself to the investigation .  

We also call attention to the fact, that the Jewish names of  the months 

and many of the names of the angels and evil spirits, in the Qabbalah, 

the Apocrypha and the Talmud, are based on the ancient Chaldean lan

guage. In the Practical Qabbalah this also appears in many of the names 

of the demons, t. g. , the A-faskim. Comp. Chaldean Magic, pp. 8 ;  1 7  

sq. ,· 1 9 1 .  t 

Figure 26. 

* !\Ion. J .  Menant, Nulurdus sur la Clypiqru Orintlale, Paris, 18!13, i ,  pp.

1 29--143· 

t The engraving (Figure 25) at the head of this chapter is important, it is taken 

from an impression of an old cornelian or sard signet, having a Phcenician inscription. 

The original signet is conoidic in shape with an elliptical semi.convex base. It is 

pierced near the apex for the purpose of inserting a string or wire. The engraving is 

on the base, and upon the two sides, which are slightly convex. On one side is a wor

shipper, probably a priest, standing before three differing upright asluras or columns, 

likely representing the androgenic moon deity Sin and the separate male and female 

principles. On the other side is a man dressed in the military costume usual with the 

Assyrians, also a crescent moon, to which he points. Behind him is a human lion or 

demon-headed figure such as we often see depicted on the Assyrian monuments, his 

8lm uplif1ed, the hand holding a weapon, as if about to strike. It may be Nergal. See 



Laynrd's Monuments of Nineveh, J st Series, Pl. 82, for a similar figure. On the base 

of the signet is a representation of the divine Triad, perhaps the supreme deity Ilu of 

the Babylonians, or Assur of the Assyrians, and the Upper Triad contained in it. 

Beneath this is a kneeling figure with both hands raised similar to the Egyptian picture 

we have given ante, p. 164. There are also two asluras, the male and female princi

ples. The engraved letters are very primitive. It is from the collection of Rev. Dr. W. 

Hayes Ward. Comp. the American Joum. of Archa!Ology, i i ,  p. 1 56. In Lajard's 

Cu/le de Milllra, Pl. xxxii, fig. 3,  is another representation of the Triadic deity from a 

red jasper veined with green, signet. It is engraved with old Phcenician letters, and 

from a collection of J. Robert Steuart. Cylinder signet, Figure 26, is portrayed in,  

Discoveries in the Ruins of Nineveh and Babylon, etc. ; by Sir Austen H. Layard, New 

York, 1 853, p. 1 53. It was found at the foot of one of the colos1ml human·headed bulls 

at the entrance to the Assyri1ln palace of Kouyunjik. It is of that translucent green 

feldspar termed, amazon stone. Mr. Layar<l thinks it is the signet seal of Sennacherib, 

which would fix it as of circa 705 B. C., but this is far from certain. It  also contains, 

a representation of the triune deity. The engraving on this hard stone is very graceful, 

minute and beautiful. Compare upon this triadic representation of the deity : The 

Babylonian and Assyrian cylinder seals of the British Museum, by Theo. G. Pinches, 

in the Journal of the British Archreological Association. Read June 3, 1885. Pl. Nos. 

3 and 4. No. 4 is another signet representing the triadic deity and also has an archaic 

Phcenician Inscription. Comp. C. W. King on, Antique Gems. London, 1872,  pp. 44, 

52. Empreinles de cylindres Assyro-Clialdems, etc. : by J. Menant. Paris, 1880, pp. 

4�50. Symhoks Antiques employes eN Assyrie, el constrvh dans /es Hvres supposes a 

tort propres a la Cliine, e.rprimant le nom du Dieu Supreme, Dieu du Ciel, el ului des 
lrois personnes de la lrim!e C/iretienne, by M.  le Cher de Paravey. In Anna/es de 

p/iilosop!iie Clirelienne, Tomes vii el viii, ;853. Comp. Les Ac/iemmides el /es Inscr1°)

tions de /a Peru, by Joachim Menant. Paris, 1872,  p. 84 JI/· and Hibbert Leet., 1887, 

PP· 192-3. 
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Figure 27. 

XIII .  

O F  A I N  SOPH AND THE TEN SEPHIROTH.

T
HE Ten Sephiroth or Intermediaries, between the unknowable and

invisible Deity and the, to man 's mind, knowable, visible and 

material ; were portrayed, to assist the comprehension and mem

ory of the disciple, in different diagrams. 

We shall not have in this writing, space to devote to a full exposition 

of the ancient origin, meanings, colours and symbols, of the Ten Sephi

roth. Compare with this the Diagrams showing their arrangement. The 

following is cited as of interest. R. Isaac of Akko, says : " Illustrations 

delivered orally, served to explain the mystery of the Unity of the Ten 

Sephiroth in themselves, which is always concentrated in Ain Soph, from

Ain Soph to the Ain Soph. * * :ic * * Remember that some 

of the Qabbalists compare it (the Unity) to a chain forming an uninter

rupted unity by its joined links ; others, · to van·uus waters issuing from 

one suuru, and separating into many rivers, which become (again) united 

in the ocean ; from whence they return again, from beneath the earth, to 

their former divisions ; and so on in an uninterrupted unity ; others com-



pare the matter o( the union of Mercy and Severity ; to a precious stone* 

which unites in itself, the various peculiarit ies of other precious stones of 

different qualities (colours ?) and still remains a perfect unity ; others, 

take as an illustration, the unity of the different colors in /ht }lame pro

ceeding from a burning coal, in  which, both flame and coal, constitute a 

unity ; and then again, there is the simile of a bunch of grapes, t in which 

both bunch and grapes are one. I have furthermore heard from the 

mouth of the most prominent of our learned men, the metaphor of /ht 

tru with its roots (the Ten Sephiroth) in the earth and its numerous

branches, twigs, leaves, veins, fruits, and their rinds and kernels, which 

all are derived from each other, and yet all draw from the marrow of the 

tree, and thus all collectively form a complete and unbroken unity, from 

the roots to the very top of the tree, because they all are of, and point to, 

one and the same· essential source. "t  

These illustrations of the relations o f  the Ten Sephiroth t o  the Ain 

Soph, many of which are very old, may be found in the Zohar. The figure 

of the bunch of grapes is in the Siphrah D'Tznioothah at the end and is 
also in the writings of lbn Gebirol. Another illustration is through the 

sparks produced by steel from the flint, which are always hidden in 

the latter as a potency and unity, and brought into visibility only by 

friction .§  Sometimes they were shown as a series of circular lines or con

centric circles, one i nclosing the other, as we have given in Diagram I, 

ante, p. 1 00. . Sometimes they were arranged in columns and triads, as 

given by us in Diagrams II and III. In the latter two they are pre

sented as if one was looking at the back, the a' hoor, as opposed to 

panum the face. The perpendicular line on the Right, is termed, 

* Sapphir, a pearl, or bdellium, a crystal ;  in both of which, pl:ly the colours of the

rainbow, especially the white and red. One is transparent white, the other the ordinary 

white, but in each, like in the opal, colours play. 

t A golden vine and grapes were over the doorway of the Temple of Jerusalem, built 

by Herod. 

t From The Sepher Af'eratli Ainayum, i. e., Enlightenment of the Eyes, on Deuter

onomy vi. 

� Comp. Btilrllge zur Geselticlzte d er Ka/J!Jala, von Adolph Jellinek. Leipzig, 1 852, 

p. 8 1 . 
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Active, Male, Positive and the column of Grace or  Mercy ; that on the 

Left, is called, Passive, Female, Negative, and the column of Rigor, Jus

tice or Punishment ;  the Centre line is termed, the column of Harmony 

or the column of the Centre. The Right was the column called Ya

kheen ; the Left, that called Bo-az ; the Centre, the Harmony;  that of the 

Holy Temple. King Solomon placed the first two pylons before his 

Temple to symbolize the opposing principles through which, with the 

Harmony, the universe exists. The Sephiroth are also at-ranged as in the 

Diagram given in the Frontispiece ; in which they are applied to  the dif

ferent members of the Adam Qadmon, of this we give a face-view : they 

were also arranged as a tree having i ts roots in heaven , the trunk and 

branches being the several Sephiroth, and in several other symbolic forms. 

The arrangement as in the !Ind and Hird Diagrams, was called Etz 

'Haj-ylm, i. e. , the Tree of Life or simply Et/em, the Tree. In the form

as given of the Adam IJla-ah in the Frontispiece, they were called An

peen, Parzu-pheem or Ano-pheem, i. e. , the Faces. These are all refer

red to in the Zoharic writings. The Modern Qabbalists have added to 

the circles given in the Diagrams I, II and III, channels or canals, to in

dicate all the affinities and efftuxes between and in them, as a unit or to

tality. We have shown these connecting channels in II and III. 

It must be especially kept in mind, that in the Qabbalah the Ten Seph· 

iroth are always thought of as a totality, a second divine unity, that of 

number, yet as inherent in the Supreme Absolute Ain Soph in which 

number does not exist ; and that they are always considered in this one 

totality, as forming the Adam Illa-ah, the Heavenly Adam or Adam 

Qadmon, the World of Perfect ideas. Philo evidently refers to this, iii , 

pp. 1 84-6, 1 78 et uq. 
OF �io rat AIN SOPH OR ri:.c OR AVIN (A'y-een). The Endless, Bound

less, or No-Thing ; made Its existence manifest through the efflux, emana

tion and development, of the entire universe spiritual and material ; this 

was by and through the medium of the 'Fen Sephiroth or Upper Intelli

gences. Ain Soph is called, At-tee 'kah D' At-tee'keen, i. e. , the Ancient 

of All the Ancient, also At-tee'kah Ka'doosha, i. e., the Sacred Ancient, 

and is considered as sexless and as the Non-Ego or Not I. A symbol of 

Ain Soph is the human eye closed. Ain Soph manifested Itself by the 
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efflux of Its vitalizing energy or force, which the Qabbalists call Light. 

Comp. Gen. i ,  :z. This being a product is not equal to the Ain Soph. 

This Light is boundless on the side which produces it and is then called 

Ain Soph Or, but it is bounded on that side by which it emanates or pro

duces, it is then simply the Light. " It (Ain Soph) is so named (Ayin, 

i. e. , No-Thing) because we do not know, and also it cannot be known, 

what was in this principle (the beginning of all Existence) as this, to our 

understanding, yea, even by our Wisdom ! is unattainable. " (Idrah 

Zootah, Zohar iii, :z88b. ) " Therefore the Sacred Ancient is called No

Thing, since the No-Thing hangs on It. " * The French Qabbalist 

I' Abbe Alphonse Louis Constant, writing under the name of, Eliphaz Levi 

Zahed, t correctly says : " The Kabbalists have a horror of all that which 

resembles idolatry ; they give however to God a human form, but it is as 

a purely hieroglyphic figure. They consider God as the intelligent, loving 

and living Infinite. He is for them neither the totality of the existences, 

nor the abstraction of Existence, nor a Being philosophically definable. 

The Deity, with them, is in All, yet is distinct from All and is greater 

than All. Even Its Name is ineffable : and yet this Name only expresses 
the human idea of the Deity's Divinity. That which God is in Itself is 

not given to the comprehension of man. God is the Absolute of faith 

but the Absolute of reason is the Existing. The Existing is through itself 

and because it is that which is. The reason of the being-hood of the 

Existence is because, it is the Existence. We can ask : Wherefore does 

something exist, that is to say : Why does such or such a thing, exist ? 

But we cannot, without being absurd, demand : Wherefore is Existence 

i tself? That would be to assert Existence before Existence. " In another 

placet he says : " We do not discuss an article of faith, we believe it or 

do not ; but it is faith because it  escapes the examination of our knowl

edge. * * * I will believe when the truth of the dogma has been sci

entifically proved to me. That is to say ; I will believe when I shall have 

nothing more to believe, and when the dogma shall be destroyed as a 

* Zobar iii, :z886, Comp. Graetz, Gesenid1u "" Judm, Vol vii, p. 240. Philo. i,
134 ; iii, 184-186, 467 ; iv, :z6o. See anle, p. 1 18.

t Histoire tie la Marie, Paris, 186o, p. 105 SfJ.

� 16id., P· 183 SfJ. 
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dogma, by becoming a scientific theorem. That is to say in other words : 

I will believe in the Infinite only when it shall be explained, determined, 

circumscribed, defined ; in a word, when it is finite. I will believe then 

in the Infinite when I shall be sure the Infinite does not exist. I shall 

believe in the immensity of the Ocean when I shall have seen it put into 

bottles. But, my good friends, as to that which we have clearly proved and 

made you comprehend, you no longer believe it, but know it. * * * 

The truth of science proves itself by exact demonstrations ; the truth, of

religion proves itself by unanimity of the faith and the sanctity of its 

works. * * * The proof of the faith is in the works. " 

The celebrated German philosopher Hegel, uses almost the same words, 

saying : " All begins through Pure Existence, inasmuch as it is, as well 

as Pure Thought, that undetermined simple immediate Existence ; for the 

first beginning cannot be another thing * * * But that Pure

Existence is only the purest abstraction ; it is an absolutely Negative 

term, which can also, if we would conceive of it in an immediate man

ner, be called, Non-Being." * 

From Ain Soph, flow out or emanate, she'phah, the Ten Sephiroth as a 

totality. The decade by the Qabbalah is considered as a perfect number, 

the total essence of all numbers, 0-1  ends with 1 -0. " The number ten 

is an all-embracing number, outside of it none other exists, for what is 
beyond ten, returns again to the units. " t 

Ain Soph is considered in the Qabbalah as an Absolute Indivisible 

Un ity, above all unity of number. " Thou art One but not in the num

bers, thought cannot comprehend anything of Thee. In Thee no-Thing 

exists which can be imagined neither shape nor form. " l In Ain Soph,

says the Zohar ; " there is neither white nor black nor red, etc. There 

is absolutely not any colour, i. e. , divisibility. (Zohar, § .B'resnuth, fol. 

1 5 . )  The immanent diversity is not  denied. " Before the universe was 

* Comp. E1W1daj>Mu des uimmpllilastlj�s, H 86-87.
t Sepher Pardes Rimonim, i. e., Pantdise of Pomegranites, by Moses Cordovero, fol.

1 1 ,  col J ; comp. Philo. i, pp. 440-444, 1 2  Sf. ; ii, 1 75 sf., pp. 231-2 ;  iii, pp. 92, 140, 

270. 

t Prayer of Elijah in the Tiqqooneh haz-Zohar. Comp. Philo. iii, 1 84-186, 95, 467 

and many other places. 



made, the Most Blessed One and Its Name were One. " " Before the 
Most Blessed One made i ts world, It was, and Its Name was hidden in 
It . " (Zohar, Midrash Ha-Neelam, § Acharay Moth, fol. 40 ; Zohar 
Chadash, fol. l l ; comp. Zech. x, l 2 . )

As It measured the dimensions, I t  made colours (i. e. , divisibilities, in 
order to shine and be manifest) in the interior light of the Candlestick. 
From thence proceeded a stream, from which the colours (diversities) 
colour themselves Below, which are concealed in the concealments of Ain 
Soph ." (Zohar, § B'reshuth . )

Creation i s  termed by  the Qabbalah, the Shadow o r  Reflection of the 
Upper World, in the latter, is everything Below, in perfect Zure, i. e. ,

prototype. The Sepher Ye' tzeer-ah says : " It formed from the void, the 
perceptible (essential) and made the No-Thing, Some-Thing. " (c. i i  
Mishna, 5 .)  Further : " It (the Deity) made a reality out of No-Thing, 
called the Non-entity into existence, and hewed as it were, colossal pillars . 
from intangible air (i. e. ,  azoth or :ether) . " " The point in the creation , 
is called ; the Shadow. " (Sephtr Emek ha-Mdekh, i. e. , Valley of the
King, fol. 1 2 . )  " In like manner, the creation i s  also called, the wife 
(passivity, the plastic principle) of the A' tzeel-oothic World, i. e. , that 
of the Deity. (Sepher 'Hadrt!lh Mdekh, fol. 88, col. 2 . )  " This (the 
Upper) is the male, the other, is the female, world. " (Zohar, § Thtr

oomah, fol. 1 2 7, col. 2 . )  " When the Unknown of all the Unknown , 
wished to manifest Itself, It began by producing a point, as long as that 
Light point did not appear through its energy, the Infinite was still com
pletely unknown and did not spread any Light. " (Zohar i, 2a, 1 5a. )

iro Kt/her, the Crown. The first efflux o r  emanation of  A in  Soph,
the Non-Ego, was the Light, usually termed by the Qabbalah, Kether, i. e. , 
the Crown. This symbolizes Abstract Thought, individual Consciousness 
of being, the Ego or I. Within this Sephirah, the manifested Light of Ain 
Soph in the germ as a first manifestation, the unit ; is asserted to be con 
tained in full content and perfect Harmony, all that has been emanated, 
all that is, and all that man can possibly know upon this earth. Kether is 
considered as sexless yet as androgenic and containing the sexes, as the 
entire content of the positive and negative and their harmony. It i; 
called Abbah, i. e. , Father, and is " the l iv ing (manifested ?) God the
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pillar and grQUnd of Truth. " ( I  Tim. i ii ,  15 . )  Its letter i s  Y od  • = 
10,  but it contains in its full content the Ineffable Name YHVH, 

which is the conten t of the principles of Mercy or Grace as well as 

of Punishment and Rigor, and also signifies the past, the present

and the future, and is we think referred to in the Apocalypse in this 

last connection. (Apoc : i, 8, 1 1 ; xxi, 6 ;  xxii, 1 3. )  But the special 

Name of the Deity considered by the Qabbalah as most applicable to 

Kether, is the Great Name, Eh'yeh, i. e. , I Am. (Exod. iii, 4.) Kether 

represents the Desire and Will of th
.
e Deity. " Kether is the prin

ciple of all the principles, the Secret Wisdom, the Most Exalted 

Crown, with which all crowns and diadems are adorned . "  (Zohar iii , 

fol. 2886. ) It is even held as the Absolute Existence itself by some of 

the Qabbalists, but we think as the Ego, it is in contrast with the Non

Ego, which is Above, and is therefore to be accounted Below. Qualifi

cations of Kether are not possible in man ' s  intellect, yet i t  is perceptible

to his thought in that it represents consciousness of being-hood. It is 

wholly united as the one in number, in an indivisible point the circum

ference of which is every-where and the centre of which is no-where. It 

is therefore termed in the Qabbalah, not only I. Kether, but also II. Ne' 

good-alt Rai'sltan-alt, i. e. , the Primordial Point ; III. Ne' good-alt Pe'

sltoot-alt, i. e. , the Smooth Point, because when Ain Soph desired t o  man

ifest Itself, It first made a point .  (ante, p. 1 2 7 . )  

This i s  explained as follows ; the Ai  n Soph a t  first was filling All and 

then made an absolute concentration into Itself which produced the 

Abyss, Deep, or Space, the Aveer Qadmon or Primitive Air, the Azoth ; 

but this is not considered in the Qabbalah as a perfect void or vacuum, a 

perfectly empty Space, but.. is thought of as the Waters or Crystalline 

Chaotic Sea, in which was a certain degree of Light inferior to that by 

which all the created were made. 

This idea of Kether as the represen tative of Existence, the Being or the 

Absolute manifested, if we consider it from the point of view just taken, 

constitutes a Perfect Form and Individuali ty, and this the Qabbalah calls 

· IV. At-teek, i. e. , the Ancien t of the Ancien ts, the Ancient, the Aged, 

and V. the At-teek Yo-meen, i. e. , Ancient of Days. (Dan. vii, 9 sg. ) 

This name must not however be confounded with At' teek-ah D'At' teck

l 7  



een, the Ancient of All the Ancients, who is Concealed . Kether is called 

the At-teek, because it is the oldest and first emanation from Ain Soph 

compared with whose splendid Light, Kether as manifested, is only as the 

Darkness and but a Shadow and a Reflection. This Sephirah is also

termed VI. Resha Hiv' rah, .,·. e. , the White Head, because it is the Light 

in which are all colours, i. e. , the diversities, conceptions, and definite 

models, of all the existences in germ or absolute totality. As the Head 

of the column of Harmony, or, of the Centre, of the Sephirothic Tree ; it 

is called VII. A' reekh An-peen or Appayeem, the Great Aspect, the Long 

in Visage or Face, also called, the Long Suffering, and VIII. the Makro

prosopon, which has the same meaning, because it contains all the quali

fications, intellectual and moral attributes ; and because the totality of all 

the Ten Sephiroth, in germ, are contained in harmony in it, and so it 

represents, IX. the Adam Qadmon and X. the Adam Illa·ah, the Primor

d ial and Heavenly Adam. We note however of A'reekh An-peen as in 
Kether, that the Qabbalah says of the A' reekh, in it is all Right side, the 

side of Mercy and not of Punishment .  The remaining nine Sephiroth 

are known as Ze'ir An-peen, the Short in Visage, the Young One, the 

Son of A' reekh An•peen. In it is Right and Left side. " The first,

says the Zohar, is the Ancient, beheld Face to Face, it is the Supreme 

Head, the Source of all Light, the Principle of all Wisdom, whose defini

tion is, the Unity. " (Zohar, iii, fol. 2926, 2896.) The A'reekh is then the

One (1) ,  the unity of number, and the second unity of lbn Gebirol ' s  phil

osophy. The symbol of Ain Soph is the 0 or circle beyond and above all

number, which is also of as much importance in all numerical calculations, 

as the nine digits. Kether is also called XI. Rum Ma-a/eh, i. e. , Inscruta

ble Height, because it is the highest of all the Sephiroth and proceeds, by

emanat ion , immediately from the Unknowable Ain Soph. The Zohar 

therefore, commenting upon : " Go forth, 0 ye daughters of Zion, and be

hold the King of Peace with Kether, t� e. , the Crown . "  (Song of Solomon 

iii, 1 1) says : " But who can behold the King of Peace, see ing that It is
incomprehensible, even to the heavenly hosts ? But he who sees Kether, 

the Crown, sees the 8he' keen-ah, i. e. , the Glory of the King of Peace. "

(Zohar ii , 1 006.) Kether is also called XII. 'Hokhmah ilia-ah, Heavenly 

Wisdom, to distinguish it from the Sephirah ' Hokhmah, which is simply

called, Wisdom. 
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In the angelic order, Kether is represented by the celestial beasts of the 

vision of Ezekiel the ' Hay-yo th haq-Qadosh, i.t. , the Holy living creatures,

of the Merkabah or Chariot-Throne. The Kerubim of Ezekiel and St. 

John. These are in the Zodiac as Taurus the Bull ,  Leo the Lion, Scorpio 

and the Eagle, and Aquarius the Man. Scorpio as a good emblem is sym

bolized by the Eagle, as an evil by the Scorpion, as a good or evil by the 

Eagle winged Serpent .  (See ante, p. 228 . )  Philosophically, Kether repre

sents, the content of the simple abstract idea of individual consciousness 

or being-hood, and therefore contains the entire emanated spiritual or 

material, existing outside of the Unknowable Ain Soph yet in which, the 

Ain Soph is both immanent and transcendental, in germ. Its symbol is 

the human eye, open. lbn Gebirol calls it : " The Form of all forms in 

the Highest Potency." Kether is likely, the  One Head in which are 

Three Heads. " The Ancient, says, the Zohar ; Its Name be praised ! Has 

Three Heads which are yet One Head. And as the Ancient is described 

by the number Three, so also the other Lights, i. e. , Sephiroth, with their 

illuminations (Lights, the other Sephiroth), are comprised in the number 

Three. " (Zohar, Idrah Zootah iii, 288b. ) Kether represents the stage 

of developing existence, termed, the Universal, and is to be referred to 

the dimension of Length. In the three-fold division of the spiritual in 

the corporeal body of man, Kether represents the Neshamah, the immor

tal spirit in man. The symbolic colour of Kether, says the great Qabba

list R. Azriel ; " is l ike the concealed Light. " The Light that is wrap. 

ped in Darkness. 

From Kether, the one, the germ and harmony, the I, Ego, individual 

consciousness and knowledge of being-hood and existence, therefore 

in Time ; emanates the two oppositions, the female and male, the 

negative and positive principles. We think that the first emanation from 

the Ego or Abstract Thought, was that of Mind, the Sephirah Bi nah, to 

which the Abstract Thought became wedded, the result being the Word 

or Wisdom, the Son, or the Association of Ideas in the Mind, wi thout 

which, Wisdom or the Word, would not be manifest to mankind. The 

letter of the Ineffable Name mn• in Binah, is the second il, the special 

Name applied by the Qabbalah to Bin�, is i1' YaH, a feminine Name, 

and it is on the Left Column, to the Sephiroth of which, the feminine 
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Name Elohim is applied. I t  i s  placed b y  many writers o n  the Qabbalah 

as the Third emanation of Ain Soph, but we are i nclined to the view that 

it is the Second. Comp. Philo i, p. 3, § i i i .

The old Qabbalists in writing down the Secret Learning frequently 

misplaced letters, words, statements, etc . ,  the proper position, meaning, 

etc . ,  of the same being taught orally to the initiate. This is evident in 

many places in the  written books of Judaism outside of the Mystical wri

tings, and is especially evident in the Synagogue Rolls. Compare in this 

connection what we quote from the Zohar, ante, p. 1 9 2, which supports 

our opinion . With Philo, the Logos or Word proceeds directly from the 

Deity, so in the doctrines of Gentile Christianity coming as it does 

through Jewish thought and Jewish Christianity ;  the Son proceeds di

rectly from the Father, yet in the account of the Incarnation of the 

Word, the Holy Spirit is placed as the medium. 

As THE SECOND SEPHIRAH WE PLACE B INAH (pron . Been-ah) i1l'.:J. 
Binah is the abstract idea of the Intellect, nous the Mind or Understand

ing, emanating from Kether or Conscio�sness of existence. It is considered 

as feminine, negative and passive ; and receives and absorbs, the impression 

of the simple abstract ideas from the androgenic Kether into itself. It is 

called the Upper She' keen-ah or Glory, and Immalz ilia-ah, i. e. , the 

Heavenly Mother ; Immalz, the Mother ; .Rua'lz lzaq· Qadoslza, i. e. , the 

Holy Spirit, etc. It is writte� " Thou shalt call Binah by the name of 

Mother. " Prov. vii, 4. (Zohar iii, 29oa. ) Malkhuth, the tenth (or seventh) 

Sephirah, is sometimes called, the Lower Mother, Lower Wi�dom and sim

ply, the She' keen-ah. The letter of the Tetragrammaton in Binah, is the 

second, the l'1 (Heh) = 5. " Binah,  in it are engraven, the ways of the 

letters ; in the original image of all details and species, etc. The (im

printed) forms of all !?pecies and their details ; the (imprinted) form of 

every herb, etc. ; and so also of the minerals, etc. And the ways of these 

images are contained in the three letters of the Holy Name. " * The latter 

part doubtlt'SS refers to ll"I' the three letters of the Tetragrammaton which 

are the symbolical letters of Kether, Binah and ' Hokhmah. In the Mod

ern Qabbalah, that of Yitz'haq Luriah, Moses Cordovero, etc., to escape 

* Comment .  to the Sepher Ye'tzeer-ab ii and iii chapters, by R. Abraham b. David

(RaBaD) of Beaucaire (d. 1 198) fol. 8, 9. 



the consequence of the Christian Trinity in the Sephiroth, they make 

proceed from ' Hokhmah as the Father, assuming Kether to be the Ain 

Soph, and Binah ,  the Mother ; a Son whom they call Da-ath, i. e. , 
Knowledge or Science. The most Ancient Qabbalah does not know such 

au emanation, and it is not one of the Sephiroth. The Triad of the An
cient Qabbalah is Kether, the Father ; Binah, the Holy Spirit or Mother ; 

and ' Hokhmah, the Word or Son ; which three are distinguished from all 

the other Sephiroth and are called the Upper Three or the Holy Sephi

roth and together form the Intellectual World, and govern the head. 

They are the Three Heads which are One Head, and are reunited in Ain 

Soph. Sometimes they compare the Three Heads to the brain which, 

without losing its unity, is divided into three lobes; and by means of the 

3:z pairs of nerves springing from them, spreads itself through the whole 

human body. " Every-Thing, that existeth, says the Zohar (iii, :z9oa ,·) 

every-thing which At-teek : Blessed be Its Name ! has formed, can endure 

only through the male and female (principles. ) "  The Modern Qabbal

list Yitz-haq Luriah, says of this, that it means in the intellectual, the 

subject and object, of the understanding. Binah is the Greek nqus, i. e. , 
mind, and as the feminine or passive principle is placed on the Left side 

of the Sephirothic Tree. Its symbol is the brooding dove. It represents 

the dimension of Depth. The Universal spiritual passive matter of Ibn 

Gebirol is paralleled by Binah. In the Qabbalah matter always corre

sponds with the female passive principle, fo be influenced by the active or

male, the forming. The symbolic colour of Binah according to R. Azriel,

is sky-blue.* From its un ion with Kether, out which it is emanated and 

to which it returns, proceeds ' Hokhmah, i. e. , Wisdom, the Word or Son, 

the Logos, called the " First-born, " which is also looked upon as ema

nated from and as returning to, the androgenic Kether, the Father or 

Harmony. 

' HoKHMAH no.:in, i. e. , W1snoM : we place as the Third Sephirah,

* The colour of the Great Crystalline Sea, the Sky, is blue ; the color of the robe of

the Virgin Mary in the Roman Church is blue, and she stands, as depicted in its sym

bolism, above the Sphere of the Active Intellect which was that of the moon, crowned 

'll'ith the stars of heaven. As to this Sphere compare the notes of Solomon Munk to his 

great Arabic and French edition of Maimonides, the Moreb ; before cited. 



but it is generally termed by the Qabbalists, the Second. The Modern

or Lurian School calls it, the Father, but Abbah the Father, by the an

cient Qabbalah, is Kether and ' Hokhmah is the Son . This Sephirah, we

assert, proceeds from Kether the Father and Binah the Mother, for myste

riously, each is in the other. It is the representative of the Association 

of Abstract Ideas in the Intellect, its result being Wisdom or Knowledge. 

It is also called by the Qabbalah, " the Only begotten Son, " " the first 

born Son of Elohim, " etc. ' Hokhmah is the Word, the Greek Logos, and

the Memrali of the Targums. By it, says St. Joh�, all things were made that

were made. According to a Talmudic explanation of Genesis i, 1 ,  B' res

liulli, i, e., beginning, should be read Be-Raiskulli, i. e., Through Wis

dom, the universe was emanated.* The letter of the Tetragrammaton in 

'Hokhmah is the third, that is l (Vav) = 6. " By means of the 32 paths, 

Wisdom is spread throughout the universe, it gives to every-thing f onn and 

measure. "  (Zohar iii , 29oa. ) The 32 ways are generally assumed by the 

Qabbalists to consist of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, which are 22 ,  

and the ten numbers or  decade, together equaling 32. ' Hokhmah is the

positive or male principle and is at the head of the Column of Benignity, 

Mercy or Grace, in the Sephirothic Tree. It parallels the Universal 

Form of lbn Gebirol. " Wisdom generates all Things," says the Zohar. 

(Comp. St. Joh? i, 1-1 5 . )  It is the Greek Sophia. From it emanate the 

seven othe� Sephiroth, the first six of which are called those of Construction 

or Building. R. Azriel says : the symbolic colour of ' Hokhmah is yellow,

perhaps a yellowish red would be more correct. This is the symbolic 

color in the Roman Church of the robe of Christ. 

The first Sephirah Kether, as we have stated, is the uni t in number and 

is the harmony of all and the content of all, the created. It emanates the 

potentiality and energy it has received by immediate efflux from Ain 

Soph, to the separated passive and feminine Sephirah, Binah the Holy 

Spirit, and from the union· is  produced ' Hokhmah , the Word or Son, 

* Comp. Prov : viii ; St .  John i, 1-1 3 ;  Ps. xxxiii, 6, 9, and other places ; Sentiments

of Philo Judeus concerning the Logos or Word, etc. : by Jacob Bryant, Cambridge, 

1 797. Christology of the Targums, by R. Young, London, 1853.  The Targums by 

Etheridge, London, 1 865, Vol. i. The Moreb Ne'book·eem of Maimonides, and what 

we have said at111, p. 206 s9. 



which is on the active or male side ; or it may be assumed, that both were 

emanated at the same instant and that each exists in the other. The 

letter of Kether is • (Yod), of Binah i1 (Heh), together YaH, the femi

nine Name. (Comp. ante, p .  1 75) ,  the third letter, that of ' Hokhmah, 

is 1 (Vav), making together, 1i1' YHV of mn• YHVH, the Tetragramma

ton, and really the complete symbols of its efficaciousness. The last i1 
(Heh) of this Ineffable Name being always applied to the Six Lower and 

the last, together the seven remaining Sephiroth ; and finding its resting 

place in the last, Malkhuth or Kingdom, the 1 0th Sephirah ; the Har

mony of a!l the Sephiroth. The first three Sephiroth as we have above 

mentioned, are called ; the Holy Upper Sephiroth, and together form a 

Triad which is a Unit and which is considered in the Qabbalah, in its 

content, as the most sacred of all the Sephiroth, as including all the 

balance-and is termed, the Upper Holy Triad, also Olam ha-Moos'kal, 

the Intellectual World or Condition. 

The Zohar says : " The At-teek-ah Qadosha, i. e. , the Holy Ancient, 

Its Name be Blessed ! exists with Three I:Ieads, which together form only 

One (Head) and that Head is Itself, which is the most elevated among 

the highest things. And because the At-teek-ah Qadosha, Its Name be 

Blessed ! is represented by the Three, all the other Lights (Sephiroth) 

which enlighten us by their rays, are equally comprised in the number

Three. " (Zohar, Idrah Zootah, iii, 2880. ) Another statement is : " There 

are Three Heads engraved one within the other, and one above the other. 

In this number, first count the mysterious Wisdom, that concealed Wisdom 

which is not ever seen wi thout a veil. The Mysterious Wisdom, is the su

preme principle of all other Wisdom. Above that first Head is the Ancient, 

whose Name be Sanctified ! that which is the most mysterious among the 

mysteries. Finally comes the Head which dominates all others ; a Head 

which is not a Head . What it contains none know nor can know ; be

cause it escapes our knowledge and our ignorance. It is for that reason 

that the Ancient, whose Name be Blessed ! is called Ayin, i. e. , the No

Thing. " " Each point of matter has three directions, viz : Length, Breadth 

and Depth ; there does not exist any-Thing Below, whose root, i. e. , per

fect prototype, is not above. Therefore it is necessary, that these three 

have a spiritual root in the first point Above, they are therefore cal led in 



their spiritual nature in the primitive Upper Point ; Kether, ' Hokhmah 

and Binah ."  (Sephtr Shepalhal, fol. 49, col. 3 . )  The Four-lettered 

Ineffable Name is considered as triadic and signifies the past, present and

future. Before the revelation of this Name, the Deity was known as .,.,

Shaddai, i. e. , the Almighty, the Powerful One, the principle of Wrath and 

Punishment and not of Mercy, and therefore the Deity not to be loved 

but feared. In this Name, 1i7 the symbol of fire, and also of the triad, is 
the first letter. In the word Messiah, 117 is in the middle, but in the word 

Jesus, the letter of fire and punishment is reversed and placed last. In 

Jesus as in ini1' the yod, comes first. lbn Gehirol says : " The Triad is

the root of every-Thing ."  It is in germ in Kether, the Will of Gebirol. 

Philo holds it to be a great mystery * and even Maimonides hints at it. 

In early Christianity the Trinity was likely an esoteric doctrine, it is not 

in the Pastor of Hermas and the African, Tertullian, appears to have been 

one of the first of the Fathers who refers to it by name, and then as if not 

generally accepted. It however appears in Matt. xxviii, 1 9  and the 

Teaching of the XII Apostles. The subject requires a thorough separate 

treatment for which we have not space in this writing. The Triadic idea, 

we think undoubtedly existed in the Secret Learning, Philo who lived in 

beginning of our present era (circa 20 B. C .-40 A. D.), holding to the same 

view ; but as a matter of course it was not the Trinity as it has been form

ulated in Christianity by Athanasius and the Greek fathers. Some of the 
theologians of the Middle Ages appear to have desired to prove that the 

Greek religious metaphysical definition was in the Jewish thought. " If thou 

art attentive to that most excellent Name of the Deity : (That is the Te

tragrammaton or four-lettered Name i11i1' YHVH),  as found explained in

the Mystery of Mysteries, thou beholdest, a Name of three letters, though 

of four symbols, one of them a twin, being written twice, (that is, the n, 
Heh.) If anybody examines them, he can see  that the very same Name, 

represents both one and three, truly each pointing to a oneness of the 

substance, so that it shows certainly the Trinity of persons. " t And the 

writer goes on to say, that the first and second letters i1' form YH (YaH),

the second and third 1i1 (HV), and the third and fourth i11 (VH) ; joined

they form the one Name YHVH. 

* Philo i, pp. 219 sq., 61 .

t Pugio Fidn. Leipzig, p .  707, b y  Petrus Alpbonsus, b .  1 o6 2  A. D .



" And this is the mystery of the three sacred Names which teach the 

Unity of three and the Tnnity of One, by the allusion of Wisdom, Reason, 

and Knowledge, and that all three are One. This is also alluded to in 
the mystery of time, which is past, present and future, just the same ; 

whence thou seest that the three souls or lives are one-threefold. " (Abra

ham Abulafia.) " It is said, Elohim created Man in His image and like

ness and perfected him in the Supreme Form, as it is stated ' And Elohim 

created man (Adam) in His image. ' Much has been sought and defined 

on this subject of the mystery of man ' s  creation in the image of Elohim, 

and we find in the Mysteries of the Thorah (Sithrai Thorah), that the in

tel/utua/ form of man is called Adam, i. e. , Man, for the skin, flesh, and 

bones are merely the garment of the man ; and for this reason it is writ

ten, (Job x, 1 1) : • Thou hast clothed me with skin and flesh and inter.

woven me with bones and sinews. ' If skin and flesh are the clothing, 

look for man within the clothing ! Observe, his completion is the result 

of three arrangements united ; with reference to which I am going to re

veal thee a most profound and sublime secret, according to that which is 

said in the Sithrai Thoran. In Ezekiel i, 26, we read ; • And upon the 

likeness of the throne, was the likeness, as the appearance of a man upon 

it, above. ' What means the l ikeness of a man ? Three degrees united 

in one, and they are the Mystery of the Supreme Truth. Thus man here 

on earth, is man, only by the union of three things which together con

stitute man, viz : spirit (Neshamah) soul (Rua'h) and the breath of life 

(Nephesh), and they really make the perfect man in the likeness of above, 

by the mystery of the three degrees united as one, for they are the like

ness of man (Adam). Such is man during his life on earth ; and when 

he dieth, the man is not dead, he is only stripped of his clothing. ' ' * 

At the end, the same says : the trinity of Wisdom, Reason and Knowl

edge, correspond to the three Names ; YHVH, our Elohim, YHVH : in 

the passage, Hear 0 Israel, etc. : called by the Israeli tes the She' mah, 

citing for this the book of Rab Ham-m'noonah Saba, which is also men

tioned in some of the oldest books bound up with Zohar. R. Moses de 

* Sep!ur Slulul llOf·Qatlosll, 1" . t . ,  the Holy Balance, by R. Moses de Leon, said to
have been written in 1 292. Third gate of the Basis of the Parts, slui-ar yt'sod lla

Klla' lolunn. 
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Leon also says : " These three lying at the well ; "  again : " The mystery of 

their  order is,  three i n  the mystery of three, each within and above the 

other, according to the order of  the tree on its roots and in its order, 

which are also the mystery of three. "* 

Abraham lbn Ezra in his  book Zakooth, allegorized the three funda

mental vowels ; 'Ho/em, 'Hurek, and Patna' h gadol, as a trinity of the 

modes of motion, upwards, downwards, and in a circle. Joseph Chiqui

tilla, or Gikitilla, has also developed the application of this vowel-allegory 

to mystical objects. t The great Qabbalist R Azriel said, that the bene

dictions in which mention is made of the Deity' s  government, are thus 

formulated : " Blessed art thou, 0 Lord our Elohim, King (Ruler) of the 

world. "l  

This shows that the Qabbalists have not based their system only upon 

the principle of shepha, i. e . ,  emanation , nor upon the unity of substance 

only, but that they have assumed an identity of thought and of existence, 

of the ideal and the real. The world was to them only the expression of 

the Ideas or Absolute Forms of the Intellect. 

Moses of Cordova, although of the modern Qabbalistic school under

stood the Ancient Qabbalah when he said ; " The first three Sephiroth, viz : 

Crown, Wisdom and Intellect, ought to be considered as the sole and 

same thing. The first represents, Knowledge (the Gnosis) or Science, 

the second that which Knows, and the third, that by which it is Known . In 

order to explain that identity, it i s  necessary to know that the knowledge 

of the creator is not that of the creatures ; for with the latter, Knowl

edge is distinct from the subject of the Knowledge and leanc; upon the 

objects which, in their turn, are distinguished from the subject. It is 

that which we describe by the three terms : thought, that which thinks, 

and that which is thought of. On the contrary the creator is Itself wholly 

at the same time, Knowledge, that which Knows, and that which is 

Known. In effect, Its manner of knowing does not consist in the appli-

* Compare De Leon's &plur lia-Rimmon, i. � . •  Book of the Pomegranite, and his

Avotialli liaq- Qadosll 1 230.  Cracow ed. JJdJrllg� sur G�scmdll� tiu Ka6'1ala, von 

Adolph Jellinek. Leipzig, 1 852, 2d part, pp. 53-56 and 69, etc. 

t See Jellinek's work, last cited •. 

t JlJid., p. xvii.



cation of Its thought to the things which are outside of Itself ; It is in 

Itself Knowledge, and in Itself Knowing, and in  Itself that It Knows 

and perceives all that which is. Not anything exists which is not united 

in It and that It does not find in Its own substance. It is the type 

(oiD, typus) of all being, and all things exist in It under their purest and 

most perfect form ; in such a manner, that even the perfection of the 

creatures is in that existence, through which, they find themselves united 

to the source of their being ; and in the measure (or proportion) that 

they are removed from It, they fall from that condition which is so per

fect and sublime. It is thus that all the existences of this world have 

their form in the Sephiroth and the Sephiroth in the source from which 

they emanate. " (Pardes Rimonim, Paradise o f  Pomegranites, fol . 55a.)  

Aristotle, Averrhoes and Maimonides, had preceded Cordovero in this

idea, the latter says : " The Holy One, Praise� be It ! knows exactly and

recognizes Its true real being ; but i t  does not know a way of knowledge 

separated from Itself, as we conceive a thing ; for we are not identical 

with our knowledge, on the other hand the creator, whose Name be 

Praised ! is with Its knowledge, as with Its life, absolutely one and the 

same. Were we to think otherwise, and desire to distinguish the divine 

substance from its knowledge or life ; we should affirm several Godheads, 

to wit : God, God's life, and God's knowledge ; and thereby fall into 

polytheism. Thou mayest say therefore : God is the Knowing One, the 

Known , and also Knowledge itself, God is all in One, etc. "*  

The three Sephirothic hypostases contain and unite i n  themselves, 

every-Thing that is, and are themselves united in the Ain Soph, the At

tee 'kah D' At-tee' keen, the Ancient of all the Ancients ; for It is in every

Thing and every-Thing is in It, and yet to the finite comprehension of 

man, the Ain Soph is Ayin, i. e. , No-Thing. They are also united and 

merged in the White Head, the At-teek or Ancient, which is the first unit 

of  number, the One, so that although described by the triad they are

nevertheless the unit. The unity of the first manifestation , that of exist-

* See Maimonides, Yad ha·<hasakah, i. �., The Mighty Hand, also called Mishna

Tborab. The first name is in allusion to Deut. xxxiv, 12 ,  and because the work con· 

sists of 14 books. ,. YaD=14. Comp. Ytsod ha- 1Mrah, C. ii. Halak. 10. Joel. 

Rclir. Pl1ilos. Sohar, p. 8, and notes. 
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ence and being-hood, and the triad of the intellectual manifestations, the 

ideas in it ; are the resume of All that which is, to man's  comprehension . 

Symbolically they are applied entirely to the head of the Makrokosmos, 

and may also refer to the three lobes of the human brain , the seat of 

thought, which together make one brain. 

The Upper Sephiroth are called by the Qabbalists, O/am lza-Moos'kal, 

i. e. , the Intellectual World. They together are the highest , most subtle 

and refined of all the Sephiroth. We can parallel them to lbn Gebirol 's  

Will, Universal Matter and Universal Form. (Comp. also the Moreh 

Ne' boo-kheem of Maimonides, i, 2 28 sq. Munk's edit. and notes . )  

From the third Sephirah 'Hokhmah, Wisdom o r  the Word, whose let

ter 1 equals 6, emanate the six following Sephiroth. These are consid

ered as the efflux of the potentiality, energy and executive power, of 

Ain Soph and the Upper Sephiroth, through the Son or Word. The 

Qabbalah therefore calls the six sides of the entire universe, the six days 

of building. They are the representative of the Special as the Upper are 

of the Universal. 

IV. OF THE SEPHIRAH ,on ' HESED, GRACE OR LovE. We will now

refer to the second three Sephiroth, which answer to the triad of lbn 

Gebirol 's soul of the world, which according to him emanated from the 

spiritus mundi. According to the Zohar, from the breast of ' Hokhmah, 

the Word, the Divine Son ; emanated six principles or Sephiroth, called : 

Sephurollz lzab-Been-jan, i. e . ,  Sephiroth of Construction .*  They sym

bolize the dimensions of matter, be it an atom or an universe, viz : 

Length, Breadth, Depth, and the positive and negative poles of each of 

* " This (our) universe consists of s ix dimensions : Above, Below, and the four sides,

in the mystery of Ze'ir An-peen, which contains six sides, etc." See Stplur Ets 4a

' Haj-ylm, i. t., the Tree of Li£e by Hay-ylm Vital of the Lurian School, fol. 26. " There · 
fore there are six working days, for the six sides of Ze' ir clothe themselves in them . 

But the Sabbath is Malkhuth, the wife " (passivity or rest ) .  (Sepher P' rts Eta 4a-Haj'· 

ylm, fol. .J, col. 3.) " As the Upper Mother has brought forth six (an allusion to the 1 
= 6 of ' Hokhmab, Wisdom, the Son), so the Lower Mother, brought forth six vessels 

of both, Genesis, says : • For in six days YHVH made heaven and earth.' "  Tiqqooneh 

ha-Zohar, fol. 22. At the Feast of Tabernacles, the Israelites waved branches of trees 
before, to each side, behind, above the bead and towards the feet ; to signify the three 

dimen�ions, Length, Breadth and Depth, and their negatives and positives, together six . 



these. The dimensions are only known through their extensions, the 

positives and negatives, and the six·sided cube symbolizes them. The 

upper three are as follows : on the Right or male side, is ' Hesed, i. t. , 
Grace. It is also called Love, Mercy, or Compassion. This is the

· 
side 

of the active principle and that of Life and Vital ity. 

This Sephirah is sometimes termed Ge'dool-ah or Greatness, also Mag

nificence. It is considered as the Right Arm of the Maltrokosmos and 

as giving life. As Mercy it would be proper to have the color white as 
its symbol. R. Azriel holds to this. It is questionable as to its symbolic 

planet, if the androgenic Venus, its color should be green, its metal cop

per, according to the ancient Chaldaic and astrological ideas. 

V. OF THE SEPHJRAH 'm!l PA' HAD. On the Left or female side, that 

of Rigor, Punishment, Fear and Severity ; is the Sephirah termed Pa'had, 

i. t. , Fear ; Deen, i. t. , Judgment or Justice ; Ge'boor·ah, i. t. ,  Judicial

Strength or Power. 

This is the side of the Passive principle, that of Death and Corruption. 

It represents the Left Arm of the Makrokosmos which symbolizes Death. 

Its planet is Jupiter. Its metal, according to the archaic Chaldaic and 

astrological idea would be tin. R. Azriel, says : i ts color is red. The 

general opinion of the Qabbalists is, that it represents Punishment. 

Jupiter however generally appears among the Jews, as Gad, and to have 

been considered a lucky planet.* The Chaldean astrological color was 

orange. The usual astrological color was, sometimes reddish-purple, or 

a violet, also a reddish-green and a dark blue. 

If the latter two Sephiroth, which are called ; " the two arms of God,"  

remained separated, some o f  the Qabbalists assert, the world could not 

exist, indeed they do not act separately for Judgment is not without 

Mercy. (Zohar iii, 1 436. ) They may perhaps be considered as the rep

resentatives of the expansion and contraction, the centripetal and centrif

ugal energies between the poles of the dimensions, acting under the Will 

of the Deity. From the first are considered to go out the virile and male 

souls, from the second, the female souls. 

* Comp. Unheard of Curiosities concerning the Talismanical Sculpture of the Per

sians, etc., by James Gaffarel, trans. into English. London, 1 650, pp. 323-6, 292. 



VI. OF THE SEPHIRAH nitton T1PH' E-RETH. The two Sephiroth, last

mentioned, unite or merge in a harmony or common centre, Tiph 'e-reth, 

i. t. , Beauty. It  symbolizes the heart and is therefore looked upon as a 

great centre, and next to Kether, the head Its symbol in nature is the 

sun, which was considered by the ancient oriental thinkers, as the heart 

of the universe ; the Qabbalah considers Tiph' e-reth as the heart of the 

Heavenly Adam, and asserts that i' rules over the heart of the earthly 

Adam or man. Tiph'e-reth is the seat of sentiment and affection and is 

considered as the expression and result of, all the ethical qualities and 

affections and the sum of all Goodness. These three Sephiroth are the 

representatives of all ethical life and perfections. They apparently coin

cide with the Universal soul of Gebirol, with its separation into the 

Neshamah, Rua'h and Nephesh. In the Sephirothic Adam, the first three 

correspond to the Neshamah, the Spirit ; so the three we ha\'e just men

tioned correspond to Rua'h, the Conscience or Ethical ,  called the 

Soul. R. Azriel says, the color of Tiph'e-reth is white-red or pink, 

perhaps a yellow-red. The white and red, may refer to i ts different 

aspects. According to the ancient Chaldaic astrological system, its metal 

would be gold, its color yellow or yellow-red, that of gold. The second 

triad is called ; O/am ha-Moor gash, i. t. , the Moral, Ethical or Sensuous,

World. 

The three Sephiroth next following, are of a dynamic nature ; they 

represent the Deity as the Foundation, Basis or General Potentiality of 

all Things, the Energy and producing Principle of all existence. 

OF NE-TZA' H n?l TRIUMPH. The first, which is on the Right side, is

called : Ne-tza' h, i. t. , Firmness or Victory, sometimes Etern ity. It 

represents the Right leg and thigh of the Makrokosmos. I ts symbolical 

planet is probably Mars. Its color would therefore, according to the 

ancient Chaldaic astrology be red. . Its metal, iron. R. Azriel says i ts 

color is, whitish-red. 

OF Hoo (pron. Hoo'd,) ,,ii SPLENDOR. The second is termed, Hod,

i. e. , Splendor or Glory. It  represents the Left leg and thigh of the Ma

krokosmos. It is probable that its symbolic planet was Mercury ; if so, 

astrologically according to the ancient Chaldaic system, its color should 

be blue ; its metal, quicksilver or mercury. R. Azriel says its color is 



reddish-white. " By Triumph and Glory, we comprehend extension, 

multiplication and force ; because all the forces which were born into the 

universe went out of their bosom, and it  is for this reason, that these two 

Sephiroth are called ; the armies (hosts) of YHVH . "  (Zohar, iii, 296a .)  

The two unite, merge, centre in and go  out of, a harmony o r  common 

principle, called Ye'sod. 

OF YE'soo (pron. Ye'soo'd,) .,,o, BASIS OR THE FOUNDATION. This

Sephirah is sometimes termed by the Qabbalists the Hidden or Mysterious 

Sephirah. It signifies the androgenic generative principle. It is the root 

of continuing existence, the link in the chain of the existences. " Every

Thing shall �etum to its Foundation, from which it has proceeded. All 

marrow, seed and energy are gathered in this place. Hence all the poten

tialities which exist go out through this. " (Zohar, iii, 296a.) These three 

attributes together, constitute only one side of the Divine Nature, namely : 

that which the Holy Scriptures, calls : " YHVH Tze'ba-oth. "  All vitality 

and life the Qabbalah considers as based on Ye'sod, the source of all 

emanated and existing Things. Its planet probably wasSatum, the color of 

which according to the ancient Chaldean astrology, i$ black. R. Azriel, 

says : white-red-whitish-red-reddish-white. Its metal by the ancient 

Chaldean system, would be lead. This people and the Hebrews, consid

ered it as the oldest of the planets. Its spirit was feared by both nat ions, 

and it was considered by both, as a star of ill-omen. The Assyrians 

called it, " the slow moving one. "* 

The three last mentioned Sephiroth, answer to lbn Gebirol's triad, 

called ; Nature. Ne-tza' h and Hod, are understood by the Zoharic 

writings, to be expansion, multiplication and potential energy, and that 

all the energies, forces and increase, which have at any time emanated 

into the universe proceed through these ; " Therefore these two Sephi

roth are called : the armies of YHVH."  (Zohar, iii, 296a. ) The Qab

balists call them, when united with their harmony Ye'sod ; Olam ha

muloang, i. e. , the Natural World ; also, Olam ha-Moola'bo, i. e. , the

Material World. " It can be designated in a modem formula natura 

nalurans contrary to nalura nalurata, the material world ."  

* Comp. i n  this connection ; Unheard o r  Curiosities, before cited, pp. 292, 3 1 5, 3 19,

330. 



OF MALKHUTH (pron. Mal'khooth,) 1'1.:>Lro KINGDOM OR DOMINION. 
This is the 7th or 10th Sephirah. It represents the harmony at the 
end, as did Kether at the commencement, of the entire Heavenly 

Archetypal Adam. It symbolizes the feet upon which the Adam Illa-ah 

rests and stands, in connection with and upon our world, the soles 

resting upon our earth, the head reaching into heaven. (Comp. Ezek. 

xliii, 7 . )  The Divine Name attached to this Sephirah is Adonai, i. e., 

Lord, the equivalent of the Ineffable Name YHVH. Its letter is i1 
which completes the name YHV. It is also termed the Queen for 

it is the She'keen-ah. (See ante p. 201 sq.)  I t  i s  also called 'Hav-ah, 

i. e. , Eve. " It is the mother of all the living and of all Things, 

and all Things which exist here Below, went from her bosom and 

are blessed by her. " (Zohar, Idrah Zootah, near the end .)  This Se

phirah represents the Concrete, and is the energy and executive power 

of the Upper Mother Binah, the Holy Spirit, the Abstract Intellect. 

Malkhuth is the She'keen-ah, the Real Presence of the Deity in the 

Church of Israel, the Glory which hovered over the Ark of the Covenant, 

the female or reflect ion of Ze'ir An-peen, and is the creating spirit .  I t  

i s  also called, the Bride of the Spouse. It represents the Sabbath or  7 th 

day, the close of the Construction or  Building of the Universe, the  Rest 

Day or Harmony of All. Its angel is Metatron, the Great Angel of the

Covenant. The sum total of all the angelic forces or ministering ener

gies. The angel as to whom the Deity said to Moses " My Name is in 

him," beware of offending him. The letters of the name Metatron = 

3 1 4, and those of Shaddai, the Almighty = 3 14, having the same num

ber value, by the Talmudic and Qabbalistic rule called Gematria, they 

are considered as equal. It is to be noted that Shaddai was the deity to 

be worshipped in Fear, and YHVH in Love. The latter was the Merci

ful One. Metatron is also the one to be feared. Ex. xxiii, 20-23 ; xvi, 

10 ; xxxiii, 2. 

Malkhuth does not represent any distinct attribute but is the sum total 

of all the Scphiroth, and the Divine Government over the universe, the 

absolute Kingdom, the totality therefore unity, of all the Sephiroth over 

the entire universe. It is similar to Ibn Gebirol 's  Divine Power, which 

he says ; is predominant in all the existences, penetrating them by virtue 

of the potentiality of the Will and not leaving any vacuum, but establish-
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ing perfect harmony among them. It i s  also considered as the sphere or 

orbit of the Moon, that is of the Active Intellect.* Its colcn is l ike the 

light reflecting all colors. The transparent light of the universe around 

us in which are all the prismatic colors. 

Many of the Qabbalists claim, that the first chapter of Genesis applies 

only to the Prototypic or Upper Adam, \\·ho was androgenic and made 

in the image and likeness of Elohim. That the repetition of the expres

sion " said " or desired, three times therein applied to the Man, refers to 

the three spiritual natures of the Upper Adam which his copy, the 

earthly Adam had from his creation. The last male-female creation, they 

say, referred to the world-nature necessary for the mundane existence of 

man and i ts continuance. The Upper Adam is not made of " the 

dust," and indeed the second account expressly says, the plants, i. e. , 

man, were not yet on the earth and the terrestrial man did not yet exist. 

The entire earth was enveloped in a thick mist. Afterwards the earthly 

man was made of " the dust of the ground " and " the breath of life ,"

the Nephesh, was " breathed into his  nostrils," or  fau, by YHVH Elo

him, only then the dust-man " became a living soul." A Garden of 

Eden, according to the first account, did not exist for the Upper 

Man. The Qabbalists say, the Garden or Paradise was pure abstract 

human thought in which was planted, the tree of the Good and Evil and 

also therein was the tree of vitality, of life. 

* As  to the different spheres, con�ult the valuable Notes of Solomon Munk, to h ia

magnificent edition of Maimonide's Morch in Arabic and French. 

1 8  Fi&11re 28. 
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XIV. 

THE AIN SOPH AND THE SEPHIROTH CONTINUED. OF THE AYIN. VIEW 
OF THE ANCIENTS AS TO IDEAS. OF THE TRUE AND OF ILLUSION. 

SOUND, RHYTHM, COLOR. QUOTATIONS FROM THE ZOHAR AS TO TIIE 

SEPHIROTH. THE PROTOTYPIC MAN. THE SEPHIROTH AS BETIVEEN 

THEMSELVES. THE SEPHIROTHIC PILLARS. OF AZRIEL AND HIS WRI

TINGS. ANALYSIS OF HIS COMMENTARY ON THE SEPHIROTH. 

T
HE Zohar (ldrah Zootah iii, 2880) says : " The Ancient of the

Ancients, the Unknown of the Unknown, has a form yet also 

has not any form. It has a form through which the Universe is 

maintained, It also has not any form as It cannot be comprehended. 

When It first took this form * It permitted to proceed from it (Kether) 

nine brilliant Lights, which illuminating through it (Kether) spread upon 

all sides a brilliant light. Let us think of a light which is elevated and 

which spreads its rays in all directions : if we desire to g rasp these rays, 

it will be impossible, as we will perceive they all proceed from the one 

light. Just so the Holy Ancient is an elevated (Absolute) Light, but 

completely hidden and incomprehensible in Itself, and we can conceive It 

only through Its manifestation in these diffusing Lights (the Sephiroth) 

which are however on the �me side, only partly visible, and yet on the 

other side, are partly concealed. Thest (in /heir lolalily) conslilult, /ht 

Holy Namt YHVH. " " It is the Ancient of the Ancients, t the Mystery 

of the Mysteries, "the Unknown of the Unknown. It has a form which 

• Kether, the Crown. The Will in lbn Gebirol.

t Not " the Ancient of ALL the Ancients," who is the Ain Soph. 



appertains to It, since It appears (through it) to us, as the Ancient Man 

Above All, as the Ancient of the Ancients, and as that which there is the 

Most Unknown among the Unknown. But under that form by which It 

makes Itself known, It however still remains the Unknown. I ts vestment 

appe_ars white and Its aspect is that of a veiled face. It is seated upon a 

throne of fiery sparks which submit to Its Will . * * * From 

Its head It shakes a dew, which awakens the dead and makes them re-born 

into a new life. It is because of this that it is written : ' Thy dew is a 

dew of the light .' It is that dew, which is the nourishment of the Holy 

Ones of the Highest Order. It is the manna, prepared for the Just (Pious) 

in the life to come. This dew descends unto the field of the sacred fruits 

(the saints). The aspect of this dew is white as ( the whiteness of) a crys

tal, the color of which contains all colors * * * The length 

of the Face, from the top of the head is that of three hundred and seventy 

times, ten thousand worlds. It is called the Long in Aspect (the Makro

prosopos, or, A' reekh An-peen) for such is the Name of the Ancient of 

the Ancients ."  * 

The name Ayin, (A'y-een) No-Thing is said to come from Job (xxviii, 

1 2) " And Wisdqm, where <r!!I;? mai-a'y-un, literally : from no-thing)

shall it be found ? and where is the place, of Understanding 1"t The � 

sage was only used by the Qabbalists to help the retention, by the mem
ory, of the doctrine as to Ayin . The same system was used by the Rab

bins in the Talmudic teachings. Beyond man's comprehension is the 

nQ·fhing because man's mind only comprehends the I/zings. Ayin does not 

mean, nothing in the sense of the absolute negation of everything, if it did 

mai-a'y-un could not be translated where 1 This interrogative where 1 to 

the mind of the questioner at once implies a negation of there, and con
veys the idea of a not-knowing and the prompting of a question, which 

may admit of an explanatory answer ; thereby proving that the JV/ure I 
points to an idea which on account of its apparent unreachableness, un

knowable essence and real invisibleness ; is to the questioner immediately 

as if a no-thine, but to the questioner only, for in reality an absq/ute nq//t

inc or negation within the reach of man's comprehension is impossible 

* Zohar i i i, fol. 1 28a.
t See, Cahen's Great French Bible, note to this verse. 



and is entirely beyond his (limited) thought. The idea altogether excludes 

the idea of a some-thing (otherwise it would be within his reach) and re· 

fers to the absolute no-thing, in abstract and absolute endlessness and in

comprehensibility, which exists and rules as the Supreme Deity ; therefore 

the Qabbalists claim, that " the highest degree ' '  of the Godhead is to man 

as Ayin that is, not even an idea. This word Ayin is more properly a defi

nition than name, and comes within the sphere of theosophical science, 

intimately connected with the spirit of Divine wisdom, and breathes in 

the Mosaic writings even above Eh'yeh and YHVH and God's attributes ; 

yet comes within the sphere of the Old Testament. Ayin is non ms but 

not absolutely non esl, and far from asserting a description of the Deity 

as non-being, is abstractly to say, the Supreme is not a being (tns) among 

known existing beings, but is a no- Tlting among the world of Things ; the 

Supreme is the uncreated as far as man in the matter-body can know, is 

a non-something, opposed to and far above, the created some-thing, which 

is physically and spiritually the Hebrew yai'sh, Chaldaic ttlh. The phrase

yaish mai-a'y-ttn, i. t. , Some-thing out of No-thing, is the meaning of 

creation tx nihilo. 
Thought in the ancient world was realistic. Ideas must have a real ex. 

istence, they were not mere form and opinions which might be changed, 

this thought is especially evident in archaic Greek philosophy and it was 

this that Parmenides and Plato sought to change. With Plato, in the 

Parmenides, came the new thought that every subjective must have an ob

jective. See anlt, p. I 1 3. Ideas are only a material symbolism acting in 

our minds. Realism is not the true, nor is nominalism the t rue, the near

est approach to what is pure ideality is conceptualism. But even concep

tualism is inferior to the infinite subtilety of language and thought, for 

unformed ideas float in our minds which are too subtile even for concep

tion, which are only intuitions, and which cannot find any mental S)"lll

bolism nor absolute formulations, nor any means of visible expression. 

The matter-world is perpetually changing and is therefore neither the 

True nor the Real ; it presents to us nothing but uncertainty and mere 

appearance, is the Hindu Maya or Illusion. But the prototypic ideals are 

the True and the Real and are like the motionless shadows cast upon run

ning water, they resist the force of change and motion, and afford a true 



basis for the understanding of the things. This conception is Oriental but 

also that of Pythagpras and Plato. (Comp. Aristotle's Metaphysics i, 6 . )  

This highest ideal world wai; called by  the Jews, the Heaven of Heavens. 

How are we to bridge this chasm between the Real divine and the 

Un-Real human, the absolute ideas and the ideas in us ? This is the 

stumbling block of Kant, Hamilton and Plato, as it is of all philosophy. 

The Theosophists and Mystics have endeavored to solve it through the 

ecstatic condition, but how successfully is for the reader to judge. 

" A  hair, perhaps, divides the False and True,

Yes : a single Alif were the clue-

Could you but find it-to the Treasure-house 

And peradventure, to the Master too." 

The Hebrew Qabbalah teaches, that sound is the inner soul of color, 

and that the rhythmus is the inner spirit of all life, and for this reason, 

the lower life by its conformity with the rhythmic motion of the upper 

heavenly l ife, is drawn towards it and is merged in its prototype ; be

cause similar affect similar, in a peculiar, unknown or  magical manner. 

For this reason not only among the Israelites but in the culte of all the 

Pagan nations, the play of colors and the sounds of music act in accord ; 

this is clearly set forth in the ancient books of the Chinese. So we have 

the 7 colors, 7 in the musical scale, also 7 vowels, all apparently in affini ty. 

The Zohar also says : " ' To whom then will ye compare Me, or to 

whom shall I be equal ? Says the Holy One ' (Is. xi, 2 5) .  Among all the 

creatures, although created in my s imilitude, there is not one like Me. I 

can even destroy the form, in which I may show Myself to the world, 

and reproduce the manifestation of Myself, repeatedly in many different 

(forms). No other Deity is above Me, who can destroy My form. 

Therefore it is said in the Scripture ; ' Our Rock (Deity) is not like their 

rock (deity) ,  our enemies may judge for themselves. ' (Deut . xxxii, 3 1 . ) 

But should some one say : It is said : ' Ye have seen no manner of simili

tude, ' (Deut. iv, 1 5  ;) to him can be answered : In this one form, we have 

. seen YHVH, of which it is said of Moses, ' the likeness of YHVH shall 

he behold ' (Num. xii, 8), but not under any other similitude ; with 

justice the prophet, says : ' To whom will ye compare Me ? '  To whom 

wil l ye compare YHVH ? What form shall represent the Supreme ? 



(Is. xi, 1 8. )  Because form is not an attribute of the Supreme in Its Place 

(Ma-qqm, i. e. , Abode or Reality), but the Holy One has condescended to 
govern the universe and to spread Its Glory (She' kheen-ah) over all the 

created (therein), It therefore appears (through the She'kheen-ah) to each 

one, according to his (that man's), comprehension, insight, and imagina

tion. This is the meaning of the verse : •Through prophetic images and 

representations ' (Hosea xii, 1 0) .  Elohim (God) therefore speaks in the 

above text, as i f  saying : Although I represent Myself to you, in your 

own form, yet you cannot compare me to any Thing. Before the Deity 

had created any form in this (our) universe, before the Holy One had 

brought forth any image, It was alone, without form, and without any 

similitude whatever, who can conceive of the Supreme Deity as It was 

before the creation, for It then was formless ? It is therefore prohibi ted 

to represent the Supreme Holy One under any kind of image or under 

species of form, yea even by Its Holy Name, by a letter or by a point. 

To this refer the following words : • Ye saw no manner of similitude on 

the day that YHVH spake with you ' (Deut. iv, 5) .  That is, ye saw not 

anything, that ye could represent under any kind of form, or species of 

image. But after the Deity had emanated the  form of the Upper 

Man (Adam Illa-ah), It used the same, as a chariot (Merk:tbah), so as to 

descend (through it) ; It desired to be named after this fonn, wlziclz is the

Sacred Name YHVH. It desi red that it be known, according to I ts 

attributes, according to each attribute separately, and It permitted Itself 

to be called : • Elohim of Mercy ; '  ' Elohim of Justice (or Righteous

ness) ' ; ' Almighty One ' ;  ' Elohim of Tze'ba-oth ' ;  and the • Existing 

One. '*  The Deity intended thereby, that Its attributes (qualifications) 

be recognized by its creatures and that it be known, how Its Mercy and 

Compassion extended throughout the entire universe, as well as Its poten

tiality (energy and power). For if It had not diffused Its Ligh t upon all 

Its creatures how could we know the Deity ? How could be accom

plished, that which is written (Is. vi, 3) : • The world is full of Its Glory ? '  

Woe to the man who even compares the Holy One with Its own attri

butes, much less with those of man himself, who came from the earth and 

who falls into corruption. We must consider the Deity as exalted above 

• Comp. with this the 13 Middoth. Exod. xxxiv, 5-8. 
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all creatures and all attributes, but beyond that which the attribute ex

presses we cannot conceive of the Supreme. If we divest the Deity of all 

these things, if we leave (to It), neither an attribute, nor an image, nor a 

form, the remainder is like a far stretching ocean ; for the waters of the 

ocean in and for themselves, are boundless and formless, and it is only 

when they spread themselves upon the earth, that they assume an image 

or a form (Dimyon). We can now make the following calculation : the 

st!Uru of the water of the ocean and the flume or stream of water proceed·

ing from the source, so to spread itself further, are two. A great reser

voir is then formed, just as if a huge hollow or excavation had been 

dug ; this reservoir is called, ocean, and is the third. This unfathomable 

depth, ocean, then divides into seven streams, resembling seven long 

Kai/em, i. e. , Vessels (or Vases). The source, the flume or stream, the 

ocean, and the seven streams (Kai/em) together make Im. And if the 

Master breaks these vessels which he has made, the waters return to the 

source, and then remain only the fragments of these vessels, dried up and 

without any water. It is in this way, the Cause of All Causes, emanated 

the Ten Sephiroth. Kether, the Crown, is the source from which streams 

forth an unceasing infinite Light : hence the name Ain Soph (the End· 

less, or Infinite) by which the Highest Cause is designated : for It (in its 

Supreme Absoluteness) has neither form nor formation and there is not 

any means whereby to comprehend it or in any way know it. Hence it 

is written • Seek not out the things that are too hard for thee, neither 

search the things that are above thy strength. ' (Ecclus. iii, :21 .) The

Deity then emanated a vessel, as small as a (mathematical) point, like the 

letter • (Yod) which is filled from this source (i. e., the Ain Soph) by the 

Divine Light. This is the source of Wisdom, nay it is Wisdom itself ! 

This was the Sephirah ' Hokhmah, after which the Supreme Cause, allowed 

Itself to be called : • Wise God. '  Afier this It made a great vessel resem

bling the ocean, this is called (Binah) Intelligence (or Understanding) : 

hence comes the name • Intelligent God. ' But it must, however, be un· 

derstood in this connection, that the Deity is Wise and Intelligent

through Itself alone, for Wisdom does not of itself deserve its name 

through itself, but only through the Wise One, who has filled it with the 

Light which flows from Itself ; just so Intelligence is not comprehended 
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through itself, but through the Being who is intelligent, and fills it with 

Its own substance. The Deity needs only to withdraw Itself and Intelli

gence would be dried up and useless. This is also the meaning of the 

words ' As  the waters run out from the sea, (perhaps, lake) and the bed 

of a river becomes dry and parched up. ' (Job xiv, 1 1 .  Comp. Is. xix, 

5 .) The ocean is finally, divided as if into seven streams, and the seven

costly Vessels (Kai/em or the Sephiroth) are produced, which are called : 

'Hesed Mercy or Grace, and Ge' d(}(J/-alz, i. e . ,  Grandeur,. Ge' boQr-a/i (Judi

cial Strength) ; Tiplz' e-rellz (Beauty) ; Ne-lza'lz (Triumph or Victory) ; 

Hod (Glory) ; Ye'sod (Foundation or Basis) ; and Malklzutlz (Kingdom). 

Therefore (answering to these attributes or Sephiroth) the Deity is called : 

the Great or Merciful ; the Mighty ; the Glorious ; the God of Victory ; 

the Creator, to whom all Glory appertains and Space belongs, and the 

Foundation of all Things. Upon the last attribute all the others are based, 
as well as the totality of the worlds. Finally, . the Deity is also King of 

the Universe, for everything is in Its power ; It can diminish the number 

of the Vessels, and increase in them the Light which streams from them, 

or reduce it, just as it pleases the Holy One. For these Vessels, It made 

subordinate to them and for their use, a Throne, which has four feet and 

six steps, together ten . (Note. This is the second world, Beriah, or 

B' ree-ah, see hereafter. ) Subordinate to this Throne for its use, the Holy 

One created, ten Hosts of Angels, finally It created Samael and his hosts, 

which are used by the Angels as clouds, upon which they descend to 

earth, or, as if  horses, upon which !hey ride. So it is said in the Scrip

ture : ' Behold YHVH rides upon swift clouds, coming to Egypt, and 

the gods (elohim) of Egypt tremble before Him. ' "* 

The Zohar calls the First World JJ'yoofl.nalz, i. e. ,  form or 

image. It is that of Adam Illa-ah, the Celestial Prototypic Adam or 

Man. The Second World Kur'sey-alz, i. e . ,  the Throne. The Third 

World Mala' hay-ah, i. e . ,  the Angels, and the Fourth, our Matter-World, 

Ga/goo/um, i.e. , the Planetary World also that of the Q' lijJpotlz or Shells. 

The Universe as an entirety, is looked upon by the Qabbalah as the 

vestment or " garment of God." The Zohar tells us ; " When the Hid
den of all the Hidden, willed to manifest Itsel f, It first made a point 

• Is. xix, 1. Zohar i i ,  426-.JJa f Bo.



(Kether, the first Sephirah also called A'reekh An-peen), shaped i t  into a 

Sacred Form (i. t. , the totality of all the Sephiroth, the Adam Illa-ah, or 

Adam Qadmon) and covered it with a rich and splendid garment, that is 

the universe." Ibid. ,  i, 2a. ) Ibn Gebirol starts out with this idea in the

commencement of his Me'qOr ' Hay-ytm. 

The idea of a first ideal or prototypic androgenic Man is of great an

tiquity in the metaphysical religions of the Orient, and we think, may 

be found in the oldest writings of the Akkadians, Babylonians, Chalde

ans, Hindus, Chinese and Egyptians : even in the Greek philosophy, 

especially in Plato, and in Philo Judzus and St. Paul, and there are 

images of the Great Man in Daniel and Ezekiel. (In Plato see the Sym

posium. Prof. Jowett's Plato, i, pp. 50�. Geo. Burges' Plato, iii, 

pp. 508-14. )  It appears also among the aborigines of America. (Comp. 

Plates anlt, pp. 1 20,  142, 1 5 7, 164.) 

It must also be noted that each Sephirah of this trinity of triads is also 

considered as containing within itself a triad, viz : 

I. It has its own absolute characteristics ;-Therefore is the Special. 

II. Is passive and receiving that from above ;-Therefore is the Concrete.

III. It is active and emanating to that which is below ;-Therefore is the

Universal. 

The Zohar (iii, 2886) says : " Just as the Holy Ancient is represented 

by the number three, so all the other lights (Sephiroth) are of a threefold 

nature. " However within this triad in each Sephiroth is a unit, and in 

this trinity of triads, there is also a trinity of units in the totality of all 

the Ten Sephiroth. Three of the Sephiroth ; Kether, Tiph'e-reth and 

Malkhuth, constitute, as we have seen, the uniting links or harmony be

tween the three pairs of the oppositions, the male and the female, or the 

positive and negative ; and thereby are produced, the Intellectual, Ethi

cal, and Material worlds in unison as a triad ; and these three Sephiroth 

together, form the Middle Pillar of the Sephirothic Tree or Diagram. 

From the important positions they occupy, each of these Sephiroth is 

considered, as representing the World or condition of which it is the 

harmony. The division is perpendicular in three Columns or Pillars. 

I . That on the Right, known as the Active, Positive Male side, or Pil

lar of Mercy (Sithrai Ytmttn-ali amoodali J)' Huot!) ; is composed of the 



three Sephiroth on that side which are usually called, Wisdom, Mercy, 

Firmness. 

II. That on the Left, is the Passive, Negative, Female side, or Pillar of

Judgment (Si'tlzrai' D' sama/alz amoodalz D' Dunalz), representing the

principle of Rigor or Punishment. It is composed of the three Sephi

roth on that side, usually called ; Intellect, Judgment (also Fear) and 

Splendor. 

III. The four Sephiroth in the Centre of the Tree or Diagram, repre

senting Mildness (Ra' lza-mayoon), composed of the harmonies of the 

triads, is called the Middle Pillar (Am(}()da/z D' amzootlzalz). 

I. Kether, the Crown, the Brain ; is used to designate the Intellectual 

World, and represents, the Neshamah, the Spirit. 

II. Tiph'e-reth, Beauty, the Heart ; is used to designate the Ethical world .

It is called the King or Holy King and represents Rua'h, the Soul. 

III. Malkhuth, Kingdom, which unites and merges in itself all the Sephi

roth, is used to represent the Material World, instead of Ye'sod,

Foundation, which is termed, the Hidden or Suppressed Sephirah .

Malkhuth in this capacity is called, the Queen (Malkltootlzalz) or the

Matron (Malro' nu/lzalz). It represents Nephesh, the Animal Vitality

or Body. The energy, potency, and power of all the Sephiroth, are

therefore considered to be, in Kether, Tiph'e-reth, and Malkhuth ;

but Malkhuth, the Queen, the She'kheen-ah, contains all in harmony.

Kether, the Crown, is the representative of the manifested spiritual 

substance of the Absolute. ls the Unity in number, the Supreme One. 

Tiph' e-reth, Beauty, the highest perfection of life and ethics, has its rep

resentative in the planetary world in the spirit or energy of the Sun,  

whose light gives vitality and preservation to  all the created on this earth. 

It is the representative of the Ideal Beauty or Goodness. 

Malkhuth, Kingdom, is the re-united action of all the Sephiroth, the 

Real Presence of the Deity in the midst of Its creation ; the She' kheen-ah 

or Glory of YHVH Elohim, of Adonai, the Lord, and is the immanent 

energy of all the emanated Things. Its representative in the planetary 

world is the Moon. These three constitute the column of the Middle, a 

Triad. 



The Crown is always A' reekh An-peen, the Great Face or Long in 

Aspect. 

Beauty, is the Holy King, or, the King. 

Malkhuth, Kingdom, is the She'kheen-ah, the Queen, the Matro' nee

thah, the Divine Presence. Its representative is the spirit or energy of 

the Moon, of the planet which obtains all its light from the Sun ; the ruler 

of the lowest planetary sphere in connection with the earth. The 

existence on this earth the Qabbalah holds, is only a reflection or image, 

of the great Ideal Beauty or Goodness in the Above. 

As to the active energies of the King and Queen, whom the Qabbalists 

frequently term, /lie Two Facts. (Zohar, iii , fol. 106.) These form an 

androgenic principle whose constant endeavor is to shed upon the world 

new life and kindnesses and preserve and perpetuate, under the Will of 

the Supreme Deity, the work of the original creation. The reciprocal af

finity of the Two Faces, operates in two ways, sometimes it is from Above

to Below, then the existence and life go out of the Highest World affect 

ing the objects of nature ; sometimes on the contrary, it goes from the 

Below to the Above, that is from this, our world of illusion, change and 

unreality, to the real and true and Absolute, Above ; and takes back to 

the Highest, the existences entitled to such a return . 

One of the earliest writings after the period of lbn Gebirol, which sets 

forth the system of the Qabbalah philosophically ;  that has escaped the 

general destruction of the Hebrew writings in the Middle Ages, is the 

Commentary on the Ten Sephiroth, by R. Azariel or Azriel ben Mena

'hem, perhaps, ben Solomon ; also called by some of the Jewish authors of 

the XIII century, Ezra. He was born in Valladolid, Spain, drca 1 1 60 

A. D. and is said to have died in 1 238, aged 78. He was distinguished as 

a Philosopher, Talmudist, Qabbalist, and Commentator on the Hebrew 

Holy Writings, and he tells us, that he travelled much in search after the 

Secret Wisdom. He is said to have been a pupil of the celebrated Qab

balist R. Yitz-haq the Blind, and master of the erud_ite Qabbalist R. Moses

ben Na'hman (Nachmanides) called by the Jewish authors, acrostically, 

RaMBaN. Azriel wrote a number of works, some of which have reached 

our day in MSS. , others, which were printed at an early date. The one 

we are most interested in is his : Sha-alolh u-lh'shoobolh al turStfoirolh, 



i. e. , Explanation of the Ten Sephiroth in Questions and Answers. In 

the edition of Warsaw of 1 798, at the end, is : " He who wishes to be

come wise must tum towards the South ," i. e. , towards the �phirah

Tiph'e- reth, Beauty ; symbolized by the spirit of the Sun, the potenoy of 

the South. " He who desires to become rich must turn towards the 

Sephirah Tzad-dek, Righteousness ; which is the potency of the North, 

and a memorial sign for thee is : The Table is in the North, the Candlestick 

in the South. ' And to my maker I will ascribe (give) righteousness, '  

(Job xxxvi, 3,) refers to  the saying : • The She'kheen-ah i s  in the West, ' 

which means that the West is avver- YaH, i.e. ,  the zther (azoth) of Adonai 

(the Lord) , and Or YaH, i. e. , the ' Light of the Lord, '  and that is the

She'kheen-ah. As to the question whether (in this wisdom) there is a giver 

and a receiver, the (position and work of the) Cherubim may answer, for 

they appear like man and wife and such is the love for you which comes 

from the Holy One, Blessed be His Name ! We read (Job xxiii, 1 3) 'And 

his soul desireth her and he acts ' and in Isaiah vi, 3, ' And one calleth 

to the other ' which the Targum translates : ' And they receive one from 

another. ' At times each doeth for himself, at times they do alike, at 
·
times one doeth the work of the other, and at times they reverse their 

work. (Job, xxiii, 8-10.)  With reference to which the Rabbins say : Great 

is the power of the righteous Oust) for they turn the quality of Severity 

(Fear or Rigor) into the quality of Mercy (Grace), but the wicked do the 

contrary and where there is a lacking the work is cut off, and such an one 

is called Tum/um, i. e., stopped up. Concerning such an one i t  is said : 

(Job xxvi, 9,) ' He closed the Face of the Throne, He spread His cloud 

over i t ' ;  and it is also written : (Prov. xxv, z ,) ' The honor of Elohim
(God) is to conceal a th.ng. ' And these things are proceeded with in 

the fourth wake of the night and in the fourth wake of the day of their 

festival. So far the words of R. Azriel which he received from Moses ben 

Na'hman . ' '  Azriel tells us when he first expounded in Spain, the Secret 

Wisdom which had been taught to him through Tradition, he was derided 

by the philosophers under the influence of Aristotelianism, who only held 

that to be true which could be expounded and proved, logically. For 

their instruction, he therefore endeavored to give the Secret Wisdom a 



logical dress. Azriel belonged to that Qabbalistic system which was ex

pounded by the School of Gerona. * 

The following is a translation of the condensed analysis of the, Com

mentary on the Sephiroth, as  made by Dr. Jellinek according to Spinoza's 

form of Ethics. t 

Definition I. By the Being who is the originator and governor of all 

Things, I understand the Ain Soph, i. e. , an infinite Being, unlimited 

and with Itself absolutely identical, united in Itself; without attributes, 

will, intention, desire, thought (idea ), word or action. Answers 2 

and 1 2 . 

Definition IL By Sephiroth, I understand the potencies emanating from 

the Absolute Ain Soph, emanating as the by quantity limited entities, 

which like the will, which without changing its nature, wills the different 

objects that are the possibilities of the multifarious Things. (Ans. 3 
and 9 . )  

Proposition I .  The primary cause and governor of the world i s  Ain 

Soph, who is as well immanent as transcendental. (Ans. 1 . )  

Proof (a). Each effect is the result of a cause, and every thing that 

has order and is according to a design (plan) has a governor. (Ans. 1 . ) 

Proof (b). Everything visible is limited, whatever is limited is finite, 

whatever is finite is not absolutely identical ; the primary cause of the 

* He is known to us principally by " The Commentary on the Ten Sephiroth hy way

of Questions and Answers " which first was made known in the Derekh Emoonah, i. e. , 

Path of Holiness, by Meier Jbn Gubbai, Padua, 1 563,and tbe Avodoth haq·Qadosb, i. e., 

the Service or Holiness, called also, The Vision of the Lord, Mantua, 1 545 ; subse

quently it is to be found in " A  Collection of Qabbalistic Treatises," by Gabriel War

schawer, Warsaw, 1 798. It was republished, Berlin, 1850. Comp. also Dr. Hinch 

Graetz, Gesd1id1te der J11dm, vi i ,  p. 448 s9. and Dr. A. Jellinek's Bn"trqe s11r Ge· 

1tltid1tnier Ka66ala. Leipzig, 1 852, Vol i, pp. 62-66, ii, 32 s9. 

t See Brilrllge, etc, ; just cited, Vol. i, p. 61 s9. The statement in,  The Kabbalah Un.

veiled, etc.; by S. L. Mac-Gregor Mather, London, 1 887, p. 38, as far as it implies the 

origin of the subject matter as by Dr. Jellinek is not correct, Mr. Mather is also incorrect 

(p. 15)  in his statement as to the books contained in the Zohar ; IJ and �. 26 and 27, are 
not in it. Nes.-hamab and NepeS<"h used by Mr. Mather a.re German, in Eoglis.h, the 

eztra c is not necessary. 
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world is invisible, consequently is unlimit�d, infinite, absolutely identical, 

i. e. ,  i t  is the Ain Soph. (Ans. 2 . )
Proof (c). As the primary cause of  the world i s  infinite, so  nothing

can exist outside (without, or extra) to It ; consequently It is immanent . 

(Ans. 2 . )  
Scholion. As the Ain Soph i s  invisible and exalted, so  also is it the 

root of both faith (belief) and of unbelief. (Ans. 2 .)  
Proposition II. The mediaries between the absolute Ain Soph and the 

material world, are the Sephiroth. 

Proof. As the material world is limited and not perfect, therefore it 

cannot proceed directly from the Ain Soph ; still the Ain Soph must 

exert Its influence over it, for in the opposite case Its perfection would 

cease. Consequently the medium must be the Sephiroth, for they in 

their intimate connection with the Ain Soph are perfect, and in their sev

erance, imperfect. (Ans. 3 . ) 

Scholion. As all that exists originated by means of the Sephiroth, so 
there is an upper, a central (higher), and a lower, degree of the material 

world. (See below, Proposition VI. )  

Proposition III. The mediating Sephiroth are ten. 

Proof. Each body has three dimensions (length, breadth and depth), 

each one of which repeats the other (3 x 3 = 9) ; and if we add thereto 

the relation of Space in general, the result will be the number ten. As 

the Sephiroth are the potencies of all that is limited, there must be ten . 

(Ans. 4. ) 
Scholion (a) . The number ten does not stand as a contradiction of the 

absolute unity of the Ain Soph, as one is the basis of all numbers, plu

rality proceeds from unity, the germ includes the development, just as 

fire, flame, sparks and the color, have one basis, although each is different 

from the other. (Ans. 6 . )  

Scholion (b). Just as all cogitation o r  thought and even the mind as a 

cogitated object, is limited, becomes concrete and has a measure ; 

although thought abstractly proceeds from Ain Soph ; so the attributes 

of the Sephiroth are, l imit, measure and concretion. (Ans. 7.) 

Proposition IV. The Sephiroth are emanated and not created. 

Proof I. As the absolute Ain Soph is perfect so also must the Sephiroth 



proceeding therefrom be perfect ; therefore they are not created.

(Ans. 5 . ) 
Proof II. All that is created decreases through abstraction ; the Sephi

roth do not decrease, for their activity never ceases ; consequently they 

cannot be created. (Ans. 5 . )  
Scholion. The first Sephiroth was i n  the Ain Sop h a s  a dynamis (power) 

before it became a reality ; then the second Sephirah emanated as a 
potency for the Intellectual World ; later the other Sephiroth emanated 

for the Moral World and the World evident to our senses, i. e. , the Mate· 

rial and Natural World. But this does not imply a pius and poslen'us, or 

a gradation in the Ain Soph, but just as an ordinary light contains, as in
an unity in itself, the lights kindled from it which also give light sooner 

or later and differently, so the Ain Soph embraces all in a unity. 

(Ans. 8 .)  

Proposition V. The Sephiroth are both active and passive (ma9a6el 

v'metli-9a6al) emanating and receiving in themselves. 

Proof. As the Sephiroth do not abolish the unity of the Ain Soph, so 

each one of the preceding receives from its predecessor and imparts to 

its successor, i. e. , is at the same time both active ( imparting) and 

passive (receptive). (Ans. 1 1 .) 
Proposition VI. The first Sephirah is termed RQm Ma'a-leh, i. e. , 

Inscrutable Height ; the second ' Hokhmah, i. e . ,  Wisdom ; the third 

Binah, i. e. , Understanding ; the fourth ' Hesed, i. e. ,  Love ; the fifth

Pa'had, i. e. , Fear ; the sixth Tiph'e-reth, i. e., Beauty ; the seventh 

Ne-tza'h, i. e. , Firmness ; the eighth Hod, i. e. , Splendor ; the n inth 

Tzad-dek Ye'sod Olam, i. e. , the Righteous are the Foundation of the 

World ; the tenth Tzad-dek, i. e . , Righteousness. 

Scholion (a) . The first three Sephiroth form the World of Thought 

(Idea) ; the next three, the World of Soul ; the last four, the World of 

Corporeity ; they therefore : correspond to the Intellectual, Ethical and 

Material, Worlds. (Ans. 1 0.) 
Scholion (b ). The first Sephirah stands in relation to the Soul in so far 

as the latter is termed Ye'hedah, i. e. , Unity ; the second, in so far as i t
i s  named ' Hay-yah, i. e . ,  the Living ; the third in so far as i t  i s  named

Rua'h, i. e. , Spirit ; the fourth in so far as it is named Nephesh, i. e. ,
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Vital Principle ; the fifth in so far as  i t  i s  named Neshamah, i. e. , Soul ; 

the sixth acts upon the blood ; the seventh upon the bones ; the eighth 

upon arteries and veins ; the ninth upon the flesh ; and the tenth upon 

the skin. (Ans. 1 0.) 
Scholion ( c ). The first Sephirah is like the hidden (concealed) light ; 

the second like the blue of the firmament ;  the third like the yellow ; the 

fourth like the white ; the fifth l ike the red ; the sixth like the white-red ; 

the seventh like the whitish-red ; the eighth like the reddish-white ; the 

ninth like the white-red-whitish-red-reddish-white ; the tenth like the 

light reflecting all the colors which display light. (Ans. 9. )* 

Scholion ( d). The gradation of the Sephiroth is as follows :

Left. 

Binah, 
Understanding. 

. I 
Pa had, Fear.

I 
Hod, Splendor.

RQm Ma'�leh 

Inscrutable Height. 

Right. 

� 

Tiph'e-reth, Beauty. 

I
Ye'sod Olam, Foundation 

of the World (Universe). 

I 
Tzad-dek, Righteousness. 

' Hokhmah, 
Wisdom. 

I
' Hesed, Love. 

I
Ne-tza'h,  Firmness. 

This system of the Speculative Qabbalah, R. Azriel argues to prove, 

was contained in the Old Testament.

The noticeable features of this early catechism of the Qabbalah, are : 

I. The different names and arrangement of some of the Sephiroth . 

II. That Sephirah is the metaphysical category of number. III. The

decade of the Sephiroth is based upon the idea of Space with its three 

dimensions, Length, Breadth and Depth. IV. The metaphysical idea of 

limit he uses in explanation of the concretion of the potencies of 
numbers. 

• Thia may ref er to the colors of Ze'ir An-peen of the ldroth.



xv. 

THE SEPHIROTH AS BETWEEN THE DEITY AND AMONG THEMSELVES; THE 

PRAYER OF ELIYAH. 

V
ITAL questions early arose among the Qabbalists as to the Sephi

roth, among these were : What is their affinity as between them

selves ? What is their affinity with the Deity ? The Zohar 

strongly implies that they are the Names of the Deity ; for the Names of 

the Deity are the only content in our minds of our ideas as to the Deity, 

and if the Deity could not be named, the Deity could not be known to 

or grasped
.
by man's  mind for

. 
the entirety of the Divine Names are only 

symbols of the Deity in the matter-world. If intelligent it must be 

assumed that the Deity has intellect ; if  wise, Wisdom ; if active, Energy 

or Power, etc. The second question has caused more dispute. Some 

considering the Deity as immutable saw in the Ten Sephiroth only kailem 

vessels, organs or instruments ; of the Divine potentiality, energy and

action ; creatures of a superior nature but wholly distinct from the Holy 

One. 

R. Azriel ,  before mentioned, holds they were not created but emanated, 

and although mediums, when separated, were not of value and were con

tained in Ain Soph. In his third Introduction to Canticles, he says : 

" And He made them (the Sephiroth) measures (qualities) and organs, 

subjecting them to limits ;"  in his Commentary, p. 2 7b, he says ; " The 

measures were completed and became organs. " His idea was, that the 

power of the Sephiroth came by emanation and existed, by it and imma

nation, through the potency of the Ain Soph in each and all ; when that 

was withdrawn they all became as empty shells or vases. In other words 

they were not essential attributes and did not destroy, the unity of Ain 

Soph. 

The learned Mena'hem Reccanati of Italy, is also a representative of 
1 9  



this School. Many others completely identified the Ten Sephiroth with 

the Divine Substance, considered them as nioi.v essences ; and held,

not anything comes from nothing. The Ain Soph, with them, is the 

total assemblage of all the Sephiroth. The author of the writing ; The 

Shield of David is a representative of this school. Between the two is a 

third, those who without considering the Sephiroth as only instruments 

or tools, do not wish to identify them with the essence of the Deity. The 

Absolute One, they say ; is immanent in all the Sephiroth and reveals 

Itself through them, but does not entirely dwell in them, they can never 

include the Infinite. Each Sephirah has a well-known name, but the 

Supreme Holy One has not any definite Name which expresses all the 

Deity really is. By this they endeavor to escape any reflection upon any 

asserted forgetfulness on their part, of the immutability of God. We 

must admit, the Sephiroth have not any positive reality, nor have they 

any existence peculiar to themselves, th«;y only represent, symbolically, 

the limits within which as ideality and spiritual potentiality and energy, 

the unknowable to man's mind Supreme Essence, chooses to manifest 

Itself to man's intellect ; they are only the different gradations and 

degrees of obscurity, in which, the Divine Light, bas been willing to veil 

its dazzling, supreme and infinite splendor ; so as to manifest Itself partly 

to Its creatures and permit man to meditate upon and contemplate his 

Deity in his thought. We have therefore to recognize in each Sephirah 

two aspects ; one, the exterior, the negative, the body or vessel itself ; 

the other, the interior, the positive, which is assumed to be in perfect 

union or affinity with the interior Unknown Essence or Divine Light. 

The " broken vases " which have let the Divine Light escape, are there

fore spoken of. This is a view taken by both the Ancient and Modern 

Qabbalists. * 

The writing called, the Prayer of Eliyaht throws much light upon the 

subject we have just discussed, it says : " Lord of the Universe, Thou 

• Comp. Yits-haq Luria h's Seplier D' rusllim, Introduction. This writing may be found

in the Kabba/a Denudattz of Baron Christian Knorr von Rosenroth ; see also Moses Cor

dovero'a Pardes Rimonim, i. e., Garden of Pomegranites, fol. 21-23. Cordovero is the 

most logical and profound philosopher of the Modem Qabbalistic School. 

t In the Tiqqooneh haz-Zohar, Pref. ii, ad inil. 



art One only, but not according to number.* ' Thou art the most Exalted 

of all the Exalted, the most Hidden of all the Concealed : not any con

ception grasps Thee ; Thou hast brought forth ten forms (liq-qooneem) 

which we call Sephiroth ; in order to guide by means of them, as well 

the unknown and invisible, as also, the visible worlds ; Thou dost Veil 

Thyself in them, and whilst Thou dost tarry in them, their harmony 

remains undisturbed ; and whoever shall represent them to himself, as 

divided, to him it shall be accounted, as if he separated Thy unity. t 

These ten Sephiroth, gradually develope themselves in degrees (or grada

tions), one is long, the second, short, the third, between them,t but 

Thou art He who guideth them whilst Thou Thyself, be it from Above 

or Below, art not guided by any one .§ For these Sephiroth Thou hast 

prepared garments, II which serve the human souls as points of transition.�

Thou hast also enshrouded them (the Sephiroth), in bodies so-called in 

* This refers to Ain Soph : the idea is also in Gebirol's Me'qOr Hay.ylm. Comp. iv
Bk.  The Supreme Deity has not any number, unity of substance or inherence. 

t The Sephirotb are considered �nly as spiritual elements of the worlds, by means of 
which, the Deity came in connection with the entire universe. The Sepbirotb later 
form one potential connected whole, the Makrokosm, Adam Illa-ab or Adam Qadmon, 
the Heavenly or Ideal Man ; through the potentiality of the Deity pervading it. It is 
the same wisdom, which we admire in the construction of a worm, gaze at in the revo
lution of the planets, and find in the highest Seraph ; so it must, like the essential parts 
of an organism, reciprocally penetrate and complete itself in the Sephirotb as a totality. 
The Qabbalah teaches that each Sepbirab contains, the principles of all the others, only 
in each separate Sepbirab, a certain peculiar principle apparently preponderates. joel, 

Rtlig. Pllilos. Sonar, p. 287. 

tThe Commentators explain this, as the principle of Mercy (' Htsttl), the Long Suffer
ing Divinity is the Long in Aspect ; that of Fear (Pa' Aatl) or Strength ( Gt'6oor-aA) the
opposition to the Divine Long Suffering, is the Anger, Judgment, and Punishment, and 
is the Short in Visage, between these is the Harmony, the Temperate, Judgment tem

pered with Mercy. 

§ The Deity although immanent in is yet independent and distinct from, all the

Sepbiroth. 

II The Lower worlds considered as shells, covers or crusts, of the Upper.
1f The soul before it descends into the matter body, passes through these different

steps of development in the Sepbiroth. Comp. Joel. Rtlic. Plli/os. So/tar, p. 301 . 

Comp. our Appendix. Supra. 



comparison with the vestments surrounding them ;* but in the whole to

tality corresponding to the members of the human shape, etc. t 

Kellier, the Exalted Crown, is the Kingly Crown, of which, it is said : 

(Is. xlvi, 10) ' Knowing the end from the beginning. ' It contains, the 

Mystery of the Tephillin, i. e. , Phylacteries,! which obtains its true solu

tion in YHVH, which describes the manner of development (the A' tzeel

oothic). It is the source which fructifies the (Sephirothic) Tree§ and

* M in the human organism, the Nesbamab the thinking mind, which bas its seat in

the brain ; is surrounded by the Rua'h, a spirit which dwells in the heart ; and this by 

the Nepbesb, the lire spirit permeating the entire body ; and finally all of these are cov
ered with flesh, skin, bones, and then clothing, so in the construction of the univene, 

the Makrokosmos, in the hiibest Sephirotbic world, the A'tzeel.oothic, is surrounded by 

the B'ree·atic world, that of Creation or Emanation, the Soul and expressed Will of the 

Deity ; this by that of Ye'tzeer-ab or world of Formation, i. t., the Life Force, and this 

finally by the world of Action, A'seey-ab, the world of Corporiety, which is the shell or 

cover. Joel. work cited, p. 273, note J. Zobar i, 2oa. 

t In the text follows the connection of the Seven Lower Sepbirotb, viz : the Six, called 

the Sepbirotb of Construction with the parts of the human body, these Sepbiroth being 

really, the representatives of the dimensions of all matter, the contentof the positive and 

negative poles or extensions of the dimensions, Length, Breadth and Deptb,togetbersix ; 

and the seventh as Malkbutb, i.t., the Kingdom, the rest point or bannony of all, which 

makes the last and the complement of the decade of the Sepbirotb. Ktt/Jtr is applied 

to the highest point of the bead or brain, 'Hoklimali, to the brain, in general ; the heart 

as its Sepbirab bas Binali, Understanding ; the back and breast, Tiph'e-retb ; the arms 
'Htstti and Ptlluui, etc. Upon these references the greatest part of the Practical Qab

balab is founded, and asserts magical efl'ccts, from the use of the Names of the Deity, 

as applied to the difl'erent Sepbirotb. Joel. Rid., p. 303, note. Franck La Ka66alt, 

p. 203. Zohar, iii, 296. ldrab Zootab. This idea runs through esoteric Hinduism.

The works of Lenormant, Sayce and other Assyriologists, show that great similarities 

existed in the thought of the inhabitants of ancient Mesopotamia with the ideas in the 

Practical Qabbalab, and with the magic, angelology, demonology, etc., of the Isra!lites, 

especially of the Jews. The great colleges of this people in Babylonia probably served 

to perpetuate this. 

t In the Ketber, i. t. , the Primordial substance, is contai11ed tbegenn of all that which

bas been or will be in the created, whether it be spiritual or gross. Comp. Joel. I6id., 

pp. 2 1 7  and notes. The knots, etc., of the phylacteries partake of Chaldean Magic, see 

Lenonnant's Chaldean Magic. 

f Joel, i6id., pp. 225, 2 1 6 ;  Zohar, ii, 426. 
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forces the sap through all of its branches and twigs. For Thou art the 

Lord of the Worlds. Thou art the Foundation of all Foundations, the 

Cause of all Causes, Thou waterest the Tree from that Source which, like 

the soul in the body, spreads life everywhere. Thou Thyself hast neither 

Image nor Form in all that is within or without. Thou didst emanate 

Heaven and Earth, the Upper and the Lower, the Celestial and the Ter

restrial hosts (angels and spirits.) Thou didst do all this, that the Worlds 

might know Thee, etc. But no one can conceive Thee in Thy Reality, 

we only know, that without Thee there is not any unity, neither Above 

or Below, and we know, that Thou art Lord of All. But beyond this we 

do not know anything of Thee. Each Sephirah has a destined name, 

after which also the angels are named, but Thou hast not any certain 

Name, for Thou art the One filling all Names and giving to them all 

value as Realities. If Thou shouldst draw back, they all would remain 

like bodies without souls. Thou art Wise, but not with positive Wisdom ; 

Thou art Intellectual but not with a fixed Intellect ; Thy Place (Ma.qom i.e. , 

Abode) is not circumscribed, but all these things are (said of Thee) to 

make known to man, Thy Power and Thy Omnipotence ; to manifest to 

him, how the Universe is guided by means of Punishment (Judgment) 

and Mercy (Grace.) If therefore (as to Thy attributes) a Right or Left 

or Centre is mentioned, this is only done to show Thy government of the 

entire Universe in opposition to ordinary human actions, but not that to 

Thee could be imputed in Reality any attribute, one of which would be 

Rigor, and another, Mercy ! Arise Rabbi (ben Yo'hai) see that these 

doctrines are unveiled through you, for to you and not to any one else 

has permission been given to reveal deep mysteries. "  

That the totality of the Sephiroth i s  not the Deity, i s  set forth in 

another place in the Tiqqooneh haz-Zohar. (Tiqqoon 2 1 .) " Woe to 

those whose hearts are so obdurate and eyes so blinded, as to consider 

the Deity as the totality of Its attributes. Verily ! Verily ! they are like 

the insane one, who describes a king :is the totality of his insignia. For 

behold a king wears his insignia, only so, that through them he may be 

known ; Verily, so also, the King of Kings, the Concealed of all the 

Hidden, and the Cause of all Causes, disguises Itself in a splendid gar

ment (i. e. , the entire universe), only that It may be recognizable thereby, 
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so as to thereby, impart to the inhabitants of the earth, a conception of 
Its sacred nature. " 

We may therefore formulate as to the Sephiroth : 

I. They were not created by but only emanated from Ain Soph ; for 

by a creation, there would be a diminution of the creator, but by emana

tion there is not any such diminution. 

II. They form together with the Ain Soph an absolute unity, and only

represent different appearances of one and the same Being ; just as the 

different rays which proceed from the sun appear different to the human 

eye, yet are only different manifestations of one and the same light. 

III. All of the Sephiroth alike, partake of the perfections of the Ain

Soph, and the latter is immanent in all of them ; and whilst It, through 

them, emanates all the spiritually and materially made ; yet the Ain 

Soph is transcendental to and above the totality of all of the Sephiroth and 

all the emanated. On the one side they partake of the No-Thing-ness of 

the Ain Soph, but on the other side, they emulate and keep in vitality, all 

the existing. 

IV. As emanations from the Infinite and Perfect Ain Soph, the Sephi

roth are on the one side infinite and perfect like the Emanator, yet on 

the other side, they are finite and through Ain Soph alone, the constitu

tors and preservers of all the finite, spiritual and material, Things. They 

are in the first condition when the Ain Soph imparts a portion of its ful

ness to them ; in the second, when they impart the fulness Ain Soph has 

given to them or as broken vases, when it is withdrawn. They appear to 

have something like the double nature which the theologians ascribe to 

Christ, who is thought of as having an Infinite and Perfect Divine Nature 

on the one side ; and yet on the other side, at the same time, is considered 

as having a finite and imperfect, human spiritual and fleshly nature. 

V. Together the Ten Sephiroth in their manifestation, constitute and 

merge in an unit, and form in their totality the Celestial Adam, the 

Mediator ; who is the content of the Name YHVH or Adonai, i. e. , the 

Lord. 



Diagram IV. The Universe according to the Ptolemaic s�tcm. 

XVI. 

OF THE llfEANJNG OF THE WORDS SEPHIRAH AND SEPHIROTH. ORIGIN OF 

THE IDEAS AS TO THE SEPHIROTH. DECADAL DIVISION OF TH E COM· 

MANDMENTS AND THE LORD
'
S PRAYER. 

T
HE derivation and meaning of the word Sephiroth ; (pronounced,

S' ph-e'rah, sing. , S' ph-e' roth, plur.) are disputed. R. Azriel de

rives it from "1£>0 Sapheir, to enumerate, to number ;* whilst the 

later Qabbalists say it comes from "1'£>0 Sapliir brightness ; (Ps. xix, 1 )  

" The heavens declare the glory (brightness) of Elohim. " Others derive 

it from the Greek spliairai, i. e., spheres, and are not sure whether to 

consider the Sephiroth as principles, arduzi, i. e. , beginnings ; or as sub-

• The &plur Yt'sod /Ja-' llokllmotli, p. 25, also says ; "Stpluiros arrives from Sapluir 

to enumerate." 



stances, liyposlasns ,· or as potencies, dunamns, i. t. , powers ; or as intel

ligent worlds (kbsmoi noelikoi) ; as attributes ; as A' lzamolh entities, or 

essences ; or as Kai/em, vessels or organs, of the Deity. 

The Sepher Avodoth haq-Qadosh, i. t. , Holy Worship, by R. Meier ben 

Gubbai, fol. 1 6, col. 2, says : " And the author of the Book of Heaven,

Whose memory be blessed ! writes ; From Ain Soph are derived all the 

Ten Sephiroth, so as to bring abundant influence upon the Lower World 

and that portion to which we can attain by our understanding. The sin

gular is called m•110 Sephirah or NtJTrali'on, from .,1110 Siphoor which 

means, ii 1s ptrmi'lttd lo NtJTralt as lo i'I. For as to Ain Soph ii is nol, 

as we have said, ptnnilttd lo speak (narralt). Or we may interpret Sephi

rah as something ' dazzling pure ' according to Exodus xxiv, 1 0 ; ' And 

under His feet like a work of the whiteness of Sappir (Sapphir). '* Or we 

may say Sephirah means the end of a thing or its limit, as our Wise-men,  

whose memory be blessed ! say : ' The city which stands on the border, 

Sephar. • To which (meaning) our father Abraham, peace be on him ! 
points in the Sepher Ye' tzeer-ah, when he says : ' Sephir, Sephar and 

Siphur. ' " t 

The Sepher Ye' tzeer-ah considers a Sephirah is a number, i. t. , one of 

the ten numbers or figures (Sephiroth) instrumental in the creation of the 

world. These must not however be considered as identical with the Deity. 

It treats the ltn numbers, as does the Zohar, as a complete totality, as lo
gtlhtr constituting a complete system designating the sum of all, a totality 

in their individual quantitative distinction forming, in comparison with the 

Supreme, the Mikrokosm or Adam Qadmon, the Primordial Man, the shadow 

or manifestation, of the invisible Makrokosm, Ain Soph, who is above all 

manifestation and all number to human thought ; the Adam Qadmon in 

comparison with the terrestrial man or Adam, being the Makrokosm. The 

number ten, from one downwards, together constitutes the whole numerical 

* The word Sapphir does not mean according to the Hebrew Wise-men, blue ; but 

the color of the pearl, which is white and yet in which plays all the colors. It is iri· 
descent. Jellinek, Brilrllge, before cited, ii, pp. 25-26. It is like a fine opal or a 

crystal in the sun-light, in which all colors blend. 

t Comp. Buxtorfl's Works on the term Sephirah, and the • Rabbinical Abbreviations '

under O'" i. e., Ten Sephiroth. O"' equal .,,0 Sod, i. e., Secret = 70. See also John 

Reuchlin's and Baron von Rosenroth's Qabbalistic Writings. 
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system or  the entities, from which aJl other numbers are derived ad inft-

111'tum. This according to the Ye' tzeer-ah is a whole and as a whole is a 

mathematical instrument, as it were, in the hands of the Deity in Its 

great work of the Creation. The Ye'tzeer-ah does not speak of one or a 

firs/ Sepliirali, etc. , but always of the Ten Sepliirolli, thus not admitting 

of any equivocation as to its proper meaning, application and intention. 

In the Old Testament the only place where it occurs is Psalm boci, 1 s ;

and there it is in the plural Sepliorolli : the biblical Hebrew for the singu

lar, would be Sepliorali, i. e. , number as the unit or one of number. The

author of the Ye' tzeer-ah uses the post-biblical Hebrew Sepliirolli, derived 

from Sepliirali, numbering, numeration ; which does not occur in this 

sense anywhere in the Old Testament, but is used in tl\is meaning in the 

Talmudic literature. Number, as a designation of a quantity which is 

more than one, in the Hebrew is mispar, and in the Mishnah and Ge

mara, minyan. In the Talmud treatise Kl1-ajim, beginning, and in sev

eral other places, we find Sepliir .,DO also written .,.Do, as the singular of 

" number," but l"l.,•Do Sepliirali we do. not find. This explains the n1.,•Do 
St;liirolli, of the book Ye' tzeer-ah, but has not any bearing on the Qab

balistic Divine Sepliirolli, which the Qabbalist R. Joseph Chiquitilla (or, 

Gikatilla) b. Abraham in the preface to his book Slia-a'reli orali, i. e. , 

Gates of Light, interprets as being called so ; " On account of the purity 

and brightness of the Sapphire .,.DO, from which this word is derived. " 

In his preface to the Ta-amey liam-Mi'/z'volli, i. e. , Meaning of the Com

mandments, R. Mena' hem Reccanati, speaks of the Sephiroth as ;  " The 

attributes of the Holy One, being His own, as the flame is part of a glow

ing coal, and emanating from Him and thus constituting the medium, 

whereby he created the world (universe) . "  R. Isaac Euchel, ( 17 5Cr1804 

A. D.) rejects the Hebrew origin of the word Sephirah, and gives in its

place the Greek <1'faipar Spliairai, i. e. , sphere ,· tpis seems to us to be the 

most correct, for the system of the Sephiroth is delineated in the most 

ancient Qabbalistic literature like the delineation of the Ptolemaic plane

tary system, that is in ten circles or orbits each one surrounding the

other,* of which the first or outer, as the next to the Ain Soph the End

less to man's  mind No-Thing, represents the ma'liasliab-ali, i. e. , Idea or

* See alfU, pp. 100, 2 10, and the engravings t o  this  chapter.



I, the Ego, and the last, i. e. , the inmost circle, encloses Malkhuth, King
dom. The Hebraization of arpaipa1 in the word n,.,'110 Sphairoth or as we 

read it , Sephiroth, designating the plural ; far from being an isolated ex

ample of philological license, in the Hebrew, is legalized by common 

usage among the ancient Rabbins, and cannot be considered as objection

able from that point of view.* 

The ' '  Eh-ser Sephiroth b' lee-mah " of the Sepher Ye' tzeer-ah properly 

means : " the ten numbers (1 to 10) without anything," physical, palpa

ble or visible, in their nature ; " number " as an entity and abstract idea, 

being formless and therefore absolutely endless, as far as man knows, as 

Space, which, viewed by mortal eye, is endless and as the real " without 

any-thing, "  the real " no-thing. " Thus Job says : (xxvi, 7,) " He 

hangeth ( suspendeth) the earth upon b' leemah " : that is, upon the abso

lute form, which is equal to endlessness. t In the Qabbalah for the Eh-ser

Sepluros b' lee-mah, as applying to the " ten Sephiroth " (Spheres or 

Orbits, Brilliancies, Attributes) of the Infinite, we find Ain Soph, i. e. , 

the Endless, substituted for B' lee-mah ,- but both designations represent 

the Endless, Eternal, and therefore the Ineffable, as the Ayin or No-Thing. 

Job says (xxvi, 7) the Supreme Holy One " suspendeth the earth upon 

b'lee-mah, i. e. , nothing or nothingness " equal to, No-Thing and No

Thingness. Ain Soph is the Eternal but is also according to the Qabbalah, 

Ayin or No-Thing, therefore the Eternal No-Thing. For over seven centu

ries disputes have been maintained as to the meaning of the word, and 

the antiquity and origin of the Qabbalistic ideas as to the Sephiroth. 

We are of the opinion that Sephirah and Sephiroth refer to the mas-sol, 

i. e. , influences, effiuxes er the energies, emanating from and through the 

Spirits and Intelligences of the orbits or courses of the planets through 

space, and to those effiuxes proceeding from the highest heavens surround

ing our earth, as they were understood to exist by the Akkadians, Chal

deans, Ancient Hebrews, etc . ,  and most of the Medieval astronomers be

fore Copernicus. t R. Yekuthiel, Hay Gaon's  brother-in-law, as to whom 

* See many such instances given by M. Schawb in a l ist attached to his French edi·

tion of the Talmud Ye'rusbalmi now passing through the Paris press. 

t Comp. notes on Job xxvi, in Cahen's French translation from the original Hebrew. 

t See Appendix as to the Chaldean Universe, and engravings to this chapter. 



Ibn Gebirol wrote an elegy, has left some traces of his Qabbalistic 

knowledge which gives us some of the ideas of the Qabbalists of the time 

of lbn Gebirol. He says : " The seven nuptials of the righteous are 

seven pearls, called by the mystics, Sephiroth, in the meaning of Sapphir, 

i. e. , pearl, ' Then went up Moses and Aaron, Nadab and Abihu, and

Seventy elders of Israel ; and they saw the Elohim of Israel. And there 

was under His feet, as it were, a paved work of sapphir stone, and as it  

were the body of  the heaven in its clearness. ' (Exod. xxiv, 9-IO.) It

i s  also found in the version of Rabbin Qesheeshi, in the punctuation of 

the book Ye'tzeer-ah, that the word Sephirah, has not anything in com

mon with ' Sapheir, ' i. e. , to number, and if thou thinkest there are ten

Sephiroth out of nothing, there would not be any end of their number. 

As to the three (Upper), go back, be dumb, search not, for thy thoughts 

cannot reach them. And let the opening of thy mouth not be led astray 

by any Sephirah, for each Sephirah is a new world in itself and closely 

connected with the other one like the flame of a fiery coal. Seven 

pearls, with the seven mysteries of prophecies in the mirrors of the be

holders, are in them ; full of brightness and receiving splendor from the 

illuminating mirror (i. t., the Godhead). Six Sephiroth are full of light, 

they are all turned towards each other, and occupy the same throne, ex

cept the three Supreme Ones. One Sephirah (Kether) is the Holy Inner 

Palace of YHVH. And the three together with the six make nine and 

constitute the Holy of Hol ies, and with the one in the middle (Kether) 

constitute the entire Ten. " * Hay Gaon also says, the word Sephiroth 

does not come from number, but is " analogous to the mystery of the 

Ten Worlds, created by them ."  t 

Some Qabbalists therefore prefer to read : the Doctrine of the Sapphire 

or, of the Precious Gem ; or from Exod. xxiv, 1 0 ; the Doctrine of 

Purity or Splendor. The derivation of the name from " Spheres, ' '  is the 

opinion of Yitz-haq Luriah, according to Dr. Henry More in his letter on 

the Sepher D'rusheem, by Luriah. Dr. More says, " He almost seems to 

replace for the mysteries of the ancient Kabbala the Aristotelic worlds 

(circles or spheres) with their Intelligences. ' •  

* Jellinek's Beilrlige sur Gesd1id1le tier Ka/J/Jala. Part ii, p. 24. 
t I/JUI., p. 12 et uq. 
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Thomas Maurice* refers to the name Sephiroth and the offices of the 

Sephiroth and says ; that they are called Splendors by the Qabbalists, 

because they issue from Ain Soph as the blinding brilliancy of light issues 

from the sun. In this connection we will say, that the Or Ain &pli or 

Infinite Light, is the idealized blood of the universe, in which there is the 

Nephesh, the Vital Soul or Life, of the entire universe. (Gen. ix, 4 ;

Levit. xvii, 1 1 , 1 3, 14 ; Deut. xii, 23-25 .) This Light is considered as 

the Divine Life or Energy which at the creation and since, has always 

permeated by emanation, the entirety of Space ; and which was thought 

of as an immeasurable immovable Ocean without l imits. Space is termed 

by the Qabbalah Maqom, i. e. , the Place, and is a symbol of the Supreme 

Deity. It was in use in Philo's time.t It was thought of as the result 

of a contraction or centripetal movement. At that instant the Universal

Prototypic Life Adam did not yet exist. To symbolize the beginning of 

the existence of this Life Adam or energizing Light, a germ is created, a 

vitalized mathematical point, the centre of which the human mind cannot 

grasp, a resemblance to the germ life which is the beginning of all human 

existence and of all vitality upon our earth. The womb of all vitality, 

life and existence in the Universal or the Special , is Space. By a cen

trifugal movement, the opposition to the centripetal, the energizing 

Light, the Divine Life, was projected into and filled the Void, the Space ; 

under new conditions and under the form of an immense stream, analo

gous to " the waters of life which gush forth from the Throne of the 

Eternal . "t This great source or fountain of the waters of life, becomes 

the beginning of a number of vases, the Kai/em, i. e. , Vessels, which are 

the Ten Sephiroth or Splendors,§ through which, it was asserted, all the 

energies, forms and exterior diversities, obtain manifestation ; in their 

totality and perfection constituting the Adam Illa-ah, the Celestial 

or Upper Adam. 

* Indian Antiquities, etc. London, 1 8oo. Vol. iv, p. 180 sq. 

t See Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, by Charles Taylor. London, 1 877, pp. 53 and 

59 and notes. 

t Jer. ii, 1 3 ; xvii, 1 3 ; Ezek. xlvii, I, 5, 9 ;  Ps. xxxvi, 8, 9. See Cahen's French 

Edit. note to this Psalm, verse 10. Rev. vii ,  1 7 ; xxii, 1 .  

f These among the Israelites, were later thought of as attached by Twenty-two canals, 
the letters of the Hebrew alphabet, making together the 32 Paths. 
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W e  must note in  this connection the three worlds existing i n  Space. 

I. The terrestrial world in which the material man has his power of ac

tion. II. The known or unknown astronomical world, beyond our field 

of action yet within our power of thought and observation. III. The un

defined world in which we have power to penetrate only in our imagina

tion, in idea, and which is beyond our direct action and our power of 

observation. The last may be ranked as the Neshamah, the second as the 

Rua'h, and the first as the Nephesh, of the Great Ideal Man, of all coming 

within the inldlutual conuphim of the human spirit. The three were 

held by the Hebrew mystics as bound together. The Udder of Jacob is 

an emblem of this idea. 

Especially was this idea in the Primordial Adam, the content of the in

visible and visible universe, the representative of the spiritual and mate

rial content of all the brotherhood of spiritual humanity ; the Universal, 

or Upper Wisdom or Word which created all Things, the Logos of St. 

John which created all Things and without whom was not any Thing 

made that was made. (John i, 1-3.) The same idea is given by this 

Apostle, in the words of Jesus, in the parable of the vine. (Ibid. xv, 1 sq.) 

Philo Judzus holds to the doctrine of Ayin, and that the Infinite Per

fect Supreme Deity is as No-Thing, and that on the opposite side, appa

rently far removed, is the visible universe which is imperfect and finite. 

Yet that the first named fills and comprises every-Thing. He therefore, like 

the Qabbalists, sets forth the intervention of intermediate causes or ener

gies which are assumed to bridge the hiatus. Philosophy had, before his 

time, endeavored to do the same and there existed in his period, the Pla

tonic theory of Ideas ; the Stoic, of Active Causes ; the Jewish, of Angels ; 

and the general Greek, of Daimons. Philo in his formulations used ele

ments from all of these. He teaches, as does the Qabbalah, that before 

the creation of the world of the senses the Deity created perfect spiritual 

types, or ideas, of all Things ; these were also thought of as active causes 

which brought disorganized matter into order. Through these spiritual 

powers the Deity was asserted to act in the universe. They were his min

isters, the lbgoi,· by Moses termed angels, by the Greeks, daimons ; but these 

energies of Philo, l ike the idea as to the Sephiroth, exist only in the Divine 

Thought, are the infinite powers or potential ities of the Infinite God and 
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are an inseparable part of the Divine Existence. Yet we cannot deny 

that Philo also gave a personality to the Aoyoc lbgoi or t1uvdµ£tt; dunamris ,.

he conceived them, both as i ndependent hypostases and also at the same

time, as immanent determinations of the Divine Existence. They are 

therefore considered by him on the one side as identical with the Supreme, 

so as to make the efflux from the Infinite to the finite, and yet on the 

other side as different from the Supreme ; so that the Deity, notwithstand

ing this participation, might remain transcendental to the world. Philo 

does not absolutely limit the number of these powers although he places 

the idea of the decade in a very high position. In his treatise, Concern

ing the Ten Commandments, he speaks of; " the perfect number of the 

decade, which contains every variety of number, both those which are 

even and those which are odd, and those which are even-odd, etc. " * He 

also appears to have an idea of the Sephiroth. t 
Philo appears to especially distinguish two powers, Goodness and 

Might, which go out of and merge in, the Divine Logos ; .;.,.hich is the 

root from which all proceed. (Philo . ,  Bohn's  Ed. iii, 95 . )  The 

Logos is with Philo, the potentiality of the Supreme and Its vice-gerent, 

angel or arch-angel, which delivers the Deity's Will, the instrument by 

which the Supreme made the world and it is the Creative Word. The 

Logos is not only mediator from the Deity to the universe, but it is also 

from the world to the Deity. It is the High Priest who makes interces

sion for the world to God, but although seemingly personal, with Philo 

the Logos is also impersonal and neither one nor the other exclusively. 

The subject of the doctrines of Philo is extensive and important, both to 

the Qabbalah and Greek and Latin Christianity, but we have not space 

to go into it in this writing and we refer the student to the admirable 

work, A History of the Jewish people in the Time of Jesus Christ, by Dr. 

Emil Schilrer, English Ed. , before cited, 2nd Division, Vol . iii, p. 3 20 

s9. , and the authorities therein cited ; also to Prof. Adolphe Franck's La 

Kabbale, p. 293 s9. , for further investigations. 

Solomon says : " Wisdom hath builded her house, 

She hath hewn out her seven pillars. " (Prov. ix, 1 . ) 

* Comp. Bobn's Ed. iii, p. 140 Sf. , pp. 92, 97, i, p. 1 2 .

t I/Ti'd. ii, p. 136 Sf., p. 1 59, p. 320 Sf., iii, 95 Sf., 77-8, 1 85 Sf., i, p. 18o 'f·• p. 426, 

ii, P· 2 1 3  Sf. 
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St. John sees, " sewn golden candlesticks, and in the midst one like unto 

a son of man * * * his head and his hairs white like wool, and as 

white as snow. * * * In his right hand uvm stars," which are the

angels of the uvm churches and the candlesticks are sevm churches. 

(Apoc. i, u sq. ) There are also " sevm lamps of fire burning before

the Throne " of the Supreme " which are the sevm Spirits (powers or 

ministers) of God. " Iln"d. iv, 5, 6.) Most likely, symbols of the seven 

elementary and divine energies which control the movement in all 

Things, the seven Lower Sephiroth, the seven cords of the lyre of the uni

verse and the seven energies of the planets. 

Before the Throne is the Great Crystal Sta, and in the Throne, but un

der the Deity, the four animals ; the first like a Lion, the second like a 

Calf (Bull ?), the third like a Man, the fourth like a flying Eagle, similar 

to the account in Ezekiel, (Iln°d. iv, 5-8,) and the saints sing worthy is 

the Lamb to receive Power, Riches, Wisdom, Might, Honor, Glory, 

Blessing, the seven virtues. (Itn·d. v, 1 2  sq. )  The one on the Throne

has a book sealed with sevm seals, which are successively broken by the

Lamb� and when the seventh seal was broken, it was followed by sevm
trumpet sounds made by sevm ang�ls, and the seventh angtf s sounding, 
produced the Eternal Kingdom (Malkhuth) of " our Lord and his Christ " 

upon the earth. Apoc. xi, 1 5 ,  which may be termed the most wonderful 

and sacred text in the New Testament. 

The idea of the Sephiroth of the Qabbalah, may also be found in the 

word, Be'resheeth, of Gen. i, which instead of " beginning ," can be 

read Be-raisheeth, the (Upper) Wisdom, the Word or Will. (See antt, 

p. 205 sq.) In the Ten " Saids " of the same chapter. Seven of which

are applied to the Lower creation, and three to the Spiritual man, the 

Heavenly Prototypic or first Adam. The same idea as to the Word, 

Will, or Wisdom, is in Proverbs (viii), Psalms (xxxiii , 6), St. John i, 

1-1 5 ; in the Targums of Onkelos and Jonathan ben Uzziel on the Pen

tateuch, and in the Targum Ye'rushalmi.* 

It is to be noted that Abraham did not go below 10 when interceding 

for the righteous in Sodom. (Gen. xviii, 3 2-33. )  We have already 

* Compare notes and glossary to edition of the Targum, by J. W. Etheridge. London,

1 865.  See anlr, p. 205 Sf. 



referred (anlt, p. 167  and notes) to the I O  angelic divisions in the Tes

tament of Adam, which is not later probably much earlier, than 300 
A. D. , and to the t o  angelic divisions in the writings of Dionysius, the 

Areopagite ; not later likely earlier than 532 A. D. To the IO mys
tical Names in Jerome (drea 331-420) .* 

The Talmud says : t  " With the utterance o f  ten words was the world 

created ;" also translated : " By ten sayings the world was created. "t 
This refers to  the statement in  Genesis that the acts of  creation are in

troduced by ; " and Elohim (God) said," ten times. (Comp. Ps. xxxiii, 

6, 9 .)  In the Yalkut, which begins with, the above quotation from the 

Avoth, nine occurrences, are reckoned, the tenth, it says ; is implied in 

Be-resheeth, because it, says ; " By the Word (Wisdom) of YHVH, were 

the heavens made. " Ibid. In the Pirkey Rabba Eliezer iii, the ten N
yomtr s, i. t. , "He said ; "  are reckoned as follows : Gen. i, 3> 6, 9, u , 1 4, 20,

24, 29 ; ii, 18 .  In the Be'resheeth Rabbah, the first " saying," is implied 

in the word Be-resheeth of Genesis i, I ; the second, in Gen. i, 2 ;  then fol

low the eight above specified up to Gen. i , 26, ending with the creation of 

man. In the Talmud Babli, treatise . 'Ha'gttgali, 1 2a, it is said : " Rabbi 

Zutrah, son of Tobiyah, said in the name of Rab (Rabbi Areka) : The 

universe was created by means of ten words (D'ban"m), viz : ' Hokhmah 

(Wisdom), Binah (Understanding) , Daath (Knowledge), Koah (Power or 

Might) , G'arah (Rebuke, Admonition or authority), Ge'boor-ah 

(Strength), Tzad-dek (Justice), Mishpat (Righteousness), ' Hesed (Grace 

or Charity, Love or Compassion) , and Ra'h-mim (Merey). By Wisdom 

and Understanding, as it says : (Prov. iii, 1 9), " YHVH by Wisdom 

founded the Earth ; by Understanding He (Hu) established the heavens. " 

By Daath, as it says : (Ibid. 20) , " By His Knowledge the Depths do

burst forth, and the Skies drop down the dew. " By Koa'h and Ge'boor

ah, as it says : (Ps. )xv, 7), ; , Who setteth firmly the. mountains by His 

* See also D. H. Joel, Die R'ligions-pliilosopliu des Sohar, p. 70. M.  H.  Landauer.

Literalur/Jlall d's Orimt!. 1845. No 22 ; holds that the Zohar speaks less of the Sephi

roth than other Qabbalistic writings of the time. The ten mystical Names speak for 

the antiquity of the Qabbalah. 

t Pirkey Avoth, c. 5. Mish. 1. Hershon's Talmudic Miscel. London, 188o, p. 144. 

t Sayings of theJewi1h Fathers, etc., by Charles Taylor. Cambridge, 1877, p. 92 Sf. 
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Power, who is girded by Might. " By Ge' oroh, as it says : (Job xxvi, 1 1),

" The pillars of heaven tremble, and are astonished at his Reproof. " 

By Tzad-dek and Mishpat, as i t  says : (Ps. lxxix, 1 5) , " Righteousness

and Justice are the prop of Thy throne, Kindness and Truth, precede 

Thy presence. " By ' Hesed and Ra'h-mim, as it says : (Ibid. xxv, 6),

" Remember, 0 YHVH ! thy tender Mercies ; and thy Kindnesses ; for 

they are from ( Olam) everlasting. "* Hay Gaon (997-1037 A. D.) knew 

of the Sephirothic symbolism of the Light and mention is made by him 

of 'Hokhmah, Wisdom ; Ge'boor-ah, Strength ; Ye' sod, Foundation ; 

Ma'h-shab-ah, Thought, etc.t Elsewhere it is said : He created by the 

letter l"1 (Heh) the symbol of Binah, the Holy Spirit, i.e. , " By the breath 

of His mouth. ' '  (Ps. xxxiii, 6.) Sometimes m1nti •.:i Be-Raisheeth, i. e. , 

By Wisdom, is read ; instead of Be'resheeth, Beginning (Gen. i, 1 ) .t 
The Babylonian Talmud, treatise Be'ra-klwlli, fol. 7a, has the follow

ing : " Rabbi Yo-'ha·nan said in the name of Rabbi Yo-seh : How can it 

be demonstrated that the Holy, Blessed be He ! (Haq·qadosli ba-rultli 

hu), prays ? From
' 

the passage in Isaiah lvi, 7 : ' Even these will I 

bring to My holy mountain, and make them joyful in /lie lwuu of My 
prayer ' (be' bailh 1 11 pliul-lalliee, properly : My lwuu of prayer, but used

• R. Samuel Edela in his Kheddusha Haggadoth, at this passage, identifies these with

the Ten Sephiroth. Comp. D. H. Joel, Die Rdigioru-pl1ilosopt.u au Sollar, etc. Leip

zig, 1 849, p. 86. Lutterbeck, Die Nndestmnmllid1m Lellr6egrijfe, etc. Mainz, 1 852, 

p. 238, note 4.

t See Mo&es ben Schem-Tob de Leon, etc., by Adolph Jellinek. Leipzig, 1 85 1 ,  p. 13,

note 5 .  5. Munk's MHanc" de j>llilos. juive et ara6e, p. 276, note 1 . 

t See ante, p. 205 1�. The Wise-men ('Hakhamem) of Israel have divided this word 

so as to read Barah Y�h, i. t., (Thou) hast created the Y�sh, the primordial essence of

the existence. It is from this Y�sh, Elohim created from No-Thing, Being. M�·atn 

be-yesh. Existence comes from No-Thing. The Sepher Ye'tzeer-ah, says : " It made 

the No-Thing, Some-Thing " and then ; " It made from the Void that which is evident 

to our senses," i. t., It formed from To-boo, regarded as the primitive substance, the 

Mammash, i. t., the derived substance. Yalkut 2. Comp. Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, 

before cited, p. 92, note. Wisdom is sometimes identified with the Thorah and provides 

s111tenance in a spiritual sense ; thus in Proverbs (ix, 5) " Come eat of my bread, and 

drink of the wine (i. e., Mystery, for Wine = 70 and Sod, Mystery = 70) ; which I

have mingled." Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, by Taylor, p. 75 n., 43 ; p. 89 and notes. 
20 
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here, and not less correctly, in the above rendering) ; not ' in the house 

of lkir prayer, ' as might be expected, but ' of My prayer, ' says God ;

which proves that God prayeth. 

What are the words of His prayer ? Rabbi Zutrah, son of Tobiyah, 

said in the name of Rab : (The words are : ) ' Be it My Will that My 

mercy overcome My anger, and that My mercy manifest (itself above) 

My attributes, in order that I deal with My children by means of the 

attribute of mercy, and let them enter willu'n the province of justice : 

(grant them indulgence above their merits). ' "* 

Touching the same subject the Bo-rai-llla (a series of books written by 

the ancient Jewish Doctors, after the completion of  the Mishnah but proba

bly of the same age), has the following : R. Yishma-el, son of Elisha, 

said : " Once I went into the innermost of the sanctuary (in his capacity 

as Highpriest. Comp. Lev. xvi) to burn incense, and I saw A-Ka THa

Ri-EL (composed of KeTHeR, i. e. , Crown, and EL or AiL, i. e. , God ; 

the Aleph prefixed points to the Unity of the Eternal), YaH, YeHoVaH, 

TZe'Ba-OTH, sitting on a high and exalted throne (copied from Isaiah 

vi, 1) , and He said to me : Yishma-el, My son, give Me a blessing.

And I answered Him (thus) : ' Be  it Thy Will that Thy mercy vanquish

Thy wrath, and that Thy mercy manifest (itself above) Thy attributes in 

order that Thou deal with Thy children mercifully, and grant them a 

position within the boundary of justice (i. e. , beyond their merits) I '  
Hereupon H e  inclined (assentingly) His head (see Canticles v, n)."t 

• The Talmud represents the Beth Dinn or Tribunal o f  Heaven, as a circle, i n  the cen

tre of which, God ia seated ; the first places, thoae nearest to Him, are reserved to Divine 

Mercy, the aecond to Divine Justice. 

t The Qabbalah, says Meharchah (Comp. Ein Jacob) explains ; YHVH, YaH, A

KaTHRi-EI, as ; the Aleph of A-KaTHRi signifying Ain Soph ; KaTHaR as Ke

ther, i. 1., the Crown, the first Sepbirah, and the words YHVH-El-YaH ; as the 

three Ineffable Names, the three Divine Persons, the three Judges of the Celestial 

Beth Dinn. • See the following page. The Beth Dinn which R. Yishma-EI sees in the 

Holy of Holies, was a representation of the Heavenly Beth Dinn, because the Deity 

was looked upon as Himself holding it, seated and judging upon the propitiatory, as 
He ia asserted to be seated and judging in Heaven. 



Samuel Edels ( 1565-163 1  A. D. ,)  explains the names in this passage 

and the prayer itself, thus : 

A-KaTHaRi-EL, YaH. The A (Aleph) points to the Ain Sopli ,· (of the 

Sephirothic Tree) 

KaTHaR (ke-ther), the Crown, the first of 

the Ten Sephiroth ; 

EL, or AiL, Mighty God, Omnipotence = 

Justice and 

YaH (those letters of YHVH which signify 

Mercy to prevail in the midst of the other 

attributes). 

Why are these Divine Names distinctly mentioned ? A little reflection 

will explain. In these Names, the prayer of the (heavenly) High-Priest 

is still given : 

1. A (Aleph) = Ain Soph ; KaTHaRi = Crown, i. e. ,  Thou, oh Ain

Soph, who art still the concealed love, Thy mercy overcome (yikli-6e's1"' 

ra.'na'-1112-lllaa) Thy wrath (eln ka-a's2-kha), on account of the offended

majesty in Thy Kether. 

2. And Thou EL, or AiL, (God) omnipotent, Thy Mercy reveal itself

(yiggo-hl ra-'ha'-m2-kha) in its entirety over Thy wrath, whilst thou art as 
Ail (God), also the Judge. 

3. And Thou YaH TZe'Ba- OTH, deal with Thy Children (liln-na-neg

im 6a-ne-klia) in the attribute of Mercy (6e' middaln lia-ra-' ha-mlm) to 

demonstrate Thy love in its fullness in the perfect Name of YHJIH. 

So long as we adore the Deity only in our thoughts, without the par
ticipation of the whole heart and the verification of the adoration in our 

deeds, our adoration is merely half (incomplete), and the Name of God 

is also incomplete for such worshippers. (Comp. Rashi on Exodus xvii, 

1 6, and Ps. ix, 8.) But this Name (YHVH) shall become a complete

one through the history of Israel and God's guidance of that history. 

Therefore A-Ka THaRi-AiL YaH YHVH TZe'Ba- OTH is implored 

thus : Thou who art sitting on the throne (1l"r' sai'y-yah) high and exalted, 

grant Thy children a standing within the lines of Justice, deal leniently with 

them, not according to their deserts, but according to Thy Mercy, which 

is demonstrated by Thy complete Name. 



" God prayeth " is explained by : " Yishma-el, My son, bless me," 

(both of them figures of speech) thus : 

Almighty love is through Its essence bound to manifest Its Mercy. It 
feels Itself blessed, as it were, at Its effective exercise of Mercy ; when 

man by his piety prepares himself to receive the Love of God, and thus 

a(/ually blesses God. Therefore God prays, i. e., Wills and Desires, that 

man fit himself to receive directly His bounties, whereby God feels Him

self blessed.* 

The Talmud also says, " Seven attributes avail before /lie Tlirone of 

Glory and these are : Wisdom, Righteousness, Judgment, Grace, Mercy, 

Truth and Peace." (Talmudic Miscel. , by P. L Hershon, p. 1 1 7 . )  

St. John in  the Apocalypse also says ; " From him which is, and which 

was, and which is to come. " That is the YHV in the three Upper 

Sephiroth " and from the Seven Spirits which are before his Throne " (i, 

4). These are most probably the seven Lower Sephiroth.

The idea of the Sephirothic Tree or Scale, appears to be in Jacob's 

Dream of the Ladder which is set up on earth, the top of which reached 
to heaven ; YHVH stood above it, (The Vulgate : " And the Lord 

(YHVH) leaning upon /lie ladder.")  and the angels of Elohim ascended 

and descended on its rounds. (Gen. xxviii, 1 1  sq. John i, 5 1 .)  

Mauricet connects this with the idea of metempsychosis and the 

Mithraic rites referred to by Origen. 

We find many Qabbalistic doctrines in early patristic literature, espe

cially in such of the writings of Origen which have reached our day. 

This Father of the Church lived 1 85-254 A. D. He was Prrefect of the 

School of Alexandria. His principal disciple was Gregory, Bishop of 

Neo-cresarea, called Thaumaturgus because of his Miracles. The Hebrew 

teacher of Origen was Yehudah II ben Simon III known as " Rabbi. " 

Yehudah was the first president of the Palestinian A'mora-im. Origen 's  

teachers in  philosophy were Clement of  Alexandria and the asserted 

founder of Neo-platonism, Ammonius Sakkas. Origen held to the doc

trine of emanation , that many other worlds existed prior to ours, that these 
had perished, that ours would also, and that after it many others would 

* Comp. as to R. Yishma-el ben Elisha, the High Priest, Yehudah Ha-Levi's Sepher

Khozari. Cassell's Edition. Leipzig, 1 869, p. 286 et Stf. and notes. 

t Indian Antiquities, etc . ,  iv, p. 1 89 s9. 



come into existence and be destroyed. That all souls emanated from the

Divine Nature long before the foundations of the world. God was the 

only existence free from any species of matter. Souls had freedom of 
will as to good and evil and this was exercised by them before the crea

tion of the universe ; some abused this freedom and were placed in this

world, some were placed as spirits of the sun, others of the moon, etc. , 

for he held that all the heavenly bodies had spirits ; other souls migrated 

into human bodies or into daimons. This was an imprisonment. All 

the souls were of an equal nature. The residence of the souls in this 

world was for trial and in order that the souls, by the exercise of their 

individual free will, might raise themselves to their original abode, heaven, 

and remain there. Those that did not emancipate themselves were trans

ferred into new bodies or were punished. When all the souls had regained 

their original goodness the end of this world would take place and a new 

world be created. The world was apportioned into districts each of 

which was governed by a special angel, there were also ministering spirits 

of different grades who watched over general and special interests. Christ 

was begotten before all creatures and ministered in the creation . (Comp.

St. Paul, Col. i ,  16-18. Origen, De Prindj>zi's, Bk. i, c. vii . )  There

was an evil daimon surrounded by his own angels, whose constant aim 

was to lead men to sin . That the Holy Scriptures have an open and 

obvious meaning and also a hidden secret and recondite sense difficult 

to discover, which he tenns, the &ul of the same. He holds that the 

Sacred Names of the Deity among the Hebrews, " belong lo a secret lne

o/ogy which refers to the Framer of all Things. " (Works, Vol. i, pp. 

42 1 sq. ,· ii, 3 1 5  sq.) These doctrines are in the Qabbalah and the Zo

haric books. There are numerous other doctrines of Origen which are 

in accord with the Zoharic philosophy. He holds Philo as his model as 

did also Clement of Alexandria. Origen and St. Paul are in many things 

in unison especially as to the statements of the latter in 1 Cor. xii, 8-1 1 .

Origen also says, that the dress o f  Adam and Eve after the Fall are our 

fleshly bodies, and that the word Adam is a generic name for the whole 

of the human race as if One Man.* 

* Atlv. Celsus. English Ed.  Works, 1869-72. Bk. iv ,  c .  xi. Comp. I Cor. xii,

12-28. See also Mosheim's Comment. on the afl'airs of the Christians, etc., iii, � 26 s�. 
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Origen i n  answer to Celsus asserts : " The Scriptures which are current 

in the churches of God do not speak of ' seven ' heavens, or of any defi

nite number, but they do appear to teach the existence of ' heavens,' 

whether that means the ' spheres ' of those bodies which the Greeks call 

' planets, ' or something more mysterious. Celsus, agreeably to the opin

ion of Plato (in the Timzus), asserts that souls can make their way to and 

from the earth through the planets ; while Moses, our most ancient 

prophet, says that a divine vision was presented to the view of our 

prophet Jacob-a ladder stretching to heaven, the angels of God ascend

ing and descending upon it, and the Lord (i. t. ,  YHVH) supported upon 

its top ; obscurely pointing, by this matter of the ladder, either to the 

same truths which Plato had in view or to something greater than these. 

On this subject Philo has composed a treatise which deserves the thought

ful and intelligent investigation of all lovers of truth ."* 

In adv Celsust the latter, says Origen, quotes certain Persian mysteries 

as follows : " ' These things are obscurely hinted at in the accounts of 

the Persians, and especially in the mysteries of Mithras which are cele

brated amongst them. For in the latter there is a representation of the 

two heavenly revolutions,-of the movement, viz . ,  of the fixed stars, and 

of that which takes place among the planets, and of the passage of the 

soul through these. The representation is : There is a ladder with lofty 

gates, and on the top of it an eighth gate. The first gate consists of lead, 

the second of tin, the third of copper, the fourth of iron, the fifth of a 

mixture of metals, the sixth of silver and the seventh of gold. The first 

gate they assign to Saturn, indicating by the ' lead ' the �lowness of this 

star ; the second to Venus, comparing her to the splendor and softness of 

tin ;t the third to Jupiter, being firm and solid ; the fourth to Mercury ; 

for both Mercury and iron are fit to endure all things, and are money-

Alger:-Doctrine of a Future Life, p. 396. Kitto Bib. Cyclop. Title, Origen. Otigen's 

works in Ante-Nicene Library. Smith and Wace's Biographical Diet., etc. We have 

not space in this writing to go further into the subject. 

* Adv. Celsus. Works, Ante-Nicene Christ. Liby. , 1 872 ,  Vol. ii, p. 359 sq. 

t IIJiti., 36o sq. 

t We think a mistake exists here, the metal of Venus always being copper, that of 
Jupiter, tin. 
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making and laborious ; and the fifth to Mars, because, being composed 

of a mix tu.re of metals, it is varied and unequal ;* the sixth of silver to 

the Moon ; the seventh of gold to the Sun-thus imitating the different 

colours of the latter two . '  He (Celsus) next proceeds to  examine the 

reason of the stars being arranged in this order, which is symbolized by 

the names of the rest of matter. Musical reasons, moreover, are added 

or quoted by the Persian theology ; and to these, again, he strives to add 

a second explanation, connected also with musical considerations. ' '  The 

arrangement given of the planets is not their natural arrangement, but 

the arli.ftdal arrangement by which they follow as the lords of tlu days of 

Jiu week as we now have them, which requires that Venus and not Mer

cury should be placed next to the Sun. We think this is from the ancient 

Chaldaic system. 

If one wishes to obtain means, says Origen, " for a profounder con

templation of the entrance of souls into divine things * * let him 

peruse at the end of Ezekiel' s  prophecies, the visions beheld by the 

prophet, in which gates of different kinds are enumerated (Ezek. xlviii), 

which obscurely refer to the different modes in which divine souls enter 

into a better world : also let him peruse, in the Apocalypse of St. John, 

what is related of the city of God. ' '  

Referring t o  certain diagrams, Origen says : " In this diagram were

described Im drdts, distinct from each other, but united by one circle,

which was said to be the soul of all things (the Universe) and was called 

' Leviathan. ' This Leviathan, the Jewish Scriptures say, whatever they mean 

by the expression, was created by God for a plaything ; for we find in the 

Psalms : ' In wisdom hast Thou made all things : the earth is full of Thy 

creatures ; so is this great and wide sea. There go the ships ; small animals 

with great ; /lure is this dragon, which thou hast formed to play therein ! ' 

(Ps. civ, 24-26.) Instead of the word ' dragon ' the word 'Leviathan ' 

is in the Hebrew. This impious diagram, then, said of this Leviathan, 

which is so clearly depreciated by the psalmist, that it was the Soul, 

which had travelled through all things (the Universe) ! "  In the dia-

• We think an error is here, the usual metal of Mercury being quicksilver, that of 
Mars, iron. This has been supported by the discoveries in the planetary tower of Bor· 

sippa in ancient Babylonia by Sir Henry Rawlinson. 
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gnun ander the lowest circle is the word " Behemoth. "  The word Levia

than is inscribed on the diagram at its circumference and at its centre, thus 

placing the name in two separate places. The diagram was " divided by a 

thick black line, and this line he Cclsus, asserted, was called " Gehenna, 

which is Tartarus. " Gehenna, says Origen, is mentioned in the Gospel 

as a place of punishment and the Jews considered it, the name of the place 

" intended for the purification of such souls as are to be purified by 

torments. " (Kitto Bib. Cyclop. , ii, p. 307. Origen 's Works, ii, 

362 sq. ) 

Celsus says that of seven ruling daimons (angels?) " '  the goat was shaped 

like a lion ' whereas we discovered that he who is honored in the Holy 

Scripture as the angel of the Creator is called by this accursed diagram, 

Michael, the Lion-like. Again Celsus says that the ' second in order is 

a Bull . '  " That is in the order of the seven ruling daimons, the word 

daimon among the Greeks being synonymous to our angel. We must not 

forget that the universe was supposed to have been created in the Zodiacal 

sign of Capricorn or of the Goat, the winter solstice sign . This second, 

the Bull, is called on the diagram " Suriel, the Bull-like. " The third 

according to Celsus was " an amphibious sort of animal, and one that hissed 

frightfully. " On the diagram it is " Raphael, the Serpent-like. "  Celsus said 
the " fourth had the form of an Eagle, " on the diagram it is " Gabriel, the 

Eagle-like. "  The " fifth " according to him " had the countenance of a 

Bear," on the diagram it is " Thauthabaoth, the Bear-like. " The sixth he 

says, " has the face of a Dog," and the diagram calls him " Erataoth. ' '

The seventh he says " had the countenance o f  an Ass, and was named 

Thaphabaoth or Onoel," but on " the diagram it is called Onoel or 

Thartharaoth, being somewhat asinine in appearance. "* 

• Origen's Works, Vol. i i , pp. 362-369. Compare what is said upon this diagram,

in Histoire critiqt« tie Maniclzee ti du Maniduisme, par M. de Beausobre. Vol ii,
·
pp. 63-66 ; also M. Jacques Matter's Histoire critique du Gnosticisme, etc. Vol. ii, 

pp. 22 1-237, 236-237, 242 ; iii, p. 9 and Plates I and D. The following book is 

valuable in connection with the antiquity of the Sephiroth : Codex Nasareus, Li6er 

Adami appellatus, syriau lransuriptus, loto vocalium, u6i vium literarum guttura

lium prtZslit"int, his su6stilulus, /aliNque, rtdditus, d Mattb. Norberg, etc. HafnilZ : 

tom. i, 1 8 1 5, 330 pp. ; tom. ii, 1 8 1 6, 320 pp. ; tom. iii, 1 8 16, J20 pp., 4to. Lexitiion 

Cotiicis Nasarai, cui Li6er Adami, etc. Matth. Norberg. Hafnire. 1 8 1 0, 274 pp . 



" Now in the diagram referred to, we found the greater and the lesser 

circle, upon the diameter of which was inscribed ' Father and Son ; ' 

and between the greater circle (in which the lesser was contained) and 

another composed of two circles,-the outer one of which was yellow, 

and the inner one, blue,-.an inscribed barrier (was placed) in the shape 

of a hatchet. And above it, a short circle, close to the greater of the 

two former, having the inscription ' Love ' (Charity or Grace ?) and lower 

down, one touching the same circle with the word ' Life. ' And on the 

second circle, which was composed of interlaced lines and which in

cluded two other circles, with a figure like a rhomboid (entitled) ; ' The 

foresight of Wisdom. '  And within their point of common section, was : 

' The nature of Wisdom. '  And above their point of common section 

was a circle, on which was inscribed ' Knowledge ; '  and lower down 

another, on which was the inscription, ' Understanding.'  " Celsus says 

" there are between the upper circles-that are above the heavens-certain 

inscriptions, etc. , ' a Greater and a Less ' which they ref er to the ' Father

and Son . '  " Origen attributes the formation of the diagram to the 

Ophites or Serpent worshippers, we have not been able, after search, to 

establish a connection between their doctrines and these delineations on

the diagram. We are therefore inclined to agree with Beausobre (His. 

des Manicnians, ii, p. 54) that it has the appearance d an ancient Jew

ish diagram of the Practical Qabbalah, representing some of the Ten 

Sephiroth, angels, etc. It certainly has the names of some of the Sephi

roth such as Love or Grace, Wisdom, Understanding, and also has 

Knowledge and Life. " l Origen, Works cited, Vol. ii , p. 376 sq.)

The Tree of the Sephiroth 1 esembles, says Calmet, that diagram which 

they call in the Schools, Porphyry's Tree ; to show the different catego

ries of the Ens, i. e. , Being-hood.

The Sephirothic canals are usually portrayed as 2 2  which added to the 

410. 01u,,na1h·co11 Codids /'lasartZi, cui Li6er Adami nomm, tdidit. Matth. Nor

berg, etc. Londilfi Got!toru,,,, 1 8 1 7, 1 64 pp., 4to ; and M. Silvestre De Sacy, in 

Jt1Urnal des Sava11s, a Paris, 1 8 19, tom. i i i ,  pp. 343-364, 646-665, for a Criti

cism on same ; also Sod, the Mysteries of Adonai, by S. F. Dunlap. London, 1861 ; 

and notes to The Book of Adam and Eve, etc. Translated from the Ethiopic, by 
Rev. Dr. S. C. Malan. London, 1882, for quotations from the Book of Adam. 



10  Sephiroth equal 32 .  The Qabbalah also mentions 50 Gates of Under

standing, as to which Moses only reached and passed the 49th. These 
50 Qabbalistic Gates are said to have been arranged as follows : 

The 50 Gates of Understanding were asserted to have 5 Chief Gates, 

each of wh ich comprehended ten. The first three, included the knowledge 

of the first principles of the Things. At the Fourth Gate was the planetary 

world and all the wonders of astronomy, as far as they were then known. 

There we find the name of each of the seven planets and of the angel 

whom it was asserted directed its course. These are allotted to each of 
the seven Inferior or Lower Sephiroth. In Genesis it is upon the fourth

day (our Wednesday ?) that the planets are created for signs and seasons, 

so we must note that this day is among most of the c ivilized Eastern 

peoples, the day of their week ruled by Wisdom. The whole Sephirothic 

Tree is most likely an astronomical chart or symbol, the oldest now in the 

world, and has some connection with the Seven Gates erected in the Caves,

used as Celsus mentions, for initiation into the Mysteries of Mithra, and 
also with the Sacred Tree referred to in the cuneiform texts and shown on

the ancient signet cylinders of the early inhabitants of Mesopotamia, 

Assyria and Babylonia. The Fourth Gate was called : Mundus Spluzrarum, 

i. e. , World of the Spheres, i. e. , the Sephiroth. Athanasius Kircher* gives 

the different Gates. That in which is the first Sphere is called by him Co:/#m 

Em pyreum ,· the second, Pninum mobile,· the third, CtZ/um jinnamefllt: 

These are the three Upper Heavens and parallel the three Upper Sepbi

roth of the Fourth World. The next seven of the decade, he states, are the 

Spirits of the seven planets and have their names. The scheme is, according 

to the system of Ptolemy and is Babylonian and Chaldean, as in also that 

set forth in the Sepher Ye' tzeer·ah, for it will be especially noted by the 

scholar, that Venus is placed next to the Sun instead of Mercury. lbn 

Gebirol does the same in his Kether Malkhuth. This arrangement is also 

necessary to make the names of the days of the week follow each other, 

according to the artificial system in use among us, and among most of 

the civilized Asiatic peoples. This artificial arrangement, we think, was 

Akkadian and Chaldean. Each of the planets had a presiding angel, 

according to the Practical Qabbalah, whose name also is apparently of 

* CEdipi A!gyptiaci. Tom. ii, p. 3 19 St/•
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Chaldean origin ; and these probably have something in common with 

the ministering angels of the Apocalypse. 

Besides Ibn Gebirol 's  Kether Malkhuth, two other prayers exist i n  the 

service of the Sephardi Jews which are Qabbalistic. One is in the Daily

Service, beginning with yitti i•ttol"I " He lights the earth, etc. "*  The 

other beginning P"* itt El (Ail), Adon, i. e. , " God, Lord." t 
Both of these tend to show, that the Sephiroth apply to the angels of 

the heavenly Spheres, the orbits of the planets, and to the Spheres above 

them ; to the number of ten. The second, says : " The luminaries which 

our God created are good : for He formed them with knowledge, under

standing and wisdom : he hath endued them with /Q'Wer and mi'ght, to bear 

rule in the world. They are fiUed with splendor and radiate bn"gli/ness : 

their splendor is gra&ejul throughout the world. They rejoice when going 

forth, and are glad at their return : and with reverential awe perform the 

Will of their Creator. They ascribe g/Qry and majesty to His Name, joy 

and song to the commemoration of His Kingd<>m, etc. " These two prayers 

or songs of praise, are very ancient and have special reference to the 

creation and nature of the sun among all the other works of the universe. 

They probably have come down from the Essenes or the 'Hasidim, who 

read the She'mah and sung songs of praise at the rising of the sun. 

(Comp. what is said by Josephus and Philo upon these sects.) The Zohar 

appears to have knowledge of the song El, AdQ11 (Zohar, ii, 1 3 2a), which 

we think was in use in the Synagogue long before the time of R. Moses 
de Leon. t 

One of the oldest references, beside those we have mentioned in Gen

esis, which is likely applicable to the Ten Sephiroth, is to be found in 

Isaiah (xi, 1 ) . We do not say that this is  absolute evidence of the idea of the

Sephiroth having been in existence under their subsequent names, in the 

time of Isaiah, nor do we assert that the Qabbalists based their subse-

• See David Levi's Form of Prayen. London (5549) 1 789, Vol i. Daily Praye,n,

pp. JO Sf. 

tl/!id., PP· 140 Sf• 
t The Talmud in Brrak!IOl/i says : the song Ail Adm bas been made by the angel 

Michael and that the angels sing it every Sabbath day morning before the Lord. 



quent arrangement of the Sephiroth upon it-we offer it as it stands for 
the opinion of the student. 

Dividing the statements in  Isaiah according to our idea upon the sub
ject, we have the following result : 

" But there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a 

Brandi shall grow out of Iris roots. " (Comp. Zech. iii, 8, 9 ;  vi, 1 :z . )  The

rod or branch is the Sephirothic Tree, the roots of Jesse, are Malkhuth, 

Kingdom, the She'kheen-ah, the Presence or Glory of God, which was 

asserted to remain with the Congregation of Israel in the Holy of 

Holies. 

" And the Spin'/ of YHVH shall rest upon him " (or it). This is, 

Kether or the Crown, the 1 st Sephirah. (Comp. Is. xxviii, 5 . ) 

" The Spirit of Wisdom," 'Hokhmah, the :zd Sephirah. (Comp. Wis.

vii, :z4-:z6, Heb. i, :z, 3.) 

The Spirit of " Understanding, "  Binah, the 3d Sephirah. 

" The Spirit of Counsel," l"1¥.I! Eitz-ah. Tzad·dek, Justice, the 5 th Se

phirah . 

The Spin'/ of "  Miglrl, "  Ge'dool-ah, Greatness, the 4th Sephirah. 

The Spin'/ of " K flQUl/tdgt, "  Daath (? Hod, Splendor), the 8th Sephi

rah. 

The Spirit of " Ftar " of YHVH, Ne-tza' h, Firmness also called Vic

tory,* the 7th Sephirah. 

Tiu root as we have said is Malkhuth, Kingdom, Government ; the 1 0th

Sephirah. Tiu sttm of Jesse, may apply to the 9th Sephirah, Ye'sod ,

Basis or Foundation. t 

The Talmud, treatise Sanhedn"n, fol . 93 a and b, applies this quotation 

to the Messiah. 

In the Apocryphal Gospel of the Birth of Mary, almost the same is 

repeated (c. v, I4-IS) · We will divide as before, viz : 

* The Branch will answer to the Sixth Sephirah Tiph-e'reth, Beauty, that of the heart,

ethics and conscience. This is the Sephirah of both the heart and of the Sun as the cen· 

tre of the Makrokosm. It is put in place of the one who will judge with Righteousness. 

The Messiah (compare Is. xi, 3-1 6) is evidently referred to. He is the " Sun of Right

eousness." 

t See Cahen's French Bible, Vol. ix, p. x, 3 note. 
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" For Isaiah saith, there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse. " 

This is the Sephirothic diagram called : The Tree. " And a flower shall 

spring out of i'ls root, ' '  the root is Malkhuth, Kingdom. Tiu flower, is

Kether, the Crown, which like a lily blooms on the top of the stem. 

" And the Spirit of Ike Lord, etc. " That is, the Ain Soph. " The Spin°/ 

of Wisdom, " 'Hokhmah, and the Spirit " of  Understanding, " Binah. 

" The Spirit .of Counsel," Ge'boor-ah, Judgment. 

The Spin� of " Might," Ge' dool-ah, Greatness.
" The Spiril oj KMWledge. " Perhaps Hod, i. e. , Splendor. 

The Spin°/ of " Piety. "  Perhaps Tiph-e'reth, Beauty or Righteous

ness, which is with the Hebrews, a synonym of Piety. 

The Spi'ril " of  Fear of the Lord. " Ne-tza'h, Firmness. Perhaps 

Victory, the same Sephirah. 

The stem of Jesse. Ye'sod, Foundation or Basis, the Support of the 

vitality of the Matter-World. 

Here, if we are correct, are all the Ten Sephiroth and also the Ain 

Soph. * 

" And one of the elders saith unto me : Weep not : behold the lion of 

the tribe of Judah, the root of Davidt hath prevailed to open the book, 

and loose the seven seals thereof. And I beheld, and, lo, in the midst of 

the throne and of the four beasts, and in the midst of the elders, stood a 

Lamb as it had been slain, having seven horns and seven eyes, which are 

Ike se'IJen spirits of God sent forth into all the earth. " (Revelation v, 
5-6.) 

The following Diagram shows a parallel decadal division of the Com

mandments and the Paternoster. 

• See The Apocryphal New Testament, etc. Gebbie & Co., Philadelphia, pp. 2 1 .

Compare also verse 1 7 .  Hone's Ed. London, 1 820, p .  2 1 .  Comp. Kitto's Biblical 

Cycl ., Ed. 1876, Vol ii, 161 ; i, 1 69 . 

t The root of David, is taken from Isaiah xi, L " There shall come forth a rod out 

of the stem of Jesse, and a branch shall grow out of his roots." 
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TEN COMMANDMENTS OF THE THORAH, TEN DIVISIONS OF THE LORD'S 
PRAYER. 

I .  Thou shalt have no  other Elohim but Me. Our Father,
2, Thou shalt not make any graven image Which art in Heaven,

(of Me) . 
3· Thou shalt not take the Name YHVH in Hallowed be Thy Name.

vain. 
4. Thou shalt sanctify the Sabbath day. Thy Kingdom Come ; 
S · Honor thy father and thy mother. Thy will be done on earth, 
6. Thou shalt not kill. As it is done in heaven ; 
7, Thou shalt not commit adultery. Forgive us our trespasses and we 

forgive those who trespass 

against us ; 

8. Thou shalt not steal. Give us this day our daily bread ; 

9. Thou shalt not bear false witness. Lead us not into temptation, 

10. Thou shalt not covet. But deliver us from evil.• 

It will be observed that the first three apply more especially to the 

Deity, the fourth to God and man, and the last six, to mankind alone. 

The fifth, sixth, and seventh Commandments relate to the affections-

filial, fraternal and conjugal. The infraction of which was punished 

by the Hebrews with death. The love of man and the sacredness of 

human life, is the harmony between filial piety and conjugal fidelity. 

The Decalogue, if we consider the eighth and ninth, inculcates honesty 

in thought as well as in action. As applying to man's actions in this 

matter-world, we therefore have a symbolical diagram in this form : 

I 
s 

2 3 

6 

8 9 

JO  

4 

7 

The reverse of the equilateral triangle of the sacred Tetrad of Pytha
o 

goras 0 0 
0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

which added any way makes the holy decadic number. 

• As  to the Lord's Prayer and the Rabbinic writings, see Sayings of the Jewish Fath· 

en, etc., by Charles Taylor, p. 1 38 sg, 



(Comp. ante, 202, note.) 1 ,  4 and 1 0  are the outposts.* The 6th, the

order not to kill but to love man ; is in the centre ; it is for the protec-, 
tion of human life and without life the earth would be a sterile desert. 

* The numben 1, 4 and 10 = 1 5  the value of the letten of i'I' YaH = 1 5 .  With

that word it is said; " Elohim formed the worlds." See Ya'lkut ha-Zohar on ; " Form. 

in& the Worlds." 

Diagram V.-The Idea of the unittne in the Middle Ages. 



Fipre 30.-HiDdu symbol of the Four Worlds. 

XVII. 

THE FOUR WORLDS. OF PRANA. OF PAN AS THE MAKROKOSMOS. OTHER 

IDEAS OF THE MAKROKOSMOS. ASSERTED ORIGIN OF THE IDEA OF 

THE FOUR WORLDS. 

I
N the Speculative Qabbalah, four Conditions or Worlds are enumer

ated. The first of these is termed, Olam A' lzul-oolli* or the A' tzeel

atic World, the World of Emanation par excel/mu. This is the 

most exalted of all the Conditions and is considered as containing only 

the Holy Upper Ten Sephiroth ; the highest round of the ladder of In

termediaries, which are nevertheless only an Unit, and are between Ain 

Soph, the Primal Cause of All, and the inferior emanations which develope 

the existences. As a totality in this Upper Condi tion, the Ten Sephiroth 

represent the operative qualities of the Divine Will, considered as the 

most abstract and spiritual of all the emanations of the Ain Soph. This 

* It is to be noted that the names of the Four Worlds, have Sanskrit roots.
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Upper World is the abode solely of D'y()(}q-nali, i. e. , the Image, Upper 

Adam, or Adam Illa..ah, the Archetypal Man ; the totality of all the 

Sephiroth, the Protogonos, i.e . ,  first born. This condition is also known 

as Olam luz-Sepliirolh, i. e. , World of the Sephiroth, it is considered from 

its nearness to and as the direct emanation of Ain Soph, as perfect and 

immutable, an emanation in which Ain Soph is more immediately imma� 

nent yet transcendental. It is not ever looked upon as in any way per· 

fectly equal to the Eternal Boundless, which is concealed and hidden io 

Its essence from the comprehension of man. 
" A' tzee/.()O//i is the Great Sacred Seal, by means of which all the

Worlds are copied which have impressed on themselves, the image on the 

Seal ; and as this Great Seal comprehends three stages, which are three 

suru (prototypes) of Ntpliesli (the Vital Spirit or Soul), Rua' Ii (the Ethi

cal and Reasoning spirit) and the Nuliamali (the Highest soul of man) 

so the Sealed, have also received three zuru (prototypes) namely, B'ree

ali, Ye'tzur-ali, and A' suy-ali, and these three zuru are only One in the

Seal ."  

In this connection we present a Hindu figure, No. 31,  which represents 

Prana, the Hindu Spiritual or Ideal Androgenic Man, who is the Life 

and Breath of all the existences, and evidently the Makrokosmos of the 

created. It is portrayed as crowned by a sun, which is to represent the 

subtile azothic life fire, and by two storks reaching upw·ard for the higher 

breath. The stork is in India a dweller on roofs and tree tops and the 

tops of pillars, yet is also a water bird. It flies high and is considered to 

bring good fortune. Storks are considered attributes of Vayu, the wind

spirit. The remainder of the head-dress appears as if a crown with lapels 

falling at the sides but not covering the ear.;, which have ornaments like 

those of the Egyptian Sphinxes, and is something like the cap of the Phry

gian Paris. The content of this crown, as an entirety, gives Prana a 

majestic appearance. It has also a curious necklace and neck pendant 

resembling an air tube tied at intervals. Prana supports, by its everlasting 

arms, the veil of Maya 
.
or Illusion ; the mysterious veil of life embroi

dered with stars. Upon the centre of its breast is the crescent moon in 

the midst of the sun. In its right hand is a sceptre with 6 balls, which 

appear flying around as if repelled by an electrical force, probably to rep-

2 1  
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resent the six poles of dimension. The fingers of its left hand are held 

in the position frequently assumed by religionists in blessing. The arms 

and legs are winged, and the former raised as if about to fly. Around 

its loins is a rich tegument composed of rhomboids, egg-like ellipses and 

united· circles. Its dress has four curious projections on each side over 

Fl&IJ"' 3r. 

the hips. There is a kilt having three symbolical birds and lines of stars, 

above and below them, portrayed upon it. The lingam is also shown 

with the life-spirit as a flame united with the crescent moon, the symbol 

of purity and chastity. Over its head comes down the streaming efftux 

of the Upper Life. It has not visible eye-pupils, its eyes appear as cor-
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ruscations o f  light ; and streams o f  light and life proceed from the eyes, 

ears, nostrils and mouth, in all 8 .* Around its navel, the seat of embry

onic life, is a circular cloud united with the necklace above and the lin

gam life-spirit. " As the bee follows its queen so all the senses follow 

Prana," says a Hindu sacred book. So here we have the flying bees.t 

The King of the Breath of Life, stands upon the world-egg, which is sur

rounded by the Time serpent Ananta, and the Hindu Zodiac ; from it 

burst five openings like the five senses of man, and from the Makrokosm, 

the five senses spring out as the Mikrokosm or terrestrial earth spirit or 

man. 

Prana or the Life-spirit stands above all the creation inferior to it. It 

is the soul of the Universe. The Atharva-veda says : " Reverence to 

Prana, to whom this universe is subject, who has become lord of all, on 

whom all is supported. "t Prana is also Purusha or A U  M,§ and therefore

the totality of Brahma, Vishna and Siva, past, present and future. The 
similarity of this symbol of the Makrokosm when compared to the Ze'ir 

Anpeen or Appayim and the Archetypal Man, of the Zoharic writings, is 

striking. I I  
Prana was t o  the Hindu the Ai:olomorphos o r  Plastic Form, the 

Great Spirit of all Kosmic life, the hidden growth power, the content of 

* Comp. Indian Wisdom, by Monier Williams, notes to pp. 94, 1 26 and 190. as to

the 9 gated city of Brahma. 

t Bees were a sacred symbol among some of the ancient Asiatic peoples and also 
with the Greeks ; with the latter, new born souls were called, bees. Bees were con

nected with the spirit of generation and from this the name of the great nanue deity 

Pri·.llfo, Father Bee, may come. With the Egyptians, the sacred Bull was called .llfo, 

i. '·• Bee. Isaiah says : " Behold, the young woman shall conceive, and bear a IOll, and

shall call bis name Immanuel (God with us). Butter and """� shall be eat, tltal .U 
may hs11111 to rifim tlu ntiJ alfli dtt>ou t.U good, 'le." (Is. vii, 1 5 ; comp. wit/. 1 8.)

To those who wish to know more of the curious religious symbolism of, the bee ; we 

ref er to the learned statements in, The Book of God, hereafter cited, Vol. ii and iii ; 
also to The Platonist, Vol. iv, (March, 1 888,) p. 16o If. See also alSI,, p. 228 1v. 

t See Indian Wisdom, by Prof. Monier Williams. London, 1 875, p. 40 and note. 

f /WI., 103, Barth's Religions of India. English tnns., 1882, p. 71 '' "f· 
0 For a representation of the Qabbalistic Prototypic Man, the Image, see Frontis

piece. 



the concealed plastic and the all-pervading vital energy of the growth and 

existence of the created. The cause of destruction and change yet of 

re-creation and life, of color, light, form, texture, substance, etc . ,  which 

has been going on from the beginning and will ever go on to the end.* 

The Greeks crystallized this idea into the attributes of the deity whom 

they called Pan, who was with them the same as Til 7l'a11 the universe, or 

we may say, Pan was the god of the universe. t They also identified this 

deity with the Egyptian god, Khem. (Rdigi'ons de l 'antiquill (<JnSidtrtu 

pn"ndpalemen/ dans /n1rs formts symboli'quts, etc. , by Dr. Fred. Creuzer, 

French ed. by J. D. Guigniaut, Paris, 1825 ,  Vol. i, part i i ,  pp. 829 sq. 
Ibid. part i, p. 45 1 note, 495 sq. 5 10 sq. Le Panlltton, Egyplien, by M.

Paul Pierret, Paris, 1881, pp. 39, 46. ) 

Orpheus in one of his poems says : All things are full of Zeus, and in 

him, sees the earth, water, fire, and day and night. Does he not by this

intend to describe the entire universe, its head sparkling with a golden 

crown ? Does he not describe heaven glittering with the rays of the stars ? 

Do not the beaming eyes represent the sun and moon and the broad chest, 

the air ? And the shoulders, prominent by the wide extent of the wings, 

do they not describe the velocity of winds and the rapidity shown by 

God in acting. This image, thus set forth by Orpheus, is almost the same 

as that by which in ancient times the Greeks described Pan and the Zeus 

who was called, the Pan 7l'a11, i. e. , the whole, only because he represents 

the universe, a fact proved by the symbols. The horns, as Boccaccio 

says, were given to him to signify the rays of the sun, moon and stars ; 

the ruddy face means the ztherial fire, the long beard the masculine ele

ments, the skin covered with spots, the sphere of the fixed stars, the staf

with its crutch turned towards the rear, the power over things he owns 

and the years that ever return to him. The heptaulus, or syrinx with 

* The scholar will find many similarities to the Speculative Hebrew Qabbalab, espe·

dally as to the four worlds and ten emanations from the Deity, in the Upanishads of 

the Hindu Veda's, we refer him as to this, to the Sacred Books of the East, edited by 

Prof. Max Muller, Vol. i, 236 s9. among the many places. 

t The student will find a number of references, etc., upon this subject in the work, 

entitled The Book of God, etc., by Dr. Keneally. London. We refer to Vol. i, pp. 
88, 98, 294 ; ii, PP· 23, 104 SfJ., 348 Sf/·• 540 ;  iii, PP· 188, 2 10, 324, 734-



seven pipes, in his left hand, expresses the celestial harmony of the planets

which is shown by their motion more than by anything else. The lower 

limbs, rough and hairy and with ram's feet, mean only the hard, rough, 

rugged earth ; covered with all kinds of trees, herbs and plants. The 

ram's feet, etc . ,  signify the fecundity by which life in the universe is con

tinued and preserved, in a mystical way. Both the Egyptians and Greeks 

sometimes represented Pan or the Lyka:an Zeus, under the form of a 

male goat as the representative of continued creation and its preserver. 

We give, Figure 32, from

the learned Jesuit, Kircher, 

a representation of Pan or 

Zeus Lyka:us, as the Makro

kosmos. A. A ruddy face. 

The power of a:therial fire 

or heat, in the universe. B.

The power of the celestial 

rays on those things which 

are under the moo n . C. Masculine elements.

D. Power of the year and its return and of all

revolutions. E. All things are maintained by

its viril ity. F. Power of the Firmament, the 

sphere of the fixed stars. G. The earth (the

feminine element) teeming with plants, seeds 

H. Fountain of water and liquids

(of the feminine element) by irrigation fertilizing

the earth. I. The fields, crops and other vege

Ficure 32• A hi-ctyphlc rep- table matters. K. Harmony of the seven planets. 
resentation of Zau and Pan. L Unequal and rough mountains of different

heights. M. Power of fecundity. N. The cubical, or six-sided solid 

foundation. 0. Power, energy and velocity of the winds and their rapid

ity of action. 

The ancients asserted that Pan dwelt in deserted places, so as to indi

cate his loneness or unity, for the universe is one and created by One. 

He is also clothed in the skin of a male spotted leopard or a fallow deer, 

to signify the beautiful variety of things and colors, seen in the world. 
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These doubtless have an Asiatic origin .*  The Roman Church has changed 

the luptrcalia, one of the festivals to Pan on February 1 5 th, to the Pro

cession of Lighted Candles. 

In the Middle Ages the Makrokosmos was thought of as the Greek and 

Roman, Atlas ; which was asserted, by these peoples, to support the uni-

Figure 33. The Makrokosmos as portrayed in the Middle A&es.

verse. See Diagram V, ante, p. 3 1 9. It was also portrayed as in the fore

going plate, Figure 33, an exact copy of one made in A. D. 1503. The 

fonn and arrangement set forth in this drawing are of great antiquity.

This arrangement and form have been brought down to our own day and

are yet shown in the almanacs . 

• Comp. <Etiipi .tEgyptiad, Tllfllllf su-tlus, c. iv, dasni vi, � "· f>. P7 Sf. Ed. 

fitlflllZ 1653. 



We also give Figure 34, an exact copy of another engraving of the

same date.* It is most important to all occultists as contain ing an import

ant occult meaning. We may explain this in a subsequent work and will 

Figure 34. An ocail t  port12yal of the Maluokoomos. 

only say here, that it has much in common with the secret religious sys

tems of the oldest peoples of the entire world, both the New and Old. 

* Diagram V and Figures 33 and 34, are taken from the earliest Encyclo�dia pub

lished in the Middle Ages, viz : Margarita pniluopnua, toli1U pliil01opftia raMn4/is 

el -a/is pri#Cipia tlllMmm /Wris tlia/ogi'e '""'P"''""· Fri6urgi, Joa111U1 &Mllu, 
1503, ;,, 110. 

The author was Prior of a Carthusian nunnery near Friburg. Subsequent editions 

were Strasburg, Grilninger, 1504, 1 508, 1 5 1 2, 1 5 1 5  in 410 ; Basie, 1 535, 1583, and an 

Italian Ed., Venice, 1 599. Panzer and Hain refer to an impression as early IS 1496. 

We also have a copy of an Anglo-Saxon almanac, said to be 1386 A. D., which bu a 
v� similar figure to No. 33. 



From the A'tzeel-oothic World, through the conjunction of the King 
and Queen, proceeds the World of Creation, called, the B'ree·atic or 

Olam B'ru-ali also Qur-saiy-ali, i. t . ,  the Throne. In this Condition, 

creation as we understand the word, begun. It is considered as the abode 

of only pure spirits. It also contains a continuation of the emanating 

rays of the Ten Sephiroth of A' tzeel-ah, as a matter of course still further 

removed from Ain Soph and the first Ten, but a continuation and not in 

any way absolutely separate and distinct from them, but nevertheless of a 

more limited and circumscribed potency. The purely spiritual substances 

which it contains have not any admixture of matter, as we understand 

matter ; but they are inferior to the First World and superior to the follow

ing ; that of the Powers, Intelligences or Angels, of the planets and celes

tial spheres. As IY yooq-nali the Prototype, occupies the First World so the 

great Presence Angel of the Covenant, Metatron ; occupies the Second 

World. He alone constituting the entire World of Spirits or Angels. Me

tatron is " the garment, ' '  or visible manifestation of the Ain Soph, and his 

name = 3 1 4, is equal to Shaddai, i. e. , Almighty. (Zohar, iii, 231a.) 

Metatron governs the visible world, preserves the unity, harmony and rev

olutions of the spheres, planets and all the heavenly bodies ; and is the 

Commander, under the Will of the Deity, of all the myriads of the angelic 

hosts, of the next or Y e'tzeer-atic World. These are divided into ten 

ranks answering to the number of the Ten Sephiroth.

Following, and also proceeding from Olam B'ru-ali by emanation, is 

Olam Ye'tzur-ali, i. t. , the World of Formation. It is the abode of the 

Angels, the Intelligences of the Celestial planets and stars, and is also called 

Mala' hay-ah, i. t ., of the Angels. It has also Ten Sephiroth, which pro

ceed from and are only continuations of, the Ten of the A' tzeel-atic World 

through the Ten of the B'ree-atic, being only extensions of the first man

ifestations of Ain Soph through the preceding Ten Sephiroth, but further 
removed. The Zohar (ii, 43a) says : " For the servants (Sephiroth) that 

serve the Holy, Blessed be He ! It made the Throne (the B' ree-atic World) 

with four supports (pedestals) and six steps (platforms, dias) to the 

Throne, together ten . The whole is like a cup of blessing. That which 

is in it is ten words, like the Thorah which is given in ten words ; and as 
the universe, which is the Ma'a-seh Be'resheeth, which has been created



by ten sayings. The Holy, Blessed be He ! affixed to the Throne legions 

to serve it, (the Ten Angelic Hosts, the Ye' tzeer-atic World.) These are ;  
Malakheem, Areleem, 'Hay-y6th, Ophaneem, Hash-maleem, E' leem, Elo

heem, Benai Eloheem, Isheem and Serapheem. And for the service of 

these, the Holy, Blessed be He ! made Samii-el and his legions, who are 

as it were, the clouds to be used to come down upon the earth. And they 

are their horses : and above the clouds is the Merkabah, i. t. , the Chariot 

Throne, therefore it is said : (Is. xix, 1) ' Behold YHVH rideth upon a

swift cloud and shall come into Misraim (Egypt) . '  And so the Holy, 

Blessed be He ! rules Mitzraim. " The Ten Sephiroth of this Condition 

or World, are still contemplated as without taint of earthly matter, or 

matter as man understands the word. In this World reside those intelli

gent and incorporeal beings, each wrapped in a luminous vestment, which 

are sexless and capable, by the Divine permission, of assuming a form

sensible to mankind when they appear to him. They are also ministering 

spirits, energies or forces, which do the Will of the Deity. 

The Zohar (iii, 68a) says : " The Holy, Blessed be He I animated every

part of the firmament with a separate spirit, and forthwith all the Heavenly 

Hosts were standing and remained so before Him. This is meant by the

Psalmist (xxxiii, 6), ' By the breath of His mouth were made all their

hosts. ' ' '  The angels are of two kinds-good and bad ; and they have

their respective princes. 

Among the angelic hosts which people the Ye'fzeer-atic World, one 

angel has control over one sphere, another of another sphere, one has 
charge of the sun, another of the moon, another of the earth, another of 

the ocean, another of fire, another of the wind, another of the light, 

another of the changes of the seasons, etc. These angels are only repre

sentatives of forces or energies, they are named after the heavenly bodies, 

etc. , which they are supposed to rule, one is called Nogali, i. t. , Venus, 

one Ma�amttm (dam, i. t. , blood) Mars, one is Ehtm luz-Slia'mayttm,

i. t. , of the clearness (or, bone) , of the heavens, (Ex. xxiv, 1 0, Ezek. x) 
one is Uriel, i. t. , of light, another Noone/, i. t. ,  of fire, etc. (See Zohar, 
i, 42a, 6 ,· 4311 ti stq.) 

The fourth and last Condition is termed ; the World of Action o r  O!mfl 

A suy-ali, the A'seey.atic World, also called O/am (l lippolli, i. t. , 
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World of the Shells or Rinds, the Demons. It .contains the actual mat

ter of the planets or spheres (gill-goo/um) and what man terms matter. 

It is the residence of Sama-el, the Pdnce of Darkness and his legions. In 

it is our sublunary world, which is subject to matter re-birth and the dis

solution of the matter forms but not the destruction of the essential atoms. 

It has the operative qualities of all the preceding Ten Sephiroth, but much 

diminished because further removed from the original source, and is 

merely an extension of their rays or energies to their last degree or point 

of cessation. The Zohar (ii, 43a), says : For the service of the Angelic 

World " the Holy, Blessed be He ! made Sama-el and his legions, i. e. , 
the World of Action, who are as it were, the clouds to be used (by the 

Upper Spirits) to ride upon in their descent to the Earth, and serve, as it 

were, for their horses. Hence it is written : ' Behold YHVH rideth upon 

a swift cloud, and shall come into Egypt,' etc . "  (Is. xix, 1 . )  

The substances o f  this Condition or World, are considered t o  be of 

matter, limited by the dimensions and perceptible to the senses, by means 

of the multiplicity of forms. It is subject to change, birth, death, cor

ruption and re-birth, yet not anything in it is considered as ever totally 

annihilated or destroyed in essence or atom. It is the abode of the Evil 

Spirit and his demoniacal forces. 

It is a singular thing that in Genesis (i, 3-5), the production of light 

is mentioned five times, the first and second times the Qabbalists refer to 

the same light. This mention of light, four times, has been referred to 

the Qabbalistic idea of the four Worlds. (Conciliator of R. Manasseh 

ben Israel, etc. English Ed. by Lindo. Vol. i, p. 7 .)  

The expression " Be Li'ghl l and Light was, ' '  i s  referred to the A'hu/. 
alic World. " Elohim saw the light, that it was good ;"  applies to the

B' ree-atic World, " Elohim divided the liglil from the darkness ; "  applies 

to the Ye' tzeer-atic World, that of good and bad angels, those of light 

and darkness. " Elohim called the liglil, Day, and the darkness he

called, Night ;"  refers to the A'seey-atic or Matter-world, in which, is 

Day and Night. 

The demons, or bad angels, are considered as, the grossest and most 

deficient of all forms, are called the Q' lip�tli, or mere Shells or Rinds of

existence. They are thought of as energies or forces which are destruc-
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tive and injurious to man . They too form Ten Degrees answering to the 

lowest extremity of the Ten Sephirothic emanative rays, and in these 

Ten lower degrees, darkness and impurity increase the further they are 

removed from the primordial source. Thus the first two demoniacal de

grees are considered, as only the absence of visible form and organiza

tion , which in Genesis is termed ; " Tolwo iV'6olwo," which preceded the 

creation of the order of the Universe. The third degree is looked upon 

as the abode of darkness, which Genesis says at first covered the face of 

the earth. After this come the seven infernal halls (Sevwali Haiklza/ollt) 

or hells, ( Gai-ltinom,) the abode of the demons and their princes. Here 

are tortured, the existences which were led astray on earth. These seven 

halls or hells, are divided into numerous compartments, for the different 

kinds of punishment apportioned for the different species of earthly sin . 

The Prince of the whole region is Sama-el, i. e. , the Angel of Venom, Poi

son, or Death.*  He is thought of as the Satan of the Old Testament, who 

therein plays more the part of deceiver and accuser than that of a pun

isher. The Qabbalah however considers Sama-el as the Satan who seduced 

Eve. The Talmud holds to the same view, it says ; " The evil spirit Satan 

and the Angel of Death, are the same. " (Treatise .Bavalt .Balltra, 16a. ) 

He has a female companion, called Esltetlt Zenqonum, i. e. , the Harlot.

They are usually represented as united under the name of ' Ha-yoh, i. e. , the 

Beast. (Comp. Zohar, ii, 255-259 ; i ,  356. ) Which therefore is an asser

tion that the Great Power of Evil is androgenic. A dark shadow of the 

manifestation of the Great Androgene of Good. 

" The Ten Sephiroth of A' tzeel-ooth have scintillated and brought 

forth the Ten Sephiroth of B' ree-ah, and from the energy of these Ten of 

B' ree-ah, sparkled forth the scintillations of the World Ye' tzeer-ah, and 

through these, the Ten Sephiroth of the World A'seey-ah were sealed� 

and all the Sephiroth of all the Worlds, divide themselves into fives. " 

(Els lta-Haj-yem, i. e. ,  Tree of Life, fol. 253, col . 2 .)

Not any of the Sephiroth of the Lower Worlds are considered as of  an 

equally divine nature as those of A'tzeel-ooth. " The Kaile111, i. e. , 
Vessels, Vases, Sephiroth, o f  A' tzeel-ooth, become Nesltamali for B'ree-ah� 

• s. .. , i. '·• Poison or Venom, and Ail or El, i. '·• Angel, therefore the Angel o(

Poison. 
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Ye' tzeer-ah and A'seey-ah, an d  these latter are not called truly divine ; 

because even their Neshaman are Kailtm and are not Lights from A' tzeel

ooth. " These four Worlds form together an  Unit, a single Great Man, 
the Makrokosm or Adam Illa-ah. ( Tiqqoonum has-Zohar. Tiqq"""• 

70, also Sepher Kesai Malekh, fol. 5 2 . )

In the philosophy of Ibn Gebirol, these Worlds can be distinguished, 

viz :-That of the Perfect Form or Will ; that of the Simple Substances 

by which our creation begun ; that of the Heavenly Orbits or Spheres 

and their Intelligences ; and that of the Celestial Matter Spheres or 

Planets and the Elements of our Matter-world or Universe. Ibn Gebi

rol says ; it is necessary to consider matter as having two extremities, one 

going upwards to the highest limit of creation, and as far as the limit of 

conjunction of matter with form ; the other extending downwards to the 

point of cessation ; that is the extreme inferior limit in which all form 

ends. 1be highest ascends to the Spiritual, the Will ; which is above

the celestial spheres or orbits, and which descends as the Unity and Sim

plicity, to the limit, the commencement of creation ; and then, below 

the celestial spheres, takes a corporeal form, and as it descends, becomes 

more and more corporeal, until it reaches the limit of cessation. 

The doctrine of the Makrokosm and the Mikrokosm, is both in Ibn 

Gebirol and the Zohar. Our author says : (Bk. iv, § 6 and § 44) 
" The Little World (man, the Mikrokosm) bears a resemblance to the 

Great World (the universe), through its order and construction. The 

substance of the intellect, which is the most subtile, simple and sublime 

of all the substances of the Little World, (Gebirol is referring here to the 

Neshamah or Higher Soul) is not (directly) attached to the body ; because 

the Spirit (1°. e. , Rua'h) and the Soul (i. e. , the Vital Spirit, the Nephesh) ;

.are intermediaries between the two. " He then shows a similar order in 

the construction of the entire universe, and afterwards says ; if one 

should wish to imagine the construction of the universe and the uni

versal body, and the universal body and the spiritual substances which 

surround it, let him contemplate the construction of man, " in whom 

thou wilt find an analogy." The body of man corresponds to the uni

versal body ; the spiritual substances which put it  in movement, to the uni

versal substances which put in movement the universal body ; among these 
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(spiritual) substances, those which are inferior obey the superior and 

(successively) submit to them, until that which is movement goes back to 

the substance of the intellect. The intellect governs and rules (these 

substances), and all the substances in man's body, follow and submit to 

his intellect ; and he says : this is their master and judge. All is disposed 

in the particular spirit, that of the man, as in the World of the universe, 

and man is a Mikrokosm. Maimonides holds to the same idea, and has 

said a great deal upon the subject. (Moreb Ne'boo-kheem, French Ed. 

by S. Munk, J. c. lxxii and notes. English Ed. I .  lxxi i, p. 258, 276 

and notes.) The theory, that the universe was one finite system regu

lated by one and the same idea, was that of Aristotle, Plato and most of 

the philosophers of the Middle Ages. 

In Isaiah the Qabbalists find a reference to the Qabbalistic philosophy 

as to the Four Worlds. " Fear not for I AM with thee. I will bring thy 

seed from the East, and gather thee from the west ; I will say to the 

North ' give up ' and to the south ' Keep not back. ' ' Bring 
·
My sons 

from far, and My daughters from the ends of the earth ; even every one 

that is called by My Name I For I crtaletf (B'ru-ah) him for My Glory, 

I formed ( Yt' tzar) him ;  yea I made (A' suy-ah) lzi'm. '  "* 

A'tzeel-ah (said to  be l"lm from � Atzal, to  flow outt), i s  the World

of Emanation. B'ree-ah (said to be from barah, to create or shape, 

more likely from the Sanskrit Bn"lz, to expand), contains the World of 

pure forms or simple substances (i. e. , ideas). These are thought of and 

considered in the Qabbalah as spiritual, intelligent beings. Ye'tzeer-ah 

(said to be from Yt'tzar, to form), the world of the Celestial Spheres, of 

the Souls or Angels. A'seey-ah (said to be from A'sah, to make) the 

World of Matter, of objects perceptible to the senses, which come into 

being, grow, die and decay. (See anle, pp. 5 3, 198.) 

They are also paralleled by the four divisions of Plotinus, viz : the 

• Ia. zliii, S-7· Comp. Is. xiv, 6-7, 1 2. Philo Judreua in Dt Somnis, Bk. i (Bohn's

Ed., Vol. ii, pp. 292-343) especially H iii, vii, xi, appears to refer to the Four worlds 

of the Qabbalah. 

t See what Joel says against this in his, Rtligions-J>ltilosopllit tits So/tar, p. 203 s�. 

More likely it is from a Sanskrit root. 
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One, the Nous and its ideas, the Soul, and the Matter-kingdom. Neo

platonism according to Lassen (ante, p. 1 70) came from India. *

The subtile distinctions between the Neshamah, Upper Soul or Spirit, 

Rua'h, the Moral and Reao;oning power, and Nephesh, the Vital or 

merely Animal Life, of man's Spiritual existence, as contained in the 

Qabbalah, has been quite ably set forth by C. De Leiningen in an Essay 

delivered March 5, 188 7 ; before the Psychological Society of Munich, 

Germany. t 

• For a description of Figure 35, see The Path, New York, for March, 1 887.

t See Du Splrynz, Leipzig, 1 887 ;  u Lotus, Paris, January, 1888, p. 232 If/. 

P'lcure 35.-Hindu Qabballstic symbol of the Four Worlds. 



XVIII .  

EXCERPTS FROM T H E  ZOHAR : AS T O  THE MAN WITH T H E  HEAVY BURDEN. 

VICARIOUS ATONEMENT BY THE MESSIAH. THE SHE
1
KHEEN-AH. A 

FORMULA OF THE GREAT NAMES. ORIGINAL SIN. POWER OF SATAN. 

FREE WILL. THE HEAVENLY MEDIATRIX BETWEEN GOD AND MAN. 

NECESSITY OF REPENTANCE FOR SALVATION. ETERNAL REWARD AND 

PUNISHMENT IN THE FUTURE LIFE. RESURRECTION OF THE DEAD IN 

THE BODY. JUDGMENT OF THE SOULS OF THE WICK.ED, ETC. 

IN the introduction written by R. I Hiz'qee-yah, which is very old,

and which forms part of the Brody edition of the Zohar (i, 56 sq. ), 

is an account of a journey taken by R. El'azar, son of R. Shim-on 

b. Yo'hai, and R. Abbah ; to visit the father-in-law of the former. Whilst

on the way, they meet with a man bearing a heavy burden. They con

versed together upon the Ma-a'seh Be' resheeth and the origin of the Sab

bath : the explanations of the Thorah, by the man with the burden, were 

so wonderful, that they asked him for his name ; he replied : " Do not 

ask me who I am ; but we will all proceed with the explanation of the 

Thorah. " They asked, " Who caused thee thus to walk and carry such 

a heavy load ? "  He answered : " The letter • (Yod, which = 10, and 

is the symbolical letter of Kether, and the essence and germ of the Holy 

Name mn• YHVH) made war, etc . "  " Ride on one of our mules, they 

said, we will carry thy burden," but he replied : " Have I not told you, 

that it is an order of the King, until, etc. ' '  " Tell us thy place of habi 

tation ? "  finally they said to him ; he replied : " The place of my abode 

is good and sublime to me, and it is a tower, which hovers in the air, 

grand and mighty, and the inhabitants of that tower are the Holy, . 

Blessed be He I and a ' poor. ' (This may refer to the Messiah, who is

called ' lowly, and rideth on an ass. '  Zekh. ix, 9.)  That place is my 

residence, and we moved from there, and I carry that which is heavy 

* * * They said to him : ' If thou wilt tell us the name of thy father, 
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we will kiss the dust of thy feet. ' He replied : ' And why ? I am not 

used to becoming haughty through the Thorah ; but as to my father, lie 
!tad lu's dwtlling in the Great Sea, and was a fish therein ;  which de

stroyed the Great Sea from one end to the other, and he was great and 

mighty and ' Ancient of Days, ' until he swallowed all the other fishes 

in the (Great) Sea ; and after that, he produced for us, the living and 

existing beings, from all the best in the world ; and in !tis might lie swims 

tltrouglt the ( Great) Sta in one mommt. And then, he brought me 

forth like an arrow in the hand of a powerful man, and hid me in that

place, of which I told you ; and Ihm rt/urned to !tis plau and Jui/ ltim
st!f in Int Sta. ' R El'azar listened to his words and said to him : ' Thou 

art the son of the Holy Flame, thou art the son of Rab Ham-'nun-ah 

Sabah, (the Old,)* thou art the son of the Light of the Thorah and thou 

goest burdened behind us ! ' "  On page 96 i6id. , may be found other ref

erences to the Great Sea and its inhabitants. t The feminine Sephirah, 

Binah, is sometimes termed by the Qabbalists, the Great Sea. Among 

her divine Names are YaH and Elohim. She is called the Great Mother, 

the Upper Mother, the supernal n (Heh) of rnn·. She is the Holy Spirit 

and the Upper She'kheen-ah. Her symbol is the brooding dove, she 

brooded over the face of the waters at the creation. The Great Fish is 
in the mythology of the Akkadians and Babylonians and is likely the Le

viathan in the Qabbalah. (Ka6. Dmud. Idralt Ra66alt, § 633.) Note 

also the invocation by the Roman Church of the Virgin and her Son, of 

' Hokhmah, Wisdom or the Llgos, i. t. , Word ; and Binah, the Upper 

Mediating Mother, Universal Intellect, the Great Sea or Holy Spirit. 

Mary likely equals the Latin Mart, i. t. , Sea. According to a hymn 

of the Xth century sung at the Annunciation, she is ; 

" Star of the Sea, 

GraciouS Mother of God 

And always Virgo, 

Happy Gate of Heaven . "  t 

* The fi1lt in Aramaic or Cbaldee is Ill nu,,, pron. ""°"· 
t See ant,, p. 243 19. as to the Great Sea among the Akkadians and Chaldeans, also 

the Fish.god. Comp. Dr. J. P. Lundy's Monumental Christianity, pp. 1 30 19., 368 19. 

t Rambach's Collection, i, 2 19. 
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THE ATONEMENT. " When the righteous are afflicted by illness or 

sufferings in order to atone for the sins of the world, it is that all the

sinners of their generation (period) may receive redemption. How is this 

proven ? By all the members of the animal (human) body. At the time 

when all the members (of the animal, human body), suffer through an 

evil illness, then one member must be beaten (operated upon,) so that all 

the remaining (members) may recover. Which niember? The arm. It 

is beaten (operated upon) and the blood is drawn from it, and from this 

results the convalescence of all the other members of the body. So it is 

with the children of the world, its members stand towards each other 

equally, like members (of the human body) each to the other. * At the 

time that the Holy, blessed be He ! desires to give health (sanctification) 

to the world, He afflicts a just (pious) one from the midst (of the world) 

with sickness and pain, and through him He gives health to all the world. 

How is this proven ? It is written : (Is. liii, 5) • And he was wounded for 

our transgression, he was bruised for our iniquities * * * and by his 

stripes (wounds) are we healed, etc. ' • By his stripes (wounds) ' like the 

bruises (operations) made by the bleeding of the arm, are we healed ; 

that is there is brought to us, as members of the whole body, conva

lescence. " t 

• All mankind as the descendants of Adam, are looked upon in the Qabbalab, as one

great totality and brotherhood, one great united stream of life. As the great universal 

spiritual celestial man, the Upper Man, the Makrokosm, borne or carried in the ter

restrial universal Adam, the Mikrokosm, in germ, and spiritually and still living in the 

flesh ; by, through and from the life.giving efBux of the Makrokosm, the Adam Illa-ab , 

etc., as we before set forth. The Qabbalistic doctrine as to A'reekh An·peen and Ze'ir 

An-peen, is also here to be noted. 

t Zobar iii, fol. 2 18a, f Pin-'llas. (Rayab Me'bemnab) Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol 

88, col 2, Sulzbach Edition. Zohar, Cremona Edition iii, fol. Iola, col. 402. Among 

the ancient Hindus, an atonement was asserted to be through the sacrifice of Purusba, 

the Great Hindu Universal Ideal Man. (Indian Wisdom by Monier Williams. Lon

don, 1 87s, p. 24- Hinduism, by the same author, pp. 36, 90. ) Buddha is also reported 

as saying : " Let all the evils (sins) flowing from the corruption of the fourth or degen. 

erate age (the Kali) fall upon me, but let the world be redeemed." (Indian Wisdom, 
above cited, p. SS note I .)  As to the idea among the ancient people of Babylonia, etc . ,  

see antt, p .  240. 
2 2  



ATONEMENT BY THE MESSIAH. " Those souls (Neshmosin), which are 

in the lowest Paradise (i. e. , Gan Eden), hover about and look around 

through the world * * * and when they behold suffering, ill, or 

patient martyrs, and those who suffer for the unity of their Master, they 

return and inform the Messiah. At the time when they inform him (the 

Messiah) of the afflictions of Israel in Exile, and that the sinners among 

them do not reflect in order to know their Lord, he lifts up his voice and 

weeps because of those sinners, as it is written : ' And he is wounded for 

our misdeeds, etc. ' (Is. liii, 5 . )  Whereupon the souls return and remain 

in their places. In the Garden of Eden is a palace, which is called : the 

Palace of the Wicked Children. The Messiah goes up into this Palace and 

calls all the sufferings, pains and tribulations of Israel to come upon him

self. And they all come upon him. If he bad not thus taken upon him

self the punishment of Israel for the transgressions of the Law, not any 

man would be able to endure the sufferings (due for such transgressions), 

as it is written : " In truth he took upon himself our sickness, etc. * 

* * :t: Whilst the children of Israel lived in the Holy Land, they kept 

from the world, all pain and suffering by their prayers, worship and sacri

fice ; but now the Messiah does it, and removes them (the sufferings, 

etc .)  from the world until the child of man departs from this world and 

receives his punishment. ' '  t 

" The man pure of sin is himself a real sacrifice, which may serve as 

an atonement ; therefore the righteous are the sacrifice and the atonement 

of the world. "  (Zohar i, 650.) 

THE MESSIAH A S  THE SHEPHERD. The Rayah Me'hemnah, i. e. , Faith

ful Shepherd (Zohar iii, fol. · 2 1 80, § Pin-' has. Amsterdam edition ; Cre

mona Ed. ii, 1oob,) also says : " This is also exemplified by the account 

of Job : for the Holy, Blessed be He ! Seeing that the whole generation 

was a sinful one, and Satan coming to accuse them, The Holy, Blessed 

be He ! said to him (Job i, 8) : ' Hast thou considered My servant Job ? 

For there are none like him upon the whole earth, '  to save through him, 

(his) generation . This can be illustrated by the parable of the Shep-

• Is. liii, 4- Comp. Rom. xii, 3, 4.

t Zohar ii, fol. 2 1 20 and 6, Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol 85, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. 

Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 956. Comp. 2 Cor. v, 2 1 ; I Ep. John ii, 2 ;  iv, 10. 
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herd, who saw a wolf approaching to tear in pieces his sheep and destroy 

them. What did the shepherd do ? He was wise, so he gave to him 

( the wolf) the strongest and fattest bell-wether from all, which the 

flock was in the habit of following. What then did the shepherd do ? 

Whilst the wolf was carrying this bell-wether off, the shepherd run with 

his sheep and put them into a safe place and then (Ibid. , 2 1 8b) re

turned and saved him (the bell-wether) from the wolf. In the same way 

does the Holy, Blessed be He ! deal with a generation ; He delivers a

righteous man into the power of (Satan, the Wolf) the ' accuser, ' 

for the salvation of the generation through him. But when he is as 

strong as Jacob, it is said by him ; ' the man wrestled with him. ' (Gen. 

xxxii, 24.) ' But he will not be able to prevail, on the contrary he 

will beg the righteous man to let him go ' (Ibid. , 26) for the righteous 

one, chosen by the Holy, Blessed be He ! is too strong for the adversary, 

and he (the righteous one) willingly bears the bitterest afflictions for the 

salvation of his generation, and is considered, as the saviour of them, 

and the Holy, Blessed be He ! appoints him shepherd over all the flock, to 

feed them in this world, and to rule over them in the world to come. " 

THE ATONEMENT BY THE MESSIAH. " The ancient pillars of the world 

(the learned of Israel) differ as to the nationality of Job. One says, 

that he was a pious Gentile, while another takes him for a pious Israelite, 

who was smitten in atonement for all the world. Once R. Hamm'nun

nah met the (prophet) Eliyah and said unto him : ' How is it  to be ex

plained, that the righteous suffer while the wicked enjoys life ?' He 

answered him saying : ' The pious whose sins are few gets his punish

ment for them in this world, therefore it is that the pious suffers here, but 

he whose sins are many, and whose good actions are but few, receives re

ward for the latter in this world, this explains why ' the wicked enjoys 

life. ' Said he to him the Judgments of the Lord of the universe are 

deep, but at the time when the Lord desires to forgive the sins of the 

world, the Holy, Blessed be He I strikes one of their arms, and so re

stores spiritual health to all. As a physician does, who strikes the arm of 

a sick man, and thus relieves all the members of the body, accordingly 

it is written ; (Isaiah liii) ' And he was smitten for our transgressions. ' " *

• Zobar f Pin'llas, iii, 231a, Amsterdam Ed. ; Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 1oU. This
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THE MESSIAH WASHED IN WINE. " ' He washed His garment in wine. •

(the Mystery ?) (Gen. xlix, 1 1) . He is ' Washing ' would be more correct.

But ' He washed ' since the day of the creation of the world. And who is 

He ? That is the King Messiah, Below. ' In wine ' that is the Left 

side ; ' In the blood of the grape,'  that is the Left side, Below. But the 

King Messias is prepared to govern, (fol. 24oa,) Above ; over all the 

idolatrous nations, and break their power from Above and Below. 

Another meaning of ' He washed his garment in wine, '  is that wine 

gladdens externally, while in its nature it is ascerb, so also is the King Mes

siah gladdening for Israel, and is all judgment on the idolatrous nations. 

It is written : ' The Spirit (Rua' Ji>
°
of Elohim hovered over the waters, ' 

(Gen. i, 2 ;) that is the Spirit of the King Messiah. And from the day of 

the creation of the world, He washed His garment in the Upper wine. 

Behold, what follows (on the first quoted verse ;) ' The eyes become red 
from wine, and the teeth white from milk, (Gen. xlix, 1 2, Comp. Vul

gate,) this is the Upper wine of which the lords of the Thorah, drink. " * 

THE RELATION OF THE SHE'KHEEN-AH TO THE HOLY BLESSED. 

" The She'kheen-ah although she stands to the other Lights of the Crea

tion like the soul to the body, yet she still stands to the Holy, Blessed be 

He ! like the body to the soul, but all are one ; therefore here, which is 
not the case with man, body anq soul are one : for the body (of man) 
is earth (io1n ' homer, i. e. , clay or earth) and the soul is called i.,,� se

khel, (i. e. , reason.) The latter, is life ;  the former, death ; but the Holy,

Blessed be He ! is Life and the She'kheen-ah is Life. Therefore it is 

section or parashath, of the Zobaric writings ; comprises Volume ill from fol. 2 130 to 

fol 2596, i. t., 46 folios = 92 pages, and contains many more paragraphs of the same 

tenor as those before cited. Therein may be the great Secret of Vicarious Atonement 

for the wicked. Christianity nor Aristoteliani•m are not rererred to in the Zohar. This 

is a proof of its antiquity and that it is an ancient Asiatic book. 

• Zohar i, fol 2396 and 2400 ; Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 1 286, Sulzbach Ed. Cre·

mona Ed. i, fol. 1 276. The Hebrew word -no 4 + 6 + 6o = 70 (i. t., Sod, i. t., Mys·

tery). So also does !" so + 10 + 10 ya-yin, Wine = 70. The expression " Wine

of the Thorab " would mean the Secret Mysteries of the Thorah (or Law). So the 

above expression may mean : • He washed His garment (covering) in the Mysteries of 

Wisdom 'llo'11111alz Nislarali. 
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written : ' She is a Tree of Life to those who lay hold upon her, etc. "* 

(Prov. iii, 18. )t 
OF THE SHE'KHEEN-AH.-" Because of (the attributes of) the Holy, 

Blessed be He ! being concealed in the Mysteries of the Thorah (Penta

teuch). By what is He known ? By the Commandments which are His 

She'kheen-ah which is His (D'yooq-nali) image. As He is humble 

so is the She'kheen-ah, humility ; as He is benevolent so is she benevo

lence ; as He is strong, so she is the strength of all the nations of the 

world ; as He is the truth, so is she the truth ; as He is the prophet so is 

she the prophetess ; as He is righteous (just) so is she righteousness (just

ness); as He is King, so she is Queen ; as He is wise, so is she wisdom ;

as He is intelligent, so is she His intelligence ; as He is the crown, so she 

is His diadem, the diadem of Glory. Therefore the Rabbins have decided, 

that all whose inner is not like the external, shall not have admittance to 

the Btlli lia-Midrasli, i. e. , House of learning. As the image of the Holy, 

Blessed be He ! whose interior He is, and whose external is the She'kheen

ah ; He, His interior internally, she, His exterior, externally, so that there 

is not any difference between she, the external, and He, the internal, as 
she (the She'kheen-ah) is an outflow from Him ; and therefore every differ

ence of the external and internal is obviated, and as further the inner 

nature of YHVH is hidden ; therefore He (YHVH) is only named with 

the Name of the She'kheen-ah 'l"m Adonai i. e. , Lord : t therefore the 

Rabbins say (of the name YHVH) ; Not as I AM written (i. e. , YHVH) 

AM I read. In this world My Name is written YHVH and read Adonoi, 

but in the world to come, the same will be read as it is written, so that 

Mercy (represented by YHVH) shall be from all sides. § 

• This  shows that the body and soul are not one, but that Hu, iJ., He, and His She' ·

kheen-ah together, are One. 

t Zohar ii, fol. 1 186, Rayah Me'hemnah. Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol. 49, col. 1 .  Sulzbach 

Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol . 530. 

t The two names are united, merge in and form, the Unit, in the Perfect Name Ado

noi or Adonai. 

� Zohar iii, fol. 2300, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 93, col. J. Sulzbach Ed. Cremona 

Ed. ii, fol. 1o6a, Rayah Me'hemnah. 
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THE SHE1KHEEN-AH IS THE HIGHEST ANGEL. THE IMAGE OF ELOHIM 

AND ONE WITH ELOHIM. " Come, See ! When Hillel, the elder, was 

rejoicing at that celebration (Festival of the House of Water-drawing) 

he said ' When 'ltc a'nu, i. e. , I am, is here all are here, but if 'ltc a' nu 

I am, is not here, who is here ? ' By this he signified and said : If the

She'kheen-ah, which is called 'Jtc a' nu ' I  am ' rests here, ALL are here. 

The place is called ">".:> Koll, ALL* for those who will unite themselves to 

her (the She'kheen-ah). But if 'ltc a' nu ' I  am ' is not here who is here ?

Because happiness is not perfect, so long as the She' kheen-ah does not 

rest in the Holy Land. But when the number of steers shall be completed 

then will come to pass, that which is written : ' Ye shall draw water with 

joy from the well-springs of salvation. '  (Is. xii, 1 3 . )  What are they ? These 

are the six wells, which flow in this salvation. And so the whole world 

shall rejoice, because the She'kheen-ah shall be liberated from the midst 

of the nations living in wickedness, and therefore it is written ; ' The 

eighth day shall be a festival to you. ' (Numb. xxix, 35). " t 
4 QABBALISTIC FOllMULA OF THK GRKAT NAMES, UNITY, ETC. 

The above Diagram shows the idea of the positive (male) and negative 

(female) merged in the unity or harmony. The Ineffable name illil'
YHVH, divided in the Sephirothic Tree, at first makes lil' YHV of the 

Upper Three, the last i1 (Heh) , being the symbol of the seven Lower 

• ">".:> = 50, that is the 50 gates of Binah, Understanding.

t Zohar i, Haslimulas, f oL 1 16, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 1 6, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Cre

mona Ed. i, fol. 1 Sa . 
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Sephiroth and more especially of Malkhuth, the Harmony of all. • (Yod)

is the letter of Ketber, n (Heh) of Binah, , (Vav) of 'Hokhmah, together, 

the Upper Three. Dividing the Tetragrammaton in half we have the 

above divisiol) n• YH and m VH ; still further sublimated it is n• YH, 

this divided, is • (Yod) the letter of Kether, the Father = 10, and the 

first n (Heh) the letter of Binah, the Holy Spirit or Upper She' kheen·ah, 

finally all take rise in the point, or • (Yod) of Kether, which emanates 

immediately from Ain Soph. Under the Great Unutterable Name we 

have placed on the Diagram, the Great Name, the Shem-Hammephorash, 

which the Qabbalists assert, was that pronounced in the past by the 

High Prjest in the Holy of Holies on the Great Day of Atonement, the 

pronunciation of which, it has been claimed, has been lost. Those of the 

initiates who can read the above formula knowingly, will understand it. 

The Talmud, Rashi its first commentator, and the orthodox Jewish 

Liturgy, hold that Hu, i. e. ,  He, is a name of the Deity. The Qabbalists 

hold that the Ineffable Name, mn• YHVH, expresses a Duality in the 

Godhead, a He and a she, two persons in one God, the Holy, Blessed be 

His Name ! and His She'kheen-ah. The Daily Prayers of the Orthodox 

in Jewish Liturgy, before putting on the Tephillin and the Tallith, are : 

iT"' Ort' -in'' 'larl' '"m� iT'M.l',:)"" iT"�'i' ,,"' cW,
.C9'rt' �M'� iT"'� 

La' shem ye' /IQod qoodshali banl k /l()o us he' kheenl·ali bed' liuloo ur' liumoo 

fya'liad shem n• YH lo Ml VH b'y'liooda slili'm, i. e. , " To the One 

Name, the Holy, blessed be He ! (Hu) and His She'kheen-ah, with Fear 

and Mercy, to unite the Name YH to VH, so that it shall be in a

perfect Unity. " *  

The two, HU and YaH, form in.c "'"" i. t. , One YHVH, accord
ing to the Qabbalists, One but of a Bisexual nature. The Karii.ites in

stead of mn• write in their Litany •'f• ·  The Orthodox Israelites generally
: :. The former cannot be pronoun�ed and is not communicable and is 

quite Ineffable. t 
* Comp. the 'Tzee'nab Uree'nah. A Rabbinical Comment. on Genesis, English Ed . ,

by P .  I .  Hersbon. London, 1885, p .  138, note 2 .  

t 13id. , p .  3 0 2  note . 
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·vnc E'had, i. e. , the, One. IC = 1 ,  n = 8, ., = 4. The IC means 

the One Deity, n means the seven heavens and the one earth, equal 

eight. ., signifies the four comers of the world. The Qabbalists think 

of this when repeating the She-mah, and pronounce the word E' Md, 

One, in it, very slowly dwelling in their thoughts upon the above signifi
cation of its letters. 

THE CREATION OF MAN, AND His PURITY AND SINNING. " ' And He

blew into his nostrils (Philo says, face), a breath of Life, '  f nepeslz 'lzaj-yalz 

(Gen. ii, 7). That is the holy soul, which has its origin from that

Divine (Upper) Life. ' And thus man (Adam) became an animated n•n 
'lzay-yalz living, creature I '  That is man became endowed with a holy Life

(lrlDJ Neplzulz) from that heavenly creature n•n 'lzaj-yalz.* Which the 

earth brought forth, as it is written ; ' The earth shall bring forth, the 

living (realure, n•n lrlDJ Neplieslz 'lzay-yalz i. e. , li'ving stnd. (Gen. � 24. )

A soul-life which is in the Divine Upper Life. Come, See I All the time

that that holy soul connects itself with the son of man, he is the beloved 

of his master. How many keepers watch and protect him from all sides ! 

He is the symbol for good, Above and Below, and the Holy She'kheen-ah 

rests upon him ; and at the time man deviates from this way, the She ' 

kheen-ah departs from him, and the holy soul has not any longer a con

nection with him, and from the side of the mighty evil serpent t a spirit 

is stirred up, which (spirit) roams about in the world t and can only find 

rest in the places from which divine holiness has departed,§ and thus the 

child of man becomes polluted and declines in flesh as well as in the whole 

countenance. I I  
• Comp. Ezek. � 5-27 ; x ,  27.

t The left side the negative, destroying, female and evil side ; that of Samll-el.

t " Be sober, be watchful, your adversary the devil, as a roartng lion, walketb about 

seeking whom be may devour ; whom withstand." I Pet. v, 8. See Kitto's Cyclop. 

Biblical Lit., iii , p. 773. s�. Wid., ii, p. 857. 

� Is. xxiv, 14, xiii, 2 1 ,  Kitto's work just cited. iii, p. So4. Ibid. , ii, p. 834. Lillitb,

see anlt' pp. 248, 33 1 .  

II Zobar iii, fol. 4�, Amsterdam Ed .  iii, fol 19, col. r ,  Sulzbach Ed. Cremona

Ed. ii, fol 2 10. 
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THROUGH SrN MAN LosT THE IMAGE OF ELOHIM. " ' And your fear 

and terror shall be over all the animals upon the earth. ' (Gen. ix, 2 .) 
That is, the sublime image ef (the) man until now wanting, you shall now 

bear. Come, See I At first it is written : ' In the image ci,Jr:l b'luzlem,

of Elohim, has He made (the) man," (Gen. ix, 6 ;) and then again it is 

written ; in the simt1ilude nio,:l bid·moolh, ef Elohim, He made him. Be
cause the image of man, in consequence of the sins committed, had 

changed from the Upper one so that its condition became such, that man 

feared before the beasts. In the first, all the creatures of the world trem

bled and quaked at the sight of man's sublime Upper Holy Image, but 

after he had committed sin, his image disappeared and was changed into 

another sim11itude, and a reverse condition, &> that the child of man 

feared and trembled before other creatures. Come, See I The features

of all those children of men, who do not sin before their Master and do 

not transgress His law, have no/ clzanged in their (original) Upper Divine 
Image, and all the creatures of the world quake and tremble before them ; 

but in time the child of man has transgressed the words of the Thorah 

and their image 1"s changed, and all quake and tremble before other crea

tures, because this .Divine Image has changed and disappeared from them.

And so the wild beasts govern over them, because they do not see the 

Divine Upper Image * as it had been before.t 

THE SERPENT (SAMA.EL) BROUGHT DEATH INTO THJt WORLD. " ' And

the serpent was cunning. ' (Gen. iii, 1 .) It is the evil spirit, it is the

Angel of Death (Sama-el). And because the serpent is the Angel of 

Death, it caused death to the whole world. This is the mystery of what 

is written ' The end of all flesh has come before Me. ' This is the end 

of all flesh, the serpent takes away the souls (Nuhamolh) of all flesh .t  

• The power of  Daniel over the lions the Qabbalists say resulted from bis having the

Divine Image. 

t Zobar i ,  fol. 7 10, Amsterdam Ed. Zobar i, fol. 22, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona

Ed. i, fol . 53a. 

t Zohar i, fol. 35a, Amsterdam Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 28a. This means, that the 

serpent, as the Yt-lln'.Aa.ran, evil spirit or evil angel of man, causes man to sin, and 

causes death to their (N,s.iamoln) heavenly souls. 



DEATH CAME THROUGH THE SERPENT. " R. Shim-on (ben Yo'hai) 

began and said : ' And they transgressed the covenant like Adam, therein 

they despise Me. ' (Hos. vi, 7 . )  Who can wipe the dust out of thine 

eyes, 0 ! first man ? The Holy, Blessed be He ! gave thee one command

ment only, still thou couldst not follow it, because thou didst suffer thy

self to be seduced through the slanderous words of that wicked serpent, 

of which it is written : ' And the serpent was cunning ; '  therefore thou 

hast caused death to thyself and to all descendants who come out from 

thee. Come, See ! who suffers himself to be seduced by it (the serpent) 

and follows it even for an instant will perish through it. "* 

" R. Yitz-haq began and said : ' And He drove Adam out and placed 

him east of Gan-Eden, (Paradise. ) '  (Gen. iii, 24.) Come, See ! The

mystery of the word Adam ! The letters of which signify that the object 

of his (Adam's) sin was at the same time also his punishment. t And 

caused death to himself and the entire world. And caused the Tree 

through which he sinned to be banished from Paradise. But Adam 

himself was the cause of the eternal banishment of his descendants. ' "t 

MAN I S  BoRN IN  ORIGINAL SIN WHICH REMAINS WITH HIM UNTIL 

DEATH. " R. Yehudah began and said : ' His angels He commanded that 

they guard thee in all thy ways. ' (Ps. cxi, I I .  Comp. Matt. iv, 6.) This 

verse, the companions§ explain thus : At the time when man comes into 

the world, at that instant appears in him the evil spirit (angel) l l  which 

* Zohar ii, fol. 1o6, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. ii, fol. 262a, Amsterdam Ed. Cremona

Ed. ii, fol. I I  5a. 

t 011nft Mtln� M8), be'Mab D'hatn Athpas, i.e., tlirougli tliat /Jy 111/ii,/i lie simuti, lie 
1110SpunUMti. The initials backwards D"1lt, Adam, and properly read Mio , miatiali , 
measure, according to the proverb : Mio iJJ� Mio, mititi ali k'neged middali, i. e .,

measure for measure. 

i Zobar i, fol 237a, Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol 1 20, col 2, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona

Ed. i, fol. 1 26/J. 

§The " Companions " were those who bad been initiated into the Sod or Secret Doc

trine later termed Qabbalah. 

I I Known to the braelites as Yltur lia-rali, the Evil inclination or angel . It is this

Evil Inclination which is referred to in the Lord's Prayer, not Satan. It is looked upon 

as an angel which accompanies man during his journey through this life. Comp. Say· 

ings of the Jewish Fathers (Pirql Avotli), etc. , by Charles Taylor, before cited, pp. 

5 1 ,  76-78, 96, 1 1 1 ,  1 1 2, 142-144 and notes. 
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always accuses him, as it is written : ' Sin lieth at  the door, etc. ' (Gen.

iv, 7 . ) What i s  ' sin lieth ' ?  I t  means ' the evil spirit ' ( l•e'l.su ha

rah). David also calls it, (the evil spirit) sin, as it is written ' And 

my sin is always befqre mt ,· (Ps. Ii, 6) because he daily seduces man to 

sin against his Lord. This evil spirit never leaves man from the day he 

is born into the world. And the good spirit ( Ye' lzer ha-lob) comes to 

the man from the day he becomes clean. And when does man become 

clean ? As soon as he is thirteen years (of age) . Then man connects 

himself with both, one on the right and the other on the left. The good 

spirit to the right and the evil spirit to the left. And these are the two 

angels which are destined to always remain by man. If man strives after 

sanctification the evil spirit is suppressed and the right governs the left, 

and then both unite to guard man in all his ways and doings, as it is 

written : ' His angels shall He command, etc. ' " * 

FREE WILL. " ' And c•n'7ac, i. t. , Elohim created the Man in His (Elo

him's) image, ' (Gen. i, 2 7) that is in the image of Metatron : Who is the 

Elohim, that created him ? He is the living Elohim and King of the 

World. In the imaget of Elohim he created him, that is, Sama-el, from 

whom are descended other elohim, of which it is written : ' Thou shalt 

have no ollur elohim beside Me. ' (Exod. xx, 3 .)  If a man is worthy,

Elohim creates him in the image of Mtlalron, the servant under his mas

ter, that is the meaning of, ' And Elohim created the Man in His im

age : '  namely ; in the sinu1iludt of Metatron ; but if man is unworthy, 

he is created in the image of Sama-ti, the Angel of Death,t who executes

• Zohar i, fol. 1656, Amsterdam. i, fol. 96, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed. i,

fol. 956. 

t c'n.:i 6e-t�I mi, which in the later Hebraic, the Chaldaic and Talmud, ia D'7'? trelem, 

a simulacrum or shadow and signifies an idol, (Comp. Daniel) that is, in the imace (of 

Samll·el). The Rabbins sought to find in Gen. i, 27, a deeper meaning from the repe

tition therein, asserting that the first part showed the inclination of man for good or his 

good spirit and the repetition, that for evil, the evil spirit. 

t Thus is the second word to be read. Samll·el has a female reOection called Llllith, 

as we have said before. Comp. 11nle, pp. 248, 331 . United together they are called 

'Hayoli, the Beast and 'Rayon Bisliali, the Evil or Wicked Beast. Comp. Zohar ii, 

255-59. Sama·c'!l is considered the same as the Satan of the Old Testament, also the 



under the command of his Lord, " the Judgment upon man in gai-kinnom 
(hell) if man has not been righteous. And therefore the word i:r"l vay
ye' lzer, i. e. , and he formed, is (written in Genesis with two ", yodun.

See ante p. 248) to show (the two-fold nature in man and) that the man 

created with the faculty for good (belongs) to Metatron, who also aids 
aim by inspirations (bt'pkillkoodem • in the -comma�dments, ' )  in the 

study of the Thorah, (that is, ' to be a help from the Thorah, concern

ing the obedience to the commandments : ' )  therefore it is written ; • I 

will make him a help-mate.' (Gen. ii, 1 8. )  But if unworthy, then 

Ye'tzur-ah, (i. e. ,  the formation,) is that of the wicked Sama-el, who is 

as to man k'negdo, i. e. , against him, and seduces man to sin, so as to 

condemn him into gai-kinnom (hell). But both (Metatron and Sama-el) 

accompany the son of man (through life) in a double image. " * 

Nachmanides and R. Be'hai hold, the first word Elohim of the first 

verse of Genesis is really e' /Qlzim and only meant, energies or angels, and 

not the Deity. That B'resheeth meant Be-raisheeth, i. e. , with Wisdom, 

one of the Sephiroth, and that through it was emanated, that, the essence 

<>f which is unknown, in three degrees or worlds : e' lokim (ailo-heem) re

presenting the angelic world, and often so termed in the Divine words ; 

Ska-mayum, i.e. , the heavens, the celestial world of the stars and planets ; 

lza-Alz'relz, i.e. ,  the earth, the elemental world, and that this is the order 

mentioned in Genesis. Maimonides translates the second as " angels " 

not " heavens, ' '  and where Job says : " the heavens are not pure in Thy 

sight, etc. , "  (xv, 1 5  ;) he says ; " the angels, etc. " This is likely from 

the word Slza-mayum. The real meaning of Slza-mayum is, that the 

heavens are made of C'Ol !OM, i. e . ,  eslz fire, ma yum water ; ·  also soo ma

yum, the heaven (arnes /ht waters. See Rashi (Gen. i, 7-8), also Tai-

Angel of Death, or Poison of Death. Comp. Talmud, treat. Bava Batllra, 16a. As to 

Lillith : See, Traditions of the Jews, etc. , by Rev. John Peter Stehelin, London, 1 742, 

ii, p. 1 10 sq. Of Samll.-el, see ibid. i ,  p. 187 sq. ;  Allen's Modem Judaism, p. 167 sq. 

• Zohar i, fol. 26a, 4 B'reslt:etln. Cremona Ed. Rayah Me'hemnah. Livomo Ed. i,

39b. i, fol 25, col. 1, Sulzbach Ed. That is as the evil inclination, called the Yt'tur 
Aa-raA, and the good inclination, termed the Yltur /,a.fob. Both are considered as 
always present with each human being who is capable of witnessing between right and 

wrong. Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, anlt, p. 346, note.
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mud Babli, treatise 'Hulin, Sluz-mayum being taken as a compound 

formed from lt1lt es/a fire, a symbol of the angels whose ministry is Sever

ity, and D'D mayum, water, equally proper for the angels charged with

Mercy. 

METATRON IS THE FIRST OF THE CREATURES AND THE REFLECTION OF 

ELOHIM. " When it is said : (Gen. xxiv, 2) • His 1'1.::ll' av'dola, ·,-. e. , 1er

vanl. ' That is the servant of Ma-qom* • The oldest of His house, ' to

serve Him. And who is he ? That is Metatron, who, as it has been said, 

is destined to glorify the body in the graves. This is as it is written ; 

• And Abraham said to his servant, '  namely ; to Metatron, the servant

of Ma-qom. • The oldest of His house, ' because he (Metatron) is thefirsl 

of Ille creatures of Ma-qom, who governs (rules) over all that belongs to 

Him ! For the Holy, Blessed be He ! has given him dominion over all 

His hosts. t And we have learned, said Rabbi Shim-on ; that R. Yo-seh 

said ; that Rab said ; that all the Hosts of the Servant take delight and 

enjoyment from the pureness of the souJ, and we have learned, that the 

Light of the soul in the coming world, is greater than the Light of the 

Throne, and the soul took the Light from the Throne. " 

THE MATRONEETHAH J S  THE MEDIATRIX BETWEEN THE DEITY AND 

MAN. " ., And the Lord drove Adam out and placed * * * the Cheru

bee'm * * * to guard the way to the Tree of Life . '  (Gen. iii, 24) 

Where is the way to the Tree of Life ? This is the great Matroneethah, 

she is the way to that Great Tree, the Mighty Tree of Life. It is written : 

* The word Ma·¥�m, i. e., Place, is here used as a Name of Elohim.

t Zobar i, fol, 1 266, (Midrasb Hanne-e'lam) Amsterdam Ed. i, fol 77, coL I .

Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed.  i ,  fol 766. 1n th e recent find at  Constantinople called 

the DidacM or Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, ante., p. 1 1 6  S¥·• Jesus is called, 

" the servant of YeHoVaH." David is also called the same. St. Luke, alone of the 
Apostles, uses the word 7ral� = son or servant, of both Jesus and David. Acts iii , 13-

26, iv, 25, 27, 30. Is. xiii, 1. Matt. xii, 1 8. See Dr. Philip Scbalf's edition of the 

DidacM, New York, 1885, p. 1 9 1 .  The early writing called, The Pastor of Hermas, 

represents Christ under the figure of a servant, whom God bu chosen and given the 

Holy Spirit, because of bis fidelity, to inhabit the flesh ; the moment of that union, be 

appears to have conaidered, to have been at the baptism of Jesus by John. u Pasteur 
ti' H"111as, Paris, r8Bo, p. 102.
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' Behold, the bed of Solomon is surrounded by sixty valiant men from 

the strongest of Israel. ' (Song of Songs iii, 7 . )  The Celestial Israel : 

' They all hold swords. ' If the Matroneethah takes them up, then they 

all take them up with her. This is that which is written ; ' The Angel of 

Elohim which went before the host of Israel and passed behind them. ' 

(Exod. xiv, 19 . )  Dost thou call her the ' Angel of Elohim ?' Yea ! Said 

Rabbi Abbah ; " Come, 'See ! so says : Rabbi Shim.on ; ' The Holy, Blessed 

be He I has erected before Him a Holy Palace, a Celestial Holy Palace, a

Holy City, the Upper (Heavenly) City! Jerusalem is called the Holy 

City, who enters to the King, can enter only from the Holy City, from 

whence alone the road leads to the King, from here the way is prepared. 

It is written ; ' This is the Gate to YHVH, the righteous shall enter 

therein. ' (Ps. cxviii, 20.) All the services that the King desires are 

attended to by the Matroneethah, and all services from here below go 

first to the Matronethah, and from there to the King. And by her is 

everything sent forth. This is what is written : ' And the Angel of Elo

him which went before the hosts of Israel, ' (Israel from Above. )  

(Exod. xiv, 1 9.) He i s  the Angel of Elohim to where it  is written :

' And YHVH went before them ! etc. , ' (Ex. xiii, 2 1 .) as it is explained.

But is it then becoming to the honor of the King, that the Matronee

thah shall carry on war and be used as a Mediatrix ? Represent to 

thyself a King, who was espoused to an exalted Matroneethah. The 

King recognizing her dignity as high, above everything, thus spoke : ' All 

others appear like beasts in comparison with my Matroneethah, she shines 

above all. What distinction shall I confer on her ? My whole house 

shall be in her hands. ' And the King had it proclaimed : ' Henceforth all 

the affairs of the King are entrusted to the hands of the Matronethah. ' 

What did he (further) do ? He entrusted into her hands all his weapons, 

all the lords of war, all the precious stones of the King, all treasures of 

the King, saying :  ' Whoever henceforth needs to speak to me, cannot 

speak to me until it is first made known to the Matroneethah. '  Thus 

it is with the Holy, Blessed be He ! and this on account of the great 

friendship and love, which He cherishes for the Superior Congregation of 

Israel. He delivered everything to the Matroneethah. Behold the idol 

worshipping nations do not find any respect from her, who is mine only 
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one, my pious one, my dove ; what shall I do for her ? But this : I will 

deliver my whole house into her hands ."* 

REPENTANCE NECESSARY SO THAT MAN MAY BE FORGIVEN HIS SINS. 

" When does man cleanse himself from his sins ? When he does repent

ance as it should be done. R. Yitz'haq said : ' It is when he repents 

before his King, Above ; and prays (fol. 7oa) to Him from the depths of 

the heart ; as it is written ; ' Out of the depths have I called to the, YHVH. '  

(Ps . cxxx 1 .) R .  Abbah said : ' Out o f  the depths, etc . . '  that i s  a place

hidden Above, which has the depth of a well, and out of which flows, 

brooks and streams for every passer by, and this depth of the deepest is 

called Repentance, and whoever desires to repent and cleanse himself 

from his sins must call upon the Holy, Blessed be He ! Therefore it is 

written ' Out of the depths have I called unto Thee, YHVH. ' We have 

learned, that if at the time man sins before his Lord, he offers a sacri

fice upon the altar and the priest atones it, and he prays for forgiveness, 

through these the Mercy in the Holy, Blessed be He I is stirred up ; and

the judgments become modified and Repentance, full of blessing, flows 

forth like gushing springs and bestows blessing upon all the Lights, and 

thus man is cleansed from his sins. " t 

ON REPENTANCE AND CONVERSION. " R. Yehudah began and said : 

' YHVH trieth the righteous, but His soul hateth the wicked and he who 

loveth violence (robbery). '  (Ps. xi, 5 . ) How well ordered are the works

of the Holy, Blessed be He ! And all that He has done, is entirely 

founded on Truth and Justice I As it is written : ' He is the Rock, His

• Zohar ii, fol 5 10, Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol . 2 1 ,  Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed.

ii, fol. 226. The Matroneethah is the She'kbeen.ah, the Real Presence or Glory 

of the Deity, which visibly rested, according to the 0. T., over the Hebrew Ark of the 

Covenant in the Holy of Holies. It is in Malkhutb, according to the Qabbalah, which 

Sephirah is the Kingdom or Government of the Deity upon our earth. Its angel is 

the Great Presence Angel called, Metatron, its Divine Name is the full Name Adonai. 

In this Sephirab is the harmony and content of all the preceding Sephiroth. Its special 

inftuence is over the Church or Congregation of Israel. 

t Zohar iii, fol. 290, Sulzbach Ed. iii, fol. 69, col. 2, fol. 70, col. 1. Amsterdam Ed.

Cremona Ed. ii, fol 320. & to Repentance, �ee, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, p. 84 

note. 
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work is perfect ; for all His ways are with Judgment ; an Ail (El) of 

Truth and without injustice, just and right is He I '  (Deut. xxxii , 4.) Come,

See I The Holy, Blessed be He ! did not judge the first man* until after

He had first exhorted him, that his heart and will might not depart into 

other ways and he become unclean. But he (Adam) did not fear but 

transgressed the commands of his Lord. But afterwards He made known 

to him His judgment ;  yet did not judge him as he deserved, but re

strained His anger for a long time, and suffered him to live one day, 

that is 1 000 years less 7ot which he gave to David, which really did not

belong to him (David). Likewise He does not judge the child of man 

according to his evil doings, which he continually commits. If He did, 

the world could not exist, but the Holy, Blessed be He ! restrains His 

anger for a long time· with the just and the wicked, and waits as to 

the wicked a longer time than with the just, that they may do full re

pentance and be able to exist both in this world and in the future world ; 

as it is written : ' Say to them : as true as 'lat a' nee, i. e. , I, live, says

YHVH, etc. , I have not any pleasure in the death of the wicked, but 

rather that the wicked tum from his evil ways and live. ' (Ezek. xxxiii, 

1 1 .) That he may live in this world and in the world to come. Therefore

He restrains His anger to them for a long time or also that there may shoot 

from them a good scion in the world, like Abraham who descended from 

Tarah. He was a good scion, a root and a good pearl to the world. But 

the Holy, Blessed be He ! is always very strict with the just (pious) in all 
their doings, so that they may deviate neither to the right or to the left 

Therefore He tries them, not for His, but their own sakes, because He 

knows their thoughts and power of faith and will raise up their heads, as 
it is written : ' And Elohim put Abraham to the test, etc. (Gen. xxii, 1 . )  

What does the word (nol m"s-sali) test, signify. Raising the banner ( Ol
nes standard) as it is written : ' Raise the banner ' (Is. lxii, 10 ) , ' Set up

the standard. ' (Jer. iv, 1 0 .) And this is meant, that the Holy, Blessed be

He ! raised up Abraham's banner in the eyes of the whole world, which 

is hinted at in the word (noJ nis-sali) test, (signifying, raised the standard. )

• That is the terrestrial or earthly Adam.

t Adam is said to have lived 930 years.
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Thus also the Holy, Blessed be He ! tests the pious ones s o  as to raise 

their standards, that is their heads, in the whole world. ' '  * 

THE BRINGING FORTH OF MAN AND OF REPENTANCE. " It has been 

taught us. At the time the Holy, Blessed be He ! created the world, He 

also desired to create a man. He took counsel with the Thorah. She said 

before him : ' Thou desirest to create a man, he will certainly sin before 

Thee, he will certainly provoke Thee if Thou dealest with him accord

ing to his doings ; the world cannot stand before Thee still less the man ! 
Said He to her : Am I then in vain called ; ' Ail, merciful, gracious and 

long-suffering ?' (Exod. xxxiv, 6.)  Before the Holy, Blessed be He ! cre

ated the world, He had already created Repentance, t to whom he said : 

' I desire to create man in the world, but in such a way that thou art pre

pared to forgive and reconcile him, when he turns from his sins to thee. ' 

Therefore Repentance is all the time prepared for men and when men 

tum from their sins, she (Repentance) returns to the Holy, Blessed be 

He ! and reconciles them all. And the judgments are all wiped out and 

man is cleansed from his sins. " t 

THE CHANGE NECESSARY FOR SINNERS. " Those burdened with sin need 

a change of place, a change of name, and a change of their doings ; like 

it was said to Abraham ; ' Go forth from thy country and thy place of 

birth. '  (Gen. xii, 1 .) Here is a change of place. And ' Thy name shall 

no more be called Abram, but Abraham shall be thy name. ' (Ibid. xvii, 

5.) This is a change of name. A change of doings ; he changed from 

his former evil acts to good actions. "§ 

THE DEITY CASTS INTO ETERNAL CONDEMNATION THOSE WHO Do NOT 

REPENT IN TIME. " R. Yo-seh said : Woe to the wicked, who will not 

do penance before the Holy, Blessed be He ! for their sins, while they are 

still in this world, for when man repents and regrets for the sins he has 

committed, the Holy, Blessed be He ! pardons him ; and all those who 

• Zohar i, fol. 83a, Cremona Ed. i, fol. 1 396, Amsterdam Ed.

t This may be a reference to the She'kheen-ah. 

t Zohar iii, fol. 59, col. 1 .  Sulzbach Ed. iii, fol. 691, Amsterdam Ed. Cremona 

Ed. ii, fol. 3 16. 

4 Zohar iii, fol. 2 1 76, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 88, col. L Sulzbach Ed. Rayah 

Me'hemnah. Cremona Ed. ii, fol . 986. 
23 
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tarry i n  their sins, and will  not repent before the Holy, Blessed be He ! for

their sins, He will hereafter be cast into gai-kin""1fl (hell) and they can 
never come forth from there again. ' '  * 

ON REw ARD AND PuNJSHMENT IN THE FU'TlJRE LIFE. " R. Y ehudah

said : The time when man departs from this life, is the day of the Great 

Judgment, then the soul (Ntskamak) separates from the body. And 

man does not depart from this world, until he has seen the She'kheen-ah ;

therefore it is written ; ' No man can see Me and live. ' (Ex. uxiii, 20.) 
With the She'kheen-ah comes three angels, to receive the soul (Ntslra

man) of the Righteous : as it is written ; ' And YHVH appeared to him,

etc. : '  as the day was hot. (Gen. xviii, 1 .) That is the Day of Judgment,

which burns like an oven, to separate the soul (Ntskamak) from the body. 

' And he lifted up his eyes and saw three men, '  who investigate the deeds 

he has done and through whom, by an oral statement, he acknowledges

(confesses). And when the soul ( Ntslramak) sees this, it paits from the 

body as far as the opening of the gullet and there waits, until it has con

fessed all that which the body in this world has committed with her. Then 

the soul (Ntslramak) of the Righteous is glad over her deeds and rejoices 

that she was so faithfully preserved. We have learned, said R. Yitz-haq : 

The soul of the just (pious) longs for the time, when it shall leave this 

vain world, so as to rejoice in the future world. "t 

THE RISING O F  THE SouL OF THE DEAD. " Said R. Yitz-haq : At the 

time the soul (Ntslramak) deserves it, and rises to her Upper place, the 

body lies peacefully and rests in its bed, as it is written ; ' He shall enter 

into peace, where they shall rest on their beds ; who walks in straightness. '

(Is. lvii, 2 .) ' What does this mean ; ' Walks in straightness ?' Said R.

Yitz-haq : The soul (Ntskamak) goes straight to the place reserved for 

her in Paradise. " t § 

• Zohar i, fol. 66a, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 49, col. 4. Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed. i, 
fol. 5 1a. 

t Zohar i, fol. 98a, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol 65, col. 1, Sulzbach Ed. The Midrash

ba:Ne-e'lam, i. t., the Hidden Midrash. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 656. 

t Zohar i, fol 1 226, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol 76, col. 1, Sulzbach Ed. Midrash ha

N e-e'lam. Cremona Ed. i, fol 75a. 

f When the body is deprived of all life, the vital soul (Ntp.ftsii), it is called 'lU Guff,

i. t., body or corpse. The N,siiarnaii is frequently called by the Rabbins : the pr«ious

soul, to distinguish it from the animal or vital soul. 
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THE RESURRECTION O F  THE DEAD. " R. Yitz-haq began : ' The Du

daim (Mandrin or Mandrakes) gives an exhalation of odor, etc. ' (Song of 

Sol. vii, 1 3) ; Our Rabbis have learned : In the future to come, the Holy, 

Blessed be He ! will quicken the dead and awaken them from the dust, 

that they be no more an earthly building. For formerly they were cre

ated of real dust of matter, which is not lasting, as it is written : ' And 

YHVH Elohim formed the man (Adam) from the dust of the earth. '  
(Gen. ii, 2 . ) In the sam e  time (that o f  the resurrection) they shall be

shaken out of the dust from that building and stand into a firm build

ing, that it shall be to them lasting. Thus it is written : ' Shake thy

self from the dust arise captive of Jerusalem. ' (Is. Iii, 2 .) They shall

stand firm (lastingly) and rise from under the earth and receive their souls 

(Nes/ia111Qth) in the land of Israel. For at that time the Holy, Blessed 

be He I will spread over them all kinds of odors from the Garden of

Eden ; as it is written : ' ·The Dudaim gives exhalation of odor. ' Said 

R. Yitz-haq : ' Do not call it ' Dudaim ' but Dodim, (i. t. , friendship. )' 

This means body and soul (Ntsliamah) which are friends and companions 

one to the other. R. Na'hman says : ' This word means real Dudaim as 
the Dudaim bring forth love in the world . '* 

So they bring forth love i n  the world ! And what does this mean ? 

' They give a well-pleasing (n•i rtia' Ii) odor ? ' That is a description

of the integrity of their deeds, through which their Creator, becomes 

known and comprehended to their generation. ' And at ' our doors ' are 

all the precious fruits old with new. ' (Ibid.) ' Our doors ' that is the doors 

of heaven ; they are open, where from, the souls (N tsliamoth) shall de

scend into the corpses. ' All the precious fruits. ' Those are the souls 

(Nes/ia111Qth) . ' New and old, '  are those, whose souls (Ntsliamoth) had 

parted from them many years, as also those, whose souls (Ntsliamoth) left 

them but a few days past, and deserve through the honesty of their actions 

to enter the world to come. All (these souls, Ntsliamoth) shall descend 

simultaneously to enter the bodies destined for them. " t 
* The Hebrew C'M,,,, Duda·im (Gen. xxx, 14) is held by many, to be .  the love. 

apple or mandragora. Comp. Kitto's Bib. Cyclop. Ed. 1 876, i, 707 19. 

t Zohar i, fol 1 340, Amstmlam Ed. i, fol 8 1 ,  col 1 ,  Sulzbach Ed. Midw.h

Hanne·e'lam. Cremona Ed. i, fol. So, col. µo. 



THE RESURRECTION IN THE Boov. The Zohar holds to the Resunec

tion in the Body, as well as that nothing in the universe is lost. Joel*

quotes ; " If the naked soul is worthy to return to its former condition it 

will newly arise in the b�dy, * * * from Him it is written ; ' These 

to Eternal Life' * * , * and these are the Supreme Forces of the

Holy King, and nothing is lost . "

" While the soul (Nesnaman) h as  its sustenance from the splendor of 

the Above, the Holy, Blessed be He I says to that angel called, Dumaht

' Go and announce to that body, that I am prepared to make it alive 

(quicken it) at the time when I shall make alive the just (pious) in the 

future time to come. But it, the body, answers : ' Shall I have pleasure 

after my being decayed ?' (Gen. xviii, n.) After my being decayed in 
the dust and dwelling in the earth where worms and moles have eaten my 

flesh, shall it be able for me to be renewed ? The Holy, Blessed be He ! 

says to ·the soul (Neshaman) : It is therefore written : ' And YHVH said 

unto Abraham, etc. , '  ' Is anything difficult to YHVH ? ' At a time 

which is known to Me to revive the dead, I shall bring back to thee that 

body, which is entirely renewed and as it was previously, that it may 

be like the holy angels ; and that day is destined for Me to rejoice with

them ; as it is written : • The Glory of YHVH is eternal ! YHVH shall 

rejoice in His works. "!  (Ps. civ, 3 1 . )  

THE FUTURE HAPPINESS O F  THE RIGHTEOUS. " At that time, the just 

(pious) shall attain full knowledge ; said R. Yo-seh ; ' On the dayon which 

the Holy, Blessed be He ! shall rejoice over His works, the just will know 

Him in their hearts, and their understanding shall be as great as if they 

had seen Him with the eyes ; as it is written, (Is. xxv, 9) ;  ' And he will 

say on that day : Behold I tni's is our Elohim, etc . '  And the joy of tlfe

soul when dwelling in the body does surpass all, because they are both 

constant and know and comprehend their Creator and rejoice in the 

splendor of the She'kheen-ah. And this is what is meant by the Good 

which is preserved for the just in the future to come. Thus it is written : 

* ReligWn/·pliilosopliu ties Sonar, p. 148 note.

t Silence, the angel which has charge of the disembodied spirits. Comp. Genesis 

with a Talmudical Commentary, by Paul L Hershon. London, 1883, p. 94, 19. 

t Zohar i, fol. 1020, Amsterdam Ed. i, fol. 66, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Midrash Hanne · 

e'lam. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 66, col. 264, and 67, col. 265 . 
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' Ai/en tlw' I-doth Yih-naq ben Abraham these are the generations o f  Isaac 

son of Abraham. ' (Gen. xxxv, 19 .) That is, these are the generations of

rejui&ing and cnurfulness, which at that time shall be in the world, cni:nt 
p ben Abraham son of Abraham. ' That is the soul (Nesnamah) which

deserves such joy and is perfect in her elevation. pni• J"llt "t'171l'l cni.:iat
Abraham lwlid etn Yilz-haq Abraham begat Isaac I That is the soul

brought forth this re/oi&ing and cheerfulness in the world. ' Said R. Yehu

dah to R. ' He-yah : ' This we have learned : a feast which the Holy, 

Blessed be He ! will prepare for the righteous in time to come. What is 

it ?' Said he to him : ' When I came before those holy angels, the lords 

of learning, I had only heard. this which you have heard, afterwards I 

heard the explanation of it by R. El'azar. This said R. El'azar : ' The 

feast for the righteous in the future to come, will be like this, as it is writ

ten ; ' They saw the Elohim and ate and drunk. ' (Ex. xxiv, I I .) And

these are the foods, we have been taught. And R. El'azar said : ' In one 

place we have learned : ' We have rejoiced,' in another place ' We have 

been fed. ' How do these two expressions differ ? 

But thus said my father (R. Shim-on b. Yo'hai) ' The just (pious) 

who do not deserve so much shall only rejoice, in the rejkclion, because 

they cannot comprehend all, but the truly righteous snail be satiated until 

they attain the fullest comprehension . ' *  This therefore is to be under

stood by eating and drinking, and this is (also the meaning of) the feast

and the eating. And from where have we this? From Moses, as it is writ

ten : ' He was with YHVH forty days and forty nights, bread he ate not 

and water he drunk not. ' (Ex. xxxiv, 28 .)  What was the cause, that 

bread he ate not and water he drunk not ? It was ' he was fed by another 

feast, by that celestial splendor from above. And such shall be the 

feast of the just (pious) in the future to come. ' Said R. Yehudah : 

' The feast of the just (pious) in the future to come shall consist of re

joicing in His joy, as it is written : ' The humble shall hear and rejoice. ' 

(Ps. xxxiv, 14. )  R. Hunnah said, from this : ' All shall rejoice who

trust in ·Thee, eternally shall they sing. ' Said R. Yitz-haq : ' This and 

that shall come true in the future to come. ' And we have learned, said 

* This probably refers to a comprehension of the highest ideality of the Deity and its

attributes. 



R. Yo-seh : ' Wine * which is guarded and kept m the grapes from the 

first six days, means, the ancient mighty words that have not been re

vealed to man (Adam) since the creation of the world, and they will be 

revealed to the righteous in the future to come. And thus it is drinking 

and eating, surely it is so. ' " t

THE SouLS OF THE W1c1tED. " Said R. Shemuel for R. Ya-kob ; ' The 

souls of the wicked are given in the hand of this angel, named Dumaht to 

be led to gai-niflllQm (hell) and there judge
.
d. After they have been

delivered to him they are not relea..c;ed until they are taken into giii

IU ""°"' . ' " § 

JUDGMENT OF THE WICKED AND THEIR PUNISHMENT. " Thus it has 

been taught us and thus we have heard it ; that man surely departs from 

this world through judgment. But before he obtains entrance into the 

dwellings of the just (righteous) he has to present himself before the tri

bunal and there he is judged by that Heavenly Council. And there stands 

the official of glii-ninMm (hell) to accuse him. Happy is he who leaves 

the tribunal acquitted I If not, then the official who has charge of the

gdi-nillflQm seizes him, and casts him from there, Above ; to down, Below; 

as a stone is cast from a sling, as it is written ; ' And the souls (Nej>lrun) 

of their enemies, them He shall cast, as out of a sling. ' (I Sam. xxv, 29.)

And he throws him intogdi-lii'nMm, and according to the judgment � 

upon him he receives his punishment. ' ' 1 1  

• " Wine 1 1  is the mysterious vitality an d  spiritual energy of (Wine = 7 0  = Sod or 

Secret) created Things. See antt, p. 340 note. The " grapes 11 are the created Things

produced by the Deity who is likened to a vine. 

t Zobar i, fol 135a and 6 (Midrasb Hanne.e'lam), Amsterdam Ed. Cremona Ed. i,

fol So, col. 320. 

t The Angel of Silence, who bas charge of the disembodied spirits. Talmud treatise 

Sanludrin, fol. 94, col 1 ,  Ps. cxv, 1 7 .

f Zobar i ,  fol 1 244, Amsterdam Ed.  i, fol. 76, co l .  2 ,  Sulzbach Ed .  Midrasb 

Hann-e'lam. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 75, col. 300. 

II Zobar iii, fol. 1 856 and fol. 1 86a, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 75, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. 

Cremona Ed. Vol. iii, fol. 89, col. 353. 



XIX. 

EXCERPTS FROM THE ZOHAR CONTINUED. THE HOLY, WITH THE SHE· 
' KHEEN·AH CREATED THE UNIVERSE. RE¥ON OF THE EXISTENCE OF 

GOOD AND EVIL. OF METATRON. MESSIAH BEN JOSEPH AND MES· 

SIAH BEN DAVID. DESCRIPTION OF 1 AND THE TRIADIC IDEA AS TO, 

THE DEITY. THE NAMES. CREATION. SOULS, SPIRITS, ETC. 

T
HE HOLY BLESSED WITH THE SHE' KHEEN-AH HAS CREATED TIIE 

UNIVERSE. THE REASON OF THE GOOD AND EvrL. " ' And

Elohim said : Let us make a man. '  (Gen. i ,  26 . )  (The Qabba

lists say, that the creation of the universe was suggested by the manifesta

tion of the Supreme Deity, Elohim.) 

• The secret of YHVH is with those who fear Him . ' (Ps. xxv, 1 4.)
Began that Saban ti' Sabin, i. e. , old of the oldest, and said : ' Shim-on l 
Shim-on I who is he that said : • And Elohim said : Let us make a man ? '

Who is this Elohim ?' Then the old of the oldest, disappeared and 

nobody saw him. When Rabbi Shim-on heard, that he called him. 

• Shim-on I ' and not Rabbi Shim-on, he said to the companions : • It

surely was the Holy, Blessed be He I of whom it says-• The Ancient of

Days did sit. ' (Dan. vii, 9. ) It is now the time to begin with this mys
tery, for here there is certainly a mystery and i ts revelation until now has 
not been permitted, but now it appears, permission has been given to un

veil the same. ' He began and said : ' Like a King who has many buildings

to build, he had a builder and this builder did not undertake anything but 

only with the permission of the King, as it is written : ' I  was to him an 

architect. '  (Prov. viii, 30.) The ' King ' is surely the Celestial Wis

dom, Above, and the Pillar of the Centre is King, Below. ' Elohim ' is 

the architect, Above, and this is the Mother, Above. • Elohim ' is the 

architect, Below, and this is the She'kheen-ah, Below. It is not permis-



sible for a wife to do anything without th.e consent of her husband. And 
all the works could only be in the way of efflux. The Father spoke 

through His Amiralz, i. t. , Word, to the Mother : ' Let this or that be, ' 

and instantly it existed ; as it says : • And Elohim said : Let light be !  

and it was light. ' (Gen. i, 3 .) • He said ' to Elohim : • Let light be ! ' 

The Lord of the Building, He said it, and the builder did it at once. 

And so all the buildings arose by the way of the efflux. He said : 

' Let be a firmament. ' ' Let be lights. ' And all has been done at 

once. As He appeared in the Intellectual World, the architect (Elohim 

said to the Master-builder, ' Let us make a man in <JUr image, accord

ing to <JUr similitude. '  Said the Master-builder, ' It is certainly well 

to make him, but he is prepared to sin before Thee because he is 

a fool ; as it is written : ' A  wist son rejoices /lit fallztr, and a foolish 

son is his motlztr' s sorrow. ' (Prov. x, 1 . ) She replied ; ' If he desires

to sin, let him fall on his Mother and not on his Father, and I will create 

him in my image. Therefore it is written : ' And Elohim created the 

man in his image. ' The Father did not desire to participate. In the 

time he (the man) sins it is written of him ; ' For your transgression your 

mother has been sent away. ' (Is. 1, 1 . ) Then the King said to the

Mother ; ' Did I not tell you that he would sin ?' At that time He drove 

him out and drove his Mother with him, therefore it is written ; ' A wise 

son rejoices the father, and a foolish son is the sorrow of his mother. ' 

' A  wise son ' that is the Man (Adam) as the A'tzeel-atic Man, and ' A

foolish son, '  that is the B'ree-atic Adam, i. e. , the man
. 
of creation. 

Then the companions arose and said : ' Rabbi ! Rabbi ! Is there a dif

ference between the ' Father ' and ' Mother, ' that man should belong on 

the part of the • Father ' to the efflux, and on the part of the • Mother ' 

to the creation ? He said to them : ' Companions ! Companions ! This is 

not so ; for this A' tzeel-atic Man, male-female, was from both, the side of 

the ' Father ' and from the side of the ' Mother,' and this is the meaning 

of the words ; ' And Elohim said ; Let light be ! and it was light. ' ' Let 

light be, ' on the part of the ' Father, ' and ' it was light, ' on the part of 

the • Mother. ' And this is the double-face formed Adam.* But this

• The 6rst Adam, the Man, was an androgene and is the Primordial Ideation Adam

or protoplast. Gen. i, 2 ; ii, 1 and 2. 



(Man) had neither an image nor similitude, but the Celestial Mother 

had a Name ("'U=> 20 + 50 + 6 + Io = 86) whose numerical value

(86) is equal to that of Elohim (c•n"at, I + 30 + 5 + IO + 40 = 86).

Light and Darkness are contained in this Name at the same time, and 

on account of the Darkness contained in its Name, said the Father, 

it would seduce into sin, the Man (Upper Adam) of the efflux, 

who is the ' light ' of the Upper Garment, '  and this is the ' light ' which 

the Holy, Blessed be He ! created on the first 
·
day. And this firs/ 

(rtaled ' light, ' He hid for the righteous, and the ' darkness, ' which 

he created on the first day, He has destined for the wicked, as it is 
written : ' And lht wkktd shall bt silent in darkness. '  (1 Sam. ii ,  9.)

And on account of this ' darkness ' which will in the future s in to the 

' light, ' the Father would not grant her any part in Him, Therefore Elohim 

said : ' Let us make man in our imagt,' that is in the ' Light, ' ' After our

simili'/udt '* that is the Darkness, which is the garment of the ' Light, ' as 
the body is the garmeQt of the soul, as it is written : ' Thou hast dolktd 

mt in ,,l' Or, skinf and flesh. ' Gob x, I 1 . ) Thereupon all rejoiced and

said : ' Happy is our lot, that it was granted to us, to hear words, which 

until now, had not been heard. ' Began R. Shim·on further and said : 

' Behold now, that 'lat a' nu I, a' nu, I am, atlM Hu, i. t. , He, and there is

no elohim with Me, etc. ' (Deut. xxxii, 39, comp. 37, comp. Ex. xxxiv, 9.) 

Said he : •Companions the mighty words, which permission from Above 

has been given to me to unveil, I shall reveal to you, who is it who says :

' Behold now I, I am He ! etc. ' What is He ? The Above of All the 

Above, who is called ' the Above the Above, '  Above to those Above, 

who not one of them can do anything till they.take permission from this 

Exaltation, as we have explained previously the words ' Let us make a 

man . '  ' Let US make,' surely it refers to two. He said to him above 

him, ' Let US make ' and nothing is done without permission and saying, 

from Him who is above him, and He, the Highest, has not done anything 

till He took counsel from His companion . But the ' He ' is
_ 
called ; the 

Highest of all the highest, nothing is above Him, and not anything Below, 

• Simulacrum or shadow ? 
t ,,l' "'• i. � .• skin. The J1 and at are sometimes interchangeable, therefore read i1at 

oAr, i. �., light, instead of ,,l' "'• skin. Both at and J1 are vocal sounds.



resembles Him, as it says : ' To whom then will ye liken Me, that I shall 

be equal to him ? says the Holy. ' (Is. xl, 2 5 . )  He said : ' Behold now 

that I, I am He and no elohim is with Me,' whose advice I shall take, 

like of whom it says : ' And Elohim said, Let us make man. '  Arose all 

the companions and said : ' Rabbi I Give us permission to say something

at this place. ' Said they : ' Hast thou not before explained, that the 

Most High, said to Kether (the Crown) . ' Let us make man ?' He 

said to them ; ' Have your ears heard what is now spoken by your 

mouths ? Have I not just told you Iha/ Ht, is that which is called, the 

Cause of Causes, bul flQ/ Ht, which is called, the Cause of ALL Causes ? 

For the Cause of ALL Causes has not any second Below from whom He 

shall take advice, because He is One, is before ALL tirings, and has not 

any partner. And therefore He said ; ' Behold now that I, I am He and 

no elohim with Me ' whose counsel He shall take, for He has not a 

second and no partner and not anything by which He can be counted, 

for instance a male and female, and of which it is said : ' But ()fie I called 

Him. ' (Is. Ii, 2 . )  But He is One, without numerical relation, (and) with

out a partner, and therefore it is said ; ' And no elohim is with Me. ' All 
arose and sallimed before him and said : ' Happy is the child of man, to 

whom the Lord, has given consent to reveal such great hidden secrets,

which were not revealed even to the holy angels ! '  He (R. Shim-on) 

said to them : ' Companions I It is yet to us to explain the continuation

of the verse quoted ; for there are hidden secrets in that verse ; ' I 

kill and I make alive, etc. ' (Deut. xxxii, 39.) By the Sephiroth 

' I make alive. ' From the Right side is Life, and from the Left side 

is Death. If these two do not agree with the Middle Pillar, Judgment

cannot be executed ; for also upon these the usual legal fo,rmula has its
application, which reads : ' We three in this session have unanimously 

concluded, etc. ' Often all three agree to do the judgment. But the

Right hand appears, which is always open to receive the repentant ,  which 

is Yt-duti, i. e. , (mrr) lrelr ttl'l vav lttl lrtlr Ml"t yoa' ,,• . And this is the She

'kheen-ah which is called the Right hand, from the side of Benevolence 

(' Hesea') .  * The Left hand, from the side of Strength ( Gt' boor-air) ; 

• 'Hesed ion 8 + 6o + 4 = 72. This word contains the 72 Qabbalistic Names

which issue out of YHVH.



the hand of Ye-dud, from the side of the Midd
.
le Pillar, (the Pillar 

of Harmony). If man repents, this hand releases him from the judg

ment. But when the Cause of ALL Causes has passed judgment, of

it is said : ' And none delivers from My hand. ' The three·fold men

tion in that verse ; • ?l� a'nu I, �* a 'nu I, ?* a'nu I, '  there ap

pear in it, three MMM (Aleplu) and three "' ( Yodun), which point to the

four-lettered Name (i. e. , the Tetragrammaton) �n 1M1 �n ,,. , and there 

also appears in it, three m ( Vavin), in the words, and none V'en J"M� and

I Va'a 'nu 'JM� And I make alive Va-a'hayen n'nM�. which are compre

hended in this Name. And with all this, that verse, which said ; ' by 

other elohim (gods), '  have the companions, explained, as it is says ; 

' Behold now that I, I am, He, ' that is the Holy, Blessed be He ! and His 

She'kheen-ah, whereby it is said : 1''M1 '"JM a'nu v'IUI (i. e. , I and He) ;

' And no elohim with Me, ' this is rtnll '?·•Moo Sama-el and serpent.

' I  kill and make alive, ' ' I  kill ' by means of My She'kheen-ah, he 

who is guilty, and I '  make alive ' by her, he w ho is  pure. ' 'And none can 

save from My hand, ' that is from the hand of "1"1,. Ye-dud which is YHVH 

Yod, Heh, Vav, Heh, whose Name is complete, and this is 1"11� f'O�lD� 
1"n� . And all is E'meth Truth. 

But what is said above of the Causes of Causes, as the Cause of ALL 
Causes, is a Mystery, that has not been transmitted to all the prophets

and wise-men. Come, See ! How many secret causes exist, which are 

hidden, disguised and interwoven in the S�phiroth , and the Sephiroth of

the Merkabah, which in them are hidden to the conceptions of the chil

dren of man ! Of them it is said ; ' For a High One from above the High, 

is keeper, etc. ' (Eccles. v, 8.) There are Lights of which some shine 

brighter than others, those receiving the Light from the others are darker 

than those above them from which they receive. But before, the Cause 

of ALL Causes, not any Light standeth, for all Lights darken before Him. 

Another exposition of the words : ' Let us make man in <!Ur image after 

our sim11i'tude. ' This the companions have applied to the serving angels, 

they (the angels), said this verse. Said He to them ; as they know what 

has been and will be, and they know that man will i;in ; Why did they

desire to create him, and besides Aza and Azle) have slandered him at 
the time when the She'kheen-ah said to the Holy, Blessed be He I ' Let



us make man ! ' said they (Aza and Azael, see ante, p. 106 sq. ) : ' What is

man that thou takest knowledge of him ?' l Ps. cxliv, 3. Vulgate cxliii.)
Why desirest thou to create man as thou knowest he will sin before thee, 

through the woman which is darkness ? For the Light is the male, and
the Darkness, the female, from this (the female) is the darkness of crea
tion. (See ante, p. 242 sq. ) 

At that time the She'kheen-ah said to them : The object of your accusa

tion is the same which will cause you, in the future, to fall, as it is written ; 
' And the children of Elohim (Be'nai Elohim) saw that daughters of man 

were fair, etc . '  (Gen. vi, 2 . )  They lusted after them, confused themselves 
through them, and the She'kheen-ah cast them from their holiness ! Said 

the companions : ' Rabbi, Rabbi ! If so, Aza and Azael have not lied in 

their words, for man was surely destined to sin through woman. '  Said 
he to them : ' Thus said the She'kheen-ah ; you, who are more prepared 

to bring complaints before me than the entire celestial host, it would be 

more seeming, if you were better than man in your own deeds ; but if it 

is destined that he (man) shall s in  through one woman, you will sin 
through many women more than the children of man, as it is written : 

' The sons of Elohim saw that the dauglzJers of man, etc . '  It does not 
say, the daughter, etc. , but the daugltlers of man. Besides if man is 

guilty, repentance is ordained which is to lead him back to his Lord, to 
make amends for his fault. ' Said the companions to him ; ' If this is so,
why all this ?' said Rabbi Shim-on ; ' Companions, if it had not been so, 

if the Holy, Blessed be He ! had not created good and evil spirits, 
( Ye'tzer ha-lob and the Ye'lur ha-rah) which are Light and Darkness, 

neither purity nor guilt would have been for the B' ree-alic man, but created 

from both, (the good and evil) therefore ; ' See, I hav� set before thee, 

this day life and good, and death and evil . '  (Deut . xxx, 1 5 . )* Said 
they to him : ' Why is all this ? Would it not have been better, if they 

had not been created, so as not to sin and cause all this which he has 
caused Above, and so that there need not have been punishment or re

ward ? ' Said he to them ; ' He could have so created them, but as the 

Thorah is created for his sake, as it is writte� in her (the Thorah) : Pun
ishment to the evil and reward for the just, there would have been neither 

* That is, the opportunity to exercise Free Will.



reward to the just (righteous) nor punishment to the wicked, but for the 

sake of the .B'ree-alk man, ' He did not create the world in vain. ' (Is. 

xiv, 18 .)  Said they, ' We surely have heard that we have never heard 

before, then surely the Holy, Blessed be He ! has not created anything for 

which He has no need. ' ' Besides the Thorah (Law) of the Creation is 
the Garment to the She'kheen-ah. If man, had not been created to sin , 
the She'kheen-ah would be without a Garment like a poor, therefore 

every one who sins is like one who would disrobe the She'kheen-ah of 

her Garment, and this is the punishment of man ; but whoever fulfills 

the commands of the Thorah, is like he who would clothe the She'kheen-ah 

in her Garment ."* 

METATRON THE ANGEL OF THE PRESENCE. " The Middle Pillart is 

Metatron, who places peace, Above, according to the way of Tiph' e-reth. t 

His name is like the Name of his Master,§ he was created in His image, 

and after His rimili'tude, for he embraces all the degrees from Above to
Below and from Below to Above. He is the uniting one in the Centre, as 

is written : ' And the middle bolt, in the middle of the boards bolts from 

one end to the other. " (Ex. xxvi, 28.) And this comprises four faces 

and four wings to each liaj-yali and lia'j-yali (living ones a:nd living ones) 

from Above, which are ''1ll"rnt'. l l  
• lobar i ,  fol. 220, s9., Amsterdam. i ,  fol 26, col. 1 ,  Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed.,

i, fol. 26a s9. As to the Master-builder and the architect of the world ; compare, Say

ings of the Jewish Fathers, etc., by Charles Taylor, p. 26, note. As to the Upper and 

Lower Adam, I/id. pp. 64, 70, 72 and notes, also Sol. Munk's, Moreb, before cited, ii, 

p. 253 ; also English Ed.,  i i ,  p.  I 54· Woman regarded as the medium of temptation ;

Sayings, etc., by Taylor, p. 45, note. As to the Sbe'kbeen-ab and Elohim, see the 

Semitic idea of the feminine reflection, tmlt, pp. 246-7, and Sayings, etc ., p. 57 note ; 

also as to consultation with the Upper Family, anlt, p. 246 ; Maimonide's, Moreb, English 

Ed., ii, p. 39 s9. ;  and Sayings, etc., pp. 43, 64 and notes. As to SamA.el, Maimonide's, 

Moreb, English Ed. , ii, p. I SS s9. and notes. 

t The Middle Pillar or Column of the Centre, in the Sepbirotbic Tree represents the

Harmonies and blending of all Oppositions. 

t The Yalkut says, the highest angels must also have peace, it is written : " He makes 

peace in His highest regions." If peace is needed in a place where there is nei ther 

hatred nor enmity nor quarreler, bow much more so here where all these passions exist. 

§ Comp. Ex. xxiii, 20-3 1 ,  22-23, xiii, 21-22, xi, 19.

II Zobar iii , fol. 227a, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 91, col. I, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona

Ed., iii, fol. re¥, col. 416.
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METATRON. Of the Great Presence Angel, Metatron, who alone occu
pies the B'ree-atic World, the Zohar says : " The letter ft' Slein, in ...,., 

Slead-dal, (i. t. , the Almighty, Gen. xvii, 1 1) has three branches, which 

hint at the three Names mrr U'Tl"nt mn•, i. t. , YHVH Elohainu YHVH,
which are 1 4  letters in number. These signify the three branches of our 

forefathers, and in it is 14 letters which correspond to the numerical value 

of ., tlal, 4 + 10 = 14, from the word Shad-dal. (Dai signifies, suffi
ciency. ) And all the letters of '"117 (Joo + 4 + 10 == 3 141) which is equal

to the content of tM"t3D Metatron* (40 + 9 + 9 + 200 + 6 + 50 = 314)

which last is the Garment of Shad-dai. ' '  t 

THE MESSIAH BEN JosEPH AND THE MESSIAH BEN DAVID . " At the 
time to come, when the King Messiah comes to take possession of the 

highest eminences,t and penetrate into their wings§ so as to strengthen 

and transpose himself into the Upper Life. From it the Messiah of David 

will come out on that day, and this is the secret meaning of the words : 

' I will declare the decree : YHVH hath said unto me ; Thou art My son, 

this day I have begotten thee . '  (Ps. ii, 7 .)  I am prepared to say to that 
place which is called : pn hoq, law, and bring him the joyful tidings, that

• He hath said to me ; Thou art My son, this day I have begotten thee. '

• As to the Great Angel, Metatron, see Genesis with a Talmudical Comment., by Paul

I. Hersbon, etc., London, 1 883, pp. 23 s9., JS s9. The Angel, Messiah, etc., by Ernest 

de Bunsen, London, 1 88o, pp. 91 s9. , 101 s9., 1 74-5, 303. The Life of Jesus, by Ernest 

Renan. English Ed., 1 870, p. 223. L'E;;li# C"rltimnt, by Ernest Renan, Vol. iv, 

c. ix, p. 2 1 2  s9., period 64 A. D.; Vol. vi, p. 66 sq., period 1 26 A.D. Beausobre, His·

toirt Criliqw tit Manie Mt, etc., ii, p. 259 sq., period 45 A. D. Y alkut to Zechariah,

by Edward G. King, p. 94 s9. Also, Traditions of the Jews, etc., by Rev. John Peter 

Stebelin, before cited, i, p. 2 1 3  sq., p. 272 ; ii, p. 92 s9. Modem Judaism, etc., by John 

Allen. London, 1830, p. 16o sq., 1 69 .  

t Zobar iii, fol. 2310, f Pin..'ltas, Rayah Me'bemnab, Amsterdam Ed. Cremona Ed.

iii, fol. 1006, col . 423. 

f To judge the living and the dead, the seat of the Divine Court of Justice, is con· 

sidered as situated on the highest eminence, as it reads, in few lines before l'IJ7.:ll p'otlt, 

heights, written defectively without 1 (vav) which wuuld read with \ l'l1J7.:ll ; it means, 

the superior height of the universe in the place of the firmaments. 

f Wings are an ancient emblem of the spiritual. See, Mythology among the He· 

brews, etc., by Goldziher. English Ed. London, 1 877, p. l l S s9. 



On the same day He will bring forth that lwq from under the wings, in 

many lives, in many crowns, in many blessings* as it ought to be. But 
that lwq, shall not remain alone. Another Messiah, the Son of Joseph, 

shall join himself to it and there will he grow strong and not in another 
place, and while it is the lower eminence which has no life in it, so this 

Messiah shall be killed and remain dead, until this eminence shall gather 
life from the Upper eminence, and rise again. " t t 

OF THE DEITY. " We have learned, in the Siplirah D' Tzniootluzll, 
• 

i.e. , Book of Concealment, or, Modesty ; that At-tu'kall D'At-tu'kun,§ 

i. e. , the Ancient of the Ancients, Hidden of the Hidden, Concealed of 
the Concealed, prepared and arranged Himself. It may as it were be 

said : He is to be found and not to be found. He is not to be found, in 

reality, but is arranged, and He is not known because He is the At-tu'k 

D' At-tu' kun. He is known through His arrangements as a certain 

Sabah D'Sabin Oldest of the Oldest, Al-lu'k D'At-tu'kun, Ancient 
of the Ancients, Hidden of the Hidden. And by His arrangements 

He became known and (yet) is not known. 

The Lord whose dress is white and so also the appearance of the Light of 
His Face. He sits upon a throne of scintillations of Light that He may 

give Light to us. The whiteness of the Cranium of His Head is spread 

over 400,000 worlds, and from the Light of this whiteness, the just (pious) 

shall inherit in the world to come 400 worlds. Thus it is written : ' Four 

• See II Col. ii, 3, 9. 

t Zohar iii, fol 2036, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol. 82, col. 2, Sulibach Ed. Cremona 

Ed. ii, fol. 9�, f Ba/09. 

t As to Messiah hen David and Messiah hen Joseph, see, The Yalkut on Zechariah, 

by Edward G. King, London, 1 882, Appendix A. Genesis with a Talmudical Com

ment, by Paul I. Hershon, etc. London, 1883. The N. T. especially in the Pauline 

writings, refers to two Messiahs, one who had come and been executed, the other who 

was yet to come, in glory and full life. Justin Martyr, also speab of the two comings of 
Jesus, one, to suffer, the other, to be glorious. Judgment of the Ancient Jewish Church, 

etc., by Dr. Peter Allix, p. 256 19. Also The Jewish Repository, London, February, 

1814, pp. 72, 107. Trans. Society of Hebrew Lit. ; Essays on Writings of lbn Eaa, 
c. ii and notes, p. 98.

f In the words Al-ltt'll, Al-ttt'llali, At-ltt'lltm, because of the difficulty of pronounc

ing the 0 Q, in these words, the English language, we have spelled them with k. 
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hundred shekels of silver, current money with the merchant. ' (Gen. xxiii, 

16 :) In the cranium dwell every day 1 3,000 myriads of worlds, which rest 

upon It, and lean upon It. And from that Cranium drips a dew towards 
him who is outside (Ze'ir An-pun) and fills his head daily, as it is writ
ten : ' My head is filled with dew. ' (Song of Songs, v, 2). And from that

dew, which He shakes from this Head upon that of him who is outside, 

will the dead awake to the future world. As it is written : ' My head is 

filled with dew. ' It is not written : 11111/dlri ' I  have filled,' but nim/a/z ' is 
filled. ' It is written : (Is. xxvi, 19 . )  • The dew of lights (herbs ?) is Thy 

dew. ' The • Lights ' flow from the whiteness of the At-tu'kah, and from 
this 'dew ' are sustained the holy, Above. And this is the Manna prepared 

for the just in the world to come. And that • dew ' drips down to the Field 
of the Holy Apples, (or, Sacred Fruits .) This is that which is written : 

• And when the dew that lay went up, behold on the face of the wilder

ness lay a small round thing, '  (Ex. xvi, 1 4)· And the appearance of this 
dew is white like the color b'dola'h, i. e. , crystal stone, in which can be 

seen all colors, as it is written : • And the color thereof as the color of 
b' do/a' Ii (bdeUium ). ' The whiteness of this Cranium shines upon thirteen 

different sides (surfaces) to four sides (surfaces) on one side and to four 

sides (surfaces) on the side of the Face, and to four sides on the side of the 

a' hoor hinder side (the back), and in one above the Cranium (i. e. , to the

side, Above.)* And from this the length of His Face is spread to 370 

myriads of worlds, and this is called c•Dat riat A'ruk Apa-yum, i. e. , Long

Faces. And this At-tu' kah D' A/.lu' keen Ancient of the Ancients, is called 

A'ruk-ah D'An-pun, and he who is outside is called Ze'ir An-pun, i. e. , 

Small Faces, in contradistinction to the A/.lu'kah Saban Qad-dosh, i. e . ,  

the Ancient Old Holy, the Holiest of the Holiest, and when Zlt"r An-pun 

looks to this, all things, Below, becomes arranged, and his Face spreads out 

and becomes longer at that time, but not all the time like that of At-lu

'kah. And from that Cranium comes forth a certain white side (ray, 

efflux) towards the Csanium of the Ze'ir An-pun for the forming of his 

head, and from there to other craniums, Below ; which are innumerable. 

And all the craniums reflect the whiteness to Al-tu'k Yo-mm the Ancient 

• The Qabbalistic Figure No. 36, based on one in the Cremona Edition ; iii, fol. 1 166,

may give the reader some idea of the above description. 



of Days, when they are numbered under the sceptre, and opposite this is 

an opening towards the craniums, Below ; when they proceed to the count. 

In the cavity of the Cranium there is an ::etherial membrane of the Hid
den Wisdom, Above ; and this is not found and not opened. That mem

brane covers over the Brain which is the Hidden Wisdom and because it 

is covered by that membrane, this Wisdom is not opened and therefore it 
is called, the Hidden Wisdom. And this Brain, which is the Hidden Wis

dom, is silent and remaineth tranquil in its place like good wine upon its 

lees. And this is what is said : An Old One, His Kriowledge is Hidden 

and His Brain is Hidden and Tranquil. And that membrane hath an out
let from Ze' ir An-pun and therefore this brain is spread and goes out to 

32 ways.* This is that which is written : ' And a river went forth from 
Eden. ' " (Gen. ii, 7 . ) t t 

" The Cranium of Resluz 'Hit/rah, i. e. , White Head, has no begin 

ning nor end ; it extends and shines as a cohesive reservoir which spreads 
out and illuminates. And from it the just inherit 400 worlds of delights 

in the world to come. From this cohesive reservoir which is the White 

Cranium, dew drips daily to the Zlir An-pun Small Faces, to a place 

which is called, Slia-mayum (Heavens), and where, in time to come, the 

dead shall be summoned to life. It is written : ' Elohim shall give thee 
of the dew of heaven, etc. ' (Gen. xxvii, 28 .)  And the head shall be 

filled, and from that Zlir An-pun, it drips to the Field of Apples and the 

whole Field of Apples (Sacred Fruits) flows from that dew. This At-tu

'kali Qad·dosluz, i. e. , Holy Ancient, is Hidden and Concealed, and the

Wisdom from Above, is hidden in that Cranium, (is found and not 
found. Cremona Ed.) Surely in that At-tu'kali nothing is revealed ex

cept the Head alone, because He is the Head of all Heads. The Wisdom 

AboTe, which is the Head, is hidden in it, and is called the Upper Brain, 

the Hidden Brain, the Brain which is Tranquil and Quiet, and none know 

• That is, the means of knowledge and intell igence to man, looked upon as the 22
letters of the Hebrew alphabet and the decade united, as the 32 symbols hy which, man 

bas any wisdom or any power of uniting with his fellows. 

t Eden or Paradise was considered by the learned of the ancient Israelites as the 

place of Understanding and Wisdom, the Intellect. 

t Zohar iii, ldrah Rabbab. Brody, Amsterdam, and Mantua Ed., 128a and 6. Cre

mona Ed. iii, fol. 6 1 ,  coL 243. 
24 



it but Himself. Three Heads are carved out, each within the other, and 
each above, from the other. One Head is the Hidden Wisdom which is 
covered up and not opened. And this Hidden Wisdom is the Head of 
All the Heads of the other Wisdoms. The Upper Head is the Al-lu'hJll

Qad-dosluz the Holy Ancient, the Concealed of all Concealed,* the Head 
of All Heads, a Head which is not a Head, nor does any one know nor 

is it ever known, what is in that Head which Wisdom or Reason cannot 

comprehend ;  and on this we read : ' Flee Thou to Thy Ma-qom (i. e. , 

Place) . '  (Num. xxiv, 1 1 .) ' And the ' Hay-yoth, i. e., living creatures, 

run and return . '  (Ezek. i, 1 4. )  And therefore Al-lu'kah Qad-dosluz the 
Holy Ancient, is called Ayin, (i. e. , No-Thing, or, Non ens) because in

Him depends Ayin (Non ens). And all these locks and all these hairs 
come out from the Hidden Brain. t And all are even and smooth and in 

equilibrium and hanging over the back of the neck which is not seen in 

any way. Because the Al-lu'kah Qad-dosluz the Holy Ancient, is in one, 

entire in happiness, and does not change from Mercy forever. In Thir
teen channels of Mercies is He found t because that Hidden Wisdom in 
Him is divided three times into four-fourths (i. e. , a quartenary, comp. 
Figure 36, supra), and He, the Al-lu'kah Ancient, comprises them and 

rules over ALL. One way is illuminated in the middle (the parting) of the 

Hair coming out from the Brain, this is the way by whose light the just 

are led into the world to come. It is written : ' And the way of the just 

is like a shining light, etc. (Prov. iv, 1 8.) And of this it is written : 
' Then thou shalt delight in YHVH. ' (Is. lviii, 1 4.) And from that way 
all the other ways which depend on Zlir An-pun are illuminated. That 
At-lu' kah the Ancient, Oldest of the Oldest, is Kdher El-yon the High

est Crown, Above, by which are crowned all Diadems and Coronets. 
And from Him the Lamps are Illuminated and Lighted and they send 

• Comp. Zobar i, fol. 147, Amsterdam Ed. The Tosepbtbab.

t The locks and hairs are those which cover the back of the bead and nap of the 

neck, and in this � doubtless the hidden mystery of Ex. xxxiii , 20 Si· The Sphinx has 
lapels covering the back of the bead, neck and shoulders ; the priests of the Greek and 

Russian Church are obliged to have the back of the bead, neck and shoulders, covered 

with their long flowing hair, and a similar arrangement is portrayed, in the ancient pic

tures of Christ and of the Father. Note the same on the Hindu Prana, antt, p. 322. 

t Comp. Ex. xu:iv, 5-8, known to the Is�lites as the Thirteen Middoth.
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forth flames and scintillate. And this is He, the Supreme Hidden Spark 

which is not known, and all other Lamps are Lighted and Illuminated from 

Him. This Al-lu' llali the Ancient, is found in Three Heads and they 

are contained in One Head. (Comp. Zohar iii, 291b. )  And He is the 

Upper Head, Above Above. And because Al-lu'llali Qad-dosluz the Holy 

Ancient, is designated by Three, so here all the other Lamps which are 

Illuminated from Him are included in Three. Furthermore, the Al-lee
, llali is designated by Two ; the complex of the Al-lu' llali which is in

Two, is the Upper Crown of all the Upper Heads of all the Above, the 

Head of all the Heads. And that which is above from this, is not known, 

so all the other Lamps are hidden in Two. Further the Al-lu' llali Qad

doslia the Holy Ancient, is designated and hidden in One and is One

and everything is One, so all the other Lamps become sanctified and are 

joined and knotted in One, are One and are ALL. " * 

" He (Ain Soph) is beginning and end of all degrees ( in  the creation).
All these degrees are stamped with His image, and He can be called only 

One, notwithstanding the innumerable images He is still only One, surely 

He is so : the Above and the Below, depend on Him. " t 

THE SHE-MAH, TRIAD AND UNITY. " Whoever (in the .110� She-mah
• Hear 0 Israel, etc. Deut. vi, 4,) t says, inat E'liad, One § should pro

nounce the at Aleph quickly, somewhat shorten its sound and not 

pause on it. Whoso doeth this, his life shall be prolonged. Said 

they to him (R. Ilai) : He (R. Shim-on) has said : ' There are Two (in) 
in conjunction with One ( at) and hence they are Three, and if they are
Three then they are One. ' (mat E'liad, One.) Said he to them : ' Those 

two Names of the She-mah which are YHVH, YHVH, Eloluzinu connects 

• Zohar iii, fol. 288a and 6, Mantua Ed. ldrah Zootah. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 14oa, col.

558. 

t Zohar i, 2 1a, Br ody Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 366 and 37a.

l "  Jesus answered him, T/,e first of aU th comtnandments is, Hear, 0 Israel ; the 

Lord our God, the I..ord is One." Mark xii, 29, New Version. This is the great Jew

ish Declaration of Faith used in  the t ime <if Jesus, and used by him, and now used by 

the pious Jews, every day, and is most probably that referred to in Daniel vi, 10, 1 3, 

and Peter, Acts iii, 1, x, 3, 30. 

� The numerical value of inat 1 + 8 + 4 = 1 3.
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with them, and this is the seal of the (divine) inscription. It is Truth.* 

But when these are connected together as one then they are One in 
a Unity. ' " t 

" We have learned : In thirteen ways the knot of Truth is tied, for the 
production of blessing to all, and all the E'metli, i.t. , Truth, of the Holy, 

Blessed be He ! is hidden in Three ; therefore the Thorah is crowned in 

thirteen ways. " t 
We must not assume, from the preceding and following quotations, 

that the ancient Israelites believed in a Trinity as understood in the 
Christian Church ; the doctrines of the latter, upon this dogma, re

quired a long time for their formulation, and the controversies between 

Arrian and Athanasius, the theologians who preceded them, and those du

ring the Middle Ages, will evidence this to the student. The Hebrews 

in common with many other of the ancient Oriental peoples, believed in 
a Triadic manifestation of the Supreme Deity, who nevertheless was a 

Unit. The existence of the Triadic idea in the Zoharic writings, tends 
to prove their antiquity as productions of the ancient Jewish Babylonian 

Schools. It is not probable that a persecuted Jew of the Middle Ages, 

one of the grounds of which, was his Unitarian belief, would have forged 

and placed in these writings, any thing calculated to prove the antiquity 

and correctness of the dogmas of the Greek Church or the Roman Cath

olic Trinitarian ideas, or assist the Inquisition and the Christian Church, 

in the punishment of his people.

" R. Yehudah said : • There are two beings, one in heaven and one on 

• This means, that the repeating of the She-mah should conclude as if with a seal to

bind it, with the l'IOM E'melli Truth. 'Vhen the She-mah is repeated, always before the

repetition must be said in a low voice jO\otl i"io i,� : " El Me' lekh ne'emon." The

fint letters of the three words V!itt Amm, have the same meaning as l'IO\ot E'meth 

Truth. The sentence should be repeated without a pause : I Am YHVH your Elo

llainu in Truth. 

t Zohar iii, fol . 162a, Amsterdam Ed. iii, fol . 67 , Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed. iii,

fol. 776. 

t Zohar iii , fol. 28, col. 1 10, � A'ha-rai Molli. Cremona Ed. iii, 62a, Amsterdam 

Ed. In the 13 Middoth, attributes of Mercy, Ex. xxxiv, 5-7, the first three are : 

' Y  HV H, Y HV H, Ail (God) ,' and the ten following are attributes pointing to the first 

• of MllT (YHVH). The just pray every day the thirteen stems.
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earth, and the Holy, Blessed be He ! unites them. ' R. El'azar said : ' Three 

Lights are in the Holy Upper which unite as One ; and they are the 

basis of the Thorah and this opens the door to All. They open the door 
to Truth and this is the house to All, and therefore is it called, n•:i ba-i's 

house, because this is their house. ' " * 

" '  Behold a people dwelling alone. ' (Num. xxiii, 9 .) That is, in unity

without (other) mixture. All the perfect unity is so, (and is expressed in) : 

' YHVH Elohainu YHVH. ' This is the mystery in it, that Hu, i. e. , 

He, was before the beginning of all creation, t and unites Itself at the 

head, at the stem, and on the way (place where it stands); ' YHVH ' that 

is the Upper Head, in the in-itself concentrated iether. t ' Elohainu, ' i. e. , 

our God, is the stem which is called, the ' Stem of Yisliai (Jesse), '  (Is. 
xi, 1 ) ; and • YHVH ' is the way, from Below. Whoever in this manner 

comprehends the mystery of the Unity, conceives it as it is proper. "§ 

" The daily unity i s  the unity in  this verse : ' Hear 0 Israel YHVH 

Eloliainu YHVH. ' They are all One : therefore it is called intt E' liad 

One. Here are three Names, how are they One ? And although we 

read E'liadOne, how are they One ? Only by the vision of  .Rua' Ii Qad

doslia, i. e. , the Holy Spirit, is this apparent and only then, with closed

eyes,1 1 can we know how Three are One. And this is the mystery of the 
voice which has been heard. The voice is only one yet it consists of 

three elements, fire, air and water, and all are one in the mystery of the 
voice (and this can only be considered as one) .� And so here, YHVH 

Eloliainu YHVH are One, three forms and they are One, and this is in-

* Zobar i ii ,  fol. 36a f SAim-inee. Cremona Ed., ii, fol. 1 6a, col. 6 1 .

t The words of the.text, the author takes with the meaning of chief or bead (prop. 

erly, nisn taoorim, i.e., top or bead of rocks, representing the deity ;) of creations, before 

the beginning of all creations, so that to Him was created lsoor or yltsoor a created

thing, conesponding to lloor. The creature is form. (Ps. xlix, (14) 1 5 .)

t Aveer-an tl'sa/kan the absolute ietber, appears here the same as ave"·an tl'l6im· 
l!lum concentrated rether, or, perhaps better,ye'sod na-tiim-t.um concentrated foundation. 

f Zohar iii, fol . 2036, Amsterdam Ed. ii i, fol 8 2, col. 2, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona 

Ed., iii, fol. 946, f Balog. 

II It is customary among the Israelites to put the bands over the eyes when repeating

the fint verse of the She-mah, see the Ora'n 'Hay-yem, c. 61,  f 4-
if n;a. f 3. The reason for speaking the name aloud is to awaken devotion. 
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dicated by the voice which man must use in the expression of the prayer 
of unity, and put his will in unity, which is all from Ain Soph to the end, 

since they are all in this voice which he makes in this Three, which are 

One. And this is the daily (confession) of the Divine Unity which is 
revealed in the mystery by the Holy Spirit. And in many ways the Unity 

has been explained and all are true, who has done it in this way has done 
right, and who has done it in another way is also right. But this unity 
which we form, Below, in the mystery of the voice, which is one, explains 
the Word* in general. t 

" ' Hear 0 Israel YHVH Elohainu YHVH is One. ' (Deut. vi, 4. ) 
This is the One Unity and His Name is One. ' Praised be the Name of 

the Glory (She'kheen-ah) of His Kingdom (Malkhuth) for ever and ever.' 

This is the other Unity (see ante, p. 342 sq. ) that His Name shall be One.

And this is the secret of YHVH Hu Elohum, i. e. , YHVH He, is God. 

And this mystery of the Unity is contained in the verse : ' YHVH is 

Elohim, ' as it is above written, when they are conceived of in their 

Absolute Unity. But if it is objected : Does it not contradict the verse : 
' YHVH shall be .one and His Name shall be One ?' (Zech. xiv, 9. ) 

This is not so, but ' YHVH is Elohim. ' For if there was written ; 

YHVH is One and His Name, He, is One, we could agree with thee, but 

it is not so written, only : ' YHVH One, and his Name, One, ' ought to 

be said like this, viz : YHVH Hu (He) Hu (He) Elohim : and so it 

would seem to be, YHVH is One, and His Name is One. But all is One 

when these two Names are (in an abstract manner) united, the One, in 
the one Unity, the other, in the one Unity, and the two Unities can be 

comprehended in an Absolute Unity, so that together, they express the 

complete conception of the Name in one Unity. And only in this way 

' is YHVH Hu Elohim, ' because each is connected with the other so to 
be One. But before the Unity is united they are each One considered 

absolutely by Itself, and the comprehension of the connection as an Ab-

• n'?o Mi/Ioli. Word, because according to an explanation in another place (Genesis

sidrall, Vay.£tu) the " Word " itself comprises a triad, that is will, voice and ar· 

ticulated word. 

t Zohar ii, fol. 436, Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol. 1 8, col . z, Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed. ,  
ii, fol 196, col. 75. 
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solute Unity, i s  not complete. This (comprehension o f  the Unity) is 
the essence of the whole Thorah. For the Thorah embraces both the 
written and oral : the written Thorah is this which is written YHVH, the 

oral Thorah is that which is written Elohim : and because the Thorah is 

the mystery of the Holy Name, therefore they are called the written 

Thorah and the oral Thorah. This (the written) is the general, the 
other (the oral) is the special. The general needs the special and the 

special needs the general, thus one unites itself with the other, that all 
may be One. And therefore the entire content of the Thorah is the 

whole content of the Above and Below, because this Name (YHVH) 
describes, the Above, and the other Name (Elohim), the Below. This one, 

is the mystery of the Higher World ; the other, the mystery of the Lower 

World, and as to this is written : ' To thee it has been shown that thou 

mayest know, that YHVH is Elohim ! '  This is the essence of the ALL, 

and this must the son of man know in this world. "* 

" Come, See ! The mystery of the word. There are Three degrees and 

each exists by Itself, and yet all are One, and are knotted in One, nor are 
they separated one from another. "t  

" ' Tiu Ail (or, El, i. e. , God) Elolieem YHVHaiber, i. e. , The God,

God YHVH spoke and called (the) earth, etc. ' (Ps. l, 1 . )  Ail is the 

Light of Wisdom and is called 'Hestd (Benevolence, Mildness) E/Q

lium is Ge'b()()r-ali (Strength or Severity) and YHVH is the complete

ness of all Mercy. Hence (the words) diber vay'i'q-rali e'rtlz, i. e. , He 

' spoke and called (the) earth, etc . ' " (is in the singular. ) (Ibid. ) 

" And these are the Three degrees which are called by the name of 

Din, i. e. , Judgment, and all are knotted in One without separation. " 
(Ibid. ) 

" ' And the righteous are the foundation of the world , '  (Prov. x, 25)  

i s  written. Three come out from One, One exists in Three, i t  i s  the 
force between Two, Two nourish One, One nourishes many sides, thus 

* Zobar ii, fol. 16161 1 620, Amsterdam Ed. ii, fol. 1 1 1 , Sulzbach Ed. Cremona Ed.

ii, fol. 7211, col. 285. 

t Zobar iii, fol. 2961 col. 1 161 letter :>, Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 65a, Amsterdam Ed .

4 A'Aa-rai Mot/,. 



All is One, therefore it is written ' It was evening and morning one day, '  

the day of evening and morning joined, were one. " * 

THE MYSTERY OF THE THREE p ARTS OF FIRE WHICH ARE ONE. 
" Began R. Shim-on and said : Two verses are written ; ' That YHVH 

thy Eloh im is a devouring fire, a zealous Ail (El) ; 't  (Deut. iv, 24) again
it is writ ten ; ' But you that cleave unto YHVH your Elohim, are alive, 

every one of you, this day. ' (Deut. iv, 4.) On this verse ' That YHVH

thy Elohim is a consuming fire. ' This we said to the Companions ; That 

it is a fire which devours fire, and it is a fire which devours itself and con
sumes itself, because it  is a fire which is more mighty than a fire, and it

has been so confirmed. But, Come, See ! Whoever desires to know the

wisdom of the Holy Unity should look in that flame arising from a burn

ing coal or a lighted lamp. This flame comes out only when united with 

another thing. Come, See ! In the flame which goes up are two lights : 

one light is a bright white and one light is united with a dark or blue, 

the white l ight is that which is above and ascends in a straight path, and 

that below is that dark or blue light, and this light below, is the throne to 

the white light and that white light rests upon it, and they unite one 
to the other so that they are one. And this dark light or blue color, 

which is below, is the precious throne to the white. And this is the mys
tery of the blue .t And this blue dark throne unites itself with another 

thing to light that from below, and this awakes it to unite with the upper 

white light, and this blue or dark, sometimes changes its color but that 
white above never changes its color, it is always white ; but that blue 

changes to these different colors, sometimes to blue or black and some
times to a red color, and this unites itself to two sides. ' It unites to 

the above, to that upper white light, and unites itself below to the thing 

which is under it, which is the burning matter, and this burns and con
sumes always from the matter below. And this devours that matter 

below, which connects with it and upon which the blue light rests, there

fore this eats up all which connects with it from below, because it is the

nature of it, that it devour and consume everything which depends on it 

* Zobar i, fol. 226, col. 87, Cremona Ed. i, fol. 326, Amsterdam Erl .
t See Herder's Geist der Ht6raisdun Potsit, Vol. ii.

i The blue color of Heaven and the th'krilttlt, i. t., blue, of the Tallith.
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and is dead matter, and therefore it eats up everything which connects 

with it below, and this white light which rests upon it never consumes 
itself and never changes its light, and therefore said Moses : ' That 

YHVH thy Elohim is a consuming fire . '* Surely He consumes. It de

vours and consumes everything which rests under it ; and on this he said : 
•YHVH is thy Elohim ' not ' our Elohim, ' because Moses has been in

that white light, Above, which neither devours nor consumes. Come, 

See ! it is not His Will to light that blue light that should unite with that 

white light, only for Israel ; because they cleave or connect under Him. 

And, Come, See ! Although the nature of that dark or blue light is, that 

it shall consume everything which joins with it below, still Israel cleaves 
on Him, Below, * * * and although you cleave in Him nevertheless 

you exist, because it is written : ' You are all, alive this day. ' And on this

white light rests above a Hidden Light which is stronger. Here is the 

above mystery of that flame which comes out from it, and in it is the 

Wisdom of the Above . ' '  t See, Philo. , Bohn's Ed. iv, p. 44.
THOUGHT AND THE WORD. " Come, See I Ma'hsliabali Thought, is 

the first (principle) of all,t because Thought is, in itself hidden and not 
known. When this Thought began to diffuse itself, it came to the place 

where the Spirit rests, and when it has reached that place it is called ; 

Bi'nah Understanding, and is no more hidden like before, and although 
it is hidden, that Spirit spreads itself and brings out a Voice§ embracing 

fire, water and air, which are South, North and East, and this Voice com

prises all the other Fonesl l (hosts, angels) and this Voice, speaks to the 

Word.,,- This Voice gives existence to the Word because, this Voice is 

* Deut. iv, 24. Comp. Zohar ii, 2266. Hebrews xii, 29.

t Zobar i, 506, Amsterdam and Brody Editions. Cremona Ed., i, 36a, col 14 1 .  See 
Exod. ii i ,  2, 3 ; Acts vii, 30. Dr. Christian D. Ginsburg in : The Kabbalab, etc. 

London, 1 865, pp. 25, 26, applies the nbove to the Triadic idea of the Deity. His 

translation of it and most of the other quotations from the Zohar, have been copied from 

Prd. Adolphe Franck, and cannot be depended upon. Franck bas been severely criti

cised for his translations, by Dr. D. H. Joel in bis ReligitnU-pliilosofJMe ties Soliar, etc. 

t Thought, is Ketlur Crown.

� 'Ho,limali Wisdom, or the Word. 

II The Cremona editi on does not have this word.

1f Comp. Is. vi ,  3. The repetition is emphatic and expresses energy or force ; see 
also II Sam. xviii, 33. 



sent from the place of the Spirit and comes to speak a Word, to bring 

out joyous words. And when they look in the degrees , this is the 

Thought ; this is the Understanding ; this is Voice ; this is Speech ; and 

all are One. And this is the first Thought of All and not separated, but 

all are One and in One bond. This is that which is the real Thought 

bound in the Ayi'n and never separated, and this is ' YHVH is One and 
His Name One. ' " (Zech. xiv, 9 .)* 

THE NAMES OF THE DEITY. " The secret of this word l"l'i'Ut Eh'yeh

I Am, comprises everything, when the ways are hidden and not separated 
and together in one place, then it is called Eh'yeh I am, all hidden and 

not revealed ; but after it goes out from itc; defined line and that 
river bears in its bosom all things, then He is called l"l'rnt "111M Asher 

Eh'yeh, i. e. , Thal I Am, that means ; I Am, prepared to bring forth all, 

and after He revealed and brought forth all He is called by the above Name. 

And after this when Moses desired to know what is the speciality of the 

word, He said to him, YHVH and not Asher Eh'yeh That I Am. * * * 
But after he brought everything out and put everything in its place, 

He said YHVH, and at this time Moses knew the secret of the Holy 

Hidden Name and there was revealed to him and he comprehended, that 

which could not be comprehended by any other of the children of the 
world. " t 

The Names of the Deity are only abstract symbols and ideas necessary 

to man's mind in our matter-world so as to grasp in his thought that a 

Deity exists. They do not describe God's essence or content. The 
Qabbalists found it necessary, in their subtile and abstract metaphysical 

investigations, to invent a Name wh ich would describe the Deity before It 

created the universe, this they did by the term At"n SQp/z without end, 

called also Ayin, i. e. , No-Thing, which is nevertheless not an absolute 

negative or void but an unknown to man, Some-Thing. Not that in these 

Names any greater knowledge is contained but they point to a greater in

comprehensibility of the Deity. Equaling these is the subtile and abstract 

Qabbalistic Name 'O Mu Who ? Wil/zQU/ beginning Qr end. (See, ante, p. 
1 29 sq. and Zohar i i ,  fol. 105 a ;  i, 2a.) The Zohar holds that while Ain 

• Zohar i, 2466, Brody Ed.  Cremona Ed . ,  i, fol . 1 3 1 a, col. 5 19.

t Zobar i i i ,  6561 Brody Ed . Cremona Ed. ,  i i i ,  fol. 296, col .  1 1 6. 
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Sopli, Ayin and UIJio 1 describe the Deity, considered in Its greatest ab

stractness, yet the latter is united with M'?tt Ele' Ii These, and in this matter
world constitutes the Name c•-M'?tt Eloh-im, and therefore in the statement 

in Genesis of the First Emanation or Creation, the Name Elohim is exclu
sively used and not YHVH Elohim, as in the Second ; and that this union 

still ·continues and Mu and Ele' Ii are still merged : ( Zohar i, 2a) ; but 
should they ever be separated, the universe could no longer exist as after 
their connection. (Zohar ii, fol. 1 05a. ) The A in Sofa received its full sig

nificance as the, No End, through Its emanation of the Sephiroth. (Zohar 
ii, 42b.) Springing out of Ain Sopli is K ether, whose Divine Name is 

Eli'yeli I am, the Ego. Further considered, this is developed into 

Asher Eli'yeli that I will be, (Comp. Rashi in this place) ; finally it passes 

into reality for man, tn;r YHVH, the symbol of the Past, Present and

Future. The Existence which is Creator and Preserver, yet nevertheless, 

for Its own wise purposes, the Destroyer of the matter-forms, but not of 

their atoms or essence. YHVH is contained in the man ifestation called 
the Sephirothic Tree of Life. YHVH is l"l.7,1�1. mjl l"l:;:t Hoyo/i Hoven

V'ylliyeli He was, is, and shall be.  (Rev. i ,  4, 8 ;  xxi, 6.) l"l�f! Hoven

the present, may be added to l"lttl1?1 u'm-liaveli causing to exist, the cre
ating and maintaining. 

Before the emanation of the universe the Qabbalists say ; " He and His 

Name were One. " Which may be paralleled in the time to come by 
God's Kingdom upon Earth : " In that day shall there be one YHVH and 

io'' usli 'mali His Name, shall be One. " (Zach. xiv, 1 0 . )  Many of the

Qabbalists hold l"l'll"I Cll' Slum Hava-yali the Existing Name (anle, p.

342) as that embracing all the other Divine Names. Elohim is the prin

ciple emanating the un iverse, but is that of Rigor. YHVH is that 

maintaining it, and is the principle of Mercy and Harmony. In El Sliad
dai Almighty, the '?� El is the principle of Grace and Mercy and is par
alleled with ' Hesed ; ·�� Shad-aai, is that of Strength, and is paralleled

with Ge'boor-ah ; but YHVH unites both conceptions in a Harmony. 

Elohim is more immediately identified with Nature, and the numerical 
value of c•M'?tt Elohim (86) and l"IJ1JO Teba/i Nature (86) are the same. 

YHVH is Elohim and the content of both Mercy and Rigor. 
Ketner Crown, is A'rukh An-pun or Appa-yem Long Faces. The 



eight Sephiroth following are Ze'i'r An-peen Short Faces. In Kellur is 
the genn and content, in harmony, of the Sacred Form, the other Sephi
roth surround it as if a rich and shining garment. In its narrowest sense 

Kelker El' yon Crown of the Highest, is this garment. Note however that 

the word Kelker Crown, is only used as a mere symbol of the King of All. 

(Zohar iii, fol. :z88b.) It is the representative of the coalescing of the High

est with His creation and its preservation, through the efflux, to the utter

most l imits of entire nature and All. A clear knowledge of the essence 

of Kelker cannot be obtained by man in this world, it is to him even 

as if Ayin No-Thing. (Zohar iii, :z88b. ) The Tiqqooneem haz-Zohar 

says : " That degree which is called Ayin comprises Kether, Binah and 

'Hokhmah. " The entire content of the Names of the Deity applied to 
the respective Sephiroth are only symbols of Ain Sopli. 

The idea of the Sephiroth is like that of a builder who desires to build 

a great Palace. 1 .  He grasps in his mind the plan of the whole building. 

This is Kether, ' Hokhmah, Binah. :z. Then he considers the way accord

ing to which the work shall be done, that it shall correspond to the plan. 

This is ' Hesed, Tiph'e-reth and Ge'boor-ah. 3. He considers the means 
of carrying it out, this is Ne-tza'h, Ye'sod and Hod. The entire building 

is the Divine government of the whole world represented by Malkhuth. 
MERCY TEMPERS RIGOR. " R. El'azar sat before R. Shim-on his father 

and said to him : ' This we have learned : that Elohim c•rt'?M in every 

place is judgment, that this word is : Yod, Heh, Vav, Heh (rnl"r YHVH),

and it is a place which is called, Elohim ; like it is written (Gen. xv, 8), 
' Adonoi YHVH ' :  (Which not read YHVH but Elohim. ) Why is it  

called Elohim, when it (YHVH) means Mercy in every place ?' Said he 

to him : ' So it is written : (Deut. iv, 39. ) ' And thou shalt know to-day 
and consider it in thine heart, that YHVH is Elohim. ' And it is writ
ten : (Deut. iv, 3 1 ,  35 ,  39 .)  ' YHVH is Elohim. ' Said he to him : 

' These words we know, that in the place of Mercy, may be sometimes, 

Judgment, and that sometimes Judgment is tempered with Mercy ! '  Said 

he (R. Shim-on) to him : ' Come, See I This is so, Yedud (i. e. , YHVH)
is in all places Mercy but at the time when through sin, Mercy is changed 

to Judgment, then· it is written YHVH but read Elohim. But : Come, 

See ! the secret of the word (YHVH). There are Three degrees and 



each degree exists in itsel f, although all are One, connected in One and 
not separated One from the other. "*  

EMANATION O F  THE UNIVERSE. " ' In the Beginning ' In Wisdom the 

King engraved forms in the clearness Above. Bolzeen-ah D' Qardinulliah, 

i.e. , the brilli ant inner Light, came out from the Hidden o fHidden, from 
the Head of the Ain Soph. A nebulous spark of matter flashed out which 

was not white nor black nor red nor green and not of any color what

ever ; but when He took the measure of the structure He made colors to 

light in the inner. From that Bolzun-ah came forth a Supreme Light 

from which reflected different colors Below. He stopped up its hidden 

point from the Mystery of Ain Soph. He opened and not opened it so 

its avur-ah air (rether), has not been known until it came out from the 

power of that opening. Then he lighted a point (light) the Hidden of 

the Above, after that first point (light) which had not been known, and 

therefore that point (first point) is called Raishulh Beginning, meaning 

the firs/ Word of All. "  t 

" The ru9ood-ah 9admo-ah, i. e. , first point, was an inner light which 
had no limit so that could be known, its pureness, thinness (subtility) 

and clearness, until it expanded itself through itsel f ;  and the expansion of 

this point made a palace to envelope that point. Its (the palace's) light 
cannot be comprehended because of its immense pureness and yet it is not 

so thin (subtile) and clear as that first point, which is hidden and con
cealed. The palace which is the garment to that hidden point, its light 

(is also) unlimited, although it is not so pure and clear as that first 
point which is hidden and concealed. That palace expands itself out

wardly from its first light, and that expansion is the garment to that pal
ace, o f  which its inner is subtile and clear ; and from here, (each) farther 

spreads itsel f one in another, and envelopes itself, one in another, until it 

is found, (that) one is a garment to the other, and the other still to 
another ; but this is, the brain (the very inner) ; and that, the shell, " 
(i. e. , the skull, the cover of the brain, or, inner. )t 

• Zobar iii, fol. 65a, Amsterdam Ed. i i i ,  fol. 271 col. 21 Sulzbach Ed. Cremona

Ed. iii, fol. 2961 col. 1 1 6. 

t Zobar, Cremona Ed. i, fol. 31 col. 1 .  Brody Ed. i, 1 5a. Livomo, i, 256. 

t Zohar i, 206, Brody Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 340. Cremona Ed. i, fol . 246, col. g6. 



" Before the world was created (the An-pun Faces,) did not look at
tentively, Faces to Faces, and the primitive worlds were made without per

fect formations, and therefore the primitive worlds were destroyed. And 

those which were not in perfect formation are called flaming sparks, like 
the worker in copper or iron when he strikes on it with his iron hammer, 
makes sparks dash out on every direction. A�d these sparks which leap 

forth, flame and glitter, but are at once extinguished. And such are 

called : • The First Worlds. ' And there fore they were destroyed and did 

not remain, until Al-tu' kah Qad-dosha the Holy Ancient, restored them 

and the Work-master went to His work. And on this we have learned in 

our Mathnithah ; that that Ray (of Light) sent out sparks in 320 direc

tions. And those sparks are called, • The First Worlds ; '  and they at 
once perished. Then the Artist went to His work and He formed in 

male and female, and these sparks which were ext inct and died at once, 

all remained now. From a Bolzunah Shining Light, of most intense bril

liancy, came out a radiant strong flame as from a hammer, and brought 

forth sparks of the first worlds, and these were mixed with the most sub
tile air,* and like the a/J/Jah father, and immah mother, were mutually 

tempered by each other when they were merged. And this father is from 

the Spirit which is hidden in Al-luk Yo-men the Ancient o f  Days, in him
is hidden that (subtile) air, and he coalesced to that spark which came

forth out of that Shining Light which has been hidden in the inner o f  the 
mother. t But when both joined together and merged one in another, was 

produced a large strong Cranium (the Firmament) and it expanded on its 
side, this on this side and that on that side. Like the Al-lu'kah Qad-dosha 

Holy Ancients, in Three Heads which are found in One : (Comp. Zohar 

iii, 288/J :) So ALL has been prepared under the form of Three Heads, as 

we have said. t  In this Cranium drips a dew from Beska 'Hiv'rah the 

White Head, and this dew is seen in two different colors, and from it 
(this dew) is fed the Field of the Holy Apples (Sacred Fruits) . And from 
that dew of the Cranium is prepared the manna for the just in the world 

* The retheric medium or Fourth State of Matter ?

t The hidden vital energy or force, by means of which all Things exist.

t These are the spiritually positive or male, and the negative or female, joined to

gether and merged through the action of the harmony. 



to come, and by it the dead will be aroused to l i fe. * * * And that

subtile air contains itself in All because it is comprised from All, and All 
is comprised in it. Its Face expands to two sides in two lights which are 

comprised from All. And when the Faces look towards each other, 

all the At-lu' kalz Qad-doslza is called A' reekh Appa-yem, i. e. , Long 
Faces. " * 

Al-let' kalz Qad-dos/za the Holy Ancient. The Hidden of All the Hid
den is separated. It is separated from All and not separated, because 

All is merged in Him and He is merged in All. He is the Al-lee' kah 

.D' Kol Al-lu' keen the Ancient of All the Ancients, the Hidden of All

the Hidden. He is formed and yet is not formed. He is formed to sus

tain All and not formed because He is not found. When He is formed 

ninet flaming Lights go out from Him, from His Form ; and from these 

Lights are emitted flames and they expand themselves out to all directions, 

like a lamp which spreads light to all sides. And these lights which 

expand themselves from it, when any (one) draweth near to know them are 

not found but only the lamp, alone. So is He, lhe Al-lu'kalz Qad-doslza 

the Holy Ancient : He is the Upper Lamp, the Hidden of All the Hidden 

and iS not found, except those rays which are expanded which yet are 

revealed and hidden . And they are called, the Holy Name, and therefore 

all are One. t 

THE EMANATION OF THE ANGELS. . .  At the time when the Holy, 

Blessed be He ! breathed the spirit into each of the heavenly host, all 

the hosts were formed and stood before Him, therefore it is written ; 

' With the breath of His mouth He made all the host. ' " (Ps. 
x:u:iii, 6. )§ 

THE SOUI.S OF THE RIGHTEOUS HIGHER THAN THE ANGELS. " We 

have found in the First Book of Adam, that all the Holy Spirits from 
Above, are performing messages (they have been sent to do) and all come 

from one place. The souls of the just (pious) from two degrees which 

• Zobar iii, 2920 and 6, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 1420 and 6, col. 566-67.

t Franck La Ka66ok, p. 78, incorrectly says " ten.". Comp. Joel Rdigi"ons-pltiloso

pltie, etc., p. 85. 

t Zohar iii, 288a, Brody Ed. , Idrah Zootah. Cremona Ed. i i i ,  fol. 1400, col. 558. 

4 Zohar iii, 68a, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, foL 3 1 a, col 122. 



are comprised in one, and therefore they go higher and their degrees are 

higher and so it is. And those who are hidden there come down and go 

in their li fe like Enoch, of whom Death is not mentioned."* 

The Qabbalists hold that the Neshamah soul, dwelling in us ,  is only a 

shadow or reflection of a higher and celestial, spiritual, perfect prototype, 

or Zure, which never leaves its exalted abode in the A'tzeel-atic World or 

World of the Sephiroth. It is thought of, as connected with the Nesh

amah of man, by an invisible thread, a Qav Amlzaith-ah middle cord, and 
is affected from Below. (Comp. Matt. x, 29-3 1 ; Luke xii, 6, 7 ;  Matt. 

xviii, 10 .) By inspired devotion, they say, the w ill of man directs his 
Neshamah to its Zure, Above ; and the Neshamah endeavors to leave the 
body and again unite itself with its Z un, Above ; then the higher pro

totypic soul becomes stirred up and, by a mystic influence, they are 

chained to each other. This idea falls within the higher mysticism of the 

Qabbalah, in which, the doctrine of ecstasy plays its part, and it is be
yond the metaphysical speculation. In this is centred the idea of the 

union of the King and Queen ; from the former, the efflux descends from 

the Above to the Below. 
FORMING OF SouLS. " At the time that the Holy, Blessed be He !

desired to create the world, it came in His Will before Him : and He 

formed all the souls which are prepared to be given to the children of 

man afterwards ; and all were formed before Him in the same real form 

which has been prepared to be in the children of man afterwards, and He

saw everyone of them : and that some of them would corrupt their ways 

in the world. When the time has arrived for it (to come into this world) 

the Holy, Blessed be He I calls to that Neshamah soul, He says to her : 
' Go thou to that place and into that body. ' She answers before the 

Lord of the world ; ' This world in which I dwell is sufficient for me, 

and I do not care to be in another world in which I shall be a servant 
and exposed to its uncleanness. ' Said the Holy, Blessed be He ! to her : 
' From the day thou wast created, thou wert only created for that purpose, 

to have thy destination in that world. ' When the soul sees that it is 
necessary to obey, it with grief comes down, and goes in there (this 

body). The Thorah, which gives advice to the whole world, when she 

• Zohar iii, 686, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, foL 3 1 0, coL 1 22.



saw this, warned the children of the world, and said : ' See how much 
pity, the Holy, Blessed be He I has on you, a good pearl which He had
He gives it to you for nothing, that you shall work her in this world. '* 

EMANATION OF THE UNIVERSE. " Come, See I At the t ime i t  came up

in the Will of the Holy, Bles.o;ed be He I to create the world, He brought
forth from the Boluen-ah Qardinulhah, i. e. , the very inner light (of the 
heart) a knot (or, chain) and lighted (emanated) the darkness from it 

and let it  down Below. The darkness lighted in a hundred different 

ways and paths, small and great, and made the House (Tabernacle or 

Temple, Below. Rev. xi, 19 ; xv, 5 , 6, 8; xvi, 1 .) of the world. (The

A'suy-alie world.)  This House is  the centre of  all ; around i t  are many

doors, surrounding i t  are the holy upper places. (The Ye'luer-alie 

world.) There are the nests of the heavenly birds (angels) each in its 

kind. In it goes forth a Great Tree with strong branches which bear 

plenty of food for all .  This Tree goes up to the heavenly clouds and i t  

is  hidden between three mountains. From under the three mountains, the 

Tree goes out and ascends to the Above and comes down to the Below. 
This House is supplied by it with drink, and there is hidden in it (that 
House) many hidden things Above, which are not known. This Tree is re
vealed in the daytime and covered (hidden) in the night. And this House 

rules in the night time and is hidden during the day. At the time when 
darkness goes up and all doors are concealed from all sides, then many 

spirits are flying in the air which desire to know and go into it, and they 
go up between these birds and they take witness and see what they see, 

until that darkness awakes and brings out a certain flame and hammers it 

with many strong hammers and opens the doors. Large stones go forth 
from that flame and co me down out of it, and make noises in the world and 

awake the voices Above and Below. And then a (fol. 1 7 26) herald comes 

forth from it and connects himself in the air and calls out. That rether 
comes out from the pillar of the inner cloud, and when it comes out 

spreads itself on the four sides of the world ; thousands of thousands 

exist from the side which is the Left, and myriad of myriads exist from 

the side which is the Right, and the herald remains in his place, ·etc ." t 
• Zohar ii, 966 and 970, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 436, col 17a-3. 

t Zobar i, 1 720 and 6, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 9116, col 393. 
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CONNECTION OF THE ABOVE AND THE BELOW. " Come, See ! When 
the Holy, Blessed be He I desired to create worlds He brought out a Hid
den Light, from that Light came out and illuminated all the lights which 

are revealed, and from that Light came out and expanded itself and were 

made, other lights ; and this is the Upper World. That Upper Light 
spread itself out and made again a light which does not illuminate, and it 

made the Lower World. And because that light which does not illumi

nate desires to connect itself Above and desires to connect itself Below, 
with that Lower knot it connects itself to illuminate in the Upper knot, 
and that light which does not illuminate in the Upper knot brought 

out all the hosts and servants of many sorts, this is what is written : ' How 

great are Thy works YHV H, etc. ' (Ps. xcii, 5 .) And everything which 
is Below so it is Above, and there is not the smallest thing in this world 

which does not depend on another thing Above, and which is not taken

account of Above, and all are united one in the other. ' ' *  

THE PRE-ADAMITE KINGS. " We have learned in  the Siphrah 

D'Tznioothah : That the Al-lte'llah D'Al-lu'llun Ancient of Ancients, 
before He prepared His Form, built kings and engraved kings, and 

sketched out kings, and they could not exist : till He overthrew them and 
hid them until after a time, therefore it is written ; ' And these are the 

kings which reigned in the land of Edom.'  That is in a place in which 

all judgments exist. And they could not exist until Rtsha 'HhlraA the 

White Head, the Al-tu'llah D' Al-tu'llun Ancient of the Ancients, ar
ranged Himself. When He arranged Himself He formed all forms Above 

and Below. From here we learn that the head of a nation, who has not

been arranged and formed at the beginning : its people is not from 
this Form. * * * Before He arranged Himself in His Form, 

had not been formed all those whom He desired to form, and all worlds 

have been destroyed ; therefore is written : ' And Bela the son of Beor 

reigned in Edom. ' (Gen. xxxvi, 32 .)t 

" He began and said : It is written : 'And these are the Kings that reigned 

in the land of Edom.'  (Gen. xxxvi, 3 1 . )  And it is written : ' For lo, 

* Zobar i, 1 56a and 6, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, foL 910, coL 362. See Mat. x, 
21), 31 ; Luke xii, 6, 7 ;  Rev. xi, 19. 

tZohar iii, 1 350, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 6¥, col. 255,



the kings were assembled, they passed by together. ' (Ps. xlviii, 4.) They 
' assembled ' in that place which is called the land of Edom, the place 

where all judgments are together. ' They passed by together ' as it is 

written : ' And he died ' and another ' reigned in his stead. ' (Gen. xxvi, 
JI sq.) ' They saw, they marveled, were troubled, ' (Ps. xlviii, 5) that 

they did not remain in their places, because the forms of the kings had 
not been formed as it ought to be, and the Holy City had not been pre

pared. "* 
" Al-lu' kah 0 Al-lu' kun the Ancient of the Ancients, built worlds, 

.and formed Its Forms to exist, but they did not exist until the Supreme 

Grace came down and then they remained. And this is what is written : 
4 And these are the kings who reigned in the land of Edom. ' ' '  t 

THE EMANATION OF THE MALE AND FEMALE PRINCIPLES. " We 

have learned : At the time when the Al-lu'kah Qad-dosha, the 

Holy Ancient, the Hidden of All the Hidden, desired to arrange 

everything, He formed all things like male and female in the place 

which comprises male and female. For they could not exist save in 
.another existence of male and female. This Wisdom comprises All, when 

it goeth forth and is illuminated from the Holy Ancient it does not 

shine except in male and female. This 'Hokhmah, Wisdom, diffused itself 
and from it came out Binah Understanding, and it is found male and fe

male. Wisdom is the Father and Understanding is the Mother, Wisdom 
and Understanding in one balance and male and female (in the other), 

weigh the same, and through them everything exists in male and female. 

If i t  were not for this they ( things) could not exist. This beginning is the 
Father to all the Fathers, connects one in another and lights one in an

other ('Hokhmah Wisdom, is the Father, and Binah Understanding, is the 

Mother) . It is written : ' If thou callest Binah mother ;' (Prov. ii, 3 : )
and when they connect one with the other they bring forth and diffuse 
and emanate, Truth. In the sayings of R. Ye-yeva, Sabah, i. e. , the Old, 

we learned this ; What is Binah Understanding ? But when they connect 

in one another, the • (Yod) in the n (Heh), they become impregnated and 
produce a Son. And therefore it is called Binah, Understanding. It 

• Zohar iii, 2920. Idrah Zootah. Brody Ed .  Cremona Ed. iii, Col 1424, col. 566.

t Zobar iii, 1420, Brody Ed., Cremona Ed. iii, 671, col. 268. 
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means BeN YaH i. e. , Son of YaH. This is the completeness of the 
Whole. ' '* 

" ' And Elohim said ; Let the waters gather, etc. ' (Gen. i ,  7. ) In a 

straight line that shall be in a straight way, that is, from the secret of that 

first point came out all in its concealment until it reached and gathered to 
that Upper Palace, and from there it came out in a straight line to other 

degrees, till it reached that only place where all gathered in the compris

ing of male and female. t 

THE EMANATED SoULS AND THEIR. KNOWLEDGE. " Began R ' He

yah and said : ' That which hath been is now, and that which is to be hath 

already been, etc. ' (Eccl. iii, 1 5 . )  This we have learned ; Before the 

�oly, Blessed be He ! created this world, He had created worlds and
destroyed them, till the Holy, Blessed be He I desired in n•n1.v., B' ()()//t-t/1

i. e. ,  His Will, to create this world and He took counsel in the Thorah.

And then arranged Himself in His conformations and crowned Himself 
with His Crown and created this world. And everything which is found 
in this world has been before, and passed before Him, and been arranged

before Him. And we have learned ; all the creatures of the world which 

have existed in each generation, before they came to this world, have 

existed before Him in their true D'yoo9-nalt i. e. , simulacrum or phantom of 

a shadow image. And so we have learned ; Even all the souls of the chil
dren of man before they come down to the world have all been sculptured 

before Him in heaven, in that real D'yoo9-nalt that they have in this 

world. And all that they learn in this world they already knew before 
they came into the world. And we have learned ; They who are pure, 
are true, (i. e. , have the true D'yoo9-nalt.) And they who are not found 

pure in this world, even there, are thrust away from before the Holy ,  
Blessed be  He ! And they ascend into that great deep abyss, (Gen. i, 2 .)  

and they come down into this world. And their souls know the part they 

will play in this world before they come down to it, and this holy part 

which has been given to them is thrown into that deep abyss and they 

take their part from there. And if they deserve it and repent before their 

Lord, they take that (holy) part from there. " t 
* Zohar iii, 2900, Brody Ed. ldrah Zoott.h. Cremona Ed. ill, fol. 1410, col. 562. 

t Zohar i, 1 Sa, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, ( oL 240, col. 93. 
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THE SoULS IN PARADISE. " At the time when the Holy, Blessed be 
He ! descends to the Garden of Eden, all its Nuhamolh souls, of the just, 

which are crowned there, all give a pleasant odor, as is said ; ' And the 
odor of thine ointment is from all spices. ' (Song of Songs iv, 10.) 

These (the spices) are the sonls of the just, then R Yitzhaq, said ; ' All 
the souls of the just which have been in this world, and all the souls 

which are prepared to descend into this world, all are in the Garden 
which is on the earth, all remain in the ti'yooq-nali, shadow of the /u/mr, 

and lziyor-ah form, in which they existed in this world. And this secret

has been delivered to the wise. The Bua' Ii spirit, which descends to the
children of man, which is from the female side, engraves itself steadily in 
the engraving, like a seal. The bodily lziyor-ali form, of the man in this

world is (Comp. Zohar i, 736) shaped on the outside and the Bua' Ii is 
engraved in the inner. When the Bua' Ii is separated from the body, that 

Bud Ii is shaped in the Garden on the earth, in the same hiyor-ali form 

and same ti'yooq-nah shadow of the tu/em, of the body which it had in 
this world, because it (the Bua'h) has been always like the impression of 
a seal, and on this is said : ' Set me like a seal, etc.' (Song of Songs viii. 

6.) As a seal is engraved in its engraving on the inside and brings out 

the /Ji'yor-ah form, of its shape (in relief) on the outside, so here to, the 
Bua' Ii spirit, which has been from her (the bodily) side in this world, is 
engraved in its engraving on the inside, but when it separates from the 

body and goes up in the air of Gan Etkn Garden of Eden, then that 

engraving becomes shaped on the outside, in the same lziyn-ali form, 

like the guff body, in this world. The Nesliamali Soul, which is from the 
Tree of Life, is in there (Above) formed in the Bundle of  Life, to delight

in the beauty of YHVH, as it is written ; ' To behold the beauty of 
YHVH and to enquire in His Temple. ' "  (Ps. uvii, 4.)* 

THE CROWNING OF THE SoUL OF THE Pmus. " It is written : ' Thus 
said Ail YHVH ; He that created the heavens and stretched them out; 
He that spread forth the earth, and that which cometh out of it ; He that 
giveth nuhamali soul, to the people upon it, and rua' Ii spirit, to them
that walk therein. '  (Is. xiii, 5 . )  That is what is said : ' The earth,' He 

' giveth the neshamali ' to her. Said R Yitzhaq ; ' Everything is Above : 

• Zohar ii, 1 10, Brody Ed. Livomo Ed. ii, 170. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 50, col. 18.



from there goes forth the Soul of Life to this earth * * * Come, 
See I When the Holy, Blessed be He I created the man, he gathered the 
dust from all the four sides of the world and made a mark in the place 

where the Holy Temple stands, Below ; and spread upon her a Soul of 

Life from the holiness Above. And this Nesluzmali Soul, is comprised in 
three degrees, and therefore she has three names, like the mystery Above :

that is, Neplusli, Rua' Ii, Nesliamali. Neplusli is as we have stated, she 

is the lowest from all, Rua' Ii spirit, he is appointed to rule over Neplusli, 

and he is a higher degree upon her, to remain upon her and stand upon 

her, as it  ought to be. Nesluzmali soul, she is the highest of all and rules 

over all, she is the holy upper degree over all. And these three degrees 
are comprised in man, to those who deserve to the work of the Master. 

Then before had only been Nepliesli in man, which is the holy form in
which man shall prepare himself, but when man comes to cleanse himself 

in that degree, he is prepared to crown himself, in the Rua' Ii spirit, which 
is the holy degree which rests upon the Nepliesli,. that the man who 

deserves shall crown himself in it (the Rua 'li). When the Nepliesli and 

Rua ' Ii exist in him, and he does the work of the Lord as he ought to,

then rests upon him, the Nesliamali soul, the upper holy degree ; which 
rules over all. And then he is perfectness, perfect in all sides to deserve 

in the world to come, and that is the Love of the Holy, Bl�d be He !
as it is written ; ' That I may cause those who love me to inherit sub

stance. ' (Prov. viii, 2 1 . )  Who are ' those who love me ?' They are 
those who have the nislimatliali 9ad-dislia holy soul, in them. "* 

The Nesliamali or upper precious or intellectual Soul, corresponding to 
the Spirit in the New Testament, in the Qabbalah corresponds to the 

.B'ree-atit 1-forld that of Creation, and according to it inhabits the Brain. 
She i s  the last of the spiritual components to enter the man , in her fullness 

and perfection, at man's maturity. When death is coming she leaves her 

Merkabah before the appearance of death in man's  face, and then remains 

only a resemblance of the real Nesliamali, for the personality of man can 

exist with only the resemblance of the true Nesliamali. It is here to be 
noted, that the Tulnn Shadow of the Image, acts in a magical way, from 

• Zohar i, 2056, 2o6a, Brody Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 346', 3470. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 
1 136, col. 46o. 
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the first moment of conception, on the germ of human life, and gives to  it 
a R' shoo-mah i. e. , designation or personality, and also imparts to it a 

.B' hun-ah i. e. , essential faculty for the reception of efflux (light). In the 

measure that this .B' hun-ah becomes gradually developed, the Nuhamah 

appears more effectively in the man and his so-called, nature. At the in

stant of death, the Rua' h Spirit, which corresponds according to the Qab
balah, to the Yituer-atfr World, and to the Soul in the New Testament, and

which lives according to the Qabbalah, in the Heart, departs. The Rudh 

forms, with the Nepliesh, the actual personality of the man , which is called 

if he deserves, Ye' hu-dah. The Nepliesh is the last of all the great Qabba

listic divisions of th� incorporeal in man, which it says, is the living man in 

this world. It says, the Nepliesh inhabits more especially the Liver ; she is 

really the entire plastic system and corresponds to the Body, in the New 

Testament .  In the Qabbalah it corresponds to the A seey-atit World. She is

tile nearest to, and united in its lowest degree with, the actual nerve forces 
and energies of the bodily life of man. Her .B' hun-ah tends to the mate

rial and sinks itself into the animal or bodily life, forming the higher 

spirituality of the concrete bodily and elementary existence. Even in the 
gross bodily existence stands the spiritual in the relation of the External 

to the Inner, and has in its way, a life and soul in itself, for there does 

not exist anything in nature without a certain spirituality and life. This 

elementary lower soul in man, is also called by the Qabbalists, Nepliesh, 

and is the Merkabah of the spiritual Nepliesh which controls it. As in 

nature there are different individual grades distinct from each other, so 

the nature-souls are distinguished in themselves and none are transformed 

into the other, but each is kept by the Deity, distinct. The spiritual 

Nephesh is the last to leave the body of man, and only fully separates 
from it with difficulty. The Qabbalah holds, that even after death, the 

spiritual Nep!iesh leaves the body only step by step and only as the body 
becomes decomposed. Even the dissolution and separation of, the differ

ent parts of the body is not considered an absolute separation, for that 
which has been one, it holds, can never be absolutely separated in its 

parts, one from another, but they always remain constantly in affinity

with each other, as an entirety ; therefore even after decomposition of the 

material body-form, as nothing is ever lost, it holds that a communication 
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exists between all the several parts until the judgment of the Last Day. 
The innermost fundamental spiritual principle or type of the individual, 

it asserts, remains as a some-thing indestructible and as a tulnn shadow 
of an image, or tf'm()()//, likeness or similitude, of the previous upon earth 

living man. This is the body of the resurrection, called by the Qabbalah

Ha/Jal .D' Garmin the elementary Nephesh, it can be termed, to a certain

extent, the elementary man which is in the external tu/em shadow image, 
the true representative of the inner spiritual man. The elementary man the 

Qabbalah says ; contains the three lower natural Nephesh i.e . ,  the mineral, 

vegetative and animal natures, and also the higher elementary Nephesh 

which as a simu/a(rum, includes the exact shape of the man as he was when 

existing in the body on earth_. The �lementary man contains four differ

ent parts, in the lowest is the mineral, then comes, the spirit of the bones, 

which are considered as the vegetative and as the frame-work or support 

of the man, and give growth to the whole and enables him to walk erect; 

this is followed by the elzbon-ali ti' bissr-ali, the living atomic flesh-forming 

power : this with its atoms, nerves, arteries, veins, etc. , etc. , is the basis 
of the animal-feeling. And lastly, is the nature-feeling soul, etc. The 

Qabbalah contains much upon this subject and alito upon the spiritual 
beginnings of life, which would surprise some of our best physiologists, 

but we have no space to go into the subject any further in this writing. 

It is to be noted, that these divisions are not considered as standing out 
separate and distinct, but they are considered as inextricably in affinity 

and connected with each other in their proper proportions, which however 
vary. It is also to be noted, that the Nesliamah has three divisions, the 
highest is the Ye ' liu-dali, the middle is Haj.yali, the last and third, the 

Nesliamali, properly to say. They manifest themselves in the Ma' hslia/Jali 
Thought, Tu/em Phantom of the Image, and Zurath Prototypes, and the
D' }()()lj-nali Shadow of the phantom Image. The D' moodi Likeness or

Similitude, is a lower manifestation. 

THE D1v1s10NS OF THE INCORPOREAL IN MAN. " The Neslia"'4A of 

the child of man is called three different names, Nepliesli, Rua'/,, Ne� 

mah, and all are merged one in another, and in three places are found

their dwellings. Nepliesli is found in the grave until the body is decom

posed in the earth, and then it revolves around in this world to find its
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life and to know her trouble. The Rua' n ascends into the Garden which 

is on earth and there forms himself in the ti' yooq-nan of the body in this 

world, in such a garment as they clothe there. The Nuliaman, she 
ascends at once to that same place she came out from and for her sake has 
been lighted that lamp, Above ; these (Nu/uzmqt/i souls) do not descend 

to the Lower World. But before the Nesluzmali soul, ascends to connect 
herself in the Throne (in her place), the Rua' Ii cannot be crowned in the
Garden (i. e. , into another body), which is on earth, and the Nephesk

cannot remain in its place, but when she (Nesluzmali) goes up so all have 

rest, but when the children of the world are in trouble, and they go out 

to the graves (to pray); that Nephesli awakes and goes out and flies to and 

fro, and awakes that Rua' Ii, and that Rua' Ii ascends and awakes that
Nesliamali, then the Holy, Blessed be He ! has pity over the world. When 

the Nuliamali tarries in ascending to her place, the Rua' Ii goes and stays

at the door of the Garden of Eden, and the door is not opened to him ;
and he (the Rua' Ii) flies to and fro and no one notices him. Then the
Nepliesli flies to and fro in the world. She sees that g71ffbody, has worms

in it, and she mourns over it (the body) as it written : ' Only his ftesh 
upon him shall have pain, and his Nepliuli soul, upon it (the g71ff body) 

shall mourn : '  (Job xiv, 22 .) and all are in punishment. Until the Ne

shamali connects herself in her place Above, and then all connect them

selves in their places.* 
Because all these three are one knot like the Above, in the mystery 

of Neplusli, Rua' Ii and Nesliamali, they are all one and bound in one.

(Cremona, Did., col. 25 2 .) Nepliesli has no l ight from her own sub

stance ; it is for this reason that she is associated with the mystery of

guff the body, to procure enjoyment and food and everything which she 
needs ; as it is written : ' Sh� giveth food to her house(hold) and a por

tion to her maidens. ' (Prov. uxi, 1 5 . )  Her house(hold) that is the 

body which she nourishes, and the ' maidens ' are the members of that 

body. Ru' an (the Spirit) is that which rides on that Ntp/ieslt (the Lower
Soul) and rules over her and lights (supplies) her with everything she 

needs, and the Nepliesli is the throne to that Rud A. Neshamali (Divine

Soul), goes over to that Rua'li, and she rules over that Rua'k and 

* Zobar ii, 1416, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol 636, cot 25 1 .
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lights to him with that Light of Life, and that Rua' Ii depends on the
Nesliamali, and receives light from her which illuminates him. That 

Neplusli depends on that Rua'/, and receives light from him and is 
sustained by him, and all are one bond. When the upper Nesliamah 

ascends she goes to her repose to where is the At-teikali D'At-ltt' 

kun the Ancient of the Ancients, the Hidden of All the Hidden , so as 

to receive from Him, Eternity. This Rua' Ii does not go to Gan Eden 

Garden d Eden, because he is Nepkesli, and each has its own place.

The Nesliaman Soul, goes up direct to the very inner, and the Rua'k 

Spirit goes up to Eden, but not so high as the Soul, and Nepktsn (the 

animal principle, Lower Soul) remains in the grave Below. "* 

" This is what is written : ' Ail Elo-nlii of the spirits of all flesh. ' 
(Numb. xvi, 2 2 .) It is a place where all the Nesliamotn souls, of the

world are together, and all the souls ascend and descend from there. " t 

THE MERKABAH AND THE CLEANSING OF THE SoUL. • ' And that 
Garden, which is from the n'9ood-ali point, is called Eden. (This 

point, is what has been taken from the Mother, Above, who is hidden ;

from it, the point, is the Gan Edm on earth.) These heads of the 

'Haj-yan are the four faces. One of them is that of a Lion, as it is 

written ; • And the face of the lion to the right side. ' (Ezek. i, 10.) 
And one is (that of) an Ox, as it is written : • And the face of the ox to  

the left side. ' (Ibid.) And one is (that of ) an Eagle, as it i s  written ; 

• And the face of the eagle to the four sides. ' (I!Jid. ) Man comprises

all, as it is written : • And the ti' moot Ii similitude, of their faces was the 

face �f man . '  (Ibid.) And these are the four heads of the river which

reaches to the Qur-slli-yan Qad-doska Holy Throne, and from its strength 
and hammering (as in a forge), it moves ; and from that moving is made 

that river ill'i D' e-noor, as it is written : • The river D' e-noqr issued and 
came forth from before Him, thousand thousands ministered unto him. ' 

(Dan. vii, 10.) And the Neskamotk souls, when they ascend, cleanse

themselves in that river D' e-noor and do not bum, they only cleanse 

themselves. Come, See ! From a Salamander they make a garment,t and 

• Zobar ii, 1420, Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 636, col. 252.

t Zobar iii, 1 766, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, 846, col. 336. 

l This doubtless re! era to a species of as/Jtstos. 
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because it is from fire, that garment can only be washed and cleansed, in
fire. Fire eats up the filth in it and cleanses that garment, so here also· 

the Nuhamali soul, which is (of the) light (fire) which it takes from the

Holy Throne, of which it is written ; ' His Throne, the fiery flame. ' 
(Dan. vii, 9.) At  the time when they wan t  to cleanse (the soul) from 

that defilement in her, it (the soul) is put through fire and becomes
cleansed ; and the fire eats up all the defilement which is in the Nuha

man and the Nuliamali is cleansed and becomes white. " *
" It is written : ' Let the earth bring forth the n•n WDl Nephsli 'Haj-

, yali Living Creature. (Gen. i, 24. ) That means Nephsli which is the

Upper Hay-yali Life, and because that this Nephsh Haj-yah is holiness 
from Above, so when the holy earth draws up through her and is com

prised in her, then she is called Neshamah soul. And Come, See I At

all times when the child of man goes in the true way and his mouth and 

tongue speaks holy words, this Nuhamah soul, cleaves to him and he is 

the friend of his Lord, and he has many watchers (angels) protecting 

him from all sides. He is designated for good, Above and Below, and 

the Holy She'kheen-ah rests upon him. "t 

THE TREASURY OF SOULS. " Before the world was created all the

Ru' hin Spirits, of the just (pious) had been hidden before Him in the 
Ma' hshabah Thought, each one in his ti' yoo9-nah. But after He formed 

the world all have been revealed and remained in their d'yoo9-nah before 

Him, the Supreme Above. Afterwards He put them (the souls) in a 

Treasury in the Garden of Eden, Above ; and that Treasury never gets 

filled (i. e. , the Treasury in the Garden of Eden) (and) it always cries 
out : ' Behold the first things are come to pass, and new things do I 

declare (say). ' (Is. xiii, 9 .)  What does this mean ? It means ' I say 
(declare)' all by their Name, and that Treasury has not any desire and 

not any lust only to always accumulate the Nuhamoth souls, there : like 

the Gai-hiflM1fl which has, no desire or lust, except to take the Nuhamotlf 

souls, to purify them, and every day it (the Gai-/iinflQ#I) calls : ' Give ! 

Give l ' l  What means ' Give I Give ! '  it means, Bum I Bum I And

• Zohar ii, 2 1 11, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol 950 and I, col. 378, 379.

t Zohar iii,  30 10 and I, Tosephthah, Brody Ed.

l Prov. ux, 15. This is Lillith. Comp. Cahen's French Bible, Vol xiv, p. I 56 note. 



'that Treasury takes all the souls till the t ime they are clothed and come 

down to this world, and through the sin of Adam Qad'mo-ah, (the .B'ree

.ati& Adam) which brought on the evil side to the world ; the NeslUJ"'41A 

has to be clothed in these kinds of garments, which are the other gar

ments. "* 

THE ENTRANCE OF THE SbUL INTO THE BODY. " R. Abbah, Sabah, 1°.e.,

the old, stood up on his feet and said : ' Rest in peace shall be to thee R. 

Shim-on hen Yo'hai, that thou didst bring, back the crown, i. e. , the Tho
Tah, we have learned in the Matlrnutnalr Qatl' mo-air : Because the Neslra

malr Soul ; is in its perfectness in the Upper Place, she has not any desire 
to the cuff body, (but) only to create from it other Nes!tamotlr souls, which 

come out from her, and she remains in her Place. Until R. Shim-0n hen 
y o'hai came and explained ; If in this world which is vanity and the body a
stinking drop, and yet the Neslramalr goes into i t ;  surely in the time to come 

when all are purified, and the body will be in its fullness and perfectness, 

·Certainly the Nesliamalr soul, will go into it with all its perfectness, 

Above. ' Said R. A'ha ; ' This very soul and this very cuffbody, the Holy, 
Blessed be He I is prepared in the time to come, to put in their eternal

continuance, but both will be perfect in the perfectness of knowledge (so 
as) to reach that which they could not reach in this world. ' "t  

OF TIIAT DIVISION OF  THE INCORPOREAL IN MA N CALLED, YE'HEE-DAB. 

" It is written : ' The silver is mine, and the gold is mine, saith the 

YHVH TZe'Ba-OTH, i. e. , of the hosts. ' What means ' the silver is 

mine and the gold is mine ' ? It is like to a king who has two treasures,

-0ne of silver and one of gold, that of silver he put to his right and that 
of gold to his left, and said ; This is prepared so that it is easy to spend 

it, and he has done everything in an easy way, this is what is said ; ' Thy 
hand YHVH is become glorious in power. ' (Ex. xv, 6.) If man rejoices 

in his portion (is contented with his lot in this life), it is good, and if 
not, it is said ; ' Thy right hand YHVH hath dashed in pieces the 
enemy. ' (Ibiii.) What does this mean ? Said he to him ;  • That is the gold,
it is written ; The silver is mine, the gold is mine . '  Why do they call it 

�'711 Zalrav gold ? ' It is called Zalrav gold, because included in it are 

• Zohar iii, 3036, Brody Ed., Tosephthah. 

t Zohar i, 1 26a, Midrash Ha·Ne'elam. Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol 'J(>a, col. 301.
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three tributes (mitidotn measures) ; the 1 (Zayin = 7) of  the Zanav are· 

seven tributes, and the n (Heh = 5) is nnnac A' lu/qtlz Unity, the ::i (Bttlr 

= 2) means 'Hokhmah and Binah, i. t. ,  Wisdom and Understanding, and

they are called Ntsllaman souls because of the last five Sephiroth. And 

five names has the Neslulmall. * That is Neplltsn, .Rua'n, Nesnaman, 

'H aj-yan, Ye ' ntt-a'an. " t

Yt 'nu-a'an the only one, i s t hepersona/i� o f man ; Hay'yan is the life 
in man ; Nunaman the soul or intellect ; .Rua' II the spirit ; Neplltsn the
animal soul or vital a'yMmds, the ani'ma. 

" In the Book of King Solomon is to be found : That at the time of 

the accomplishment of the union, Below ; the Holy, Blessed be He ! 

Sends a D'y�-nali Phantom of a Shadovimage, like the face of a man. 

It is designed and sculptured in the Divine Tu/em i. e. , Shadow Image, 
and exists over this pair, and if permission was given to the eye to see, the 

child of man, could see above his head a tu/em, resembling the face of 

the child of man, and in that lldtm shadow image, the child of man is 
created. And so long as that he/em which is sent by the Master, is not 

found there above his head, man is not created ; therefore it is written : 

• Elohim created man in His he/em (shadow image). '  (Gen. i, 27 . )  It

is this tit/em, which is prepared to be received (by the infant) on his first 

entrance into this world ; (and) when man enters this world it is in this 

tu/em, in this he/em he developes, as he grows, and it is with this tu/em, 

again, he departs from this life, as it is written : ' Surely in a he/em 

walketh man. '  (Ps. xxxix, 60.) And this tu/em is from, Above. At the 
time when the .Ru' lun Spirits, go out from their place, each spirit 
separately appears before the Holy King, invested in a sublime form, 
with the features in which it will exist in this world. It is from that 

Uyoo9-nan, i. e. , sublime Shadow of a Tztkm, that the 7selem, comes 
out, and this is the third after the .Rua' II Spirit, and precedes it to this 

world and is present at the time of conception, and there is not any con

ception in this world in which the ht/em, is not present. "  t 
* Which are �wA 1•..!lJ and these are called ; the Lighta of Life. 
t Zohu i, 16a and II, Sepher ha-Bahir, I HasltttUllos, Amsterdam Ed. Abo Brody

Ed. It belongs to Zohu i, fol. 2 170. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 1 1611, 1 1 70, col. 46�63. 

l Zohu iii, lo.ta and II, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. Soil, col. 199. Comp. 

Zobar ii, 1 500 s9. 



That Image is called by the Qabbalists, 'J'e'lue-tlali, i.e. , the indivisible

.principle, the personality or individuality of the man. 
" Come, See I When the child of man is born there is given to him

a Nephesh, i. e. , animated life, from the side of the animals, the clean

side, from the side of those which are called Auphaneh ha- Qatl-tlosh the 

Holy Wheels. If he deserves more, there is given to him a Rua'/, Spirit, 

from the side of the Haj-yoth ha-Qatl-tlosh Holy Lives. If he still 
.deserves more (there) is given to him, a Neshamah Soul, from the side of 

the K"'-saiy-ah Throne.* And these three, are the mother, the man

servant, and the maid-servant, the Daughter of the King. If he still de

·serves more (there) is given to him a Nephesh in the way of A'tuel-otli 

Efflux, from the side of the daughter Ye'hu-dah the only one, and she is

called, the Daughter of the King. If he still deserves more (there) is

given to him the Rua'/, of A 'tuel-oth the Efflux, from the side of the

Middle Pillar, and he is called Son to the Holy, Blessed be He ! There
fore that is what is written ; •Ye are the children of YHVH your Elohim. '

(Deut. xiv, 1 . )  If he still deserves more (there) is given to him a Nesh

amah Soul, from the side of Abba Father, and Immah Mother ; that is
what is written : " And He blew into his nostrils Neslunoth 'Haj"-yenn

Souls of Life. ' (Gen. ii, 7 . )  What i s  'Hay.yum Life ? That i s  n"' YH. 
On this we have said : ' All the Neshamoth Souls, shall praise n'" YaH. '

(Ps. cl, 6.) And in it is perfected ,,,,,, Yedutl (that means YHVH).
If he still deserves more, is given to him ,,,,,, Yedutl, in i ts very com

pleteness, the letters of which are Yod, Heh, Vav, Heh : Heh lt''l"I Vav

1"M1 Heh M''l"I Yod ,,,,. which is (Adam) Man in the way of A' tuel

oth Efflux, Above, and is called in the D'yooq-nah of his Lord, and on 

it is said ; ' And have dominion over the fish of the sea, etc. ' (Gen.
i, 28 .)  And that is, he shall rule over all the Heavens and in all 
the Auphanenn, i. e. , Wheels, and the Seraphenn, and over all the Hosts
and Mights, from Above and Below. And therefore when the child of

man deserves the Nephesh from the side of the m•n• � Bath Ye' hu-dah,

i. e. , Daughter Ye'hu-dali, is said by it, that ' She shall not go out as the

men-servants. ' "  (Exod. xxi, 7. )t 

* This is the Lower Throne. The Upper Throne is Qur-sai,Y·aA.
t lobar ii, 946, Sabah D'Mishpatim, Brody Ed. Livomo Ed. ii, fol. 16oa and 6.
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THE MALE AND FEMALE SOULS IN THE PRE-EXISTENT CONDITION 
UNITED, OF THEIR REUNITING IN THIS WORLD. " Come, See I All the

souls of the world paired themselves (as male and female) before Him, 
but after they came into this world, the Holy, Blessed be He I pairs them.
Said R. Yitz-haq : ' The Holy, Blessed be He I says, that daughter to

that one. ' Said R. Yo-seh, ' What does that mean ; it is written : 

• There is nothing new under the sun. ' (Eccl. i, 9. ) Said R. Yehudah :
• It is written ; ' Under the sun , '  which I am above. ' Said R. Yo-seh ;

• What decree is here ?' R. 'He-yah then said ; ' At the very time that

the son of man goes out into the world, a female partner is prepared for 

him. ' Said R. Abbah ; ' Happy are the just that their souls crown

themselves before the Holy King before they come down into this world, 

then, so we have learned ; that at the time when the Holy, Blessed be 

He I sends out the souls to the world all the spirits and souls collect

themselves, male and female, and associate themselves like one, and they 

are given in the hand of one who is the official who is set over the con

.ception of the children of man, and his name is Night, and at the time 

when they come down, the Holy, Blessed be He I who knows the spirits

and souls, connects them together as they have been before and decrees 

on them, and when they connect themselves they become one body and 
one soul, Right and Left, as it ought to be, and therefore means that 
which is written ; ' There is nothing new under the sun . '  This union 

depends on his (man's) deeds and ways in this world. If he deserves 
and his deeds are right, he is united with that prepared for him like they 

were before they came out from the world Above, to this world. ' " * 

THE LIGHT WITH WHICH THE SouL IS CLOTHED. " Come, See ! When 

the soul reaches that place which is "", Mi1i� Ts' ruron ti' hay-an, i. e . ,

Bundle of Life (see I Sam. xxv, 29) they there enjoy from that ttinJ, 
M..,'7p110M asp�'/ar-yali dinlsar-ah luminous mirror,t from that Light which
comes out of the place which is above All, but if the soul was not clothed 

with the splendor of another garment she could not come near to see 

that Light. And the mystery of the word is this ; such a garment as 
it is given to the soul to clothe itself in it so as to exist in this world, so 

• Zobar i, 916, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, 626, col. 247-8.
t See Philo. Bohn's English Ed. Vol i, pp. 134, 337.
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here too (Above) He gives her a garment of the splendor Above, so that
it may exist in that world and be able to look into that aspaq' llv

yali tlinhar-ali which proceeds from the Land of Life. Come, See r 
Moses could not come near to contemplate, in that (Light) which he 

looked at only when he clothed himself in another garment, as it is said : 

' And Moses came into the midst of the cloud and went up to the moun
tain . '  (Ex. xxiv, 18.) Which is translated ' in the midst of the cloud ' ;

and wrapped himself in her (cloud) like one would wrap himself in a 

garment. And therefore it is written (afterwards) : ' And Moses drew 
near into the thick cloud where Elohim was. ' (Ex. xx, 2 1 .) And it is 
written : ' And Moses came in the midst of the cloud, etc. (Ex. xxiv, 
1 8.) ' Moses was on the mountain forty days and forty n ights : ' (Ex. 

:aiv, 18 .)  And could contemplate in that which he looked in. Likewise ; 

the souls of the just in that world clothe themselves in such a garment (as 

Moses did), because it is only there such garments are used, and therefore 
they are able to look into the light which shines in the Land of Life."* 

" For now we see in a mirror, darkly ; but then face to face : now I 

know in part ; but then shall I know even as also I have been known. ' '  
( I  Cor. xiii, 1 2.) " But we all with open face beholding, as in a glass, 

the glory of the Lord, are changed from the same image from glory to 
glory, even as by the Spirit of the Lord. ' '  (II Cor. iii, 1 8.) 

The to be divisible are at their beginning contained as a unity in the 

Will of the Deity. When emanated and separated, they are first in the 
point, the Ma'lu/ia/Jan Thought; they are then the highest sublime princi

ples, the Upper D' yooq-nah, but are not yet real beings but are only the
eternal Tzurath or Prototypic and basic beginnings of the same. The prin

ciples are first, D'yooq-nin, i. e. , Shadows of the ' Tukm, the Phantom 

linage, more manifest, they are Tit km the Phantom Image, D' mootn Like

ness or Similitude, Tzurali Prototype. These are considered as the pure 

prototypes of the Upper Ntsliamotn or Primordial Souls of all existences. 
The Qabbalah considers them, as eternal principles without any concrete

ness in themselves and as only purely, unconsciously acting, potentialities ; 

because, the self-acting portion of life proceeds, according to it, by incite

ment from Below. The Qabbalah also speaks of B'tl'mooth in the Simili-

• Zohar i, fol. 656, 66a, Brodt Ed. Cremona Ed. I, 5o6, col. 200. 
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tude or Appearance : and Tab111Qo/h Form. The Tzurah is the higher 
principle, which remains Above ; the higher eternal principle of the 
continued life of the individual. The externality of all the indivisible is
the Great Androgene, the Adam Illa-ah or Adam Qadmon, which includes 
in itself all the ideas and all the content of all the prototypes of the 
existences, and contains the Ye'hee-dah, ' Hay-yah, Neshamah, Rua'h and 
Nephesh, in their highest potentiality. This Adam is considered as the 
fir5t distinctive beginning in the finite and therefore is the sole occupant 
of the A'tue/-atic World, that of the Sephirothpar exullmu. 

THE SoUL IN THE PARABLE qF THE KlNG AND His SoN. " The souls 
of the just are above all His hosts and His forces, Above. And if thou 
askest wherefore from so elevated a place they come down to this world, 
and why did they leave that place ? This is like the example of a king 
who has a son born to him, he sends him into a village to be nursed and 
brought up until he is grown up and learns the usages of the king's 

, palace. When it is announced to the king that the education of his son 
is finished, what does he do in his love for him ? He sends the Matron
eethah, his mother, after him and brings him into his palace and rejoices 
with him all day. So the Holy, Blessed be He ! has a son born to Him 
by the Matroneethah. Who is he ? The holy soul Above, He sends him 
to the village, that is this world to grow up and learn the usages and 
customs of the King's palace. When the King knows that his son is grown 
up in that village, (that is this world) and that it is time to bring him to 
this palace : What does He do for the love of His son ? He sends the 
Matroneethah after him and she brings him up to His palace. The soul does 
not leave this world until the Matroneethah comes after her (him) and she 
brings her up to the King's palace and there she (the soul) remains forever. 
And nevertheless it is the custom of the world, the people of the village, 
to weep because the son of the King is separated from them. A wise 
(man) who was there, said to them : ' Why are you crying, is he not the 
son of the King and it would not be just that he should always live with 
you and not be in his Father's palace ? So it was with Moses, he was wise, 
he has seen that the people of the village wept. On this said he : ' Ye are
the children of YHVH your Elohim, ye shall not cut yourselves for the 
dead. ' (Deut. xiv, 1 . )  Come, See I If all the just knew this they would

26 
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rejoice on the day when it is their time to leave this world. And is it not 
the height of glory, that the Matroneethah descends in the midst of us,

that she may bring us up into the palace of the King, that the King may 
rejoice with them a whole day, because the Holy, Blessed be He ! Does 
not delight only with the souls of the just. " *  

THE WoRLD EXISTS THROUGH JuDGMENT AND MERCY. " Come, See I 
When the Holy, Blessed be He ! created the world He made it on Judg
ment, and on Judgment it exists, and all the actions in the world exist 
through Judgment, except the Holy, Blessed be He ! That the world 
may exist and not be lost, the Holy, Blessed be He ! spread out upon it 
Mercy, and this Mercy tempers Judgment so that. the world should not 
be destroyed, and through Mercy the world is led and it exists through 
it. * * * When the Holy, Blessed be He ! in His Love, has pity on 
the man so that He may bring him near to Him, He weakens the guffah, 
i. e. , body, so that the Nesliamalz, may rule over it, and the Nes/uJmali 

rules and the guff body, is weakened, and when the guff weakens the 
Neplieslz animal life soul, gets stronger, and this is the Love of the Holy, 
Blessed be He I as the Companions have said : The Holy, Blessed be
He ! gave to the just (pious man) pain in this world, so that he shall be re

warded in the world to come. But when the N eslzamalz soul, weakens and 
the body is strengthened, the Holy, Blessed be He ! hates him, and He, 
does not trouble him in this world, so that he shall get all his reward in 

this world and shall not have any part in the future world. (Zohar i, 1 8o6.)
* * * R. El'azar said : ' All that the Holy, Blessed be He ! does 
through Judgment, He only does it to purify that Neplieslz t soul, to bring 
her into the world to come, and therefore He breaks that guff in this 
world, and through that purifies that Neplieslz and therefore the Holy, 
Blessed be He ! lets the guff suffer pain in this world, so that it may be clean 
of everything and deserve the world of life in the world to come. ' ' '  t 

THE NESHAMAH LEAVES THE BODY OF MAN DURING SLEEP. " And 
Come, See ! Thus we have said : Even in this world when man slumbers 
in his bed and the Neslzamotlz souls, find it necessary to hover around the 

* Zobar i, 2456, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 1300 and 6, col. 5 16-7.

t The word Ntplttslt used in this quotation really means Ntsltomolt. 
1 Zobar i, 11k>6, 1810, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 1020, col. 407, 4o8. 



world, and to go out of the cuff body, not every Ntslzamalz soul, ascends
to see the face of Al-leek Yo-men the Ancient of Days, only according to 
man's deeds the Ntslzamalz ascends, if he has not done the right he (man) 
sleeps and the Neslzamalz soul, goes out, and all the unclean spirits in the 
lower degrees which are flying around the world, connect themselves with 
her, but when the man is worthy, when he sleeps and the Ntslzamalz soul, 
goes out of him, she goes out and flies up and makes herself a way between 
these unclean spirits and all the latter cry out : ' Make way I Make way I 
for her, she is not from our side : '  and she goes up between the holies and 
they make known to her, a word of truth ; and when she comes down 
these evil spirits want to go near her to know that word, and they make 
known to her other words. (Zohar i, 1 3oa. ) * * * When the Neslza

moln souls, go forth from the body, of this world, they desire to ascend 
and many kinds of evil spirits are there, and if the Ntslzamalzotlz souls, 
are from their side all gather around them and transfer them to the hand 
of Dumalz t,o bring them to Gdi-hinnom. Then they go up in there also,
and unite with them, and they take them and they cry out : • These are 
they which transgressed the biddings of the law of the Lord. '  And so 

they fly around the whole world, and afterwards they are brought back to 
GiJi-lzinnom, and so it is twelve months. After twelve months they are 
found in that place which is shown to them, but those souls which are 
worthy, go straight up and remain in their places. " (i, 13ob. )* 

" Come, See ! When man sleeps on his bed, his Nesluzmalz soul, goes
forth from him, and each (Neslzamalz) goes up according to its way and 
so it comes down, as we have said : When man lies on his bed sleeping 
and the Neslzamah goes forth from him, it is written ; ' In slumbering 
upon the bed, then He openeth the ears of men . '  (Job xxxiii, 1 5 ,  1 6. )  

Then the Holy, Blessed b e  He I makes known to that Nesluzmalz i n  that
degree which exists in the dream, those things which He is prepared to 
bring on the world, or those things according to what he thinks in his 
heart, because man thinks of what is going on the world (during his 
waking hours), because they do not make known to man when he is strong 
in the cuff body, as we have said ; but the angels make known to the

• Zobar i, 1300 and 6, B1ody Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 22<>6, 2210. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 78a,
<:ol. 3 10. 



Nesliamali, and the Nesltamali makes known to man. And that dream is 
from Above, when the Nesltamali goes forth from the body and each 
ascends according to its way. "* 

THE RETURN o F THE SOUL TO PARADISE. " Said R. Yehudah ; ' Happy 
are the just ! When the Holy, Blessed be He ! desired to return the 
Rua' Ii spirit, to them and to attract (draw) that Rua' Ii into them ; We
have learned : At the time when the Holy, Blessed be He ! desires to 
return a Rua'li to Him, if that  Rua' Ii is worthy, what is written ; ' And 
the Rua' Ii spirit, shall return unto Elohim who gave it. ' (Eccl. xii, 7 .)  
If  i t  i s  not  found worthy, Woe I to  that Rua' Ii, he must cleanse him
self in the fire that burns, and purify himself, so that he be prepared to 
go back to the guff body, of the King, and if he has not been prepared 
there, Woe ! to that Rua' Ii spirit, it has to revolve like a stone thrown out 
from a sling. It is written ; ' And the Nepliesli of thine enemies, her 
shall He sling out, as out of the middle of a sling. ' (I Sam. xxv, 29.) 

We have learned : When that Rua' Ii spirit, deserves, how many good 
things are hidden in the other world for him, as it is written ; ' The eye 
hath not seen Elohim, beside Thee, what He hath prepared for him. • 
(Is. lxiv. 4.) Said R. Yo-seh : ' When man nears the end of his days, 
three days (before), the decree comes out upon him in the world, even the 
birds (angels) from heaven cry out upon him, and if he is worthy, these 
three days they cry out before the just which are in the Gan Edm Gar
den of Eden . We have learned : All these three days the Nesliamak 

soul, goes forth from him every night and ascends and sees her place in 
that world : and the man does not know, does not give heed, and does 
not rule, over his Neshamali all these three days, as he did before. It is 
written : ' There is no man that hath power in the Rua' Ii to retain the 
Rua' Ii, etc. ' (Eccl. viii, 8 .)  Said R. Yehudah ; From the time these 
three days begins, the tu/em shadow image, of the man becomes dark and 

* Zohar i, 183a, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 103a and 6, col. 4 12 .  Compare

my tramlation of: On Dreams, by Syneslos, in The Platonist, Vol. iv, April, 1888, p. 

2 1 2  s9. Then follows Zobar i, on pages 1 83a and 6, remarks on the dreams of Joseph, 

and of those by the Hebrew prophets, and of the interpretation of dreams. Also see 

JnJ. pp. 1994 and "· 200"1. 



the ti'yoo9-nali shadow of the tu/em, which has been seen on him on the 
earth, is kept back from him. "* 

The Zohar further says ; that the Nuliamali, on the last seven days 
of man's life, goes up every n ight from the man, and the tzoo/-mali 

shadow, is no more shown on the man, and when the tzool-mali shadow, 
goes away the Bua' Ii goes with it. (i, : u 8a, Brody Ed. Cremona i, fol. 
u 7a, col. 466.) 

" We have learned : When the man comes near his time to go away 
from this world, the four sides of the world exist in strong Judgment, and
there awakes Judgment from the four sides of the world, and the four sides 
are quarreling between themselvest and they desire to separate each to its 
side. And a herald goes out and cries in that world (i. e. ,  the world to come) 
and he is heard in 2 70 worlds. If the man is worthy all the worlds joy 
before him and if not, Woe ! to that man and his lot. We have learned 
in that time when the herald calls out (the decree), at once, a flame comes 
forth from the North side and goes in and ignites the river Dinur, (i.e. ,  

the river of fire, comp. Dan. vii , 10 .) and spreads itself out to four sides 
of the world and bums the souls of the guilty, and that flame goes forth 
and comes down on the world, etc. "!  

In the above pages i s  an account of the cock crowing thrice a t  the 
approach of death, which is evidently an explanation of Mark xiv, 30,

68, 7 2 .  Matt. xxvi, 7 4. 75 .  John xiii, 38. 

" We have learned ; At the time when the Nesliamali soul, goes forth 
from man , all his relations and friends of that world, go with the Nuliamali 

and show him the Place of Delight (Eden), and also the Place of Pun
ishment. I f  he has been pure he sees his place and ascends and enjoys in 
the upper happiness of that world, and if he has not been pure the Nulla

ma/, soul, remains in this world until the body is hidden in the earth, when 
it is hidden, many guardians, (angels) of Judgment u!'.}ite to him till they 
reach Dumali, i. e. , the angel of Death, and then they bring him into the 
dwelling of Gai-lu'nnom. " § 

* Zohar � 2 1 76, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol . 1 1 7a, col. 465.

t Because the rff, i. t. , body, comes out of the four sides or elements, fire, water, air 
and earth, and when they are to be separated they quarrel between themselves. 

t Zohar i, 2 186, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 1 1 76, col. 465 . 

I Zohar i, 2 186, 2194, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. � fol. 1 1 76, col. 465.
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The above cited pages, also give a reason for the burning of lights and
candles around the body of the dead, in houses and churches. 

THE ASCENT OF THE SoUL. " Come, See I The Nesluzmah soul, goes
forth and ascends between separated mountains and there the .Rud Ii spirit ,
associates with the Neshamah soul, then he (the .Rua'h) comes down, and 
the Neplush life soul, associates with the .Rua' Ii,· And all come down 
and one connects with the other. Said R. Yehudah : The Neplush and 
the Rua'h are merged one in the other, and the Nesluzmah rests in  the way 
of the man, and she is in a hidden dwelling and her place is not known. 
When man comes to cleanse himself he is influenced by the Ni'shmalMk 

Qad·disha Holy Soul, and this cleanses him and sanctifies him and he is 
called holy. " "'  

From the Zohar : " When the Neshamah soul, goes forth from this 
world, she does not know which way she shall go up, then there is a way 
to ascend Above, to a place where the Upper Ntshamolh souls, illuminate 
which is not given to all Ntshamolh. "t 

From the Midrash Ha-Ne'elam. " Said R. Yehudah a t  the time when 
the soul of the just is willing to go out she rejoices, and the just is sure in 
his death so that he shall receive his reward. " t 

THE TAKING OF THE SoUL OF THE Pious, BY THE HOLY Kiss. " R. 
El'azar said ; ' Whoever studies in the Thorah in earnest does not die by 
the hands of the Yt'lztr ha-rah evil spirit, because he (the latter) is the
Serpent and he is the Angel of Death, but his (the former's) death is by a. 

Kiss, as it is written : ' Let him kiss me with the kisses of his mouth . '
(Song of Songs i ,  2 .) This means by the mouth of YHVH ; and this i s
the Kiss which i s  the connection o f  the Neplush soul, to the trunk. And 
he who studies in the Thorah is strengthened in the Tree of  Life and she 
does not leave him. " § 

THE RECEPTION, ABOVE, OF THE SOUL BY THE HOLY Kiss . . .  Said that
Sabah : * * * In the most mysterious and elevated part of Heaven, 

• Zobar i, 620, Brody Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 1 100. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 490, col. 1 93.

t Zobar i, 990 and I>, Brody Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 1 76a. Cremona Ed. i, fol. �. 
col. 363. 

t To be found, Zobar i, 991>, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, 660, col. 261 .  

f Zohar i ,  1 680, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed., i ,  fol 966, col. 383. 



there is a certain palace which is called Hai'kha/ Aha6aJi, i. t. , Palace of 
Love, and therein are  hidden profound mysteries, and the Nashtt1Jifl 

Dir'humoo, i. t. , Kisses of the King's Love, are there ; and there go all 
the souls of the friends of the King. When the King ascends into that 
Palace : it is written : ' And Jacob kissed Rachel. '  (Gen. xxix, 1 1 . )  
And the Holy, Blessed be  He ! meets there the holy soul, He  advances 
and at once kisses her and embraces her, and caresses her* and that is 
what it means when it is written : ' He shall deal with her after the man
ner of daughters. ' (Ex. xxi, 9.) Like the custom of a father to his 
beloved daughter, he kisses her, embraces her and gives her presents. So 

the Holy, Blessed be He ! does to the pure soul daily, as it is written :
' He shall deal, etc. ' '  t 

THE POSITIONS o F THE SPIRIT AND SoUL. " The Rua' Ii is that which 
stands upon the Nephtsh and the Nephtsh has not any existence except in 
the Rua'h, and this very Rua'h rests between fire and water, and from 
here is fed that Nt phtsh. ' '  t 

" Come, See I There are three degrees and they are connected as
one, Nephtsh, Rud Ii and Ntshamah, and the highest of them is Ntsliam

ah. R. Yo-seh said ; ' In every man is a Nephesh, and there is a higher 
Ntphtsh upon a Nephtsh : and if man is wor!hY of that Ntjhtsh, they 
pour upon him a crown which is called, Rua' Ii :  that is what is written ; 
' Until the Rua'h spirit, he poured upon us from on high . '  (Is. xxii, 1 5 .) 

At once man awakes in the sublimity to  look in  the Law of the Holy 
King ; if man deserves in that Rua'h spirit, they crown him with the 
holy upper crown which comprises all (three) which is called Ntshamah 

soul ; and it is called ; the Ntsliamah Elo-hai, i. t. , Soul of God.§ 
The following passage shows that the Nephtsh must associate with the 

Rua'h. " And when the Rua'h does not rest upon her (the Nephtsli), 

she has no association with anything from Above and she does not know 
anything whatsoever from that world ; and she is like the Nephtsh of an 

• Comp. Luke xv, 7, 10 ;  Matt. xv, 2 1 ; Luke vi, 23 ; Rom. xiv, 17 ; Gal v, 22 ; 

Heb. xii, 2 ;  Jude 25. 

t Zobar i i ,  97a, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed., ii, fol 440, col. 1 73-174. 

i Zohar i, 206a. Livomo Ed. i, 3470. Cremona, Ed. i, fol 1 136, col. 46o. 

f Zohar iii, 7o/J, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol 320, col 126. 



animal. She is a Ntplusli which has no rest, so she goes and flies 
around and awakes that official D"J.''01,. Y'dumiam (who has charge of the 
entrance to Heaven) and his servants, and they take her (that Ntplusli) 

and bring her up to all the doors of Gan Edm (Garden of Eden, Para
dise) and they show her the Glory of the just, and they call to her, her 
Rua'li spirit, and she (the Ntplitsh) connects herself in him (the Rua'lz) 

and he goes in that garment (the Ntplitsh); and then she knows the things 
of that world. And when that Rua' h spirit, goes up to crown himself in 
that Upper Ntshamah Above, that Ntplitsh connects herself in that Rua' II 
spirit, and illuminates from him, like the moon illuminates from the sun ,

and the Rua' h binds himself in that Ntshamah ; and that N tshamah con
nects herself into the utmost termination of Ma' hshabah Thought (M:iizmo 

')10 rac i. t. , the inner utmost of the Thought) which is the mystery of
the Ntplitsh, Above. And that Ntphtsh connects itself in that Upper 
Rua' h and that Rua' Ji connects itself in that Upper Ntshamah, and that 
N tshamah connects herself in Ain Soph : And then this is rest of every
thing and the unity of everything, Above and Below, all is in one mys
tery and one kind, and that is the rest of the Ntphtsh, Below. And on  
that i s  written ; ' The Ntplitsh soul, o f  my lord shall b e  bound in the 
bundle of life with YHVH thy Ail. ' (I Sam. xv, 29.  )"*  

ABsENCE OF  THE NESHAMAH, CREATES UNCLEANNESS. " We ha\•e 
learned when the Ntshamah soul, goes out of the children of man, it leaves 
only the soiled body and this body soils the house, and it (the body) makes 
unclean everything which comes near to it, therefore is written : ' He who 
toucheth the dead, etc. ' (Num. xix, 1 1 . ) And therefore when He takes
away the Ntshamah soul, and leaves only the unclean guff body, at once 
He gives permission to all the unclean sides (spirits) to rest upon it. 
* * * And Come, See ! All the children of the wQrld when they sleep 
on their beds in the night, and Night spreads out her wings over all the 
children of the world, feel the taste of death. From that taste of death 
the unclean Rua' h Spirit, hovers oyer the world and makes it unclean, 
and rests on the hands of the children of man, and makes them un
clean ."  t 

• Zohar ii, 142b, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, 640, col. 253.

t Zohar i, 536, Brody Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 946. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 376, col. 147.



SLEEP THE TASTE OF DEATH. " Come, See ! At the time the child of 
man goes in the night on his bed, he must take upon himself the Yoke of 
the Upper Kingdom with a perfect heart, and before he (sleeps), must 
commit to Him the custody of his NtpMsh soul ; because the whole world 
(then) tastes the taste of death. Then the Tree of Death rests on the 
world. And all the .Ru' /Un spirits, of the children of man go out and 
are giv�n under it (i. t.1  the rule of the Tree of Death) but because they 
have committed the soul to Him, they all return to their places. "*  

MAN CAN ONLY APPROACH THE DEITY THROUGH THE INTENTION 0 F HIS 

HEART. " Because of things from Above, as well from holiness as the 
other (the evil) side, the child of man cannot attract the .Rua'h from 
Above to Below, and can approach only with fear and through the inten
tion of his heart and (with) a contrite heart. And then he attracts Below 
the .Rua' Ii spirit, from the Above, and the will which is needed for it. 
And if he does not put his heart and will, in fear, to that (the Upper) 
side, then he cannot connect his will to it. "t 

" There are lords of the hidden Thorah, lords of attributes, which in
herit the Neshamolh from the side of the Holy Malkhutha (Kingdom) 
which is comprised from the Ten Sephiroth. Who possess it and deserve 
it, he deserves the Ten Sephiroth without separation. Ten and not nine, 
because if they were separated they would only be nine, and because there 
is no separation in it, says the author of the Sepher Ye'tzeer-ah : ' It is 
ten and not nine. ' "t The ten Sephiroth are looked upon as one and are 
the content of the Ineffable Name YHVH. 

THE REw ARD OF THE Pious. " When man sanctifies his substance 
(body) from evil , he becomes sanctified from Above, and when man sanc
tifies himself in the Holiness of his Lord, he is clothed in the Holy Ne

shamah which is the inheritance from the Holy, Blessed be He ! and the 
Congregation of Israel : then he inherits everything. And they are called 
children of the Holy, Blessed be He ! As it is written ' Ye are the 
children of YHVH your Ail ! (Deut. xiv, 1 . )§  

* Zobar iii, 26oa, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 1 240, col. 496.

t Zobar ii, 690, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 3 10, col. 1 2 1 .  

l Zobar iii, 2776, Rayab Me'bemnab, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, 1 346, col 536. 

f Zobar iii, 246, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, 1 10, col 42.
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THE EATING OF THE FORBIDDEN FRUIT. " It is written : • She (Eve) 
took from the fruit. ' (Gen. iii, 6. ) This we have learned : She squeezed 
grapes and gave it to him (Adam) and caused death to the whole world. 
Then this Tree, the dead rest in it, and that Tree rules in the night, and 
when it rules, all the children of the world taste the taste of death. "* 

THE PowER OF THE FLESH. " The building of the body of the child 
of man is thus, the .Rua'li spirit, comes from the .Rua' Ii D'qudslia Holy 
Spirit, the Nesliamali soul, from that Tree of Life, and the other (the 
evil) side gives the flesh, and only the flesh comes from its side, and not 
another thing. ' '  t 

" Come, See I The end of the flesh, means ; his (the evil one's) whole
will is only on the flesh * * * and when he rules he rules on the 
guff body, and not on the Nesliamali soul. The soul goes to her place 
and the flesh is given to that (the evil) place. " t  

" Over the body o f  the just who do  not care for the pleasures of  this 
world, the impure side cannot govern. Because they (the just) do not 
ever associate with them (the bad spirits) in this world, they have not the 
least power over them." § 

OF THE INCORPOREAL OF MAN AFTER DEATH. " As soon as the body 
is cast off by that .Rua' Ii spirit, through the hand of Ma/all 'H<JlflQflelli 

the Angel of Death, he (the .Rua' Ii) goes and clothes in that other body
in the Garden of Eden, (which he has cast off when he came to the world. 
This is not in the Cremona ;) and the .Rua' Ii has not any enjoyment 
except in that body there, and rejoices that he has divested himself from 
the body of this world, and clothes himself in another perfect garment 
which is in that world, and (he) sits in it and goes and views so as to 
know the Secrets Above, which he could not know and see in this worldly 
body ; and when the Nesliamali clothes herself in that dress from the 
other world, how much pleasure and joy is to her there. * * * But 
the guilty in the world who did not fully repent to their Lord, come naked 
to this world and naked they go back there, and the N esliamali goes in 

• Zobar i, 36a and /J, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 28/J, col. 1 1 2.

t Zohar iii, 1 7oa, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 810,  col. 322. 

t Zobar i, 650, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 50/J, col. 199. 

f Zohar ii, 14 10, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 630 and /J, col. 250-1 .  



shame to those others who do not have any garments, and are judged in 
that Gili-liinnom, which is on the earth, from that fire Above."* 

THE DEPARTURE OF THE HOLY SouL. " R. ' Hiz'qee-yah begun and 
said : ' And when the sun was going down, a deep sleep fell upon Abram, 
etc. ' (Gen. xv, 1 2 . )  Come, See ! That day is the day of the heavy
judgments, which take man away from this world Thus we have learned ; 
That day that man goes forth from this world, is the day of the great 
judgment, which obscures the sun from the moon, as it is written : ' Be
fore the sun * * * be darkened. ' (Eccl. xii, 2 .) This is the Holy
Ntsliamali soul, which is withheld from man 30 days before he goes out 
from this world, and that is the tultm shadow form, which is withheld 
from him and is not seen. Why is it (the tu/em) withheld from him ? 
Because the Holy soul, ascends and departs from man and is not seen .  
Thou shouldst not  say, that when man dies and that Ntsliamall soul, be

comes weak, she goes away from him. No ! but when he is in his life 
and in his strength, she (Ntsliamali) goes away from him (man) and she 
does not illuminate any more to that .Rua' Ii, and the .Rua' II does not illu
minate any more to that Ntplitsli ,- then the lultm shadow form, goes
away from him, and does not illuminate (the man). From that day all 
cry out upon him, even .the birds of heaven (angels), because the Ntsla

amall ascends from him ; and the .Rud Ii does not light any more to the 
Neplitsli, so that the Ntplitsli weakens, and all the desires of the guff, i.t. , 

body, go and pass away from him. " t 
" Come, See ! That holy lztltm, i. t. , phantom image, in him (man), 

in it man goes, and in it man grows up, and it is from that parnuplla, i. t. , 
plastic likeness, and d'yooq-nall i. t. , phantom or shadow of a lztltm, of 
him is made another lztltm, i. t. , phantom image, and they are connected 
as one. At the time that the two lzulmin, i. t. ,  merged phantom images, 
are found in him (man) they watch over him and his guff, i. t. , body, and 
the .Rua' Ii spirit, rests in it. At the time when his end of days comes 
near they depart from him (man) and man is left without a protector, as 
it is written ; ' Until the day break, and the sliadows (plural) flee away. ' 
(Song o f  Songs i i ,  1 7 . )"t 

• Zobar ii, 1 500, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, 676, col 267.

t Zobar i, 2270, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed., i, 1 2o6, col. 477. 

i Zobar i, 2200, Brody Ed. It belongs to iii, 1040. Cremona Ed., iii, fol 5o6, col. 

199, 200. Livomo Ed. i, 3706, 3710.  
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THE GARMENTS OF THE INCORPOREAL IN MAN. " We have learned : a 

thousand and five hundred odors go up every day from Gan Eden, which 
perfume the precious garments of that world which are crowned from the 
day of the man (time he is born). Said R. Yehudah : ' How many gar
ments are these which are crowned (from the day he was created) ?' Said 

R. El'azar : ' The mountains of the world (the great men of the genera
tion) are in discussion upon it, but there are three : one to clothe in that 
garment the Rua'h spirit, which is in the Garden (of Eden) on earth : one 
which is more precious than all, in which the Neshamah is clothed in that 
Bundle of Life, between the angels of the King in the purpur-ah, i. e. , 

purple, of the King :*  and one outside garment, which exists and does 
not exist, is seen and not seen . In that garment, the Nephesh is clothed 
and she goes and flies in it, to and fro in the world. "  t 

THE INCORPOREAL COMPARED TO A LIGHTED LAMP. " The Nephesh is 

the awakening from Below and she 1s the support to the guff, i. e. , body, 
and she feeds him and the guff unites to her and she is united to the guff, 
afterwards it ( this Nephesh) forms and is made a throne for the Rua' Ii to 
rest upon, afterwards both are formed and prepared to receive the N esha

mah and the Rua' Ii is made a throne for the Neshamah to rest upon him, 
and this Neshamah is the Above, Hidden of All, the Concealed of All the 
Concealed. Come, See ! The Nephesh is in its awakening Below, to con
nect herself in the body, like the light of a lamp ; the lower light, which is 
black, cleaves to the wick and does not separate from it, but cleaves on it 
and does not exist except through the wick ; and when she is connected 
with the wick, she makes a throne to the upper light, which is white, which 
rests on the black light ; when both are formed together, that white light 
is made a throne to the hidden light which is not seen, and it is not 
known what rests on that white light and so that light is perfect. So is 
the man when he is perfect in everything, and then he is called · 

holy. " t 

• Puryur·oli is also an angel who is clothed in this color because it is the color of a 
spark Crom the She'kheen-ah. 

t Zohar i, 1 196, col. 475, Cremona Ed. Livorno Ed. i, 3786, 3790, i, 2246, Brody Ed. 
l Zobar i, 836, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol . 590, col 23�. Livorno Ed. i, 1490. 



THE SouLS OF THE Pious DESCEND INTO SHEOL TO BRING UP SOME OF 

THE SOULS THEREIN. Even those that do not go into Glli-kinnqm go 
down to Sluol, then all men : " Even the truly just go down there, but 
they come up at once, as it is written ; ' He goeth down to Sheol and 
bringeth up again, '  (I Sam. ii, 6. Comp. Vulgate I Kings ii, 6) except 
those guilty who never have repented. They go down and do not come 
up. Why do the just (pious) go down there ? Because they shall take 
many guilty from there and bring them up Above, and those are they 
who desired to do repentance, but who died before they could, so the 
just go down purposely to bring them out from there. "•  

OF THE GIL'GOOL-EM, OR REVOLUTION OF  SouLS. " All the souls go  up  
into the gi/-gool-ah, i. e. , revolutions o r  turnings, and the children of  man 
do not know the ways of the Holy, Blessed be He I and how He judges
the children of man every day and in all time, and how the Neshamolh 

souls, go up to be judged before they come down into this world, and 
how they go up to judgment after they go out from this world ? How many 
Gifgool-em and how many hidden doings, the Holy, Blessed be He ! does 
with them ? How many naked souls and how many naked spirits, go in that 
world (the other) which do not enter through the King's pargoda, i. e. , 

curtain ? And how many worlds tum around with them, and how the world 
turns around in so many hidden wonders ? And the children of man do 
not know and do not comprehend, how the souls revolve like a stone 
which is thrown from a sling, as it is written : ' And the souls of thine ene
mies, them shall He sling out, as out of a sling. (I Sam. xxv, 29.) But 
while it is permitted to reveal, now is the time to reveal it, that all the 
Neshamolh souls, go out from that great Tree and from that mighty River 
which flows out from Eden, and all the Bu' 1u·n spirits come out from that 
other small tree. The Neshamah soul, comes from Above, the Bua'h 

spirit, from Below, t and unite in one like that of male and female * 

* * and nothing is ever lost." t 

• Zohar iii, 2206, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 1020, col. 405.
t The Rua'! spirit, goes up to Paradise, the N�!�s! is originated here, uists and

remains here, and the Ntsluuna! soul, goes up to the Supreme Place. 

t Zohar ii, �. Sab-ah D'Mishpatim, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 450, col. 
177-1 78. 



TJ:IE Boov OF THE RESURRECTION. " Said R. Pin'has ; ' The Holy, 
Blessed be He I is prepared to beautify the body of the just in the time
to come, like the beauty of Adam .Rislzoun, i. e. , the first Adam, at the
time he went into Gan Eden, as it is written : ' And YHVH will give 
thee rest continually, and will fill thy soul with brightness. ' (Is. lviii, 
1 1  Vulgate.)  Said R. Levi : ' The Nesliamali when she is in her highest 
degree Above, she is fed from that Light from Above and is clothed in 
it, and when she goes into the guff, i. e. , body, in time to come, in the 
very same light she will go in, and then the guff body, will shine like the 
splendor of the firmament, as it is written : ' And they that be wise shall 
shine as the brightness of the firmament. ' " (Dan. xii, 3 . )  * 

" The just who deserve to go up to that splendor Above ; his d' yooq

nali is carved out in that precious Throne, and so is it with all the just,
that his d'yooq-nal1, Above, is like it has been, Below ; to assure that 
Holy Nesliamali soul. And the splendor of the guff body, and the 
Nesliamali soul, in that Upper Place is like the a'yooq-nali, they have had 
on earth, and that d'yooq-nali is fed from the enjoyment of the Nesluzm4k 

and she is prepared in the future, to clothe herself in that substance which 
is left on the earth. ' ' t  

• Zohar, Livomo Ed., i ,  1970 and 6 .  Midrub Ha-Ne'elam. Cremona Ed. i ,  69<J, col.

273-274- Brody Ed. i, 1 1 36. 

t Zobar i, fol 700, col. 277, Cremona Ed. Midrasb Ha·Ne'elam. Livomo Ed., i, 
1990. Brody Ed. i, 1 146. 

.a . • g 

Figure 36.-An occult representation of the Ten Sephiroth, Four Worlds. Tetngnmaton, etc. 



xx. 

STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE. STABILITY OF THE OPPOSITIONS. THE 

LOWER WORLD LIKE THE UPPER. THE MAKROKOSM AND MIKROKOSM. 

THE UPPER ADAM. THE MAKROKOSM AS THE GREAT TREE, AND AS MAN.
CREATION OF ADAM AND ' HAVAH. THEIR CONDITION BEFORE AND 

AFTER THEIR FALL. FOUR WAYS OF SEEING THE DEITY. THE PERMA

NENCE OF SPOKEN WORDS. LOVE AND FEAR. ENTIRE DEPENDENCE 

SHOULD BE ON THE DEITY WHEN MAN IS IN TROUBLE. PARADISE AND 
HELL. SAMA-EL AND LILITH, ETC. THE ANGEL OF DEATH, ETC. 

COMING OF THE MESSIAH AND THE KINGDOM OF THE SUPREME DEITY 

UPON EARTH, ETC. 

S
TRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSE. " R. Yehudah began, it is writ

ten : ' Elohim said : Let there be a firmament in the midst of 
the waters. '  (Gen. i, 6.) Come, See I At the time that the

Holy, Blessed be He ! created the world He created 7 heavens Above. He
created 7 earths Below, 7 seas, 7 days, 7 rivers, 7 weeks, 7 years, 7 times,
and 7000 years that the world has been. The HolY, Blessed be He I is in
the seventh of all (the millenium). He created 7 heavens Above, and in
each one created stars, planets, suns, to serve in each heaven, and in all 
of these heavens are chariots differing one from another and one upon 
another, to take upon them the yoke of Ma/Jdiutha Kingdom, of their 
Lord. Some of them have six wings and some of them four wings, some 
of them with four faces and some with two, and some with one face, some 
of them are a flaming fire, and some of them are water, and some of them 
nl ha air. This is what is written : ' He maketh his angels, spirits ; his
ministers, a flaming fire. ' (Ps. civ, +)  And all the heavens are one 
above the other, like the layers of an onion, and some Below and some 
Above, and each heaven trembles for the fear of their Lord : through 
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Him they exist and through Him they are taken away. And above all, 

the Holy, Blessed be He ! has all in His power : so here, are 7 earths 
Below, they are all inhabited except those which are above and those 
which are below. (The Cremona Ed. says, all are inhabited, the above 
and below.) * * * And our companions who live in the South,
have seen in the First Book and the Book of Adam, (Cremona Ed. claims 
the First Book is the Book of Adam), that all these earths which are Be
low, are like the firmaments Above, that upon that and this upon this, 
and between each earth, a heaven (firmament) is spread out between each 
other.* And each of these earths are spread out according to their 
names, and between them is the Gan Eden and the Gai-lunfW1fl, and 
there is in them creatures who look different one from the other like the 
Above ; some of them with two faces, some of them with four faces, and 
some of them with one face, and their appearance is different one from 
the other ; but if you object and say that all the children of the world 
came out from Adam, it is not so, the First Adam did not come down 
to all the countries, and produce children and have so many wives, but 
Adam has not been found at all in this world, only in that World which 
is the highest of all of them, which is called ; '?;iti Tlteivlul, i. e. , the
productive habitable globe, as it is written : ' He commandeth them upon 
the Tlzeivlrel of the earth.' (Job xxxvii, u . ) And that Tluivlzel is
merged in the heaven (firmament) Above and is united in the Upper 
Name, this is what is written ; ' And He shall judge the Tlzeivlrel in 
righteousness. '  (Ps. ix, 8 .)  Surely in righteousness. Therefore the 
child of man who is found in that Upper Earth which is called Tluivlul, 
is superior over all, like the Above. Because as in the heavens Above,
there is one heaven highest above all, and Above is found the Throne of 
the Holy, Blessed be He ! as it is written : ' As the appearance of the 
stone Sapphire, etc. ' (Ezek. i, 26. ) ' The ti'moollz of a Throne, and 
upon the a'moollz of the Throne is the ti'moollz of the appearance of a man 
upon it from above. ' (Ibid.) So here too, in this Tlzeivlul, is found the 
King of All. And who is he ? Adam (Man), who is not found in all 
Below. And the Lower earths where do they come from ? They are from 
the chain of the earth and from the Heaven Above. And there come 

• Like the 6ne skin of the layers of the onion.



out from it different creatures differing one from the other. Some of 
them in garments (skins), some of them in shells ( Q' lippolh) like the 
worms which are found in the earth, some of them in red shells, some in 
black, some in white, and some from all the colors. So are all creatures 
like these.* 

THE LOWER WORLD LIKE THE UPPER. THE CREATION OF THE MAN. 
" And He made this world opposite to the world Above, and all that 
which is Above is in the resemblance of the Below, and all that which 
is Below, the resemblance thereof is in the sea and all is one. He 
created in the Above the Ma-lakhem, i. e. , angels, He created in this 
world the children of man. He created in the sea the Leviathan, 
as it is written : ' To join together, that it might be one. ' And it is 
written of man : ' For in the image of Elohim He made the Man. ' 
(Gen. ix, 6. ) And it is written : ' Thou madest him to be wanting but 
a little of Elohim. ' (Ps. viii, 5 . )  H the children of man are correct 
in their doings then the One, Above, calls them, children ; as is written : 
' You are children to YHVH your Ail (God). '  (Deut. xiv, 1 . )  He calls 
them ' children ' and they call Him, ' Father, ' as it is written : ' Thou art 
our Father, etc . '  (Is. lxiii, 1 6, lxiv, 8.)  He chose me and I chose 
Him. "t 

THE STABILITY OF THE OPPOSITIONS. " Every d'yO()k-nah, i. e., shadow 
or phantom of a lulem, in which we do not find the male and female is not 
in the Upper .D' yook-nah, as it ought to be, and we have so considered
in the mysteries of our learning. Come, See ! In every place in which 
is not found the male and female as one, the Holy, Blessed be He ! has 
not put His dwelling in that place and blessing is not found, but only in 
the place in which is found male and female. It is written : ' He blessed 
them and called /heir name Adam on the day He created them. ' (Gen. 
v, 2 . ) And is not written : ' He blessed him and called his name Adam. '
Adam even is not named Adam except when male and female united in 
one, etc. ' ' t  

• Zohar iii, 96, Joa, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 44 ,  col. 1 4-

t Zobar ii ,  200, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 9a, col. ,34-
t Zohar i, 556, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 45a, col. 1 78. Comp. also iii, fol. 

836, col. 331.  
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The Qabbalah shows the existence of four Adams, or rather three con
tinuations of the Upper Heavenly Adam. I. The Perfect Upper Hea
venly Adam of the Atud-ali< World, the World of Emanation. It is an
drogenic and the sole occupant of that world It is thought of as a 

manifestation of the Deity in the Divine D' yook nah, or an undefined
phantom shade of the Tzelem, which the earthly man, in the flesh, has 
never seen. It is a Perfect Tzure or Prototype, to the second and subse
quent Adams. In this Upper Heavenly Man is the perfect Holy Nephesh, 

Rud h, Neshamah, 'Raj':.yah and Ye'hee-dah, merged in combination yet 
existing quasi separately. Here is also the content of the Upper Ten 
Sephiroth. It answers to the Intellectual; the Brain, and is in the Upper 
Inner Emanated Heaven. It also answers to the Holy Upper Neshamah 

Soul. 
The Second Adam is the sole occupant of the B' ru-alie WtJrld, the 

World of Creation. In this World is the Kiseh Hakabod or Throne 0£ 
Glory. This Adam is also androgenic, is in the likeness of man, but 
more perfect in every respect. It is the protoplastic Adam or Makrokosm 
of the Terrestrial Adam, and is the Adam mentioned in Gen. i. It is 

the Tzdem phantom Image, of the First Adam, and has the First Adam's 
D'yooll-nall and D'moolh, but in lower and much further removed degree. 
It is paralleled by Metatron. This Adam has the Nephesh, .Rua' h, Nesha

mah, 'Iiajjah and Ye'hu-dah, of the First Adam but in a very much 
less perfect degree. It is a Tzure to the Third Adam. It is its heel, Ma.l

khuth ; the Church or Congregation, etc . ,  that shall bruise the head of the 
Serpent, i. e. , Satan or Sama-el. (Gen. iii, 1 5 ,  16 .)  It answers to the
Heart, and the Ethical, also to the .Rua' h Spirit. 

The Third Adam is the Terrestrial Adam made of ' dust ' and placed 
in the Garden of Eden or Paradise. This Adam was also an androgene. 
It was made in the D'yooq-nah, Tzelem and D'moolh of the preceding 
Adams, but was much further removed from both of them. It had when 
first created, a glorious simu/acn1m or light body, like that of the angels, 
and spirits, and answers to the Yetuer-alic Wqr/d or World of the 
Angels. It also answers to the Breath and the Nephesh Animated Soul. 

The Fourth Adam, was the Third Adam as he was after the Fall. When 
he was clothed with skin, flesh, nerves, etc. This answers to the Lower



Neplzesli, and Guff, i. e. , body, united .  He has the animal power of
Reproduction and continuance of species, and also answers to the A' uey· 

ali& World, that of the Shells, but in him is some of the light of all the
preceding. Together they form the Great Universal Man. 

The Qabbalah also asserts the existence of Three principal emanated 
or created regions : two Heavens and one Earth. The Upper Heaven is 
called the Inner. We also note here the Qabbalistic doctrines as to the 
Inner, the Panim, i.e., Face, and the External, or A'lzor,- a subject to be 
approached with reverence, fear and trembling, by all mortals. Even the 
A' lzor is the Panim, for God has not any limitation, and the assertion of
an apparent negativity is nevertheless that of a positive. To describe the 
highest externality the Qabbalah is obliged to use the terms N' 9ootf.ali,
.D' yoo9-nali, Tzelem, Ma' lis/iabali, D' moot Ii, etc.

The Qab�ah names man as the purpose of creation and the first step 
is the Upper Adam or Celestial Mao. (Zohar iii, 48a. ) The idea is in 
the vision of Ezekiel in the assertion of the existence of the human form, 
upon and above, the Chariot Throne or MerRabaA. Upon this vision the 
Qabbalah bases the idea of the Four Worlds. A'tzul-ali is the abode of 
the Adam Illa-ali or Adam Qadmon, B'ru-ali the World of Creation, 
that of Metatron and the Throne, Ye'tzur-ali of the MalaRaya, angels,
and the 'Ha'j-yotli Living Ones, and A' uey-ali of the Auplia-nem and the 
Q' lippotli. The latter World is also called Gafgal-lem, i. e. , the Planetary 
World. The form of the Man is that which Al-lee' Rak D' Al-tu' Run has 
chosen for Its own form. (Zohar iii, 1 4 1b. ) The three divisions of the
Sephirothic World answer to the three spiritual principles in man, Nesli· 

amali, the Intellectual World ; .Rua' Ii, the Ethical World ; Neplies/i the 
Natural World. Each of these are divided into three divisions, together 
nine, which with the whole content of man, constitutes the Ten.* 

" Three worlds are to Him, the Holy, Blessed be He I which He has 
hidden in Him. The first World (the A'tzul-alic Worla) is that Above, 
hidden from all, it cannot be looked at or comprehended or known, ex
cept by him who is hidden in it. The second World (the B' ru-alic 

• Comp. Joel R�ligimis-j>!Ulos"f'/Ue du Soluv, p. 3031 note 2. Franck La KaJ6al�, p.

20J. German Ed., pp. 147-148. Zohar iii , 2964. ldnh Zootah. Also the TiffJDotUli 

ha-Zohar. See the frontispiece. 
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'Jfqr/d), which is connected with that Above ; this is that (the World)
which the Holy, Blessed be He ! makes Himself known from, as it is writ
ten ; ' Open to me the gates of righteousness. ' (Ps. ex viii, 19 .)  ' This is 
the gate of YHVH. ' (/!Jid. 20. ) And this is the second World. The third
World (the Ye'tsur-ali'c Wqr/d) that is the lower World from the other,
there is found in it separation,  and this is the World in which the angels 
from Above, rest in, and the Holy, Blessed be He ! is found in and not
found (in that World). He is found, but when they desire to comprehend 
and to know Him, He ascends from them and is not seen till all enquire 
and ask ; ' Where is the Ma-qQ1111 i. e., Place, of His Glory ? '  (And the 
others answer) : ' Blessed be the Glory of YHVH from His Ma-qom, i. e. ,
Place.' (Ezek. iii, 1 2 .) And this is the World which is not always in con
tinuance. (Zohar, Cremona Ed. iii, 76a ; Brody Ed. iii, 1 590. ) Like this 
it is said : ' In the Tulnn shadow image, of Elohim, He made Adam 
(man). ' (Gen. i, 2 7.) Adam (man) has also three worlds : The First World, 
is that World which is called : ati1i11i acoi.v a/tMli d' pndali, i.e. , the world 
of separation, and man is found in it and is not found, and when they de
sire to look on him he vanishes from them and is not seen. The Second 
World is the World which is connected in that World Above, and this is 
the Garden of Eden on the earth, which is connected in another Upper 
World ; and from here is known and comprehended that other World. 
The Third World is an Upper Hidden World concealed and not revealed 
and no one can know that World ; as it is written ; ' No eye hath seen 
0 I Elohim, beside Thee, what He hath prepared for him that waiteth
for Him. ' (ls. lxiv, 4.)"* 

THE MAKRoKOSM. And this is what is written : ' And YHVH said ; I 
will wipe out the Man whom I have created, from the face of the earth. ' 
(Gen . vi, 7 .)  There ought to be a distinction between the Adam D'Illa-ali

the Man Above, and Adam D'Lllialli-ali the Man Below ; and if it were 
not for the Man, the world could not exist, because one could not exist 
without the other. H it were not for the form (Cremona Ed. has not,
' form ')  of the Man (Adam) the world could not exist. This is what.is 
written : ' YHVH by Wzsdom hath founded the earth. ' (Prov. iii, 18 . )  

And it i s  written : ' And Noah (numerically = 58) found Grace (numer-

* Zobar iii, 76a and 6, col. 302, 303, Cremona Ed. Brody Ed. iii, 1590 and 6.
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ically = 58) i n  the eyes of YHVH.'  And we have learned ; that all 
the brains depend on that Brain (Wisdom) and the Wisdom comprises 
All. And this Hidden Wisdom in her has strength of itself, and has 
established the form of the Man to put All on its arrangement. Each one 
in its place : this is what is written : ' Wisdom strengtheneth the wise more 
than ten rulers. (Eccl. vii, :z9.)* Which are the perfect form of the Man . 
And in that form of Man rests the perfection of the faith in all things ;
all rests upon the Throne, as it is written : ' And its d'moolli similitude, 
was like the appearance of the Man upon him from above . '  (Ezek. i, 
26.) And it is written : ' And I saw that he came with the clouds of 
heaven like a son of man and he reached unto the Al-lu'k l'o-mm, i. t. , 

Ancient o f  Days, and (he) drew near before Him. ' (Dan . vii, 13 .)  Until 
here the words are hidden . ' '  t 

" Because the IJyooq-nali, i. t. , Phantom of the Tztltm, i. t. , shadow 
Image, of the Man (said R. Shim·on hen Yo'hai), is the Above and Below, 
which are contained in him, and because that D' yooq-nali contains the 
Above and Below, He (the Holy One) established the Al-ltt'kali Qad

duslia Holy Ancient, as His form, and the form of Zt'ir An.pun in that 
IJyooq-nali and form. ' ' t  

O F  THE B'REE-ATIC ADAM. " It is written : ' What is His name, and 
what is the name of His Son ? '  When thou desirest to know : ' YHVH 
TZE' BA-OTH is His Name. § ' The name of His Son ?' Israel is his 
name, as it is written : ' My first-born Son, Israel. '  (Ex. iv, :z :z . )  And 
that Israel, all the keys of Truth (Faith) hang on him, and he praises 
himself and says : •YHVH said to me thou art My Son . '  (Ps. ii, 7 . )  

And surely so i t  is. For Abba and Immah crown him and bless him with 
many blessings, and said, and commended to all : ' Kiss the son. ' (Ps. 
ii, 1 2 . )  Kiss the hand to that Son. It is like as if the Holy, Blessed 
be He ! would give him power over all, that all shall serve him. ' Lest 
he be angry. '  (Ibid. Comp. Ex. xxiii, :z 1 . )  Because they crowned him
with Judgment and Mercy. Who deserves Judgment to him is Judg-

• The Ten Sephiroth.
f Zohar iii, 14411, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol 686, col . 272. 

l Zohar iii, fol 1410, Idrah Rabbah, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 676, col. 267. 
f Jer. :r:, 16, 
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ment, and who deserves Mercy, he  shows him Mercy. All the blessings 
from Above and Below go up to that Son and (they) crown themselves, 
and who prevents the blessings from that Son, spreads out sin before the 
Holy King (or Holy Mother) . * 

THE MAKROKOSM AS THE GREAT TREE. " The Male is extended to 
the Right and Left, by the inheritance which he received. But whenso
ever they are joined, it is called Tiph' e-rtlh Beauty, and the whole body 
is formed and made the Great Tree, strong, fair, and beautiful. ' The 
beasts of the field (men) had shadow under it, and the fowls of the 
heaven (angels) dwelt in its wings, and all were fed by it. ' t His arms are
Right and Left. In the Right is Life and 'Htstd (Grace), in the Left, 
Death and Gt' boor-ah (Judgment), etc ."  t 

" Also now was perfected in the earth the Eloo-nah Qad-disha, i. t. , 

the Holy Tree, like that, Above ; in twelve limitations (stems) and seventy 
branches (nations) which were not before ; and therefore the latter is 
complete and the first is not complete ; whence the accent falleth between 
them, etc. "§  

According to  the Qabbalah the soul sparks contained in  Adam, went 
into three principal classes corresponding to his three sons, viz : 'Hued, 

Habel, GI boor-ah Qai-yin and .Ra' h-mim Seth. These three were divided 
into 1 2 and the twelve into 70 species, called ; the principal roots of the
human race. 

MAN AS THE MAKROKOSM AND THE MIKROitOSM. .. With skin and 
flesh thou hast clothed me, etc. ' (Job x, 1 1 . ) If this is so, what is the
man ? Is he only skin, flesh, bones, nerves ? It is not so I The real
man is not that, but Ntshamah soul, and that which is said ; skin, flesh, 
bones and nerves, together ; are only the garments of the man but not the 
man. When the man departs (from this life), he takes off the garment 
which has clothed him. Yet all these bones and sinews together are in the 
mystery of the Wisdom, Above. Like the Above. The ' skin ' represents 

• Zohar iii, 19 16, Brody Ed.

t Dan. iv, 1 2. Comp. i6id., 10 s�., which seems also to be a description of the Sephi· 

rothic Tree of Life. 

t Zobar iii, fol. 2¢'1, Idrah Zootah. Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 1440, col. 574.

f Zohar iii, fol. 1 380, Mantua Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 656, col. 26o. 
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the firmament, like we have learned : ' Who stretchest out the heavens like 
a curtain . '  (Ps. civ, 2 . )  ' Ram skins dyed red, and a covering above of 
badgers skins. ' (Ex. xxvi, 1 4.) These are the garments, from Above, 
which cover the garments. When ' the heavens are stretched out , '  these 
are the outer garments. The ' curtain ' is the inner garment and this 
is the clothing which covers up the flesh. The ' bones and nerves, ' they 
are the Celestial Chariot, and all its forces which exist in the interior, 
'Heilin D' Qaimin l'�ou, i. e. , the heavenly servants. And all these gar
ments inside, is the mystery of the Adam Ilfa·ah Upper Adam, which is
its inner. So here is a mystery, Below. The ' man , '  he is the inner to
the inner. His ' garment, ' like the Above. His ' bones and nerves, ' as 
we have said, the Celestial Chariot and its hosts ; the ' flesh ' is that 
which covers the hosts and the Chariots, and that remains outside. All 
the mystery· Below, is like the Above, therefore ; ' Elohim created the 
Man (Adam) in His Tzdem, i. e . ,  shadow Image. ' ' In the Tzelem, i. e. , 

shadow Image, of Elohim. ' (Gen. i, 2 7 . )  Two Elohims are here, one for 
the male, and one, for the female ; and the mystery of the man, Below, 
is like the mystery (of the Man), Above. In that firmament Above, that 
covers everything, we see different figures formed by the stars and planets 
which contain secret things and deep secrets, and these are the signs of 
the stars and planets, which are in the firmament, which is covered on the 
outside ; so here, the ' skin ' which is the cover outside of the man, 
which is the firmament which covers everything up ; has in it signs and 
lines, and they are like the stars and planets of the (heavenly) skin. 
All these signs have a concealed meaning, and are the object of atten
tion for the wise who know how to read in the face of man. " * (See Is. 
xlvii, 1 3. ) 

" Come, See ! When the Holy, Blessed he  He created Adam (man), 
He took dust from the Holy Place and built his body from the four sides 
(elements) of the world, that all (the sides) should give him power. After 
that He poured on him a Spirit of life, as it is written : ' He blew into 
his nostrils (/au, Vulgate,) a Nishmath 'Hay-yum Soul of Life. After
wards he existed and he knew that he was from Above and Below, then 

• Zohar ii,  756, 76a, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ·ii, fol. 320, col. 1 26. Comp. ii, 3.Jar

col. 129. 



he knew the Upper Wisdom. Like this, all the men in the world are 

comprised from Above and Below. ' '* 
CREATION OF THE MAN. " And YHVH Elohim fonned Adam, i. t. , 

Man, therefore is written ; ' YHVH Elohim, created Adam,'  with the full 
Name, like we have stated, that he is perfect and comprises all. We 
have learned ; On the sixth day Man was created at the time when the
Kistli, i.t., Throne, was perfected, and is called Kisen Throne ; it is writ
ten : ' The Throne had six steps, ' (I Kings x, 19), and therefore Man was 

created on the sixth (day) because he is worthy to sit on this Throne. 
And we have learned : When Man was created everything was established, 
everything which is Above and Below, and all is comprised in Man. " t 

" After He made generations, at once He called him Adam (man), it 
is written ; ' These are the generations of Adam (man). ' After He 
revealed the words to that upper hidden, Above ; He created man, 
Below ; it is written ; ' In the day that Elohim created Adam, B' tl'mooth, 

i. t. , in the simililudt, of Elohim, He made him. ' " (Gen. v, 1 .) t
CREATION OF ADAM AND ' HAvAH. " Said R. Shim-on ; It is written ; 

' And every plant of the field before it was in the earth, and every herb 
of the field before it sprouted : YHVH Elohim had not allowed it to 
rain upon the earth, etc. ' (Gen . ii, 5.) ' And every plant of the field, '
these are the large trees which had been small and were planted after
wards. Come, See ! Adam and Eve have been created one side in 
the other side (means side by side). Why were they not created face to 
face ? Because it is written : That YHVH ' had not allowed it to rain upon 
the earth, • and the pair have not been found in its arrangement as ought 
to be, but when they had been formed Below and became face to face, 
then they were so found Above. Fr6m whence do we know this ? From 
the Misltkan, i. t. , Tabernacle ; It is written : ' And Moses erected the 
Mi"sltkan Tabernacle ; ' (Ex. xi, 18 ;) because another Tabernacle has been 
erected with it, and before the Below had been erected the Above could 
not exist, so is here (as to the man, Adam) before the Below (the Lower 

• Zohar i, 1 3<>6, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 78a and 6, col. 3 10-1 1 .  Livorno

Ed. i, 1 2 1 6. 

t Zohar iii, 480, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fot 2 16  and 220, cot 84-5. 

l Zohu ii, 7o6, Brody Ed. Comp. ii, 55a, Cremona Ed. ii, fot 3 16, cot 1 23.



Adam) had been erected, the Above (the Upper Adam) could not exist,
and therefore till now has not been formed the Above. They had not been
created face to face, and this verse shows this, for it is written : ' That 
YHVH Elohim had not allowed it to rain upon the earth. '  And there
fore what is said : ' There was not a man, '  means that he (man) has not
been arranged in his form ; but when 'Havan (Eve) had been perfected
then Adam was perfected, but before he was not perfect. (See Ante p. 387} 
* * * (And no work has been done upon the earth, because YHVH 
did -not let it rain upon the earth. ) But what is written afterwards : 
' But there went up a mist from the earth. ' That means the desire of the 
female towards the male. (The impulse from Below to the Above .)  An
other explanation of why He did not cause it  to rain ? Because the per
fect form was not found to go up from the earth (after the man had been
perfected on the earth Below) so from this earth Below awakened the work 
Above. * * * Come, See ! we have learned ; went up from the earth 
first and a cloud awakened and all connected itself the one in other. ' '*  

" R. Yitz-haq says ; Adam was created with two faces. ' He took (out} 
one of his ribs, ' (Gen. ii, 2 1 )  the Holy, Blessed be He ! parted him (it) 
and made two from the East and the West. (Cremona Ed. says : From 
the East to the West. ) ' Thou hast formed me before and behind. ' (Ps. 
cxxxix, 5 . )  Behind, that is the West ; and before, that is the East. R. 
' He-yah said : What has the Holy, Blessed be He ! done ? He formed
that female and poured beauty all over her, and brought her into Adam 
* * * and it is written : ' He took one from his ribs, ' that is (from) 
his side. " t 

CONDITION OF ADAM AND EVE BEFORE AND AFTER SINNING. " Come, 
See ! Before Adam sinned he went up into and remained in the il lumi
nated wisdom, Above, and was not separated from the Tree of Life. 
But when he acceded to the desire to know and to descend Below, then 
he followed afler them (Below) until he separated himself from the Tree 
of Life, and knew only the bad and left the good alone, and on this is 
written ; ' Thou art not an Ail (El) that hath pleasure in wickedness 
neither shall evil dwell with Thee . '  (Ps. v, 4 (5). Comp. Vulgate 5, 6.) 

• Zobar i, ,34D, 350,  Brody Ed.  Cremona Ed. i, fol. 26a, col. 102.

t Zobar ii, 550, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 250, col . 97. 



Who follows the bad has no dwelling with the Tree of Life. And before 
they had sinned they heard a Voice from Above, and knew the wisdom 
from Above, (and preserved their Upper Splendor. This is not in the Cre
mona), and did not tremble, but after they sinned they could not stand 
even before the voice from Below. "* 

" And Come, See ! When Adam Rislwun, i. e. , the First Adam, was 

in Gan Edm, i.e. ,  Garden of Eden, he was clothed in a garment like that
Above, and it is the garment of the Upper Splendor. But when he was 
driven out of the Garden of Eden, and he needed the garment necessary 
to such as are in this world : What is written ? ' And YHVH Elohim 
made for Adam and his wife nllJU llollt-111Jullt, i. e . ,  inner garments, of
i1.v ot2r, i. e. , skin, and clothed them. ' (Gen. iii, 2 1 . ) At the first had 
been garments of im Ohr, i. e., Light. Light, that is the Upper Light
which served them in Gan Eden Garden of Eden, because in this Garden 
of Eden, the Upper Supreme Light which illuminates there is served by 
it. Therefore when the Adam Qad'mo-alt went into the Garden, the 
Holy, Blessed be He I clothed him in that garment of Light and brought 
him in there, and if he had not been at first clothed in that Light he could 
not have got in there. But when he was driven away from there he needed 
another garment, therefore : ' YHVH Elohim made to Adam and his wife 
an inner garment of sh"n. ' So it has been manifested that the good deeds 
which the son of man does in this world, these deeds attract from that Light 
of Splendor, Above, for a garment to prepare himself to enter into that 
world to appear before the Holy, Blessed be He ! And in that dress in 
which he is clothed he enjoys and sees the aspaq' /ar-yalt dinltar-alt, i. e. , 

light of the luminous mirror,t as it is written : ' To behold the beauty, 
of YHVH and to enquire in His palace. ' (Ps. xx vii, 4. ) Thus the 
Nisltmalltalt, i. e. , souls is clothed in both worlds, so she shall be perfect 
in all things, in this world Below, and the world, Above. ' '  t

• Zohar i, 520 and 6, Brody Ed. Compare Zobar ii, 19 16. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 366,

col. 144. 

t The idea of the Luminous and Non.Luminous Mirror is Philo, Vol. i, pp. 1 34, 337 . 
See Anlt 399 19. , also in the Talmud. � Yt6amot.4, 496; �rus.4almi f B'rakhoth, 44 ;  
Babli f Sota.4, 220. 

l Zobar ii, 2296, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 1036, col. 4 1 1 -1 2,



THE FouR WA vs OF SEEING THE DEITY. " The Will (Harmony, 
Huuram-nulka D'malkalt) of the King is seen in three colors ; the first 
color is seen Above from afar off, and no eye can perceive it in its pure
ness, because it is from afar off; only when he (the man) makes his eyes 
see little through closing the lids by their blinking.* And on that is 
written ; ' From far off YHVH has appeared to me. ' (Jer. xxxi , 3 ;  see 
the Vulgate. )  The second color is seen with one eye shut, and this color 
could not be seen by the other eye except when that eye is shut to see little 
and blinking, and he could not stand otherwise its (the light's) clearness, so 
he shut the eye and opened it a little, blinking, so he could see this color, 
and this color could only be perceived through that blinking of the eye ; 
and of that is written ; ' What seest thou. ' {]er. i, 1 2. )  The third color ; 
that is that sonar aspaq' /ar-yalt bright luminous mirror, which could not 
be looked into at all, except with the rolling of the eyes (eye-balls), when 
they (the lids) are altogether closed, and they roll in their sockets, and 
there could be seen in that rolling the aspaq' /ar-yali din' liar-ah the light 
of the luminous mirror, and that color could not be comprehended ex
cept by him, who sees the shining of that light with the eyes shut,t and 
therefore is written : ' The hand of YHVH was upon me. ' (Ezek. xxxvii, 
1 : ) also ' The hand of YHVH was upon me strong. ' (Ezek. xxxiii, 22 . )

* * * And all these things could not be seen by the true prophets 
except by Moses, because Moses could see that which could not be seen 
by others. ' '  t 

These four correspond, to contemplation, vision, ecstacy, and illumina
tion, which four we find with all the Mystics. The ancients also believed 
in four kinds of ' ./turor ' as they called it. The Qabbalists considered 
the prophet Moses, who talked to God " mouth to mouth ," (Num. xii, 
6-8) as above all other prophets. 

THE THREE ANGELS WHO APPEARED TO ABRAHAM. '' It is written· : 'And 
three men, etc. ' (Gen. xviii, 2 . )  These are the three angels (messengers) 
which have been clothed in rether and came down to this world, and they 

* As  if looking at the sun on a clear day.
t That is in the Ma'/ulta/Jalt, i. � . •  Thought, because when the eyes are shut the con

templation becomes more intense. 

t Zohar i, 97a, Sithrai Thorah. Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 66a, col. 262.



have been seen in appearance as (if) a child of man. (Comp. Zohar i, 
34'1·) And they have been three like the Above, because the rainbow is 
only seen in three colors : white, red and green. And surely it is so I 
And these are the three men ; three colors, that is, a white color, red color, 
and green color. The white color, that is, Mikha-el, because he is the Right
side : red color, that is, Gabri-el, because he is the Left side, and green color 
is, Rapha-el ; and these three colors are those of the rainbow, because it is 

never seen except with them : therefore it is written : ' And YHVH 
appeared unto, etc. ' (Gen. xviii, 1 . )  That i s  the She'kheen-ah revealed 
itself in these three colors. * * ' And they that be wise (intelligent, 
the teachers,) shall shine like ., .. l'11 Zoliar, i. e. , the splendor, of the firma
ment. ' (Dan. xii, J.) They shall shine a shining which shines by lighting
a splendor, etc. , etc. That brilliant Light which is hidden, the Spark of 
all the Sparks, and of All Lights, is in it invisible and hidden, hidden
and revealed ; seen and not seen. This shining Light came out from the 
Supreme Lighted Well, came out in the day and was hidden at night, 
* * * and this is the only thing seen, and all colors are concealed in 
it and it is called by the Name YHVH. From the three colors Above, 
have been seen three colors Below. "*  

THE CONTINUANCE AN D  ASCENT ABOVE, 0 F ALL WORDS SPOKEN B Y  MAN . 
" Come, See ! At the time when the good deeds are done Below, i. e. , 

in this world, and man contemplates, in the service of the Holy King, 
that word which he makes here, Below ; there is made from it a breath 
Above ; and there is not a breath, which has not a voice which does not 
ascend and crown itself, A hove, t and there is made from it  an intercessor 
before the Holy, Blessed be He ! And all the deeds which a man does 
which are not to the service of the Holy, Blessed be He ! that word which 
he makes ; a breath is created from it and goes away and flies around 
the world, and when the Nuliamali soul, goes forth from that (the latter) 
man, that breath revolves in the world like a stone which is thrown out 
from a sling ; As it is written, etc. ' '  See I Sam. xxv, 29. t 

* Zohar i, 986, gga, 1ooa, Sithrai Thorah, Brody Ed. Cremona i, fol. 896, col. 355.

t Comp. °"''• p. 1 24 and note. 

t Zohar ii, 590, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol 266, col. 104. Livomo Ed. ii, 1oo6. 



WORSHIP FROH LoVE OR FEAR. " He (R. Shim-on) began and said : 
It is written : ' YHVH thy Ail thou shalt fear, Him thou shalt serve : '  
(Deut. x ,  20.) and again i t  is written ; ' Thou shalt fear for thy Ail. ' 
(Lev. xix, 1 4. )  Thus ought these verses to be said : Thou shalt fear thy 
Ail ; because it is written ; ' YHVH thy Ail thou shalt fear.' But what 
means ; ' Fear for thy Ail . ' ? The mystery is from the word m' Eloha-hu,

i. e. , for thy Ail. * * * Fear conducts to Love, who serves through 
Love connects himself in the Upper place, Above, and in the holiness of 
the world to come, but it must not be supposed that to serve Him from 
the side of Fear is not to serve Him. Such a service from Fear is very 
precious, but he (such a man) cannot ascend to connect himself to the 
Above ; but when he serves from Love, he goes up and crowns himself, 
Above, and connects himself in the world to come. In Love is the mys
tery of the Right (' Htstd Grace or Benevolence) and the mystery of the 
Unity, which is needful to them in the world to come, so as to unite the 
Name of the Holy, Blessed be He I and unite all different degrees from
Above and Below ; and to bring them all in the place of Unity, and this 
is the mystery which is written : ' Hear, Israel YHVH Elohainu YHVH 
is One. ' " *  

DEPENDENCE ON THE DEITY WHEN IN TROUBLE. .. It i s  written : ' If 
thou faint (lose hope) in the day of adversity thy slrmgth becomes small . ' 
(Prov. xxiv, 10 .) ;i:in:i ko'ha-khu, i. e. , thy strength ; that means if he 
lets up (weakens) his hand from the Th#ah, (The Cremona Ed. says, 
' The Holy, Blessed be He !) ' In the day of adversity, ' this means, when he 
' weakens, ' so his ' strength becomes small . ' What is ' Thy strength be
comes small ?' It means ; M":> n:i Ko-a'h,t then the evil is thrust outside 
so that it cannot come near man and cannot accuse him . But when 
man deviates from the Thorah and weakens from it, then the strength 
ro n:i ii tzar ko-a' Ii kaihoo, i.e. , is the strength of the left hand, because 
that evil which is the Left side rules over man, and thrusts that other 
ko-a'h, (that is) the throne of Glory, away. ' ' t 

• Zohar ii , 216a, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, 97/J, col. 387.
0 0 t The initials of 'Tl:l:IM MO:> Kistli lia-Ka/Jod, i. t., Throne of Glory. The Throne

of Glory is always to His Right. 

t Zohar i, 1 526, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i, fol. 89a, col. 354. Compare, IWl., '}96, 
col. 395· 
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THE DEITY BRINGS SALVATION TO THE WICKED. " ' He goes wildly 
after the way of his heart. ' (Is. lvii, 1 7 .) Because the Ye'tur ha-rak is 
strong in him and therefore he goes wild and does not desire to repent. 
The Holy, Blessed be He I sees the way that he goes in, the evil way,
He says ; ' I  must strengthen him under his arrus. ' That is what is 
written ; ' I  have seen his ways,' (Ibi'd. 1 8) that they go in the darkness, 
I need to give him a physician. Therefore it is written : ' I will heal 
him. ' (Ibid. ) That is the Holy, Blessed be He ! puts in his (man's) 
heart the way of Repentance and with it He heals, the Neshamali soul, as 

it is written ; ' Go and lead the people. '  (Ex. xxxii, 34.) The Holy, 
Blessed be He I conducts him in a straight way like when one takes hold
of another man's hand and conducts him out of the darkness. * * * 

And it is further written : ' I  will lead him, and I will restore comforts 
unto him and to his mourners. ' (Is. lvii, 18 . )  That means that the 
Holy, Blessed be He ! does good to the people. From 1 3  years of age 
he places him under the charge of two angels to watch him, one to the 
Right and the other to the Left, when man goes in the right way 
(straight path) they joy in him and are happy and cry out and say : ' Give 
honor to the D'yooq-nah of the King, ' but if man goes in the wrong way 
(crooked path) they mourn over him when they go away from him. 
(Cremona Ed. says : Then they go away from him.) But after, when 
the Holy, Blessed be He ! strengthens him and leads him back to the 
right way (straight path), then he does Repentance ; and these angels who 
have mourned over him, and left him, now come back to him and they 
joy in him and then he is surely alive ; he is alive on all sides and united 
in the Tree of Life, and when he is united in the Tree of Life, he is 
called ; Ba-al Th' snub.ah, i. e. , a Repentant Man. " * 

SAMA·EL AND THE FIRST SIN. From the Zohar i, 35b, Brody Ed. ; 
Cremona Ed. i, fol. 28a, col. . l lo, Sepher ha-Bahir. " It is written :
' And the Serpent was more subtile than any beast of the field . '  (Gen. 
iii, l . ) ' And the Serpent. ' R. Yitz-haq said : ' That is the Ye'tur ha

rah.'  R. Yehudah said : ' It is a real serpent. '  When they came before 
R. Shim-on (b. Yohai), said he to them ; ' Surely it is all one, and it has 

• Zohar ii, 1o66, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 48a, col. 189, 190. Comp. Matt.
Yil, 13, 14. Luke xiii, 24. See Taylor's; Sayings of the Jewish Fathers, pp. 77, note 2.
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been Sama-el and he has been seen on a Serpent, and his lztlem, i. t. , 

shadow image, and the Serpent, are Satan, and all are one. ' We have 
learned ; At that time when Sama-el descended from heaven riding on 
this Serpent and his tu/em was seen, all creatures saw his lztlem and they 
fled from him, and he reached to that woman with sweet words and he 
caused death to the whole world, surely with wisdom (subtility) he brought 
curses . upon the world and ruined the First Tree (Adam) which the
Holy, Blessed be He ! created in the world. ' '  

From the Sepher'ha-Bahir § Hasltmulas Zohar i ,  u b  in the Brody Ed. 
In the Cremona Edition in continuation of the above-cited page. " The 
Nesltamalt soul, of the male comes from Male, and the Ntsltamalt of the 
female is from Female, and that is why the Serpent went after 'Havak 

(Eve) he said (to himself), ' Because her soul is from the North, (the Left 
or Evil side)* I can persuade her quickly. ' And the persuading has been
because he came on her. The disciples asked ; How did he that ? Said 
he to them ; ' Sama-el the Wicked. He conspired with all the hosts 
Above against his Master, because the Holy, Blessed be He I said (to
Adam) You shall ; ' Have dominion over the fish of the sea, and over 
the birds of heaven, etc. 't Said he (Sama-el) how can I make him 
(Adam) sin before Him ; so that he shall be driven away from be
fore Him ; so he descended with all his hosts, and he sought upon 
the earth a companion like himself and he found the Serpent and it 
had a d'mqotlt, i. t. , appearance, like a camel ; so he rode upon it 
and came to that woman : Said he to her, ' Did not Elohim say : You 
should not eat from all the trees of the Gan, i. t. , Garden. '  Said she ; 
' We have not been forbidden only from the Etz lta-Da-atlt, i. e. , Tree of
Knowledge, which is in the Garden, and of that only, Elohim said ; You 
shall not eat from it and not touch it or thou mayest die. ' * * * What 
did Sama-el the Wicked, then do, he touched the Tree and the Tree 
huva'lt, i. e. , cried out : * * * Sama-el said to her ; ' Behold ! I touched 
the Tree, yet I did not die, if you touch it you will not die. ' The woman 

* The ancient Hebrews always faced the East in worship, this brought the left side
to the North. It will be noticed that, in the ancient Asiatic representations of the an
drogene, the woman's side is the left side. See also Anl1, p. 1 20 and 142, and Fig. 36. 

t The " fish "  are the evil spirits, the " birds " are the angels.
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touched the Tree and she saw that the Ma/all Hamovetli, i. e. , Angel of 

Death, came near to her, and she said ; ' Surely I will die now, and the 

Holy, Blessed be He ! will make another woman and give her to Adam, 

but I will do thus : ' I will cause him to eat with me, so if we die we

shall both die together, and if we shall live we shall both live together. '
So she took from its fruit and gave it to her husband. * * * So the 

Holy, Blessed be He I said to her ; ' It is not enough to thee that thou

hast sinned but thou hast brought sin to Adam too , '  said she before Him ; 

' Lord of the World, the Serpent induced me that I should sin before 
Thee. ' So the Holy, Blessed be He ! brought all Three before Him and 

sentenced them with nine curses and death, and threw Sama-el and his 
followers down from the Place of their Holiness in Heaven, and cut the 

feet off the Serpent and cursed him, more than all the beasts and animals, 

and commanded that he should lose his skin after (every) seven years. " * 

THE SIN OF ADAM CAUSETH THE TASTE OF DEATH. " Come, See ! If 

Adam had not sinned NJne would liave lasted the taste ef deatli befqre they 

ascended to the Upper World, but because he sinned so he lastedllie tasle 
of death befqre he ascended to the other world, and the Bua' Ii spirit, (of
Adam) was separated from the gr1ff, i. e ., body, and remained in this 
world ; and the Bua' Ii spirit, has to cleanse itself in the river Dinur 

{Dan. vii, 10) to receive punishment, and afterwards he (the Bua' Ii) goes

up to the Gan Etkn, i. e. ,  Garden of Eden, on the Earth, and there are 

prepared for him other garments of light, like the partzupli, i. e. , appear

ance, of the pff, i.e. , body, in thii; world, and he (the Bua' Ii) is clothed 

in it and there is always his habitation. "  t 

OF PARADISE AND HELL. " Said R. Yitz-haq ; the Holy, Blessed be 

He ! as well as He created a Gan Edm (Paradise) on earth so He also 

created a Gai-hinnom upon earth, as well as He created a Gan Eden, i.e. ,  

Garden of Eden, Above, so  He created a Glli-hilllZQm Above. He  created 
a Gan Edm Below, on the earth : as it is written ; 'And YHVH Elohim 

planted a Garden in Eden. (Gen. i i ,  8 .)  He created a Gai-ninllQm in 

the earth : as it i s  written ; ' A  land of  darkness, as darkness itself. ' (Job 

* Zobar i, 356, and � Hosnmutos, 1 26. Sepber ha-Babir, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i,
fol. 28a and 6, col. 1 10, 1 1 1. Sepber ba.Babir. 

t Zohar iii, 1 596, Rayab Me'bemnab, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol 766, col. 303. 
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x ,  22 .) He created Gan Eden Above : as i t  is written ; ' But the Nep

lush animal soul, of my lord shall be bound in the bundle of life with 

YHVH thy Elo-hai. ' (I Sam. xxv, 29. ) And it is written ; ' The Bua'h

spirit, shall return to Elohim . '  (Eccl. xii, 7 . )  H e  also created the Glii
hinfWlfl Above : as it is written : ' And the Neplush animal soul, of thine 

enemies (enemy) them shall he sling out as out of the middle of a sling 

(Ibid.)" * 
Compare on this subject Kitto 's  Cyclopedia of Biblical Literature, Ed. 

1 876. Art. Hell, Paradise. On the Tree of Life in Paradise, etc . ,  by 

Dr. Benjamin Kennicott. 

OF SAMA-EL OR SATAN A?fD L1L-JTH. " The female (Lil-ith) of Sama-el 

was a maid-servant to the Matroneethah. And Sama-el, the other ail (el 

= god), was a servant to the Holy, Blessed be He I afterwards the causes

(people) Below, made them to be an elohim, and the Holy, Blessed be 

He I is prepared to put them away from the world and entirely destroy

them. "t  

L1L-JTH AND SAMA-EL. " When man connects himself in the Truth, 
that is in the Thorah ; he needs to be tested on the, same place where his 

father has been tested, so he shall go up perfect and come back perfect. 
Adam ascended but did not watch himself, but was seduced by her and 

sinned with, that Eslulh Z'flQOtleem, i. e. , the Harlot, (Lil-ith) which is the 

First Serpent, i. e. , Na' hash Qad'mo-ah. It is written ; ' And Ya-kob 
went from Beer-sheba, and went toward Haran. ' (Gen. xxviii, 10 .)  

' And went towards Haran. '  That is the side of the Esluth Z'noonum,

that is a harlot, which is a mystery. ' From the strength of Yitz-haq, ' that 

is from the strength of judgment (Din), from the lees of old wine went 
out a spark which comprised male and female, and it spread itself out to 

many sides and paths ; the male is called Sama-el and the female is always 

comprised in him, as it is on the Holy side so is it in the Evil side, male 

and female are merged in each other. The female of Sama-el which is 

* Zobar i, 6761 col 2681 Midrasb ba-Ne'elam. Cremona Ed. Brody Ed. i, 1o66.

t Zohar iii, fol. 27761 Brody Ed. Rayab Me'bemnab. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 1 346, 

col. 536. Comp. as to Lil.itb, Kitto's Cyclop. Bib. Liter. ii, p. 834-5. Also a,,u, p. 248.
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Na'Jiash, i. e. , the Serpent, is called Eshelh Z'Monum. "* Compaie on 
this subject the Apocalypse as to the female companion of the Beast.

" Sama-el was clothed in the tf'yooq-nah of an Ox, (whence the cloven 
hoofs), and Lil-ith in the d'yooq·nah of a Mule (whic;h is sterile). But 
both are united as one. " t 

" The evil angry-maid, (which is Lil-ith) is the devastation of the world 
and she is the lash in the hands of the Holy, Ble$ed be He ! to strike 
(punish) the guilty." t  

" Li'/-ilh i s  the mother of  the Shedim and the Maziqim, i. e. , the e n
snarers. "§ 

Na-amoh (Pleasure, Delight) I I  i s  the mother of Shedin. She is con
sidered as a very beautiful woman who drew down from heaven, the two 
great angels U zza and Azael, the principal of the B' nai Elohim. She has 
the power of assuming the fom1 of a very beautiful woman. (Zohar i, f)b, 
5 5a, Brody Ed.) Aigrolh is also a great female demon. She is the 
daughter of Ma' lzlath the female demon who causes sickness. 

The Four Lower Oppositions to the Four Worlds, are I. The inclina
tion of the heart towards Evil, the opposition to A'lsul-ah. II. The 
actual thought of Evil in the .Rua'h, the opposition to B' ru-ah. III. Use 
of Evil words, the opposition to Ye' luer-ah. IV. External Evil Action 
answering to the opposition to A' suy-ah. 

If man turns his heart from the Deity, the latter turns His higher Sub
lime Face away, the She-kheen-ah leaves, and the .D'yooq-nah withdraws 
from his Nuhamah. If man's sin continues and he becomes hardened, 
Satan obtains complete control over the Divine Tse/em in him, and dark
ness and spiritual death rule over him and he has Gai-hinnqm in this life.

THE GREAT AND SMALLER DEMONS. " What is said : ' Let not Elohim 
speak with us, lest we die. ' (Ex. xx, 19 .) Those have been the ignorant 
(the mixed people) who have been with them (the Israelites) and because 
they have been from the side of that Evil Serpent, of which is said by 

* Zohar i, 1476, 148a, Sithrai Thorah, Brody Ed. i, 248a, Livomo Ed. Cremona
Ed. i, fol . 86a, col 342- Ante, p. 33 1 . 

t Zohar ii, 1926, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 846, col. 336-337. 

t Zohar ii, 1906, Rayah Me'hemnah, · Brody Ed. See also i, 1900 and 6.
� Zohar ii, 268a, Brody Ed. 

I I See Dan. xi, 37, and Kitto's Cyclop. Bib. Liter. iii, Title, Nanea.
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Him ; ' That you shall be cursed of all the animals. ' And there are 
many mixtures, but there are mixtures from the side of the Serpent * * * 

and also mixtures from the side of the Maii9im, i. e. , the strong hurtful 
demons, the souls of the guilty, they are the real Mari9im of the world. 

And there is also a mixture of the Sludim, i. e. , external destroying
demons, and of the .Ru'hin, i. e. , also hurtful spirits, and the Li/in, i. e. , 

children of Lil-ith, and they are all mixed in Israel, and none of them 
are so evil as Amale9/z which is the very Evil Serpent, the .,me � I + 30
+ I + 8 + 200 = 240 ail a'lwr, i.e. , the other god.* He has been the

revealer of all shame and evil things in the world, he is a murderer, and 

his other half is Sam Mooetlz Ar, i. e. , t The Strong Poison of Death, and 
all are Sama-el, but it is Sama-el and Sama-el and not all are equal, but 

this side of the Serpent (the First Serpent) is the curse and worst of all. "t 

" Come, See ! To that place which is the Unclean Spirit (Samii-el), the 

Holy, Blessed be He ! gave him dominion to rule in the world in many 

sides, and he can injure, and we have no permission to mock him, we 

must rather beware of him, that he shall not accuse us in our holiness."§  

" Never shall man open his mouth t o  the Satan, because he  is  always 

present with man, so he will take those words and accuse us with them 

Above and Below. " I I  
" Come, See ! I n  those evil species are three degrees, one above the 

other. The upper degree of these three hang in the air, the lowest degree 
of them, are these which laugh at people and trouble them in their dreams, 

because they are impudent like dogs. And there is a higher degree upon 

them which are from the Above and the Below, which make known to man 

things which are sometimes true and sometimes not true, and those things 

which are true they happen in the future. "  � 
* pLio; Amaleqh 70 + 40 + 30 + 100 = 240, the same number hy Gematria as 

ail a'/11,, also the same as ., .. 0 200 + 40 = 240 Mar, i. t., bitter. The initials are 
those of Ma/al Rali, i. t., Evil Angel. 

t This is the real Lil-ith, the mother of al I the evil spirits. 
t Zohar i, 286, 294, Brody Ed. Livomo Ed. i, 5 1 a. 

f Zohar ii, 2376, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 1 1 6a, col 461 .  

I I  Zohar i ,  1 75a, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i ,  fol. 996, col. 396.

11' Zohar iii, 25a, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. iii, fol. 1 1 6, col. 43. The Cremona Edition 
has not the words in ila/ies. 



THE ANGEL OF DEATH, ETC. " The Ma/all HamQVtth, i. e. , the Angel of 
Death, is a t  the same time the Deceiver, Satan and Accuser, what he does 

is the Will of the Holy, Blessed be He ! Although he ought not to de

ceive but he does this because the Holy, Blessed be He ! orders it through 

love to His children. This is like to a king who has an only son, and he 

loves him very much, and because of his love tells him not to go near 

evil women, because one who associates with such is not worthy to enter 

the king's palace, and his son promises him he would do his biddings. 
There was a beautiful but evil woman outside (of the palace). The king 
desired to test the will of his son, so he sent for this woman and said to 

her : ' Go and seduce my son ! '  She tempted the son o f  the king and 
caressed him and spoke to him sweetly with many words. If that son 

had been good and obeyed his father's words he would have repelled her,

and his father, the king, would have been very happy and have taken him 

into the palace and rewarded him and given him great honor. But who 
would now have caused all this honor ? This evil woman would have 

caused all this honor, and so she would be praised for it also because of 
the rewards to the son ; so it is with the Angel of Death, because through 

him the just, if they do not follow the Ma/all HamQVt/h, inherit all the 
hidden things Above ; and if it were not for him, they would not (have 

been able to exercise their will for the good, and) have all this honor. " * 
" Above in the Tree of Life exist no strange Q' lippotlu for it is said : 

' With Thee dwelleth no Evil ' (Ps. v, 5) but in the Tree, Below, exist 
the strange Q'lt'ppoths. " (Zohar i, 2 7a, Brody Ed. ) " Above are not any 

Q' lippoth for no one can enter in the Gate of the King in a rough 

(strange) garment, but the Q' lippoth are Below. " t 
BLESSINGS AND THE EvIL EYE. " That place is hidden from which all 

the blessings come, and therefore everything of man which is hidden, the 

blessings rest upon it ; and all the things which are revealed that place 

is where judgment rests, and ht who rests upon that place is ca/ltd Rah 

Ei-un, i. e. , Evil Eye. " t 

* Zobar i i ,  1 63a and 6, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii , fol. 726, col 287-8.
t Zobar, Rayab Me'bemnah, Brody Ed. Joel, Rdigions·pltilosoplt.u tits Solt.ar, p. 291 , 

note 1 .  

t Zobar i ,  646, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. i ,  fol. 5oa, col. 1 g8. That in  italics i s  not 

in the Cremona Edition. 
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" That we have said : In every place where the side of holiness rests, 

when the counting comes from the holy side, the blessing always rests 
upon it and never leaves iL From where do we know that ? From 
.,111;0 Maaur Tithes, because this is the count to holiness so the blessing
is found upon it ; but all other things in the world which do not come

from the holy side no blessing can rest upon it when it is counted, be

cause the Sith-rah a' It-rah other side, which is the Rah Ei-un Evil Eye, 

can rule over it. * * * And when the enumeration is revealed 
although it is holy, also from it, pur9onalt, i. t. , remission, has to be 

given . "  * 

" The Holy, Blessed be He ! is prepared to expel the unclean Rua' It 
spirit, from the world. "  (Zohar i, 7ob, Brody Ed. ) 

" The Righteous will be prepared to look upon the Yt' her ha-rah like

an immense mountain and will wonder and say ; ' How could we cross such 

a large mountain ? '  and the Evil (souls) will look upon. him as if thin like

a hair and they will wonder and say : ' How can we not cross over ?' 

And both will weep. And the Holy, Blessed be He ! will burn that Evil 

Spirit from the world so that he rule no more. "t 

THE COMING OF THE MESSIAH, DEATH OF ALL THE THEN LIVING, AND 

OF THE NEw KINGDOM. " It is written : ' I  kill and I make alive. ' (Deut. 

xxxii, 39.) That means : Till now death has been from Sith-rah a' lt-rali 

the other side, but from now on ' I kill and I make alive, ' that is, in that

time (when the Messiah comes) all those who have not tasted the taste of 
death will die through Him, and He will revivify them at once. Why 

is this ? Because nothing whatever of that pollution (the pollution of 

sin) shall remain in the world, and there will be a new world made by 
the Holy, Blessed be He ! "  t 

" The Q' lippotlt, I. t. , Shells and Evil Spirits, will not depart till the 

time of the Day of Resurrection, when the dead revive from the grave, 

then shall the Q' lippotlt be broken and from the Brain inside, the light 
shall shine into the world ."§  

* Zobar ii, 2250, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed .  ii, ( ol 1 196, col. 40J. 

t Zobar i, 1906, Brody Ed. 
* Zobar ii, 1o86, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol. 490, col 193. Livomo Ed. ii, 

1936. Comp. Rev. xxi, I ;  1 Cor. xv, 5 1  SI/• 
f Zobar ii, 6g6, Brody Ed. Cremona Ed. ii, fol 310 ,  col. 1 22.



We will now close, we have given but a very few of the many interest

ing passages of the Zohar for want of space. If a desire on the part of 
the public, justifies us in the attempt, we will, in the future, give many
more which are of still greater value to the history of religion, theosophy 
.and philosophy. 

Ficure 37 .-A Hindu representation or the idea or the Hakrokosm and Mikrokosm. 
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APPENDIX A. 

(FiTst puhlislud in "Tltt Kty1lont," Frttffl/1.Stm Nnuspap, Pltiladtljllia, Dtt""6w 

�s. 1886.) 
AN ANCIENT LODGE OF INITIATES. 

FROM THE QABBALAH.

T
HE Qabbalah of the Hebrews is undoubtedly of great antiquity, 

a reminiscence of an ancient " Wisdom Religion" of Asia, for 

we find its doctrines, in germ, in the ancient Buddhist, Sanskrit,

Zend, and Chinese books, also examples of its peculiar exegesis in the oc

cult book, Genesis, and in Jeremiah. The present text-book of the Qabbal

ists is the Sepher lta-Zoltar, Book of Illumination, or Splendor. This is a 

mystical, running commentary, on the Pentateuch or Thorah (Law), based 
on the Sod, i. t. , Secret Doctrine, and contains imbedded in it, as it 

were, a number of other very old writings, as is evident from their style 

and contents. Among these are some, asserted to have proceeded from an 
initiate, the Thanaite R. Shim-on ben Yo-'hai, who flourished, circa 1 1 0-

203 A .  D .  He  was a pupil o f  the great Qabbalist R.  Akeeba, who was 

executed by the Emperor Hadrian, for participation in the Bar'ko-khab 

rebellion. These books are the Sipltra .D' Tzniootltalt, Book of Secrecy 
(Mystery, Retirement or Modesty) , the Idralt .Ra66alt, or Great Assem

bly (of the Threshing-floor). This assumes the presence of the full 

and perfect number, ten initiates ; and the continuation of the pre

ceding two, the Idralt Zootalt or Small Assembly, composed of the 

remaining seven, three having died during the giving the Idralt .Ra6-

6alt. There is no doubt, from the Talmud, that this Thanaite had 

much of his time engrossed in teaching a school for the more elect, and 

for that reason, it is stated, was excused from the necessity of being 

present at all the prayers of the Synagogue. The Zohar and Zoharic 
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writings were first �e known as a totality, outside of the initiates, but 

written in a concealed manner, about the latter part of the thirteenth 
century, but many of the Qabbalistic doctrines therein are archaic, and 

can be traced to a very much earlier time. We find more or less of them 
in the Old Testament, Apocrypha, Book of 'Hanokh, New Testament, the 

Mishna, the early Patristic literature, in Philo, Josephus and the Hermetic 

books, later in the Neo-platonic school and that of Alexandria, and traces 

in the two Talmuds and in Gnosticism, especially the systems ofValentinus 

and Marcus. Also in the Dreams of St. Synesios ; the writings of the pseudo

St. Dionysios, the Areopagite ; the works of Saad-yah ha-Gaon, (892-942 

A.D.) ; Sherira ha-Gaon (930-1000 A. D. ) ; his son-in-law, R. Eliyah ha

Zaken ; his brother, R. Yekuthiel ; and of Hay Gaon, son of Sherira Gaon, 

(969-1038 A.D.) The latter is said to have been the first, who used the
expression 'Hok/uflQlh lia- Qabba/ah, i. e. , Wisdom of the Qabbalah ; and 

from him, it has been said, it was borrowed by Ibn Gebirol, in the lat
ter's Tiqqoon Middath ha-Nephesh, i. e. , Adjustment of the Attributes of 

the (Life) Soul. Hay also speaks of the Sephiroth,* as do R. Azariel b. 

Mena'hem, Ibn Gebirol (Avicebron), and many others. 

We give from the beginning of the Idrah .Rabbah, the opening of an 

ancient Lodge of Qabbalists, which the learned initiates of to-day will ap

preciate, as its form goes back to circa 1 50  A.D. ,  and existed l ikely long 

before, in ancient Chaldea. For the prophet who wrote on the banks of 

the Ke'bar, Ezekiel, is one of the greatest ancient Qabbalists, as appears 

from his asserted vision, which is really a Qabbalistic statement, and is a 
further development of Isaiah (vi, 1-8) and I .Chronicles (xviii, 18  el u9. 
II Chron. iii, 8-1 3) . The raising of the hands, appears on many of the 

Chaldean signet seals from 2600 B. C. down, as does also the idea of the 
Triad. This is especially evident in the stone Tablet found in the Tem

ple of the Sun-god at Sipara, now called Abu Habba, and the cylinder 
seal of Dungi, King of Babylon, son of king Urukh. 

The Idrah .Rabbah Qad-dusfurt says : " It has been learned : Said R. 

* His language is quoted by the erudite Qabbalist, R. Moses Cordovero in his Partin 

Rimmonim, Chapter on Splendor, f r .
t Holy Assembly o f  the Threshing Floor. Cremona Edition. Vol. iii, fol 6ra, col 

242 'i· 



Shim-on (ben Yo-'hai) to the Companions : ' How long shall we sit in 
the condition of a convivial company ? It is written ; ' It is time to work 

for YHVH, for they have destroyed Thy Thorah ! '  The days are short 

and the Creditor presses, the herald cries out daily,* and the mowers of 
the field are few in number, and those who are on the grounds of the vine

yard (i. e., humanity) do not care, and know not to what place to go as 
they ought to. Assemble Companions to the Threshing-floor in your 

breast·plates and (with) spears in your hands, be immediate in your 

preparation, in counsel, in wisdom, in understanding, in knowledge, in 

attention, in hands and in feet, make rule over you the King, in whose 
power is life and death, in order to determine sentences of Truth, words 

to which the Holy ones, Above, give heed, and delight to hear them and 

know them. '  

R.  Shim-on sat and wept, and then said : ' Woe i f  I reveal ! Woe if l 

do not reveal I '  The Companions who were there kept silent. R. Abbah
arose and said to him ; ' With the permission of the Master to reveal ? ' The 

secret of YHVH i$ with those who fear Him, ' and truly, these Compan
ions here assembled are fearing the Holy, Blessed be He ! They have just 

entered into the assembly of the House of the Tabernacle, some have 

entered and some have gone out. ' It has been learned, that the Compan

ions were numbered in the presence of R. Shim-on and there were found 

to be present, R. El'azar, his son ; and R. Abbah, R. Yehudah, R. Yo
seh son of Ya-kob, R. Yitz-haq, R. 'Hiz'qee-yah son of Rab, R. ' He-yah, 

R. Yo-seh, R. Y e-sah. They gave their hands to R. Shim-on and raised their 

fingers upwards, t and they entered into the field and sat down between 

the trees. R. Shim-on arose and offered a prayer and then sat down in 

* Similar ideas are in lbn Gebirol's Ketlur Malklrutli. Almost the same words are in

the Pirfl A6otlr. See Sayings of the Jewish Fatben, etc., by Charles Taylor, Cam

bridge, 1 877, pp. 54. 55. 

t See Ante pp. 2 1 8, 236. The initiates in the Qabbalab will understand the correct 

form. In this connection note the peculiar way of holding the fingen and bands by the 

figures, on the Akkadian, Babylonian and Assyrian cylinder signets, in the G� 

Orimlak, by J. Menant, Paris, 1883-1886. Col/e,h"m tie Cln-'f• Paris, 1885 Sf. F. 
Lajard, CrJte Ni/lira, also bis Ctdle tie Yenus : Scribner's Monthly, January, 1 887 ; and 

the American Joum. of Arcba:ology, Vol. ii, No. 3. 
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their midst, and said ; ' Let each one place his hands in my lap.'* They 

placed their hands and he took hold of them. He then began and said ; 
' Cursed be the man who shall make an idol or a molten image, the work 

of the hands of the craftsman, and putteth it in a secret place ; and all 
the people answered and said, Amen. 't R. Shim-on began and said ; 
' It is time to work for YHVH. ' What means ' Time to work for 

YHVH ?' Because they have destroyed Thy Thorah (the Pentateuch, 
which is the Sacred Writing or Bible, par erullenu, to the Israel

ite). What means ' They have destroyed Thy Thorah ?' The Thorah 
from, Above, which will be made void, if it is not performed accord

ing to its requirements. Wherefore is this ? To the Al-Itek Yo

men, i. t. , Ancient of Days : (also called A'rttkli An.pun, the I;ong 

Faces), for it is written : ' Happy art thou, Israel, who is like unto 
thee ! '  And i t  is written : ' Who is like unto Thee YHVH among the 

Elim, i. t. , Mighty ones ! ' " He called R. El- azar his son, and ordered 

him to sit down before him (i. t. , in front of him) and R. Abbah on the
other side (i. t. , beside him R. Shim-on, the master)1 and (R. Shim-on)

said : " We are typical of All ; t thus far the columns have been estab

lished. They kept silence, they heard voices, and their knees knocked 

together. What voices ? They were the voices of the Congregation 

Above, which gathered together. (The spirits of the just (pious) and 

the She'kheen-ah or Divine Presence.) R. Shim-on rejoiced and 

said : " '  YHVH I have heard Thy speech, I was afraid ! '  He said : 

' There, this fear was becoming, but as to us, all depends on love, as is 
written : ' Thou shalt love YHVH Eloh'e-hu, ' i. t. , thy Ail, and is writ

ten : ' While YHVH loves you, ' and is written : ' I have loved you, says 
YHVH. '§ R. Shim-on began and said : ' He who walketh as a tale-

* An ancient Hebrewmethod of taking an oath. Gen. xxiv, 2; xlvii, 29. See Kitto's

Biblical Cycl. , Ed. 1 876, iii, p. J48. 

t The numerical value of joat Amen, = 91 ,  the same as the total value of, l'll:'l' -
26 (YHVH) and 'l"Ut - 65 (ADoNaY). 

t That is, now we represent the three columns of the Universe, the Right, Centre 

and Left columns of the Tree of Life, the Ten Sephiroth, or the whole universe. 

� The doctrine of Love to God is the keystone of all the true Mystics and Tbeoso
phers who have ever lived, but not goodness resulting from fear. See Anlt, p. 429. 
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bearer revealeth a secret, ' but the ' faithful in spirit concealeth at matter. ' 

(Prov. xi, 1 3.)  ' He who walketh a tale-bearer, ' since is said ; ' tale

bearer ' why is said, ' he walketh ?' A man ' a tale-bearer ' ought to be 

said. ' Who walketh ?' He who is neither sedate in his spirit nor true, 

the word which he has heard, is moved hither and thither as bran on the 
water, until the water drives it away. For what reason ? Because his 

spirit is not a lasting spirit, . but whose spirit is a lasting spirit, of him i t  

is written : ' And the spirit concealeth the word. '  The phrase ' faithful 

in spirit, ' denotes firmness of spirit, as is said : ' And I will fasten him as 

a nail in a firm place. ' The matter depends on secresy.

ten : ' Suffer not thy mouth to cause thy flesh to sin . '  

And i t  i s  writ

And the world 
could not exist, but through that which is secret, and if with regard to 

earthly affairs there is need of mystery, how much more in matters the 

most secret of secrets in the Al-lttk Yo-men which are not even transmitted 

to the highest angels. " (The just or righteous are considered by the 

Qabbalists as having more knowledge and as higher, than the angels. )  
Said R .  Shim-on ; " I will not tell the heavens to  listen , I will not tell 

the earth to hear, for truly we now compose the columns of the world, 
i. e. , the ten Sephiroth. "* 

* The first Sephirah Ke/lier the Crown, represents the Master ; the sixth Tiplt''9rellt 

Beauty, the sun ; the last, Ma/Uutlt the Kingdom, the moon. The 6rst applies to the 

highest point of the head of the Makrokosm, the second to the heart, the third to the 

powers of continuing life, or perhaps soles of the feet. In this connection note : " The 

place of I lie io/u of my fut' (Ezek. xliii, 7). Also the veneration among the Buddhists

for the impression of the soles of Sakhya Mdni's feet. The Ten Upper Sephiroth as a 

totality, are the Qabbalistic Tree of Life, and the Adam Qadmon, or Great Man of the 

East, the Ideal or Celestial Adam, the Upper Makrokosm, the A'tz.eel-atic Adam. Me

tatron is the B'ree-atic Adam, the Mediator between the Deity and His creatures. 

(Comp. I Cor. xv, 44-49. //!id. xii, 1 2-27.) And in this Makrokosm, the Name YHVH, 

is contained ; and when the Kingdom of YHVH (i. e .  the Lord), is established upon 

this, our earth (see the great vene Rev. xi, 1 5) ,  then ; " YHVH shall be the king over 

all the earth ; (and) on that day Y HVH will be One, and His Name, One." (Zach. 

:xiv, 9.) 
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APPENDIX B. 

SYNOPSIS OF THE CHINESE QABBALAH . At a meeting of the 
Numismatic and Antiquarian Society of Philadelphia, held at its 

Hall, December 2d, 1 886, I read a paper entitled : " The Chinese 

Qabbalah, or the Book called the Yih-King," of which the following is 
an abstract : 

The esoteric religious metaphysics, now called Kabbalah or Qabbalah, 
are a reminiscence of an ancient " Wisdom Religion, " which appears to 

have existed, at a most archaic period, in the Asiatic learned world. It 
is therefore not surprising, that il'9 germs may be found in the ancient

books of China. The oldest book of the Chinese which has reached our 

day is, most likely, the Yih King, i. e. , Book of Changes, said to have been 

first written 2850 B. C . ,  in the dialect of the Akkadian or Black race, of 

Mesopotamia. The earliest historical antiquity of the Chinese, is with 
Fu-hsi, drca 3400 B. C. , the lowest, with K'ung-Foo-Tse, i. e. , the Master

Kung (Confucius b. 5 5 1 ,  B. C.),  about the time of the last Jewish return 

from Babylonia, a few years before the death of Sakhya Moni. In the 

Yih, the Great Extreme is 0, the two elementary forms are, male, active,

---, female, passive, -- --. The Yih has a system of num

bers which recall the tetrad and decade of Pythagoras. Early Chi

nese scholars say : " In the Yih is the Great Extreme. When we speak 

of Yin (male), and Yang (female), we mean, the :ether collected in the 

Great Void. When of Hard and Soft, the :ether collected and formed 

into substance. The trigrams of the Yih contain the three powers, 
* * * the three powers unite and are one. ' '  * The pro

cess of change is production and reproduction. Kwei, the animal 

soul, is !!imilar to the Hebrew, Nepkesh ; Shan, the intellectual soul, to 
the Nesltamah ,· Khien, (the symbol of) heaven, is father ; Khwan, 

(the symbol of) earth, is mother ; Kan (manifests) the first appli
cation (of Khien to Khwan), resulting in the begetting of (the first) male 

(or undivided line), hence Kan (? Qua-in) is called the oldest son . " God 

• Laou Tu' bad somewhat similar ideas. See Antt, pp. 1 1 2, 1 1 3 .
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comes forth in Kan (to his producing work). " This is apparently the 

B'ree·atic Adam or Metatron, the Makrokosm. The male numbers are, 

light circles and odd, I ,  3, 5, 7, 9 ; the female, dark and even numbers�
are, 2, 4,  6, 8, I o .  The light circles are Yang, vivifying energy, Thai 
Yang, the Great Brightness, the sun, male ; the dark circles are Yin, the 

moon, female, plastic, called Thai Yin, the Great Obscurity. The 

Spiritual Light is represented by ---, the darkness by --- ---.
The numbers belonging to Heaven are 5 ,  to earth 5 . The triad or three

powers are, Heaven, Man, Earth. The Man is the Great Man, paralleling 

the Makrokosm of the Hebrew Qabbalah. But it differs, in that the 
Great Universal Man of the ancient Chinese religion, is perfect, all ac
tive, nature. The perfect number is I o .  The numbers for heaven, the 

---, or male, are 2, I, 6 = 9 ; for earth, the --- ---, or female,
1, 4, 4 = 9 ; 2 1 6  + I 44 = 360, ( I 2x30 = 360 . )  Heaven is as the circum

ference of a circle, it is three times its diameter. Its number is 3.  

The earth is  square, the circumference of a square, is  four times its 
length or breadth, or is of two pair of equal sides. The number of the 
earth is 2 .  Heaven gives Form, the Earth is vitalized, receives Form. 

Life is the keeping of Form, death is the going back to Non-Form. 

In these, as in the Hebrew Qabbalah, is the harmony between the spir

itual and material. It says, we �an comprehend the invisible only 

through the visible. The Chinese say " God (Himself) cannot be seen , 

we see Him in the things which He produces. " (Comp. Exod. xxxiii, 
I�23.) The Yih says : " When we speak of spirit, we mean the subtile 

presence (and operation of God), within all things. " The Chinese con
ception of the earth is that of a cube, and a cube has 6 sides, is a symbol 
of the content of all dimension, i. e. , length, breadth and depth ; these are 

only grasped by the human mind through their positive and negative poles, 

which make 6, and with the energies of these poles, going out of and re
turning to the rest point, we have in the centre, the rest point, the 
cessation of motion or 7th day of Genesis. Khan is the lineal symbol 

of water, as a character, its meaning is " a  pit, a defile ;"  so in the Qab

balah, the Deity cut into or excavated in the abyss, the face of the 

deep, the forms of the things. " The Superior Man," says the Yih, 

" in accordance with his large (nature) virtue (energy ?), supports (men
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and) things. " Khang-ze says of him : " Dwelling on high, and taking 
nothing from those below him, but on the contrary giving more to

them, the Superior Man accomplishes his aim on a grand scale. 1 1  This 
aim is to increase what others have, he is the life giving. " In his 
single person," says Lin Hsiyuan, " he sustains the burden of all under 
the sky * * * birds, beasts and creeping things, etc. , depend on 
him for the fulfillment of their destined being. " (Comp. Ps. viii. ) 

The universe is a Makrokosm, humanity a Mikrokosm. (See the Yo 
Ki of the Li Ki §  iii, 3 .) Human reason is that of the Universe. The 

sage, the Yih says, knows the characteristics of the anima and the ani

mus. The latter, shan, expands and ascends, in it the breath of life
predominates in the essence of the animal soul, but the anima or 
llwri contracts, shrivels, goes back to earth and to non-entity. The 
Yih holds ; everything is always in motion, expanding and contract- .
ing, similar to the Tzimtzum of the Hebrew Qabbalah. The Yang origi

nates a shadowy outline, the Yin fills this outline with substance. Here is 
the Qabbalistic doctrine of the Balance as set forth in the Siphrah D' Tzni 
oothah or  Book of  Secrecy, and the philosophical system of lbn Gebirol, 

with which the much earlier writer, the pseudo-Dionysios, the Areopagite, 
is often in accord. The Hebrew Qabbalistic idea of the Ain Sofo, the With
out End, is stated by Wang Pi (A. D 226-249) in  his Commentary on the 

I 
Yih. The original of ALL appears to be the Supreme Desire, Wisdom, 

Reason or Word. The Hebrew Qabbalistic idea, of the first emanation 
or creation, being that of a point, N' qootiah, is the shang with Ti-Shang

Ti, the male-female, Chinese creating Deity. The point representing 

the Yoni, the inert plastic matter, is placed on the foreheads of Hindus 

and Japanese. With the Chinese, the creating Deity active, is expressed 

by T, when inactive .J:,* and we know that, mathematically, the centre of

a geometrical point is infinitesimal. The Upper World is signified by the 

* So  in the Zohar, iii, 1 246, Brody Edition, 1 873 ; we have the following Figure :

1 I I l ' I In the Hebrew Qabbalah these nre the symbols of the Active and Pass·

• ._ ._ ive, and they are called Trnsin, i. e., Searching, that is that either Namen , n 't cannot be found alone, because one is always Mercy and the other always

Judgment, but Judgment always tempers Mercy and Mercy always tempers 

Judgment. The Zobar asserts the world could not exist on either one, by itself. 
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first symbol. The dot denotes the descending heavenly scintillation. 

The second symbol is of the Lower World, and the ascending and return

ing heavenly scintillation is shown. The Chinese imagine three heavens 

or spheres, corresponding to those termed by the Hindus vhU, vliuvar 

and svar. The Chinese symbolize these three heavens by =• when they 

wish to symbolize the Lord of these, they cross them, with a perpendicu

lar line :E. Above this they put a dot, for the highest Deity.* We have

in this the idea of the Mt'norali or seven branched candlestick of the 

Hebrews. The three points in the heavens formed the holy '
triangle, symbolized by the Holy Balance of the Ark of the Cov-

enan t ;  the Slit' llliun-ali in the midst and above, the two Che-

rubim ; one on the right, the other on the left, below. This represented 

the Divine Triad. 

• NoTJt.-Compare, the Angel-Messiah of Buddhists, Essenes and Christians, by

�est De Bunsen. London, 1 88o, p. 57 '' uq. Theolog . of the Chinese, W. H .  

Medhurst, Sen. Sbangb!E, 1847, p. 198 '' uq. 

Fi111re 39.-Brahma Viraj, the Hindu androcenic fint manifestation, of Brahman (-'") .f 

t See my Article in, The Path, New York, 1886, p. 251 z�. 
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CONSTllCCTJON OF THE AKKADIAN, CBALDEA.'f AND BABYLONIAN, UNIVDSE. 

Dlacram VI.-Represents a half section, diTided perpendicularly, of the inverted bowl-shaped univene, 
which wu the 1hape in which our universe wu thou&ht to exist, by the ancient AkkadiaAS, Chai· 
deana, Babylonians, A11yrians, Hindus, Hebrews, and most of the very ancient peoples, and by 
many even in Medieval times in Europe, before the time of Copernicus ; there bein& exceptions as 
we have mentioned (A11/1, p. 139 If.). 

A
REPRESENTS the Zodiac. It was m Space and the Great 

Celestial Ocean. This Great Ocean or Sea was called the 
' 

Deep and the Abyss. T' hom, the Great Dragon of  this Great 
Sea was also called Tiamal or Tiaval. In Akkadian it was termed aj>-su 

or ab-zu, i. t. , the dwelling place of knowledge. It was also termed Zi-kum 

or Zi-garum the Heaven or Deep, which was considered as extending 

above the firmament ef heaven : it was really the primordial Abyss out of 

which both heaven and earth proceeded. Subsequently it was called 
Bahu, " the Great Mother, " and earlier, " the pure wild heifer. " This 
was the Bo/IU of the Hebrew Genesis, and the Baau of the Phcenicians. 

Bahu was the plastic existing subtile chaotic matter, the azoth or rether 

mass, out of which, barah, i. t. , was scooped, the universe. Tholw, was 

the active energy, Boliu resisting energy. Zi or Zi-kum, i. t. , the spirit 
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of the deep. (see Ante, p. 243 sq. ) The Upper firmament was between A 

and C, from C to E was the Lower firmament. E represents the convex 

hollow earth shell. F F, the hollow concave under-world with its seven 

Zones, answering, as shadows, to the orbits of the seven planets. G was 

that part of the underworld called the Nadir ( or Root) a word which has 
been anglicized . In it were " the waters of life." Below it were the 2 1  
hells, the abode o f  demons. Extending beyond these upwards and 

around to an unknown distance, was the Great Crystal Sea, from or in 

which, the universe visible to man, was formed. B in Akkadian was 

E'zara, the zone of the fixed stars. A to B was the zone of Ana or Zi

ana the spirit of the heavens, called by the Semites Anu, also Baal 

Sha' mayum. Anu means in Sanskrit an atom, and from this word prob· 

ably comes our annual, and the Latin anus a circle. B to C was ul-gana, 

the lower part of the upper firmament. This was the zone of the planets, 

i. e., lubal or lu-bad, also called, " the seven bell-wethers. "  They were

" sheep," " wanderers," " watchers. " It was the zone of lightning and 

thunders, and was ruled by Bd or Baal: the lower part was said to be
ruled by him in common with Ea or Hea Wisdom. 

The planets, in the Assyrian b1'b!N, were arranged by the Chaldean 
astrologers, as follows : 

PlaMI Nttal Col""" Symlob tm I/ti Bnmdary Sltm1s. 
L a. Saturn Lead Black. Tortoise or Camel's head and 

neck. 

2. 6. Jupiter Tin White, sometimes oraDge, Bent horns arranged in a py-
or purple. ramidical shape. 

3. '· Mars Iron Red. Spear head. 

+ "· Sun Gold Yellow or gold color. Pointed star. 

S· '· Venus Copper Green or Yellow Green. Wedged shaped symbol. 
( YMi /) 

6. /. Mercury Quicksilver Blue. Erect serpent alongside of 
bent horns unnged in a 
pyramidical shape. 

7· K· Moon Silver Silver or silvery white. Crescent. 

Venus is placed next to the sun. This arrangement is required to 

produce the artificial sequence of the planetary names of the days of the 
week, as we now have them. It is one of the proofs that these came to
us from the people of Archaic Babylonia. C to E was the zone or firma-

29 
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ment of the atmosphere, of winds, storms and clouds. In it poured forth 
the rain through gamd, i. e. , gutters. This zone rested upon the convex 

Earth�hell E. The Earth-shell was called, " the countries. " Its spirit was 
si./a'-a. F, F, was under E, the Earth-shell. It was the realm of the king

of the ghost-world , the king of the dead, Mu/.lil or Mul-ge. It was also at 

one time thought to be especially ruled by Ea or Hea, the deity of Wis

dom. It was thought to contain seven zones. (Ante, p. 415  sq. " Is. xiv, 

15 . ) The dead were said to  be awarded positions in the different zones 
dependent on their sins when alive, but this point is not settled among 

As5yriologists. The good who died may have gone at once to the " land 

of the Silver Sky. " F, F, was called Ge, note the Glli of Gfii-niMQm, also
the place of El-im, and of Mul-ge or Mui-Iii, its king. It was the realm

of Nin-lli-gal or A/lat, queen of Hea or of Mul-ge. She was queen of " the 
Great Country ; "  " the country from whence none return ; "  " the land 

of no-return ;"  " the tomb ;"  " temple ;" and of elnlr-bal, " the temple 

of the dead." In some respects it was like the Hebrew Skeol(Is. xiv.) G, 

was the Nadir, the opposite of this, was (nus-ka) perhaps the Zenith. It 
was also " the foundation of the whole universe, ' '  and in it, was the throne 

of Baku or Chaos, near which were " the waters of life. " I, was K/uur.ak

kurra, the mountain of the East or, of the world. The ark was said to have 
rested upon it The gods lived upon it like the Hindu deities did on Mt. 

Meru, and the Greek deities on Mt. Olympus and Mt. Atlas. It sup

ported the firmament, and by some of the texts, it may be thought of as 

rooted in the Nadir. (Comp. Is. xiv, 1 3-14.) The Old Testament sev
eral times speaks of a Holy Mountain of God. The cuneiform texts imply 

it was used by the gods, like Jacob's Ladder, to go up and down on. (See 
Ante, p. 245 . )  It widened at the top and upon that they lived. It may 

have some reference to the polar star and the apparent revolutions of the 

heavens around it. II, is the Great chaotic Crystalline Sea, absu-arra,· 

or arra the river, surrounding the Earth-shell, and extending an indefi

nite distance. III, Nus-ka was on the top of the World-mountain. It 
was the pivot of the starry vault. IV, are the gates or entrances con

trolled by porters, to the underworld, the abode of A/lat. A place for 
the ghosts <A the dead, uo for punishment. In it were held the " waters 

of life ' '  a parallel perhaps to the Tree of Life. 
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An idea of the Egyptians and Hebrews, was, that the universe was 

depicted by the layers of an onion ; (see Anle, p. 415  sq. The former con

sidered in early times, that vegetable, as too sacred to be eaten .) The 

Mohammedans and Russians, from the onion-shaped domes of their sacred 

buildings, seem to have a similar idea as to this vegetable. Through the 
gloomy regions of the underworld the ancient peoples of Babylonia and 

Chaldea, thought the nocturnal journey of the sun took place. All the stars, 
planets, etc . ,  revolved around Khanak-kurra, the Mountain of the World, 

as to which the idea is pre-historic. It was the central shaft around which 

the heavens and earth were built, perhaps was referred to the North star, 

around which the Dipper appears to float. This pivotal point, the top of 
the world-mountain, was not thought of as the zenith for that was imme

diately above the land of Akkad, but the mountain which was the pivot
upon which the firmament revolved, was to the North East of the land of 

the Akkadians and Babylonians. Beyond this mountain was the land of 

Aralli , rich in gold * and inhabited by the blessed spirits and the gods. 
It was from the under-world F, F, that the demons of death and disease 

came, but they were subject to the control of the heavenly gods, and as 

we have said, it is not certain that the Akkadians and archaic Babylonians 

considered F, F, as the place inhabited by the dead of mankind, they

may have been placed in the yet lower abodes, and F F  have been con

sidered the place occupied by the Evil Spirits, Gnomes, etc. 
The Mazlnm, i. e. , ensnarers, who are also mentioned in the Zobar, (As

Maziqzm. See Anle p. 434 sq. ) obey the command " which comes from 
the midst of Heaven, the evil destiny which issues from the depths of the 
Abyss." One of the cuneiform tablets says : 

" They are the productions of the infernal regions, 

On high they bring trouble, and below they bring confusion." 

They penetrate everywhere : 
" Doon du not stop them, 

Bolts do not stop them, they glide in at the doon like serpents." 

Each part of the body had a demon to affect it, Idpa was the fever, 

Namlar the plague, Utug held the forehead, Alai the chest, Gigim the 

bowels, and Tela/ the hand. 

• Comp. Zobar i, Col. 1 320, col. 526. Brody Ed. i, 2496, 2500.
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The people had great fear of darkness, as did the ancient Hebrews, and 
the old and modem Hinrlus. 

The images of the spirits were amulets and talisman, and were cut on 
stone and worn suspended from the neck ; magic knots and bands, en

chanted waters, magic numbers, especially seven, and the supreme ineffa

ble name, known only to Ea ;*  were especially sacred. The figures of 
the winged bulls with human heads, Sed, A lap or Kirub (cherub), placed 
at the portals of palaces, were talisman which were supposed to contain 

invisible genii which were bound to the door posts as long as their images 
remained there ; the Jews to this day, place amulets, Mizuzzah (Ante p. 

67), in the door posts of their houses and use the Phylacteries. Some of 

the genii, e.g. , N"¥al, had a lion's body with a man's head, sometimes a 

man's body and a lion ' s  head, Nattig an eagle's head, Ustar a human 

likeness.t On the cylinder signets are representations of, the good and 

evil, light and darkness, a solar myth and the spirit of chaos and disorder, 
fighting. t These signets were not only talismans, but the impression of 

the intaglio was supposed to preserve the objects impressed, from the in

fluence of evil spirits. In the poem of the Descent of Ishtar, the infernal 
regions are divided into zones like those 

·
in the Zohar and parallel the 

poem of Dante, and the magic tablets mention, .. , seven doors and seven 

fastenings of the world " controlled by porters.§ 
The main entrance to the Underworld was in the West, near the 

Mountain of the West (or, South-West). The " great porter " of this 
gate was Negab, the " porter of the world," this gate would be in oppo

sition to the Mountain of the East or North-East, the abode of the gods 

and the blessed. I I  In the west the sun disappeared beyond the waters of 

the Great Ocean. This gate was asserted to be guarded by two human
headed bulls or genii, one on each side, inside were twelve gods of bronze 
sustaining the bronze inclosure. In the Underworld were, " seven gods 

* See, Descent of Ishtar to Hades, as to the word given by Ea to the Phantom.

t Comp. Ezek. i, 11>--14. Records of the Past iii, 1 2 1 .  F. Lenormant's Chai. Magic, 
pp. 39, 47, 1 2 1 .  

l Smith's Chald. Genesis, pp. 62, 95-96, 102, 1 74, 239. Anti p .  237 Sf. 
i See, The HakluJilolli, i. 1. , Palaces and Dwellings. Zohar i, 38a to 456, Brody Ed. 
U Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch. ii, p. 1 88. Cbald. Magic, p. 167. 
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so ns  of the lord of the infernal regions, Eni-muan· or Ni'n-a-yu, Dark

ness (Assyr. Dis . ,  Smith, 1 99), who dwell in flame."  Inside of the

bronze inclosure another genii was invoked. The demons of disease 

" came forth from Hell " and were " the productions of the tomb. " 

The plague, Namtar, was the favorite son of Mui-Iii or Mul-ge the kidg 

of the demons, by his queen Ni'n-lli-gal. .Mul-ge was the father of seven 

evil spirits who warred against Heaven and the Moon. The nocturnal 

Sun, Ni'n-dara, was his child, it fought against the demons and plagues, 
and when hidden from the Chaldeans it was thought to be combatting the 

Darkness, the demon Tiamat ,· as it also was said to have done on the 
first day of the creation. It triumphed by its rising. The demons were 

especially inhabitants of the desert,* but they also entered into and took 
possession of man and diseased him. t Then there were frightful ghosts, 

the Innin, the Urullu a hobgoblin, and larva, the worm that dieth not .t 

Alai, Gigi'm, Tela!, Mazllim (Maziqim ?) the Phantom, Spectre, and the 

Vampire and Lil-ith. The latter two attacked man, the two named pre
viously to these, only frightened him. Then there were the Incu6"s, 
Succu6"s and the Nightmare. These were a few of the frightful produc

tions of the fearful mythology of the early Semitic inhabitants of Mesope> 

tamia, Chaldea and Babylonia, which they had received from the Black 

race, the Turanian Akkadians. 
The sorcery of the Chaldeans was of two kinds ; one, came from the 

power of the gods constraining the action of the demons, which partakes 
of the characteristics of a religion, and may be termed White Magic : the 

other sought to propitiate the demons. The latter is witchcraft and devil 

worship, it is necromancy or negromancy, Black Magic.§ Along with 

the priests of the gods, witches and wizards legally flourished to an enor

mous extent. They were both feared and hated. (Chald. Magic, p. 60.) 
Their great enemy was the light, the sun ; their sorceries were therefore 

* Cbald. Magic 3 1 .  Isa. xxxiv, 1 3-14.

t Cbald. Magic 20-21 ,  32-33· Trans. Soc. Bib. Arch. ii, 56. The Thrones and

Palaces of Babylon, Newman, 1 16. 

t Isa. lxvi, 24. Muk ix, 44-46, 48.

f Comp. Tylor's, Primitive Culture, alao bis, Researches into the Early Hist. of Man

kind. 
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prepared in the darkness of night. The spell or charm was, " that which 
acts, that which is bad, that which is violent. "  The formula of the wiz

ard was called " the Work ;"  the incantation was, " the Word ; " the Phil
ter; " the Mortal Thing. " The sorcerer caused " the Evil Eye ;"  the 
" Unlucky word ;"  and the demons became subject to him, and he sent 
them against persons and countries. He could even kill if he wished, 

and do this by making images of wax, etc. , such as were afterwards used 
by the Medieval sorcerers of Europe.* The most potent form with the 
sorcerer was " the Imprecation," by this he was supposed to gain power 
over the protecting spirit of the individual. t Above these and above the 

world-shell, were the angels, the Idtds and Igigi, the cele$tial ; and within 

it, the Aminaki the gnomes, and the terrestrial, spirits. t The archangel 
of the Abyss was Aminna-gt. § 

When we come t o  investigate the kosmos o f  the Siphrah D'Tznioothah, 

Idrah Rabbah and Idrah Zootah, of the Book Zohar ; we find a remark

able similarity, which tends to show the Chaldean kosmos in these oldest 

books of the compilation called the Zohar. In A B, B C, C E, and E G 
we have similarities to the Four Worlds. The three great heavens answer 
to the Upper Three Sephiroth. I. That of the Father, Abba, or Kttlltr, 

the Crown, to Anu afterwards Ana; the place of the rether or highest 
sublimated air or atmosphere. II. The Son, Bel, El or Baal, the subli

mated fire, answering to 'Hokltmalt, Wisdom. III. The Mother, Immah, 
to Ea the sublimated water, to Binalt, the comprehending Intellect. 

Above all of these is Ao, Ilu or El, the unknown ideal deity ; which par
allels the Ain Sopll, Endless to man's comprehension No-Thing. This 

unknown ideal deity, held the highest place in the Chaldean Mythology. 

Under these were the seven planets in their seven orbits, or spheres ; 

the probable germ of the idea of the Sephiroth, or media between the 

Highest and Lowest worlds. The Tower of Borsippa (Babel ?) parallels 

the Mt. Meru of the Hindus ; each of its seven stories was devoted to a 

• Chald. Magic, pp. 5, 43, 61-63.

t Dia. pp. 68, 64. 
t Chald. Magic, pp. 138, 148, 1 22. See, Book of Enoch, c. 68-77. 

f Chald. Magic, p. 164.  Comp. on the subject of Magic ; Rydberg's, Magic in the

Middle Ages. 
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planet, a metal, and a color, as Sir Henry Rawlinson discovered and has 

written upon. 

The connection between the Ten Sephiroth and the orbits of the plan
ets, may be a solution of the puzzle of the learned for over 800 years, and 

may show that the seven-storied Tower of Solomon's Temple, Mt. Meru, 

the Tower of Borsippa, Jacob's Ladder and the Holy Mountain, (Ezek. 

xx viii, 1 4, xx, 40 ; Ps. lxxxvii, 1 ; Is. xi, 9, I vii, 13 ,  lxv, 1 1) have a great 

similarity between themselves and ref er to seven storied planet towers, 

and so have a connection with the Seven Lower Sephiroth. The curious 

heretofore unexplained craniums or skulls, etc. , of A'rukh An-jun, the 

Long Faces, and of Zlir An-pun, the Small Faces, would be similar to 
the skull shape of the divisions of the Chaldean universe. The eyes of 
the latter, white, red and black, may be the sun in its different phases ; 

these eyes are like those of fishes, not having lids ; they are in the Great 

Crystalline Sea : * the hairs of the head and beard are the efHuxes or 

emanations flowing from the Highest, and bringing down the " Dew of 

Life " which " supports the existing and resurrects the dead." The uni
verse as this Great Head, has ears to hear, witness, sound ; eyes to see, 
note the rays of the sun ; and its mouth throws out the breath of vitality 
upon all . In the Book of Enoch ( ' Han-okli) we have descriptions which

appear to have as a foundation, the plan we have shown. t In the Chaldean 

Universe is ; the Mountain whose point reaches to heaven, the Water of 

Life, the Great Sea, into which the sun sinks in the West and from the 

East side of which it rises ; there is the place of the departed spirits, " the 

Great Darkness," Sheol. The Nadir is also mentioned, as " the great 

comer stone of the earth," the " four pillars of heaven," etc. The 

watchers, in Enoch, are the planets. (Compare Enoch 93-104-105, c. 
xviii, 24 ; c. xxii, 9 ; also c. vii, § 2 and viii ; and Tobit vi, 1 3 . )  

• Eo the Deity o( Wisdom , is " the great fish o( the ocean " or " the sublime fish."

Chald. Magic, p. I 56 ti w;. He is Oonnts, the Chaldean Fish god. 

t Schodde's Enoch, Andover, 1 882, p. 89. 



APPENDIX D. 
THE MYSTIC THEOLOGY O F  DIONYSIOS, T H E  AREOPAGITE. 

CHAPTER I. 

A DESCRIPTION OF THE UNKNOWN DEITY WHO IS IN THE DARKNESS. 

To TIMOTHY : 

S
ECTION 1 .  Triad above all substance, super-divine and above the 

Good, guide of the Christians into the Divine Wisdom,* condu�t

ing us to that above agnosy, i. e. , the unknowable, to the highest 
clearness and the super-eminent height ; in which the simple, absolute, and

immutable mysteries of theology, are to be discovered in the bosom of the 

super-luminous obscurity, t by a silence, which is initiator to the arcana :
obscurity which, in the thickest darkness, shines forth with the greatest 

splendor, and, under a perfect intangibility and invisibility, overfills with 
charms above beauty, the eye of the intellect. 

Behold this my prayer :-

Do thou, my friend Timothy, exercise thyself without relaxation in the 
mystical pageant, departing from the side of the senses and intellectual 

operations, the wholly sensual and intelligible, the entire being and non
being ; and by means of the agnosy (i. e. , knowledge not obtained from 

the material) elevate thyself, as far as possible, to a union with that which 

is above all substance and gnosis, (i. e. , materialistic knowledge.) 

Because it is through that free, sincere and pure ecstasy, outside of 

thyself and of all (the material ;) that, renouncing the same and disen-

• " For the knowledge of the Divine Intelligence, study not the existences through the

existing, for It is in Itself and through Itself, Its own quali�y and cause. • • • 

The Gno&is of all, in place of considering each thing in its idea, perceives and con

ceives all under its embrace as one cause, * * • the Divine Wisdom, in Itself know

ing, comprehends All." Dionysios on, the Divine Names, c. vii, � 2. " He matie 
t/0Tknt11 His Sure/ P/au, His pavilion around about Him were dark waters in cloudy 

skies." Ps. xviii, 1 1 , Comp. Ex. xix, 9 ;  II Sam. xxii, 10, 1 2; I Kings viii, 1 2; II Chron. 

Yi, I .  

t Faith is llu ru/Js/IJlfu of  things /iope.J for, the roidmu of lliings nol sun. Heb. xi, 1.  
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gaging thyself from all, thou wilt elevate thyself t o  the super-substantial 
splendor of the Divine obscurity. 

SECTION 2 .  Preserve as to all of this, that which should not be under

stood by the profane (multitude), that is, (keep it) from the men who, 

plunged into the material, imagine that above it there is not anything 
super-substantial ; and believe they understand by their own knowledge, 

that which has taken the darkness for Its retreat. 

But if the divine mystagogy goes beyond their capacity, what shall we 

say of those men still more profane, who, representing the super-eminent 
Cause of All by the last of the existences ; pretend that the Deity does 

not excel anything above the atheistic and multiform phantoms of their 
own fabrication .•  

Whilst we ought to  bestow on the Deity, by affirming as in It, all the 
compositions of the existences, since of ALL, the Deity is the Cause (Acts 

xvii, 28), or, better still, by denying them all ; because the Deity is ruler 

above ALL ; and having in our thought that these negations do not con

tradict those affirmations, but that, so much as it is, through the excess 

of priority above the privations, the Deity is above all division and all 
composition. t 

SECTION 3. It is then with this meaning in his mind that the divine 

Bartholomew says : That theology is at the same time ample and brief, 

and that the Gospel, though vast and developed, is nevertheless con
cise. 

It has seemed to me supernaturally understood, that the good Cause of 

All expresses Itself in many words, in a few wo�ds, and also without 

words, there not being for It either speech or intellection, because, It is 
super-substantially superior to all (words and intellectuality ;) and that the 

Deity manifests Itself, in openness and in truth, only to those who, tra

versing all impurity and purity, leaping over the height of the most sub· 

lime sanctity, and putting aside henceforth all the divine lights, all sounds, 
and all celestial words ; to by so doing swallow themselves up, as it were, 

• Rom. i, 23.
t The Deity is pure action, essentially existent, containing essentially all the perfec. 

tions in their greatest absoluteness and simplicity, yet we cannot bind or limit It by 

asserting any of Its qualities. Comp. also Aristotle, Metaphysics, Bk. iv, c. uii. 
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in the darkness, in which in reality, as the oracles (1: e., the Scriptures) 

teach, is the Deity which is above All (the created. )  

So i t  was not without a motive that the divine Moses received the order 
to at first purify himself,* and then separate himself from the impuret 

that, the purification accomplished, he (might) understand the various 

sounds of the trumpets, and might see the multiplied fire which threw out 
numerous and limpid rays ; and who, in short, departing from the multi

tude, ascended with his chosen priestst as far as the summit of the Divine 
ascensions. At the same time Moses had not any conversation with God, 

no more than he could perceive God, because God is unperuivable ; he 

saw only the Place (MO-<Jom) in which the Deity was. This signifies, in 
my view, that the most divine and sublime objects in the visions or intel

lections, are in some way, only the insinuative expressions of the attri

butes of the Deity, who exceeds all : expressions which indicate Its pres

ence, above all intellection ; passing over the intellectual summits of the 
most holy places. (Comp. Prov. iv, 1 8, 1 9.) 

And then (the man,) delivered as much from that which is seen as from 

that which sees, penetrates into the true mystic obscurity and darkness of 

the agnosy ; in which, he lays aside all the conceptions of knowledge (the
gnosis), so as to find himself in the intangible and invisible under all its 

affinities, entirely the object above all, no longer in himself or others ; 
united, in a most excellent manner, to the absolute agnosy through the 

inaction of the gnosis, and, through that he understands No-thing, know
ing all that is above intelligence. (Exod. xx, 2 1 . ) 

* Exod . xix, 1 o. 1"id., iii, S . 

t Exod. xix, 1 2 . 

l Exod. xix, 24. 
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APPENDIX E. 

THE DOGMAS IN THE NICENE CREED AND THE QABBALAH. 

I
T will be observed in three of the Diagrams or Qabbalistic Trees of 

the Sephiroth which we  have given, that 'Hokhmah Wisdom, or the 
Son, the Greek, Logos or Word ; proceeds as No. 2 directly from 

Ktthr, Crown, the Abba or Father, and that Dinah Understanding, the 

Upper Mother or Holy Spirit is placed No. 3.  Those who are interested 

in the subject of the relation of the Logos to the Father, should compare 

the doctrines of the New Testament with those of Philo, and the Early 
Fathers of the Church, prior to the Council of Nicrea, of which the 

Roman Catholic theologian, Hefele,* has given a resume. t There is 

warrant in the Zohar for asserting that No. 2 should be Dinah and No. 3, 

'Hokhmah, but most of the Diagrams make the Son proceed directly from 

Abba. The Creed adopted by the Council of Nicrea (325 A. D.) as 
given in the English edition of Hefele (the Italics are by us), is : 

" We believe in one Goo, the Father Almighty, Creator of all things 
visible and invisible ; and in one Lord JESUS Christ, the Son of Goo,
only-btgollm of the Father, that is, of Int substance of the Father, Goo 

of Goo, light of light, very Goo of very Goo, btgollm, nol made, being 

of IM same substance with Int Fa/hr, by whom all things were made in 

heaven and in earth, who for us men and for our salvation came down 
from heaven, was incarnate, was made man, suffered, rose again the third 
day, ascended into the heavens, and He will come to judge the living 

and the dead. And in the Holy Ghost. Those who say ; There was a 

time when He was not, and He was not before He was begotten, and He 
was made of nothing (He was created), or who say that He is of another 

hypostasis, or of another substance (than the Father), br that the Son of 
God is created, that He is mutable, or subject to change, the Catholic 

* A  History of the Christian Councils, from the original documents, to the close of

the Council of Ni�a. A. D. 325, by Charles Joseph Hefele, D . D., etc. English 

Trans. Edinburgh, 1 88 1 .  Book i i ,  c. i, f 18, p. 23 1 s9.

t See also History of Christian Doctrine, by Prof. Henry C. Sheldon. New York, 

1886, Vol. i, p. 53 s9. Especially p. 63 s9. , p. 194 s9. Scbafl's Creeds of Christendom, 

etc., hereafter cited, Vol. i, p. 24 19. 



Church anathematizes. " * The student will find very interesting thought 

in comparing ante-Nicene Patristic Literature and the Nicene Creed, with

the early religious philosophy contained in the Zohar. 

APPENDIX F. 

THE ANTIQUITY OF THE H EBREW VOWEL POINTS.

W
E will not be able, for want of space, to give our views in full

upon the antiquity of the Hebrew vowel points. We have
examined the Zohar thoroughly upon the subject and in several 

places some of them may be found named, but there are not as many as are 
now found in the Hebrew grammars. The Phrenician and early Hebrew 

alphabets are quite similar, and most likely both are from a common 

source. The Arabic probably came through them, and although the 
Greek and Latin alphabets are Aryan and have a Sanskrit basis, yet there 
are certain similarities in them to the Phrenician and the Hebrew. The 

reader should consult the writings of Isaac Taylor and Franc;ois Lenor

mant on the Alphabet in this connection. In the Greek, the letters A 
alpha, E ep'si/on, H e'ta, I iota, 0 qm'ikron and r u'psilon, were used as 
vowels. In Hebrew the nearest approach to vowel sounding letters are 

M a' leph, l'1 heh, • yod, and p ajin. 

The Pentateuch Rolls used in the Synagogues by the Jews are never 
vowelized. The Gaon Natrunai ii, b. Hilai, of Sora (859-869 A. D.) ; 
says ; " And you enquire of me whether it is permissible to punctuate 

the Pentateuch. We have not any punctuation in the Pentateuch and 

* Hefele's, History of the Christian Councils, etc., pp. 293-5 . The original Greek

is also given. Sheldon, History of Christian Doctrine, etc., before cited, gives a differ· 

ent reading, see his Vol. i, p. 201 . John Fulton, D.D., Index Canonum, etc. New 

York, 1 872, pp. 1 1 8-1 19, gives the original Greek and an English reading, diff'ering 

from that of the above cited writers. Compare also : The Creeds of Christendom with 
a History and Critical notes, by Philip Schaff, D.D., LL.D. New York, 1 877, Vol. ii, 

pp. 57� ; Vol. i ,  pp. 28, 29. Dr. Sch:iff gives the Greek, also a Latin and an English 

translation. 



t he punctuation was not given on Sinai, only the wise-men ordered it for 

a sign . "  

We would here say that there are two forms of Hebrew vowel pointing. 

I. That of Babylonia now termed the Assyrian, in which it is above the 

letters. II. That of Palestine or that from the School of Tiberias, in which 

it is below the letters. The general opinion of the Jewish learned men of 

the Middle Ages was, that the pointing went back to the epoch of the 

writing by Ezra although many Jews held that i t  went back to Moses. 

The former, was the opinion of Ibn Ezra, Yehudah ha-Levi, and also of 
the Buxtorfs, Raimundi Martin, Perez de Valentia, Nicholas de Lyra, 

John Calvin and Martin Luther, indeed one of the Synods of the Swiss 

Protestant Church, declared the inspiration of the vowel points of the 
Hebrew Old Testament an Article of Faith. In the XVI century, based 

on the writings of Elias Levita, b. 1 469, d. 1 5 49 ; called by the Jews the 

Grammarian, a contrary opinion arose. Levita was the teacher of Hebrew 

to Cardinal ./Egidio de Viterbo, Sebastian Munster, Paul Fagius and other 
illustrious Christian Hebraists of the Renaissance. Louis Cappel (Cap

pelus) of Saumar ( 1585-1658) in 1 624 ; Jean Morin in 1 669, and Fran
c;ois Masclef in 1 7 1 6, adopted similar opinions. Indeed the opposition 

went so far, that in 1 732-3, C. F. Houbigant and his followers, asserted 

that not only was the vowel notation very recent but that the Tradition 

to the Reader, upon which it is based, had not any foundation. A third 

view was intermediate, it held, that the present wn°ltm designation of the 
vowel points was not very old but that it represented an ancient oral tra

dition, sufficiently exact, of the ancient pronunciation, and had taken the 

place of a still more ancient and rudimentary system. This is the view 

now generally accepted. It was first  proposed by J. H. Hottinger 
(1 620-1667) and he has been followed, with some modifications, by John 

Prideaux in 1 648, A. Schultens ( 1 686-1 750) also by Michaelis and Eic
horn. Franc;ois Lenormant holds, that Ezra wrote the Old Testament in the 

ancient Aramaic alphabet, which approaches the writing termed Rabbinic, 

and not in the present square character, which he says was not in use 

until about 100 B. C., and that Ezra did not use diacritical signs for the 

vowels. Isaac Taylor agrees with him as regards the square character. 

In the Targums we see the first traces of the vowel notation. The age of



the Targumim is in dispute. The Zohar says, that of Ounqelos, was from 
the disciple of Hillel the Babylonian, dna 60 B. C.* It was undoubt
edly known in the II century. The other that of Yonathan hen Uziel, is 
apparently after that of Ounqelos. It is said earlier examples than those 
in the Targumim exist .t The Talmudim also mention certain signs. When 

the Jewish nationality and undoubtedly also books, were destroyed by the 
Romans, the learned priests feared that the ancient oral tradition of read
ing the Holy Writings would be lost, and this would also have caused a
loss of the true meaning of the Thorah, therefore they sought to fix and 
preserve the traditional pronunciation as it had come down to them, in
tact and as it were in an inflexible matrix. This they did by revealing 

the secret oral system through a written symbolism and so established a 

notation of pronunciation, but it must be said, the pronunciation fixed 
at Tiberias was that used by that School. This object is indicated by the 
precept in the Pirgl Abotk c. i, § 1 . t " Make a fence to the Thorah. " 
So we also have in the Talmud§ " The children of Yudah have carefully 

cultivated their language, and have placed below, the signs of pronuncia

tion, so they have preserved their Thorah in their )lands. The children 

of Gallilee have not carefully cultivated their language, and have not 
placed below (the letters) the signs of pronunciation ; so they have not 
guarded their Thorah between their hands." That is, the Talmud attrib

utes to the unfaithfulness of the Gallileans to the Mosaic law, the corrup

tion of their language and forgetfulness of the true pronunciation of the 
Thorah, because of the absence of the proper vowel signs. The Mas

soretic doctors of Tiberias directed their attention more to a criticism of 
the text than to a study of grammar, and the invention of the vowel points 

did not naturally or necessarily enter into their work. The view of Ye

hudah ha-Levil l  was, that the Massorites only put into writing and gave a 

* Comp. McClintock and Strong's Cyclop. of Biblical Liter. x, p. 1 23. This eri·

dences the antiquity as stated in the Zobar. It bolds Ounkelos was about the time of 
Jesus. 

t See, On Mankind, their Origin and Destiny. London, 1 872, chap. ii.

t Comp. Chas. Taylor's, Sayings of the Jewish Fathers. London, 1877, pp. 25, 68 

and notes. Renan Hisl. tits fancrus slmitipu, ISt Ed., p. 16o. 

i Treatise Ntrlan·m, fol 53.

U Khuzari. Part ii, f So ;  iii, H 28, 3 1, 35. 



form to, the Secret Oral Tradition given at Sinai, which Ezra had not 
dared to transcribe. We assert that it was not by one man nor in a short 
time, that the symbolic signs of the traditional pointing and accenting 

were formulated, it took a long period and many learned men of differ

ent epochs.* The Zohar, On the Song of Solomon, says : " The vowel 
points proceeded from the same Holy Spirit which indited the Holy 

Scriptures, and that far be the thought to say ; the Scribes made the points, 

since even if all the prophets had been as great as Moses, who received 

the Thorah direct from Sinai ; they could not have had authority to alter 
the smallest point in a single letter, though it be the most insignificant in 

the whole Bible. ' '  t The Massorites applied, wrote and propagated, the 
vowel points in existence at their time, according to the pronunciation in 
the School of Tiberias, they did not invent them. t 

In the Middle Ages some of the learned men, as we have said, made 

the institution of the vowel points we now have, go back to Adam, to 

Moses, or at least to Ezra. 

In a writing attributed to the Greek, Demetrius of Phalereils (b. dr'a 

345 ,  d. 284 B. C.)  § lxxi, i t  is said : " In Egypt, the priests celebrate the

praises of the gods through the seven vowels, which they repeat one after 

the other. " The first Hebrew Grammarians, among whom is Ibn-Ezra, 

equally adopted the seven vowels. These, grouped in a certain way, 

offered some resemblance to the 7 letters of the word YeHoVaH, but it is 

not improbable that they signified 7 methods of chanting or 7 liturgical 

formulas. However we must here note that Josephus says of the Name 

YHVH that it was written in vowels.§ 

Eusebiusl l cites some verses to the Name of the Deity, from a Grecian 

* The accents were undoubtedly in esistence and revealed, before the time of St.

Jerome and the Talmud. See in the Talmud, Treatise Bt'ral/1111/a. 

t See, The Massoreth ha·Musoreth, of Elias Levita, being an exposition of the mas .
soretic notes of the Hebrew Bible, etc., by Christian D .  Ginsburg, LL.D., London, 

1867. 

t Pinaker, Sepher Lkp11 Qad-"jolla i. 1. , The Fint Gatherings, Vienna, 186o.

f Whiston's Ed. Wars, Bk. v, c. v, f 7. 

U Prl/'Val. tT1anr1l., v, c. xiv, xi, c .  vi.



sage : " The seven vowels celebrate Me, Myself that am the imperishable 
God, the indefatigable Father of all the Beings. "*  

The Karaites believe the vowel signs make such a n  integral part o f  the 

sacred text, and Y ehudah Hadessi (of Odessa ? dna 1 148 A. D.) consid

ered them, without doubt in the name of his predecessors, as a Siniatic 
revelation , of that, which had existed from the time of Adam. t 

All languages written solely in consonants, such as the Hebrew, Syriac, 
Aramaic, and Arabic, require to be vivified by the addition of vowels, 
otherwise the consonants are dead symbols. The earliest historical evi
dences of the existence of written vowel points, are to be found in the Syriac. 
The Syrians sought to adapt to their written language, the Greek vowels .4 ,
E, H, 0 ,  r, and abridged and slightly changed them into vowel signs. These 
first signs they called by almost the same names we now find in the Hebrew 

and Arabic, but they changed them to accord with the Syriac pronuncia

tion, and they were the equivalents of the Hebrew letters p Qoph, .:2 Beth,

i Vav, and 3' Tza'dhe. It is well to add that these letters became long 

before tc Aleph, i Vav, and • Yod, which are known among the ancient 

Hebrew grammarians, as the " Mother vowels. " The Arabs appear to have 
obtained their written vowel system from the Syrians, therefore the names 

of the vowels in Arabic, Hebrew and Syrian, are very similar. Buxtorf 

held that the Hebrew vowel points, as we now have them, were anterior 

to the Massoritic doctors and as old as the Hebrew language, and although 

his views were vigorously opposed by Cappelus, yet Buxtorf has had fol
lowers, among whom we mention, the Rev. John

. 
Gill, an English Bap

tist divine, who wrote a book upon the subject. t The M3$orites noted 

peculiarities in the use of the vowel points, of the dagesli and the mappil, 

and the accents, which Buxtorf claims, is evidence that they did not 
invent the diacritical marks which indicate the vowels and accents, for 

had they been the inventors of them, they would not have noted anom

alies and errors but would have corrected or removed them. At the most 

• See, Mankind their Origin and Destiny, by an M. A. of Balliol College, Oxford.

London, 1 87:z, p. 36 sq. 
t Comp. Steinschneider's Hist. of Jewish Liter., p. 323 n. 23. Also, Adu tk la 

Socim Plrilologiq11,, Tom,, flii, p. z97. 
t A Dissertation concerning the Antiquity of the Hebrew Language, lettens, vowel 

points and accents, London, 1 767, to which we refer the reader. 



they only gave the pronunciation of the School of Tiberias, as it existed 

therein in the VI century. This differed from that of the time of the 

Septuagint translation made in Alexandria, and most probably from that 
in use in the Babylonian Schools, now called the Assyrian, and perhaps 
still more from that of the ancient Hebrews, which is now most likely 

entirely lost. 
Other scholars following Schultens, although believing in the modem 

institution of the points now used, held nevertheless, that the Hebrews 
had at all times, certain signs distinguishing the vowels, but that these

marks were different from those we now have, and that the Massoritic 
doctors substituted the latter for the more ancient. This they held 

because of the indispensable necessity of vowels, to fix in the reading, 

a sure pronunciation and meaning of words or expressions, in a tongue, 

which like all language had a tendency to continual change, written

wholly in consonants. 
Perhaps those who think the points arose in the VI century A. D. may 

be able to explain Hebrew xi, 2 1, where the author of that Epistle has 
interpreted the text he , quotes from Gen. xlvii, 31 , very differently from

that to be found in the Tiberian pointed and accented Hebrew text.

With the points it reads : " And Israel bowed himself upon the bed's  
head," but the author of  the Epistle t o  the Hebrews, reads : Jacob 
" worshipped leaning on the top of his staff, " reading i1�9 malt, instead 

of i11;'Q mila, a difference wholly resulting from the use of a vowel point. 

Jacob's death is not spoken of till the ne�t chapter, consequently the ver
sion in the Epistle is by far the most probable. Matt. v, 18, has also 
been cited to show that the Thorah in the time of Jesus was written in 
the square character, as the • Yod of the ancient Hebrew alphabet is as 

large a letter as tc Aleph. The tittle probably refers to the tag-in, i. t. , 

crowns, which the final letters were provided with. St. Jerome and the 

Talmud both speak of these. 
In the Syriac as early as the III century A. D. are to be found traces 

of a Massorah upon the version of the Holy Scriptures. The Abbe Martin 

in his erudite writing upon the Syriac Massorah and pointing,• treats 

• Histoire tie la PtwUlualioll "" tie  la Massore c.ia /es Syrims, in the :fou"'41 Atia

lipe. Paris, 1875. Tome v, p. 82 s9. 
30 



of the early phonetic points in the Syrian literature during the epoch of 

St Ephraim (d. drca 378) and traces them down to the VI century A. D. 
H. A. Ewald, the great German biblical scholar, has written upon the 

same subject.* He is of the opinion that both the Syriac and Hebrew 

systems of pointing, were derived from a common but also sole and 
unique source, that we can consider both as different and independent 

developments of one system, and that the least complicated features 

of this are to be found in the Syriac writing. It would seem that a dis

tinction must be made between the first Punctuators and the Massorites. 
The Jewish doctors who gave to Hebrew philology the written points, 

took for their model the Syriac pointing or at the very least a common 

source, they rather inhabited Babylonia than Palestine, and appear to 
have been those called Saboraim and not those called Massorites. t If

we admit, as indeed we must, that a system of vowel points existed among 

the learned of the Syrians in the time of St. Ephraim (d. 378) they 
preceded the Massorites. M. de Vogue t has shown that points to ., 
Resh and '1 Daleth were used in the II century A. D. , in the writing of 

Palmyra. Points were also used in the Pehlevi on coins. 

Before the period in which James, Bishop of Edessa, invented or per
haps only wrote down, the first Syriac method of marking the vowels in 

a complete and perfect manner; his compatriots already used a method of 
vowel notation, which consisted in placing a point abQVt the consonants. 
so as to reader the vowels a, o and u, short ; and btlow them, to render 

e, i and u long. 
When the Hebrew was a language generally spoken and written, by the 

people of Palestine; it is extremely probable that it was only necessary to 

present the articulations, that is the consonants, and sight was sufficient 

to indicate the suitable vowels to each woi:d ; but when the Hebrew tended 

to become an extinct spoken language, the learned thought was necessary 

to make symbols which should if possible, indelibly fix the sounds or 
vowels and the signs which should mark the pauses, and prevent that 

• Zrilsdiriftftir d� Kuruit dts Morgmlandts, Vol. i, 206 SIJ., and AMamil"1lg-m :rur 
mmtalisd1m ""J 6i6/isellm Liltralflr. Gottingen, 1 832.

t See also as to Luzzalto's opinion, M.  Steinschneider's Hist. Jewish Liter., p. 325. 

t Rnttu are/llologilJllt, April, 1 865, p. 3. 



change which all language is continually undergoing. So it is said chant· 

ing and singing were also precedent to musical notation. The books of 

the old Hebrews, as indeed are many to-day, were issued without point

ing : as this also to this time is maintained in the Rolls written on skin for 

use in the synagogue. As to them they claim to have preserved through the
oral tradition the ancient custom of reading without the points. The method 

of reading is : the person to read studies at home carefully, the portion to
be subsequently read in the Synagogue ; the portion to be r�d is then

read in the Synagogue under the supervision of two men, one on each 

side of the reader, and the latter marks his progress by means of a small
rod terminated by a small hand with the index finger extended. The 

Rolls do not contain any orthographic signs, except certain mysterious 

superior points, which appear to have been intended to fix the attention 

of the reader and answer to our italics. A tradition, which goes back to 

the time of the redaction of the first Midrashim in the I century A. D. ,  
attributes to Ezra, the Massoretic points placed above certain letters of 

the Rolls which were considered as doubtful. In the Midrash Bamidbar 

Rabbah, c. iii, are these singular words attributed to Ezra ; " If the 

prophet Elias (Eliyahu) should come to me and say : •Wherefore hast 

thou written these letters ?' I would respond to him that I had already 

noted them by the points ; and if he should say ; ' Thou hast well made 

the writing, ' I would only efface the points. " These were only used to 

denote to the reader a hesitation or partial stop when he pronounced 

these letters. 

The points according to the views of many were taken from ordinary 
books ;  the ancient grammarians, says Derenbourg,* first " applied their 
system of pointing to the Targumim, before borrowing that profane usage 

so as to apply it the sacred text ."  The Talmudim show an ancient 

and complete system of vowel accents or D'OJ11:3 Ta' amim fully in use .

Philoponos tina 610  A. D .  cites in  transcribing into Greek, a verse of 

Genesis (i, 26) exactly reproducing the present pronunciation. In the 

VIII century, differences of pointing may be noticed, giving a different pro

nunciation between the Jews of the Schools of Babylonia and those of 
Palestine. In the X century the version of Saad-yah ha-Gaon ofFayum and 

• Jtl#nral AsWhfiu, 6th scries, Tom. :ii:vi, 46g and note.



the Greek translations, other than the Septuagint, which are in the Library
of St. Marco in Venice ; are made from a text the pronunciation of which 

is nearly similar, this is also the case with the most ancient pointed He

brew MSS. of the Holy Writings which has come to our day. This 
was formerly at Odessa but is now in St. Petersburg, and bein a date 
corresponding to 9 16  A. D.* The points are no longer placed above, 

as was usual in the Babylonian pointing, but below, the letters.

The Zohar containing the content of an ancient Secret Tradition, it is 
not wonderful that it should have had in it, the early knowledge of the Se

cret Tradition on pointing. It is very singular that Elias Levita, the great 

exponent, in Judaism, of the modem invention of the vowel points, should 
use these strange words. " If any one shall prove to me, by clear evi

dence, that my opinion is opposed to that of our Rabbins of blessed 

memory or is 'Qfl/rary to the genuine Qabba/alt of tlie Zollar, I win readily
gioe in to him and du/are my opinion void. ' '  This was first noticed by

Azzariah Min ha-Adomin, or dei Rossi, of Mantua (b. 1 5 1 3, d. 1 5 7 7) in 
bis Seplter M'oltr Enajim, i.e. , Enlightenment of the Eyes.t Dei Rossi
holds that the vowel points are indicated in the Babylonian Talmud, Trea

tise Nedarim 37 ,  g, the corresponding �e in the Ye'rushalmi Gem

arah, Midrash Be'resheeth Rabbah and the books Bahir and Zohar. The 
cognate tongues Syriac, Chaldaic, Arabic, Persian, all have vowel signs, 
and the genius and spirit of the Hebrew tongue absolutely presupposes 

the ancient existence of points in books intended for general circulation. 
Those who believe in the modem invention refer to St. Jerome's letter to 

Evagrius, in which speaking of Enon near Salim, Jerome says ; " It mat

ters not whether it be called Salem or Salim, since the Hebrews seldom 
use the vowel letters in the middle ; and the same words are pronounced 

with different sounds and accents, according to the pleasure of the readers 

and variety of country. " t This only tends to show that St. Jerome's 

* Pinner in  1 845, published a/aNimik of  this MSS.  at Odessa.

t Vienna, 1829, p. 2866-292a, especially 287. Comp. Kitto'& Cyclop. Bib. Liten.. s.
v. Rossi.

t HW-onymous. Ed. of Paris, Vol. i, p. ro62, Ad. E11arn'um. Eput. CXIvi. Epistola 

ad Evanc,/ium Mona< Iii Ed. Mania nay, tom. ii, p. 57 f.· 



Rabbinical Master did not reveal to him the secret method of punctu

ating, which was likely noted on the Hebrew Secret Rolls in the posses

sion of the Jewish sacerdotal caste. The Buxtorfs used Levita's remark 

against him.* Another thing is to be noted, the names of the vowel point1 
and especially the tonic accents, are not Hebrew but Chaldaic, and if 

their origin is Hebraic their exterior form is at least Chaldean or Syro
Chaldean. These names have then been composed by men to whom the 

Hebrew tongue in its purity was not familiar, and who possessed of it 
only a mixture of barbarous words, similar to the language of the Tal
mud and the period succeeding it. 

The Zohar says :t " It is written ; ' The wise shall shine . '  (Dan. xii, 

3. ) That is the letters and points ; ' Like the brightness. ' That is the

modulations of the accents. ' The wise shall shine ' like the moving of 
the accents (in the tone of the modulations of the accents) and in their 

tone athvoun, i. e. , the letters, and n'qood-aks, i. e. , points, move after 

them, like an army after their king. (See, Tiqqoonim 24- ) The letters are
the body, and the points are the nl hin, i. e. , spirits. All (the letters and 

points) move after them (through that tone) but when they stop they do 
not move but remain standing. And ' The wise shall shine ' (guide) 

the letters and points, like the light of the singing of the tones of the 

accents. ' And they who bring many to righteousness. ' That means 
the stopping of the accent, that is, they s

.
top in their words, (pause) so 

that their words shall be understood. " See also, the Vulgate, Deuter. 

xxxi ,  19 ; Nehem. (ii, Esdras) viii, 8, 9 ;  Ibid. xiii, 24. King James ver
sion. Ibid. It was the institution of  the written vowel points which pre

vented the absolute death of an idiom, then nearly dead, even for the 

learned ; and they were the means not only of its resuscitation but were 

the efficacious means of the subsequent intellectual and moral develop
ment of Judaism. The following are a very few of the words which can 

• Commmtariut Jlfassorttin4s, c. ix, j>. 74 ttl. Bast/. r620. Not in the Sulzbach Ed.

tVol. i, fol 3, col. 2 ,  Cremona Ed. Brody Ed. i ,  1 50. 



be given, the consonants of which are exactly alike, and the pointing of 
which is necessary to give the true meaning : 

OJ! 
T 

people 

Olt with 

ilJref year 
T T  

ilJref sleep 
T . . 

'.l� crimson 
· T  

'Jw. second 

o� there 
. 

ow name 

pj only

p-i spittle 

n fragment 

n runner 

il.l'j evil
T T 

ilJ!j friend

F I N I S .

ilO., 
T • 

ilO., 
T T 

wonn 

throwing 

M1R bald 

M:ti'?, ice 

,� swift 

,r, voice 



I N D E X .

A 
Abba, Father, 194, 256, 262, J82, J87, J98 ; 

the Father, and the Will, in lbn Gebirol, 
199. 

Abbah. Rabbi, of the Zohar, a Babylon· 
ian Jew, 5 2 ;  to write the teachings of R. 
Shim-on b. Yo"hai, 5 1  note, 52. See 
also 441-2. 

Abd-er-Rahman al-Nasr, 5. 
Abendehut, 9. 

Abn Beer Mo'hammed Ibn Ya'hya, 
usually called, Ibn Badja. See, Ibn 
Badja. 

Above and Below. Connection between 
a very ancient idea, 210 ; resemblances 
in ,  J86, 417. 

Abraham. The three angels who appeared 
to, 427. 

Abraham Ha-gaon, 46, 5J ; his commen
tary on the Siphrah D'Tznioothah, 5J· 

Abravanel. R. Yehudah, also called, 
Abarbanel , 9. 

Abu-'All al-'Hoeeln ben-'Abd-Allah 
Ibn Bina. See, lbn Sina. 

Abulafla. R. Abraham b. Samuel, 10, 
J8.  

Abulafla. Todroe b. Joseph ha-Levi 
(or Hallevy) , 12 ,  J8.

Abu-Naqr al-FarA.bt. See Al-Farabi. 
Abyea. The, according to the Akkadians, 

etc. ,  24J, 448 ; See, Great Sea, 2J5. 
Adam. See also, Man ; J46 note ; 418,  419, 

420 sg. ; all the people of the world do 
not descend from the First, IJ9, 416 ; an 
androgene, 122, J6o s9.; the A'tzeel-atic, 
J6o sg., 418 sg.; the B'ree·atic, J6o sg. ,  
J96 , 418,  419 ; the Celestial, 224, 280, 

JOO ; the Celestial, affectedby the Fall of 
the Terrestrial, I8J ; clothed in skin, 
265 ; Conflict of. 167 note ; creation of, 

J6o sg.; creation of, and covering with 
skin, etc., 42J ; creation of the dust body 
of, 42J sg.; of dust, 27J ; D'llla-ah, 420 ;  
D 'Lthath-ah, 420 ;  and Eve. Creation of, 
424 sg.; the First, 414 ; the First, clothed 
in Light, 42J , 426 sg.; the First and Sec
ond, n 4 ; the head of the Heavenly, 
reaches to Heaven, 202 ;  the Heavenly 
or Upper, 1 28 note ; the Highest, 
the Sole occupant of the World A· 
'tzeel-ah, 401 ; Illa-ah, IJ8 note, 419 ; 

length of years, J52 note ; male
female, 417 ; men do not all descend 
from, IJ9, 416 ; the Nephesh in, 27J ; the 
Primordial, IJ8,  JOI , 415 sg. ; Qad'mo
ah , J96, 415 sg. : Qadmon, 1 14, 1 25, 128

note, IJ8 note, 280, 281 , 415 sg. , 419 ; 

Qadmon, the Bolt which unites the visible 
and invisible, 1 1 4 ;  Qadmon, the Celestial 
Man, 18 1 ; Qadmon. The Sephiroth 
applied to, 292 note. See, Frontispiece ; 
Rishoun, 414 ; the son of God, 247 ; the 
Terrestrial, 1 14 ;  Testament of, 167 

note ; the Universal Prototypic llie, 
JOO ; the Upper, 27J, 278, JJ7 note, 419, 
421 ; the Upper, in  the World A'tzeel
ooth, J21 ; Upper and Lower, J65 note. 

Adame. The Four, 418 sg. 
Adam'11 knowledge of the Qabbalah, 165 ; 

body at first a Light Body, 205. See, 
Eden. 

Adelard of Bath, 162. 

Adona! or Adonol, ;. � .. YHVH, 1a8,
1 29, 175 ,  272,  J41 , 342. 

A!lirldlue of Vlterbo. Cardinal, largely 
influenced by the Hebrew Qabbalah , 
1 7 1 .  

A!lone of the Gnostics, 2J1 .  

A!lther. Absolute, J7J note ; Concentrated, 
J7J ; Luminiferous, 1 86. 
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�ppa. Henry Cornellus, favors the 
Antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah , 
I I ,  171 .  

Algrotb, 43+ 

A1n, 1 27. 
A1n Boph, I lo, 127, 128, 181,  1 95 ,  251 ,  253, 

298, 371,  378 ; Chinese idea as to, 446 ; 

the Creation by, I.I I I ,  2 1 2 ; emanation of 
the created, from, 231 ; in lbn Gebirol, 
199 ; Light of, the idealized blood of the 
universe, JOO • 

.AkkadiaD idea of creation, 242. 448 sq. 

� and Chaldeane, 235, 236 
sq., 448 rq. See, Chaldeans, and, He
brews. 

A'keebah. Rabbi, The Master of R .  
Shim-on b .  Yo'hai, 439-

Alaln of Lille, 162. 

Albenzubrun or Ibn Geblrol, 9, 162. 
Albert the Great, 162, 163. 

Al-Farabt called Alpbarablus, 163 . . 
Aleebra, hidden for 300 years, 177 note. 
Al·Gbazall, 164. 

Al-Kendi, 163. 
Al-Kuti. Chetez, 5. 
Allen. John, I I. 

A.llllt. Bev. Dr. Peter. Favors the An· 
tiquity of the Zohar, 64. 

Almlehty. See, Shadd&!. 
Alphabet. Arabic, 46o ; the Celestial, 

422, 423 ; the Hebrew, origin of, 46o ; 
Phcenician, 46o. 

Alpharablu.e. See , Al-FarabL 
Al·Bheta. The, of Ibn Bina, 164. 
Altars in the Ancient Temples, 241 . 

Amaleqh. The Great Demon, 435. 

Amen, meaning of, 442 and note. 
Ancient ot the Ancients, to be distin-

guished from the Ancient of All the 
Ancients, 136 note. See, At-tee'k-ah 
D' At-tee'keen and At-teekah D'Kol 
At-tee'keen. 

AnclentWorld. Knowledge in the, 177 ; 
methods of the, 175. 

Androgene. The, 122 sq. , 417 sq. 

Androgenee, 138 and notes. 
Androgenic Man,  1 23. See, Adam. 
Angele with the Babylonians equal, 10, 

237, 238 ; called Birds, 217 ; Chaldean, 
454 ; emanation of the, 329,  383 : Good, 
the building up, forces or energies, 1 26 ; 

names of the, 249, 329 ; different Spe
cies in the Kether Malkhuth, 1 92 ;  com
posed of a Species of Matter, 191 ; and 
Evil Spirits. The names of the angels 
from Babylonia, 249 ; world of the, 
280, 328, 348, 349 ; oppose the creation 
of Adam, 1o6 sq . , 363 sq. Below the 
Pious, 383, 401 , 409. 

Angelus bell, 167 note. 
Animals. Fear of man, 345. 

An-pen or An-peen. Ze'lr. See Ze'ir 
An-peen. 

Arabian philosophy. The authors of, 
not Arabs, 163 sq. 

Arabs in the Zohar, 69, 70, 71 ; did not 
believe in the Revolution of the Earth 
on its axis, 140. 

Aramaic in the Zohar, 53, 54 ; Aramaic re-
quires vowel points, 464 sq. 

Architect of the World. 365 note. 
Archetypal Church, I 1 6 ; Man, 45 note. 
Appayeem, i. ,. , Faces, 323. 
Aquinas. Thomas, 162, 163. 

A'reekh An-peen, i. '· · Long Faces, 182, 

258, 368 sq. ,  379• 
A'reekh Appayeem, i. e. , Long Faces, 

323,  368, 379 sq. 

Areopaglte. Dlonyslos, the, His 
Ideas in accordance with much in the 
Qabbalah, 1 27 ,  128, 167 note, 440, 456. 
See, St. Dlonysios, also, Dionysios. 

Aristotle's De M1111do, 8 ;  opposes the 
idea of the Revolution of the Earth, 
139, 140. 

Ark. In the Babylonian Temples, 240. 
Asbestos or Salamander, 394. 

A'eeey-ah. Olam ha-, 228, 321 ,  329 sq. 
A'seey-atlc World, 198, 330 s9. 

Asher b. Meshulllm b. Yacob, 9. 

Asher. R. Be'bal b. Asher. Favors 
the antiquity of the Zohar, 64 note. 

Assyrt&n language and Hebrew language, 
228 ; methods of vowel pointing, 461 ,  

46s. 

Astronomy. First, by the Akkadians, 
240 sq., 448 sq. 

Atonement. The, 337 sq. 

At-tee'k, i. e. , the Ancient, 257, 367 sq. 
At-tee'kah D'At-tee'keen, 1 27,  134, 

135 , 136, 253, 367 sq. 

At-teekah D'Kol At-tee'keen, 383. 
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At-tee'kah Qa'doeba., 253. 
At-tee'kah Babah Qad-doehah, 368 sg. 
At-tee'k Yo-men, i. '· · the Ancient of 

Days, 257, 368 sg. 

A'tzeel-ah, 228. 
A'tzeel-a.t1c World, 198. 
A'tzeel-ooth. Olam ha-, no, 320 sg. 
Aupha-nem, 329, 419. 
Avicebrol, is lbn Gebirol, 162. 
Avicebron, is lbn Gebirol, J, 8,  162. 
Avicembron or lbn Gebirol, 162. 
Avicenna. See, Ibn Sina.
Avempace. See, Ibn Badja. 
Avendoth. Jean, 1 62. 
Aven-Pace. See, lbn Badja. 
Ave1Toe11. See, lbn Roschd. 
Ayln, n8, 1 27, 136 note , 1 8 1 ,  253 sg. , 275 

sg., 378 sg. : in Philo, 301. See, Ain
Soph. 

Aza and Az&el, 107 sg., 363 sg., 434· 

Aziiel, 107 sg. , 363 sg. 

Azarlel or Azriel, ben Mena'hem, 283, 
284 sg. : his Explanation of the Ten 
Sephiroth, 284 sg. : quoted, 284. 

Azriel, 9. See Azariel ; and Ezra, 38 ; 
Commentary on Canticles, 49 ; opinion 
on Thought as the first emanation of Ain 
Soph, 192 ; on the power of the Sephi
roth, 289, Colors in the Sephiroth, 259, 
261 ,  262, 269, 270, 271 , 288. 

E 
Babylonta.n Jews. The Qabbalah with 

the, 46 sg. , 5 1 ,  5 2 ;  philosophy, eso:eric, 
237 ; Rabbins captured by the Moors, 
5 ; Talmud. See, Talmud and Tal
mudim ; Temple Towers, 240, 241. 

Back. Of the, of the Deity, 53, 226, 419. 
Bacon. Bir Francis, studied thewritings 

of Dr. Robert Fludd the Rosicrucian 
and Qabbalist, 171.  

Balance. Doctrine of the, n8,  1 26, 137 
note, 185. 

Baptism, 229. 
Barnabas. Epistle of, 167. 
Bartoloccl (de Celano) Glullo, 1 1. 
Barukh. Apocalypse of, 167. 
Balllo element of most of the Ancient Re

ligions, 108 sg. 

Baena.re de Beauval. Jacques, as
cribes the doctrines of the Hebrew 
Qabbalah, to the Egyptians, JO, 171.  

Bdelllum, 134. 
Beast. The, Sama-el and Lil-ith, 331.  

347 note. See, Samii.-el, Lil-ith. 
Beii.uval. Jacques Baena.re. See,. 

Basnage. 
Beer. Dr. B . ,  On the comet in the Zohar, 

82 sg. 
Bees. Symbolism of, 229, 323 and note. 
Be'hal's R. Exposition of the Thorah, 

73 note. 
Bell. The Angelus, 167 note. 
Below and the Above, connection be

tween, 1o8 sg. , 386. 
Below a weak copy of the Above, 1o8 sg. , 

386, 417. 
lle'nal Edom, means Christians, 73. See,. 

Edom, Rome, Children of Yishmae1. 
Be'nal Eloblm, 1o6 sg., 364- 434. 
Benamoze.rh. Ella, one of the greatest 

Qabbalists now living, favors the anti
quity of the Hebrew Qabbalah and the 
Zohar, 173. 

Be'resheetb. Ma-a'seh. See, Ma-a'seh.
Be'resheeth. 

Ber.rer. Paul, ascribes the origin of the 
Hebrew Qabbalah to the Chaldeans, 
172. 

Berna.rd or Chartres, 162. 
BGrOssos, Views of the ancient Chaldean 

historian, 242, 243. 
Be'tza leel, said to have known the com

bination of letters by which heaven and 
earth were made, 16o note. 

Bhairavad-1rtt6.. Qabbalistic ideas in,  
170. 

BIDah. Holy Spirit, 182 ; Sephirah, 192, 
193, 199, 26o sg. , 292 note ; produces 
a Son, 387 sg. : sometimes called, the· 
Great Sea, 336. 

Black Races of Mesopotamia, 238, 239. 

Blue of the Heaven and blue of the Tallith, 
376 note. 

Bo-az. See, Ya-kheen.

Body called G11.ff, G11/ll or Git/ha, 354 note. 

Body or Man only a Garment, 205 and 
note. 

Body or the Resurrection, 355 sg. , 410 
sg. , 414,  437. 

BCShmen, Bohme or Behmen. Jacob,. 
was largely influenced by  the Hebrew 
Qabbalah, 1 7 1 .  
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·Bohu or Primeval Space, 235,  243, 244, 
448 SIJ. 

Bolt. Adam Qadmon the, between the two 
Worlds, Igo, Nebo, the, 200, 235, 242 
sq. 

Boratppa. The Planet Tower of, 200, 
Colors of, 449. 

Botz-rah means llome, 75. 
Brahma, etc. ,  45 note. See , Description 

of Plates. 
Brahman uMNr, 45 note. See, Descrip-

tion of Plates. 
Brain. The, Upper, 36c) sg. 
Bread. Reason of the use of, 230. 
B'ree-ah. Olam ha-, 228, 3 2 I .  328. 
B'ree-attc world, I98. 
B'ree-attc Adam, 36o, 3¢. 42I. See, 

Adam ; also, Man. 
Bretechnetder. C .  O., thought the He

brew Qabbalah originated with the Per
sians, 172. 

Bride. The Mystic, I I7. See, Malkhuth. 
·Brucker. Johann Jakob, his writings 

on the antiquity of the Hebrew Qab
balah exhibit but little knowledge of the 
subject, I12. 

Buddllllue. Rev. John Francie, favors 
the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 
I I ,  I 7 I .  

Buddha, B o ,  F o ,  etc., 2o6, 337 note ; and 
the Tree of the Sephiroth, I 87 ; repre
sentations of, with woolly hair, etc. ,  239. 
See, Sakhya Milni. 

· Bull. The, 228, 259, 394 ; of St. Luke, 45 
note ; symbol of the Sephirah 'Hes-ed, 
Grace, Spiritual water, hence Baptism, 
229 ; symbol for water, 229 ; Zodiacal 
sign of, 228, 240, 452. See, Ox. 

Bruno. Glordano, 162. 
Bunsen. Baron von, quoted. Introd. x. 
Burgonovenets. Archangelue, favored 

the antiquity of the Qabbalah, I7I .  
Buxtorf. The Elder, IO ; the Younger, 1 1 .  
BuxtorfB. The, o n  the Hebrew vowel 

pointing, 469. 
Byzantium in the Zohar, 72. 

0 
Cahen. Samuel, Io. 
Candleettck. The seven-branched, 447, 
Canopy. Supreme, 1 36. 
Capnto. See John Reuchlin. 

Cappelue. Lewis, Io, I12,  461 . 
Cardan. Jerome, 45 note, 46 note. :r71:. 
Cardinal A!lgidtWI of Viterbo, 1 1 .  
Carmoly E'llacin, on the antiquity of the 

Zohar, 56 sg. 

Categories. Ten, of Ibn Gebirol, :r6o. 
Cause of all Causes, 362 sg. N.B.-Io 

the Zohar, this phrase generally tAil:P
lates, Destiny of all Destinies ; First 
Efficient, 144 sg. : the Primal Cause. in 
archaic times, I74· 

Celestial Adam, I a5. See, Adam ; 
also, Man. Adam in the N. T .• r:r5 ; 
Hierarchy like the Ten Sephirotb, 1&, 
and note. 

Chaldea. Different Captivities of the 
Hebrews in, 228 ; protecting Genii in. 
227, 237 Sq. ,  448 SIJ. 

Chaldean Cylinders, Signets, etc. , Method 
of holding the hands shown on, 440 ; 
Thought, its influence upon the Jews, 
228 ; Universe. Description of the, 
448 , SIJ. 

Chaldeane and Hebrews, 22I ,  226, %¥1. 
228, 234 sg. See, Hebrew, also,Akkad
ians. 

Charlot. Spiritual World, a,  220 note. 
Charlot Throne, 220 note. See Ma-a'seh 

Merkabah, 227. 
Chartres. Amaury de , I62 . 

. Chasm. The, between the Real and Un
Real, 277. 

Cherub or Kirub, 227, 237 sg. , 448 sq. 

China. Prindples of the Tao-teh-King. 
I I I  SIJ. 

Chinese believe, that each created being or 
thing has a double, I I3 ;  the GTC2t 
Azure Dragon of, 235 ; Makrokosm, 
I l 2 ; Qabbalah, 444 sg. ; Spiritual ideas 
of the, 444, 446 ; symbolism, 445 sg. ; 

knew of the Tetrad of Pythagoras, ao3 
note ; Writings and the Qabbalah, 112  

SIJ., 4 44 SIJ. 
Cbrtst the male ; the female, the Bride, the 

Church, 1 1 7 ; Symbolic color of the 
robe of, 262. 

Christian Qabbalah, claims of the Roman 
Catholic Church to the possession of a, 
232. 

Chrtettantty. By whom Formulated and 
kept alive, I78, I79 ; and the Hebrew 
Qabbalah ,  I 74• 230 ; Hebrew and Jew-
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ish, Secret Doctrine i n ,  1 74 ;  value of 
the Secret Doctrine to, 179. See, In
troduction. 

Christiana. Celebration of the Mysteries 
of the Faith, by the first, accompani
ments of, 230. 

Church Pathera' idea as to the Ayin or 
No-Thing, 127. 

Cicero's idea of the invisible God, 1 14. 
Clean and Unclean animals in  ancient 

Babylonia, 240, 241 . 
Cock. The crowing of the, three times, a 

secret, 405. 
Color of Binah, blue, 203, 261 ; Blue, 261 

and note ; of Christ's robe, 203 ; of 
the Virgin Mary's robe, 203 ; of 'Hes
ed, 269 ;  of Hod, 270 ; of 'Hokh
mah, 262 ; of Kether, 259 ; of Malk· 
huth, 203 ; of Ne-tza'h, 270 ; of Pa"had, 
269 ; and Sound, 277 ; of Tiph'e·reth• 
270 ; of Ye"sod, 271 .  

Colors. The ancient Babylonian astrologi
cal, in the Tower of Borsippa, 206, 449 ; 
emanation of the, 195 ; the mystical, 
229 ; the seven, 277 ; the white, red 
and green, 427 s9. 

Comet in the Zahar 77 s9. : statements as 
to the, in the Zahar, incorrect, 83 s9. 

Commandments. The Ten Command· 
ments and the Lord's Prayer, 318.  

Companions, the name given b y  the Qab
balistic initiates to each other, 346 note ; 
names of the, of R. Shim-on hen Yo'
hai, 441 .  

Compaaa. The points of, in Azriel, 284 ; 
Four, points of, in the Zahar, 216. 

Composite animals, 452 S<J. 
Conceptuallam, Introd. xii ,  xiii. 
Conflict of Adam, 167. 
Connection of the visible and invisible, 

us.  386, 417. 
Contemplation. Inner, Introd. xii. 
Cranium. The Great, 133, IJ.4, 367, 368, 

382 sg. : of the Makrokosm, the Firma
ment, uS note. 

Creating Deity with the Akkadians, 242, 
247. 

Creation. Account of the, 122 ; of Adam 
and Eve, 421 s9. : Assyrian account of, 
245 ; the present preceded by another, 
in the Assyrian account of, 246 ; the 

same statement in the Zahar, 137, 386 ; 
according to the Chaldean historian 
Ber6ssos, 243 ; only a Copy of the 
Eternal Idea, I IS ; or Emanation of the 
Univene, 135, 359 sg. : Quotation from 
the Siphrah D'Tznioothah, 232, 233, 
234 ; with the Semitic peoples, 242 ;  
termed by the Qabbalists, the Shadow 
of the Upper World, 256. 

Creed. Nicene, 459 sg.

Crolllua. Oswald, largely influenced by 
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171 .  

Crown. The, Highest, 370 s9. : or 
Kether, 256 s9. 

Crusades, said to be mentioned in the 
Zahar, but this is doubtful, 69, 70 ; time 
of, 69 note. 

Crystal, 134. 
Cu be. Chinese conception of the earth as 

a, 445· 
Cuneiform Tablets, content of, and the 

Hebrew Qabbalah , 234 sg., 448 sg. 

Cuaanua (Cuaanl). Cardinal Nicolas, 
largely influenced by the Hebrew Qab
balah, 171 .  

n ·
Da'ath, i. �. , Knowledge, 26o, 261. 
Dante. Hebrew Qabbalism in the writings 

of, 171.  
Darkness. Fear of, 452 ; Kingdom of. 

See, Kingdom of Darkness. 
Daud Ibn, 9. 
Dau1rhter. The, with the Qabbalists, the 

Church or Congregation of Israel, 1 17. 
David. R. Abraham b.  (of Posquieres) 

or Rabad, 9. 38. 
David Lurlah'B Sepher Kadmooth ha

Zohar, 40-54. 
David and Solomon had great knowledge 

of the Qabbalah, 166. 
Death. The Angel of, 347, 348, 432, 436 ; 

and Life, 362 sg. : Malakh Hamoveth, 
the Angel of, 410, 432, 436 ; what hap
pens at, 354 ; an advantage to the Pious, 
436 ; results from the Sin of Adam, 432. 

De Cauais. The Book, 9, 162. 
De Leon. R. Moaea Bhem-Tob, claimed 

to be the author of the Zohar, 56 s9. :

writings by, 6o sg. : Ibn Gebirol's 
knowledge of the Zoharic philosophy, 
250 years before the time of, 188. 



Del Boeel'e opinion on the antiquity of the 
vowel points, 468. 

Deity can only be Approached through the 
Intention of man's heart, 409 ; to whom 
can you Compare the, 277 ; cannot be 
Defined, In trod. xiii ; dependence upon, 
when in trouble, 429 ; has a Form and 
yet not a Form , 274 s9. ; may be con
sidered in l'our points of view, 1 28 ; 
Existence of the, 254 ; the Four ways of 
seeing the, 427 ; creat�s Good and Evil, 
126 ; cannot in I ts Highest essence be 
described, 1 27, 136 and note ; periect 
Ideas as to, cannot be grasped in the 
human intellect, 456 s9. ; Immanent 
in everything, 195 ; incomprehensi
bility of, 274 s9. ; Hebrew, male
female, 175, 342 s9. ; our Knowledge 
of, 136 and note. See Appendix, Mys
tic Theology of Dionysios ; leaves 
man when he sms, 434 ; cannot be 
seen by man, whilst he is in the flesh, 
1 8 1 .  See Introduction. Views of Moses 
of Cordova and Maimonides on the 
Essence of, 266, 267 ; without Matter, 
191 ; Names of, 378 s9. ; according to 
the Qabbalistic Symbolism, the Deity 
111anifests Itself through a N'9ood-all, 
1 27 ;  the Deity u11/er, 1 25 note ; of the 
Conformations of, 367 s9. : brings Sal
vation to the wicked, 430 ; distinct from 
the Sephiroth, 291 ; the totality of the 
Sephiroth, not the Deity, 290 sq. ; is 
always enshrouded in I ts She'kheen-ah 
or Glory, 1 8 1 ; alone is pure Simplicity, 
2 1 2 ; Supreme, produces through the 
Absolute Idea, Thought, or Perfect 
Paradigmatic Form, 1 8 1 ; Supreme, the 
only Real and True, 1 8 1 ; Supreme. The 
entire Universe not the Content of the, 
1 8 1 ; according to Qabbalistic Symbol
ism, manifests Creation as if on a Veil ,  
1 27. See, Maya, Name, Names. · 

Demons. The, 433 s9. ; of the Akkadians, 
Chaldeans, etc . ,  452, 453 sq. ; the de
stroying forces, 1 26 ; Great and Small ,  
434 , 435.  See, Sama-el. Lil-ith, Q' lip
poth. 

D'l-noor or Dinur. The Fire river, 394 
s9. , 405. 

Description of Plates, xix. 

Dealre or WW. The creator, 191 . 194. 
�. Qabbalistic, mentioned by 

Origen, 3 1 1 ,  3 1 2, 3 13. See, p.  xxiv. 
Dlmant. David de, 162. 
Dimension, 200. 
Dimensions. The, 137 note, :i68 note, 

1192 note. 
Din. Abraham Ab-Beth-, 38. 
Din. The Sephirah, 200, 269. 
Dlnur or D'i·noor, the Fire-river, 405. 
Dlonyeloe, the Areopaglte (St. Denis), 

46 note, 1 27, 128, 1 67 note , 440 ; 
Mystic Theology of, 456 s9. See, St. 
Dionysios. 

Dior. Ben, 9. 
Dleclpllna Arcana. The Ancient, 177 

and note. lntrod. viii. 
Divine Assistance granted Man if he will 

call for it. 183 ; Love, 1 1 1 ; Mediator 
most likely symbolized in the Qabbalah. 
by the Sephirah ' H ohkmah, Word or 
Wisdom, 182 ; Names in St. Jerome, 
168 and note, 169. See also ; Name, ln
eff able Name, etc. ; Power. How it 
weakens, 2 1 1 ; Qab::ialistic Name, Who ? 
1 28 sq. 

Doctrine. Secret. See, Secret Doctrine. 
Dove. Tbf! brooding, 336. 
Dragon. The, 233-:135, 243-245 ; Great 

Sea, 448 sq. ; Tiamat of the Chaldeans, 
etc., 243, 448 s9. See, Great Sea, also, 
Harmony. 

Dravidian races of India, 239. 
Dreams, 403, 404 and note ; Demons act 

on man in his, 435. 
D'Tznloothab. Blpbrah, quotations 

from, 232, 233, 234. 
Duality. The, in the Deity, 175, 342, 343, 

373 sq. 
Dudalm. The, 355. 
Dumah. The Angel of Silence, 403, 40S. 

4o6. 
Dune Bcotue, 162, 163.  
Duretue. Claude, favors the antiquity 

of the Hebrew Qabbalah , 171 . 
Duet and Ghost forms, 247, 248. 
D'yooq-nah, 388 sq . .  41 1 , 4 14, 41 7, and 

many other places. 

E 
Ea or Oannee, 235. See, Fish-god, also, 

Hea and Oannes. 
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J!:agle, 4 5  note, 244, 394 ; the meridian
sun, 1140 ; and Scorpion, 259 ; of St. 
John, 45 note ; Symbol for air, perhaps 
zther, 229, 244 ; Symbol of the Sephirah 
Tiph'e-reth, the spiritual ;ether or air, 
hence voice and sound in worship, 230 ; 
eagle-headed deity, 452. 

Barth, Qabbalistic, Chaldean, Chinese and 
Egyptian ideas as to its Revolution, 139, 
14oand notes ; One, 419 ; its Revolu
tion on its axis, believed in by some of 
the Greek philosophers, 140 ; ideas as 
to its Revolution by Arya-bhata, an an
cient Hindu, 140 ; the Revolution of, in 
the Zohar, 139 Sf/. 

JllCdta8Y in the Mystic Theology of Diony
sios, 456 Sf/. ; Theory as to, 158,  427. 

Eden, 45 note, 404, 405, 408 ,  416 ; the 
Garden of, 273, 412 ; or Paradise, 369 
note. See , Garden of, and, First Sin.
lbn Gebirol upon, 205 ; the Upper, 205. 

Edom. Children of the Christians, 70--73 ; 
Christian Rome, 7 1 ,  72 ; kings of, 1 18 ,  
135 ,  137. See, Pre-Adamite kings and, 
Kings of Edom ; Pagan Rome, 71  Sf/. 

Bgo, I. 127,  259 ; and Non-Ego, 256 ; the 
Zohar says, this was the Light which 
created everything, 1 28 .  

:a:.ypttana. Views of the Ancient, 239 ; 
Ineffable Names used by, 237. See, De
scription of Plates. 

B'bad, One, 344· 
Bh'yeh or AiB'YeH, i. e. , I Am, 1 27 If/., 

182, 378. 
Elders. The Seventy, 221.  
Bleh, i . e. , These, 1 29  If/. 
Elements. Four, in the Zohar, 216, 229. 
El'hanan. Rabbi, 5. 
Ellyah. Prayer of, 290 Sf/.
Ellenberger. Heinrich, on the Anti

quity of the Zohar, 56. 
Elohim, the Hebrew for God, 128, 175, 379 ; 

the Deity in Nature, 175 ; Be'nai ,  364 
Sf/. ; according to some Hebrew writers, 
means e'lolt.i111, i. e., energies or angels, 
348 ; translated in the English Bible, 
God , 1 29. See , She'kheen-ah.

El Shaddal, i. e., the Almighty, 379. 
Emanation of the Universe, 135,  195, 

363 sq., 381 Sf/. , 385 sq. 

Emden. Jacob (Yabetz), I L  See, Ya
beti. 

Enoch or 'Ha-nokh, mention of, in the 
Zohar, 98, 99; Book of, 167. 

Ena. A two-fold, 152, 1 53 .  
Esdras. Books of, 167. 
Eah Nogah, 68. 
Etberlda'e. J. W., 1 1 .  
Eunuch. Explanation, from the Zohar, of  

t h e word, Eunuch ; as used i n t h e  New 
Testament, 92 Sf/. 

Eunuchs. Disciples of the Wise, called, 
Eunuchs, in the Zohar, 92. 

Evaqellate. Symbols of the, 45 note. 
EvU angels in New Testament and in the

Zohar, 1o6 Sf/. See, Demons. 
Evt1 Eye. The, -436 Sf/., 454-
Evll exists for the wise pwposes of God , 

184 ; and Good, created by the Deity, 
126 ;  Inclination, i. e . .  the Ye'lur- .M
ralt., 346 and note ; Necessary to the 
Good, 1 84, 18 5 ; Spirits or Q'lippoth, 
126. 

Ex nlbllo. Creation, 124, 276. 
Expanalon and Concentration, uo. 

See, Tzimtzum. 
Eye, the closed, 200 ; degrees and coatings

of, Ancient ideas as to, 215,  216 ; the Evil, 
436 Sf/ • •  454 ; metaphor of Sight through 
the, 213,  214 ; of Providence, always 
open, 1 18 .  

Ezekiel or Ezeqiel ; the Four Faces of the 
Chariot Throne of, 45 note, 229, 394. 
See, Merkabah. The Visions of, and 
those of Isaiah, Daniel, 227 ; a great 
Qabbalist, 166 ; Vision of, 45 note, 242. 
See Vision ; Vision of and the Apoca
lypse of St. John, 303. 

Ezra and Azrlel, 38. See, Aiariel. 
Ezra re-wrote the Old Testament in the 

Aramaic alphabet, 461. 
Ezra Ibn. On lbn Gebirol. See, lbn 

Ezra. 
Ezra; Moses Ibn Jacob ben, 16o. 
Ezra the Qabbalist. See, Aiariel and

Airiel. 

F 
Faces. The Partiupheem or Faces, 2 1 1 ,  

283, 382 1f/ . .  394 sq. See, Par1iupha ; also , 
A'reekh An-peen and Ze'ir An-peen. 



Falaqu6ra. Sbem-Tob b. Joaepb 
Ibn, 8, Io. See, lbn Falaquera. 

Father. The. Symbolized in the Qabba
lah by Kether, I82. See, Abba. 

Fear and Love. Worship through, 429. 
Female and male principles, u8,  I37. I85, 

387 s9. ,  399, 4I7. See, Adam. 
Feminine deity among the Semites, a re· 

flection of the male, 246, 247, 342, 373 
s9. ; reflection of the Supreme Deity, 
with the Qabbalists, 247. 

Flclnua. Marallua, largely inftuenced 
by the Hebrew Qabbalah, I7I. 

Fifty Gatea of Understanding, 247, 
3I4,  342. 

Fire and Incense, 230 ; the mystery of the 
three parts which are one, 376 s9. ; river, 
394 s9. See D'i-noor and Dinur ; and 
Water, 348, 349. 

Flrat Sin. The, 4Io, 425 s9. , 430 s9. See, 
Adam, Grapes. 

Flab. The, 336. See , Fish-god. 
Flab-god, 234 s9. , 243 s9. ,  336 note, -148 

s9. See, Oannes. also Ea, and Hea.
Fleab. Tbe, from the Evil side, 4Io ;  of 

Mose!< was red, acco¢ing to the Zohar, 
93. See, Moses. Power of the, 4Io.

Fludd. Dr. Robert, 1 1 ,  I7I .  
Fona Vite, 8, 9,  I62. 
Forbidden Fruit. Eating of the, 4Io, 

425, 430. See, Grapes ; also, First 
Sin . 

Form. Chinese Idea as to Non-form and, 
4-15 ; the Idealized, I8I ; Universal, I 43 
s9. 

Four anlmala in early Chrisdanity, 230 ; 
animals of the Merkabah in the Apoca
lypse, 230 ; figures in the Vision of 
Ezeqiel, 45 note, 229, 394 s9. See 
Ezeqiel ; Worlds, I98. See, Worlds, 
Eagle, Ox, Man, Lion. 

Franck. Prof. Adolphe, thought the 
Hebrew Qabbalah originated with the 
Persians, I I ,  I72,  I73 ; errors in his 
translations from the Zohar,377 note. 

Franck. Jacob, u .  

Free WW, 347, 348 ; lbn Gebirol's views 
on, I97 ; in Man, 126, I83,  194. 

From nothing, nothing comes. The 
Qabbalah opposes this maxim, 124. 

Fruit. Tbe Forbidden, what it was.
4Io. Set" Grapes. 

Fu-b.al, 444-
Furor. Ancient ideas as to, 427. 

Gabalaa. Count de, Poem of the Rape 
of the Lock, by Alex. Pope, based 011 
171 .  

061-blnnom, 358,  395 s9. , 403,  405, 4u : 
who calls his fellow-man Wicked brings 
him to, 105 s9. ; the Wicked cast into, 
353, 354 ; in the Zohar, 99. See Hell.

Galatlnua. Peter, favors the antiquity of 
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171 .  

Gale. Tbeopbllua, largely influenced by 
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171 .  

Gan Eden. See Paradise, Eden, Garden. 
of Eden. 

Garden of Aromatics, by Ben Ezra, 16o. 
Garden of Eden, 204, 205. See, Eden 

and Paradise. 
Geblrol. Ibn. Attributed a Species of 

matter to all the created, 191 ; held that 
the Deity was immanent in everything, 
195 ; on the Neshamah, ;, e. , Soul, etc� 
1¢ : opinions upon lbn Gebirol and his. 
writings, 161 ; on the influences between 
the Superior and I nferior Worlds, 189 : 
his philosophical system resembles that 
of the Zohar, but it differs in its method 
of treatment, 7. See, lbn Gebirol, and 
Me'q6r 'Hay-ylm.

Ge'boor-ab. The Sephirah, 200, 269, 375. 
Oedal-yab Ibn Yacbla b. Don Yoaef. 

on the antiquity of the Zohar, 6 1 ,  62. 
Ge'dool-ab. The Sephirah, 200, 269. 
Gelger. Dr. Abraham, opposes the an

tiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, espe
cially the Zohar, Io. 172. 

Geneala. Key to the first chapter of, I 22 ,  
I23. 

Genius. What is, 138.  
Gboat-world. Mul-lll, Lord of the, 247. 
OW. Jobn, I I ,  464. 
GU'gool'em. The revolving of the I ncor

poreal, but not Metempsychosis, I9B ,  
330. See Revolution. 

Glnabure. Dr. Cbrlatian D . ,  1 0 ;  op
poses the Antiquity of the Zohar. His 
objections, 65 s9. ; on the statement in 
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the Sepher Yu'hasin, s.6 ; his objections 
answered, 65 sq. 

Gnomes, 238 ; Chaldean, 454. 
Gnoetlce and the Qabbalah, I70 ; .£ons of, 

23I and note. 
God, the Hebrew Name of is Elohim, I 29 ;  

His love and mercy acts in the Advance
ment of humanity, I8o ; seeing God, 
226, 427. 

Gode. Babylonian ; The sacred num
ber of many of the, 238 ; of the 
Heathen not to be reviled, according to 
the Zohar. See also, Qur'an, 93. 

Good and Evtl, in Chaldea, 242 ; and Evil, 
created by the Deity, 126; and Evil, not 
considered by the Qabbalah as two in
dependent powers, but both under the 
Supreme Deity, I84 ; inclination or 
y,·1ur1'a-lo,, 348 note. 

Grace or Love. The Sephirah of. See 
'H es-ed.

Graetz. Dr. Hlrech, opposes the anti
quity of the Hebrew Qabbalah and es
pecially the Zohar, IO, 37, 56, I72 ; his 
hypothesis against the antiquity of the 
Qabbruah, 39. 

Grapes, 358, 4Io, 430 sq. ; simile of the 
Bunch of, 2I7.  

Great Bea. The, 233-235, 243, 244. See, 
Bohu ; Serpent of the Great Crystalline 
Sea is Leviathan, 233-235. 

Greek idea of the Oppositions, I 86 ;  vowel 
letters, 460. 464. 

Groddeck. Gabriel, Io. 
Gulllaume de .Auvergne, I62, I63. 
Gunealvl. Domlnic, translated into 

Latin the Me'qor ' Hay-yim, I62. 

Habal D'Garmln, i. '·· the Body of the 
Resurrection, 392. See, Resunection. 

Habel and 'Hee-ed, 422. 
Hamburger. J.  Favors the antiquity 

of the Zohar, 64 note. 
'Bannanel. Rabbl, 5. 
Hands. Qabbalistic methods of holding 

the, 440, 44I note. See, the Description 
of the Plates. 

'Ba'nokh. Rabbl, 5. 
Harmony is represented Symbolically, by 

the Serpent with its tail in its mouth, 

I 86. N.B.-This is likely Leviathan .. 
In Hindu Symbolism it surrounds the 
Universe ; and Oppositions in the 
Zodiac, 1 86. 

Harmonlee in the Sephiroth, 203. 

Hay Gaon, 47 ; knows of the Sephiroth , .  
16o. 

Ha-Levl . .Abraham b . ,  attacks the · 
writings of Ibn Gebirol, I6I .  

Ha-Levl. Yehudah, h as  ideas similar to 
those lbn Gebirol, I6I. 

'Hay-yah. The, 392. 

'Hay-ytm. The Me'q6r, 3.  I42 sq. , I88· 
sq.  See lbn Gebirol. 

'Hay-yoth ba-Qadoeh, i. '·· the Holy 
Living Creatures, 259. 

He or Hu, I75. 342, 373 sq.

Hea or Ea, a Babylonian deity, 24I sq. , 

448 sq. See, Ea, also, Oannes. 
Head of all Heade, 369 sq. 

Head. Wbite, 369. 382, 386. See, Resha 
' Hiv'rah, also, Cranium. 

Heade. The Three, which are One Head, 
369 sq .. 382 sq. 

Heaven. The coming Kingdom of, 202,. 
203 and notes. 

Heaven of Heavens, the Highest Ideal 
World, 277. 

Heavenly .Adam, 202. See, Adam. 
Heavenly Family. The, with early 

Semites, 246. See Introduction xiii ; 
Ideal of the Visible, in the Old and New 
Testaments, I 89. 

Heavens. Two, 4I9 ; Like the layers of 
an onion, 4I5 sq .. 45I .  

Hebrew Alphabet, origin of, 46o ; Ancient, 
pronunciation of, likely lost, 465 ; Old 
Testament. The naturalism of, is merged 
in the Greek idealization of the New 
Testament. lntrod. , xi ; Square Char
acter. Anliquily of, 46I ; Square Char
acter, not used by Ezra in rewriting 
the 0. T . . 46I ; Square Alphabetic 
Characters used in the time of Jesus. 
465 ; and Syriac vowel pointing, from 
the same source, 466 ; vowel letters,
46o ; vowel points, 66, 46o. See, 
Voweis, also, Vowel Points. 

Hebrews, Origin of in Chaldea, 228. 
Hegel. Georg Wilhelm Frtederlch, 

inftuenced by the doctrines of the H e-



brew Qabbalah, 171 ; views as to the 
Deity, 255 ; his Opinion on the exi5-
tence of Good and Evil, 184. 

Bell or Oat-hlnnom, 348. 
Bell and P&r6diae, 432 ''I· See Gii

hinnom and Eden. 
Hell or the Underworld. The Chal

dean, etc .. 450. 
Belmont. Frans Mercurluavan, favon 

the antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalab, 
171.  

Hermaa Pastor. S ee  Pastor of Hennas. 
Bermea Trlame1118tua, 167. 
'Hea-ed. The Sephirah, 200, 268 1g . . 292 

note, 375. See, Sephirah, Sephiroth.
Blndu deity never Winks, 214 ; heavens, 

447 ; Idea as to Non-annihilation, 1 24 
note ; representations of the Figures of 
the Chariot Throne, 45  note ; belief in 
the Revolution of the Earth, 140 ; Sym
bols of the Four Worlds, 320, 334. 
See, Description of Plates ; Symbolism, 
1 27 note ; Veda's and the Qabbalab, 
lntrod., xiii, 324 sg. ; representation of 
the Four Figures in the Vision of 
Ezeqiel, 45 note. 

Blerarcblea. Spiritual, of the Akkadians. 
246 1g. , 448 sg.; Angelic, 167 note ; of 
the Roman Catholic Church, 167 note. 

Hiram Ablfr, of Tyre, 185 .  
Hlapalenala. Joannes, 9 ;  Aria Mon

tano, 241 , xxiii. 
Hod. The Seph1rah, 201 , 270, 271. 
'Hokhmah llla-ah, i. e. . Heavenly Wis

dom, 258 ; Lashon, 220 ; Nistharah, 220, 
2111 ; The Sephirah, 192, 193, 261 ,  1192 
note ; the Son or Logos, 182 ; Theoso
phy, 220 ; the Sephirah, is Wisdom, the 
Logos or Word, 199 ; the Word, called 
by the Qabbalists, the Son of God, 199 ; 
Yavonith, i. e.,  Grecian Wisdom, 220. 
See, Logos, Word, Wisdom, Sephi
roth. 

Holy of Holies. In the ancient Temples 
of Babylonia, 240, 241 . 

Holy Kiaa. Reception of the Soul by the, 
4o6, 407. 

Holy Sptrtt. The, 26o, 336 ; with the 
Qabbalists, is the Mother, the Church is 
the Daughter, 1 17. 

House of the World, 385. Comp. 245. 

Hu, i. e., He, 175, 342 sg . .  373, 314· 
Human Face, the symbol of St. Matthew, 

45 note. 
Human Race. Roots of the, 422. 
Humanity considered in the Qabbalab, as 

a Great Universal Brotherhood. 1 8 1 .  
Humll.latlon and Prayer. Days for, in 

ancient Babylonia, 240. 
'Huablel. Rabbi, 5. 

I 
Ibn-al-Qaye11. See. lbn Badja. 
Ibn BadJa, 164-
Ibn Ezra. Abraham, on lbn Gebirors 

writings, 16o. 161 ; on the Four Worlds 
of lbn Gebirol, 198. 

Ibn Falaquera. Shem Tob, says, the 
Me'qt>r Hay-y!m, of Ibn Gebirol, con
tains Ancient Leaming, 161 ; Shem 
Tob appreciated the writings of Ibo 
GebiroL 161 .  

Ibn Oeblrol. Solomon b .  Yehudab, 
Life and Writings, l sg. ; on the Soul, 
by, 4 ;  on the Will, by, 4 ;  on the Mak
rokosm and Mikrokosm, 4 ;  Poems of, 
4 ;  Grammar, by, 4 ;  Choice Pearls, by, 
4 ;  Tiqoon Middoth ha-Nephesh, by, 
4 ; cause of the forgetfulness of his 
philosophical works, 161 ; considered an 
Arab in the Middle Ages, 163 ; consid
ered a Christian, 163 ; influence of his 
writings on the scholastic philosophy, 
162 ; the first so-called, Arabian philoso
pher, in Europe, 164 : ideas influenced 
the Medireval Mystics, 163 ; Moses Mai
monides does not mention him, 164 ; the 

Qabbalistic philosophy the predominat
ing influence shown in, 2 19 ;  poem on 
the 32 Paths. 218 ; similarities between 
his writings and the Zohar. 188 ; writings 
have similarities to the Zoharic, 188 ,  his 
Me'qt>r 'Hay-y!m, 142 sq. 

Ibn Roachd or, Averroes. 164. 

Ibn Sina, called by the Scholastics, Avi
cenna, 161 ,  163, 164. 

Ibn Toran. Abu-Beer-. 164. 

Ideal Man. See, Adam Qadmon, and 
Adam I lla-ab. 

Ideas, of the early thinkers, 1 13 ; in the 
ancient world of thought, 1176 ''I· 



ldrah Rabbah. Translation from the be
ginning of, 440 ''I· 

Du. Babylonian Supreme Deity, 238, 242, 
454. 

Image. Divine. Man in the, 345. 
lmmah, i. t. , Mother, 398. See, Abba. 
lmmah ma-ah, i. t, Upper Mother, 199, 

26o. See, She'kheen-ah. 
Importance of the investigation of the re

lations of man to the Primal Cause, 174. 
Incense and Fire, 230. 
Incorporeal compared to a lighted lamp, 

376, 412 ; divisions of the, 392 sg. ; in 
man after Death, 4M ''I· See, Nesh
amah , Rua'h, Nephesh, 'Haf.yah, 
Ye'hee-dah. 

Incubus, Succubus, etc., 453. 
Ine1!'able Name, 175, 341 ,  342, 343 ; not 

used by Eve or Satan, 1 24. See Name, 
also, Tetragrammaton and YHVH. 

Initiates. An Ancient Lodge of, 439 ''I· 
Intellect. Universal, 144. 

· 

Invtalble to be comprehended only through 
the visible, I ntrod. xi ; the idea of a 
Perfect Invisible and an Imperfect 
Visible, among the Primitive ideas of 
mankind, 1 1 1 ; reached through the 
visible, 1 14, 1 74, 189. 

l8aac or Yltz-'haq of Acco, a Practi
cal Qabbalist, 58 ; quotations from his 
Sepher Yu'hasin, claimed, by Dr. 
Graetz ti al., as proof that R. Moses de 
Leon wrote the Zohar, 56, 57, 58, 59 sg . . 

6o. 
Iaalah. Book of the Ascension and Vision 

of, 167. 
Iaa.lah had knowledge of the Qabbalah, 

166, 198, 315  ''I· 
Iahmaelltes or Yishmaelites, named in the 

Zohar, 49, 69-73· 

J 
Jacob's Ladder. Explanation of, by Ibo 

Gebirol, 204. 
Jannes and Jambres. An account of, 

95 to 98. 
Jelllnelr.. Rev. Dr. Adolph, 10 ; Intro

duction to German edition of Prof. 
Adolphe Franck's La Ka6balt, 1 1  ; his 
favorable remarks as to the antiquity of 
the Qabbalah, 39 ; statement as to the 

3 1  

Comet, i n  the Zohar, S o  sg. ; began 
in opposition to the antiquity of the 
Hebrew Qabbalah and the Zohar, his 
quotations however, favor their antiq· 
uity, 172 ; his opposition to the Zohar, 38. 

Jerome. St. His letter to Marcella men· 
tioning the Ten Divine Names, trans
lated, 168 note. See, St. Jerome. 

Jesus. Time of tht! birth of, 87 and note, 
88 ; Three conceptions of, in the N. T., 
1 19 ;  the religion of, 230 ; uses the 
She-mah, 371 note. 

Jewish Church called, the Daughter of 
YHVH, in the Zohar, 94 ; Deity, male
female, 175, 247, 342 ''I· : DisriplituZ 
Arca/fa. Value of the, In trod. viii ; knowl
edge from Chaldea, 228. See, Thought, 
and, Secret Doctrine, 1 74. 

Joel. Rev. Dr. D. H., 1 1 ; favors the 
antiquity or the Zohar, 64. 

Johannlc. The. theology, 119. 

Josephus, 167,  463. 
Jost. Dr. I. M.,  favors the antiquity of 

the H ebrew Qabbalah, 172 ; on the 
Qabbalah and Zohar, 1 1, 6 1 ,  65, lntrod. 
xiv. 

Jourdain. cited, 162. 
Jubilees. Book of, 167. 
Juda'ment. Divine Power of, 126 ;  and' 

Mercy. Tbe World exists through . .

402, 446 note ; th e Pillar o r  Column of, 
282 ; the Place of, of the Living and 
Dead, 366 and note ; of the Wicked. 
and their punishment, 358. 

Just. The. See , Pious. 

x: 
Kallem. See, Vessels, and, Sephiroth, 279 

sg. , 300, 331.  
Kan (Qa-ytn or Caln), 243, 44-4-
Kepler upon the Constellations at the com

ing of Jesus, 87. 
Kether. Sephirah, 127, 1 28 note, 190, 199, 

256 sg. , 283, 292 note ; is A'reekh An
peen, 283 ; clear Knowledge of, cannot 
be obtained by man in this world, 380 
sg. ; represents the Brain and the 
Neshamah, i. 1., Soul, 282 ; called, the 
Father, 18:a ; is the Unity in Number, 
282. 



Kether El-yon, i. '• Highest or, Upper, 
Crown, 370 sq. 

Ketber Malkbutb, cited, 2 sf. 66, J9S
J98. 

Kernel and Shell. Description of the 
Universe as, 191. 

Kboeart, Kueart or Coert. Ideas in this 
writing, similar to those in the Me'q6r 

'Hay�yim, 161 .  
Kbunratb. Henry, largely inftuenced by 

the Hebrew Qabbalah, J71. 
K1n8' and Queen. Tne union of, no, 

203, 283. 
K1ng. The. and his son. The Parables of, 

40J , 436. 
K1ngdom. The great text as to the com

ing Kingdom of the Righteous on earth, 
202 . Compare 437 ; of Darkness. has
injured the Ancient tradition, J 8o ;  the 
Ideal Perfect, 201 , 202 . 

K1ng8 of Edom. The Pre-Adamitic, 1 18 ,  
135 ,  137,  138 and notes, J 85 , 236, 386 sq. 

Klrober. Rev. Atbanaelue, n, 65 ; 
ascribes many of the doctrines of the 
Hebrew Qabbalah to the Egyptians, 65, 
17J ; favors the Antiquity of the He
brew Qabbalah, 17J ; a figure of Pan 
or Zeus Lykaeus, from his works, 
325. 

Kleeb ba-Kabod, ;. ,. , Throne of Glory,
418.  See, Throne of Glory. 

Klee. The Holy, taking of the Soul of the 
Pious by, 4o6, 407. 

Bleuker. John Frederick, on the He
brew Qabbalistic philosophy, J72. 

Knowled8'e, in Hebrew, Da-ath, 26o, 26J ; 
in the ancient World, J71. 

Ko-a'b Kie-eh, i. e., The Throne of 
Glory, 4J8, 429. See, Throne of Glory. 

Xonltz. Moeee b. Me'na-a'bem Men
del, 20 sq. ; has written in favor of the 
antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah , 20, 
J72 sq. 

Koemlc Mystery, in the book, Teaching of 
the Twelve Apostles. 1 16 sq. 

Koemo8'ony of the Zohar, J39· 4J5 sq. 
Koemoe. The. with the Qabbalists. 1 17 ; 

of the Zohar and that of Chaldea, J39 
sq. ,  454 Sf. See, Universe, also , Makro
kosm. 

K'UD8'·Foo-Tze, or, Confucius, 444. 

L 
Lactantlue on the Revolution of the Earth . 

J39· 
Ladder of Jacob, 30J , 308. 
Landauer. M. H., Jo, J J. 
Lanee. Joachim, ascribes the origin of 

the Hebrew Qabbalah to Gentile phi
losophy, 172. 

Lansu&S'e, lntrod. ,  xi, xii ; Ancient, J75 Sf. 
Laou Tu' . Philosophy of, J n  sq. ; his 

Tao-teh-King. 1 1 3 ; a Qabbalah in his 
asserted writings, 170. 

Laaeen. Cbrtatlan, believes Neo-pla
tonism came from India, J70. 

Law. The. See Thorah. 
Law. The Common. a species of Qabbal

ah, 232. 
Learn1n8'. Secret. See , Secret Learn

ing. 
Lelbnltz. Baron, interested in the study 

of the HC'brew Qabbalah through Baron 
Knorr von Rosenroth, 17J ; concealed 
his scheme of Differential Calculus, 177 
note. 

LeD8'th, Breadth, Depth, 137 note, :zoo , 
292 note. See also, Dimension and, Di
mensions. 

Leo Hebreue, 9. 
Leon R. Moeee b. Sbem-Tob de, 7, 

J o ;  not the author of the Zohar, 4J  sq. 
See, Moses de Leon. 

Letters, numbers and proportlone, 
bind man's thoughts in matter symbol
ism, 1 8 1 ,  lntrod. xi .  

Levi. Abra.ham b. David ha-, 5.' 
Levi. Abra.ham b .  ha- ( the Elder), 9. 
Levi. Ellpba.e (Abbe Alphonse Louis 

Constant) , J J ;  on the Qabbalistic idea 
of the Deity, 254. 255. 

Leviathan, 234, 235. See, Serpent. 
Levlta.. Elias, on the antiquity of the 

Hebrew vowel points, 468. See , Vowel
points. 

LIS' ht. The Zoharic, 428 ; body of Adam, 
lbn Gebirol's writings upon the, 205 ; 
in which the Soul is clothed, 399. 

LIS'bttoot. John, 1 1 . 

LU-In. The, 435. 
LU-Ith, 248, 347 note ; the wife of Ad8.ID, 

248 ; and her companion, Sama-el, 433 
sq. 



Lion, 45 note ; symbol for fire, 229 ; sym
bol of Force, Energy, Fire, also of 
Ge'boor-ah, Spiritual Fire, 2 29 ;  of St. 
Mark, 45 note. See , Ezeqiel, Vision of
Ezekiel, Four Animals. 

Life and Death, 362 s9. 

Lite. Entrance into, of the Soul, 31}6 s9. ; 

Source of. See, Me'q6r Hay·ylm ; 
Tree of, 204, 235, 236. See, Tree. 

LlvfDw. All, to die and be at once revivi
fied, at the coming of the Messiah, 437. 

Lodge. A Qabbalistic , and the arrange
ment of, 442. 443 note. 

Loeecher. Valentine Ernest, 1 1. 
Logos. The, 301 , J02, 336, 459 ; the Cre

ative, 137. See, Word, also, " Hokhmah. 
Lord. The, is given in the English Bible 

as the equivalent for YHVH, 1 29 ;  or 
Adonru, 175. 

Lord's. The, Prayer, end of, Qabbalistic, 
202 note ; Divisions of, and the Ten 
Commandments, 3 1 8. 

Lost. Nothing ever, 1 24, 125. 
LOw. Dr. Leopold, favored the antiquity 

of the Hebrew Qabbal.ah, 1 1 ,  172. 
Lower man or Adam, 1 14 ; World, a copy 

of the Upper, 108 19. See, Adam, also , 
Man. 

Love. The Divine, 1 1 1 ; and Fear, 
Worship through, 429 ; to God , 442 
note. 

Lully. Raymond, agreed with the He
brew Qabbalists, 1 1 ,  171 .  

Lupercalla. The, 326. 
Luria or Lurlab. David. Analysis of 

his book in favor of the antiquity of the 
Zohar, 1 1 ,  40 s9.; wrote in support of 
the Antiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 
40-54. 172 s9. 

Lutterbeck. Job. Ant. Bernh. ,  n .
Lwu:atto. B. D . ,  10. 
Lyra. Nicholas de, adopted the four 

Jewish methods of interpretation of the 
Old Testament, 105. 

Ka-a'seb Be'reabeetb, 162, 220. 
Ka-a'aeb Merltabab or Chariot Throne, 

44 s9. , 162, 220, 227 ; Interdictions as 
to teaching, 222, 223. See , Ezekiel or 
Ezeqiel ; Vision of; Four Animals. 

.Maelc. Black and White, 47 note, 453 
sg. ; different meaning of, in Ancient 
times, from that in the Middle ages, 47 
note. 

Ma'beha.bab, i. e., Thought, 128 and 
note, 377, 395, 400, 4o8. 

Maimonides an Arletotellan, 161 ; bolds 
that the Earth is round and revolves, 
1 40 ;  does not mention the Name of lbn 
Gebirol, 164 ; favorable to the Specula
tive Qabbalab, 39 s9.; not favorable to 
the philosophical ideas in the Writings 
of lbn Gebirol, 1 6 1 ,  

Makrokosm, 4.  46, 1 1 8  note, 12 1 ,  1 2 8  
note, 144,  147, 150, 1 56 ,  157 ,  16o,  1 8 1 ,  
231 ,  316 note, 3 3 2 ,  3 3 3 ,  3 3 7  note, 420, 
443 note ; The Chinese, 1 1 2  sg. , 445 s9.; 
the Great Man seen by Nebuchadnezzar, 
216 ; as the Great Tree, 422 ; usually 
represented as an Immense Man ,  some
times as an Immense Head, 1 18 note ; 
Maimonides on, 333 ; and Mikrokosm, 
2¢, 422 ; Termed by the Qabbalah, son 
of Elohim, i. e. , God, 231 .  

Makrokosmos, 1 15 ,  225 ,  292 note ; as 
Atlas, 319, 326 ; Engraving of, as por
trayed in the Middle Ages, 326, 327 ; 
the Greek, 324 sg. ; the Hindu, 321 s9. 

Makroprosopos, 182.  
Malakh Hamovetb, ; . e . ,  the Angel of 

Death, 432, 436 ; Rah, i .  e. ,  Evil Angel , 
435 note. 

Male and Female principles, 387 s9.; All 
exists through, 193 ,  199 ; principles on 
Solomon's Temple, 1 1 7 ; Souls in  the 
Pre-existent condition, 399. See, Pre
existence. 

Malkbutb. Deity in, 128 ; Kether Malk
huth, 2 s9. , 9; represents the Nephesb, 
282 ; called, the Queen, Daughter, Ma
troneethah, Matron, the She"kheen-ab, 
etc . ,  203, 283 ; the Sephirah, 201 ,  202, 
203, 272 ; Symbolized by the Moon, 
282. See, Colors, Sephirab, Sephiroth, 
Kingdom. 

Man. The Androgenic; 281 ; the Angelic, 
symbol of the Sephirah Malkhuth, the 
Kingdom, the Spiritual Earth, hence 
the Products of the Earth, Wine and 
Bread, 230 ; as the Zodiac&I Aquarius,
259 ; in the Body, cannot raise the Veil 



absolutely, 181 ,  In trod. xi ; the bringing 
forth of, 353. See, Adam. The Man 
with the Burden, 335 ; the Celestial, 
419. See, Adam. Not considered in 
the Qabbalah as Autonomic, 180; Cre
ation of, 1o6 sq. , 417 ; Creation of, his 
purity and his sinning, 344, 345, 424 ; 
his Creative power, 183,  184 ; Danger 
to, from the Unclean Spirits which sur
round him, 225 ; can only approach the 
Deity through the In tention of the 
Heart, 409 ; in the flesh, is always sub
ject to Dissolution and Death, 184 ; the 
Earthly,  23 1 ,  232 ; Feared at first by all 
the Animals, 345 ; cannot attain his lost 
Felicity through his unaided powers, 
1 8 1 ,  182 ; whilst in the Flesh cannot See 
the Deity, Face to Face, 181 ; in the 
Flesh can only See the Back of the 
Deity, i. e. , the Visible Universe, 181 ; 
the Form of the, 400 sq .• 415 sq. ,  420, 
421 ; Garments of the Incorporeal in ,  
412 ; the  Great Man,  147. See, Makro
kosm. Incorporeal in Man after death, 
410 sq. , 412 ; the Inner, desires a Wor
ship from the Heart, lntrod. ix ; the 
Mystery of, 414 sq. ,  422, 423 ; of the 
present, his hopes and fears, 183 ; The 
Real, is the Inner Spiritual not the out
side, 184. 422 ; partakes of two opposing 
Regions, that of Goodness and that of 
Evil, 184 ; gives a portion of his Spiritu
ality to his Works, 138 ; of to-day, only 
a Concatenation of the Being-hood of 
all precedent human life, 183 ; Upper, 
Everything in the, 1 14 ;  in the vision of 
Ezekiel (Ezeqiel). 45 sq. and note ; 
Words, all spoken by, Continue in the 
future, 428. See, Adam, Makrokosm , 
Mikrokosm. 

Man's Works, a part of himself, 138, 139. 
Manicheeane and the Qabbalah, 170. 
Ma-qom, i. e.,  Place, 300, 420. 
Mare. The planet, 329, 449. 
Mazklm. The, 249, 451 , 453. See also, 

Mazikim and Maziqim. 
Maeeorah. The Syriac in the Ill century 

A.O. ,  465 sq. 

Maseorlt1c Doctors only substituted for 
the more ancient symbolism of the 
Vowels, a more modern, 465 ; points in  

the Synagogue Rolls, 467.; Doctors ; 
their duties, 462 sq. See, Vowels, Vowel 
pointing. 

Materlallem and Formallsm. The dan
gers of, In trod. viii, ix, x. 

Matroneethah, 76, 128,  203, 401 ; The . 
the Mediatrix between the Deity and 
man, 349, 350, 351 and note, 401 .  

Matter. The Deity without, 191 ; Differ
ent kinds of, 145, lbn Gebirol on, 1 42 sq. 

Matter. Jacques, 11 ; thought the He
brew Qabbalah originated with the Per
sians, 172 . 

Matter, always in Motion , 135 note ; 
no Absolute Matter, 152 note ; Univer
sal, 143 sq. 

Maurice. Rev. Thomae. Favors the 
antiquity of the Zohar, 64. 

Maya or Illusion, 276 sq .• 321 ,  See , De
scription of Plates. 

Maziqim, 434, 435, 451 , 453. See , Maz
kim. 

Maz-zol, the Influences, 298. 
Mediator. Among the ancient Babylo

nians, 241 ; a Di»ine, a necessity to 
man, 181 , 182. 

Men. Zohar speaks of, as not all descend
ing from Adam, 139, 416, 

Me-q6r 'Hay-y!m, by Ibn Gebirol. 
Analysis of, 142 ; Influences in the For
mation of the, 142, 143 ; a Resume! of, 
143 sq.: contains an Ancient System, 
10. 

Mercy and Judgment, 446 note. 
Mercy. The Pillar of, 281 ; tempers Rigor 

or Severity, 380 sq.; the Sephirah ' Hes
ed, sometime' called, 269. 

Merkabah, 45 note, 227, 419 ; in early 
Christianity, 230. See, Ma-a'seh Mer
kabah. The, and the cleansing of the 
Neshamoth, 394. 

Merodach or Marduk, 241 , 244. 
Mesopotamia ancient, Civilization of, its 

progression, 237 ; the Population of 
Ancient, 237 note. 

Meeeer Leone Hebreo, 9. 
Messiah. The, 335 ; Atonement by the, 

337, 338 sq. ; the Coming of the, 85 sq . •  

437 ; lbn Gebirol o n  the time o f  the 
coming of the, 217 ; ben Joseph and the 
Messiah ben David, 366, 367 and uote ; 



as the Shepherd, 338, 339 ; Star of the, 
88 ; Time of His coming, Kepler upon , 
87 ; Time of the coming of, in the 
Zohar, 88 sg. : Washed in wine, 340 ; 
in the Zohar, 77 sg. , 85 sg. 

Metals. Four, in the Zohar, 216.  
.Metatron, 1 16,  128 ,  1 74, 228, 272 ,  347, 

350, 366 and note ; the B'ree-atic 
Adam, 418,  419 ; the first of all Crea
tures and the reflection of Elohim, 
349 and note, 3 5 1  note ; the Presence 
Angel, 365, 366 ; in the Second World, 
328 ; the Servant of Ma-goltf, 349 ; his 
name equals that of Shaddai, the Al
mighty, 328, 366. 

.!letempsychosls, 197, 308. See, Revolu-
tion. 

Mexican Androgene, 157. 
Meyer. Johann Friederich von, 1 1 .  
Me'zuzzah. The, 67, 452. 
Michael Archangel identified in the Pas-

tor of Hermas, with Christ, 1 16. 
Middle Plllar, 281  sq. 
Mlddotb. The Thirteen , 372 note. 
Mldrash Va-yiqrah Rabbah, 73 ; Ye'• 

rushalmi, 48. 
Mldraeblm. Ancient, 167. 
Jlllght and Mysticism, 2 1 7. 
loltkrokosm, 4. 46, 1 2 1 ,  1 28 note, 134. 144, 

1 47, 1 50, 156, 157, 16o. 181, 198 ,  231 , 
232, 265, 332 sg. , 333, 337 note ; and 
Makrokosm, 422. See, Makrokosm, 
Adam, Man. 

Mlkrokosmos, 225. 
Mtkroprosopos, 182.  
Millennium, 233. 
Mtnlr. Isaac Ibn, 1 2. 
Miracles, 193, 1 94. 
Mlrandola. Prince Giovanni Pico 

della, 9, 1 1 .  
Mlthrae. Quotation from Origen on, as 

to the metals, etc. , 3 10, 3 1 1 .  
Mohammedans say the First thing created 

by God was a pen, 1 1 5  ; not necessarily 
mentioned in the Zohar, 72 sq. 

Molitor. Franz Joseph. .Favors the an
tiquity of the Zohar, 1 1 ,  65. 

Month. Names of the Jewish, from Baby 
Ionia, 249. 

Moon. The Spirit of, 242 . 
More. Dr. Henry, favors the antiquity of 

the Hebrew Qabbalab, 1 1 ,  171 .  

Morin. Jean, 19, 172 ; on the Hebrew 
vowel pointing, 461 .  

Moses. Book of  the Assumption of. 
167 ; an Egyptian General, 94 ; and 
Eliyahu, in the Zohar, 99 ; Face red 
like the face of the sun. 93 ; his Father 
was Amram, 94 ; asks to see the Glory 
of the Deity, 226 ; knowledge of the 
Qabbalah , 1 66 ; name of has a connec
tion with that of the Babylonian sun
god , 239, 240 ; buried on the Wisdom 
Mountain, Mt.  Ne'bo, 206. 

Moses of Cordova, cited, 266, 267. 
Moses. Ra.bbl. 5. 
Munk. Salomon, 8 ,  1 1 ; favored the an

tiquity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 172 . 
Musical notes. The seven, 277. Com -

pare, 325, 463. 
Mystee, 177 . 
Mystery or Bod, 166, 305, 340 note. 
Mystical colors, 229. 
Mystics. The greatest, influenced by 

ideas similar to those in the Qabbalab, 
lntrod. ix. 

Mysticism. The Higher, of the Qabbalab, 
384 ; termed Might, 217.  

N 
Na-amoh, the beautiful Demon , 434, 
Nacbmantdes or Ben Na'hman, 39. 
Nagld. Joeet ha·, 4 sq. 
Nagrela. Samuel ha-Levi b.  Joset, 4, 

5, 6. 
Name. Hidden, 3 ,  237 sq. , 342. 
Name. The Ineffable, 202, 203 and note, 

263 , 274, 341 ; the re,•ersed, Ineffable , 
446 note. See, Ineffable Name, Tetra
grammaton, YHVH.  

Name or, 72, 202 and note. See, Tetra· 
grammaton ; also, Ineffable Name. 

Names of the Deity, 378 sq. : Divine, Se
cret, 237 ; Divine, in St. Jerome, 168 
and note ; Great, Qabbalistic formula 
of the, 342 ; Ineffable, with the Baby
lonians, Egyptians, etc., 237, 247. Con
struction of the Chaldean Universe. 
See Appendix, also Name. 

Nazir. Jacob. (of l.unel) ,  38. 
Ne'bo, 241 ,  242; the Wisdom deity of an

cient Babylonia, his planet Mercury, 
241 , 242 ; the bond of heaven and eanh, 
206. 



Nepttons, lntrod. xii. xiii. See, Ayin. 

Ne'bunyab, the Pious, knew of the 
Zohar, 48. 

Neo-platonSctana in Italy cite from lbn 
Gebirors philosophical works, 162. 

Neo-platontam probably from Hindustan, 
170. 

Nepbesb, i. '" animal soul, 147, 1 53,  155, 
1¢, 200, llfl3, 232, 282, • note, 321 ,  
332, 354 , 3 90  Sf., � .  41 1 ,  412, 418, 
419, 433 Sf. ,  444 ; in  Adam, 273 ;  of the 
Great Ideal Man, 301 . 

Ne'qood-ab Pe'shoot-ah , i. e. , Smooth 
Point, 257 ; Rishoun-ah, i. e., Primor
dial Point, 257. 

Nesbamab, Intellectual Soul, 147, 153, 
155. 16o, 1¢, 200, ll03, 232, 282, 292 
note, 321,  331 ,  332, 354 Sf •• 384 Sf. , 390 
Sf. , 402, 410, 4 1 1 ,  412, 413, 414, 41 8, 
419,  422, 423, 428, 429 sf . .  444 ; Absence 
of the, Creates Uncleanness, 408 ; 
leaves the Body of man during sleep, 
403 Sf. ; of the Great Ideal Man, 301 ; 
return of, to Paradise, 404 ; Rua'h, 
Nephesh, Zohar on, 197 ; the Upper, 190· 

Ne-tza'b. The Sephirah , 201, 270. 
Newton. Bir Isaac, studied the writings 

of Jacob Bohmen, 171 ; influenced by 
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171 ; bid his in
vention of Infinite Series, 177 note. 

New Testament. The Apocryphal, 167 ; 
and the Seer�! Doctrine, lntrod. viii, 
440 ; a fusion of Hebrew and Hellenic 
thought, lntrod. xi. 

Nicene Creed. Dogmas of and the Qab
balah, 459 s9. 

Nl.atarotb, i. e., Mysteries, 36. 
Noa'b and 'Hen, i. e .. Grace, 420, 421. 

See, Description of Plates. 
Non-torm. <!:hinese idea as to, 445. 
Nothing. Creation from, 213 ; is ever lost 

according to the Zobar. 1 24 ; from noth
ing nothing can come, 230. 

No-Thing. The Absolute, 148 ; the No
Thing, 275 s9. See, also, Ayin and, Ain 
Soph. Ideas of the Great Church 
Fathers as to, 1 27 ;  Qabbalistic idea as 
to, 1 25 ;  the Universe created from, 305 
note. 

Number, etc. God doeth all things in, 
1130. 

Numbers. Chinese. of Heaven and Earth, 
445 ; Male and Female, 445 ; Tiews as 

to, in connection with the Universe, 141 
and note. 

Numerale and letters. The 32 Paths o( 
Wisdom, 204-

Nut. Comparison of the Universe to a. 
190. 

0 
Oannes, 244. See, Fish-god. 
Odor of the Rfabteoua, 355. 
Olam Gal'gal-im, 419 ; Gil-gooleem, a8o ;  

Mala'khay-ab, 28o. 
Olam ba-Moor'peb, i. ,. , the Moral or 

Sensuous World, 200, 270. 

Olam ba-Mooa'kal, i. e., the Intelle«ual 
World, 200, 263. 

Olam ba-Mut-bab, i. e., the Natural 
World, 201 , 271 ; ha-Sephiroth ; Q"lip
potb ; A'tzeel-ab ; B'ree-ab ; Ye'ueer
ab and A'seey-yah. See, those Titles. 

One or E'bad, 344 ; composed of Three, 
372 s9. 

Onion. Sacredness of the, 45 1 ; roofs 
shaped like an onion, 451 ; Universe in 
layers like an, 415. 

Open Eye, 1 18. 
Oppoelttons and the Harmony, u7, us, 

1 85. 
Oppositions, the stability of, in male and 

female, 417 ; to the Four Worlds, 434-
0ral Instruction in ancient times, 178 si
Oral teacblng. The value of. 178.  
Ortcen, on the Secret meanings to be 

found under the words of the Old 
Testament, 103, 104 s9. ; Qabbalistic 
ideas in the writings of, 308 s9. 

Ortglnal Bin. Man born in , 346, 347, 432. 
OBiander. Andreas, agrees with Kleu

ker as to the antiquity of the Hebrew 
Qabbalah, 172. 

Otto. Julius Conrad, favors the antiquity 
of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171. 

Ounqelos, 98, 201. 
Oz. The, 45 note, 259-

p 
Pa'bad. The Sephirah, signifying, Fear, 

200, 269 s9., • note. 
Palace used to indicate the different de

grees of expansion of the Sephirotb, 



191 ; used to signify,  the Supreme 
Canopy or Veil, 136. 

Pan. The Greek, 324 Sf/.; represented as 
clothed in a spotted skin. 325 s9. 

Paracelsus. Phillppue Aureolus Tbe· 
opbraatwt, Bombast of Hohen· 
helm, -usually known as, was largely in
fluenced by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 1 7 1 .  

Paradll!le or Eden, 273, 369 note ; Para
dise and the Garden of Eden. The dis
tinction between, 204, 220 ; lbn Gebi
rol' s explanation of, 204 ; and Hell , 432 
s9.; return of the Soul to, 404 ;  the 
Souls in, 388 s9. See, Eden, Garden of 
Eden, Souls. Spirits, Ga:i-hinom. 

Partzupha, 41 1 .  
Partzupheem, 2 1 1 , 253. 
PartzupbJn or Faces, 1 1 8. 
Pastor of Hermae cited, 1 16, 167. 
Patristic Literature and Ideas as to the 

No-Thing, 1 27 note ; Literature and 
the Qabbalah, 167. 

Pentateuch Rolls not pointed with the 
Vowet Symbols, 46o Sf/. 

Persian idea of the Oppositions, 186. 
Prelfl'er. Augustus. Favored the antiq

uity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 1 1 ,  1 7 1 .  
Pbar1aees, destroyed the Inner Spirituality 

of the Hebrew Sacred Writings, 174, 
lntrod. viii, ix. 

Philo Judaus, 167 ; his ideas as to the in
termediaries, 301 , 302. 

Philosophical systems as to intermediate 
causes, 301 . 

Philosophy and Religion ought not to be 
separated, lntrod. x .  

Pha!lnlclan alphabet, 46o. 
Phylacteries or Th'pheelln. Antiquity 

of 95 , 452 ; worn constantly in ancient 
times by the Jews. 95. 

Physiognomy, 45 note ; 47. 
Piety of the Qabbalists, 63, 64. 
Plge and Reptiles, Unclean in ancient 

Babylonia, 241.  
Pillar of the Centre, 282 ; of the Right, 

that of Mercy, 282 ; the Left, that of 
Judgment, 282. See, Diagrams. 

Pious. Atonement by the, 337, 338, 
339 ; the Deity. very strict with the, 
352, 353 ; future happiness of, 356, 357, 
358, 389 s9 . . 4o6, 409. See, Righteous ; 
also , Just.

Place, i. ,. , Ma-qom, 1 18 , 278, 349· 
Planetary World called Gil'gooleem or 

Gal'gal-im,  280, 419. 
Planets created on Wednesday, ao6 ;  each 

was thought to have a presiding angel, 
314 ; their colors, metals, and 1ymbols, 
in Chaldea and Babylonia, 449 sg.; 
World of the, 330. 

Plato. His doctrine as to Ideas, 1 13 , 276 
s9.; his idea of the invisible God, 1 14. 

Poetry Jewish, in the Middle Ages, 1, 2. 
Point. The, 280, 281 ; the Chinese,  446 

s9. ; the first, is the Sephirah Kether, 
i. e., Crown, 1 27 ; the first, called, 
u'9ootl-ali f/atl'11o-all. Emanation of the 
Universe from, 136, 381  s9. 

Pointe on the Pehlevi coins, 466 ; to the 
.Ruli and Daiei/a, in the II century 
A.O., 466. 

Polson. The Angel of, 435. See, Sama-el 
Lil-ith. 

Pope Nicholas lll , 81 s9. 
Pope Btttus IV. Largely influenced by 

the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.  
Porphyry's Tree, like the Tree of the 

Sephiroth, 313.  

Postel. WWlam ot. Favored the antiq-
uity of the Hebrew Qabbalab, 1 7 1 .  

Power of Judgment, 1 26. 
Powers of Philo, 231. See, Philo. 
Pt&cttcal Qabbalah among the Baby-

lonian Jews, 51 and note. See, Qab
balah. 

Ptana. The Hindu, 32 1 , 322, 323, 324. 
Prayer of Ellyah, 290 Sf/. 
Prayer. The Lord's. End of the, 202 

and note ; and the Ten commandments, 
318 .  

Prayer at Night before gcing to bed, 409. 
Prayers. Two Qabbalistic, in the daily 

service of the Sephardi Jews, 315. 
Pre-Adamlte Kings, 1 18,  137, 3 86 s9. 

See, Kings of Edom. 
Pre-eldatence of Souls, 1¢. See, Souls. 
Priests and Prophete. Ancient, cl the 

Hebrews, 2:.1. 

Priests originally not a distinct class, 
Moses confined them to the Sons of 
Levi, 221 ; orders of, among the Akka
dians, etc. ,  240. 

Primal Cause, 174. 
Prlmord1&1 Point, 257. See, Point. 



Principles. Mal� and Female, 387 sg. See , 
Male and Female Principles, Adam, 
Man ,  Kings of Edom. 

Proceulon of I.14rhted Candles, 326. 
Proclue, 162. 
Pronunciation of the ancient Hebrew 

probably lost, 465 . 
Prophete called,· Na6i#, or Na'6u, 206 ;  

The last, 222 ; originally not a distinct 
class, Moses changed this to the initi
ates, 221 ; come prominently forward in 
the time of Samuel, 221 ; as a profes
sion. Time of the cessation of the, 
222, 

Prototype. Elohim the, R. Moses Cor
dovero on, 212 .  See Tzure, Tzurath. 
The, in the First World, 328. See, Adam 
also, Makrokosm. 

Prototypes Above, 109 sg.; 418 ,  Lower 
World, 190. 

Providence. An uninterrupted, in gov
ernment of the universe, 193. 

Punlebment of Sinnerswho do not repent, 
353. 

Purpeer-ah, an angel, 412  and note. 
Purueha, 323, 337 note. 
Pythagora.e, 444 ; Tetrad of, 202 note, 

3 1 8 ; believed the Universe has been 
made through the proportions of Num
bers, 141.  

Pythagoreans. Opinions of as to Ideas, 
1 1 3 ; favor the idea of the Revolution 
and Rotundity, of the Earth, 140. 

Q, 
Qabbalah. Ancient doctrines of. The 

Books which contain them, 166, 167 ; 
Antiquity of the, 165, 1 80, 218 ; in the 
Apocrypha, New Testament, etc., 166, 
167,  440 ; and Assyriology, 235 sg. , 

lntrod. xiii ; among the Buddhists, and 
the Dravidian races of lndi!J, 170 ; 
Christian, 232 ; in the Common Law, 
232 ; in the Cuneiform Writings, 218 ; 
Difficulty of studying, lntrod. xiii, xiv, 
179 sg.; the Dogmatic or Positive, 226 ; 
called · Hnr, ;,,. , Grace, 221;  the Hebrew, 
its origin, 2 19 ; Hebrew, the problems it 
seeks to solve, 223 ; Hebrew Specula
tive, 161 ; Hebrew, bases itself on the 
Hebrew Sacred Writings, 224 ; Hebrew 
Practical, 224 ; Hebrew, cardinal doc-

trines of, 225 ; and Hindu Aryan 
thought, 438, lntrod. xiii ; Investigation 
of, almost wholly ignored by the writers 
of this Century, lntrod. vii ; how a 
Knowledge of it was obtained by the 
Egyptians, according to the Qabbalists, 
166 ; considers Humanity as an Univer
sal Brotherhood, 181 ; and Massorah, 
221 ; the Modem views of Luriah and 
Cordovero, on the potential activity of 
the Deity in Nature. 193 ; in  Old Writ
ings, 440 ; Origin of. 221 ; the Practical, 
226, 227 ; Practical , in ancient Babylonia, 
237 ; m India, lntrod. xii i  ; Qabbalah 
early called a Science, 36 ; a continua
tion of the Secret Doctrine, 179 ; in the 
Septuagint Translation of the Hebrew 
Sacred Writings, 166 ; the Speculative 
or Metaphysical, 179, 226, 236 : nothing 
of it written, until the time of Shim-on 
b. Yo'hai , 166 ; the Symbolical, 226 ; 
the Theoretical , 226 : Theories of, pro
ceed from the lowest to the highest, 225,  
226 ; traced to the Jewish Universities
in Babylonia, 39 : . Value of the study of, 
lntrod. vii : Value of to the truly spirit
ual and inner man, In trod. ix ; in the 
Vedas, especially their Upanishads, 170 ; 
lntrod. xiii ,  324 note, 439 ; the Wisdom 

of, mentioned by Hay Gaon and Gebi
rol , 440 ; in the Zend writing� . 170. 

Qabballetlc Formula of the Names, etc., 
342, 343 ; Tree of Life of the Sephiroth, 
with the Divine Names attached, 169. 
See , the Diagrams. 

Qabballeta and lbn Gebirol, drew from 
the same source. 161  ; the names of An
cient, 440. 

Qadmon. Adam, 3, 4, 1 8 1 .  190, 231 ,  281.  
See, Adam Qadmon. 

Qa-yln and Ge'boor-ah, 422. 
QlmchL R. Joeeph Ibn, 8 .  
Q'llppoth, 126, 436 sg. ; Olam ha-, i .  1.,

World of the Shells, 329, 330. 
Queen. Malkhuth called, 203 ; the Sbe'

kheen-ah called, the. 341 , 401 . 
Qur'i\n, prohibits cursing strange gods, 94. 

R 
Rabblne . Capture of the Babylonian, 5. 
Reca.natL R. Mena'hem dl, 12 ,  226, 

289. 



Rekhabltee. The, 227. 
Repentance necessary before man is for

given his sins, 351 ,  352 ; created before 
the World, 353. 

Reeba 'Blv'rab, i. e. , White Head, 133, 
258, 369 sq. See, Head. 

Resurrection. The, 354 ; of man in the 
body, 354, 355, 356, 414 ; and existence 
after death, believed in, by the Semitic 
Chaldeans, 246. See, Body of the 
Resurrection. 

Reucblin. John (or Capnio) , 1 1 ,  171 .  
Revised versions of the H oly Scriptures, 

lntrod. xiii. 
Revolut.lon of the Earth, in  the Zohar, 

139 sq. ; of the Earth , a fallacy according 
to the Church Fathers, Lactantius and 
Augustine, 139. See, also , Earth ; of 
Souls, 413.  See, Gal-gal-im. 

Rbenford or Rbenterdlue. Johann, 
favors the antiquity of the Hebrew Qab
balah, 171. 

Rlccl. Paul, favors the antiquity of the 
Hebrew Qabbalah, 171.  

Rlgbteoue. The souls of the, higher than 
the angels, 383 sq. See, Pious ; also, 
Just. 

Rlelng of the Soul of the dead, 354 sq. 

See, Resurrection. 
Rlttangel. John Stephen, favors the an-

tiquity of the Qabbalah, 171 .  
Rlver of Fire. See, Dinur. 
Rlvers. The Four, of Paradise, 216. 
Rolle of the Synagogue. The method 

of Reading the, 467. See, Vowel Points. 
Roman Catbollc Cburcb and its hier

archy, 167 note ; claims to be the pos
sessor of a Christian Qabbalah, 232. 

Rome, in the Zohar, 71  sq. 

Rose. Romance of the, Hebrew Qabbal
ism runs through the poem of, 171 .  

Rosenrotb. Baron Cbrletlan Knorr 
von, Favors the antiquity of the Zohar, 
I I ,  65, 171 .  

Roelcruclan Society, largely influenced 
by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171 .  

Rosel, R.  A2zaryab Min Ba-adomlm 
del. Believed in the antiquity of the 
Zohar, 64. 

Rua'b, i. e., Spirit, 147, 153.  16o, 196, ::ioo, 
203 , 232, 282, 292 note, 321 . 332, 390 sq. ,

404, 410, 41 1 ,  412,  413, 418 ,  419, 432, 
433 ; of the Great Ideal Man, 301. 

Rua'b ba-Qadoeba, i. e. , the Holy Spirit, 
26o. 

Rum Ma-aleb, i. e., Inscrutable Height, 
258. 

s 
Saadyab Gaon mentions the Ten Sephi

roth, 16o note ; on the Sepher Ye'tzeer
ah, 159. 

Sabab'e (the Old Man's) words, 124. 
Sabab D'Sabln, 367. 
Sache. Dr. Mlcbael, opposes the anti

quity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, espe
cially the Zohar, 172. 

Sacrlficee in ancient Babylonia, 240. 
Sakbya Munl or Buddha, 187, 239, 

443 note, 444. 
Salamander, 394 sq. 

Salvation to the Wicked, from the Deity, 
430. 

Sam Movetb A2, the Demon, 434. 
Sama-el, 330, 344, 365 note ; The Angel 

of Death, 347, 348 ; and his Companion, 
Esheth Zenooneem, 330, 331 ; brought 
Death into the World, 345 ; Dangerous 
to mock, 435 ; the Evil Serpent, 344' 
345 and note, 346 ; and the First-Sin, 
430 sq. : and Lil-ith , 433 sq. See , 
Lil-ith. 

Samson's riddle, 229. 
Saracens, 71 sq. 

Sarcognomy, 45 note. 
Satan, the Accuser, but an angel of the 

Deity, 242 ; not to be Cursed, 93. 94 ;  
a Necessity, 186. See, Talmud. 

Sat&now. J. , Favors the antiquity of the 
Zohar, 64 note. 

Sabbath, perhaps our Sunday, kept by the 
ancient Akkadians, etc. ,  240. 

Scallger, 10. 
Scbelllng. F. W. J. von, quoted as to 

the importance of the Hebrew Qabbalah 
and the Zohar, 173 ,  174 ; influenced by 
the doctrines of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 
171 .  

Scbiller-Szlneesy. D. ,  favors the Anti
quity of the Hebrew Qabbalah, 172 ; 
favorable to the antiquity of the Zohar, 
63 ; translation of a passage of the 
Zohar by, 1o6 to 1o8. 



Sch<1ttt4ren. Cbrtatt&n, 1 1 ,  cited, 1 14 ; 
Works of, recommended, 1 15 note. 

Schopenhauer. Arthur, influenced by 
the Hebrew Qabbalah, 1 7 1 .  

Schultens. Albert, o n  the  Hebrew vowel 
pointing, 461 s9. 

Sea, the Great Crystalline, 233, 234, 235, 
257, 336, 448 s9. 

Sea. The Great Crystal in  the Apocal
ypse, 303 ; Symbolism of the, in the for
mation of the Sephiroth, 279. 

Secrecy by the ancient wise men, 178. 
Secret Doctrine, 166, 1 79 ;  in the time of 

Jesus, 174 ; or Leaming, not to be found 
in the Talmuds, I ntrod. vii, viii; called ; 
Sithrai Thorah, Sodoth ha-Thorah, 
' Hokhmah, Pardes, i. e. , Paradise, etc. ,  
220 ; Reason of the Secrecy, as to,  222 ; 
of Genesis, 1 23 ; Leaming, 161 ; Leam
ing in the New Testament, In trod. viii ; 
Leaming, mentioned in the Talmudim ,  
54 , Learning. The Teachings in the , 
222 ; meanings contained in the words 
of the Thorah and of the Old Testa
ment. 102 s9. , 105 ; Science, 52 ; Sci
ence or Qabbalah among the Jews in 
Babylonia, 53 ; Wisdom , 284. 

Sepher A rugath ha-Bosem , 16o ; Bahir, 
called Ye'rushalmi,  48 ; Bikku-reh H a
eettim,  93 ; B ' rith Me'nu-'hah, 54 ; Dib
reh Hayoum1m L' :.fo.;heh, 94, 98 ; 
Emeq ha-Melekh , 1 10 note ; Ha
maggid, 54 ; Ha-mishqal , 6o ;  ha
Qabbalah, 5 ;  ha-Rimmon, 60 ; ha
Shem , 6o ;  ha-Sodoth, 6o ;  Mash-mee
ah ye'shoo-ah, 75 ; Mathnoth Ke-hun
hah , 73 ; Ma-ye'nai ye'shoo-ah, 73 ; 
M'bo She-arim, 110 note ; Matzreph 
l 'keseph, 64 ; Migdal Oz, favorable to 
the antiquity of the Zohar, 42 ; Quota
tions from Maimonides, favorable to 
the antiquity of the Qabbalah, 40 ; 
Mishkan Ha-edooth , 6o ;  Nephesh Ha
'hokhmah, 60 ; Ne-tza'h Yisrae� 73 ; 
Qadmooth ha-Zohar, in favor of the 
antiquity of the Zohar, 40 ; Sha-ar ha
Shemoth, 6o note ; Sha-ar ha-Tzinor
oth , 6o note ; Shalsheleth ha-Qab
balab 62 ; Shee-oor Qo-mah, 44 ;  She
qel Ha-Qodesh, 6o ;  Shepatha� 1 1 0  
note ; Shushan Ha-edooth, 6o; Sublime 

Faith. Abraham b. David Ha-Levi in 
this book,  attacks lbn Gebirol, 161 ; 
'Tzee'nab Uree'nah, 343 note ; Ye'tzeer
ab, 218 ; Ye'tzeer-ab. Antiquity of, 39 ; 
Ye'tzeer-ah on Ayin, 256 ; Ye'tzeer-ab, 
cited, 126 ;  Ye'tz�er-ah, Known to be 
lbn Gebirol, 159, 203 ; Ye'tzeer-ab , 
quoted, 305 ; Ye'tzeer-ah, on the mean
ing of Sephirah, etc . ,  •· 297, 2'}8 ;
Yu'hasin. Disputes as to the correct
ness of the versions of, 55, 56, 62. 

Sephlrah, Sepblroth. M eaning of the 
words, 295 s9. ; Triad in each, 281.  

Sephlroth. The, 156 ; of Construction, 
200 ; as to the Deity and between them
selves, 289 ; Delineations of like those 
of the Ptolemaic planetary system, �. 
see, Plate, p.  295 ; Fonn the Adam Qad
mon, 182 ; Formulations as to, 294 ;  Ibo 
Gebirol's idea, as to the, 209, 210 ; 
known to Hay Gaon, 16o ; Heavenly
spheres, 314 s9. ; Idea of, in the Apoc
ryphal Gospel of the Birth of Mary, 
316 s9. ; Idea of in Isaiah, 315 s9.; the 
Maz-zol , 298 ; names of, in the Zohar, 
28o ; Olam ha-, 321 ; Origin of the Idea 
of the. 302 s9. ; Idea of, like that of one 
who desires to build a palace, 380 ; in 
Philo, 16o note ; see, Philo. Quotations 
from the Talmud, as to, 304, 305 ; known 
to Saadyah Gaon, 16o note ; The Seven 
Lower, 292 note ; Spheres or orbits, 
191 note ; Symbolical description of the 
forming of the, 277 s9. ; The Ten, 251 
s9. , 409, 421 note, 442 and note, 443 
note ; The Ten, action of, 193 ; Ten, 
in lbn Gebirol, 16o ; The Ten, together ,  
compose the Adam Qadmon, an d  are 
the content of the Ineffable Name, 23 1 ; 
the Ten, perhaps in the hierarchies of 
Dionysios, the Areopagite, (St. Denis) 
and, The Testament of Adam, 167 and 
note ; The Ten, triadic, 281 ; The Tree 
of, with the Akkadians and Chaldeans, 
235 ; The Voices Seen, not heard, 100. 

Sephlrothlc Diagram in circles, 100 ; 
Tree, like Porphyry's Tree, 3 13. See, 
Diagrams. 

Serpent, 204 ; brought death into the 
World. 346 ; of Eternity, 45 note ; The 
Evil, 435 ; The Evil. See Sama-el. The 
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Great, has Seven heads, 235 ; the Great ; 
the bond which was thought to hold to
gether, the Heavens and the Earth, 
235 ; the, of the Great Sea, 233, 234, 
235, 243 ; the great Subtility of, and the 
reason · of this, 235. See , Leviathan,
also , Sama-el.

Beth and Ra'h-mlm, 422. 
Beth's knowledge of the Qabbalah, 165. 
Seven kings of Edom , 1 1 8, 246, 386. See, 

Pre-Adami tic kints ; also, Kings of 
Edom. Lights in early Christianity, 
230 ; a number sacred to the Ancient peo
ple of Babylonia, 240, 448 sq. ; Planets, 
235 ; Seven-headed Serpent of the 
Great Sea, Leviathan, 233-235 ; Spirits 
before the Throne, 308 ; Stars of the 
Great Bear, 235 ; Value of the number 
in ancient times, 277 , 302, 303 , 317 ; Di
visions in the Universe, 415. 

Seventh Thousand year of the World, 233. 
Bez in the deities of the s .. mites, 246. 

Comp. H11 ; also, Feminine. 
Bhaddal, i. e . . the Almighty, 272. See , 

Metatron. 
Bhaddai". El. At 6rst probably triadic, 

175. 
Shadow. The created made from the 

D'yooq-11alt, ;. e. , Shadow, of the Light 
of the Deity, 2 1 1 .  

Bhatruth. Yltz-'haq Ibn, 38. 
Bbalaheleth Ha-Qabbalah, 64. 
Bha-mayeem, i. e., Heav.,ns, 348 sq., 

36c). 
Bhaprut. R. Chaadal ( 'Hasdai or Chis

da'i) . lbn Shaprut ben Yitz.'haq b. Ezra 
ha-Nasi, 38.  

Shedlm, 434 sq. 
Bhedtn, 434. 
Bhe'kheen-ah, 1 16, 128, 175, 340, 341 

342. 3.J9-35I note . 401 ; part in the Cre� 

ation of the Universe, 359 sq. ; and Elo
him, 365 note. See, Queen ; also , Ma
troneetha. 

She-mah. The, 371 sq. 
Bbemaryii.hu. Rabbi, 5. 
Shem Ha-me'phoraab. See Ineffable 

n:ime ; Hava-yah, i. e. , the Existing 
Name, 342, 379 sq. 

Bbe'reerah (Gaon). R., 38 ; on Physiog
nomy, 45, 46, 47. 

Bhesheth. Jacob b. , 38. 
Shim-on b. Yo'ha"i's School, 48. See. 

Yo'hru. Shim-on b. 
BlbyWne Oracles, 167. 
Bide. The other, or Evil, 437. 
Bllence or Death. The Angel of, 40J. 405. 

See, Death. 
Simon.· Richard, ascribes the origin of 

the Hebrew Qabbalah to the Chaldeans, 
172. 

Bin. The First, 430 sq. ; Original. Man 
born in, 346, 347, 43:z.. See, Adam, 
Man, First Sin. 

Sinners. The necessary change for, 353. 
Blphra D'Tznloothah. Beginning of, 

cited, 1 1 8 ;  a Zoharic book, 13. 
81% thousand years of the World, 233. 
BU::tus IV. Pope, inftuenced by the Qab

balah. 171.  
Bleep, the taste of Death, 409 ; the soul 

leavP.S the body during sleep, 402 sq.; 
dreams, 403. 

Smooth Point, 257. See , Ne'qood-ah, 
also, Point. 

Bod or Mystery, 6,  220, 340 note. See, 
Mystery, Wine, Secret, 358, 346 note. 

Solomon Engraved on the walls of his 
Temple, likenesses of the male and 
female principles, l 17 ; The Psalter, of, 
1 67 ;  the Temple of, 1 85 ;  Book of, 397. 

Bon. The, of God, 194, 199 ;  The Only 
Begotten, 262 ; Production of the, 387 
sq. ; The Upper Adam, the, 421 ; The, 
or Word, 459. See, Logos, Word, 
Messiah, Metatron, Mediator. 

Bon ot God, an angel, 1 16 ; Ideas as to 
in ancient Babylonia, 247 ; the Thorah , 
1 16. 

Sorcery among the Chaldeans, 453 sq. 
Soul. Abode on earth a means of educa

tion and trial, 197 ; Animal. See , 
Nephesh. Ascent to the bosom of the 
Deity, I I  1, 4o6 ; a Chariot, 220 note ; 
entrance of, into the body, 3¢ sq. ; 
elf eel as to purity or uncleanness, accord· 
ing to lbn Gebirol, 198 ; the Light in 
which it is clothed, 399 sq. ; departure 
of the holy, 411  ; manifestation of 
through the light of the eyes, 215. See, 
Nesbamah for the Upper Soul, Nephesb 
for the Animal or Vital Soul. Soul of the 
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Pious. The crowning of, 389 sq. : Pre
existence of, 1<)6 ; the Prototypic Higher 
Soul , 190 ; Reminiscence in the, 1<)6 ; 
Return of to Paradise, 404 ; passes 
through the Sephiroth, 291 note ; and 
Spirit. The positions of, 407 sq. ; Writ
ings upon the Divisions of, 334· 

·Soula. The souls above, 388 sq. ; Descent 
of, 388 sq. : Descent of the souls of the 
piou• into Sheol to bring up souls which 
are therein, 413 ; all existed at first, in 
the Divin� Idea, 1<)6 ; Divisions of the, 
1<)6, 390 sq.; Emanated and their prior 
knowledge, 388 sq.; Emanation of, 
through the Right and the Left, side, 
1 10 ;  Forming oft he, 384 sq. See, Nesha
mah, Rua'h, Nepheshand, Soul. In Para
dise, 389 sq. : Doctrine of the. Pre-exist· 
ence of, 190 and note ; in the Pre-e1dstent 
condition, 399 ; The Revolution of. 
See, Gil-goolem. Revolution or Revolv
ing of the, 413 ; of the Righteous,higher 
than the angels, 383 sq.; The Three , 
200 ; Treasury of the, 395 sq. ; of the 
Wicked, 358 ; The Coming down to 
this World of the, 384 sq. 

Sound and Color, 277 ; Eternity of Sound, 
1 24 note, 428 ; sound in Worship, 230. 

Space. Infinite, 231 ; Qabbalistic ideas 
upon , 300, 301 ; Three Worlds in, 301. 

Spaces. The Two, 146. 
.Spark. The emanation of the Nebulous, 

195. See, Point ; also, Ne'qood-ah. 
Speculative Qabbalah, 230. 
Spencer. Herbert, cited, n 3 .  
Spinoza. Barukb or  Benedict, influ-

enced by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 171 . 
Spirit. The Evil , 346 and note, 347. See, 

Ye'l•erlla-ralt, and Sama-el. The Holy, 
considered by the Qabbalah as in the 
Sephirah Binah, 182.  See, Rua'h .  

Splrltual Elements of  the worlds . or, 
R1t'lwtlt ye'sod lla- 0/am, 193 ; in Man 
or Adam , n 4. See, Adam. 

St.  Augustine did not  believe in the 
Revolution of the Earth on its axis, 139. 

St. Dlonyaloa, the Areopagite, 45 note, 
167 note, 440, 456 ; Mystic Theology 
of, 456. See, Dionysios. 

St. Ephraim used vowel pointing in the 
Syriac, 466. 

St. Jerome, on the Ten Divine Names, 
168, note. 

St. Jerome's knowledge of the Hebrew 
vowel points, 468 , 469. 

St. Paul refers to the Celestial Adam, 1 14. 
1 15 ; says, we live and move in God, 
I I 4 ;  holds that the Visible declares the 
Invisible, 1 14. See, Introduction xi. 

St. Synealoa, on Dreams, 46, I I S  note, 
440. 

Steiger, confesses the importance of an in
vestigation of the Hebrew Qabbalah , 
172. 

Stelnscbnelder. Dr. Moritz, 1 1 ; says, 
the true history of the Hebrew Qab
balah, has not been written, 172. 

Stern. Ignatz, favors the Antiquity of the 
Hebrew Qabbalah, 1 1 ,  17"·  

Stork. The, 321 . 
Strunz. Fred, 10. 
Sun. Eclipse of, in  the Zohar and the 

Kether Malkhuth, 198 ; the Nocturnal, 
453 ; Parallel of the light of the Sun, by 
lbn Gebirol, 1 49. 

Subjective and objective, 193. 
Superior and Interior. As Male and 

Female, 189. 
Symbolism. Hindu, 1 27 note ; of Lan

guage, 175 sq. See, also, Introduction 
xi sq. ; of writing, I 78. See, Colors. 

Synealoa of Cyrene shows a knowledge 
of the Qabbalah, 46 note. See, St. 
Synesios. 

Syriac and Hebrew vowel pointing from 
the same source, 466 ; Massorah in the 
Ill  century A.D .. 465 sq. ; Vowel point
ing, 465 sq. 

T 
Tab'nootb. The Form, called, 401 . 
Tag-In. The. 24, 202 ; mentioned by St. 

Jerome and the Talmud, 465. 
Tallaman and amulets, 452. 
Talmud Early name of. 48 ; opposes the 

cursing of Satan, 94 ; when and where 
edited, and the content of, 48. 

Talmldal 'Hakbameen or Disciples of 
the Wise , 92. 

Tantras. Hindu. Qabbalistic ideas in, 
Introd. xiii , 170. 
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Tao. Principles of the, 1 1  r sq. 

Tao-teb-King, by Laou Tsz.' , u3. 
Targums. Age of, 461 , 462 ; are Mysti-

cal, 53. 
Teacher and Pupil. In the ancient world 

and to-day in India, 1 77. 
Teacblng of the Twelve Apostlee 

cited, 1 1 6  sq.; curious statement as to 
the Kosmic Mystery,  u6 sq. 

Te-bab, i. '·• Nature, and Elohim, 379. 
Tel-lob. Wonderful discoveries at, 237 

note, 238 note, 239. 
Temple of Solomon , 185 ; Solomon's and 

the Babylonian, 240, 241 ; Towers, 240, 
241 .  See, Solomon. 

Temples. Angles of the ancient Baby
lonian, 240. 

Temptation through woman , 365 note. 
See, First Sin. 

. Ten Angelic Hosts, 167 and note, 329 ; Of 
the number Ten, 302 sq.; the number, 
in ancient Babylonia, 240 ; ten ' Saids'. 
The, 1 22 ;  The Ten Words, 328 , 329. 

Tennemann. Wilhelm G., agrees with 
Brucker, 1 72. 

Terrestrial Man, 1 23 sq. See, Man ; 
also, Adam. 

Teetament of Adam, 167 note ; of the 
Twelve Patriarchs, 1 67. 

Tetrad of Pythagoras, 202 note, 318.  
Tetrawrammaton, 263. See, Ineffable 

Name. 
Tbankeglvlng days, existed with the an-

cient people of Babylonia, 240. 
Tbelvbel. Of, 416. 
Tbe'na-lm. The, 48. 
Tbeoeopby. Jev.;sh, at Sora in Babylonia, 

52. See , Babylonian Jews. 
Tbeee, i. '·· Eleh, 130 sq. 
Thirty-two ways of Wisdom,  199, 204, 

369 note. 
Tbobu, 243, 244, 305 note, 448 sq. See, 

Bohu. 
Tboluck. A�, opposes the anti

quity of th" Hebrew Qabbalah, espe
cially the Zohar, ro, 172. 

Tborab. Creation of, 135 ; Secret mean
ings in the words of, 102, 103. 

Tborab's. The two, 375. 
Thoucbt, i. '· · Ma'llS.t.�aA, 128 and note, 

297, 291', 377 sq. , 408 ;  Most of the An-

cient has perished, 1 78 ; Waves of, pa5$ 
through Humanity, 180 ; and the Word, 
377 sq. See, Ma'hshabah. 

Three Degrees of initiation in Ancient 
Babylonia, 249 ; of Initiation in the 
early Christian Church, 249 ; the three 
Dimensions, 137 note. See, Dimen
sions. Are One, 371 sq.: Parts of Fire 
which are one, 376 ; Upper Sephiroth 
form YH V, 1 86. 

Throne. The, 280, 424 ;  Kiseh ha-Kabod,. 
i. � .. Throne of Glory, 429 note ; Kur
sai-yah, the, 328 , 394-

Tlberlaa. The School, and the vowel 
points, 465. 

Tlpb'e-retb. The Sephirah, 200, 201. 
203 , 270,  282, 283,  292 note. See, 
Sephiroth ; also, Colors. 

Towers. Sacred, 240, 241 • 

Tradition. Antiquity of, 175, 1 76 ;  Oral 
and Written, 176. See , Introduction. 

Tranemlgratton of Souls, 90 sq.: St. 
Jerome upon, 91 .  See, Revolution, 
Gil-goolem, Metempsychosis. Origen 
upon , 91.  

Tree of Death, 409, 410. 
Tree. The Great, 349 sg. ,  385, 422 ; The 

Holy, 422 ; of Knowledg!, 204, 43 1 

sq. ; of Life, 20s. 252 ,  253, 349, 4o6, 

436 ; of the Sephiroth, 235 , 252 sq. , 

314 ; The World, 235. 
Trlad, 259, 28 1 ; very Ancient, 212, 213 ; 

with the Chinese, 444 sq.: with the 
Israelites, 372 ; in lbn Gebirol, 2 1 2 ; in 
the Holy of Holies, 186 ; in each 
H uman being, 200 ; She-mah and the 
Unity in the, 371 sq.; in each Sephirah, 
28 1 .  

Trtadlc deities of  the Akkadians, 246, 
247 ; Idea, 263, 264, 265 , 266, 267. 268 ,  
372 sq.: I d ea  in the Zohar, 182, 183, 
200 ; Representations on Signets and 
Amulets, 249, 250 ; symbolism in the 
Qabbalah, 1 8 2. 

Trln1ty, 208 ;  in Judaism , 372. 
�on, in early Christianity, 230. 
Tr1ameglatua Hermee. See , Hermes 

Trismegistus. 
Trltbelm. The Abbot Johannes, 

largely influenced by the Hebrew Qab
balah, 171. 
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Trouble. When in, man should depend 
on the Deity, 429. 

Truth, the Seal, 372 note, one of the foun
dations of the Universe, xix sq. 

Tzelem, 347 note. 390 sq., 404 sq . . 411  sq. 

Tzlm'tzum. The Qabbalistic theory of, 
201 ,  2 1 1 ,  23 1 ,  446. 

Tzool-mab. The, 405. 
Tzurab. The. 401 .  
Tzure, i .  � . . Prototype, 384  sq. 

Tzuratb, Prototypes, 392, 400. 

u 
Underetandlng. See, Binah , Sephirah 

and Sephiroth. 
Underworld. The Chaldean, etc. ,  450 

sq. 

Unlty, Triad and She-mah, 371 sq. 

Unlvereal Form of lbn Gebirol, 199 ; 
and Matter, 143 sq.; Intellect, 144. 

Unlvereall. The, De Materta, 8. 
Universe. Construction of the Akkadian, 

Chaldean and Babylonian, 448 ; Ema
nation of, 135,  195, 381 sq .• 385 sq . .

called the Garment of  God. 280 ; in  the 
Middle Ages. Diagrams of, 295 , 319, 
448 ; formed from an Indivisible Point, 
136 ; Qabbalistic ideas as to the con
struction of, 

·
415  sq.; Present, before its 

Creation, to the Holy One, in Idea, 1 27 ;  
created by the Deity and H is She'kheen
ah, 359 sq.; went forth from the Will, 
1 27. 

Upper and Lower, connection between 
the. 386 ; Deity and Lower Deity in the 
religious system of the Akkadians, 247 ; 
Family. As to consultation with the. 
246, 365 note, Introduction xiii ; and 
Lower Deity of the Qabbalah, 247 ; and 
Lower Worlds, 256 ; Man or Adam, 
1 1 4 ; Universe of which the Lower, is a 
copy, 108 sq. 

Ue. Let, make Adam, 36o sq. 

v 
Van Belmont. John Baptist, n ; Franz 

Mercurius, 1 1 .  
Van Belmonte. The two, largely influ

enced by the Hebrew Qabbalah . 171 .  
VeU. The. cannot be raised in the matter 

world, In trod. xi ; on which Creation 

was Portrayed, 127, 135 and note, 136. 
See , Maya or, Illusion, and,  Description 
of Plates. 

Venue. The Planet, 329 ; placed next to 
the Sun instead of Mercury, 314. 

Veeeele. The, the Sephiroth, 210, 2 1 1 •  
279 sq. See, Sephiroth, also, Kailem. 

Vlcarloue Bacrtftcee, in Ancient Baby
lonia, 240. 

VWars. Abbe de, author of the Count 
de Gabalis, 171 .  

Vlelble. Through it we obtain knowledge 
of the invisible, 109, 1 13,  174. See, St. 
Paul , and the Introduction. 

Vlelon of Ezeqlel. Animals of, in Chal
dea. 45 no1e, 227 .  228. 

Vlelone. The. of Ezeqlel, Daniel, 
Isaiah, 45 note, 227.

Volce. The, 136, 137 ; and Sound in 
Worship, 230 ; The, and the Word, 
377 sq. 

Volcee, seen not heard . 99, 100. 
Vlncent de Beauvole, 163. 
Vlrgln Mary. Hymn to the, 336 ; Sym

bolic color of, 261 note. 
Vowel Accente in the Talmud. 467 . 

Vowel Polntlng. Antiquity claimed for 
it, 461 sq.; An Example to show anti
quity of Vowel pointing. 465 ; was not 
Invented at one time, 463 sq. ; Syriac 
and Hebrew from the same source, 466. 

Vowel Polnte in 610 A.O., 467 ; Assyrian 
and Palestinian, 461 ; from the Baby
lonian Saboraim and not the Massorites, 
466 ; Buxtorf believed them to be an
cient, 464 sq.; in the VI I I  Century 
A .O . ,  467 ; in the X Century, 467 sq.; 

Dr. John Gill on the antiquity of, 464 ; 
The Great value to J udaism, of the es
tablishment and making known with 
certainty, of the, 469 ; Hebrew, 460 sq.

See, Hebrew vowel points. In the He
brew, first applied only in ordinary 
books. 467 ; names of, not Hebrew, 
469 ; Opinion of the Karaite Jews upon 
the. 464 sq.; only give the Pronuncia
tion as it existed in the VI Century in  
the School of Tiberias ; Reason of their 
having been made known, 462 sq. ; not 
on the Hebrew Synagogue Rolls, 467 ; 
St. Jerome"s knowledge of. 468. 469 ; 
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pointing in the Syriac, 465 JI/.: Syriac 
gives the earliest historical knowledge 
of, 464 JI/.: in Syriac, Chaldaic, Arabic 
and Persian, 468 ; points in the Syriac 
quite perfect in the time of James, 
Bishop of Edessa, 466 ; System of, 
among the Syrians in  350 A.O. ,  466 ; 
Reasons for the introduction of a more 
permanent and known System of vowel 
points, 466 JI/. : Words showing the 
value of, 469, 470 ; in the Zohar, 468 , 
469-

Vowels. In the Aryan languages, 175 ; 
the Hebrews asserted to have always 
had, 465 ; Necessity of vowel points in 
the Hebrew writings, 465 ; The Seven, 
277 ; Seven in Egypt, 463 ; Seven, among 
the Greeks, 463 JI/.: Seven, among the 
Hebrews, 463 JI/.; Written, not in the 
Semitic languages, 175. 

Wachter. John Oeorire, ascribes the 
origin of the Hebrew Qabbalah to Gen
tile philosophy, 172. 

Wakkar. Yoseph b .  Abraham Ibo, 
1 2. 

Water-Ba.elne. In ancient temples, 240. 
Waye. The Thirty-two, 300, 313, 314, 369 

note. 
Wednesday. The day of Ne'bo, also 

the day of Buddha and the day of Mer
cury, 206. 

Week. Names of the days of the, 449. 
Welgel. Valentlne, Largely influenced 

by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 1 7 1 .  
Weight, Mea.eure, Number. God 

doeth all things, in,  230. 
What ? and, Wbo ? 128 ,  129 1'1·· 378. See, 

Eleh. 
Wheat. The Parable as to, from the Zo

har, I OI .
Where ? Meaning of, 275. 
White Head. The, 133. See, Resha 

' Hiv"rah. 
Wlcked. The Deity, restrains H is anger 

as to the, 352, 353 ; The Souls of the, 
358 ; the Judgment and Punishment of 
the, 358, Salvation of the, 430. 

Wleeeler upon the Comet at the time of 
the Birth of Jesus, 87.  

WW of Ain Soph. 231 ; Creation by the, 
135, 137 ; Creative, Logos or Word, 
137 ; The Divine, 143 JI/ .. 193, 194 ; 
Divine, does not abolish Free Will, 194 ;  
the Sephirah Kether, 190 ; as the 
Source of Life, 1¢ ; a Triad yet a unit, 
204 ; the Will as an active agent in the 
Creation of the Universe, J. 191 ; Uni
verse Engraved in  the, 195. 

Wllllame. Dr. 8. Welle. His Middle 
Kingdom, cited, 1 13 .  

Wlnder, 10. 
Wlne. Reason of the use of, 230 ; and 

Sod, 358. See , Sod. 
Wlnge, an ancient emblem of the spirit

ual, 366 and note, xix. 
Wledom, 125,  262 JI/.; the Wisdom. Above, 

368, 369 JI/.: The Akkadian Deity of, 
243-244 ; Deity of, among the ancient 
Chaldeans, 241, 242. See, "Hokhmah. 
Creating Power. Views of Proverbs, St. 
Paul, etc., upon. 205 ; Religion, 221 ; 
St. Paul on, 208, 209 ; Upper and 
1..ower, 206 , 207 ;  the Upper Paradise, 
205 and note ; or the Word, created 
the Universe, 205-209. See, Logos, and 
Word. 

WoUf. Rev. John Chrletopher, ascribes 
the origin of the Hebrew Qabba.lah to 
Gentile Philosophy,  1 1 ,  1 72. 

Woman. Regarded as the Medium of 
temptation, 365 note ; Looking out of 
the Window. a Parable from the Zohar, 
104, the Evil ,  436. See, Lil-ith " Havah 
or Eve, Na-amoh, First Sin. 

Wool. White and Pure, an Oriental sym
bol for the efflux of Wisdom and Vital
ity, 1 1 8  note. 

Word. The, 125, 262 JI/· · 336, 377 JI/•.'
The Creative, 137. 301 ; Doctrine as to 
the, in Different Nations, 205 ; The, the 
First-born brother of Satan , 1 16 ; The, 
First Word of All, 381 ; and Logos, 
:z.62. See, Logos, "Hokhmah, Wisdom. 

Words. All spoken by man continue and 
ascend, 428 ; in the Abstract Sciences 
only have a partially definite meaning, 
lntrod. xi ; Creation by Ten Sayings or, 
Words, 304 ; The Ten, 328, 329. See , 
Logos, Wisdom, Word, Ten. 

World. The Ancient, and its Methods, 



175 ; Angelic, 348 ; Exists through 
Judgment and Mercy, 402 ; the Inferior 
is the Female, 189 ; The Intellectual , 
aoo, 262 ; The House of the, 385 ; 
Lower like the Upper, 417 ; the Mate
rial, 201 ;  the Moral or Sensuous, 200 ; 
the Mountain of the, 450 sq.; The 
Natural or Matter-World, 201 ; The 
Planetary, 280, 419 ; of Separation, 
420 ; the Superior, Male, •89· 

Worlds. Derivation of the names of the, 
320, 333 ; the Four, 198, 216, 280, 292 
note. 3ao, 418 1q.; the Four, in Isaiah, 
333 ; Four Oppositions to the, 434 ; the 
Four, paralleled by the four divisions in 
Plotinus, 333, 334 ; Prior, to ours. 386, 
387 ; the Four Worlds, with lbn Gebi
rol, 332 ; Superior and Inferior, influ
ences between, 1 89 ; The Two, 190 ; 
the Three Worlds in the Sephiroth, 
28r sq. 

x 
Xenophon's idea of the invisible God, 

1 14. 

y 
Ya-betz, 21 sq. See, Vaqob b. Z'vee and, 

Zohar 
YaH. The world said to have been 

formed through that Name, 319 note. 
Yakar. Yebudab b. ,  38. 
Ya-kbeen and Bo-az, 185. 
Yantr, Yin, Ylb, 444 sq. 

Ye'dud, i. 1. ,YBVB, 398. 
Ye'bee-dab or Personality, 391 sq. , 3¢ 

sq.,401 . 
Yekutblel. R. ,  on the Sephiroth, quoted, 

38, 298, 299. 
Yeeb. The, 305 note. 
Ye'tzer ba-rab, i. 1. , the Evil Inclination, 

126, 346 and note, 364, 430, 437 ; not 
the Devil. l ntrod. xiii ; is  the Serpent 
and the Angel of Death, 4o6. See, Evil 
Spirit. 

Ye'tzer ba-tob, the Good Inclination, 
r:z6, 348. 364. 

Ye'tzeer-ab. Olam ha, i. 1., World of 
Formation, 228, 321,  328 :q. 

Ye'tzeer-ab. Bepber, very old, 159, 16o ; 
in the Talmud, 159, 16o ; and Zohar. 
Difl'erences between the, 159. 

Ye'tzeer-atlo World, 198. 
Ye'ruabalml Talmud. See, Talmudim.  
Ye'eod. The Sephirah, 201 , 271 .  See, 

Sephirah. also, Sephiroth.
Ygg-draell of the Norse Mythology, 235. 
YHVB in English Bible translated Lord, 

129 ; YHVB , 1 28 ,  379 sq. See, Ineffa
ble Name, Tetrngr.immaton, Name, etc. 

Ylb King. The, 170, 444. 

Ylb, Yin, Yang, 444 sq. 

Ylebmaelltee, the Bedaw�e Arabs, 69 sq.; 

Children of, not necessarily the Mo
hammedans, 69-73· 

YIW.-'baq, the Blind (of Beaucaire) ,  38. 
283. 

Yo'bai". R. Shim-on ben, 7, 10, 17 sq. ,

1 66 ,  439 sq. 
Yotma or Yotna, an Engraving of, 228, 

229. 

z 
Zaqen. Ellyab ha-, 38.
Ze'lr An-peen, 134,  138 note, 182,  258, 

368 sq., 380. 
Zl-kum, 24:1-244. 
Zodiac, 137 note ; Ancient Mexican Signs 

of. 157 ; Assyrian Account of the crea
tion of, 245 ; The Chaldean, etc., 448 
sq.; has the Symbols of the male, 
female and harmony, 1 86. 

Zoc:Uacal Constellations, Ancient, 248, 249, 
259 ; Constellations at first, Ten, 248. 
See, Description of Plates. Signs and 

. the Animals of the vision of Ezeqiel, 
228 ; Signs, Scorpio, Virgo, and Libra, 
u8.  See, Description of Plates. 

Zobar, 7, 8, Io ; R. Abraham Gaon on, 53 ; 
Account of the Zoharic writings, 439 ; 
The Ancient, in Fez, 47 ; On the Angels 
in the, 192 ; Antiquity of, 1 2, 41 sq. ,  55 ; 
Antiquity of from its definition of Eu
nuch, 92 ; the Aramaic language in, In
trod.,  50, 5 1 ; Qaimed to have been 
forged by R. Moses de Leon, 56 1q.; 

Content of, 12,  13 ; and the cuneiform 
terra-cotta tablets, 232, 233 sq.; the Di
rections of R. Shim-on as to writing down 
the, 51 note ; the Divinely mystical in, is 
concealed, and to be only learned orally, 
53 ; the, Early acceptance of, 7 ; Edi
tions of, 13 sq.; Excerpts from, 335 sq.; 
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Dr. Ginsburg, opposes the Antiquity of, 
6s sq.; Dr. Graetz opposes the Anti
quity of, but admits the early existence 
of, The Mysteries of R. Shim-on b. 
Yo'hai, 37 ; Ideas in,  prior to the re
daction of the Talmuds, 49 ; Illumina
tion by the, 428 ; Introduction to the 
Cremona edition, I4 sq.; Jellinek's In
troduction, II ; Analysis of Konitz's 
book in support of its Antiquity, 20 sq. ; 

on the Messiah. 77 sq.; Morin's oppo
sition to, 21 ; names of, II ; not by R .  
Mosheh ( Moses) de  Leon, so sq., S8  
sq.; opposed b y  Dr. Jellinek , 3 8 ; origi
nally a Camel's load, 47 ; Predictions in,  
49 ;  Quoted, 25 note, and in  many other 
places ; Refutation of Yabetz's opposi
tion to, 2I ; on the Repetition of, YHVH 
YHVH, evidencing two Worlds, I90 ; 
sets forth the Revolution of the Earth 
on its axis, I39 ; on the Superior and I D• 
ferior Worlds, I89 ; on Thought as the 
First Principle, 192 ;  Time of the Com
position of, according to David Luriah, 
so ; conlained the Ancient Secret Tra
dition therefore that as to the Vowel 
Points, 4� sq.; Comparison of the Uni-

32 

verse to a Nut, 190 ; on the  Universe as 
the Kernel and Shell, I90, I9I ; Quota
tion from, as to the Vowel Points, etc. , 
4� ; Ya-betz speaks highly of the , 
Zohar, 35, 36 ; R. Yaqob b. Z'vee, of 
Emden (Ya-betz) , his opposition to, 2 I ,  
35 ,  36 ; called Ye'rushalmi , 48 ;  Quoted, 
as to the Children of YishmaCJ, 73-7S· 
See , Yisbmael, Edom, Rome, Ma'hsha
bah , De Leon, etc. 

Zobaric Idea, that the Deity has given 
definite laws to Nature and it follows 
these, I93 ; Parables, IOI, I04. 436 ; 
Philosophy and the Chaldean systems, 
454, 455 ; Writings, sometimes grand in 
thought, at others, puerile, 54· 

Zorzi Franc Giorgio (Franc1acu8 
Georglua) ruroamed Venetus, lazgdy 
influenced by the Hebrew Qabbalah, 
I71· 

Zuckermann on the Comet in the Zohar, 
77 sq., 8I sq. 

Zunz. Dr. Leopold, opposes the antiquity 
of the Hebrew Qabbalah, especially the 
Zohar, IO, 1 72. 

Z'vee. Yaqob b. (ot Emden). See 
also , Ya-bets and, Zohar, 111 Sf.



ERRATA. 
Unimportant and cuily to be recognized erron, are left to be corrected by the intelligent reader. 

For Hay-ylm or ' Hayyim always read, 'Haj-pM : for Hesed read, 'Hes-ed'; for Pirkeh or Pirkey 
Avoth read, Pirql .tl.61111& : for She'keen-ah read, She'kheen-ah ; for K'lippoth read, Q'lippoth ; for 
Yits·'haq or Yitz-haq read, Yitz·'haq ; for Ezekiel read, Ezeqie l ;  for Ya-kob or Jacob read, Ya-qob ; 
for Akeebah read, A'qee-bah. 

Page 5, I .  9, r., "Hanannel. 
13, l. 15, r., Misbpatim. 
14, I .  13, r. , Naphthali. 
16, I .  15 and 31, r., P'tl&a'l&-)'41& : I . 20, r., 

/"t/&a'/i 'EM'jlM. 
19, note • 1. 1, r., M1',...'1&11tl& : L 2. r., Qohe

leth. 
a7, I. 8, r., Milar11#1 : l. 1 1 ,  r. Mil•rajl111. 
"9· I. 1, and 9, r . •  Ha/ for Hall: I. 21, r., 

Qametz. 
38, I. n, r., ha-Zaqen ; I. 14, r., ha-Nase 

for, ha-Nazi. 
39, I. 4, r., 'Holili111a/J. 
41, I. 14, r . ,  Ha-'l&ol&l&Mali ;  I .  15, r., Ha

Mi11&qal. 
48, I. 7, r. , M1-art1611. 
6n, I. n, r., Ha-'liol&l&.....I&, also in note r., 

r.;,.,..,11i. 
62, I. 23, r., Yehudah. 
64, L 1 1, r . ,  Mal•r<}li : I .  9. r., 'E,,..jbN. 
65, L 24, r., Bo-tu"""' Qadoslia/J. 
66, note, r., Lie9lll1 QadMt111i,11tli. 
75, l. 6 and 7, r., Botz-rah ; I. 15, r., Z1-6a'li. 
82, I. 12, r ., Tzema'h. 
85, I .  8, r. , Artlt>d«4 M1' 1lil1-a' Ii. 
88, I. 5, dll 1 " perishing in the north," in· 

sert, will fall ; I. 6, dl/1 " dominion (pal· 
aces)" insert, daughter. 

93, I. 3, r., Blqt1t1-r1li Ha-1dim. 
94, I. 19, r. , Ha-jMuld111 : in note, r., Q1'd,,_ 

IM"'-
95, I. :i. from bot. for " Mareh " r., Mamreh. 
98, I. 4, r., Ha-:;,,..,,.;,,,; J . 20, r., O•t191'41. 
99, L 1, r., Noa'h, 
99-100, for " Sephiroth " r., letters of the 

Thor ah. 
" 105, note, r., Ql'dMl!unl z8a, K1't"""611lli. 

107, l 4, r. , Azza. 
.. 1o8, I .  2, r.,  Azza : in  note, r.,  Siphrah ; 

notest andi,  r., v.._,,11.a11&, 1J(J6. 
1 10, l 20, r., Zee·VUI ; in note, r., E"'lf/ 4a

M1hl&li. 
117, I. 14, r., fl-lliitlua-U., 

Page 125, note t, add : Comp. Franck's Lii K� 
6al1, p. 216. 

126, I. 18, r.,  Q'li}}olli. 
131 and 132, wherever it is " Ell' 4 N r., Ekl&. 
133 and 134, for •• bivr.ah .. r., ' Hiv'rah. 

135, note, r., Mantua Ed. iii, 1356. 
137, I .  21, r., Hadar ; I. 23, for • • Ghost " r., 

Spirit. 
138, note after " Ed." r ., iii. 
147, I . 24, r . , �at1111 : 1.  27, f« " 1pirit " r .• 

soul. 
z50, i .  10, r., l&a1114"6kr1llt : I .  19, r ., n1-

lll1'I· 
" 168, note, I.  4 rr. bot .• (Of' II Ezer ,,  r., Asher. 

1 71 ,  1. 20, r ., Spinoza. 
182, I .  1:i. r ., Abba. 
183, note t r, Slu'la' Ii. 
189, note, r., Va-yd-�tli. 
192, L 14t, r ., l' a..,,..,19'raA:. 
193, I. 25, 26, r., R•'liot4 J'l'tlHI lia· Ola111. 
194, I.  20, r., Abba ; L 26, for " cluJ7 " r., 

'Hai. 
195, note, after " fol. ," r., 3, col t .  
196, I .  5 ,  fr .  bot. ,  r., for •• spirit," soul ; for 

" soul," spirit. 
197, I. 17, for " Neshamah " r., Rua'h ; I. 18, 

for Rua'h r. , Nishmatha. 
" 198, I. 4, r., 91-lu}li : I. 7, r., 996. 

199, I .  6, r., Abba. 
200, I. 19, for 181, r. , 288 ; in note, I. 3, r., 

·1ia;-,,a1i. 
" 201, I. 5, for " Mt><Jt4160 " r .. Moot-HA : L 21,  

for /1.1N11ir r., ll-6a/t :  l . 21 , for " Mtltll-
6anr,'' r., Mt1t11-6a4. 

203, l. 15, r or " Spirit " r ., Soul ; 1.  16, for 
" Soul " r., Spirit. 

204, I .  25, for " Havvah" r. , 'Havah. 
207, I. 7, for " Onkelos " r., Ounqelos 
a n ,  I. 5, r ., Partzupheem . 

" 21•, I. 21, r., Ni9Htl. 
913, L :i. fr. bot. r., 'H1}lill•. 
215, I. 2:i, r., K' tlJtlflltli. 

., 217, L 26, r., ' Hadash. 
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l'll&e no, I .  r, r., Rad ; I. u, r., MO:ln. 
oo6, I. 08, r . , N otariqoo. 

Page 328, I. 3, r., Kur-sai-yah. 

232, 1.  2, fr. bot. r., lu&-8"4wl111171111 : I. 4, r., 
D'Tznloothah. 

234, 11/t., fer " Bava .. r. , Bal/w.. 
248, L 20, r ., Q�·,,. ·' 252, note f r . ,  1E"4jl111. 

·• 053, l. 14, r., E/o,., the Tree : l. 3, fr. bot. r., 
Qa-disha. 

254, I .  4, r. , Ohr for 11 0r." 
256, I. 3, r., A"fuarai; I. 4, r., 'Hadash ; I. 

17, r. , EllUI/ : I. 20, r., Hadr1t4 : ult. 
r. , Abba.

057, I. 20, r., Rulu>-"44 ; I .  3, fr. bot., tku 
,. the Ancient of the Ancients. 0 

" 265, I. 10, fr. bot., for, " spirit," r. , soul : for, 
" soul," r. ,  spirit; lu note, r. , SMg1/. 

266, l 6, r., 'Hecreq. 
067, note, r., "4.'H 4M19""-
o68, note, L s. r., P'r11 Els fua..• Haj�"'· 

" 2'6}, I. 14, r . .  Din. 
271, I. 3, fr. bot.,  fbr "  t11•t6a-c" r., """64/r., 

same line r., 4a-Moot'6aA. 
aBo, I. 8, fr. bot. r., D'7Hf/·"44 ; I. 6, r., 

Ku,.'1ai-yalt; I. 5, r., MaJaltluaj-aA: :
I. 4, r. , Gil·pd/ffll. . 

2 81, ult. r., Sitrai Y1-n...A a""""'44 
UH11-1d. 

282, L 4, r., Dismalah ; L 9, r. , Ra'hmim : 
I. 12, for, " Spirit " r., Soul, for, 
" Soul " r ., Spirit. 

284, I. 1 1, for, " Or •• r. , OAr. 
29 1 ,  L 3, r., ti-g«11U11. 
300, I. 4, r., Ollr Ain St1p4. 
303. I, 30, r ., Ounqelos. 

" 304, I. 13, r., PirqC : I.  :n, r. , Koa'b. 
305, note, 1. 1, r. , 'Hidusheh. 
307, I. 4. fr. bot. , r., Kur0sai0yah. 

" 329, I. 3, for, " Ophanee.m " r., Auphaoem ; 
for Hash r ., •Hash : I. 9, r ., Mitzraim. 

332, I . 5, r., Ki.114 M1ultA. 
334, 1.  6, for ., has .. r., have ; in note, r ., 

Worlds. 
343, I. 20, for, i•n• r., ,,n• 
3'f4, I .  8, for, " fn1p1'111t. '4aji_,,.,. •• r. ,  

lfi1""'4t4 'Haj-71111, and I . 10 for 
• ri •n '4aji-ya4 living, creature; " 
r., r,.11/1'114 'Hana4. 

345, I. 4, r., l/tukm ; In note r., 716. 
'' 348, I. 3, r .• """''""'; in note, I. :1, for )QI, 

r., 526. 
" 349, 1. 6, r ., o6' do/a far •• tnl Ult. 

#, I . 18, r., '4"1/. 
" 367, I. 3, r., 'lwg. 

368, I . 27, r., Qa-dosha. 
379, I .  29, r ., S4ad.Jai. 
38o, I. 10, r ., Tiqooneh. 
382, I .  18, r., Abba. 
394, I. 26, r., KIU'·lai.,.a4 ; L 28 and 31 r. , 

Ui-""""· 
" 39s, I. u,  r., 'Haj·ya/i. 

410, I. ro, r. Malakh Hamo-.eth. 
" 414, 1. 16, r . , tl'70"9·"""· 

416, I. 5, fr. bot ., r. , J'mt1t1t4. 
•• 417, I. 21 and 23. page 418, l 5 aod 20, r ., 

D'7H'1·1UJA. 
429, I. 6, r. , ,,,. Ela4a-li4•. 
432 and 436, top, and I .  19, r., Malakb Ha· 

moveth. 
437, I. 21, r., Sit-rah ; I. 3 &. bot. for " i?ll"" "

r., dust. 
" 440, I. 14, r., 'Ht1"""'414 ;  •II. r., Qad-disba. 
" 442, I. 25, r ., Elohe-lchu. 

444, •It. Qa-yin. 
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